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Series Preface

Mycology, the study of fungi, originated as a subdiscipline of botany and was a descrip-
tive discipline, largely neglected as an experimental science until the early years of this
century. A seminal paper by Blakeslee in 1904 provided evidence for selfincompatibil-
ity, termed “heterothallism”, and stimulated interest in studies related to the control
of sexual reproduction in fungi by mating-type specificities. Soon to follow was the
demonstration that sexually reproducing fungi exhibit Mendelian inheritance and that
it was possible to conduct formal genetic analysis with fungi. The names Burgeff, Kniep
and Lindegren are all associated with this early period of fungal genetics research.

These studies and the discovery of penicillin by Fleming, who shared a Nobel Prize
in 1945, provided further impetus for experimental research with fungi. Thus began a
period of interest in mutation induction and analysis of mutants for biochemical traits.
Such fundamental research, conducted largely with Neurospora crassa, led to the one
gene: one enzyme hypothesis and to a second Nobel Prize for fungal research awarded to
Beadle and Tatum in 1958. Fundamental research in biochemical genetics was extended
to other fungi, especially to Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and by the mid-1960s fungal
systems were much favored for studies in eukaryotic molecular biology and were soon
able to compete with bacterial systems in the molecular arena.

The experimental achievements in research on the genetics and molecular biology of
fungi have benefited more generally studies in the related fields of fungal biochemistry,
plant pathology, medical mycology, and systematics. Today, there is much interest in the
genetic manipulation of fungi for applied research. This current interest in biotechnical
genetics has been augmented by the development of DNA-mediated transformation
systems in fungi and by an understanding of gene expression and regulation at the
molecular level. Applied research initiatives involving fungi extend broadly to areas of
interest not only to industry but to agricultural and environmental sciences as well.

It is this burgeoning interest in fungi as experimental systems for applied as well as
basic research that has prompted publication of this series of books under the title The
Mycota. This title knowingly relegates fungi into a separate realm, distinct from that of
either plants, animals, or protozoa. For consistency throughout this Series of Volumes
the names adopted for major groups of fungi (representative genera in parentheses) are
as follows:

Pseudomycota

Division: Oomycota (Achlya, Phytophthora, Pythium)
Division: Hyphochytriomycota

Eumycota

Division: Chytridiomycota (Allomyces)
Division: Zygomycota (Mucor, Phycomyces, Blakeslea)
Division: Dikaryomycota

Subdivision: Ascomycotina
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Class: Saccharomycetes (Saccharomyces, Schizosaccharomyces)
Class: Ascomycetes (Neurospora, Podospora, Aspergillus)

Subdivision: Basidiomycotina
Class: Heterobasidiomycetes (Ustilago, Tremella)
Class: Homobasidiomycetes (Schizophyllum, Coprinus)

We have made the decision to exclude from The Mycota the slime molds which, although
they have traditional and strong ties to mycology, truly represent nonfungal forms
insofar as they ingest nutrients by phagocytosis, lack a cell wall during the assimilative
phase, and clearly show affinities with certain protozoan taxa.

The Series throughout will address three basic questions: what are the fungi, what do
they do, and what is their relevance to human affairs? Such a focused and comprehensive
treatment of the fungi is long overdue in the opinion of the editors.

A volume devoted to systematics would ordinarily have been the first to appear
in this Series. However, the scope of such a volume, coupled with the need to give
serious and sustained consideration to any reclassification of major fungal groups, has
delayed early publication. We wish, however, to provide a preamble on the nature of
fungi, to acquaint readers who are unfamiliar with fungi with certain characteristics
that are representative of these organisms and which make them attractive subjects for
experimentation.

The fungi represent a heterogeneous assemblage of eukaryotic microorganisms.
Fungal metabolism is characteristically heterotrophic or assimilative for organic carbon
and some nonelemental source of nitrogen. Fungal cells characteristically imbibe or ab-
sorb, rather than ingest,nutrientsandtheyhaverigidcellwalls.Thevastmajorityof fungi
are haploid organisms reproducing either sexually or asexually through spores. The
spore forms and details on their method of production have been used to delineate most
fungal taxa. Although there is a multitude of spore forms, fungal spores are basically only
of two types: (i) asexual spores are formed following mitosis (mitospores) and culminate
vegetative growth, and (ii) sexual spores are formed following meiosis (meiospores) and
are borne in or upon specialized generative structures, the latter frequently clustered in
a fruit body. The vegetative forms of fungi are either unicellular, yeasts are an example,
or hyphal; the latter may be branched to form an extensive mycelium.

Regardless of these details, it is the accessibility of spores, especially the direct
recovery of meiospores coupled with extended vegetative haploidy, that have made
fungi especially attractive as objects for experimental research.

The ability of fungi, especially the saprobic fungi, to absorb and grow on rather
simple and defined substrates and to convert these substances, not only into essential
metabolites but into important secondary metabolites, is also noteworthy. The metabolic
capacities of fungi have attracted much interest in natural products chemistry and in
the production of antibiotics and other bioactive compounds. Fungi, especially yeasts,
are important in fermentation processes. Other fungi are important in the production of
enzymes, citric acidandotherorganic compoundsaswell as in the fermentationof foods.

Fungi have invaded every conceivable ecological niche. Saprobic forms abound,
especially in the decay of organic debris. Pathogenic forms exist with both plant and
animal hosts. Fungi even grow on other fungi. They are found in aquatic as well as
soil environments, and their spores may pollute the air. Some are edible; others are
poisonous. Many are variously associated with plants as copartners in the formation of
lichens and mycorrhizae, as symbiotic endophytes or as overt pathogens. Association
with animal systems varies; examples include the predaceous fungi that trap nematodes,
the microfungi that grow in the anaerobic environment of the rumen, the many insec-
tassociated fungi and the medically important pathogens afflicting humans. Yes, fungi
are ubiquitous and important.
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There are many fungi, conservative estimates are in the order of 100,000 species,
and there are many ways to study them, from descriptive accounts of organisms found
in nature to laboratory experimentation at the cellular and molecular level. All such
studies expand our knowledge of fungi and of fungal processes and improve our ability
to utilize and to control fungi for the benefit of humankind.

We have invited leading research specialists in the field of mycology to contribute
to this Series. We are especially indebted and grateful for the initiative and leadership
shown by the Volume Editors in selecting topics and assembling the experts. We have all
been a bit ambitious in producing these Volumes on a timely basis and therein lies the
possibility of mistakes and oversights in this first edition. We encourage the readership
to draw our attention to any error, omission or inconsistency in this Series in order that
improvements can be made in any subsequent edition.

Finally, we wish to acknowledge the willingness of Springer-Verlag to host this
project, which is envisioned to require more than 5 years of effort and the publication
of at least nine Volumes.

Bochum, Germany
Auburn, AL, USA
April 1994

Karl Esser
Paul A. Lemke
Series Editors



Addendum to the Series Preface

In early 1989, encouraged by Dieter Czeschlik, Springer-Verlag, Paul A. Lemke and
I began to plan The Mycota. The first volume was released in 1994, 12 volumes followed
in the subsequent years. Unfortunately, after a long and serious illness, Paul A. Lemke
died in November 1995. Thus, it was my responsibility to proceed with the continuation
of this series, which was supported by Joan W. Bennett for Volumes X–XII.

The series was evidently accepted by the scientific community, because several
volumes are out of print. Therefore, Springer-Verlag has decided to publish completely
revised and updated new editions of Volumes I, II, III, IV, V, VI, and VIII. I am glad that
most of the volume editors and authors have agreed to join our project again. I would like
to take this opportunity to thank Dieter Czeschlik, his colleague, Andrea Schlitzberger,
and Springer-Verlag for their help in realizing this enterprise and for their excellent
cooperation for many years.

Bochum, Germany
February 2007

Karl Esser
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A place for Fungi in our world has been well established. In the years since the early
1990s the body of evidence accumulating and defining these organisms as a separate
Kingdom among life on earth has been (almost) universally accepted. On a molecular
basis, there remain a few questions concerning the deep divides low in the branches of
the evolutionary tree. And as one considers the mid- and finer branches, there will not
likely be any shock waves big enough to rattle the tree or our thinking of the Fungi (e.g.
Eumycota) as a distinct group of organisms – but there remains much to be done and
learned. Certainly the work of phylogeneticists is not over, but especially, nor is that
of cell biologists – far from it! Indeed the technological and conceptual advances made
in fungal cell biology have been so rapid that a vast literature is being generated that
explores how fungal cells grow and divide. Since the previous edition of this volume in
this series was published these new methods in single-cell imaging, video microscopy,
functional proteomics and gene expression have been widely applied to core questions
related to fungal growth and development. The current edition incorporates the latest
research using these new approaches and new perspectives that have been gained. It
also adds new chapters in contemporary topics that have emerged in recent years to the
areas that have been reviewed in the past as core areas of fungal cell biology.

What makes the fungal cell unique among eukaryotes and what features are shared?
This volume addresses some of the most prominent and fascinating facets of questions
as they pertain to the growth and development of both yeast and hyphal forms of fungi,
beginning with subcellular components, then cell organization, polarity, growth, differ-
entiation and beyond – to the cell biology of spores, biomechanics of invasive growth,
plant pathogenesis, mycorrhizal symbiosis and colonial networks. Throughout this vol-
ume, structural, molecular and ecological aspects are integrated to form a contemporary
look at the biology of the fungal cell.

Chapter 1 endeavors to generate a new perspective and appreciation for the unique
qualities of the endomembrane system in filamentous fungi, as opposed to other eu-
karyotes and sometimes also yeast cells, by drawing connections between structural
and molecular data. In filamentous fungi the tubular vacuole system is one component
of the endomembrane system, as described in Chap. 2, which plays a most important
role in transport – of nutrients, proteins and membrane elements – at the subcellular
and intercellular level. The importance of these vacuolar tubules has generally not been
widely appreciated but they are now beginning to take their rightful place alongside
vesicles as major mediators of cellular traffic. Their vital role in intercellular traffic of
late diverging fungi is dependent upon the perforate septation of hyphae that enables
more complex multicellular differentiation. Chapter 3 offers a review of the Woronin
body, an organelle unique to these “advanced” members of the Eumycota (i.e. not found
among non-septate filamentous fungi) that is also indispensable in the formation of
large multicellular structures. The ability of these fungi to establish tissues and large
organs, and shared with animals and plants, is a consequence of Woronin body function
in gating cell-to-cell movement and loss of contents upon cell injury and is thus of great
evolutionary significance.
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A molecular and genomic component to the analysis of each of these cellular con-
stituents has been essential in bringing our current understanding to new levels. Simi-
larly, these same tools provide a fresh insight into the most obvious manifestation of the
fungal cell, the cell wall, and Chap. 4 includes additional impetus for new research efforts
that go beyond the Saccharomyces model. This same message is delivered in Chaps. 5
and 6. Central to this volume, and to fungal cell biology, is the topic of growth as it
relates to the polarity of yeast and hyphal cells. These two chapters review these aspects
from different perspectives and thus provide a more comprehensive synthesis of the
similarities and likely differences that underlie the biology of the major growth forms
exhibited by cells of fungi. Chapter 7 continues these considerations with regard to the
“pleomorphic” pathogen Candida albicans, an extremely important organism in human
health as well as a model allowing the functional dissection of morphogenetic signal-
ing pathways. The very recently discovered participation by C. albicans, and another
important human pathogen C. glabrata, in mating processes led to additional findings
as reviewed in Chap. 8 that point to a possible connection between the phenotypic
switching processes of morphogenesis and pathogenesis, and an obvious practicality
for understanding the biology of these growth forms and cellular events.

The biology of fungal cells that enable the pathogenesis of plants is reviewed in
the following three chapters, from the very first stages of contact to the mechanisms of
invasive hyphal growth and the various cell structures elaborated for this purpose. That
hyphae can penetrate solid substances is one of the defining characteristics of the fungi –
as pointed out in Chap. 10, this is important not only during plant pathogenesis, but in
every interaction between fungal cells and their environment. The essential ecological
role of certain fungi with the ability to form mycorrhizae, a sophisticated symbiotic
relationship between roots and these fungi that is one of the most prevalent associations
in all terrestrial ecosystems, is described in Chap. 12. Though obviously important,
we still known very little about the biology of these plant–fungus interactions but, as
you will read, many tools of contemporary cell biology are being applied to help fill
these knowledge gaps. The final chapter of the volume concerns the form and function
of interconnected, self-organized fungal networks typically occupying many square
meters of space that are ubiquitous in nature but about which we also know quite little.

As a whole this volume offers many small windows through which the reader can
appreciate both the unique and shared biology of the fungal cell as well as how and why
these organisms represent remarkable and fascinating models for study.

Wilmington, Delaware, USA
Aberdeen, Scotland, UK
February 2007

Richard J. Howard
Neil A. R. Gow
Volume Editors



Volume Preface to the First Edition

Research in cell biology has exploded over the past decade, rendering impossible the
task of mortals to stay abreast of progress in the entire discipline. Anyone interested in
the biology of the fungal cell has most certainly noticed this trend, even in this fringe
field of the larger subject. Indeed, to understand the biology of the fungal cell is to
understand its interactions with the environment and with other cells, encompassing
a tremendously broad array of subdisciplines. In fact, the Mycota represent one of the
last, largely unexplored gold mines of biological diversity. From cellular morphogenesis
to colony formation and pathogenesis, this volume provides examples of the breadth
and depth of fungal cell biology. Of course, there are many topics that could not be
addressed in such limited space, but no matter. Our primary aim has been to provide
a selected sampling of contemporary topics at the forefront of fungal cell biology to
facilitate the dissemination of information across and between the many enclaves of
researchers who study fungal cell biology. These include cell biologists, cytologists,
developmental biologists, ecologists, geneticists, medical mycologists, microbiologists,
molecular biologists, plant pathologists, and physiologists – many of whom would never
consider themselvesmycologists, andwhatapity.Wehope that thecurrentvolumewill, in
some ways, serve to bridge the gaps and inequalities that exist between these mycologists
and to unite their efforts toward the advancement of our science.

This volume is divided into two parts. The first part considers a sampling of behav-
ioral topics – how, or in what manner and to what effect, do cells of fungi behave in
various environments; how does environment influence cell biology; how do the cells
affect their surroundings, animate and inanimate? Topics include invasive growth, a
defining characteristic of the Mycota; controls of cell polarity and shape, and morpho-
logical changes that are essential for the virulence of many pathogenic fungi; and a
detailed consideration of the ways in which groups of cells of the same species form an
individualistic coordinated organism.

The second part of the volume looks at the fungal cell as a structural continuum –
from proteins, e.g. hydrophobins, that manage patterns of growth and development in
space, to extracellular matrices, molecular connections between extra- and intracellular
domains, including the cytoskeleton, to the molecular patterns of genomes that dictate
things we do not yet know exist. All of these topics are perfused by recent advances in
molecular genetics and are written at a time when fungal genome databases are just
becoming established as a tool for the future. We hope that this volume will not only
demonstrate that fungal cell biology is useful in representing accessible systems for
exploration of biological systems as a whole, but also in illuminating aspects of fungal
biology that are unique and fascinating in their own right. We are challenged by an
amazing universe of fungal cell biology waiting to be explored.

Wilmington, Delaware, USA
Aberdeen, Scotland, UK
March 2001

Richard J. Howard
Neil A. R. Gow
Volume Editors
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I. Introduction

The eukaryotic endomembrane system can be de-
fined as all the organelles comprising both the
endocytic and secretory pathways, including the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER), Golgi apparatus, en-
dosomes, multivesicular bodies, lysosomes, vac-
uoles, plasma membrane, and transport interme-
diates such as vesicles and microvesicles. These
membrane-enclosed compartments form a com-
plex intracellular system that can comprise a large
percentage of the total cellular volume. To under-
stand the interrelationships between these intra-
cellular compartments it is helpful to consider how
each might have evolved. One of the most signif-
icant advances in evolution from prokaryotes to
eukaryotes was the development of extensive cel-
lular compartmentalization (Stanier 1970), facili-
tated by the proliferation of internal membranes
(Blobel 1980). This elaboration of internal mem-
branes allowed for an organelle-based division of
labor for the biochemistry that was previously re-
stricted to the surface of prokaryotic cells (Becker
and Melkonian 1996). This in turn allowed for the
development of large cells with vastly reduced sur-

1 DuPont Crop Genetics, Wilmington, DE 19880-0353, USA
2 Biology Department, Gettysburg College, Gettysburg, PA 17325,
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facearea:volumeratios– theaverageeukaryotic cell
is 102–103 times greater in volume than prokary-
otes (Dacks and Field 2004).

Intracellular compartments can be divided
into three distinct topological groups: (1) the
nucleus and cytosol, (2) mitochondria, and
(3) organelles of the endomembrane system,
based upon the predominant means of protein
transport within each group (Blobel 1980): gated
between the cytosol and nucleus via nuclear pores,
transmembrane in the case of mitochondria,
and mainly vesicle-mediated. Organelles are
membrane-bounded compartments that contain
specific chemistry. The protein constituents of
each organelle define its structure and function.
Since most proteins are synthesized in the cytosol,
mechanisms exist for delivery of these proteins to
the proper organelle. Therefore, an understanding
of protein transport is inexorably connected with
understanding the endomembrane system. In
large part organelle homeostasis is controlled
by limiting the flow of molecules both into and
out of each compartment. Thus, to understand
the workings of the eukaryotic cell it is funda-
mental to understand the defining biochemical
activities for each organelle, how molecules move
between them, and how the compartments are
created and maintained. For the compartments
that comprise the endomembrane system this is
a daunting task considering all the interorganellar
communication that occurs concurrently with the
flow of biomaterials through the system. It is even
more remarkable in fungal hyphae, perhaps the
ultimate fast growing polarized eukaryotic cell.
Cells of septate fungi can be upwards of 200 times
longer than wide (and coenocytic Zygomyetes
much longer than this) with a hyphal apex that
extends a distance of up to four times the hyphal
diameter every minute (Collinge and Trinci 1974;
López-Franco et al. 1995).

While there is certainly much overlap in the
strategies adopted by various eukaryotes, the
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endomembrane system of filamentous fungi has
several singular structural features that set it
apart from that of other higher eukaryotes. For
example, the Golgi apparatus in filamentous fungi
lacks stacks of membrane cisternae and does not
disperse during mitosis. Also, there is a lack of
structural evidence to support the existence of
clathrin-coated vesicles, vectors that are respon-
sible for the bulk of endocytosis and trans-Golgi
network trafficking. Some of these differences
appear to be shared between filamentous fungi
and their yeast relatives while others are not (Ta-
bles 1.1–1.6). Whether these structural differences
underlie significant functional differences remains
to be answered and could perhaps be exploited
in the design of control strategies against fungi,
many of which have a significant negative impact
upon humankind.

As we consider the endomembrane system of
filamentous fungi, we unavoidably focus on the hy-
phal tip cell (Fig. 1.1) where the most obvious prod-
uct of that system, polarized growth, is manifest.
Additionally, in terms of morphology and ultra-
structure, the hyphal tip cell is undoubtedly the
most studied of all fungal cells. The overall dis-
tribution of endomembrane compartments related
to the tip growth process is carefully orchestrated
and maintained; and perturbation of the hyphal
apex is evidenced by a rapid redistribution of cellu-
lar endomembrane components, particularly those
associated with the Spitzenkörper. For further re-
lated discussion, the reader is referred to Chaps. 5
and 6 in this volume, respectively by Fischer, and
by Sudbery and Court.

The present chapter was written in part to spur
further inquiries in this area by bringing together
disjointed sources of information. By emphasiz-
ing morphogenesis and structure we aim to draw
connections between microscope-based structural
knowledge and molecular data, and hope that this
undertaking will generate a new perspective and
appreciation for the unique qualities of the en-
domembrane system in filamentous fungi.

II. Tools for Study
of the Endomembrane System

The discovery and manipulation of fluorescent
reporter molecules has revolutionized cell biology
and been exploited to study fungi (Cormack
1998; Lorang et al. 2001; Czymmek et al. 2005).

Fluorescent protein tagging methods have aided
greatly investigations of the endomembrane
system of other eukaryotes (Hanson and Köhler
2001). These probes can be used to determine the
subcellular distribution of a given molecule as
well as assess its mobility and potential protein–
protein interactions. In addition, fluorescent
protein markers can be used to label specific
compartments, monitoring their size, shape, mo-
bility and time-resolved changes that occur during
development or in response to environmental
stimuli. For example, a yeast deletion library was
used in conjunction with a background strain
with a plasma membrane-targeted GFP to identify
genes required for precise delivery of this protein
to its proper destination (Proszynski et al. 2005).
These types of studies could do much to advance
our understanding.

Recent advances in gene targeting and the de-
velopment of fusion PCR for gene-tagging have
combined to make large-scale gene and genome
manipulation feasible in Neurospora crassa, As-
pergillus nidulans, and A. fumigatus. First, dis-
ruption of the non-homologous end joining DNA
repair pathway (NHEJ), by deletion of the KU70
or KU80 genes, essentially eliminates the histor-
ically difficult problem of inefficient gene target-
ing in these fungi (Ninomiya et al. 2004; da Silva
Ferreira et al. 2006; Krappman et al. 2006; Nayak
et al. 2006). For example, in A. nidulans cells lack-
ing KU70 or KU80, ∼90% of transformants are

Table. 1.1. (on page 3–4) Endoplasmic reticulum proteins
in fungi. A. nidulans (An) ER proteins were identified
by tBlastn of the An genome (http://www.broad.mit.edu/
annotation/genome/aspergillus_nidulans/) using S. cere-
visiae (Sc) proteins. Sc proteins were obtained from Gene
Ontology annotation for yeast endoplasmic reticulum
(www.yeastgenome.org). Proteins were further defined
by forward and reverse tBlastn and blastp between
Sc and An genomes, tBlastn of An proteins against
the An genome, and tBlastn and blastp of An and Sc
proteins to all Fungal Genome Initiative (FGI) genomes
(http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/fgi/)

Table. 1.2. (on page 5–7) Golgi proteins. A. nidulans (An)
ER proteins were identified by tBlastn of the An genome
(http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/genome/aspergillus
_nidulans/) using S. cerevisiae (Sc) proteins. Sc proteins
were obtained from Gene Ontology annotation for yeast
golgi (www.yeastgenome.org). Proteins were further
defined by forward and reverse tBlastn and blastp between
Sc and An genomes, tBlastn of An proteins against
the An genome, and tBlastn and blastp of An and Sc
proteins to all Fungal Genome Initiative (FGI) genomes
(http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/fgi/)
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Endoplasmic reticulum membrane proteins
SEC61 translocation complex
SBH1, SBH2 AN0417 (8e−14, 5e−19) Ci, Cg, Nc, Mg, Bc, Ss (1e−110 → 5e−08)
SSS1 AN4589 (2.6e−16) Bc, Ss, Mg, Ci, Cg, Ro, Nc, Cn (7e−25 → 0.001)
SEC61, SSH1 AN7721 (1e−123, 5e−50) Ci, Ss, Nc,Cg, Mg,Cn, Ro, Bc (0.0 → 1e−119)

SEC63 pre-secretory protein translocation complex
SEC62 AN6269 (4e−24) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg,Ro, Cn (1e−146 → 1e−25)
SEC63 AN0834 (5e−32) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg,Ro, Cn (0.0 → 6e−29)
SEC66 AN1442 (2e−09) Ss, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ci, Bc, Cn, Ro (1e−97 → 1e−12)
SEC72 AN10987 (7e−07) Ci, Nc, Mg, Cg, Bc, Ss,Ro, Cn (2e−56 → 3e−06)

Other ER membrane proteins
VPS64 (cytoplasm→ vacuole protein targeting) AN4632 (2e−18) Ci, Nc, Ss, Mg, Bc, Cg, Ro (1e−150 → 9e−22)
HSD1 (unknown function) AN3177 (1e−43) Ci, Bc, Mg, Cg, Nc, Ss, Cn, Ro (1e−122 → 3e−15)
PHO86 (packaging PHO84 into COPII vesicles) None None
NPL4 (complex w/CDC48, UFD1) AN0295 (1e−127) Ci., Ss, Cg, Bc, Nc, Mg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 2e−88)
ERI1 (GPI–GnT complex) AN8536 (0.74) Mg, Bc, Nc, Ss, Cg, Ci (1e−20 → 1e−05)
CUE1 (recruits UBC7, protein degradation) AN5900 (0.072) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Cn (1e−44 → 0.003)
ERG28 (interacts w/ERG6, -26, -27) AN5862 (8e−17) Ci, Bc, Ss, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ro, Cn (1e−30 → 2e−06)
DER1 (ER-associated protein degradation) Contig 109b (0.010) Nc, Mg, Ci (3e−10 →3e−07)
CSG2 (mannosylation) AN0674 (0.016) Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (1e−109 → 7e−11)
YET1, YET2, YET3 (HuBAP31 homolog) AN0819 (0.001, 0.028, 3e−13) Ci, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ss, Bc, Ro (5e−56 → 1e−04)
STE14 (farnesyl Cys-COOH methyltransferase) AN6162 (4e−45) Ci, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ro, Bc, Cn, Ss (6e−68 → 2e−04)
BIG1 (cell wall β-glucan content) AN5684 (2.4) Bc, Ci, Ss, Mg, Cg, Nc (3e−23 → 2e−09)
ERD1 (retention of luminal ER proteins) AN5682 (8e−07) Nc, Mg, Cg, Ss Bc, Ci, Cn (4e−94 → 6e−11)
ERD2 (binds HDEL motif in ER proteins) AN11226 (7e−42) Ss, Bc, Nc, Ci, Mg, Cg, Cn, Ro (6e−74 → 1e−36)
Novel additional ERD2 homolog AN4528 (2e−19) Nc, Bc, Mg, Ss, Cg, Cn (2e−70 → 4e−24)
VPH2 (vacuolar-ATPase assembly) None None
VMA21 (vacuolar-ATPase assembly) AN2975c – Ss, Mg, Cg (2e−05 → 0.028)
VMA22 (vacuolar-ATPase assembly) AN4766d – Nc, Mg, Cg, Ci, Bc, Ro, Ss (2e−18 → 0.68)
MCD4 (GPI anchor synthesis) AN7049 (1e−140) Ci, Bc, Cg, Nc, Ss, Mg, Ro (0.0 → 6e−51)
RCR1 (chitin deposition in cell wall) AN1001 (0.41) Ci, Cg, Nc, Ss, Mg, Bc, Ro (1e−126 → 1e−27)
KAR5 (nuclear membrane fusion) AN1771 (2e−06) Ci, Mg, Bc, Cg, Nc, Ss (2e−30 → 3e−06)
FRT1 (calcineurin substrate) Not found MGG_09764 ? (0.79)
FRT2 (interacts with FRT1) None None

Endoplasmic reticulum lumenal proteins
ZRG17 (possible zinc uptake function) AN1076 (1e−24) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg (1e−130 → 1e−81)
PGA2 (maturation of GAS1, PHO8) AN0597e – Mg, Nc, Ci, Ss, Bc (4e−06 → 0.005)
PGA3 (maturation of GAS1, PHO8) AN6366 (3e−55) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (1e−135 → 2e−72)
INP54 (ptdins 4,5-bisphosphate-5-phosphatase) AN11023 (6e−06) Ci, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Bc, Ro (7e−96 → 5e−11)

Disulfide bond formation
ERV2 (PI 4,5-bisphosphate-5-phosphatase) AN3759 (5e−30) Ci, Nc, Mg, Ss, Bc (1e−44 → 1e−35)
EPS1 (PDI1-related protein) AN5970 (1e−05) Ci, Ss, Bc, Cg, Nc, Mg, Ro (0.0 → 5e−32)
PDI1, EUG1 (protein disulfide isomerase) AN7436 (3e−49, 6e−33) Ci, Nc, Cg, Ss, Mg, Bc, Ro, Cn (1e−179 → 3e−73)
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MPD1 (inhibits CNE1 chaperone activity) AN0248 (5e−24) Ci, Nc, Mg, Ss, Bc, Cg, Ro, Cn (1e−112 → 5e−17)

ER chaperones/unfolded protein response
SHR3 (ER packaging chaperone) AN1845 (6e−19) Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Nc (1e−58 → 3e−11)
ERJ5 (co-chaperone, DnaJ-like domain) AN5770 (3e−04) Ci, Mg, Cg, Bc, Nc, Ss, Ro, Cn (1e−102 → 9e−06)
ORM1, ORM2 (unfolded protein response) AN1933 (1e−42, 8e−25) Ci, Cg, Ss, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cn, Ro (7e−82 →1e−19)
ERO1 (oxidative protein folding) AN1510 (4e−71) Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (1e−179 → 3e−51)
FES1 (HSP70 nucleotide exchange factor) AN6543 (6e−28) Cg, Mg, Ci, Nc, Ss, Bc, Ro, Cn (6e−52 → 2e−09)
LHS1 (HSP70 family chaperone) AN0847 (2e−44) Ci, Ss, Bc, Nc, Mg, Cg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 3e−47)
SIL1 (KAR2 nucleotide exchange factor) BC1G_08026.1f (8e−12) Bc, Cg, Nc, Mg (8e−12 → 5e−08)
KAR2/BiP (ATPase, chaperone) AN2062 (0.0) Ci, Bc, Ss, Nc, Mg, Cg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 0.0)
CPR5 (ER cyclophilin) AN4467 (7e−41) Cg, Nc, Ss, Ro, Ci, Bc, Mg (9e−63 → 9e−41)
HRD1 (ubiquitin-protein ligase for ERAD) AN1488 (2e−24) Ci, Ss, Bc, Cg, Nc, Mg, Cn (0.0 → 3e−35)
CNE1 (calnexin, ER chaperone) AN3592 (2e−48) Ci, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ss, Bc, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 2e−39)
HLJ1 (co-chaperone for HSP40) AN4441 (5e−18) Ss, Bc, Cg, Mg, Nc, Ci, Ro (5e−78 → 1e−21)
JID1 (probable HSP40 co-chaperone) Contig 51g (4e−10) Ss, Bc, Nc, Ci, Mg, Ro (5e−22 → 0.007)
YDJ1 (DnaJ co-chaperone for HSP70, -90) AN2731 (1e−79) Ci, Ss, Bc, Cg, Nc, Mg, Ro, Cn (1e−165 → 1e−91)

Other ER and ER-associated proteins
SWR1 (SWI2/SNF2-related ATPase) AN9077 (0.0) Ci, Ss, Nc, Cg, Bc, Mg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 0.0)
SWC3 (SWR1 complex) AN3834 (0.001) Ci, Bc, Ss, Cg, Mg, Nc (3e−47 → 7e−26)
MSC1 (unknown function) AN4940 (4e−26) Ci, Nc, Mg, Bc, Ss, Cg, Cn (1e−148 → 5e−10)
MSC2 (cation diffusion facilitator family) AN5347 (8e−47) Ci, Nc, Ro, Bc, Mg, Ss, Cg, Cn (1e−77 → 7e−23)
MSC7 (unknown function) AN6636 (1e−120) Ci, Bc, Cg, Mg, Nc, Ss, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 6e−81)
SLC1 (1-acyl-glycerol-3-PO4 acyltransferase) AN6139 (0.0) Ci, Cg, Nc, Bc, Ss, Mg, Cn, Ro (1e−110 → 1e−46)
ARE1, ARE2 (acyl-CoA:sterol acyltransferase) AN4208 (0.0) Ss, Mg, Nc, Ci, Cg, Bc, Cn (1e−175 → 4e−51)
Novel additional ARE1/2 homolog AN6159h (5.7e−21, 3e−30) Ci, Ss, Bc, Cg, Nc, Mg, Ro, Cn (1e−162 → 1e−29)
MNL1 (α-mannosidase-like protein) AN11163 (0.0) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Cg, Nc, Bc, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 2e−77)

a Listed are fungi in which one or more putative orthologs occur. Order of fungi and corresponding range of e-values indicate relative strength of homology to An sequence.
Bc Botrytis cinerea, Cg Chaetomium globosum, Ci Coccidioides immitis, Cn Cryptococcus neoformans, Mg Magnaporthe grisea, Nc Neurospora crassa, Ro Rhizopus oryzae,
Ss Sclerotinia sclerotiorum.
b Sc DER1 found an unnamed hypothetical ORF in An (contig 109, nt 132344–133047). Sc DER1 found putative orthologs in three other fungi; its closest relative is NCU00146
(3e−10).
c Sc VMA21 did not find the An ortholog, but did find the putative Mg ortholog, MGG_09929 (2e−05). MGG_09929, in turn, found Sc VMA21 (1.6e−07) and the putative An
ortholog, AN2975 (0.008).
d Sc VMA22 did not find the An ortholog, but did find the putative Ss ortholog, SS1G_13727 (e=11.0). SS1G_13727, in turn, found Sc VMA22 (0.097) and the putative An
ortholog, AN4766 (3.1).
e Sc PGA2 did not find an An homolog, but did find the putative Ci ortholog, CIMG_00038.2 (1e−04). CIMG_00038.2, in turn, found Sc PGA2, and a putative An ortholog,
AN0597. The An gene did not find PGA2 in Sc, but found the same five putative orthologs in other fungi as were found by CIMG_00038.2.
f Sc SIL1 did not find an An homolog, but did find the putative Bc ortholog, BC1G_08026.1 (8e−12). BC1G_08026.1, in turn, found Sc SIL1 (1.3e−10) and putative orthologs
in three other fungi, but not in A. nidulans.
g Sc JID1 found an unnamed hypothetical ORF in An (contig 51, nt 221952–222362). Sc JID1 found putative orthologs in other fungi; its closest relative is SS1G_11303 (2e−10).
h ScARE1andARE2are strongly relatedparalogs (1.3e−155). TheAnorthologofARE1/ARE2 isAN4208 (0.0).Reciprocal blastpof theScgenomefindsARE1 (2.2e−67) andARE2
(4.2e−57). In addition, An possesses one paralog, AN6159, that shows moderate similarity to AN4208 (2.3e−31), and to the Sc ARE1/2 paralogs (5.7e−21 and 3e−30, respectively).
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Golgi resident proteins
ATX2 (manganese homeostasis) AN6216 (8.5e−06) Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (1e−116 → 1e−35)
ARV1 (intracellular sterol distribution) AN5868 (1.3e−09) Ci, Nc, Ss, Cg, Bc, Mg (4e−23 → 3e−05)
AUR1 (IPC synthase, sphingolipid synthesis) AN4991 (0.0) Ci, Ss, Bc, Cg, Nc, Ro, Cn (1e−129 → 3e−64)
GDA1 (guanosine diphosphatase, GDP → GMP) AN1082 (0.0) Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (1e−151 → 1e−76)
CCC1 (vacuolar Fe2+/Mn2+ transporter) AN3681 (3.5e−34) Ci, Mg, Ss, Ro, Bc, Cg, Cn (2e−72 → 5e−17)
Novel A. nidulans CCC1 homolog AN4990 (2.1e−31) Noneb

GEF1 (chloride channel, Fe metabolism) AN2308 (0.0) Ci, Ss, Nc, Cg, Mg, Bc, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 1e−159)
Novel additional GEF1 homologsc AN6107 (0.0) Ci, Nc, Ss, Mg, Bc, Cg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 1e−119)

AN6311 (0.0) Ci, Mg, Cg, Nc, Ss, Bc, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 1e−105)
IMH1 (vesicular transport, GRIP domain) AN2480 (9.4e−39) Ci, Nc, Ss, Bc, Cg, Mg, Ro (0.0 → 6e−32)
LCB4, LCB5 (sphingolipid long-chain base kinase) AN1176 (0.0) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (1e−144 → 7e−43)
ANP1 (retention of Golgi glycosyltransferases) AN10265 (0.0) Ci, Ss, Mg, Cg, Nc, Bc, Ro (1e−156 → 6e−57)
VAN1 (component of mannan polymerase I) AN4395 (0.0) Ci, Mg, Cg, Bc, Nc, Ss, Ro (1e−153 → 8e−60)
MNN9 (Golgi mannosyltransferase complex) AN7672 (0.0) Ci, Bc, Ss, Nc, Mg, Cg (1e−126 → 1e−105)
MNN10 (Golgi membrane mannosyltransferase) AN7562 (0.0) Ss, Bc, Ci, Mg, Nc, Cg (1e−132 → 1e−110)
MNN11 (Golgi mannosyltransferase complex) AN1969 (1.5e−22) Ci, Cg, Nc, Ss, Mg, Bc (4e−98 → 1e−44)
HOC1 (α-1,6-mannosyltransferase) AN4716 (0.0) Ci, Ss, Nc, Bc, Mg, Cg, Cn (1e−117 → 8e−34)
MNN2 (α-1,2-mannosyltransferase) AN6571 (0.0) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (1e−125 → 6e−05)
MNN5 (α-1,2-mannosyltransferase) AN6857 (4e−44) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Cn, Ro (1e−138 → 1e−14)
MNN1 (α-1,3-mannosyltransferase) AN6571d (9e−05) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (1e−125 → 6e−05)
KRE6 (integral membrane β-1,6 glucan synthase) AN10779 (0.0) Ci, Bc, Ss, Cn (0.0 → 1e−115)
RSN1 (membrane protein, unknown function) AN8069 (0.0) Ci, Bc, Cg, Ss, Nc (0.0 → 1e−104)
DRS2 (aminophospholipid translocase) AN6112 (0.0) Ci, Bc, Cg, Nc, Mg, Ss, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 0.0)
KEX1 (killer toxin processing,TPA carboxypeptidase) AN10184 (0.0) Ci, Ss, Nc, Mg, Bc, Cg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 4e−43)
KEX2 (Ca2+-dependent Ser protease, proprotein convertase) AN3583 (0.0) Ci, Bc, Ss, Cg, Nc, Mg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 1e−155)
VRG4 (Golgi GDP-mannose transporter) AN8848e (0.0) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (1e−145 → 8e−98)
HVG1 (unknown function, similar to VRG4) AN9298e (0.0) None
PSD2 (phosphatidylserine decarboxylase) AN3188f (0.0) Ci, Ss, Cg, Mg, Bc, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 1e−145)
Novel additional PSD2 homolog AN7989 (0.0) Ci (1e−102)
HUT1 (UDP-galactose transport to GA lumen) AN4068 (0.0) Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (1e−133 → 2e−47)
GOT1 (ER → GA transport?) AN10313 (1e−07) Ci, Mg, Cg, Ss, Nc, Ro (3e−26 → 2e−09)
STE13 (dipeptidyl aminopeptidase) AN2946 (1e−112) Ss, Bc, Ci, Nc, Cg, Mg (0.0 → 0.0)
PMR1 (Ca+2/Mn+2 P-type ATPase) AN7464 (0.0) Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 1e−122)
TUL1 (RING-finger E3 ubiquitin ligase) AN1075 (1e−51) Ci, Mg, Bc, Nc, Ss, Cg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 4e−04)
YIF1 (fusion of ER-derived COPII vesicles) AN6628 (1e−22) Ci, Bc, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ss, Cn, Ro (1e−129 → 1e−19)
COY1 (similar to mammalian CASP) AN0762 (3e−48) Ci, Bc, Nc, Ss, Mg, Cg, Cn (0.0 → 2e−41)
SWH1, OSH2 (oxysterol-binding protein) AN9063 (1e−123, 1e−160) Bc, Nc, Ss, Mg, Ci, Cg, Ro (0.0 → 2e−51)
GMH1 (interacts with GEA1, GEA2) AN3439 (7e−08) Ci, Cn (6e−52 → 5e−05)
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GVP36 (unknown function) AN10743 (3e−30) Ci, Mg, Ss, Cg, Bc, Ro, Cn (1e−120 → 1e−21)
SVP26 (retention of early GA proteins) AN5788 (1e−40) Ci, Nc, Bc, Mg, Ss, Cn, Ro (6e−63 → 3e−16)
BFR2 (essential protein, secretion) AN7526 (3e−23) Ci, Bc, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ro, Ss (3e−90 → 4e−08)
BUG1 (unknown function) None None
CHS7 (regulates CHS3 export from ER) AN1069 (3e−62) Ci, Nc, Cg, Ss, Bc, Mg, Ro, Cn (1e−129 → 5e−54)
Novel additional CHS7 homolog AN5152 (2e−08) Ss, Nc, Ci, Cg, Bc, Mg, Ro (1e−85 → 5e−20)
TPO5 (putative polyamine transporter) AN1061 (2e−57) Ci, Mg, Ss, Nc (0.0 → 1e−98)
SBE2, SBE22 (transport of cell wall components) AN3752 (7e−06, 5e−10) Ss, Mg, Nc, Ci, Cg, Bc, Cn, Ro (1e−111 → 6e−13)
INP53 (PI 4,5-bisphosphate phosphatase) AN8288 (1e−169) Ss, Ci, Mg, Nc, Cg, Bc, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 6e−71)
YKL063C (putative protein, unknown function) None None
YCR043C (putative protein, unknown function) AN8720 (7e−49) Bc, Ss, Cg, Mg, Nc (5e−94 → 1e−78)
YJL123C (putative protein, unknown function) AN4024 (5e−12) Ci, Ss, Bc, Nc, Cg, Mg, Cn, Ro (1e−131 → 1e−07)

Golgi protein retention
VPS1 (dynamin GTPase) AN8023 (0.0) Ci, Ss, Cg, Nc, Mg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 0.0)
VPS13 (homologous to human COH1) AN5579 (0.0) Ss, Ci, Mg, Cg, Bc,Nc, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 1e−161)

Golgi to plasma membrane
LST4 (transport of GAP1 permease) None None
LST7 (transport of GAP1 permease) AN4598 (0.0083) Ci, Ss, Bc, Nc, Mg, Cg (1e−129 → 1e−11)
SEC14 (P-inositol/P-choline transfer protein) AN4997 (4e−82) Nc, Cg, Ss, Bc, Mg, Ci, Cn (1e−25 → 8e−26)
CHS5 (chitin biosynthesis, CHS3 localization) AN8710 (3e−56) Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Cg, Nc, Ro, Cn (1e−115 → 2e−19)
BCH2 (see Table 1.5) AN3122 (0.003) Ci, Cg, Ss, Nc, Mg, Bc, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 1e−73)

GORASP (Golgi postmitotic reassembly stacking protein)
GRH1 (hsGRASP55/65 homolog) AN11248g (8e−18) Ci, Ss, Mg, Cg, Bc, Nc, Ro, Cn (2e−89 → 7e−04)

a Listed are fungi in which one or more putative orthologs occur. Order of fungi and corresponding range of e-values indicate relative strength of homology to An sequence.
Bc Botrytis cinerea, Cg Chaetomium globosum, Ci Coccidioides immitis, Cn Cryptococcus neoformans, Mg Magnaporthe grisea, Nc Neurospora crassa, Ro Rhizopus oryzae, Ss
Sclerotinia sclerotiorum.
b AN4990 appears to represent a novel, expanded homolog of Sc CCC1 that occurs in A. nidulans, but not in the other fungal species in this study.
c The single Sc GEF1 Golgi chloride channel found three strongly conserved fungal homologs. By reciprocal blastp search each An protein found Sc GEF1 as the only
significant hit (AN2308 7.2e−108, AN6107 1.1e−69, and AN6311 4.4e−68). Each of these three exhibits strong homology with human chloride channel 3 protein (NP_001820,
7e−148 → 3e−135).
d Other fungi appear to be missing an ortholog of the Sc MNN1 α-1,3-mannosyltransferase. MNN1 finds only one An protein, AN6571 (9e−05). However, AN6571 appears to
be the ortholog of the Sc MNN2 α-1,2-mannosyltransferase (0.0). Similarly, Sc MNN1 found no homologs by blastp of all fungi.
e AN8848 and AN9298 appear to represent a duplicated gene pair in A. nidulans that is not duplicated in the other fungal species in this study, with the possible exception
of R. oryzae. The two An genes are very similar to each other (0.0). By reciprocal blastp, AN8848 shows strong conservation with Sc VRG4 (1.5e−91) and HVG1 (1.8e−72). By
comparison, AN9298 is more diverged from Sc VRG4 (1.5e−61) and HVG1 (5e−55).
f AN7989 and AN3188 appear to represent paralogs that are also duplicated C. immitis (CIMG_02491 and CIMG_00068) but not in the other fungal species. The two An
genes are very similar to each other (0.0).
g AN11248 (GRASP55/65 homolog) shares greater homology with human GORASPs 1 and 2 (1e−26, 7e−23) than it does with Sc GRH1 (8e−18).
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correctly targeted and contain no additional ec-
topic integrations of the transforming DNA (Nayak
et al. 2006). Even difficult genes can be readily
deleted from NHEJ-deficient strains. For example,
we were able to delete the cdc7 gene within a re-
combinationally suppressed chromosomal region
on LGVI of A. nidulans, in which the apparent
genetic-to-physical distance was at least 7-fold ex-
panded (≥54 kb per map unit) relative to the av-
erage of ∼8 kb per map unit. Repeated attempts
using conventional strains failed to delete the lo-
cus, but in the ∆nkuA (∆KU70) background ∼15%
of transformants (4 out of 30) were deleted for
this gene (laboratory of S.W. James, unpublished
data). Second, fusion PCR can be used to rapidly
produce constructs for gene deletion, tagging, or
promoter replacement. Two-way fusion PCR, or
single-joint PCR, may be used to fuse any two
DNA fragments, e.g., the coding region of a gene
with an inducible promoter; and three-way fusion
PCR can be used to make deletion constructs (Yang
et al. 2004; Yu et al. 2004). Where the genome has
been sequenced, fusion PCR obviates the need for
DNA cloning; PCR-generated fusion constructs can
be directly transformed into NHEJ-deficient host
strains to delete, tag, or replace portions of genes.
In A. nidulans, useful tagging cassettes are avail-
able 21 for tagging a gene’s C-terminus with GFP
or mRFP for in vivo cytological studies; and with
the 15-amino-acid S-peptide for affinity purifica-
tion of in vivo protein complexes (Yang et al. 2004).
Publicly available cassettes, strains, libraries, and
a host of other resources may be obtained via the
Fungal Genetics Stock Center (University of Mis-
souri, Kansas City; http://www.fgsc.net/). Together,
these recent advances in gene targeting and gene
manipulation make it possible to rapidly target ev-
ery gene in a fungal genome (e.g., see Nayak et al.

Table. 1.3. (on page 8–11) COPII (ER → Golgi) and
COPI (Golgi → ER) transport processes. A. nidulans
(An) proteins were identified by tBlastn of the An
genome (http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/genome/
aspergillus_nidulans/) using Sc proteins. Sc proteins
were obtained from Gene Ontology annotation for
yeast (www.yeastgenome.org). Proteins were further
defined by forward and reverse tBlastn and blastp
between Sc and An genomes, tBlastn of An proteins
against the An genome, tBlastn and blastp of An and
Sc proteins to all Fungal Genome Initiative (FGI)
genomes (http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/fgi/),
and by phylogenetic trees using the neighbor-
joining method excluding positions with gaps
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/index.html)
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ER → GA transport
COPII coatomer complex
SAR1 (Arf GTPase SarA) AN0411 (4e−35) Ss, Cg, Ro, Nc, Ci, Mg, Bc, Cn (1e−70 → 4e−28)
SEC13 (COPII component) AN4317 (1e−82) Ci, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ss, Bc, Ro, Cn (1e−136 → 6e−38)
SEC16 (COPII vesicle coat) AN6615 (7e−22) Ci, Bc, Ss, Nc, Mg (0.0 → 8e−55)
SEC23 (GTPase activator of Sar1) AN0261 (0.0) Ci, Ss, Cg, Bc, Mg, Ro, Cn, Nc (0.0 → 0.0)
SEC24, SFB2 (COPII vesicle coat) AN3720 (0.0, 0.0) Mg, Cg, Nc, Ss, Bc, Ci, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 0.0)
SFB3 (SEC24 family, COPII sorting) AN3080 (8e−82) Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Bc, Ro, Ci, Cn (0.0 → 2e−90)
SEC31 (COPII vesicle coat) AN6257 (1e−102) Ci, Ss, Mg, Bc, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 6e−86)

COPII-related functions
EMP24 (COPII vesicle membr protein) AN1154 (1e−27) Ss, Bc, Mg, Ci, Cg, Mg, Cn (3e−75 → 2e−25)
EMP46, EMP47 (COPII vesicle membr protein) AN7302 (0.010) Nc, Ci, Cg,Mg, Bc, Ss, Ro (2e−77 → 2e−09)
ERP1, ERP5, ERP6 (complex w/ERP2, EMP24) AN4446 (6e−37, 1e−34, 7e−15) Ci, Ss, Cg, Nc, Bc, Mg, Cn, Ro (2e−71 → 2e−04)
ERP2, ERP3, ERP4 (complex w/ERP1, EMP24) AN8194 (5e−05, 6e−09, 6e−05) Ci, Cg, Ss, Bc, NC, Mg, Ro, Cn (2e−83 → 2e−36)
ERV25 (complex with ERP1, ERP2, EMP24) AN4165 (1e−40) Ci, Bc, Cg, Mg, Ss, Nc, Ro (1e−74 → 4e−17)
ERV14, ERV15 (COPII vesicle protein) AN5195 (2e−30, 5e−19) Mg, Ci, Bc, Cg, Nc, Ss, Ro, Cn (2e−55 → 5e−11)
ERV29 (COPII vesicle protein) AN1117 (3e−27) Ss, Nc, Mg, Cg, Ci, Ro, Cn (1e−78 → 4e−15)
ERV41 (complex with ERV46) AN7679 (6e−24) Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Cn (1e−110 → 2e−20)
ERV46 (complex with ERV41) AN2738 (2e−42) Ci, Nc, Ss, Mg.Cg. Ro, Bc, Cn (1e−148 → 8e−12)
BST1 (GPI inositol deacylase) AN6702 (6e−71) Ss, Bc, Nc, Cg, Ci, Mg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 3e−41)

TRAPP complex (transport protein particle), ER → GA transport
BET3 AN9086 (3e−50) Mg, Nc, Ss, Ci, Cg, Bc, Cn, Ro (3e−79 → 1e−32)
BET5 AN8828 (8e−08) Ss, Bc, Nc, Ci, Mg, Cg, Ro, Cn (2e−46 → 2e−11)
GSG1 AN7311 (1e−12) Nc, Cg, Mg, Ci, Bc, Ss, Ro, Cn (1e−151 → 2e−25)
KRE11 Not found Not found
TRS120 AN6533 (2e−13) Ci, Bc, Mg, Ss, Nc, Cg, Ro (0.0 → 3e−19)
TRS130 AN1038 (1e−07) Bc, Nc, Ci, Mg, Ss, Cg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 9e−23)
TRS20 AN11500 (2e−06) Ci, Nc, Ss, Bc, Mg, Cg (4e−52 → 8e−14)
TRS23 Contig 129b (2e−08) Ci, Cg, Mg, Nc, Bc, Ss, Ro (7e−21 → 5e−08)
TRS31 AN6825 (6e−17) Ci, Ss, Bc, Cg, Nc, Mg, Ro, Cn (3e−53 → 9e−13)
TRS33 AN10826 (2e−06) Bc, Ci, Mg, Ro, Ss, Cg, Nc, Cn (2e−48 → 3e−18)

GA → ER transport
COPI coatomer complex
COP1 (RET1; COP1 α subunit) AN3026 (0.0) Nc, Cg, Bc, Ss, Mg, Ci, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 0.0)
SEC26 (COP1 β subunit) AN1177 (1e−142) Cg, Mg, Nc, Bc, Ss, Ci, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 0.0)
SEC27 (COP1 β’ subunit) AN5972 (0.0) Ss, Bc, Mg, Cg, Nc, Ro, Ci, Cn (0.0 → 0.0)
SEC28 (COP1 ε subunit) AN0665 (0.022) Ss, Bc, Cg, Mg, Ro, Cn (1e−101 → 7e−21)
SEC21 (COP1 γ subunit) AN4547 (1e−120) Nc, Ss, Mg, Bc, Ci, Cg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 1e−170)
GLO3 (Arf-GAP) AN6033 (4e−19) Ss, Mg, Nc, Ci, Bc, Cg, Cn, Ro (1e−145 → 4e−27)
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RET2 (COP1 δ subunit) AN0922 (2e−41) Ci, Nc, Bc, Mg, Ss, Cg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 4e−32)
RET3 (COP1 ζ subunit) AN6080 (2e−32) Ci, Mg, Bc, Cg, Nc, Ss, Ro, Cn (1e−81 → 5e−07)

DSL1 complex (COPI vesicle fusion with ER by stabilizing Use1p-Ufe1p-Sec20p SNARE complex; prohibits back-fusion of COPII vesicles with ER)
DSL1 (interacts with coatomer at ER target) AN9435c – Ci, Bc, Nc, Ss, Cg, Mg, Cn (1e−154 → 2e−04)
TIP20 (fusion of COPI vesicles with ER) AN4884d – Ci, Mg, Nc, Bc, Cg, Ss, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 1e−39)
DSL3 (SEC39; Q/t-SNARE stability at ER) AN4188 (2e−11) Ci, Ss, Nc, Bc, Mg, Cg, Ro (0.0 → 1e−09)

GET complex (GA → ER retrieval of HDEL proteins)
GET1 AN4342e (0.056) Mg, Ci, Ss, Bc, Nc, Cn, Cg, Ro (2e−40 → 3e−06)
GET2 Nonef None
GET3 AN2909g (4e−80) Ss, Bc, Nc, Mg, Ro, Ci, Cg, Cn (1e−144 → 2e−60)

Other GA → ER proteins
VPS15 (S/T kinase; regulates protein sorting) AN0576 (1e−123) Ci, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Bc, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 2e−45)
VPS34 (PI3 kinase; vacuolar protein sorting) AN4709 (1e−161) Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 9e−92)
NEO1 (GA → ER transport) AN6614 (0.0) Ss, Bc, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ci, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 0.0)
RER1 (GA retrieval receptor for GA → ER) AN5915 (9e−26) Ci, Cg, Nc, Mg. Ss, Bc, Cn, Ro (1e−67 → 3e−32)
TVP15 (localizes with v-SNARE TLG2) AN10033 (0.54) Mg, Ci, Nc, Cg, Bc, Ss, Ro, Cn (2e−27 → 0.072)
TVP23 (localizes with v-SNARE TLG2) AN3576 (5e−17) Ci, Mg, Bc, Ss, Cg, Nc, Cn (6e−49 → 4e−06)
TVP38 (localizes with v-SNARE TLG2) AN3579 (4e−23) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Cn, Ro (2e−96 → 9e−07)
UBP3 (Ub protease, ER → GA → ER) AN5186 (1e−48) Ci, Nc, Bc, Ss, Mg, Cg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 2e−60)
BRE5 (UBP3 protease cofactor) AN8268 (6e−04) Ci, Ss, Cg, Bc, Mg, Nc, Ro, Cn (6e−52 → 6e−19)
SGM1 (unknown function) AN1210 (3e−27) Mg, Ci, Bc, Ss, Nc, Cg, Ro (1e−103 → 6e−12)

GTP-dependent regulators of COPII and COPI-mediated vesicle formation and transport
ADP ribosylation factor family GTPases (ARFs)
ARF1, ARF2 (coated vesicle formation) AN1126 (1e−79, 7e−80) Nc, Ro, Ci, Cg, Mg, Ss, Bc (1e−72 → 5e−57)
SAR1 (ER → GA) AN0411 (4e−35) Ss, Cg, Ro, Nc, Ci, Mg, Bc, Cn (1e−70 → 4e−28)
Novel fungal ARF GTPaseh (ARF1) An vs Sc An vs Hs Mg, Ci, Ss, Bc, Cn, Nc, Ro (3e−80→6e−63)

AN5020 (4e−59) HsARF6 (7e−72)

ARF-like GTPases
ARL1 (membrane traffic regulation) AN5912 (5e−46) Nc, Bc, Cg, Mg, Ci, Ss, Cn, Ro (1e−67 → 2e−33)
ARL3 (recruits ARL1 to Golgi) AN0634 (4e−22) Ci, Mg, Bc, Nc, Ss, Cg (5e−85 → 2e−32)
Novel additional ARF-like GTPasesh (ARF1, ARL1) An vs Sc An vs Hs Bc, Ss, Cg, Ci, Nc, Mg, Ro (2e−59 → 8e−43)

AN3934 HsARL10
(5e−13, 2e−07) (7e−56)

Novel additional ARF-like GTPasesh (ARF1, ARL1) An vs Sc An vs Hs Nc, Cg, Bc, Ss, Mg, Cn (4e−66 → 1e−34)
Contig 13i HsARL2
(3e−19, 5e−15)
[CIMG_03295 (1e−61)
(5.3e−34, 1.3e−37)]
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GTPase activating proteins for ARFs (ARF-GAPs)
AGE1 (secretory/endocytic pathways) AN4274 (1e−20) Ci, Cg, Mg, Ss, Nc, Bc, Ro (0.0 → 2e−49)
AGE2 (TGN transport) AN1931 (7e−20) Ci, Bc, Ss, Cg, Nc, Mg, Cn, Ro (1e−107 → 1e−32)
GCS1 (ER → GA transport) AN2222 (1e−48) Ci, Mg, Ss, Bc, Cg, Nc, Cn (3e−98 → 2e−18)
GLO3 (ER → GA transport) AN6033 (4e−19) Ss, Mg, Nc, Ci, Bc, Cg, Cn, Ro (1e−145 → 4e−27)
Novel additional ARF-GAPh (AGE2) An vs Sc An vs Hs Ci, Bs, Mg, Ss, Cg, Nc, Cn, Ro (4e−83 → 3e−17)

1629 (1e−07) HsSMAP1 (8e−24)
[ARF6 GAP]

ARF guanine nucleotide exchange factors (ARF-GEFs)
GGA1, GGA2 (γ-adaptin, ARF1/2 regulator) AN5710 (8e−34, 2e−76) Bc, Ss, Ci, Nc, Mg, Cg, Ro, Cn (1e−154 → 1e−36)
SYT1 (vesicular transport) AN6120 (1e−19) Ci, Bc, Ss, Nc, Mg, Cg, Cn (0.0 → 6e−50)
GEA1, GEA2 (GA → ER) AN0112 (4e−113, 1e−76) Ci, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Bc, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 1e−108)
SEC7 (ER → GA, intra-GA transport) AN6709 (0.0) Ss, Cg, Nc, Mg, Ci, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 0.0)
SEC12 (ER → GA, SAR1 activator) AN0127?j UMO2499, CNAG_01871, RO3G_09896
YBL060W (hypothetical ORF with a SEC7 domain) AN3438 (4e−12) Ci, Ss, Mg, Cg, Nc, Bc, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 7e−32)

a Listed are fungi in which one or more putative orthologs occur. Order of fungi and corresponding range of e-values indicate relative strength of homology to An sequence,
except for TRS23, ARF1/ARL1, and SYS1 comparisons (see footnotes b,i,k), below. Bc Botrytis cinerea, Cg Chaetomium globosum, Ci Coccidioides immitis, Cn Cryptococcus
neoformans, Mg Magnaporthe grisea, Nc Neurospora crassa, Ro Rhizopus oryzae, Ss Sclerotinia sclerotiorum.
b Sc TRS23 found an unnamed hypothetical ORF in An (contig 129, nt 520998–521219), and found putative orthologs in other fungi, at e-values ranging from 7e−21 → 5e−08

(Sc TRS23 vs all fungi).
c Sc DSL1 did not find an An homolog, but did find a weakly similar protein in Ro (RO3G_08898, e=0.014). RO3G_08898, in turn, found DSL1 in Sc (0.014) and potential
orthologs in other fungi, with e-values ranging from 1e−14 (MGG_02443) to 0.072 (AN9435). MGG_02443.5 did not find Sc DSL1, and AN9435 found it as a distant hit
(e≥0.96). However, the Ro, Mg, and An genes each found the human DSL1 homolog, ZW10, as the top hit (6e−14, 3e−07 and 3e−06, respectively). Sc DSL1 did not find human
ZW10, in blastp searches.
d Sc TIP20 did not find other fungal orthologs, but the human TIP20 homolog, RINT-1 (Rad50-interacting protein-1), did find the potential ortholog in An (AN4884, 1e−33)
and other fungi. In turn, AN4884 found Sc TIP20 (1.9e−06).
e GET1 is poorly conserved between Sc and An (0.056) and Sc and human (0.013), with relatively stronger conservation between An and human (2e−11).
f Sc GET2 homologs do not exist in other fungi, as determined by iterative forward and reverse tBlastn of Sc and all fungal genomes and GenBank at e = 10. All fungal hits
were e≥2.9. Weak fungal hits were tested by blastp analysis of Sc and An genomes.
g Sc GET3 found the putative ortholog in An (AN2909) and other fungi. AN2909 was the only hit at e = 1.0. AN2909 found Sc GET3 (3e−86) + two additional weak, unrelated
hits (e ≥ 0.34). AN2909 found itself (1e−179) + 6 additional weak, unrelated A.nidulans hits at e ≥2.6. GET3 is strongly conserved from Sc to human, with greater similarity
between the An and human orthologs (8e−102) than between Sc and human (7e−80) or Sc and An (4e−80).
h One novel additional ARF, two additional ARLs, and one ARF-GAP expansion occur in An and other fungi. Shown are the closest Sc homologs (ARF1 and ARL1, AGE2),
and the e-value for tblastn of the An genome using Sc ARF1 and ARL1 or AGE2. Also shown are the closest human homologs of the novel An proteins, and corresponding
e-values from blastp of the Hs genome using the An proteins.
i Sc ARF1 and ARL1 found an unnamed hypothetical ORF in An (contig 13, nt 160799–161626). This An ORF found strong putative orthologs in other fungi; its closest
relative is CIMG_03295 (3e−70). Shown above are e-values for tBlastn search of all fungi using CIMG_03295.
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2006). A knockout project is currently underway
in N. crassa, with ∼800 genes deleted so far (Colot
et al. 2006). Similar projects, along with microar-
ray libraries and related technologies, are planned
or under development for a variety of fungi (for
current status, see http://www.fgsc.net/).

Tagging the C-terminus of certain endomem-
brane proteins, such as those requiring C-terminal
prenylation, could be problematic and may, for ex-
ample, necessitate the incorporation of a prenyla-
tion motif following the tag. Alternatively, tagging
of the N-terminus would require, in many cases,
that the tag be incorporated after the N-terminal
cleavage site for the signal peptide.

The power of fluorescent reporters has been
enhanced through the development of and ad-
vancements in imaging methodologies such as
laser scanning confocal and multiphoton mi-
croscopy (König 2000; Zipfel et al. 2003; Czymmek
2005), making the use of these approaches even
more attractive. However, an element of caution
must also be employed. Controlling the level of
expression of a fusion protein can alter its local-
ization within the cell. In a worst-case non-lethal
scenario the fusion is non-functional and targeted
to the wrong intracellular location. Functional
complementation of a mutant phenotype by the
fusion protein is an important determinant of
proper targeting, as is antibody-based ultra-
structural confirmation that the fusion is going
to the proper compartment (Hawes et al. 2001).
Since it is rare to have the native promoter for
a gene in hand, expression must be controlled
by the judicious choice of a known promoter
whose expression level in a given cell type is

Table. 1.4. (on page 12–16) SNAREs, RABs, RAB regulators,
COGs, YIPs, and other SNARE mediators. A. nidulans (An)
SNARE and SNARE-related proteins, COGs, and YIPs were
identified by tBlastn and blastp using S. cerevisiae (Sc)
proteins. Sc proteins were obtained from Gupta and Heath
(2002), and from Gene Ontology annotation for yeast
proteins (www.yeastgenome.org). An proteins were defined
by forward and reverse tBlastn between Sc and An genomes
(http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/genome/aspergillus
_nidulans/), tBlastn and blastp of An proteins against
the An genome, and tBlastn and blastp of An and Sc
proteins to all Fungal Genome Initiative (FGI) genomes
(http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/fgi/). A. nidulans
(An) RABs were identified by tBlastn using S. cerevisiae (Sc)
Rabs. Sc Rabs were obtained from Pereira-Leal and Seabra
(2001). ER Endoplasmic reticulum, GA Golgi apparatus, VA
vacuole, HVS homotypic vacuole sorting, Endo Endosome,
TGN trans-Golgi network, FUN function unknown, PM
plasma membrane, PVC prevacuolar compartment
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Qa-SNAREs (Syntaxins, t-SNAREs)
SED5 (cis-Golgi, ER ↔ GA) AN9256 (3e−35) Cg, Cn (2.8 → 6.3)
TLG2 (Endo → GA) AN2048 (2e−14) Ss, Ci, Cg, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cn, Ro (1e−107 → 8e−14)
PEP12, VAM3 (vacuole, PVC) AN4416 (8e−18, 1e−11) Ci, Ss, Mg, Cg, Nc, Ro (6e−80 → 1e−12)
UFE1 (ER membrane, GA → ER) AN6047b (0.004) Ci, Ss, Mg, Cg, Nc, Ro (2e−25 → 0.023)
SSO1, SSO2 (plasma membrane) AN3416 (1e−04, 2e−09) Nc, Mg, Ci, Ss, Ro, Cn, Bc (3e−32 → 7e−24)

Qb-SNAREs
BOS1 (ER membrane, ER → GA) Contig 112c (5e−09) Nc, Mg, Ci (1e−16 → 4e−10)
SEC20 (GA → ER) AN2969d Ss, Cn, Nc, Ci (0.001 → 0.68)
GOS1 (Golgi transport) AN1229 (3e−25) Ci, Bc, Mg, Ss, Cg, Nc (1e−53 → 1e−33)
SEC9, SPO20 (fusion with PM) AN2419 (3e−27, 5e−21) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Ro (7e−79 → 1e−13)
VTI1 (cis-Golgi, vacuolar sorting) AN1973 (3e−19) Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (1e−60 → 1e−04)

Qc-SNAREs
BET1 (ER → GA transport) AN5127 (5e−19) Nc, Cg, Mg, Ci, Bc, Ss (1e−26 → 4e−05)
SFT1 (intra-Golgi transport) AN10508e Bc, Ss, Nc, Mg, Cg, Ro (9e−22 → 0.11)
SYN8 (endosomal) AN2169 (6e−05) Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (1e−74 → 3e−10)
TLG1 (endosome → GA) AN8171 (8e−11) Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Cn (0.0 → 2e−23)
VAM7 (vacuole) AN4551 (4e−12) Ci, Ss, Bc, Nc, Mg, Cg, Ro, Ss, Cn (1e−100 → 2e−19)
USE1 (SLT1; ER, GA → ER) AN0650f Nc, Mg (0.011, 0.70)

R-SNAREs (Synaptobrevins)
SEC22 (ER → GA → ER) Contig 110g (7e−33) Mg, Cg, Nc, Bc, Ss, Ci, Cn, Ro (5e−43 → 4e−11)
SNC1, SNC2 (GA → PM) AN8769 (2e−20, 6e−23) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cn (5e−23 → 7e−11)
YKT6 (GA, Endo → VA, VA fusion) AN8488 (3e−32) Ci, Ss, Bc, Cg, Nc, Mg, Ro, Cn (1e−56 → 1e−09)
NYV1 (vacuolar vesicle fusion) AN0571 (2e−10) Ci, Ss, Bc, Nc, Mg, Cg, Ro, Cn (2e−84 → 3e−09)

SNARE-binding Sm-like proteins (SNARE masters)
SLY1 (ER → GA, binds SED5p) AN2518 (3e−99) Ss, Mg, Bc, Ci, Ro, Nc, Cg, Cn (0.0 → 8e−95)
SEC1 (exocytic vesicle docking/fusion) AN4724 (1e−45) Mg, Ss, Bc, Ci, Cg, Nc, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 2e−23)
VPS45 (GA → PVC, early Endo, late GA) AN6531 (1e−102) Ci, Bc, Nc, Ss, Mg, Cg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 8e−91)

SNARE mediators
USO1 (ER → GA transport) AN0706 (8e−39) Bc, Ci, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Cn (0.0 → 4e−27)
PBI2 (vacuolar fusion) AN5125h – Ro, Ss, Bc, Nc, Mg, Cg (6e−05 → 0.54)
SWF1 (palmitoyltransferase) AN1907 (5e−16) Nc, Mg, Cg, Ss, Ci, Bc (1e−76 → 1e−10)
SNX4 (sorting nexin, Endo → GA) AN3584 (7e−69) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 7e−22)
ATG20, SNX41 (Cyto → VA targeting) AN6351 (2e−33, 2e−11) Ci, Ss, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ro, Bc, Cn (0.0 → 2e−25)
VTC1 (vacuolar transporter chaperone) AN1334 (8e−40) Ci, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ss, Bc, Ro (9e−50 → 6e−42)
SEC17 (ER → GA, HVS) AN6267 (9e−37) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Cg, Nc, Ro, Cn (1e−100 → 2e−20)
SEC18 (ATPase, regulates SEC17) AN3098 (0.0) Ci, Ss, Nc, Mg, Ro, Cn, Bc, Cg (0.0 → 4e−30)
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PTM1 (FUN, copurifies with TLG2p) AN0063 (4e−35) Ci, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ss, Ro, Cn (3e−97 → 9e−14)
SFT2 (late GA transport) AN1297 (5e−10) Nc, Mg, Ss, Ci, Bc, Cn 7e−28 → 4e−15)

DNA damage-inducible v-SNARE binding protein
DDI1 AN6741 (6e−49) Ci, Ss, Bc, Nc, Mg, Cg, Ro, Cn (1e−122 → 7e–37)

RAB family GTPases (SNARE activators)i

YPT1 (ER → GA transport, HsRAB1 homolog) AN4281 (9e−64) Ss, Cg, Bc, Nc, Ro, Mg, Ci, Cn (3e−83 → 5e−47)
SEC4 (vesicle → exocytosis) AN6974 (1e−56) Ci, Cg, Mg, Ro, Cg, Ss, Nc, Cn (5e−91 → 5e−37)
YPT31, -32 (intra-GA, vesicle budding, HsRAB11) AN0347 (3e−57) Ss, Nc, Mg, Ro, Bc, Ci, Cg, Cn (3e−80 → 1e−59)
YPT51, -53 (endocytosis, VA prot sorting, HsRAB5) AN4915j (7e−45) Ci, Cg, Bc, Ss, Nc, Mg, Ro (1e−86 → 2e−44)
YPT52 (endocytosis, VA protein sorting, HsRAB5) AN3842j (1e−35) Ci, Cg, Ss, Mg, Bc, Ro, Nc (4e−85 → 8e−44)
YPT6 (Endo → GA, HsRAB6) AN7602 (2e−52) Ci, Bc, Ro, Ss, Mg, Cg, Nc (3e−62 → 2e−34)
YPT7 (Endo → Endo, homotypic vac fusion, HsRAB7) AN0089 (2e−54) Cg, Ss, Nc, Bc, Ro, Mg, Cn, Ci (1e−82 → 6e−43)
YPT10 (vacuolar transport?) None None
YPT11 (distribution of mitochondria) None None

Novel additional Rabsk

Hs Rab2, Rab2B AN5106 (2e−36, 7e−34) Ci, Nc, Bc, Ss, Mg, Cg, Ro (1e−66 → 1e−28)
Hs Rab4b, Rab4A AN9072 (9e−40, 7e−38) Ci, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Bc (5e−91 → 7e−64)
Hs Rab24 AN2474 (4e−30) Ci, Ss, Mg, Bc , Cg, Nc, Cn (1e−93 → 2e−29)

Prenylation of RAB GTPases
MRS6 (Rab escort protein for YPT1 prenylation) AN8679 (7e−33) Ci, Ss, Cg, Bc, Mg, Nc, Ro (6e−47 → 9e−05)
BET2 (β-subunit, geranylgeranyltransferase) AN3747 (3e−83) Ci, Cg, Mg, Bc, Nc, Ro, Ss, Cn (1e−117 → 1e−60)
BET4 (α-subunit, geranylgeranyltransferase) AN1981 (1e−39) Ci, Nc, Ss, Mg, Bc, Cn, Ro (3e−93 → 1e−10)

RAB-GAPs
GYP1 (GAP for YPT1, HsTBC1D22B) AN7444 (1e−83) Cg, Ci, Nc, Bc, Mg, Ss, Ro, Cn (1e−56 → 3e−45)
GYP5 (GAP for YPT1 and SEC4, HsRABGAP1) AN1980l (5e−47) Ci, Bc, Nc, Cg, Ss, Mg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 6e−31)
GYL1 (stimulates GYP5 activity onYPT1, HsTBC1D1) AN5407l (6e−17) Ci, Bc, Nc, Cg, Ss, Mg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 6e−41)
GYP6 (GAP for YPT6, HsTBC1D5) AN4537 (0.68) Ci, Nc, Ss, Cg, Bc, Cn, Ro, Mg (7e−77 → 9e−14)
GYP7 (GAP for YPT7, YPT1, YPT31/32, HsTBC1D15) AN6618 (3e−68) Ci, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Bc, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 2e−39)
GYP8 (GAP for YPT1, SEC4, YPT31/32, HsTBC1D20) AN4036 (2e−08) Ci, Nc, Bc, Mg, Cg, Ro, Cn, Ss (5e−79 → 1e−06)
MSB3, MSB4 (GAP for SEC4, HsTBC1D8/1D9) AN10355 (9e−71, 2e−71) Ci, Bc, Ss, Nc, Mg, Cg, Ro (1e−146 → 3e−51)
MDR1 (GAP for YPT6, -31, SEC4, HsTBC1D8/1D9) AN11010 (1e−160) Nc, Cg, Bc, Ss, Ci, Mg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 1e−112)
Novel additional RAB-GAPsm An vs Sc An vs Hs
(MDR1) AN0573 (2e−24) HsTBC1D2B (2e−34) Ci, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 5e−20)
(GYP5) AN3094 (3e−12) HsUSP6 Ci, Ss, Cg,Mg, Nc, Cn, Ro (1e−177 → 2e−13)

N-terminal-like
(1e−24)

(MDR1) AN3752 (3e−08) HsTBC1D14(3e−47) Ci, Bc, Mg, Nc, Ss, Cg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 3e−27)
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RAB-GEFs
RIC1 (with RGP1, GEF for YPT6) AN1283 (0.060) Ci, Ss, Cg, Bc, Mg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 2e−25)
RGP1 (Golgi membrane exchange factor for YPT6) AN6289 (3e−06) Ss, Mg, Bc, Cg, Nc, Ro, Cn (1e−144 → 1e−10)
VPS9 (GEF for YPT51) AN3678 (2e−45) Mg, Ss, Cg, Ci, Nc, Bc, Cn (1e−136 → 2e−44)
GDI1 (GDP dissoc. inhibitor for SEC4/YPT family) AN5895 (1e−127) Ci, Nc, Cg, Ss, Mg, Bc, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 1e−64)

Novel additional VPS9 domain proteins
(VPS9) AN5920 (5e−07) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Cg, Nc, Bc, Cn (1e−147 → 2e−11)
YML002W (uncharacterized hyp ORF) AN1280 (3e−29) Ci, Bc, Ss, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 3e–04)

Hs Rab6-interacting protein 1 (NP 056028)n AN4349 (8e−15) Ci, Ss, Cg, Nc, Mg, Bc, Ro (0.0 → 1e−35)
AN0575 (1e−05) Nc, Ss, Bc, Ci, Mg, Cg (0.0 → 0.0)

a Listed are fungi in which one or more putative orthologs occur. Order of fungi and corresponding range of e-values indicate relative strength of homology to An sequence,
except where noted. Bc, Botrytis cinerea; Cg, Chaetomium globosum; Ci, Coccidioides immitis; Cn, Cryptococcus neoformans; Mg, Magnaporthe grisea; Nc, Neurospora crassa;
Ro, Rhizopus oryzae; Ss, Sclerotinia sclerotiorum.
b Sc UFE1 found four putative fungal orthologs by forward and reverse tblastn, with e-values ranging from 2e−09 (RO3G_11201) to 0.070 (CHGG_05038).
c Sc BOS1 found an unnamed hypothetical ORF in An (contig 1.112, nt 95072–95750), and found putative orthologs in three other fungi, with e-values ranging from 1e−16 to
4e−10.
d Sc SEC20 found no hits in An at e = 1.0. However, autocalled SEC20 orthologs were found in Ss (SS1G_04785; 0.001), Cn (CNAG_02135; 0.002), Nc (NCU00953; 0.006), and
Ci (CIMG_07624; 0.68). CIMG_07624, in turn, found a putative An ortholog (AN2969, a hypothetical ORF, at an e-value of 3e−74).
e Sc SFT1 found no hits in An at e = 1.0. However, putative SFT1 orthologs were found in Mg (MGG_04953; 0.016), Bc (BC1G_05009; 0.53), and Ss (SS1G_02441; 0.90).
MGG_04953 found a putative SFT1 ortholog in An (AN10508), with an e-value of 8e−17. AN10508, in turn, showed greatest homology to SFT1 and BET1 in Sc (2.7e−07,
6.4e−06).
f Sc USE1 Sc found no hits in An at e = 1.0. However, putative USE1 orthologs were found in Nc (NCU00184; 0.011) and Mg (MGG_12919; 0.70). NCU00184 found a putative
homolog in An (AN0650; 2e−22), but the An gene did not find USE1 or other SNAREs in Sc.
g Sc SEC22 found an unnamed hypothetical ORF in An (contig 110, nt 95603–96426), and found putative orthologs in other fungi.
h Sc PBI2 found no hits in An at e = 1.0, likely because it is a very short protein. However, putative PBI2 orthologs were found in other fungi. The Mg PBI2 ortholog,
MGG_00164, found a putative An ortholog, AN5125 (3e−05). In turn, AN5125 found Sc PBI2 (3.1e−06).
i An RABs were defined by (1) presence of all five RAB family-specific sequences (RabF1 to RabF5), as described by Pereira-Leal and Seabra (2000, 2001), and (2) in all but
two cases (AN7602 & AN9072) the occurrence of a putative C-terminal prenylation motif (XXCC, XCXC, XXC, or XXCX). Absence of a prenylation motif from AN7602 and
AN9072 likely reflects errors in the automated annotation of the An genome, as both sequences appear orthologous to prenyl motif-containing genes in four or more other
fungi. Orthology assignments were based on forward and reverse tBlastn between Sc, An, and Hs genomes, tBlastn of An RABs against the An genome, tBlastn of An and Sc
RABs to all Fungal Genome Initiative (FGI) genomes, and by phylogenetic trees using the neighbor-joining method excluding positions with gaps, and including An Ras2
homologs (AN0182 and AN5832) as outliers (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/index.html). e-values are from tBlastn of An genome with Sc RABs.
j Sc YPT51 (VPS21) and YPT53 are more closely related to each other (4.3e−55, 1.6e−57) and to AN4915 (2e−56, 2e−46) than to YPT52 (5.8e−43, 5.3e−41) and AN3842 (7e−50,
4e−44). YPT52, on the other hand, shows stronger homology to AN3842 (4e−51) than to AN4915 (2e−43).
k Sc orthologs of AN5106, AN9072, and AN2474 were not found, suggesting that these An genes may occupy new or novel functional niches. Hs genes indicate closest human
homologs by forward and reverse tBlastn. AN5106 and AN9072 are most closely related to each other (e−23). AN2474 clusters with AN5106 and AN9072 in neighbor-joining
trees. e-values are from blastp of Hs genome using An proteins.
l GYP5 and GYL1 both show stronger homology to AN1980 (5e−47, 1e−25) and weaker homology to AN5407 (5.1e−30, 6e−17).
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Conserved oligomeric Golgi complex (COG), cytosolic tethering complex, intra-Golgi vesicle-mediated transport
COG1 AN6596o – Ci, Ss, Bc, Nc, Mg (1e−123 → 4e−59)
COG2 AN8226o – Ci, Ss, Cg, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cn (3e−43 → 2e−11)
COG3 AN4886 (5e−58) Ci, Nc, Cg, Bc, Ss, Mg, Cn (1e−163 → 5e−13)
COG4 AN7462 (6e−44) Ci, Ss, Bc, Cg, Mg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 1e−16)
COG5 AN8226o – Ci, Ss, Cg, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cn (3e−43 → 2e−11)
COG6 AN10441 (2e−22) Ci, Ss, Cg, Nc, Mg, Cn, Bc, Ro (0.0 → 5e−19)
COG7 AN5481p (0.15) Ci, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ss, Bc (9e−29 → 1e−08)
COG8 Not foundq – Ro, Cn
RUD3 (interacts with COG3 & USO1) AN0186 (7e−18) Ci, Ss, Cg, Bc, Nc, Mg (3e−75 → 4e−38)

YIP/YOS/YIF RAB-interacting proteins
YIP1 (COPII vesicle biogenesis) AN10878 (1e−33) Ci, Bc, Mg, Cg, Nc, Ss, Ro (1e−121 → 1e−47)
YOP1 (interacts with YIP1) AN2279r (4e−30) Ci, Ss, Bc, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ro, Cn (1e−69 → 6e−30)
Novel additional YOP1 homolog AN6059r (3e−12) Ci, Bc, Cg, Nc, Ss, Mg, Cn, Ro (2e−74 → 2e−13)
YIP3 (COPII, ER → GA transport) AN10724 (2e−43) Bc, Mg, Ss, Nc, Cg, Cn, Ro (7e−57 → 4e−10)
YIP4 (interacts with Rab GTPases) AN5926 (1e−13) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Nc, Ro, Cn, Cg (6e−92 → 4e−11)
YIP5 (interacts with Rab GTPases) AN4017 (8e−15) Ci, Ss, Bc, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ro, Cn (1e−103 → 4e−23)
YIF1 (COPII, ER → GA transport) AN6628 (5e−30) Ci, Bc, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ss, Cn, Ro (1e−129 → 1e−19)

m In addition to the eight orthologs of Sc RAB-GAPs, an additional three RAB-GAPs occur in An and other fungi. Shown are the closest Sc homologs (MDR1 and GYP5),
and the e-value for tblastn of the An genome using Sc MDR1 or GYP5. Also shown are the closest human homologs of the novel An RAB-GAPs and corresponding e-values
from blastp of the Hs genome using the An proteins.
n AN4349 and AN0575 have no homologs in Sc. These two genes contain DENN (AEX-3) domains characteristic of proteins involved in RAB-mediated processes. AN4349
and AN0575 show homology to human RAB6-interacting protein 1. Human RAB6IP1 finds only AN4349 and AN0575 (8e−15, 1e−05) in A. nidulans, and no significant hits in
S. cerevisiae. AN4349 finds Hs SBF1 (6e−17) and Hs RAB6IP1 (8e−15) as top hits by blastp. AN0575 is more divergent, in humans finding a variety of DENN/MADD-containing
and other proteins (4e−13 → 1e−05), with RAB6IP1 as a more distant hit (1e−05).
o Sc COG1, COG2, and COG5 did not find An orthologs at e = 10. Instead, the human COG1, -2, -5 were used to find potential An orthologs. The An orthologs, in turn, found
the human genes. Note that Hs COG2 and Hs COG5 found the same An gene, AN8226 (0.81 and 0.005, respectively). AN8226 showed slightly greater similarity to Hs COG2
(6e−10) than Hs COG5 (8e−05).
p Sc COG7 shows weak homology to AN5481 (0.15). By reciprocal blastp, AN5481 shows weak similarity to MOT2 (0.41) and COG7 (0.85). These very weak homologies lead
us to question whether AN5481 is a homolog of Sc COG7. Reciprocal blastp searches between Hs COG7 and AN5481 failed to reveal homology between the two genes.
q Sc COG8 finds two fungal COG8 homologs: RO3G_13059 (8e−10) and CNAG_05498 (3.9e−08). RO3G_13059, in turn, finds other putative fungal COG8 orthologs, including
CNAG_05498 (4e−44), NCU02974 (2e−23), MGG_05624 (3e−22), CIMG_03548 (1e−21), SS1G_01629 (5e−21), and CHGG_05908 (1e−15). Human COG8 does not find the An
ortholog, but also finds CNAG_05498 (1e−43), RO3G_13059 (3e−31), CIMG_03548 (8e−09), MGG_05624 (1e−07), NCU02974 (2e−07), and SS1G_01629 (4e−06).
r AN2279 is more closely related to Sc YOP1 (4e−30) than is AN6059 (3e−12). YOP1 and AN2279 both show strongest similarity to human Receptor Accessory Protein 5 (REEP5,
NP_005660.3, 1e−22 and 9e−23 respectively), a protein that is deleted in some Familial Adenomatous Polyposis Coli cancers (Prieschl et al. 1996) and has been implicated
in the function of odorant receptors (Saito et al. 2004) and also in Familial Glucocorticoid Deficiency (Clark et al. 2005). AN6059 shares greater homology with receptor
expression enhancing protein 4 (REEP4, NP_079508, 3e−19), one of four other recently discovered human REEP paralogs (Clark et al. 2005).
s Sc YOS1 found an unnamed hypothetical ORF in An (contig 61, nt 141452–141694). Sc YOS1 found putative orthologs in other fungi; its closest fungal relative is BC1G_07235
(0.52, Sc YOS1 vs. all fungi).
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understood. Overexpression is not necessarily
undesirable, in that the additional labeling that
is observed may provide information regarding
the trafficking route for that protein. For example,
overexpression of a sialyltransferase-GFP fusion
in plant epidermal cells can lead to a distribution
of the fusion protein throughout the entire Golgi
stack, whereas under lower levels of expression
the enzyme is restricted to the trans-face (Hawes
and Satiat-Jeunemaitre 2005). Overexpression
may also be required for microscopic detection if
expression of the endogenous promoter is too low,
as appears to be the case with the majority of gene
products in the Saccharomyces genome (Natter
et al. 2005).

Issues and uncertainties associated with over-
expression may be less problematic in A. nidulans,
where the widely used alcA alcohol dehydrogenase
gene promoter permits flexible control over lev-
els of expression, and where it is often possible to
fine tune the expression of a protein based simply
on the carbon source of the growth medium. In
Aspergillus, the alcA alcohol dehydrogenase gene
promoter is repressed strongly by glucose. Low

Table. 1.5. (on page 17–18) Clathrins, clathrin media-
tors, and dynamins in fungi. A. nidulans (An) proteins
were identified by tBlastn and blastp using S. cerevisiae
(Sc) proteins. Sc proteins were obtained from Gene
Ontology annotation for yeast (www.yeastgenome.org).
An proteins were defined by forward and reverse
tBlastn and blastp between Sc and An genomes
(http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/genome/aspergillus
_nidulans/), tBlastn and blastp of An proteins against
the An genome, tBlastn and blastp of An and Sc pro-
teins to all Fungal Genome Initiative (FGI) genomes
(http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/fgi/), and by phylo-
genetic trees using the neighbor-joining method excluding
positions with gaps. In addition, fungal dynamins were
analyzed by blastp of An proteins vs Hs genome, and by
phylogenetic trees with Sc, An, and Hs proteins, using the
neighbor-joining method excluding positions with gaps

Table. 1.6. (on page 19–22) Endosomal, vacuolar and exocy-
totic processes. A. nidulans (An) ER proteins were identified
by tBlastn using S. cerevisiae (Sc) proteins. Sc proteins were
obtained from Gene Ontology annotation for yeast endo-
some/vacuole (www.yeastgenome.org), and from Bowers
and Stevens (2005). An proteins were defined by forward
and reverse tBlastn and blastp between Sc and An genomes
(http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/genome/aspergillus
_nidulans/), tBlastn of An proteins against the An genome,
and tBlastn and blastp of An and Sc proteins to
all Fungal Genome Initiative (FGI) genomes (http://
www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/fgi/). MVB Multivesicular
body, PM plasma membrane, PI-3-P phosphatidylinositol
3-phosphate, VA vacuole
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Clathrin vesicle coat
CHC1 (heavy chain) AN4463 (0.0) Ci, Cg, Nc, Mg, Ro, Bc, Ss, Cn (0.0 → 0.0)
CLC1 (light chain) AN2050 (2e−10) Bc, Ci, Ss, Cg, Nc, Mg (3e−38 → 2e−26)
ENT3 (clathrin recruitment, GA → Endo) AN3821 (1e−33) Ss, Cg, Bc, Ci, Mg, Nc, Ro, Cn (2e−56 → 7e−22)
ENT5 (clathrin recruitment, GA → Endo) None None

Other clathrin-binding proteins
ENT1, ENT2 (endocytosis) AN3696 (1e−26, 5e−21) Ci, Ss, Cg, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cn, Ro (1e−159 → 1e−31)
ENT4 (unknown function) None None
YAP1801, YAP1802 (clathrin cage assembly) AN5224 (2e−12, 1e−19) Ci, Cg, Bc, Nc, Mg, Ss, Cn, Ro (1e−116 → 5e−22)

AP-1 adaptor complex
APL2 (β-adaptin) AN3029 (6e−73) Ci, Ss, Nc, Ro, Bc, Cg, Mg (0.0 → 1e−141)
APL4 (γ-adaptin) AN4207 (3e−76) Ci, Bc, Ss, Nc, Mg, Cg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 1e−101)
APS1 (σ-subunit) AN7682 (4e−35) Ci, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ss, Bc, Ro (1e−63 → 8e−31)
APM1 (Mu1-like subunit) AN8795 (7e−71) Cg, Mg, Nc, Ss, Ci, Ro, Cn, Bc (0.0 → 1e−108)
APM2 (unknown function) None None

AP-2 adaptor complex
APL1 (β-adaptin) AN5950 (2e−51) Nc, Cg, Ss, Bc, Cn, Ci, Ro (0.0 → 9e−82)
APL3 (α-adaptin) AN7016 (1e−73) Ci, Bc, Nc, Mg, Ss, Cg, Ro (0.0 → 0.0)
APS2 (σ-subunit) AN0722 (7e−33) Mg, Nc, Cg, Bc, Ci (1e−63 → 3e−58)
APM4 (Mu2-like subunit) AN7741 (3e−88) Bc, Ss, Nc, Mg, Cg, Ci, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 9e−94)

AP-3 alternative pathway complex
APL5 (δ-adaptin) AN8291 (7e−87) Ci, Bc, Mg, Ss, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 1e−37)
APL6 (β3-like subunit) AN0165 (3e−62) Ci, Ss, Bc, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 5e−33)
APS3 (σ-subunit) AN5519 (5e−29) Ci, Cg, Mg, Bc, Nc, ss, Cn, Ro (2e−70 → 4e−28)
APM3 (Mu3-like subunit) AN5641 (5e−10) Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Cg, Nc (1e−119 → 8e−83)

Proteins associated with clathrin-coated vesicles
AGE2 (Arf GTPase, TGN) AN1931 (7e−20) Ss, Ci, Bc, Cg, Nc, Mg, Cn, Ro (1e−110 → 1e−32)
BCH1, BUD7, CHS6, FMP50 AN3122 (6e−25, 2e−23, Ci, Cg, Ss, Nc, Mg, Bc, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 1e−73)
(CHS1-ARF1 binding proteins, GA → PM export) 0.053, 0.003)
BSC6 (function unknown) AN7147 (2e−23) Nc, Ci, Bc, Cg, Ss, Mg (5e−99 → 7e−86)
CPD1 (cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase) None None
GYP6 (GAP for Rab Ypt6) AN4537 (0.95) Ci, Nc, Ss, Cg, Bc, Cn, Ro, Mg (7e−77 → 9e−14)
LAA1 (large AP-1 accessory protein) AN6598 (5e−18) Bc, Nc, Mg, Cg, Ss, Ci, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 0.0)
LDB19 (function unknown, telomere length control?) AN0056 (1e−28) Bc, Ss, Nc, Cg, Mg (2e−98→1e−60)
SCY1 (putative kinase, suppressor of GTPase mutant) AN4322 (5e−56) Ci, Ss, Bc, Cg, Nc, Mg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 7e−43)
TVP18 (late Golgi integral membrane protein) Contig 84b (1e−21) Ss, Bc, Ci, Cg, Mg, Nc, Ro (4e−22 → 2e−04)
YBL010C (uncharacterized hypothetical ORF) None None
YEL048C (uncharacterized hypothetical ORF) None None
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YHL017W (putative protein of unknown function) AN0063 (3e−28) Ci, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ss, Ro (3e−97 → 2e−37)
YML037C (putative protein of unknown function) None None

BinAmphiphysinRvs (BAR)-domain proteins (regulate early steps of endocytosis, formation of clathrin-coated vesicles at the plasma membrane)
RVS161 (amphiphysin-like lipid raft protein) AN8831 (5.8e−67) Ci, Ss, Mg, Cg, Nc, Cn, Ro (1e−114 → 9e−52)
RVS167 (homolog of amphiphysin) AN2516 (2.4e−107) Ci, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Cn, Bc, Ro (1e−153 → 6e−39)
GVP36 (Golgi vesicle protein of unknown function) AN10743c (1.6e−39) Ci, Ss, Bc, Cg, Mg, Ro, Cn (1e−144 → 2e−49)
Novel additional BAR domain protein: AN2277c (3e−12) Ci, Ss, Bc, Cg, Nc, Mg, Cn, Ro (4e−94 → 2e−33)
Hs endophilin (SH3-containing SH3GLB1)

Dynamin GTPases and dynamin-related proteins
An vs Sc An vs Hsd

VPS1 (vacuolar prot sorting) AN8023 (0.0) DNM1L (3e−159) Ci, Ss, Cg, Nc, Ro, Mg (0.0 → 0.0)
DNM1 (mitochondrial fission, endocytosis) AN8874 (0.0) DNM1L (5e−180) Ci, Mg, Ss, Bc, Nc, Cg, Ro (0.0 → e−131)
MGM1 (mitochondrial) AN1093 (1e−137) DNM1 (1e−59) Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → e−154)
FZO1 (mitochondrial) AN6897 (5e−90) None Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 0.0)

Novel dynamin-related proteinse

An vs Sc An vs Hs
(DNM1) AN1309 (1.8e−19) MX2, MX1 (9e−30, 3e−27) Mg, Ci, Nc, Cg, Bc, Ss (e−166 → e−77)
(VPS1) AN10691 (7.7e−23) MX2, MX1 (4e−33, 1e−31) Ci, Nc, Cg, Bc, Mg, Ss (e−169 → 1e−79)
(DNM1) AN1912 (5.2e−21) MX1, MX2 (7e−31, 2e−29) Ci, Bc, Ss, Cg, Nc, Mg (e−172 → 4e−47)
(VPS1) AN5327 (9.4e−30) MX2, MX1 (1e−33, 3e−30) Nc, Cg, Bc, Ci (e−106 → 1e−54)
(DNM1) AN1322 (1.7e−05) MX1, MX2 (3e−16, 4e−15) Cg, Bc, Mg, Ss (1e−41 → 5e−29)
(VPS1) AN1648 (1.5e−14) DNM2 (1e−15) Nc, Mg, Cg, Cn, Ss (2e−33 → 2e−14)

a Listed are fungi in which one or more putative orthologs occur. Order of fungi and corresponding range of e-values indicate relative strength of homology to An sequence,
except where noted. Bc Botrytis cinerea, Cg Chaetomium globosum, Ci Coccidioides immitis, Cn Cryptococcus neoformans, Mg Magnaporthe grisea, Nc Neurospora crassa,
Ro Rhizopus oryzae, Ss Sclerotinia sclerotiorum.
b Sc TVP18 found an unnamed hypothetical ORF in An (contig 84, nt 252159–252599), and found putative orthologs in other fungi, at e-values ranging from 4e−22 to 2e−04.
c AN10743 and AN2277 appear to encode endophilin-related proteins, with e-values of 1e−10 and 3e−12 versus human SH3-containing and GRB2-like 1 (SH3GLB1). An
e-value for AN2277 versus SH3GLB1 was obtained by blastp of the Hs genome. In a blastp of the Sc genome with AN2277, Sc RUD3 (interacts with COG3 and USO1, see
Table 1.4) was the best, though very weak, hit (e = 0.03).
d e-values for human homologs are from blastp of Hs genome using An proteins.
e In addition to the four orthologs of Sc dynamins, an additional 6 dynamin-related proteins occur in A. nidulans. Shown are the closest Sc homologs (DNM1 or VPS1) and
the e-value for tblastn of the Sc genome using An dynamins. Also shown are the closest human homologs of An dynamins and corresponding e-values from blastp of the Hs
genome using An dynamins.
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Lysosome-related functions
MRL1 (mannose-6-phosphate receptor) AN4095b (1e−08) Ss, Nc, Mg, Ci, Bc, Cg (2e−50 → 3e−27)
YOS9 (similar to M6PR) AN1461b (4e−10) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Cg, Nc, Ro, Cn (1e−112 → 9e−18)
CCZ1 (vacuolar assembly, autophagy) None None
VTI1 (v-SNARE) AN1973 (3e−19) Ci, Ss, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg (1e−60 → 4e−36)
ERS1 (H+-driven L-cystine transporter) AN0275 (3e−06) Ci, Ss, Cg, Nc, Mg, Bc, Cn, Ro (5e−99 → 2e−15)

Endosomal sorting complexes required for transport (ESCRT)
ESCRT-0 complex (endosome to lysosome targeting for degradation, sorting receptor for ubiquitinated cargo proteins at the MVB)
VPS27 (sorting ubiquitinated proteins) AN2071 (1e−57) Ci, Bc, Nc, Mg, Cg, Ro, Ss, Cn (1e−179 → 1e−55)
HSE1 (recycling of Golgi proteins) AN2066 (1e−30) Ci, Bc, Cg, Ss, Nc, Mg, Ro, Cn (1e−125 → 1e−17)

ESCRT-I complex (ESCRT-0 binds ESCRT-I, ESCRT binds ubiquitinated cargo and recruits ESCRTs-II and -III)
STP22 AN2521 (1e−05) Ci, Mg, Nc, Ss, Bc, Cg, Cn, Ro (2e−41 → 1e−15)
VPS28 AN10129 (2e−37) Ci, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ss, Ro, Cn (1e−94 → 1e−11)
SRN2 None RO3G_05826 (0.16) but not other fungi

ESCRT-II complex (increases membrane-binding of ESCRT-III by direct association with VPS20)
VPS36 AN7037 (6e−24) Ci, Nc, Ss, Bc, Mg, Cg, Cn (0.0 → 2e−14)
VPS25 Contig 61c (6e−09) Mg, Nc, Bc, Ss, Ci, Ro, Cn (8e−59 → 2e−05)
SNF8 AN7106 (4e−35) Ci, Ss, Cg, Mg, Bc, Nc, Cn, Ro (1e−106 → 2e−33)

ESCRT-III complex (interacts with VPS4, -46, -60, VTA1, and BRO1)
DID4 AN6898 (7e−41) Bc, Ss, Nc, Mg, Ro, Cg, Ci, Cn (2e−77 → 2e−22)
SNF7 AN4240 (5e−16) Bc, Ci, Ss, Mg, Nc (3e−35 → 5e−13)
VPS20 AN1365 (7e−17) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Cg (6e−43 → 7e−36)
VPS24 AN6920 (7e−32) Ci, Bc, Ss, Nc, Mg, Cg, Ro, Cn (2e−48 → 2e−08)
YJL049W (possible ESCRT-III family) AN7310 (0.013) Mg, Bc, Nc, Ci, Ss, Cg (9e−67 → 9e−51)

Homotypic vacuole sorting (HOPS complex – docking and fusion at GA → Endo and Endo → VA)
VPS16 AN6911 (5e−49) Mg, Nc, Cg, Bc, Ss, Ci, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 1e−85)
VPS33 (ATP-binding protein) AN2418 (1e−35) Ci, Nc, Ss, Bc, Cg, Mg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 1e−41)
VPS41 (vacuolar membrane protein) AN4876 (4e−34) Ci, Ss, Nc, Bc, Cg, Mg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 6e−19)
PEP3 (promotes vesicular docking/fusion) AN2266 (2e−64) Ci, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Bc, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 1e−71)
PEP5 (complexes and acts with PEP3) AN2461 (2e−58) Ci, Nc, Mg, Cg, Bc, Ro, Ss, Cn (0.0 → 1e−76)
VAM6 (facilitates guanine nucleotide exchange on YPT7) AN10849 (1e−20) Ss, Bc, Cg, Nc, Mg, Ci, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 7e−30)

Golgi-associated retrograde protein complex (GARP complex), recycling of proteins from late Endo → GA via Qc-SNARE TLG1
VPS51 AN3015d – Ss, Bc (0.0018, 3.7e−04)
VPS52 AN4014 (3e−32) Cg, Bc, Nc, Ss, Mg, Ci, Cn, Ro (1e−162 → 3e−08)
VPS53 AN2736 (3e−62) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 1e−20)
VPS54 AN7993 (2e−39) Ci, Bc, Cg, Nc, Mg, Ss, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 5e−44)
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Endosome to Golgi recycling (PEP8, VPS5, VPS17, VPS29, VPS35 form membrane-associated retromer complex)
PEP8 (subcomplex w/VPS29 and VPS35, cargo selection) AN3642 (2e−45) Mg, Nc, Cg, Bc, Ci, Ss, Ro, Cn (1e−148 → 7e−69)
VPS17 (promotes vesicle formation withVPS5) AN2224 (1e−72) Ci, Ss, Bc, Cg, Mg, Nc, Cn (0.0 → 2e−29)
VPS29 (subcomplex w/PEP8 & VPS35, cargo selection) AN1341 (5e−27) Ci, Mg, Ss, Nc, Cg, Cn, Ro (8e−66 → 4e−27)
VPS35 (subcomplex w/PEP8 & VPS29, cargo selection) AN4951 (1e−137) Nc, Bc, Ss, Cg, Mg, Ro, Ci, Cn (0.0 → 1e−108)
VPS5 (homolog of Hs Obesity-related gene receptor proteins)AN3594 (7e−27) Ci, Bc, Ss, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ro, Cn (1e−172 → 6e−60)
RGP1, RIC1 (RAB-GEFs), YPT6 (RAB GTPase) See Table 1.4

Autophagy-specific phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase complex, required for autophagy, vacuolar protein sorting
VPS15 (myristoylated serine/threonine kinase) AN0576 (1e−144) Ci, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Bc, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 1e−130)
VPS30 (forms membrane-assoc complex with ATG14) AN10213 (1e−40) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (1e−123 → 3e−20)
VPS34 (phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase) AN4709 (1e−167) Ci, Bc, Ss, Mg, Cg,Nc, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 1e−177)
VPS38 (binds VPS30, -34) None None
ATG14 None None
GPA1 (α-subunit of G protein, activates VPS34) AN3090 (3e−58) Ci, Nc, Ss, Cg, Bc, Ro (1e−158 → 4e−87)

Transport from early to late endosome
RAV1 (RAVE complex subunit, Vac ATPase assembly) AN0703 (2e−58) Ci, Ss, Nc, Mg,Cg, Cn, Ro, Bc (0.0 → 3e−43)

Endosome to plasma membrane recycling
RCY1 (F box protein) AN10061 (1e−58) Ci, Bc, Ss, Cg, Mg, Nc, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 2e−32)

Endosome transmembrane transport
NHX1 (endosomal Na+/H+ exchanger) AN2288 (1e−118) Ci, Bc, Ss, Cg, Mg, Nc, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 5e−74)

PVC to Golgi pathway; multivesicular body sorting
DID2 (= VPS46) AN9396 (3e−21) Ci, Cg, Cn, Nc, Bc, Mg (4e−49 → 0.024)
NEO1, MON2 see Table 1.3
GYP6, PEP12, SNX41 see Table 1.4
ENT5 see Table 1.5
HSE1, PEP8 see above, this table
VPS4 (AAA-ATPase, late endo → vac transport) AN3061 (1e−131) Ss, Nc, Cg, Ci, Mg, Bc, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 3e−69)
VPS8 (interacts with YPT51, vac prot localization) AN0244 (2e−53) Ci, Bc, Ss, Nc, Mg, Cg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 1e−134)
VPS13 (peripheral membr prot, unknown function) AN5579 (0.0) Ss, Ci, Mg, Cg, Bc, Nc, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 1e−161)
VPS55 (late endo → vacuole trafficking) AN6546 (7e−12) Ci, Cg, Nc, Ss, Bc, Mg, Cn (4e−42 → 1e−19)
VTA1 (endosomal protein sorting, binds VPS4, -20, -60) AN0255 (0.49) Ss, Ci, Nc, Mg, Bc, Cg, Cn, Ro (4e−47 → 0.003)
BRO1 (coordinates deubiquitination in MVB pathway) AN10788 (2e−45) Cg, Ci, Bc, Ss, Nc, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 1e−111)
DOA4 (ubiquitin hydrolase in late endo/prevacuolar) AN2072 (4e−57) Ci, Ro, Cn, Mg, Cg, Nc, Bc (0.0 → 4e−49)
RIM20 (PALA/AIP1 family, binds ESCRT-III SNF7) AN4351 (7e−56) Nc, Mg, Ss, Cg, Bc, Ci, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 1e−34)

Late endosome; prevacuolar compartment (PVC)
CDC50 (endoomal protein, regulates cell polarity) AN5100 (2e−78) Ci, Ss, Mg, Bc, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (5e−84 → 9e−29)
PIB1 (RING type ubiquitin ligase, binds PI-3-P) AN9147e (6e−12) Cg, Mg, Ss, Bc, Nc (1e−23 → 7e−19)
PIB2 (protein binding PI-3-phosphate) AN0627 (8e−07) Ci, Nc, Ss, Mg, Bc, Cg (1e−56 → 3e−19)
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STV1 (subunit of vacuolar ATPase Vo domain) AN5606 (0.0) Ss, Ci, Bc, Cg, Nc, Mg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 0.0)
CCZ1, DID2, NHX1, VPS55, MRL1 see above, this table
SEC7 (ARF-GEF) see Table 1.3
VPS21 (YPT51), YPT52/53 (RAB GTPases) see Table 1.4

Endosome membrane
TOR1 (PIK-related protein kinase) AN5982 (0.0) Ss, Ci, Mg, Bc, Cg, Nc, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 0.0)
LST8 (component of TOR signaling pathway) AN1335 (3e−90) Ss, Nc, Bc, Cg, Mg, Ci, Cn, Ss (2e−95 → 4e−25)
RSP5 (ubiquitin protein ligase for MVB sorting) AN1339 (0.0) Ss, Bc, Ci, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 1e−120)
PEP7 (adaptor for vesicle docking/fusion) AN3144 (7e−30) Ci, Ss, Bc, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 1e−05)
ENB1 (ferric enterobactin transporter) AN8499 (2e−51) Cg, Mg, Bc, Nc, Ci, Cn (1e−61 → 2e−39)
EMP70, YDR107C (predicted transmembrane protein) Contig 93f (1e−133, 1e−130) Nc, Cg, Bc, Ss, Ci, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 1e−150)
Novel additional EMP70 homolog AN5450g (6e−69, 1e−70) Ci, Nc, Ss, Bc, Mg, Cg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 2e−78)

Other vacuolar protein sorting
PEP1, VTH1/2 (type I sorting receptor – vac hydrolases) AN8880 (1e−176) Ci, Bc, Ss, Nc, Cg,Mg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 0.0)
VPS3 (sorting soluble vacuolar proteins) AN0763 (4e−06) Ci, Bc, Ss, Nc, Cg, Mg (0.0 → 1e−129)
VPS60 (late endosome → vacuole transport) AN5632 (9e−30) Ci, Bc, Ss, Cg, Nc, Cn, Mg, Ro (2e−73 → 3e−26)
VPS62 (cytoplasm → vacuole protein targeting) AN7454 (2e−49) Ss, Bc, Nc, Ci, Cg (1e−118 → 1e−67)
Novel additional VPS62 homolog AN4807 (4e−46) Bc, Ss, Ci (2e−71 → 9e−64)
VPS64 (cytoplasm → vacuole protein targeting) AN4632 (7e−19) Ci, Mg, Nc, Bc, Ss, Cg, Cn, Ro (1e−153 → 5e−24)
VPS66 (unknown function in vac prot sorting) AN6345 (7e−08) Ss, Ci, Cg, Nc, Mg, Ro, Cn (3e−92 → 1e−08)
VPS68 (vacuolar membr protein, unkn function) AN6544 (1e−33) Ci, Nc, Bc, Cg, Ss, Mg, Ro, Cn (3e−62 → 9e−21)
VPS70 (unknown function in vac prot sorting) AN4018 (7e−89) Ci, Cg, Ss, Bc, Nc, Mg, Ro (0.0 → 1e−140)
VPS73 (mitochondrial protein involved in VPS) None
VPS74 (unknown function in vac prot sorting) AN5705 (2e−97) Ci, Ss, Mg, Cg, Nc, Bc, Ro, Cn (1e−151 → 2e−93)
VPS75 (unknown function in vac prot sorting) AN8170 (6e−04) Ci, Ss, Nc, Mg, Bc, Cg (2e−67 → 7e−33)

Components of the SWR1 complex that incorporate HTZ1 into chromatin; required for vacuolar protein sorting
VPS71 AN2095 (0.002) Ci, Cg, Mg, Nc, Bc, Cn (9e−60 → 5e−05)
VPS72 AN0461 (6e−05) Ci, Ss, Bc, Cg (3e−18 → 3e−04)

Exocyst
SEC3 AN0462 (3e−26) Ss, Mg, Cg, Nc, Ci, Bc, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 7e−19)
SEC5 AN1002 (1e−16) Nc, Bc, Ci, Ss, Mg, Cg, Ro, Cn (0.0 → 2e−09)
SEC6 AN1988 (5e−41) Ci, Mg, Nc, Bc, Ss, Cg, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 3e−47)
SEC8 AN11007 (1e−28) Ci, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cg, Ss, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 3e−14)
SEC10 AN8879 (2e−40) Ci, Nc, Ss, Cg, Mg. Bc, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 1e−22)
SEC15 AN6493 (3e−16) Nc, Mg, Cg, Bc, Ci, Ss, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 3e−17)
EXO70 AN6210 (4e−24) Ci, Nc, Cg, Mg, Ss, Bc (0.0 → 1e−132)
EXO84 AN0560 (8e−25) Ci, Ss, Cg, Bc, Mg, Nc, Cn, Ro (0.0 → 3e−04)

Exocytic SEC9-interacting proteins
SRO7, SRO77 (vesicle docking/fusion with PM) AN4980 (1e−101, 1e−107) Ci, Bc, Nc, Mg, Cg, Ro, Bc (0.0 → 1e−62)
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basal expression occurs on glycerol and acetate,
and increasing expression can be induced by, in or-
der, ethanol + fructose (varying fructose concen-
tration raises or lowers expression level), ethanol
alone, and threonine (Waring et al. 1989). Levels of
alcA-driven expression on glycerol are low enough
that in some cases expression is not sufficient to
fully complement a mutation. Conversely, while re-
pression of an alcA-gene fusion by glucose is nor-
mally tight enough to prevent complementation of
a corresponding mutation, the alcA promoter does
leak slightly, with greater expression on minimal-
glucose than on rich-glucose media (e.g., see James
et al. 1999). In somecases, this differential leakiness
can provide an additional and useful means of fine-
tuning gene expression, especially in cases where
the endogenous gene expresses at a very low level.

Fungi are eminently co-operative to both
molecular and classic genetics. In combination
with live cell imaging and fluorescent protein-
tagged transformants, temperature-sensitive
mutants and transient expression of gene products
under the control of inducible promoters allow for
the dissection of cell biological processes. These
approaches are particularly useful where null
mutations are lethal. In A. nidulans and N. crassa,
for example, essential genes are commonly deleted
from sheltered backgrounds containing an extra,
inducible wild-type allele of the target gene.
Issues of dosage and expression by the inducible
copy, following deletion of the endogenous gene
locus, may be mitigated in N. crassa by a recently
introduced method for constructing minimally
sheltered knockout mutants (Metzenberg 2005).

In this chapter, we use comparative genomics
to delineate many components of the endomem-
brane system of A. nidulans and other fungi relative
to the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
with additional comparisons to human (Tables 1.1–
1.6). Absent from this analysis are members of the
signal recognition particle, and the complement
of glycosyltransferases and related enzymes for N-
and O-linked protein glycosylation, and secreted
extracellular proteins. S. cerevisiae was chosen
as the primary tool for comparison because the
genome is very well annotated, and provides
a robust ontology for genes of the endomembrane
system (www.yeastgenome.org). S. cerevisiae
also was selected for its relative simplicity, along
with its phylogenetic relationship to filamentous
fungi. That said, some caution is warranted in the
use of this organism as a basis for comparison
to other fungi, and in addition care must be
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Fig. 1.1. The tip region of an
Aspergillus nidulans hypha.
Most organelles of the fun-
gal endomembrane system
can be observed in this near
median longitudinal section.
The mitochondria (m) in this
preparation are marginally
contrasted. er Endoplasmic
reticulum, f filasome, g Golgi
cisternum, mvb multivesicular
body, mt microtubule. Freeze
substitution preparation. Bar
1.0 µm

used when inferring cellular functions from
comparative genomic approaches alone. Although
comparative genomics has been used to assess
subcellular distribution of various biomolecules
and to compare cellular molecular machinery
(Borkovich et al. 2004), sequence analysis is often
less than conclusive (Hansen and Köhler 2001) and
needs to be followed by concrete experimentation
(Gupta and Heath 2002). For example, deletion
of an A. niger ortholog of the essential SEC4P
gene in S. cerevisiae required for proper vesicular
transport was found not to be lethal (Punt et al.

2001). This functional difference could not have
been gleaned by sequence comparison alone.
It may be significant to note that comparative
genomics has indicated that many components of
the fungal cytoskeleton are more closely related
to their respective animal molecules than to those
found in S. cerevisiae (Xiang and Plamann 2003).
There is a tendency for non-mycologists especially
to lump filamentous fungi together with the yeast
S. cerevisiae but this is ill advised and capricious.
Furthermore, S. cerevisiae evolved by a whole-
genome duplication event, followed by gene loss,
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gene expansion, and gene-pair divergence, from
an ancestor closely related to Kluyveromyces waltii
(Kellis et al. 2004). Thus, it is no surprise that
many fungi possess simpler and less redundant
gene sets for many processes and pathways. This
is true for A. nidulans and many other fungi, as
we demonstrate in this chapter (Tables 1.1–1.6).
In contrast, we discovered several endomembrane
processes and gene families that have expanded
relative to yeast. In some cases the expanded mem-
bers show strong similarities to genes and their
associated pathways in animals (e.g., Table 1.2,
novel ERD2-related protein; Table 1.3, novel fungal
ARF/ARL GTPases and ARF-GAP; Table 1.4, novel
fungal RAB GTPases, RAB-GAPs, and RAB-GEFs;
Table 1.5, novel fungal dynamin-related proteins
and BAR domain protein).

As a general rule, two protein sequences were
considered homologous at an expected value
(e-value) ≤ 0.0001 (i.e., 10−4). Choice of e-value
cutoff for a significant Blast hit varies between
10−4 to 0.1 (e.g., see Claverie and Notredame 2003;
Pevsner 2003; Buehler and Rashidi 2005), with the
caveat that alignment between short homologs,
especially those consisting of less than 100 amino
acids, may generate e-values higher than the cutoff.
Some endomembrane proteins reported herein
are relatively short, less 100 amino acids, with
correspondingly high e-values against putative
Aspergillus orthologs (e.g., ERI1 and VMA21 in
Table 1.1, PBI2 and YOS1 in Table 1.4). In several
cases, we have reported potential homologs with
e-values greater than 0.1.

Another major tool used to study the en-
domembrane system has been the transmission
electron microscope, with fungi being among
the first organisms to be studied (Bracker 1967,
1974; Bracker and Grove 1971). In the early days
many new structures were described, many of
which were later shown to be artifact (Heath and
Greenwood 1970). The fine structure of most
compartments of the endomembrane system was
first described based on electron micrographs.
The quality of the information has been im-
proved through the adoption of the cryo-based
methodology of ultrarapid freezing and freeze
substitution (Howard and Aist 1979; Howard 1981;
see also Chap. 2 in this volume). Much of the
earliest “fungal” work was done on the öomycetes,
organisms that since have been recognized as
taxonomically separate from true fungi (Wainright
et al. 1993); and ultrastructural differences such
as those related to the Golgi apparatus bear this

out (Bracker et al. 1996). The electron microscope
continues to provide invaluable information in the
form of high-resolution images, and molecular
information can be obtained using immuno-based
and other affinity probes such as lectins. The lectin
concanavalin A (ConA) has been used as a general
marker for the fungal endomembrane system for
both light and electron microscopy (Bourett et al.
1993; Bourett and Howard 1994). ConA-labeled
organelles include the plasma membrane, Golgi
equivalents (see Sect. III.B.), transport vesicles
and a class of tubular vacuoles, but not the ER
(Fig. 1.2B). For discussion of additional probes,
such as the fluorescent FM dyes, see Sect. IV..

Transmission electron microscope analyses
can also be enhanced through the creation of
three-dimensional renderings. While this three-
dimensional information can be extracted from
serial thin-section (e.g., Bourett and Howard 1994;
Winey et al. 1995) or HVEM semi-thick section
(e.g., Howard 1981) analysis, higher resolution
images can be obtained using semi-thick sections
and electron tomography methodologies (Ladin-
sky et al. 1999; O’Toole et al. 1999; Müller et al.
2000; Harris et al. 2005; Donohoe et al. 2006).

Biochemistry has also played a role in increas-
ing our understanding of compartmentalization
within the endomembrane system, especially in
studies of Saccharomyces cerevisiae where good
morphological data is often elusive. For example,
it has proven to be very useful to analyze secreted
proteins as they pass through successive compart-
ments of the endomembrane system. If the secre-
tory pathway is blocked by either treatment with
a pharmacological agent or the introduction of
a genetic lesion, then the normally secreted pro-
tein will accumulate at some location(s) within the
cell. Through biochemical analysis the compart-
ment where the accumulation occurred can be de-
termined since the subcellular site for each sequen-
tial modification to the secreted protein has been
established (Schekman 1992).

III. Secretory Pathway

A. Endoplasmic Reticulum

The ER has an essential role in both lipid and
protein pathways as the site of biosynthesis of
nearly all cellular membranes and transmembrane
proteins regardless of the ultimate destination
of these molecules. Luminal proteins destined
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Fig. 1.2. Endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
and nuclear envelope. A The ER in fungal
cells is most often observed as sheets
that, when tangentially sectioned, reveal
a concentration of polysomes comprised
of a spiral array of individual ribosomes
as observed here in a vegetative hypha of
Aspergillus nidulans. Bar 250 nm. B Note
that the concanavalin A binding sites
marked by gold particles are absent in
this dilated ER in an apical conidial cell
of Magnaporthe grisea. The continuity
of the ER with the nuclear envelope is
illustrated by the ribosome-studded
outer membrane of the nuclear enve-
lope. l Lipid body, m mitochondrion, n
nucleus, v vacuole. Bar 1.0 µm. C ER in
a living cell of a multinucleate Fusarium
verticillioides hypha targeted with
a fluorescent protein, using the KDEL
ER-retention sequence. In this single
optical laser scanning confocal section,
the nuclear envelope is apparent as is the
abundance of ER in this metabolically
active tip cell. n Nucleus. Bar 5.0 µm.
In A, B, cells were prepared by freeze
substitution.

for the Golgi apparatus and vacuoles are initially
co-translationally delivered into the ER lumen. In
addition, the ER lumen serves to store calcium
ions to be released into the cytosol upon induction
via appropriate signaling (Estrada de Martin et al.
2005).

Though the ER is thought to represent a single
interconnected membrane system (Voeltz et al.
2002), it can be subdivided into a collection of
numerous functional domains (Staehelin 1997).
In plants (Kèpés et al. 2005) and in S. cerevisiae
(Preuss et al. 1991) the intracellular ER network
is thought to represent a contiguous system
forming both non-fenestrated sheets and variously
branched tubules. The latter predominates at
the cell periphery where the tubules are closely
associated with, and may possess molecular
links to, the plasma membrane (Lichtscheidl
and Hepler 1996). The ER network in fungi
exhibiting yeast-like growth may be more tubular
and distributed toward the cell periphery (Preuss
et al. 1991; Rossanese et al. 1999; Wedlich-Söldner
2002) compared to filamentous fungi where the

ER appears commonly as cisternal sheets often
stacked into parallel arrays and found throughout
the radius of the fungal hypha (Fig. 1.2A–C). Then
again, a prominent peripheral ER network has
been described in a rust fungus (Hoch and Staples
1983a). In vegetative hyphae most ER is rough ER
containing membrane-bound ribosomes arranged
in polyribosomes obvious in sections tangential to
the cisternal surface (Fig. 1.2A). It is less common
to find extensive regions of smooth ER. Exceptions
include the septal pore cap of basidiomycetes
(Read and Beckett 1996; Müller et al. 1998, 2000)
and the peripheral hyphal network described
above (Hoch and Staples 1983a). The ER can
exist as a mixture of rough and smooth ER.
Transitional ER consists of smooth regions where
translocation vectors are thought to form and
facilitate the delivery of materials from the ER
to the Golgi apparatus (Watanabe and Riezman
2004): these “exit sites” would be in proximity
and juxtaposed to individual Golgi stacks. Thus,
the transitional ER may play an integral role in
the biogenesis and form of the Golgi apparatus
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in S. cerevisiae (Watson and Stephens 2005) and
perhaps also filamentous fungi. There appears
to be little consistent evidence of any contiguity
between fungal ER and Golgi compartments.

The ER may be highly dilated during specific
stages of development, for example during the
initial hydration of spores prior to germination
(Fig. 1.2B). In phytopathogenic fungi the ER has
been shown to undergo structural rearrangements
during pathogenesis. For example, in haustoria
of biotrophic fungi there is a shift toward a pre-
dominantly tubular system, termed the tubular–
vesicular network (Mims et al. 2002), formed
in response to cues from the host (Welter et al.
1988). This tubular–vesicular network appears to
be a functional subcompartment of the ER based
on an altered distribution of ER markers such as
BIP- and HDEL-containing proteins (Bachem and
Mendgen 1995).

The septal pore cap of basidiomycetes is con-
tiguous with and thought to be derived from the ER
(Bracker and Butler 1964). The plasma membrane
is continuous between adjacent cells. Organelles
can pass through the complex septal pore appa-
ratus (Bracker and Butler 1964; Müller et al. 2000).
Unless the pore is plugged there is cytoplasmic con-
tinuity.

The organization and dynamics of fungal ER
have been studied by examining live cells express-
ing fluorescent proteins fused to the ER-resident
chaperone BipA (Maruyama et al. 2006), or con-
taining both an amino-terminal signal peptide and
a carboxy-terminal H/KDEL ER-retention peptide
(Fig. 1.2C; Suelmann et al. 1997; Fernández-Abalos
et al. 1998; Wedlich-Söldner et al. 2002; Czymmek
et al. 2005). To a limited extent the ER has also
been examined using vital dyes such as ER Tracker
and fluorophore-conjugated brefeldin A (Cole et al.
2000; Wedlich-Söldner et al. 2002; Maruyama et al.
2006). The ER was found to be a highly motile or-
ganelle.

In polarized fungal cells a non-random dis-
tribution of the organelles of the endomembrane
system is maintained. The integrity of both the
ER and Golgi apparatus of animal cells requires
an intact microtubule cytoskeleton. In mam-
malian cells depolymerization of the microtubule
cytoskeleton results in the fragmentation of the
Golgi apparatus (Thyberg and Moskalewski 1999)
and a gradual retraction of the ER from the cell
periphery (Terasaki et al. 1986). Microtubules in
animal cells are generally polarized with their
minus ends oriented toward the centrosome and

the plus ends closer to the cell periphery. The plus
end-directed microtubule motor protein kinesin
is required to maintain the ER distribution, and
the minus end-directed dyneins are required for
maintenance of the peri-nuclear Golgi distribution
(Corthésy-Theulaz et al. 1992; Harada et al. 1998).
In plants, microfilaments are required for Golgi
mobility – though depolymerization of the actin
cytoskeleton does not affect Golgi juxtaposition
to exit sites of the ER, nor transport between the
ER and Golgi (Brandizzi et al. 2002). In Ustilago
maydis cytoplamic dynein and microtubules were
shown to be required for ER motility but not for
maintaining the basic ER organization (Wedlich-
Söldner et al. 2002). In hyphal tip cells the Golgi
cisternae are numerous and not restricted to
a perinuclear distribution (e.g., Bourett et al.
1998; Fig. 1.1). Vacuole integrity in both S. cere-
visiae (Klionsky et al. 1990) and Ustilago maydis
(Steinberg et al. 1998) has been demonstrated
to require functional microtubules. For further
consideration of the fungal cell cytoskeleton, the
reader is referred to Chaps. 2, 5, and 6 in this
volume.

A comparative genomic analysis of various
fungal species versus S. cerevisiae ER compo-
nents is presented in Table 1.1. For the most
part, ER-specific functions are highly conserved.
A one-to-one correspondence of genes is evident,
with some exceptions. Many of these exceptions
are explained by the derivation of budding
yeast from a whole-genome duplication event
followed by retention of duplicate gene copies
with or without functional divergence (Kellis
et al. 2004). For example, the SEC61 translocation
complex in S. cerevisiae has five components,
including duplicates of the β- (SBH1, SBH2) and
the channel-forming subunits (SEC61, SSH1;
see www.yeastgenome.org). By comparison, A.
nidulans possesses a single ortholog of each gene
pair, and thus a total of three genes rather than
five appear to comprise the SEC61 complex in
this fungus. Similarly, the yeast YET1/YET2/YET3
genes, which encode homologs of human BAP31,
are represented by a single A. nidulans ortholog.
A. nidulans also possesses a single copy, respec-
tively, of the duplicated S. cerevisiae protein
disulfide isomerases, PDI1 and EUG1, and the
ORM1/ORM2 components of the unfolded protein
response. Conversely, filamentous fungi appear to
lack homologs for several ER-specific yeast genes,
including PHO86 (packaging of PHO84p into
COPII vesicles), VPH2 (vacuolar ATPase assem-
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bly), FRT1 (substrate of phosphatase calcineurin),
and FRT2 (interacts with FRT1 to promote growth
during pH and salt stress). Notably, all of these
genes are dispensable in S. cerevisiae, and therefore
these functions may have been lost during fungal
evolution or may have evolved separately in some
yeasts.

Filamentous fungi appear to possess novel,
expanded functions involved in sterol biosyn-
thesis (AN4208, AN6159), and in the retention
of HDEL motif-containing, ER-resident proteins.
Whereas S. cerevisiae contains a single ERD2
transmembrane protein that binds to HDEL
motifs and regulates the retention of ER-specific
proteins, A. nidulans encodes two proteins which
have homology with ERD2 (AN11226, AN4528).
AN11226 appears to be the ortholog of ERD2
and AN4528 has diverged substantially. The
A. nidulans annotation identifies these as the
two “ER lumen protein-retaining receptors” in
this fungus. AN4528 is more similar to AN11226
(8.7e−25) than to Sc ERD2 (2.0e−19), and likely
derived by duplication of AN11226 after the
divergence of S. cerevisiae and filamentous fungal
lineages. A comparison with the corresponding
human receptors reveals two useful insights
about the human and filamentous fungal genes.
Humans possess three KDEL-specific receptors
for retaining ER proteins (KDEL receptors -1, -2,
-3). Interestingly, the three human receptors are
much more closely related to each other (1e−104 →
1e−89) than they are to AN11226 (4e−60 → 4e−51)
or to AN4528 (2e−33 → 2e−30), suggesting that all
three human genes likely arose by duplications of
a single ancestral ortholog related to AN11226 and
ScERD2. Of greater interest to fungal biologists
is the possibility that AN4528 has evolved into
a novel, filamentous fungus-specific functional
niche for endomembrane protein trafficking,
and thus may offer a productive avenue for
investigation.

B. Golgi Apparatus

The Golgi apparatus is perhaps the least under-
stood of the organelles that comprise the fungal
endomembrane system. It is the site where secre-
tory products and plasma membrane resident pro-
teins are packaged for delivery to the cell surface
and other cargoes packaged in transit to vacuolar
compartments. The Golgi can also be the endpoint
for materials that enter the endocytic pathway. The

classic view of the Golgi apparatus as a stable com-
partment (Dunphy and Rothman 1985) was ques-
tioned recently, with strong evidence that the Golgi
may represent a dynamic continuum with the ER
(Glick 2000; Hawes and Satiat-Jeunemaitre 2005).
Unlike the ER, which persists throughout the cell
cycle, the Golgi can be reconstituted in cells de novo
though the fate of all Golgi-resident molecules dur-
ing disassembly, e.g., during mitosis in mammalian
systems (Lucocq et al. 1987; Colanzi et al. 2003), is
not fully understood. It is clear that many Golgi
molecules are reabsorbed into the ER during mi-
tosis, while others such as some golgins are not
(Seemann et al. 2002).

The structure of the Golgi apparatus in fungi
is strikingly different from those found in higher
plants and animals. The most salient difference is
that stacks of flattened cisternae, or dictyosomes,
are lacking in true fungi (Girbardt 1969; Grove
and Bracker 1970; McLaughlin 1974; Howard 1981).
Since fungi lack dictyosomes, choosing a termi-
nology for Golgi-related structures is an issue. We
have adopted the convention of Mollenhauer and
Morré (1991). The term Golgi apparatus describes
the sum total of all cisternae in a cell. Golgi cister-
nae – Golgi equivalents (Howard 1981) – are indi-
vidualorganelles, consistof a fenestratedsheetwith
tubular extensions that constitute recognizable and
contiguous entities that are dispersed throughout
the hypha. Cisternae often appear as fenestrated
hollow spheres or sheets wrapped closely around
mitochondria (Figs. 1.1, 1.3; see also Bracker and
Grove 1971; Howard 1981; Newhouse et al. 1983).
The width of cisternal tubules is generally uniform
within such a sheet or sphere, but the width can
vary between individual spheres and spheres with
thin and wide cisternae can be found within the
same cell (Howard 1981).

Putative fluorescence-labeled fungal Golgi has
been reported in the literature. Spherical cister-
nae were observed in an Aspergillus transformant
engineered to secrete a GFP-tagged glucoamylase
when the secretory pathway was blocked (Khalaj
et al. 2001). Wedlich-Söldner et al. (2002) used
a GFP fusion to Ypt1p, a small GTPase associ-
ated with Golgi in yeast, to yield an apical flu-
orescence pattern in dikaryotic hyphae that ex-
tended to the apex proper. Based on electron mi-
croscope data, it seems unlikely that Golgi would
be concentrated so close to the apex. Likewise,
a GFP fusion to a presumed Golgi-resident 1,2-
α-mannosyltransferase was used to create a puta-
tive Golgi reporter (Gilbert et al. 2006), but the
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Fig. 1.3. Fungal Golgi. A Assemblages of
tubular cisternae and a lack of cisternal
stacks are the hallmarks of Golgi in fila-
mentous fungi, observed in abundance
and interspersed with vesicles in this
hypha of Aspergillus nidulans. The width
of tubules within a single cisternum is
fairly uniform, but can differ between
cisternae, as can the size and distribu-
tion of fenetrations. B–E Fenestrated
cisternae are also observed in the yeast
Pichia pastoris, but stacking of cisternae
is evident (B, E). Con A binding sites are
associated with cisternae of both yeast
(P. pastoris, E) and filamentous fungi
(Trichoderma viride, F). Golgi bodies
in basidiomycetes are characterized by
swollen peripheral terminations (He-
licobasidium mompa, G). H–J Putative
coated vesicles were observed in three
consecutive sections from a hypha of
Helicobasidium mompa. All specimens
prepared by freeze substitution. Arrow
Filasome-like structure associated with
invagination of the plasma membrane,
m mitochondrion. Bars 250 nm in A–F,
500 nm in G–H

results were not compelling. Putative fungal Golgi
have also been described in whole mounts after la-
beling with fluorescently tagged succinylated con-
canavalin A (Bourett et al. 1993; see also Fig. 11.6C
in this volume). At the TEM level, Con A-labeled
entities included both spherical and linear struc-
tures of comparable width (see Figs. 3–8 in Bourett
and Howard 1994).

Subtile structural differences have been noted
between different groups of fungi. For example,
the Golgi apparatus found in basidiomycetes is
characterized by an interconnected cisternal net-
work often terminating in characteristic swollen
lobes (Fig. 1.3G; Hoch and Howard 1980; Hoch and
Staples 1983a; Roberson and Fuller 1988; Welter
et al. 1988; Swann and Mims 1991) and coated vesi-

cles appear more common (Fig. 1.3H–J). A similar
tubular system has been described in arbuscular
mycorrhyizal hyphae (Bonfante et al. 1994), but
has not been reported for ascomycetes. It is not
clear whether these structural variations underlie
significant functional differences.

Fungi are not the only eukaryotes with a Golgi
apparatus lacking cisternal stacks. Giardia (Hehl
and Marti 2004) and Entamoeba (Bredeston et al.
2005) for example have Golgi systems consisting
of isolated stage-specific vesicles. Despite this min-
imal structural elaboration, it appears that these
primitive eukaryotes still possess the basic molec-
ular machinery required for compartmentalized
separation of ER- and Golgi-related biochemistry
and for the delivery of proteins and glycans to the
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cell surface. Likewise the yeast S. cerevisiae also has
been reported to lack Golgi stacks (Rossanese et al.
1999), though there are reports of some cisternal
assemblages (Baba and Osumi 1987). Interestingly,
other related yeasts including Schizosaccharomyces
pombe (Ayscough et al. 1993) and Pichia pastoris
(Fig. 1.3B–E) have been shown to possess elabo-
rations ranging from parallel tubules to apparent
stacks (Rambourg et al. 1995). Based on the dis-
tribution of a COPII coat protein known to be in-
volved in ER to Golgi transport (Tang et al. 2005),
it has been suggested that the lack of stacked Golgi
cisternae in S. cerevisiae reflects a delocalized tran-
sitional ER system (Rossanese et al. 1999), whereas
in P. pastoris the transitional ER is found in dis-
crete patches juxtaposed to stacked Golgi cisternae.
The lack of stacked Golgi cisternae may be a con-
sequence of very rapid anterograde movement of
membrane through the secretory pathway (Weber
and Pitt 2001).

A unique property of the plant Golgi ap-
paratus is its mobility (Boevink et al. 1998), an
acto-myosin based phenomenon (Nebenführ et al.
1999), absent in animal cells and as yet unknown
in filamentous fungi. While fluorescent proteins
have been targeted to the Golgi apparatus in
yeast (Wooding and Pelham 1998), this has not
been done convincingly with filamentous fungi.
All Golgi-resident enzymes described to date are
integral membrane proteins. Information regard-
ing their retention in the Golgi resides within
a non-cleaved amino-terminal signal anchor
sequence consisting of a transmembrane domain
flanked by a short cytoplasmic tail and a lumenal
stalk domain (Munro 1998). The sequence from
an animal sialyltransferase molecule has been
used to design a fluorescent protein-based probe
for the Golgi compartment in plants (Boevink
et al. 1998). Though sialic acid is not utilized by
plants, the fluorescent reporter was delivered with
fidelity to the Golgi compartment as confirmed by
immunoelectron microscopy using an antibody
raised against the GFP marker. Thus, though there
is no consensus targeting sequence, recognition
of these Golgi-retention sequences appears to be
highly conserved across all eukaryotes (Saint-Jore
et al. 2002).

As mentioned earlier, one of the hallmarks of
the Golgi apparatus of filamentous fungi is the lack
of stacked membrane cisternae. In animal cells ma-
trix proteins exist that form a scaffold between
cisternae of the Golgi body (Short et al. 2005),
and phosphorylation of these scaffold proteins via

mitosis-related protein kinases is followed closely
by the characteristic fragmentation of the Golgi
body during nuclear division (Shorter and Warren
2002). There is evidence from the work with golgins
that Golgi matrix proteins serve not only to main-
tain the Golgi stacks but also to anchor cisternal-
specific enzymes. In the absence of Golgi matrix
proteins it may be that all the processing enzymes
that perform Golgi functions are contained within
a single cisternum, rather than each cisternum be-
ing responsible for sequestering a particular en-
zyme or subset. Though plant Golgi bodies are also
believed to have similar matrix proteins (Latijn-
houwers et al. 2005), specificmutationswhichaffect
Golgi localization of a CASP protein to the mam-
malian Golgi do not inhibit delivery to the plant
Golgi apparatus (Renna et al. 2005).

We undertook a systematic search for gol-
gins in filamentous fungi and found that these
matrix proteins appear to be missing (Table 1.2).
Forward and reverse tblastn and blastp searches
of A. nidulans and human genomes produced no
significant hits. Similarly, fungi appear to lack
human homologs for GOPC (Golgi-associated
PDZ, coiled-coil motif) and GCC1 (GRIP, coiled-
coil domain containing-1). Conversely, however,
both S. cerevisiae and filamentous fungi pos-
sess a potential ortholog of human GORASPs
(GRASP55/65 family), which in animals are
required for post-mitotic reassembly of Golgi
stacks. In S. cerevisiae, GRH1 (GRASP65 homolog)
plays a role in the spindle assembly checkpoint
and displays two-hybrid genetic interactions
with Golgi/ER components, such as CHO2
(phosphatidylethanolamine methyltransferase),
ALG3 (dolichol-P-mannose dependent alpha-1,3-
mannosyltransferase), and ERV14, involved with
vesicle formation and incorporation of secretory
cargo into COPII vesicles (Schuldiner et al. 2005).
The A. nidulans homolog, AN11248 (GRASP55/65
homolog) shares greater homology with human
GORASPs 1 and 2 than it does with Sc GRH1. Thus,
some fungi may possess at least one of the genes
required for the formation of Golgi stacks, though
the actual function of AN11248 (and its orthologs
in other fungi) remains open to investigation.
These observations leave us wondering what is
the functional advantage of the highly structured
Golgi apparatus in higher eukaryotes? What is
the penalty for the less-elaborated Golgi found in
filamentous fungi?

In a manner similar to plants, fungi also uti-
lize the Golgi apparatus to produce complex cell
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wall polysaccharides. The mobility of plant Golgi
observed in some cells may be reduced in others
whose main function is to secrete cell wall poly-
mers. In certain cell types it has been estimated that
80% of Golgi activity is devoted to the production
of complex polysaccharides (Driouich et al. 1993).
The situation in rapidly growing vegetative hyphae
of filamentous hyphae may be similarly skewed in
favor of polysaccharide production.

Much has been learned about plant and mam-
malian Golgi through the use of the fungal metabo-
lite brefeldin A (BFA; Lippincott-Schwartz et al.
1989; Satiat-Jeunemaitre et al. 1996). In these sys-
tems BFA leads to a blockage of anterograde trans-
port from the ER to the Golgi resulting in a disas-
sembly of the Golgi apparatus and the redistribu-
tion of many of its components back to the ER –
the retrograde pathway for retrieving ER mark-
ers from the Golgi is unaffected by BFA. Interest-
ingly, though BFA had a negative effect on fun-
gal growth, the Golgi cisternae of fungi were not
disassembled and there was no redistribution of
the Golgi marker ConA back into the ER (Bourett
and Howard 1996; Satiat-Jeunemaitre et al. 1996),
though BFA treatment did induce the prolifera-
tion/formation of membrane-enclosed compart-
ments not observed in untreated cells (Fig. 1.7A).

A survey of Golgi-specific fungal genes reveals
strong correspondence to S. cerevisiae (Table 1.2).
Only two Golgi-specific proteins appear to be
missing in other fungi – BUG1, function un-
known, and LST4, required for the transport
of Gap1p amino acid permease from the Golgi
apparatus to the plasma membrane – and these
are non-essential. Most fungi appear to possess
a single ortholog corresponding to each of two
S. cerevisiae gene-pair duplicates: SWH1/OSH2
and SBE2/SBE22. Several Golgi functions have
undergone expansion in filamentous and other
fungi. For example, the single S. cerevisiae GEF1
Golgi chloride channel has expanded to three
genes, which are highly similar and well con-
served across fungi. These genes and GEF1 are
strongly related to metazoan voltage-gated chlo-
ride channels. In addition, filamentous fungi have
undergone expansion of the S. cerevisiae CHS7
gene, of unknown function, involved in chitin
biosynthesis by regulating Chs3p export from the
ER. The A. nidulans ortholog, AN1069, shares
much greater homology with S. cerevisiae CHS7
than does AN5152 (Table 1.2). The two A. nidulans
genes share only moderate homology (2e−26),
suggesting the possibility that AN5152 has evolved

to perform a novel, fungus-specific function. In
addition, three Golgi functions have undergone
expansion in a limited set of fungi: (1) A. nidulans
appears to possess two homologs of S. cerevisiae
CCC1 (vacuolar Fe2+/Mn2+ transporter), whereas
other fungi surveyed appear to possess a single
ortholog, (2) A. nidulans also appears to differ
from other fungi in possessing duplicated genes
that correspond to S. cerevisiae VRG4 (Golgi
GDP-mannose transporter), and (3) in A. nidu-
lans and C. immitis but not in other fungi, we
found gene-pair duplicates of S. cerevisiae PSD2
(phosphatidylserine decarboxylase).

It should be noted that numerous genes and
proteins beyond those shown in Table 1.2 are as-
sociated with Golgi function. Because these addi-
tional components also play a role in other en-
domembraneprocesses, theyaredistributedwithin
the subsequent four tables in this chapter.

Comparative genomic analysis of the struc-
tural trafficking machinery for ER-to-Golgi antero-
grade transport reveals almost complete conser-
vation among the fungi (Table 1.3). For example,
componentsof theCOPII coatomercomplex, trans-
port protein particle (TRAPP) complex – a vesi-
cle tethering complex that mediates membrane fu-
sion – and associated COPII-related functions are
fully conserved, with the exception that the non-
essential S. cerevisiae TRAPP complex component
KRE11 (TRAPP subunit involved in biosynthesis
of cell wall β-glucans) is missing. The COPII ma-
chinery in many fungi is simpler, especially in com-
parison with S. cerevisiae genes encoding COPII-
related functions, a number of which were retained
and/or expanded in S. cerevisiae following whole-
genome duplication (e.g., EMP46, -47; ERP1, -5, -6;
ERP2, -3, -4; ERV14, -15).

Although the COPI structural machinery for
Golgi to ER retrograde transport is also well con-
served, several important COPI-related structural
components are diverged or missing in filamentous
fungi.

First, two out of three components of the Dsl1
vesicle tethering complex have diverged substan-
tially. In S. cerevisiae the Dsl1 complex is composed
of three indispensable peripheral membrane pro-
teins (DSL1, TIP20, DSL3) that mediate Golgi to ER
trafficking by facilitating the fusion of COPI vesi-
cles with the ER through stabilization of the Use1p-
Ufe1p-Sec20p SNARE complex; and by prohibiting
back-fusion of COPII vesicles with ER (e.g. Andag
and Schmitt 2003; Kamena and Spang 2004; Kray-
nack et al. 2005). A protein with marginal similarity
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to S. cerevisiae DSL1 was found in one filamentous
fungus, R. oryzae; and S. cerevisiae TIP20 did not
find fungal orthologs.Becausepotential humanho-
mologs of DSL1 (ZW10, Zeste-white protein) and
TIP20 (RINT-1, Rad50-interacting protein) were
recently shown to function in transport between
the ER and Golgi (Hirose et al. 2004), we used these
human genes to locate candidate fungal orthologs
(see Table 1.3).

Second, at least one component of the GET
complex (Golgi to ER transport) appears to be
missing from other fungi and one component has
diverged. In S. cerevisiae, the GET complex consists
of three structurally unrelated subunits that act
in an ERD2-dependent manner to retrieve HDEL-
containing ER-resident proteins from the Golgi to
the ER (e.g., Schuldiner et al. 2005). The GET com-
plex genes are non-essential in S. cerevisiae al-
though the ERD2 protein, which binds to HDEL
motif-containing proteins and on which the func-
tion of the GET complex depends, is essential. The
GET3 arsA arsenite transporter is strongly con-
served. Conversely, GET1 is poorly conserved and
we were unable to detect homologs of GET2 in or-
ganisms other than ascomycetous yeasts (see Ta-
ble 1.3). The apparent divergence in GET complex
components in other fungi, combined with the ex-
pansion and divergence of a novel additional ERD2
homolog in other fungi (see Sect. III.A., above),
suggests that retrieval processes for ER-resident
proteins could differ in important ways from mech-
anisms in S. cerevisiae.

Our observations concerning the DSL1 and
GET complexes reinforce and extend a consistent
finding that endomembrane genes – indeed, as
well as many other genes – in most fungi show
greater similarity to animal genes than those of
S. cerevisiae.

In addition to structural components of the
COPI and COPII pathways, the regulatory G-
protein machinery that controls anterograde and
retrograde transport of vesicles and cargo between
the ER and Golgi were examined. Vesicle traffick-
ing between these compartments is controlled by
a family of ADP ribosylation factor (ARF) and
ARF-like (ARL) GTPases and their associated
GTPase activating proteins (ARF-GAPs), guanine
nucleotide exchange factors (ARF-GEFs), and
other ARF/ARL-associated proteins (Table 1.3).
These G proteins in large part control COPI- and
COPII-coated vesicle formation and trafficking.
S. cerevisiae possesses three ARFs and two ARLs
that mediate four different, conserved processes.

The ARFs, including SAR1 and functionally
redundant ARF1/ARF2, mediate Golgi to ER
transport and coated vesicle formation, respec-
tively; and the ARL1 and ARL3 proteins mediate
distinct steps in membrane trafficking at the Golgi
apparatus. A. nidulans possesses single orthologs
corresponding to the four conserved S. cerevisiae
ARF/ARL functions and additionally possesses
one novel, expanded ARF and two novel ARLs, for
a total of three ARF and four ARL family members.
The human genome, by comparison, has expanded
to contain six ARFs and 11 ARLs. The human ARF
proteins are subdivided into three classes, with
three Class I (ARF1, -2, -3), two Class II (ARF4,
-5), and a single Class III representative (ARF6).
Whereas the S. cerevisiae ARFs correspond to hu-
man Class I orthologs, the novel A. nidulans ARF,
AN5020, is strongly related to the human Class III
ARF6. ARF6 is unique among human ARFs in that
it localizes to the plasma membrane, where it plays
a role in clathrin-mediated endocytosis by regulat-
ing the assembly of the AP2/clathrin coat (Paleotti
et al. 2005). The two novel ARLs, represented by
A. nidulans AN3934 and C. immitis CIMG_03295,
appear to be orthologous with human ARL10
(7e−56) and ARL2 (1e−61), respectively. While little
is known about human ARL2, human ARL10 is
involved in trafficking processes for lysosomes
(Bagshaw et al. 2006).

With respect to ARF-GAPs and ARF-GEFs,
other fungi possess machinery similar but not
identical to S. cerevisiae (Table 1.3). One addi-
tional novel ARF-GAP, represented by A nidulans
AN1629, occurs in other fungi. Not surprisingly,
AN1629 appears to be the ARF-GAP partner to
the novel fungal ARF6 ortholog described above
(AN5020). AN1629 shows only modest homology
with S. cerevisiae AGE2 and much stronger homol-
ogy with a human ARF-GAP for ARF6, stromal
membrane-associated protein (NP_068759.2).
Recently, this human ARF-GAP for ARF6 was
shown to interact directly with clathrin to regulate
clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Tanabe et al.
2005). The presence of an ARF6 and ARF6-GAP
suggests that filamentous fungi possess more of
the regulatory machinery needed for clathrin-
mediated endocytosis than do ascomycetous
yeasts (see also Tables 1.4, 1.5) and indicates that
these novel ARF and ARF-GAP functions – though
relatively ancient among eukaryotes – arose after
the divergence of S. cerevisiae and other fungi.

We were interested to discover that while ARFs,
ARLs, and ARF-GAPs have expanded, some fungi
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appear to possess the same complement of ARF-
GEFs as S. cerevisiae. While most S. cerevisiae ARF-
GEFs have clear orthologs in other fungi, SEC12
orthologs were difficult to find, owing to their sub-
stantial divergence across eukaryotes and because
they contain several WD40 repeat motifs, which are
found in many diverse proteins. SEC12 is an essen-
tial gene in S. cerevisiae and serves as the GEF for
the SAR1 GTPase, which is universally conserved
among eukaryotes and required for ER to Golgi
transport.

Although neither the S. cerevisiae SEC12 nor the
S. pombe ortholog, SPO14, found homologs in filamentous
fungi or a basidiomycetous yeast or humans, strong
apparent orthologs of S. cerevisiae SEC12 occur in both
Candida lusitaniae (3e−51) and C. guilliermondii (5e−46),
indicating that SEC12 has remained conserved among
some ascomycetous yeasts. By using SEC12 orthologs from
human, plant, and fly, we were able to find the apparent
ortholog in one dimorphic basidiomycete, Ustilago maydis
(see Table 1.3). The U. maydis gene, in turn, found apparent
orthologs in three other fungi. These, in turn, found
S. cerevisiae SEC12. However, weaker candidate orthologs
from additional fungi did not find SEC12 in S. cerevisiae,
plants, or animals, indicating that in these species SEC12
has apparently diverged beyond detection.

In addition to the known ARF-GEFs in S. cere-
visiae, we discovered that one uncharacterized
hypothetical ORF (YBL060W) appears to contain
a SEC7 domain characteristic of many ARF-GEFs
and has a potential ortholog in A. nidulans
(AN3438) and other fungi. The function of this
and other fungal ARF-GEFs remains an open
question.

C. Exocytosis/Secretion

Exocytosis is the vesicle-mediated delivery of
materials to the outside of the cell and trans-
membrane proteins to the plasma membrane,
especially glycosylated proteins that necessarily
pass through the Golgi apparatus. Evidence such
as microradiography studies of glucoamylase
secretion in Aspergillus niger (Wösten et al. 1991)
suggests that exocytosis is predominant at the
hyphal tip. Fungal secretion has been exploited for
industrial heterologous protein production and is
important for many aspects of fungal biology. For
example, a family of secreted aspartic proteinases
has been shown to be a potent virulence factor in
the animal pathogen Candida albicans (Schaller
et al. 2005).

Interruption of fungal protein secretion in-
hibited plant pathogenesis by both Colletotrichum
lindemuthianum (Siriputthaiwan et al. 2005) and
Magnaporthe grisea (Gilbert et al. 2006). Interest-
ingly in the latter, M. grisea transformants lacking
a copy of the MgAPT2 gene were not impaired in
normal vegetative cell growth or sporulation.

In higher eukaryotes delivery of secretory vesi-
cles to the plasma membrane with concurrent re-
lease of internal cargo can occur via either a con-
stitutive or regulated secretory pathway: the lat-
ter is believed to be lacking in filamentous fungi
(Weber and Pitt 2001). These two pathways uti-
lize different vesicular machinery. Secretory vesi-
cles are initiatedat the trans-Golgi networkconcur-
rent with condensation of secretory proteins that
may be acted upon by proteolytic enzymes. This
proteolytic activity continues within the secretory
vesicles and can serve to activate polypeptide car-
goes such as hormones, neuropeptides, and hy-
drolytic enzymes. For hydrolytic enzymes, which
can be secreted abundantly by fungi, one purpose
of proteolytic processing is to prevent activation in
compartments where activity might have harmful
effects.

Fluorescent proteins have been exploited to
examine secretion in filamentous fungi. Though
attempts to use oligomeric reef coral fluorescent
proteins to follow secretion have been unsuccess-
ful (Bourett et al. 2002), secretion has been shown
by other groups to be the default pathway when
a signal peptide is employed without additional
retention or vacuole targeting sequences (Gordon
et al. 2000; Conesa et al. 2001; Masai et al. 2003).
Secretion was evidenced by an accumulation of
fluorescence signal at the hyphal apex and asso-
ciated with incipient septa (Gordon et al. 2000).
With these same transformants compartments of
the endomembrane system were visualized when
secretion was blocked by pharmacological agents
or other treatments (Khalaj et al. 2001).

Most proteins in eukaryotic cells acquire
N-linked core glycosylations co-translationally as
they enter the ER through the protein translocators
in the ER membrane. These core glycosylations ap-
pear to be highly conserved among all eukaryotes
and are used by cells to assess whether proteins
are properly folded (Cabral et al. 2001). Further
modifications to the sugar residues occur in very
precise subcompartments within the mammalian
Golgi apparatus (Kornfeld and Kornfeld 1985).
For example, it is known that the mannosidase
I enzyme is active in the cis-Golgi and sialyl
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residues are added to nascent glycoproteins within
the trans-Golgi compartment. Filamentous fungi
glycosylate proteins in distinctly different ways
from those used by S. cerevisiae (Klionsky et al.
1990) or higher plant and animal cells (Hamilton
et al. 2003). This can be problematic during
expression of heterologous proteins by industrially
important fungi unless glycosylation is genetically
modified to a more mammalian type (Maras et al.
1999; Schmidt 2004).

Vesicles are a common feature of both se-
cretion (see Figs. 1.1, 1.4) and protein transport
between donor and target compartments of the
endomembrane system. Inter-organelle protein
transport associated with nuclei and mitochondria
is not vesicle-mediated. Larger intermediary
transport packages may also occur. The vesicle
trafficking machinery has been the focus of
computational genomic approaches in a range of
eukaryotic organisms, including fungi (Tables 1.3,
1.4; Gupta and Heath 2002), to assess genetic con-
servation. From these studies it appears that the
basic core machinery has been highly conserved.
An increased complexity found in multicellular
organisms has arisen through an elaboration of
regulatory mechanisms such as the participation
of more diverse Rab proteins and an expansion in
tissue-specific members of each gene family (Bock
et al. 2001; Table 1.4).

Membrane fusion between vesicles and des-
tination compartments is highly complex and
carefully regulated, involving a large variety
of components. Among these are the soluble
N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment
protein receptor (SNARE) proteins, a family
of membrane-bound RAB GTPases and their
requisite RAB-GAPs and RAB-GEFs, an array of
compartment-specific proteins, RAB-activated
vesicle-membrane tethering factors, and numer-
ous accessory factors (reviewed by Pereira-Leal
and Seabra 2001; Zerial and McBride 2001; Gupta
and Heath 2002). Membrane fusion appears to
initiate by the interaction of membrane-bound
RAB GTPases with cognate tethering factors that
act as a bridge between the vesicle membrane
and the destination compartment. Modifica-
tion/activation of the tethering factors by RAB
GTPases allows SNARE proteins on the vesicle and
target membranes to associate with each other and
bring the membranes into proximity so that fusion
can take place.

SNAREs comprise a large family of highly con-
served, coiled-coil domain proteins that appear to

Fig. 1.4. The hyphal tip is a region containing an abundance
of apical vesicles thought to be responsible for secretory
activity and cell wall synthesis. A Near median longitudi-
nal section of Aspergillus nidulans hypha. Note localized
concentration of microvesicles. B Cross-section perpendic-
ular to long axis of Trichoderma viride hypha, 400–500 nm
behind the apex. Gold-tagged Con A binding sites are as-
sociated with apical vesicles that, when observed en mass
by fluorescence-tagged Con A, embodies the Spitzenkörper
(cf. Fig. 11.6C in this volume). Specimens prepared by freeze
substitution. ecm Extracellular matrix, s substratum. Bars
500 nm

mediate vesicle fusion throughout the endomem-
brane system. This is accomplished by the interac-
tionof thecoiled-coildomainsbetweenSNAREsas-
sociated with the vesicle (typically three v-SNAREs
per vesicle) with one target SNARE (t-SNARE) on
the target membrane. For a review of SNARE struc-
ture and function in S. cerevisiae and other fungi,
see Burri and Lithgow (2004), Gupta and Heath
(2002).

RAB subfamily GTPases are GPI-anchored
membrane proteins, anchored through double
prenylation via two C-terminal Cys residues,
that act to recruit a wide array of RAB effectors
onto their resident membrane. They control such
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processes as vesicle formation, motility, and vesicle
tethering prior to SNARE assembly.

Recent findings show that many of the RAB-
tethering factors are organized into complexes that
act in specific endomembrane pathways and com-
partments. These include the DSL1 and TRAPP
(transport protein particle) complexes that me-
diate COPI and COPII vesicle fusion, respectively
(see Table 1.3 and descriptions above), the con-
served oligomeric Golgi (COG) complex (which
mediates fusion of vesicles at the Golgi compart-
ment), the Golgi-associated retrograde transport
(GARP) and homotypic fusion and vacuole pro-
tein sorting (HOPS) complexes (which control vesi-
cle fusion in the endosomal and vacuolar com-
partments, as well as the recycling of endosomal
vesicles back to the trans-Golgi), and the exocyst
(which mediates fusion of vesicles with the plasma
membrane). For a review of vesicle tethering, see
Whyte and Munro (2002).

With respect to SNARE and RAB proteins,
our findings largely parallel those of Gupta
and Heath (2002). The complement of SNARE
proteins is highly conserved among all fungi
surveyed (Table 1.4). For example, A. nidulans
possesses one candidate SNARE ortholog for each
of four redundant gene-pair duplicates in S. cere-
visiae (PEP12/VAM3, SEC9/SPO20, SNC1/SNC2,
SSO1/SSO2). Similarly, there is a one-to-one cor-
respondence for SM-like SNARE-binding proteins
(“SNARE masters”) and other SNARE mediators
(Table 1.4).

With respect to RAB family expansion in the
filamentous fungi, fungi possess seven orthologs
corresponding to the core of nine universally con-
served S. cerevisiae RAB family members: YPT1,
SEC4, YPT31/32, YPT51/52/53, YPT6, and YPT7
(Table 1.4). Other fungi appear to possess a single
ortholog corresponding to the YPT31/32 paralogs
and two homologs of the functionally interchange-
able YPT51/52/53 paralogs.

For example, S. cerevisiae YPT51 (VPS21) and YPT53
are more closely related to each other and to A. nidulans
AN4915 than to YPT52 and AN3842. YPT52, in contrast,
shows stronger homology with AN3842 than AN4915.
These relationships were supported by phylogenetic analy-
sis using the neighbor-joining method (data not shown; see
Table 1.4). With respect to fungal evolution, these observa-
tions suggest that YPT51 (AN4915) and YPT52 (AN3842)
arose by duplication before the divergence of S. cerevisiae
and other fungi, and that YPT51 and YPT53 arose by
a second duplication following the divergence of these two
lineages.

Consistent with Gupta and Heath (2002), ho-
mologs of S. cerevisiae YPT10 and YPT11 occur
in some closely related ascomycetous yeasts, but
not in the filamentous fungi and the basidiomyce-
tous yeast surveyed in this study. However, these
other fungi do possess three novel, expanded RAB
family members not present in S. cerevisiae (Ta-
ble 1.4). These novel fungal RABs correspond to
RAB2, which occurs in mammals and Arabidopsis,
and to RAB4 and RAB24, which occur in mam-
mals but not Arabidopsis (Rutherford and Moore
2002). Gupta and Heath (2002) similarly reported
the existence of RAB2 and RAB4 orthologs in three
filamentous fungi, along with RAB18 orthologs in
the basidiomycete Phanerochaete chrysosporium,
but they did not detect RAB24 relatives. Thus, the
three novel fungal RABs identified herein appear
to represent orthologs of mammalian RABs that do
not occur in S. cerevisiae.

The complement of RAB-GAPs and enzymes
for prenylating RAB GTPases, have been highly
conserved across fungi, with some expansion.
Whereas S. cerevisiae appears to possess eight
distinct RAB-GAP functions, with one functionally
interchangeable pair (MSB3/MSB4), at least 11
distinct RAB-GAPs occur in A. nidulans and other
fungi (Table 1.4).

Seven of the 11 A. nidulans genes appear to contain
a TBC domain (AN11010, AN1980, AN10355, AN0573,
AN5407, AN0281, AN3752), which is characteristic of
some RAB-GAPs and also some genes that govern the
spindle assembly checkpoint (Neuwald 1997). Among
the three expanded A. nidulans RAB-GAPs, two have
a TBC domain (AN0573, AN3752) and one appears to
lack this domain (AN3094). Each of these three novel
RAB-GAPs shows stronger homology with human than
with S. cerevisiae RAB-GAPs (see Table 1.4). For example,
AN0573 finds human TBC domain family member 2B
(TBC1D2B, NP_055894), about which little is known, but
which does not have an S. cerevisiae ortholog. AN3094
finds a potential RAB-GAP, USP6 N-terminal like protein
(XP_943758), which is related to RN-Tre, a RAB5-specific
GAP that interacts with both F-actin and actinin-4, an
F-actin bundling protein (Lanzetti et al. 2004). The most
divergent A.nidulans RAB-GAP, AN3752, shows strong
homology with a human RABGAP, TBC1D14, which also
has no corresponding S. cerevisiae ortholog. Thus, all
three of these novel A. nidulans RAB-GAPs appear to have
corresponding human orthologs.

RAB-GEFs have doubled in number between
S. cerevisiae and other fungi (Table 1.4). A. nidu-
lans and other fungi, for example, possess two
additional, novel VPS9 domain proteins and two
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RAB-GEFs which have homology with human
RAB6-interacting protein 1. VPS9 in S. cerevisiae
specifically stimulates the GEF exchange activity
of YPT51 (mammalian RAB5 ortholog) to control
protein trafficking and vesicle fusion at the late
endosome and shares similarity with mammalian
RAS inhibitors (Esters et al. 2001; Bowers and
Stevens 2005).

Of three annotated VPS9 domain-containing proteins
in A. nidulans, AN3678 shows strong homology with VPS9,
and AN5920 exhibits considerably weaker homology (see
Table 1.4). These A. nidulans proteins are weakly related
to each other (2e−12) and in human each shows greatest
homology with RAB guanine nucleotide exchange factor 1
(RABGEF1), NP_055319.1 (6e−29, 4e−11), which is a GEF for
RAB5. The third A. nidulans protein, AN1280, is unrelated
to S. cerevisiae VPS9 and the other two A. nidulans
proteins, and contains both VPS9 and ankyrin repeat
domains. Instead, AN1280 shows homology with a S. cere-
visiae uncharacterized hypothetical ORF, YML002W
(3e−29), and in human to a novel VPS9 and ankyrin
domain-containing protein, ankyrin repeat domain 27
(ANKYRD27, NP_115515, 3e−08). This protein, also known
as VARP (VPS9, ankyrin repeat protein), is a recently
discovered GEF for RAB21, a close relative of RAB5 that is
involved in endosome dynamics (Zhang et al. 2006).

To summarize, we have discovered separate or-
thologs in A. nidulans and other fungi of the S. cere-
visiae RAB5/RAB21 homologs YPT51/53 (AN4915)
and YPT52 (AN3842), and similarly have found an
expansion of S. cerevisiae VPS9, a GEF for YPT51.
The considerable divergence between the A. nidu-
lans VPS9 paralogs, AN3678 and AN5920 (2e−12),
suggests that AN5920 and its orthologs in other
fungi may have evolved to fulfill a novel functional
niche. Additionally, A. nidulans and other fungi ap-
pear to possess a novel, ankyrin repeat-containing
RAB GEF for RAB21 that is present in humans but
not S. cerevisiae.

The two remaining novel fungal RAB GEFs
appear to be homologs of mammalian RAB6-
interacting protein1 (RAB6IP1). As represented
by AN4349 and AN0575, these are the only
two A. nidulans genes bearing a DENN/AEX-3
domain (differentially expressed in neoplastic vs
normal cells). This domain is characteristic of
proteins involved in RAB-mediated processes,
in particular mammalian RAB3 and RAB6IP1.
DENN/AEX-3 proteins are also found in regulators
of human MAP kinase pathways, such as MADD
(a mitogen-activated protein kinase-activating
protein containing death domain), ST5 (a sup-
pressor of tumorigenicity), and in an unusual

mammalian pseudo-phosphatase, SBF1 or SET (for
Suvar3-9, enhancer-of-zeste, trithorax-binding
factor 1), which is a growth regulator that contains
a GEF homology domain (Firestein and Cleary
2001; Levivier et al. 2001). Beyond its role as a GDP
dissociation inhibitor for RAB6 (Janoueix-Lerosey
et al. 1995), little is known about RAB6IP1
and nothing is known concerning the role of
DENN/AEX-3 domain proteins in fungi. Given
that these proteins appear to be missing from
S. cerevisiae and since in mammals DENN-GEF
domain proteins function as growth regulators,
some of which are implicated in oncogenic
processes, there seems ample justification to use
those other fungi as models for investigating these
proteins.

Since many RABs are involved in local traffick-
ing of vesicles between compartments, they must
be continually retrieved and returned to their resi-
dent organelle. This is accomplished by RAB-GEFs,
some or all of which act as GDP dissociation in-
hibitors (GDIs). These proteins act in RAB recy-
cling, by extracting RAB-GDP from membrane to
cytosol, and delivering the GDI-RAB-GDP com-
plex back to the resident organelle where, upon
dissociation of the GDI-RAB complex, RAB is in-
tegrated into the organelle membrane. The mech-
anism for targeting specific RAB GTPases to their
resident organelles is poorly understood. However,
growing evidence points to a group of eight in-
tegral membrane proteins, represented in S. cere-
visiae by YIP1, -3, -4, -5, YOP1, YIF1, YOS1, and
RTN1, that may act as GDI displacement factors
(GDFs) to control the specific localization and in-
tegration of RABs to resident organelles through
direct interaction with their cognate RABs. Speci-
ficity for a particular double-prenylated RAB may
be conferred both by specific organelle localization
of YIP/YOS/YIFs, and by combinatorial interac-
tions among YIP/YOS/YIF proteins within partic-
ular compartments (reviewed by Geng et al. 2005).

The YIP/YOS/YIF family and the reticulons are
well conserved, with distinct orthologs identifi-
able between S. cerevisiae and other fungi (Ta-
ble 1.4). One S. cerevisiae reticulon-like protein,
RTN2 (function unknown, similar to RTN1) ap-
pears to be missing in other fungi and two mem-
bers of this group of proteins have expanded. First,
A. nidulans and other fungi possess two YOP1 par-
alogs: AN2279 and AN6059. Second, A. nidulans
and other fungi possess at least one and possibly
two RTN1 (Reticulon-1) homologs, AN5404 and
AN5648.
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Finally, we considered the protein complexes
that appear to act as tethering factors to facili-
tate RAB- and SNARE-mediated membrane fusion.
Most tethering complexes are strongly conserved
across eukaryotes, with little or no loss or expan-
sion. This is particularly true for the post-Golgi
tethering complexes, including the HOPS complex,
the GARP complex, and the exocyst (see Table 1.6).
This is also true of the DSL1 and TRAPP com-
plexes (Table 1.3; discussed above) and the COG
complex (Table 1.4), although some components
of these latter three complexes appear to have di-
verged substantially for S. cerevisiae versus other
fungi and human. The COG complex appears to
be the most divergent tethering complex, with only
three of eight subunits (COG3, -4, -6) showing good
conservation between S. cerevisiae and other fungi
(Table 1.4). We were unable to find S. cerevisiae or-
thologs of COG1, -2, -5, -8 in other fungi; and we
are uncertain of the A. nidulans COG7 homolog.
Instead, we were able to find A. nidulans COG1, -2,
and -5 homologs by using the corresponding hu-
man COGs. As shown in Table 1.4, however, COG2
and COG5 each found a single A. nidulans gene,
AN8226. Finally, although COG8 in A. nidulans
could not be found using S. cerevisiae or human
orthologs, likely COG8 orthologs were discovered
in several other fungi.

IV. Endocytic Pathway:
Plasma Membrane, Endocytosis,
Endosomes, and Vacuoles

The plasma membrane of fungi, especially during
the vegetative growth of saprophytic species, con-
tains vast numbers of permeases and transporters
to facilitate the uptake of macromolecules required
to maintain what can often be prolific growth rates.
The distribution of these plasma membrane resi-
dent molecules must be regulated, in part, through
selective synthesis and turnover. Endocytosis pro-
vides a means for internalization of extracellular
molecules including molecules involved with sig-
naling, as well as plasma membrane proteins and
lipids. The elaboration of internal membranes and
the capacity for endocytosis allows eukaryotes to
internalize macromolecules rather than just small
metabolites. Furthermore, the existence of endoso-
mal compartments facilitates further metabolism
of macromolecules into forms that can be utilized
by the organism. Compared with multicellular eu-

karyotes, perhaps fungi have a reduced or less-
elaborated endosomal system, since at least sapro-
phytic species may rely more on uptake of smaller
metabolites following secretion of hydrolytic en-
zymes, following a strategy typical for bacteria and
other prokaryotes. Perhaps this is necessary be-
cause many of the macromolecules endocytosed
by animal cells would be too bulky to traverse the
fungal cell wall, the porosity of which can limit all
but very small molecules (Money 1990).

Clathrin-coated vesicles are often associated
with endocytosis in higher eukaryotes and are con-
sidered requisite for receptor-mediated endocyto-
sis (Robinson 1996). Coated pits are thought to be
regions of receptor accumulation. Though fungi
do possess a clathrin heavy-chain gene (Table 1.5),
evidence for clathrin-coated pits and/or vesicles
is scant (Caesar-Ton That et al. 1987). Neverthe-
less, there are several lines of evidence that support
the existence of endocytosis in filamentous fungi
(Read and Kalkman 2003). Perhaps the best evi-
dence for the existence of endocytosis comes from
observations of cells treated with the amphiphillic
styryl dye FM 4-64 (Hoffman and Mendgen 1998;
Fischer-Parton et al. 2000; Wedlich-Söldner et al.
2000). Furthermore, genetic and molecular studies
in S. cerevisiae have established a role for clathrins
and clathrin-adaptor proteins in vesicular trans-
port from the late Golgi to endosomes. S. cere-
visiae cells lacking the clathrin heavy chain (CHC1)
are viable and secrete proteins normally. However,
they exhibit a syndrome of defects in growth, mat-
ing, sporulation, endocytosis, late Golgi protein
localization, and vesicle ultrastructure (reviewed
by Bowers and Stevens 2005). In other fungi, the
clathrin heavy chain is strongly conserved with
S. cerevisiae, as is the ENT3 component of the
clathrin recruitment machinery (Table 1.5). Con-
versely, however, the clathrin light chain is weakly
conserved, sharing about the same homology with
S. cerevisiae (3.4e−14) and human (7e−10). In addi-
tion, the ENT5 protein, which associates with the
clathrin adaptor GGA1/2 (see Table 1.3), clathrin
adaptor complex AP-1, and clathrin, appears to
be missing in other fungi (Table 1.5). The AP-1,
AP-2, and AP-3 adaptor complexes are strongly
conserved between S. cerevisiae and other fungi,
with no expansion and with the loss of only one
AP-1 subunit, APM2. Between S. cerevisiae and
other fungi, some loss and divergence has occurred
in proteins known to be associated with clathrin-
coated vesicles. For example, the four paralogous
CHS5-ARF1 binding proteins (ChAPs) in S. cere-
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visiae appear to be represented by a single or-
tholog in other fungi. In addition, A. nidulans and
other fungi possess at least four BinAmphiphysin-
Rvs (BAR)-domain proteins, which are involved in
formation of clathrin-coated vesicles at the plasma
membrane and are required for early steps in en-
docytosis (for a review, see McNiven and Thomp-
son 2006). Two of these four genes encode am-
phiphysins and are highly conserved from S. cere-
visiae to humans. The remaining two A. nidulans
genes are endophilin-related and one of these ap-
pears to represent a novel, expanded function rel-
ative to S. cerevisiae (Table 1.5).

We discovered a surprisingly large number of
dynamin GTPases and dynamin-related proteins
in some species. Whereas S. cerevisiae possesses
two dynamin GTPases involved in endomembrane
transport (VPS1, DNM1) and two dynamin-related
GTPases that function in mitochondria (MGM1,
FZO1), A. nidulans and other fungi possess or-
thologs of these four plus at least six additional
dynamin-related proteins (Table 1.5). It is an open
question whether the conserved fungal dynamins
and their novel, expanded counterparts function
in vesicle scission by pinching off vesicles after
budding. One of the six expanded dynamins does,
however, share greatest homology with human Dy-
namin 2 (DNM2), which plays a role in endocyto-
sis and has been linked to several important sig-
naling pathways, and defects in which are associ-
ated with a degenerative muscle disease (Murph
et al. 2003; Bhattacharya et al. 2005; Bitoun et al.
2005; Gorska et al. 2006). The remaining five of
the six expanded fungal dynamins share strong
homology with an interesting pair of human dy-
namins, myxovirus (influenza virus) resistance 1
and 2 (MX1, MX2). Both mammalian genes are in-
duced by interferon-alpha during viral infection;
and an antiviral and apoptosis-promoting activ-
ity has been demonstrated for MX1 (e.g., Peltekian
et al. 2005; Gilli et al. 2006; Numajiri et al. 2006).

Flask-shaped invaginations of the plasma
membrane resembling caveoli have been described
in S. cerevisiae (Mulholland et al. 1994) and P.
pastoris (Fig. 1.5F, G) but appear to be very rare
in filamentous fungi. The caveolin genes are not
present in the genomes of either S. cerevisiae
or other fungi sequenced to date. For example,
we were unable to find homologs of human
caveolins 1, -2, and -3 in filamentous fungi and one
basidiomycetous yeast. There is solid evidence that
caveoli (Geli and Riezman 1998) and unknown
cellular components (Damm et al. 2005) can be

involved with non-clathrin facilitated endocytosis.
Filasomes (Fig. 1.5A–E; Howard 1980) are mi-
crovesicles with a fibrillar actin-containing (Hoch
and Staples 1983b; Bourett and Howard 1991,
see Srinivasan et al. 1996) non-clathrin coat, first
described using the electron microscope (Hoch
and Howard 1980; Howard 1980, 1981). In the
vegetative hypha, filasomes are most numerous
in the peripheral subapical region (Czymmek
et al. 1996) and associated with particular fungal
structures, such as the base of appressoria of
certain phytopathogenic fungi and incipient septa,
where rapid trans-cellular flux seems apparent
(Swann and Mims 1991; see also Howard 1997).
The requirement for an intact actin cytoskeleton
for endocytosis has been firmly established in
S. cerevisiae (Geli and Riezman 1998) and mu-
tations to the single actin gene are lethal (Doyle
and Botstein 1996). Filasomes, “putative cross-
sectioned invaginations” (Mulholland et al. 1994),
and “cortical actin patches” described in a number
of fungal species may all be one-in-the-same
organelle. Diligent application of cryofixation,
with serial section or EM tomographic analysis,
would seem necessary in addressing this question.

The early endosome is a compartment that
functions as the main sorting station for molecules
within the endocytic pathway, much like the cis-
and trans-Golgi networks in higher eukaryotes
sort molecules in the biosynthetic–secretory path-
way. Early endosomes are important for recycling
internalized receptors and transporters back to
the cell surface or targeting them for degradation
in a lytic vacuole. Endosomal compartments have
been poorly defined for filamentous fungi, due in
part to a lack of well characterized cell surface re-
ceptors and a dearth of decent electron microscope
data. In a recent report, internalization of a tagged
plasma membrane resident permease was used
to identify presumed endosomal compartments
(Higuchi et al. 2006). Putative endosomes have
been identified in a number of fungi using FM4-64
(Wedlich-Söldner et al. 2000; Read and Hickey
2001; Atkinson et al. 2002). In Ustilago maydis,
FM 4-64 stained peripheral vesicular entities that
appeared to co-localize with a fusion protein
between GFP and Yup1, a putative t-SNARE
protein involved in membrane fusion, suggesting
that the vesicles represent an early endosome
compartment (Wedlich-Söldner et al. 2000). These
putative endosomes were highly motile, showing
bi-directional saltatory movements dependent
upon a microtubule cytoskeleton. Mutations to
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Fig. 1.5. A, B Endocytosis in filamentous
fungi – here Gilbertella persicaria and
Magnaporthe grisea, respectively – is be-
lieved to be facilitated by filament-coated
microvesicles called filasomes (arrows)
and not by clathrin-coated vesicles. C
Filasomes also are found in yeast such
as Pichia. Immunocytochemistry has
demonstrated that the coat of filasomes
contains actin in both M. grisea (D) and
P. pastoris (E). In addition to filasomes
the plasma membrane of yeast such as
Pichia exhibits intriguing invaginations
(F) that, superficially, resemble caveoli
found in animal cells. G Sections
tangential to the plasma membrane
suggest that these invaginations may be
more elongated and less strictly tubular.
All specimens were prepared by freeze
substitution. cw Cell wall. Bars 250 nm,
except A (500 nm) and B, F (100 nm)

the Yup 1 gene resulted in alterations in both cell
morphology and cell wall deposition.

Another component of the endocytic pathway
frequently observed in filamentous fungi is mul-
tivesicular bodies (MVBs). These are thought to
represent an intermediary structure in the path-
way between early and late endosomes (Pichler
and Riezman 2004). MVBs are a common feature
of the fungal cell, often associated with spindle
pole bodies (Hoch and Staples 1983a; Swann and
Mims 1991), sometimes appearing in high num-
bers prominently interspersed with astral micro-
tubules during mitosis (O’Donnell 1994; Lü and
McLaughlin 1995), and among secretory vesicles
in cytoplasmic channels in Gilbertella persicaria
(Fig. 1.6A) where they likely undergo bidirectional
movement (R.J. Howard, unpublished data).

Fungal vacuoles are highly motile pleiomor-
phic structures and are thought to have several
functions. They are involved with storage of cations
and metabolites, serve as a regulator of cytosolic
pH and for ion homeostasis and as a lytic com-
partment containing various hydrolytic enzymes
(Klionsky et al. 1990). In plants, vacuoles can act
both as a protein storage and lytic compartment.
These two functional types of vacuole can be dif-
ferentiated by the association of different sets of

tonoplast intrinsic proteins (Johnson et al. 1989;
Jauh et al. 1998; Reisen et al. 2003) and can be
found within the same cell (Paris et al. 1996), sug-
gesting that there is more than one mechanism to
sort tonoplast-associated proteins (Brandizzi et al.
2004). Fungi are not known to store proteins in this
way, and generally utilize trehalose, glycogen and
lipids as reserves. Glycogen and lipids are found
commonly in non-apical regions of hyphae and in
spores, where they can be distinguished easily by
electron microscopy. Fungal vacuoles have been vi-
sualized using carboxyfluorescein and related dyes
(Stewart and Deacon 1995; Cole et al. 2000; Read
and Hickey 2001), and tubular vacuoles have been
shown to contain ConA-binding sites (Fig. 1.6B;
Bourett et al. 1993). Fungal vacuoles are discussed
in greater detail by Ashford and Allaway (Chap. 2
in this volume).

In animal systems, enzymes destined for
the lytic lysosomal compartment are generally
sorted in the trans-Golgi network with the aid
of mannose-6-phosphate receptors, where they
are packaged into clathrin-containing vesicles for
delivery to the late endosome (Kornfeld 1990).
Fungi do not utilize mannose-6-phosphate tags. At
least in certain animal cell types, there is evidence
to suggest that other mechanisms may exist to
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Fig. 1.6. Vacuoles and multivesicular bodies. A Multivesic-
ular bodies are thought to be intermediate compartments
betweenearly and late endosomesandcanbeveryabundant
in hyphae (arrows) as illustrated here in Gilbertella persi-
caria. They are interspersed with microtubules and vesicles

that exhibit bidirectional movement. B Fungal vacuoles are
an assemblage of pleiomorphic entities that can exist as
elongated tubular structures with Con A binding sites as il-
lustrated here in Magnaporthe grisea. Specimens prepared
by freeze substitution. m Mitochondrion. Bars 500 nm

target these enzymes to lysosomes (Lamaze and
Schmid 1995) and perhaps these are utilized by
fungi. A. nidulans and other fungi possess two
genes with weak homology with S. cerevisiae
MRL1 and YOS9 (Table 1.6). The S. cerevisiae
genes appear to be distantly related to mammalian
mannose-6-phosphate receptors. The A. nidulans
genes show similarly weak homology with human
M6PR and a YOS9 relative, and thus this pair of
genes appears to be poorly conserved between
ascomycetous yeasts, other fungi, and animals. We
surveyed the large and varied complex of genes
involved in post-Golgi vacuolar and endosomal
sorting, endocytosis, and secretion (reviewed by
Bowers and Stevens 2005). As shown in Table 1.6,
the great majority of S. cerevisiae genes are con-
served in other fungi, with little loss or expansion.
These include all components of the HOPS, GARP,
and exocyst vesicle-tethering complexes discussed
above. Nearly all components of the four endo-
somal sorting complexes required for transport
(ESCRT) complexes are conserved. These com-
plexes are responsible for sorting ubiquitinated
cargo proteins at the MVB. Also conserved are the
accompanying components for protein ubiquiti-
nation, de-ubiquitination (RSP5, BRO1, DOA4),
and synthesis of phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate

(PI3P) for recruitment and tethering of ESCRT-0
(VPS15, VPS34). Only two S. cerevisiae genes in
this group appear to have expanded in other fungi.
First, S. cerevisiae VPS62, a protein of unknown
function that is involved in targeting cytoplasmic
proteins to the vacuole, is related to two A. nidulans
genes (Table 1.6). Neither of the A. nidulans genes
is conserved in humans. Second, A. nidulans and
other fungi possess two conserved homologs of an
S. cerevisiae transmembrane protein, EMP70, the
function of which is not known. These A. nidulans
genes are strongly related to human transmem-
brane 9 superfamily protein member-4 and -2.
Little is known about the cellular role of the human
genes (Colland et al. 2004).

V. Enigmatic Compartments

Blocking the secretory pathway can lead not only
to accumulation of the secretion products but also
to cellular structures that may be very transient or
absent in untreated cells. For example, Brefeldin
A treatment of Magnaporthe grisea hyphae led
to the accumulation of membrane-bounded struc-
tures of unusual morphology (Fig. 1.7A) that share
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features with the septal pore cap found in basid-
iomycetes (Müller et al. 1998). Likewise, very sim-
ilar structures were observed in infection hyphae
of M. grisea produced in planta within infected
leaves (Fig. 1.7B). The appearance of these struc-
tures may reflect structural changes in these highly
metabolically specialized cells compared with the
necrotrophic vegetative hyphae.

In transforming filamentous fungi with con-
structs designed for cytosolic expression of reef
coral fluorescent proteins (Bourett et al. 2002), sev-
eral transformants were discovered to sequester
fluorescent proteins into a heretofore unreported
subcellular compartment (Fig. 1.7C).Theseperiph-
eral bodies seemed to underlie the plasma mem-
brane, were highly flattened, often fenestrated, rel-
atively static, and in greater numbers in distal cells

Fig. 1.7. Enigmatic compartments.
A Unusual membrane-bounded or-
ganelles, lacking Con A binding sites
(note gold markers), observed in
Magnaporthe grisea only after brefeldin
A treatment. B A similar compartment
previously undescribed in vegetative
hyphae was found to be prominent in
M. grisea infection hyphae produced
in planta. Note ribosomes associated
with the surface of these structures.
C Confocal light micrograph stereo
rendering illustrating a fenestrated, flat-
tened peripheral compartment observed
in non-apical cells of a particular Col-
letotrichum graminicola transformant
when the destabilized reef coral fluores-
cent protein ZsGreen was expressed in
the cytosol. A, B Transmission electron
microscope images from specimens
prepared by freeze substitution. ne
Nuclear envelope, nu nucleolus. Bars
250 nm. C Laser scanning confocal
image of live specimen (red/green stereo
anaglyph). Bar 5.0 µm

relative to the apical cell. The latter is perhaps a re-
flection of the slow maturation of the reef coral
fluorescent proteins and that there was no mature
fluorescent protein in the apical cell. Similar com-
partments were also labeled when the reef coral
fluorescent protein ZsGreen was targeted for ei-
ther secretion or for retention in the ER (Bourett
et al., unpublished data). However, in these trans-
formants tubular entities were sometimes labeled
in the subapical regionof theapical cells (Czymmek
et al. 2005).

VI. Conclusions

The Kingdom Fungi comprises perhaps 20% of
the biodiversity on planet earth. As a taxonomic
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group they exhibit a number of subcellular traits
which, as we have discussed, represent both
distinguishing and enigmatic characteristics.
The cellular processes by which these organisms
acquire, process and utilize resources from their
[our] environment for growth are of obvious
significance. Yet, we have an incomplete under-
standing of the basics of the fungal endomembrane
system. Many questions remain. By what primary
mechanism does endocytosis occur? What is the
nature and role of filasomes and are they present in
all fungi? Why has the ultrastructure of endosomal
compartments been so poorly characterized, and
do these compartments function in receptor re-
uptake? What constitutes the Golgi? Why are there
no stacks of Golgi cisternae? How does the fungal
cell regulate and process secretory products?
Why are Golgi cisternae so closely juxtaposed
with mitochondria, and how is that association
maintained? What is the relationship of the three
dimensional organization of the endomembrane
system to hyphal tip growth? Where on the cell
surface does endocytosis take place?

Several hypotheses have been presented that
require testing. For example, it has been suggested
that the stack-less Golgi of S. cerevisiae, and pre-
sumably that of filamentous fungi and other “prim-
itive eukaryotes,” may represent a stage in the evo-
lutionofGolgibodieswhich is followedbystacking,
adhesion between the stacks via matrix proteins,
and aggregation into a single peri-nuclear entity
as seen in animal cells (Képes 2002). Additionally,
some of the mysteries of the fungal endomembrane
system may be shrouded by the transient nature of
some of its components – perhaps a function of
the metabolic state of the cell and, as we have men-
tioned, the manner in which cells are prepared for
ultrastructural analysis.

Fungi are among the most tractable organisms
for genetic manipulation and have proven to be
very useful candidates to study a range of cell
biology questions. In practical terms the ease
by which they can be genetically engineered
makes them ideally suited to approaches utilizing
fluorescent protein fusions. Among the fluorescent
probes that should be developed include those
targeted to all compartments of the endomem-
brane system to allow further characterization
and experimentation in live cells. There is a press-
ing need to develop such probes for the Golgi
apparatus in particular, since this compartment
is both enigmatic and arguably of centralmost
importance. The molecular bioinformatics data

included in Tables 1.1–1.6 are provided to aid
in the design of such compartment-specific
probes.

The role of clathrin in vesicle trafficking
remains unresolved. Despite the presence of
a highly conserved clathrin heavy-chain gene
and the added discovery of novel fungal ho-
mologs of ARF6 GTPase and ARF-GAP for ARF6,
clathrin-coated vesicles appear to be lacking in
filamentous fungi (Fischer-Parton et al. 2000).
In mammals ARF6 and ARF-GAP for ARF6 are
known to regulate clathrin-mediated endocytosis,
and these functions appear to be missing from the
ascomycetous yeasts. We are left to ask very basic
questions. By what molecular mechanism does
endocytosis occur, and what about vesicle genesis
from the trans-Golgi network? What constitutes
the trans-Golgi network in fungi?

With the complete sequencing of the genome
of numerous fungi and with it the ability to identify
fungal homologues for many of the key genes in the
endomembrane system of other eukaryotes, the
next several years should prove to be a very exciting
time for fungal cell biology. A complete under-
standing will demand the integration of genetic,
molecular and structural approaches. Based on
recent findings from the plant kingdom one might
expect substantial overlap, but also many surprises.
In this review, for example, it was demonstrated
that, although the conservation of endomembrane
components between S. cerevisiae and other
fungi is considerable, a variety of intriguing
expansions have occurred in the filamentous fungi
and a basidiomycetous yeast. In most cases, these
expansions are conserved in animals, although
some appear to be specific to the group of fungi
surveyed herein. In particular, fungal-specific
expansions have occurred in proteins that likely
function in retention of HDEL motif-containing
ER proteins – in ER sterol biosynthesis; in the ARF
and RAB GTPase families, with corresponding
expansions of the associated GAP and GEF and
YOP/RTN components, in a Golgi chloride chan-
nel, in vacuolar sorting and endosomal membrane
components, in an endophilin, and in the dynamin
GTPases, where a surprising array of six novel
dynamin-related proteins was uncovered. Many
of these novel, expanded components appear to
have human counterparts, which in several cases
have been implicated in heritable or acquired
diseases. A better understanding of the fungal
endomembrane system may well inform us about
similar processes in more complex eukaryotes.
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Note Since preparation of this chapter several ad-
ditional fungi, including Fusarium graminearum
and Ustilago maydis, have been added to the Broad
Institute multi-fungi BLAST database.
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I. Introduction

The tips of actively growing hyphae of mycelial
fungi contain an extensive reticulum of motile in-
terconnected tubules and spherical vacuoles. This
is best seen in living cells labelled with fluorescent
probes and viewed by either fluorescence or confo-
cal microscopy (see Ashford et al. 2001). The system
shows a range of morphologies, and the tubules
exhibit several types of motility including tip ex-
tension and retraction, peristalsis-like motion and
movement of varicosities. Tubular vacuoles are not

1 School of Biological Earth and Environmental Sciences, The Uni-
versity of New South Wales, Sydney, NSW 2052, Australia
2 School of Biological Sciences, The University of Sydney, NSW
2006, Australia

artefacts of fluorochrome loading and can also be
demonstrated in unlabelled cells by differential in-
terference contrast microscopy (Hyde and Ashford
1997; Hyde et al. 1997). They do not survive chemi-
cal fixationbut arepreservedby freeze-substitution
and are seen in virtually all fungal species that have
been freeze-substituted (see Ashford 1998).

Motile tubular vacuole systems have been re-
ported in representatives of all major fungal groups
(Rees et al. 1994). They were first demonstrated
in Australian isolates of the ectomycorrhizal fun-
gus Pisolithus tinctorius1 (Shepherd et al. 1993a, b)
where they have been studied extensively. A sim-
ilar motile vacuole system has now also been de-
scribed in Phanerochaete velutina, a much faster
growing saprotrophic basidiomycete which forms
mycelial networks on the forest floor (Watkinson
et al. 2005). Confocal microscopy of this fungus has
enabled changes in the vacuole system as a whole
to be correlated with growth and development, and
rates of transfer of content between interconnected
vacuole sub-compartments to be measured by flu-
orescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP),
indicating that the vacuole system is a feasible con-
duit for long-distance transport (Bebber et al. 2006;
Darrah et al. 2006; see Sect. V.A.).

In both Phanerochaete and Pisolithus the vac-
uole system in the hyphal tip cells usually occurs
as a tubular reticulum with some associated small
spherical vacuoles and/or a series of larger, rela-
tively immobile ovoid or spherical vacuoles, often
obviously attached to the cell membrane and from
which vacuolar tubules extend along microtubule
tracks to interact and fuse with other large vacuoles
or tubules (Cole et al. 1998; Darrah et al. 2006). The
relative abundance of tubular and spherical com-
ponents, and the motility of the system as a whole,
vary according to cell age, position, hyphal growth
rate and external conditions (see Sect. II.D.). In tip

1 ITS data indicate that isolate 055 is Pisolithus microcarpus not
P. tinctorius as was formerly thought (G Hyde pers. comm.).

Biology of the Fungal Cell, 2nd Edition
The Mycota VIII
R.J. Howard and N.A.R. Gow (Eds.)
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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cells of actively growing hyphae a tubular reticu-
lum may predominate or there may be a transition
from a branched tubular system to a series of sep-
arate ellipsoid/spherical elements in the same cell,
as shown in Fig. 2.1.

A different, less obviously motile form of
tubular vacuole reticulum occurs in the hyphal
tips of oomycetes (Allaway et al. 1997). An ex-
tensive tubular vacuole system with a different
morphology from that found in basidiomycetes
and oomycetes has been shown in two arbuscular
mycorrhizal fungi, Gigaspora margarita and
Glomus intraradices (Olsson et al. 2002; Uetake
et al. 2002). In these two species the tubules are
organised into long parallel arrays (Fig. 2.2) and
their motility has not been established indepen-
dent of cytoplasmic streaming. Nevertheless they
form extensive connected networks and occur
in both the extraradical and intercellular hyphae
of the fungus in symbiosis with its higher plant
partner, as well as in germ tubes. Their presence
alters our view of potential mechanisms of nutrient

Fig. 2.1. Tubular vacuole sys-
tem in the tip cell of a living
Pisolithus hypha, showing the
graduation in vacuolar form
between the tip (top) and the
first septum (bottom). A Montage
of fluorescence images. There
is a sparse network of vacuolar
tubules near the tip. Tubular
vacuoles are more abundant and
the network more complex, with
some small rounded vacuoles,
further back from the tip. By about
two-thirds of the way along the
cell the vacuole system consists of
medium-sized rounded vacuoles
connected by tubules. Towards the
extreme basal region of the cell
there is a series of larger spher-
ical vacuoles with few tubules.
Labelled with carboxy-DFFDA,
visualised by fluorescence mi-
croscopy. B Corresponding DIC
montage. Bar 20 µm. Micrographs
by R. Verma (from Ashford and
Allaway 2002) by kind permission
of Springer Science and Business
Media

transport in arbuscular mycorrhizal associations
(see Ashford 2002; and Sect. V.A.).

Vacuoles also take on tubular form in Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae. Tubulation and motility me-
diate vacuole delivery into developing buds, thus
ensuring that new buds receive their complement
of vacuolar membrane and content from the par-
ent cell, a process that has come to be known as
vacuole inheritance. The tubulo-vesicular struc-
tures that are involved extend between parent and
bud and are called segregation structures (Weis-
man and Wickner 1988; Gomes de Mesquita et al.
1991; Jones et al. 1997; Weisman 2003, 2006). When
buds arise from a zygote a segregation structure
emerges from each parent vacuole and these fuse
in the bud, resulting in a distribution of content
between all compartments. All vacuolar exchanges
occur via these structures, since the parental vac-
uoles do not fuse within the zygote (Weisman and
Wickner 1988; Weisman 2003, 2006). However the
precise morphology of the segregation structure
and the extent to which it is tubular or vesicular is
confused in the literature (see Sect. II.C.).

The molecular biology of vacuole targeting and
fusion in Sac. cerevisiae has been intensively inves-
tigated over the past decade and significant ad-
vances have been made. The elegant in vitro assay
of homotypic vacuole fusion, in conjunction with
the extensive knowledge of the yeast genome and
the use of an array of mutants, has played a piv-
otal role (see Sect. II.F.). While the fundamental
mechanisms of targeted membrane fusion are con-
served amongst eukaryote cells (Wickner 2002),
differences have arisen between Sac. cerevisiae and
mycelial fungi, for example in the relationship be-
tween the cytoskeleton and vacuole motility (Stein-

Fig. 2.2. Tubular vacuoles in a germ tube of the AM fungus
Gigaspora margarita visualised in vivo with DFFDA and
confocal microscopy. The tubular vacuoles differ from the
typical basidiomycete system in that they often lie parallel
to one another in bundles and occupy a large volume of the
protoplast and are rarely connected with spherical vacuoles.
Singleoptical sliceofpartof ahypha.Bar 5 µm. FromUetake
et al. (2002) with permission of the New Phytologist Trust,
copyright 2002
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berg 2000). It therefore cannot be assumed that
findings from molecular studies on yeast invari-
ably apply in mycelial fungi. The two most likely
candidates for use of molecular genetic tools in the
study of vacuoles in mycelial fungi are Aspergillus
and Neurospora, though it should be realised that
these are representative of the growth form, but not
necessarily lifestyles or taxonomic affinities across
thebreadthof the fungi. Speciesofbothgenerahave
a well developed tubular vacuole system (Rees et al.
1994; Hickey et al. 2005; Shoji et al. 2006).

Significant advances have been made in visual-
isation of the vacuole system in Aspergillus oryzae
by expression of constructs of fusion products of
enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) and
proteins targeted to vacuoles (Ohneda et al. 2002;
Shoji et al. 2006). Shoji et al. (2006) have labelled
vacuole membranes in A. oryzae via expression of
fusion protein of EGFP and AoVam3p, a putative
vacuolar t-SNARE. The work shows that A. oryzae
also has a tubular vacuole system with very similar
dynamic behaviour to that in Phanerochaete and
Pisolithus. This approach offers new opportuni-
ties for molecular dissection of the various vacuo-
lar and endosomal sub-compartments in mycelial
fungi (see Sect. II.A.; and Chap. 1 in this volume).

In summary, although the role of vacuoles in
storage, lysis and homeostasis is well established
(Boller and Wiemken 1986; Klionsky et al. 1990;
Jones et al. 1997), recent data indicate that fungal
vacuoles are much more morphologically diverse
and dynamic than was formerly thought. They are
involved in molecular exchanges and transport,
and their attributes are indicative of functional dif-
ferentiation. The evidence upon which this is based
is considered in more detail below.

II. Vacuole Motility

A. Visualisation of Vacuoles
in Living Fungal Cells

Only by viewing labelled vacuoles in healthy living
cells by video microscopy does one get a sufficient
grasp of their complexity and motility to be able
to monitor their interactions. The use of fluores-
cent probes in conjunction with fluorescence or
confocal microscopy has become the approach of
choice. In some cells, high levels of autofluores-
cence in vacuoles permit their visualisation with-
out the need for fluorescent stains; for example the
adenine-deficient ade2 mutants of Sac. cerevisiae

accumulate red pigments in their vacuoles that re-
sist photobleaching and are sufficiently fluorescent
to be useful in following vacuole dynamics dur-
ing the yeast cell cycle (Weisman et al. 1987; Weis-
man 2003). In most cases, however, staining with
fluorescent probes is required (Cole et al. 1997)
and also, if possible, examination of unstained cells
by phase contrast or differential interference con-
trast microscopy to determine the extent to which
the probe might have affected cellular integrity
and vacuole morphology (Hyde and Ashford 1997;
Hyde et al. 1997).

Many stains such as neutral red, quinacrine
and acridine orange accumulate in vacuoles be-
cause, like animal lysosomes, they are acidic com-
partments. LysoTracker and LysoSensor (Molec-
ular Probes, Eugene, Ore., USA) are also acidic-
organelle selective probes. They successfully stain
yeast and plant vacuoles but also accumulate in
other acidic compartments suchas transGolgi vesi-
cles, endosomes and some coated vesicles. Fluo-
rescent dyes offer several advantages over histo-
chemical stains. They have high quantum efficien-
cies and can be detected at very low concentra-
tions, minimising cell damage. In addition, they
exhibit a range of excitation and emission spectra
enabling dual- and even triple-labelling of different
organelles, and their fluorescence has been used to
measure a host of cellular events such as mem-
brane potential, intracellular pH, concentrations
of molecules such as glutathione and ions such as
Ca2+ (Rost et al. 1995; Hyde 1998; Parton and Read
1998; Fricker et al. 2000; Meyer and Fricker 2000;
Haugland 2001; Perisamy 2001).

Many fluorescent probes that label fungal
vacuoles are available commercially. The “Molec-
ular Probes” handbook (web edition at http://
probes.invitrogen.com/handbook/) is an in-
valuable referenced resource, detailing the use
of a large number of probes available for la-
belling organelles in living cells. Most vacuole
probes are not specific and must be used in
conjunction with other methods to confirm
localisations. Those most commonly used include
6-carboxyfluorescein diacetate (6-CFDA), Oregon
Green 488 carboxylic acid diacetate (carboxy-
DFFDA), the thiol-reactive Cell Tracker reagents
7-amino-4-chloromethylcoumarin (CMAC) and 5-
chloromethylfluorescein diacetate (CMFDA), and
the styryl dyes N-(3-triethylammoniumpropyl)-4-
(p-diethylaminophenyl-heximenyl)pyridinium di-
bromide (FM4-64) and MDY-64. The styryl probes
label membranes and the others accumulate in
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the vacuole lumen (Vida and Emr 1995; Cole
et al. 1997, 1998; Zheng et al. 1998; Fischer-Parton
et al. 2000). Vacuolar staining with 6-CFDA and
carboxy-DFFDA is thought to occur as follows.
As non-fluorescent esters, both molecules are
readily transported across the plasma membrane.
The acetate is removed by cytoplasmic esterases,
converting each into the strongly fluorescent
anionic forms (6-CF−, carboxy-DFF−), which are
membrane-impermeant and sequestered into the
vacuoles by organic anion transporters. This is
based on the effects of probenecid, an organic
anion transport inhibitor, on the subcellular
distribution of fluorescence (see Cole et al. 1997).
The chloromethyl dyes CMAC and CMFDA are
thought to react with endogenous glutathione
via a glutathione-S-transferase-mediated reaction
to form a thiol-ether adduct. Glutathione trans-
porters may facilitate transport of glutathione
conjugates into the vacuole lumen. Reactions are
discussed further in Sect. V.D.

“Membrane-impermeant” fluorescent probes
such as Lucifer Yellow CH (LY-CH), initially de-
veloped to trace the endocytic pathway in animal
cells (Swanson 1989), are internalised into vacuoles
of yeasts with kinetics consistent with endocytosis
(Riezman 1985; Basrai et al. 1990). However LY-CH
is not a reliable indicator of endocytosis since it
can move across the plasma membrane and vacuo-
lar membranes via carrier-mediated mechanisms
(Roszak and Rambour 1997; Aniento and Robinson
2005). Not all fungi accumulate LY-CH. For exam-
ple Pis. tinctorius and Neurospora crassa do not
internalise detectable amounts of either LY-CH or
fluorescent dextrans, or accumulate these probes
in vacuoles (Cole et al. 1997; Fischer-Parton et al.
2000). This may be because the probes do not cross
the cell walls, as found in Ustilago maydis (Stein-
berg et al. 1998).

FM4-64 (Molecular Probes), another fluores-
cent probe widely used to demonstrate endocyto-
sis, has also produced results that are equivocal.
FM4-64 is an amphiphilic dye that is believed to
be unable to cross membranes. It is thought to be-
come inserted in the outer leaflet of the lipid bi-
layer of the plasma membrane when applied ex-
ogenously, and to fluoresce only when in a hy-
drophobic environment (Betz et al. 1992; Bolte et al.
2004). Fischer-Parton et al. (2000) found that it was
the best of the three membrane selective dyes they
tested, the other two being FM1-43 and TMA-DPH.
FM4-64 is the dye currently preferred because of
its brightness, good photostability and contrast,

and low cytotoxicity. It is internalised in a time-,
temperature- and energy-dependent manner con-
sistent with endocytosis and ultimately labels the
vacuolar membrane in Sac. cerevisiae (Vida and
Emr 1995; Zheng et al. 1998), the germ tube of the
rust fungus Uromyces fabae (Hoffmann and Mend-
gen1998), germinating conidiaof the riceblast fun-
gus Magnaporthe grisea (Atkinson et al. 2002) and
N. crassa (Fischer-Parton et al. 2000). In yeast, in-
ternalised FM4-64 labels small discrete fluorescent
patches, likely to be endocytic intermediates, and
later the vacuole membrane (Vida and Emr 1995).
It is a preferred vacuole marker for yeast because
it does not appear to affect growth rate or vacuole
morphology and, in contrast to ade2, does not re-
quire a specific genotype (Weisman 2003). FM4-64
has been used to examine differences in vacuole
and endosome morphology in various yeast mu-
tants, to explore potential compartments of an en-
docytic pathway (Vida and Emr 1995; Gaynor et al.
1998) and to screen for mutants with abnormal vac-
uole morphology and dye localisation (Zheng et al.
1998). It has also been used in a membrane recy-
cling assay (Wiederkehr et al. 2000), in homotypic
vacuole fusion assays (Wang et al. 2002, 2003) and
to follow vacuole inheritance (Wang et al. 1996). In
Neurospora FM4-64 first labelled the plasma mem-
brane, then spherical structures ∼0.75 µm which
might be “putative early endosomes”, the Spit-
zenkörper and later the larger vacuoles (Fischer-
Parton et al. 2000). Sequential labelling of cellular
structures was broadly similar in Magnaporthe –
plasma membrane labelling was followed by dif-
fuse cytoplasmic staining, staining of apical vesicle
clusters and punctate structures thought to be en-
dosomes, then other structures and later vacuoles
(Atkinson et al. 2002).

Though FM4-64 is a very useful marker for
various cell compartments, inconsistencies in la-
belling in different cell types have plagued its use.
Differences in the timing of internalisation may
be explained by differences in growth rates (Bolte
et al. 2004) and/or differences in wall permeabil-
ity. This may explain why in Pis. tinctorius, which
has a very slow growth rate, the plasma membrane,
tonoplast and punctate structures became labelled
with FM4-64 only after prolonged treatment and
mainly in damaged cells (Cole et al. 1998). As with
LY-CH uptake into cells does not necessarily in-
dicate that endocytosis has occurred, since it is
usually not possible to exclude transfer into endo-
some or vacuole membranes by other mechanisms
(Fischer-Parton et al. 2000; see Read and Kalkman
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2003 for a discussion). Inconsistencies in organelle
labelling are also difficult to explain. For exam-
ple inconsistencies between labelling of vacuoles
with FM4-64 and LY-CH in kin2 mutants of Usti-
lago maydis (Steinberg et al. 1998) suggest that the
compounds do not both gain access to the vac-
uoles by the same process. Differences in the la-
belling patterns with FM4-64 and FM1-43, where
mitochondria become labelled much more rapidly
with the latter dye (Fischer-Parton et al. 2000), also
require explanation in the context of endocytosis
(Bolte et al. 2004). Furthermore FM4-64 labelling
of Golgi bodies in cultured plant cells (Bolte et al.
2004) and of the Spitzenkörper (or apical vesicle
clusters) in hyphal tips of many species (Fischer-
Parton et al. 2000; Dijksterhuis 2003; Chap. 6 in this
volume) shows that, evenafter shortperiodsof time
and well before vacuoles label, this dye labels more
than a putative endocytic pathway.

More stable probes such as the Alexa dyes
and developments in confocal laser scanning
microscopy (see Fricker and Oparka 1999) of-
fer higher sensitivity with less photobleaching.
Further success in labelling membranes and
organelles and studying cell processes depends
on advances in both fields. However, many of the
probes used to label vacuoles lack specificity and
do not differentiate between the various vacuolar,
vesicular and endosomal compartments. The
introduction of green fluorescent protein (GFP) as
a marker to monitor gene expression and protein
distribution (Chalfie et al. 1994) has transformed
the labelling of molecules and structures in a wide
range of living cells, including those of fungi
(Cormack 1998; Czymmek et al. 2002, 2005; Hickey
et al. 2005; see also Chap. 1 in this volume). GFP
has the potential to label any protein for which
a gene construct can be made and, if fused with
a peptide that targets a particular organelle, causes
that organelle specifically to fluoresce. It has a wide
range of applications (Fricker and Oparka 1999;
Hanson and Köhler 2001; Chalfie and Kain 2006).
The GFP chromophore does not require exogenous
factors (except blue or UV light) to fluoresce and
in most cases GFP addition does not appear to
interfere with normal protein function. In spite
of the initial difficulties in expressing constructs
of the GFP gene in many organisms including
mycelial fungi, modifications of the native gene by
mutagenesis have improved expression (Cormack
1998; Fernández-Ábalos et al. 1998). Fluorescent
proteins from other sources are also being used
(Bourett et al. 2002): Fig. 2.3 shows labelled

Fig. 2.3. Live Colletotrichum graminicola (hyphae about
7 µm wide) expressing the reef coral fluorescent protein
AmCyan. Despite cytosolic expression these fluorescent
proteins are often found sequestered in apparent tubular
vacuoles inconidiophoresandconidia.Micrographbycour-
tesy of T.M. Bourett (DuPont Crop Genetics, Wilmington,
Del., USA)

vacuoles in Colletotrichum graminicola hyphae
expressing AmCyan, a reef-coral fluorescent pro-
tein. Gene modifications have also improved GFP
brightness (Cubitt et al. 1995) and have produced
variants with altered spectral properties, allowing
multiple localisations (Haseloff 1999; Hawes et al.
2001; Czymmek et al. 2002), and the use of GFP in
yeasts and mycelial fungi to monitor a variety of
cellular events and structures has taken off.

Some examples of its use in Sac. cerevisiae are
given below. Cowles et al. (1997) found that a GFP-
fusion protein of alkaline phosphatase (ALP) was
localised to vacuoles in wild-type cells but not in
a mutant deficient in a key subunit of the AP-3
complex. In the mutant the GFP-ALP protein mis-
localised into short tubules and vesicles, not to vac-
uoles, though FM4-64 staining showed that nor-
mal vacuoles are present indicating that an adap-
tor protein of the AP-3 complex is involved in tar-
geting this enzyme from the Golgi to the vacuo-
lar membrane. Visualisation of a fusion protein of
GFP and the SNARE Snc1p that normally mediates
exocytosis enabled demonstration of a distinct re-
cycling pathway between the plasma membrane,
Golgi and a compartment identified as an early
endosome (Lewis et al. 2000). This discovery is
based on redistribution of the GFP-fusion protein
and its co-localisation with other compartment-
specific proteins in mutants where Golgi function
or exocytosis is blocked. Pan and Goldfarb (1998)
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found that a fusion protein between GFP and Yeb3p
(Vac8p) was located over the entire vacuole sur-
face but became concentrated in bands between
“clustered” vacuoles. Vac8p, a vacuolar membrane
protein with multiple “armadillo repeats” (sites of
protein–protein interaction) is involved in several
processes, including vacuole movement and au-
tophagy, and plays a key role in homotypic vacuole
fusion and vacuole inheritance (Weisman 2003).

Kitamoto and colleagues have successfully ex-
pressed EGFP constructs of fusion proteins that
target vacuoles in Aspergillus oryzae. Ohneda et al.
(2002) made a construct of vacuolar carboxypep-
tidase Y, a hydrolase targeted to the vacuole lu-
men via the classical receptor-mediated vacuole
protein sorting pathway from the Golgi in yeast
(see Sect. V.B.). Vacuole labelling was sensitive to
pH and required an alkaline growth medium for
optimum fluorescence emission. The probe was lo-
calised in the lumen of large spherical vacuoles
in basal regions, but tubules and ring structures
stained when the transformant was growing over
glass in minimal medium. They suggested that the
latter are structures in the secretory pathway to
vacuoles, but could not identify them definitively.

Another construct expressing a fusion pro-
tein of EGFP and the syntaxin AoVam3p has
been localised to vacuolar membranes (Shoji
et al. 2006). AoVam3p is the t-SNARE homolo-
gous to yeast Vam3p which localises to vacuole
membranes (Wada et al. 1997) and plays an
essential role in homotypic vacuole fusions in
Sac. cerevisiae (see Sect. II.F.). In A. oryzae the
expressed EGFP-AoVam3p localises to dynamic,
pleiomorphic vacuolar networks. The behaviour
and morphologies of the GFP-labelled vacuole net-
works are very similar to those in Phanerochaete
and Pisolithus. Not only does this indicate that
insertion of GFP did not impair vacuoles but it
is further evidence that such vacuole behaviour
is not due to loading of the lumen with probes.
EGFP-AoVam3p also labelled small “punctate”
structures. In contrast to the vacuoles these were
CMAC-negative and were tentatively identified
as late endosomes/prevacuolar compartments.
AoVam3 is the only obvious homologue of both
Vam3 and Pep12, and Shoji et al. (2006) propose
it might be a t-SNARE for both compartments.
However, as they note, this is not conclusive since
there is overlap between these functions in yeast
mutant complementation studies, as shown by
Götte and Gallwitz (1997).

The selected examples given above illustrate
the power and versatility of fluorescent labelling in
living cells, especially if used in conjunction with
molecular techniques. In many of the examples,
labelling of several structures or processes simul-
taneously has been used to great effect. Dual la-
belling with “conventional” fluorescent probes tar-
geting different organelles allows labelling of more
than one organelle type simultaneously in the same
cell. Vida and Emr (1995) used double labelling
of vacuoles with CFCDA and FM4-64 in yeast to
confirm that vacuoles were still present and had
not lost their integrity in reconstitution experi-
ments.A series ofdual localisations, using carboxy-
DFFDA, fluorescent BODIPY-brefeldin A and an
ER-TrackerTM dye allowed the tubular-vacuole sys-
tem of Pis. tinctorius to be distinguished from the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) in living cells (Cole
et al. 2000a, b). Localisations were supported by
correlation with electron micrographs of freeze-
substituted hyphae. Tubular vacuolar systems in
Pis. tinctorius were also differentiated from mito-
chondria by dual labelling with 6-CFDA and rho-
damine 123 (Ashford and Orlovich 1994). Simi-
larly, the motile vacuole system in Pha. velutina
was distinguished from the tubular mitochondrial
system by dual labelling with Oregon Green and
Rhodamine B (Watkinson et al. 2005). Dual locali-
sation was also used with flow cytometry to isolate
Sac. cerevisiae mutants that mislocalise vacuolar
dyes (Zheng et al. 1998).

Dual and even multiple localisations of GFP-
labelled structures, either with other GFP-labelled
constructs or with “conventional” fluorescent
probes, have produced some spectacular results.
One such case is the ratiometric analysis between
FM4-64 and GFP-constructs showing that the
proteins and co-factors controlling the stages of
vacuole fusion become concentrated in the vertex
which forms at the edge of the zone of contact
between vacuoles in a hierarchical manner (Wang
et al. 2002, 2003; see Sect. II.F.). Another example
is the multiple labelling of GFP-constructs of
different proteins targeting various components
simultaneously to demonstrate microtubule
growth, assembly and movement of organelles
along microtubules driven by both microtubule
motors in Ustilago maydis (e.g. Lenz et al. 2006;
and see Sect. III.). This list is not comprehensive,
but it gives an idea of the value of the approach
in the study of dynamic events in cells (see also
Chaps. 1 and 5 in this volume).
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Fluorescent probes are generally chosen for
their low toxicity at the concentration required
to visualise the target cellular event, and some
spectacular images have been obtained of hyphae
still rapidly growing after labelling with fluores-
cent probes (Hickey et al. 2002; Darrah et al. 2006,
supplementary material). Nevertheless probes can
cause damage and some are quite toxic. Damage
to motile vacuole systems usually results in loss
of their motility, broadening of vacuolar tubules
and/or their conversion to a series of spherical vac-
uoles. Damage to vacuoles has been observed with
fluorescent probes. For example DiOC6(3) treat-
ment at concentrations which stain the ER may re-
sult in a broadening of vacuolar tubules, cessation
of typical vacuolar movements and, ultimately, vac-
uole fragmentation (Ashford and Orlovich 1994).
The report by Torralba and Heath (2002) that FM4-
64 is toxic appears erroneous (Bolte et al. 2004).
Shoji et al. (2006) report that FM4-64 did not affect
growth rate or vacuole morphology in Aspergillus
oryzae under their conditions; carboxy-DFFDA did
not affect the growth rate of Pha. velutina when
grown in slide culture (X.Y. Zhuang, D. Davies, A.E.
Ashford, unpublished data). Damage is commonly
seen when more than one probe is used as in dual
localisations with FM4-64 and DFFDA (Read and
Kalkman 2003). It is also seen after long treatments
and at “high” concentrations (usually >50 µM). To
avoid this, concentrations of the probe should be
low, treatments short and irradiation minimised
(Cole et al. 1997, 1998). An independent assessment
of cellular integrity is mandatory, usually by com-
parison with unlabelled images viewed by DIC mi-
croscopy. In the case of GFP-constructs it is crucial
that evidence is provided that the fusion protein re-
ally does substitute for the normal protein, i.e. that
it functions normally and is targeted normally.

B. Vacuole Probes and Electron Microscopy

One of the major challenges in organelle labelling
is the correlation of dye localisations in living cells
with ultrastructure. As seen in Sect. II.A. many
probes do not provide consistent labelling over
a spectrum of cell types and conditions, and elec-
tron microscopy (EM) is often necessary to confirm
the specificity of organelle labelling. This applies to
all the most commonly used vacuole markers. It is
also possible that localisation of GFP-fusion pro-
teins may not be the same as that of wild-type pro-
tein (Hanson and Köhler 2001). EM is also needed

toclarify the identityandmorphologyofnewstruc-
tures visualised with vital dyes, as there is usually
insufficient resolution at the light microscope level.
Conversely many tubular and vesicular structures
seen at the EM level cannot be assigned to a func-
tional organelle system without specific labelling.
Markers are also needed to explore biochemical
partitioning and differentiation within organelles
such as vacuoles. This is not so much of a prob-
lem if specific immunocytochemical markers are
used, since antibodies can be conjugated with fluo-
rophores for light microscopy and electron-opaque
markers for EM. It is, however, a problem if water-
soluble dyes are to be retained in vacuoles. Several
dyes such as LY-CH, CMAC and chloromethyl flu-
orescein diacetate (CMFDA) are aldehyde-fixable
and have been used to some advantage (Oparka
1991; Haugland 2001; West et al. 2001). However,
primary aldehyde fixation destroys the integrity of
the vacuole system and alters its morphology, con-
verting tubular components into isolated vesicles
(for a discussion of this issue, see Sect. II in Ash-
ford1998)andso this approachcannotbeusedwith
vacuoles if credible results are to be obtained. Ob-
servations of continued membrane flow and other
cellular changes during chemical fixation also cast
doubt on its suitability for study of any interac-
tion between membranes and membrane enclosed
compartments (see Mersey and McCully 1978; Mc-
Cully and Canny 1985; Hoch 1990). Furthermore it
is usually not clear that the fluorochrome has been
adequately captured in situ.

Methods such as low temperature freeze-
drying or anhydrous freeze-substitution are more
effective for retaining water-soluble fluorescent
probes in situ (Canny and McCully 1986; Chandra
and Morrison 1997). Hyde et al. (2003) were
able to retain three probes (CMAC, CMFDA,
carboxy-DFFDA) in the vacuole system during
freeze-substitution into Spurr’s resin without
aldehyde fixation. They used the same anhydrous
conditions as had been successful in retaining ions
in test droplets (Orlovich and Ashford 1995). The
best results were obtained with CMAC. Vacuole
structure was well preserved but, though the probe
was retained in the large vacuoles of most hyphae,
tubules and small vacuoles were invisible and high
background fluorescence suggested loss into the
resin. In spite of these difficulties this approach
still has promise and could be useful in localisation
of other probes including some GFP-constructs.
It may be possible to immobilise "fixable" probes
and/or better stabilise antigens, as well as
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achieve better cell preservation, by reaction with
aldehydes during the substitution phase of freeze-
substitution (Czymmek et al. 1996; see also Skepper
2000). Low-temperature methods are also very
useful in optimising antigen survival for immuno-
cytochemistry (Monaghan and Robertson 1990;
Monaghan et al. 1998; Skepper 2000) and, for very
small specimens such as hyphal tips, cryofixation
is the best option for rapid membrane immobilisa-
tion and preservation of ultrastructure in a life-like
state (see also Chaps. 1 and 11 in this volume).

The best approach currently for compartment
labelling is immunocytochemistry of proteins (and
other substances with reactive epitopes) specific
to particular membrane domains or organelles,
using freeze-substituted material. Excellent results
have been obtained: for example, the localisation
of clathrin in Sac. cerevisiae (Mendgen et al. 1995).
It has been difficult to find appropriate probes
to label vacuoles in mycelial fungi, but staining
sections of freeze-substituted hyphae with the
lectin concanavalin A, complexed with gold, has
been very successful (Bourett et al. 1993; Bourett
and Howard 1994). Large vacuoles and two dif-
ferent types of smooth cisternae are well labelled.
The content of some vacuoles including tubular
vacuoles is also labelled, as well as the membranes
and content of multivesicular bodies. Using this
approach with more specific probes, such as the
many GFP-constructs of genes of known function
now available for Sac. cerevisiae, there are endless
possibilities to investigate the physical nature and
interactions of the endocytic pathway, including
the vacuole system. Techniques for correlation
of GFP-labelling with electron microscopy by
coupling anti-GFP antibodies with immunogold
localisation (Luby-Phelps et al. 2003, and refer-
ences therein) are available. If this approach is
taken to investigate GFP localisation in vacuoles,
or any processes involving membrane dynamics,
aldehyde fixation should be avoided and freezing
methods employed, such as freeze-substitution
(see Sect. II.C.; also Chap. 1 in this volume). Use of
freeze-substitution and 3-D reconstruction from
serial sections of the mitochondrial system in
budding pathogenic yeast cells (Yamaguchi et al.
2003, and references therein) shows the usefulness
of this approach.

Various techniques involving freeze-
substitution, followed by rehydration and treat-
ment with wall-lysing enzymes, or butyl methyl
methacrylate embedment and de-embedment,
have been used for localisation of affinity probes

in whole fungal cells by immunofluorescence
(Czymmek et al. 1996; Hyde et al. 1999). The latter
has been useful in labelling components of both
the cytoskeleton and also the endomembrane
system (Czymmek et al. 1996; Bourett et al. 1998;
see Fig. 11.6C, E in this volume). This approach
should be very valuable for visualisation of or-
ganelle systems in three dimensions by confocal
microscopy, but it must be realised that there is
a compromise between structural preservation
and accessibility of probes to their reactive sites,
and this must be carefully considered in any
interpretation (Bourett et al. 1998; Skepper 2000).

C. Tubules or Vesicles? The Legacy
of Classical Electron Microscopy

Electron microscopy has played a pivotal role
in our understanding of cellular and subcellular
structure and in allowing us to distinguish be-
tween organelles, based on their structure and
staining reactions. The development of electron
microscopy (EM) techniques led to the use of
glutaraldehyde/osmium fixation as the most
common preparative technique for cell fixation;
and decades followed when many ultrastructural
details were acquired. However it left an enduring
legacy. It was then not (and still is not) fully ap-
preciated that, in the preparation of these classical
EM images, there is membrane flow during this
slow chemical fixation process, which lasts for
minutes and during which tubular structures are
irreversibly converted into strings or clusters of
vesicles (Mersey and McCully 1978; Wilson et al.
1990; Orlovich and Ashford 1993). In general
vesicles will be over-represented and tubules
under-represented in electron micrographs pre-
pared by these methods. This problem is further
exacerbated by the use of very thin sections with-
out a 3-D reconstruction from a complete series.
Though electron microscopy has moved on and
preparative techniques have improved, this is still
firmly embedded in the mindset of cell biologists.
Vesicle trafficking is seen as central to exchange of
material between compartments; see Abeliovich
and Klionsky (2001) for a discussion of this issue.
Tubule traffic is much less often considered and
processes continue to be represented as occurring
primarily via streams of vesicles, when in fact they
may occur via tubules.

This legacy perhaps explains the confusion
about the segregation structure in Sac. cerevisiae.
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In the seminal paper by Weisman and Wickner
(1988) on yeast vacuole inheritance, using the ade2
strain which accumulates endogenous fluorophore
in the vacuoles, the authors showed the segregation
structures connecting vacuoles in the zygote with
those in its developing bud. They initially de-
scribed them as “vesicles or fluorescent trails”, or
“tracks” emanating from each major vacuole into
the bud, and interpreted them as trails of vesicles.
They concluded that bud vacuole formation entails
vesicular traffic along a path between mother
and bud vacuoles in both directions. However,
given our current knowledge of tubular vacuoles
from mycelial fungi and yeasts, the segregation
structures would seem to be better interpreted as
tubular extensions of the parent vacuole. Various
images and descriptions consistent with the view
that segregation structures are tubular can be
found in the literature (see for example Gomes de
Mesquita et al. 1991; Jones et al. 1993; Fig. 3A of
Vida and Emr 1995; supplementary video images
of Weisman 2003). However recent models of the
segregation structure still represent this as com-
prising only vesicles (Tang et al. 2003). Weisman
(2003) notes in her review that, in some video
images and stills, the segregation structure appears
tubular, while in others it appears as series of
separate small vacuoles and there are many reports
of “larger” segregation structures rapidly changing
to a cluster of smaller vacuoles/vesicles. This is
fully consistent with tubular vacuole behaviour
as reported in mycelial fungi. Transformations of
the same vacuole, from a tubule to “a series of
linearly aligned small vacuoles”, or the reverse,
are seen commonly and can happen many times
in succession. However the form and behaviour of
vacuoles during these transformations in mycelial
fungi suggests that they occur without fusion
and fission and with no interruption of lumen
continuity. Vacuoles that appear to be a series or
cluster of separate vesicles are shown by electron
microscopy of freeze-substituted hyphae to have
a continuous lumen via tubular bridges of reduced
diameter (see Figs. 4–7 of Shepherd et al. 1993a).
A structure with this morphology containing
fluorescent material is likely to appear as a series
of separate vesicles in fluorescence microscopy if
the fluorescent material in the bridges is below the
level of detection and yet it will still have lumen
continuity. This has implications for transport
of vacuole content into the bud. Transfer by
tubule is consistent with the rapid equilibration of
non-ade2 vacuoles in hybrid zygotes once the bud

vacuole has acquired some fluorescent content
from the vacuole of the ade2 parent, without the
need to invoke bi-directional transport of vesicles.
Observations of yeast segregation structures at
the ultrastructural level in serial sections of well
preserved yeast cells should resolve this issue.
Freeze-substitution preserves yeast cells well
(Yamaguchi et al. 2003).

The concept of transport via tubules is steadily
gaining support as a complement to vesicle trans-
port; and the two processes are not seen to be mu-
tually exclusive (de Figueiredo and Brown 1995;
Mironov et al. 1997). Studies of organelles labelled
with fluorescent probes in living cells have shown
that tubule transport is commonplace. Of particu-
lar relevance are the prominence of tubule forma-
tion inGolgi dynamics and its similarities tovacuo-
lar tubule transport (Cooper et al. 1990; Lippincott-
Schwartz et al. 2000).

D. Changes in the Vacuole System
with Development and Environment

The most useful information on the relationship
between vacuole morphology and development
has been obtained with Pha. velutina. Its fast
rate of growth and the use of both time- and
space-resolved confocal microscopy has enabled
sequences of 3-D images to be constructed with
minimum photobleaching as the hyphal tip grows
(Darrah et al. 2006, supplementary material). It
is important to differentiate this from the usual
single-plane images (optical sections) captured
in most time-resolved videos taken by confocal
microscopy, where tubules and other structures
move in and out of the plane of focus during the
video. These are often difficult to interpret as
key fusion or fission events may occur out of the
plane of focus and, as in conventional EM, tubular
structures may look like isolated vesicles/vacuoles
if viewed in the transverse plane. This problem
is avoided to some extent by use of fluorescence
rather than confocal microscopy but the penalty is
blur and poorer resolution. In addition videos are
often too short to capture a full sequence of events
because of photobleaching.

The picture that has emerged from work with
the two basidiomycetes, Pisolithus and Phane-
rochaete, is that the vacuole system in tip cells
of mycelial fungi is a dynamic, highly polarised
structure. Polarisation of the vacuole system is
also obvious among the Oomycota where an apical
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filamentous vacuole network is contiguous with
a large sub-apical vacuole that fills most of the
cell volume (Allaway et al. 1997). In Pisolithus
and Phanerochaete tubular vacuoles extend into
the extreme hyphal tip as it grows and the whole
vacuole system moves forward, so that vacuole
zonation remains constant with time and its posi-
tion maintained in relation to the extending apex.
The tip cells of Pisolithus and Phanerochaete are
relatively long and along their length several zones
can be identified according to vacuole morphol-
ogy, motility and distribution. There is typically
a transition from a more tubular system, often
with small ellipsoid or sperical vacuoles associated
with it, to a series of larger less mobile vacuoles
that are variously interconnected by tubules within
the tip cell (Fig. 2.1). Vacuole systems with many
tubular elements are also frequently seen in the
second (penultimate) and third cells.

In general vacuoles become larger and more
stationary (though still connected by tubules)
with increasing distance from the hyphal tip
both within the tip cell and, on a larger scale,
within the mycelium as a whole. However, there
is a lot of variability and non-motile vacuoles
can become more motile, more tubular and more
interconnected with changes in both external and
internal conditions. Control of these processes is
not well understood. We do know that in Pisolithus
fresh medium promotes tubulation and motility
(Hyde and Ashford 1997) and that cultures grown
between cellophane sheets have a more extensive
reticulum than those on an agar surface. A more
reticulate system connecting small vacuoles was
observed in Aspergillus oryzae in hyphae not in
contact with nutrients, such as aerial hyphae and
hyphae growing on a glass surface (Shoji et al.
2006). Changes in external levels of nutrients and
salinity (R. Verma and A.E. Ashford, unpublished
data) and exposure to elevated levels of heavy
metals all have observable effects on tubular
vacuole systems in mycelial fungi (Tuszynska
2006; Tuszynska et al. 2006). The usual effect is
loss of tubules and reduction in motility. Cellular
damage of various kinds readily converts a vac-
uolar reticulum into a series of larger non-motile
vacuoles in both mycelial fungi and oomycetes
(Allaway et al. 1997; Cole et al. 2000a, b; Tuszynska
2006; Tuszynska et al. 2006). Treatment with
anti-microtubule drugs also suppresses vacuole
tubulation and motility (Hyde et al. 1999). Many
of these effects can be reversed on removal of
the perturbing factor. In the Oomycota, recovery

from a range of growth-inhibiting conditions is
accompanied by a transient migration of vacuoles
into hyphal tips, displacing tip cytoplasm. Only
when cytoplasm has subsequently migrated back
into the tip and displaced these vacuoles does
the hypha resume growth (Bachewich and Heath
1999). It is clear that vacuole movements are
independent of cytoplasmic streaming, suggesting
that different regulatory mechanisms must be in
operation.

In Sac. cerevisiae, vacuole motility and tubu-
lation are closely tied in with the cell cycle. For
example the segregation structures, and these in-
clude tubular elements (see Sect. II.C.), extend into
young buds at the stage when the bud is about
one-third of its final volume (Weisman and Wick-
ner 1988; Gomes de Mesquita et al. 1991; Jones
et al. 1993). Are the morphology and dynamics of
the vacuole system in tip cells of mycelial fungal
similarly correlated with the cell cycle? This would
seem likely but there are no data to clarify this.
VideosofPhanerochaetedo,however, showacorre-
lation between vacuole form and branching. There
is a transformation of vacuoles in penultimate cells
to a tubular, reticulate system more typical of that
in rapidly growing apical cells, just prior to the for-
mation of a branch (M. Tlalka, unpublished data).
This deserves further investigation.

E. Fusion and Fission and the Generation
of Tubular Networks;
Lessons from Mitochondria

Since the last review (Ashford et al. 2001) there have
been more reports of tubular vacuoles in plant as
well as fungal cells, further supporting the view
that vacuolar tubulation is a fundamental prop-
erty of eukaryotic cells. As in fungi, plant tubular
vacuoles are very susceptible to chemical fixation,
which also causes them to transform irreversibly
into clusters of vesicles (Mersey and McCully 1978;
Wilson et al. 1990). In some cases tubular vacuoles
are produced at particular stages in the cell cycle,
as in guard cells (Palevitz and O’Kane 1981; Pale-
vitz et al. 1981; Kutsuna and Hasezawa 2002) and
in others apparently not (Lazzaro and Thomson
1996). Tubular lysosome networks, the compart-
ments in animal cells considered to be their equiv-
alent, are also found in some cell types and their
tubules are also not well preserved by chemical fix-
ation (Robinson et al. 1986; Swanson et al. 1987a,
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b, 1992; Knapp and Swanson 1990; Robinson and
Karnovsky 1991).

Other organelles also form tubular networks,
either constitutively or at particular stages in the
cell cycle. Such tubular networks, as exemplified
by mitochondria, are very dynamic and are main-
tained by an equilibrium between opposing fu-
sion and fission processes, controlled by three high
molecular weight GTPases (Yaffe 1999; Shaw and
Nunnari 2002; Westermann and Prokisch 2002).
One is the dynamin-related GTPase Dnm1p which
acts on the outer mitochondrial membrane to reg-
ulate fission (Shaw and Nunnari 2002). Fusion is
regulatedby two integral outermembraneproteins,
Fzo1p and Ugo1p, and another protein, Mgm1p,
that is thought to reside in the inner membrane
(Wong et al. 2003). The loss of any of them causes
fragmentation of mitochondrial tubular networks
and some also affect mitochondrial inheritance; ef-
fects are reversible if expression is restored (Shep-
ard and Yaffe 1999). Fzo1p is an integral GTPase
protein of the mitochondrial outer membrane with
its GTP-binding site projecting on the cytoplasmic
side (Hermann et al. 1998; Yaffe 1999). In Fzo1 and
ugo mutants the tubular mitochondria fragment,
presumably because fusion is blocked but fission
continues (Shaw and Nunnari 2002). Mutations of
the gene DNM1 also disrupt the mitochondrial net-
work, but in this case by interference with tubule
fission (Bleazard et al. 1999). In the mutant the
mitochondrial system collapses into a continuous
planar network of interconnected tubules that lie
along one side of the cell. Immunogold electron
microscopy of cryosections shows that Dnm1p oc-
curs at discrete sites at the tips of mitochondrial
tubules and also along their sides. About one-third
of these occur at constriction sites, suggesting that
this protein may cause constriction at these sites,
leading to tubule fission. Dnm1p antagonises the
activity of Fzo1p; absence of Dnm1 prevents the
fission and fragmentation that occurs with loss of
Fzo1 activity, supporting a direct role for Dnm1p
in fission (Bleazard et al. 1999; Shaw and Nunnari
2002). If Dnm1p acts like the dynamins that cause
neck constriction and scission of coated pits to pro-
duce coated vesicles in endocytosis (Hinshaw and
Schmid 1995; Takei et al. 1995; van der Bliek 1999;
Takei and Haucke 2001), then it could bring about
fission in mitochondrial tubules by a similar mech-
anism (Shepard and Yaffe 1999).

Membrane fusion and fission in yeast vacuoles
also involve dynamin. In addition to Mgm1p and
Dnm1p yeast cells have another dynamin-like pro-

tein, Vps1p. This protein was originally identified
as involved in Golgi vesicle formation but was re-
cently implicated in both the fusion and fission of
yeast vacuoles (Peters et al. 2004). Deletion of VPS1
results inenlargedvacuoles thathave lost theability
to fragment in hypertonic media, consistent with
a role for Vps1p in membrane scission. The local-
isation of Vps1p-GFP on vacuoles is non-uniform
and different from that of SNAREs, tethering fac-
tors and Ypt7p Rab GTPase, all of which are re-
ported to be distributed uniformly (Wang et al.
2002; Peplowska and Ungermann 2005). Vps1p-
GFP distributes to foci in response to hypertonic
stress and forms spiral/ring-like structures sugges-
tive of dynamin. Vps1 mutants are also deficient in
homotypic vacuole fusion at the docking stage, in-
dicating an involvement of Vps1p in fusion, that
is further supported by its interaction with the t-
SNARE Vam3p (Peters et al. 2004). Disruption of
a homologue of VPS1 encoding a dynamin-related
protein inAspergillusnidulansalso results inhighly
fragmented vacuoles (Tarutani et al. 2001).

Dynamin is also implicated in the formation
of membranous tubules in mycelial fungi. Tubular
invaginations of the plasma membrane that are ar-
tificially induced when lysed nerve terminals are
treated with GTPγS, a GTPase inhibitor, are coated
with dynamin (Takei et al. 1995). The dynamin
coat appears as a series of regularly spaced rings
interpreted as a helix along the walls of tubules
but not at their tips. Tubule tips in vivo are of-
ten capped with a clathrin-coated bud. These data
indicate that dynamin is normally involved in fis-
sion of clathrin-coated vesicles from coated pits,
but that GTPγS subverts this, causing the necks of
coated pits to elongate into tubules rather than to
separate. Dynamin-coated tubules can also be pro-
duced by incubation of protein-free liposomes with
cytosol and purified dynamin, suggesting that dy-
namin alone is sufficient to produce tubules (Takei
et al. 1998). In Pis. tinctorius, GTPγS causes a sig-
nificant increase in both the number and length of
vacuolar tubules (Hyde et al. 2002). This effect is
antagonised by GDPβS and is consistent with in-
volvement of a dynamin-like protein.

While fusion and fission can maintain equi-
librium in tubular vacuole networks they do not
explain the rapid extensions (and retractions) of
individual tubules. Extensions of vacuolar tubules
can occur for distances of at least 60 µm and the
tubular vacuole network requires microtubules for
its continued presence in hyphal tip cells (Hyde
et al. 1999, 2002). Organelle transport to and from
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hyphal tips in mycelial fungi is thought to involve
microtubules and their motors (Steinberg 2000; see
also Chap. 5 in this volume). It is tempting to spec-
ulate that extension of vacuolar tubules similarly
occurs along microtubules driven by microtubule
motors (see Sect. III.).

F. Mechanisms of Targeted Membrane Fusion

Molecular mechanisms of transport have hitherto
been considered generally in the context that
transport between intracellular compartments
is accomplished primarily by vesicles (Rothman
1994). Vesicle fusion is a multi-step process involv-
ing priming, tethering, docking and finally fusion.
It is well established that the specificity underlying
vesicle docking and fusion resides in the specificity
of receptor proteins on both target and vesicle
membranes, called SNAREs (Rothman 1994),
though these are not the only determinants (Gerst
1999; Mayer 1999, 2002; Pelham 1999a; Waters and
Pfeffer 1999). SNAREs form complexes which hold
together compatible membranes prior to their
fusion. Vesicle-associated (or donor) SNAREs
(v-SNAREs) interact specifically with their coun-
terparts on the target membrane (t-SNAREs)
to enable vesicle docking (Söllner et al. 1993a,
b). Docking (not reversible) follows a tethering
step that is reversible and involves compartment-
specific Rab-GTPases as well as SNAREs (Waters
and Pfeffer 1999; Mayer 2002). It is now clear that
v- and t-SNAREs coexist on both vesicle and target
membranes and the difference between vesicles
and organelles is not always obvious (Pelham
1999a; Mayer 2002). This has led to a reclassifi-
cation of SNAREs based on their structure and
they are now called Q- and R-SNAREs (Fasshauer
et al. 1998; Mayer 2002). This review uses the old
nomenclature. SNAREs and associated proteins are
highly conserved in eukaryotic cells and various
Sac. cerevisiae gene products have been identified
as homologues of mammalian SNAREs first found
to be involved in synaptic vesicle fusion during
nerve transmission. The field has been extensively
reviewed (Ferro-Novick and Jahn 1994; Rothman
1994; Bennett 1995; Südhof 1995; Pfeffer 1996;
Gerst 1999; Jahn and Südhof 1999; Mayer 1999,
2002; Pelham 1999a, b; Jahn et al. 2003; Ungar and
Hughson 2003; see also Chap. 1 in this volume).

The in vitro assay developed to study fusion
between similar “homotypic” vacuoles from Sac.
cerevisiae indicates that these interact and fuse by

mechanismswhichparallel those thatmediate vesi-
cle priming, tethering, docking and fusion, i.e. het-
erotypic fusion (Nichols et al. 1997; Wickner and
Haas 2000; Wickner 2002). The homotypic vacuole
fusion assay uses two sets of vacuoles from mutant
strains. One set is deficient in protease but contains
the precursor to alkaline phosphatase and the other
is alkaline-phosphatase deficient but protease ac-
tive (Haas et al. 1994;Haas1995).On fusion thepro-
alkaline phosphatase is cleaved by the proteases to
produce the active form of the enzyme. Alkaline
phosphatase activity, which may be visualised in
individual vacuoles, is the measure of fusion. Ho-
motypic vacuole fusion shows that cis complexes of
both v- and t-SNAREs exist on both the donor and
recipient vacuole membranes and must first be dis-
sociated to prime the vacuoles (Ungermann et al.
1998, 1999). This is ATP-hydrolysis-mediated and
involves the action of Sec17p, (an α-SNAP), Sec18p
(NSFprotein, anATP-drivenchaperone) andLMA1
(its co-chaperone); all are SNARE regulators. Prim-
ing disassembles the cis-SNARE complex, releasing
Sec17p from the vacuole membrane and activating
the t-SNARE (Vam3p). The co-chaperone LMA1
stabilises the primed t-SNARE complex (Xu et al.
1998). Unless vacuoles are primed, contact will not
result in fusion. Primed vacuoles that come into
contactare initially tetheredbyareversible reaction
which requires Ypt7p, a small GTP-binding protein
of the Rab/Ypt family of GTPases. The interaction
becomes irreversible through association of the
complementary SNAREs (Vam3p, Nyv1p) on the
apposed membranes, forming a trans-v-t-SNARE
complex, and the vacuoles are then “docked”. The
trans-SNARE pairing triggers release of calcium
from the vacuole lumen leading to membrane fu-
sion (Peters and Mayer 1998; Merz and Wickner
2004) but whether calmodulin is involved is in dis-
pute (Starai et al. 2005). Purification of a functional
vacuolar SNARE complex by its solubilisation in
a yeast vacuole detergent extract and reconstitu-
tion to produce fusion competent proteoliposomes
confirmed the role of SNAREs in fusion and showed
that v- and t-SNAREs on the same vacuole mem-
brane are fully functional (Sato and Wickner 1998).

Localisation of proteins involved in homotypic
vacuole fusion at various stages of the process us-
ing GFP-constructs shows how the interacting pro-
teins concentrate at the interfaces of clustered vac-
uoles, but only if the latter are first primed. Wada
et al. (1997) showed by immunofluorescence that
Vam3p, the t-SNARE involved in vacuole fusion,
was localised in patches on yeast vacuole mem-
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branes. Pan and Goldfarb (1998) found that con-
structs of Vac8p and GFP were localised over the
entire surface of vacuoles but became concentrated
at junctions where vacuoles were clustered. The
GFP-fusion protein complemented defects in vac-
uole inheritance and fragmentation in mutants,
showing that it was still functional. Wang et al.
(2002, 2003) further showed that SNARE and other
proteins became concentrated in a vertex ring that
formed during vacuole tethering. Using confocal
microscopy they followed the dynamics of homo-
typic fusion in vacuoles labelled by both FM4-64
andGFP-taggedVph1p, an integral membranepro-
tein (Wang et al. 2002, supplementary material).
Where vacuoles that are primed contact one an-
other a flattened boundary forms. At the edge of
this boundary the vertex ring develops and the
proteins involved in fusion accumulate there. Early
in fusion the boundary membrane separates from
non-boundary membrane at the vertex and is re-
leased into the vacuole lumen. This occurs within
seconds. Once inside the fused vacuole the excised
membrane breaks up into fragments, appears to
vesiculate and makes repeated contact with the in-
ternal face of the fused vacuole limiting membrane;
it is tempting to speculate that molecules are be-
ing re-inserted into the bounding membrane. This
process differs from membrane invagination and
scission as found in autophagy, and mutants defi-
cient in such invagination are not affected in vac-
uole membrane internalisation during fusion. Us-
ing the ratio between FM4-64 fluorescence and the
fluorescence of GFP-tagged proteins known to be
involved in docking and fusion, Wang et al. (2003)
were able to show that vertex ring formation is me-
diated by the Rab-GTPase Ypt7p at the tethering
step of fusion and that enrichment of proteins in
the vertex ring follows an orderly hierarchical pro-
gression.

As with vesicle fusion, protein-targeting and
homotypic vacuole fusion in Sac. cerevisiae are ar-
eas of intensive research and more information on
their molecular biology can be found in a large
number of reviews (for example, see Jones et al.
1997; Klionsky 1998; Wendland et al. 1998; Gerst
1999; Götte and Lazar 1999; Jahn and Südhof 1999;
Mayer1999, 2002;Pelham1999a;Wickner andHaas
2000; Seeley et al. 2002; Wickner 2002; Jahn et al.
2003; Weisman 2003, 2006; Starai et al. 2005).

In Ustilago maydis expression of the GFP
construct of a putative t-SNARE Yup1p showed
labelling in a range of small cellular structures
as well as on membranes of larger spherical

vacuoles (Wedlich-Söldner et al. 2000). The Yup1
protein shows most similarity with a subgroup
of t-SNARES which include Vam7p, a protein
involved in endosome-to-vacuole targeting as well
as in homotypic vacuole fusion in yeast (Sato et al.
1998; Ungermann and Wickner 1998). Comparison
of FM4-64 localisation in pulse chase experiments
with that of GFP-Yup1p and studies with Yup1
mutants suggest that it labels an endosomal
compartment as well as vacuoles in U. maydis
(Wedlich-Söldner et al. 2000).

SNARE-type mechanisms may also mediate
specificity of targeting and docking at the tips of
tubules. If this is the case, organelle linkages via
tubules have the potential for delivery of specific
content to specific compartments, depending on
control of fusion and fission in time and space. Ret-
rograde transport between organelles is known to
operate via tubules and there is evidence that some
retrograde transport is mediated by SNARE-type
reactions (see Pelham 1999a). Tubules transfer
whatever is in their lumen to a recipient vacuole by
diffusion until the contents of both equilibrate (see
Sect. V.A.), but they must be targeted to specific
locations. The behaviour of tubule tips after first
contact with larger vacuoles suggests a repeated
exploration of the vacuole surface until exactly the
right position is found before the tip locks on and
fusion occurs. Such behaviour indicates some kind
of recognition event and is suggestive of an array
of molecules at the tubule tips equivalent to, or the
same as, those that mediate homotypic vacuole
fusion in the classical in vitro assays. However, this
behaviour of tubule tips on the surface of larger
vacuoles also suggests that targeting molecules
on the latter may not be uniformly distributed,
at least at the time of contact. It is tempting to
speculate that this may be a role for dynamins via
an interaction with SNAREs (see Sect. II.E.).

III. Vacuole Motility
and the Cytoskeleton

Fungal hyphae have longitudinally oriented net-
works of overlapping microtubules that often lie
close and parallel to long tubules of tubular vacuole
networks in basidiomycetes (Allaway 1994; Czym-
mek et al. 1996; Hyde et al. 1999) and in some elec-
tron micrographs appear to be attached to them
(Hyde et al. 1999; Ashford et al. 2001). Elongate
tubules of the vacuolar reticulum of the oomycete
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Saprolegnia feraxalso showasimilar close relation-
ship with longitudinal microtubules (Allaway et al.
1997). In Pis. tinctorius depolymerisation of micro-
tubules with two anti-microtubule reagents, oryza-
lin or nocodazole, resulted in the disappearance
of vacuolar tubules and transformation of tubular
vacuole systems into a series of non-motile spher-
ical vacuoles (Hyde et al. 1999). The effects were
dose-dependent and reversible on drug removal.
Immunolocalization of α-tubulin showed the ex-
pected disruption of the longitudinally oriented
microtubule system with oryzalin. In contrast the
three anti-actin drugs tested (cytochalasins B, D,
latrunculin B), at levels which destroyed the actin
caps and plaques, did not affect the tubular vacuole
system, except that tubularvacuole frequencyat the
extreme hyphal tip increased (Hyde et al. 1999).
Thus, both maintenance of tubular vacuole mor-
phology and tubule movement in Pis. tinctorius
are dependent on microtubules. Vacuole forma-
tion and movement along hyphae are also affected
by microtubule depolymerisation in other mycelial
fungi. Herr and Heath (1982) found that some anti-
microtubule drugs disrupted vacuole positioning
andorganellemotility in thegermtubeofUromyces
phaseoli. Microtubule depolymerisation in Sapro-
legnia ferax also suppressed vacuolation in hy-
phae recovering from various types of perturbation
(Bachewich and Heath 1999).

In Neurospora crassa Steinberg and Schliwa
(1993) found that vacuolar fragments moved
at about the same velocity as mitochondria
(1.8±0.8 µm s−1) on tracks that they also shared
with refractive spherical particles thatmoved faster
(3.2±1.0 µm s−1). They reported that nocodazole
treatment resulted in cessation of movement of
the particles and mitochondria and disappearance
of microtubules, with recovery on drug removal,
while cytochalasin D had no visible effect on intra-
cellular motility. They suggested that long-distance
vectorial transport of several organelles including
vesicular organelles, some of which are presumably
vacuole fragments, occurs along the same tracks
and that these are microtubules. More recently
movement of compartments, identified as endo-
somes (see Sect. II.F.), along microtubules labelled
by GFP-tagged α-tubulin has been demonstrated
in Ustilago maydis (Wedlich-Söldner et al. 2000).

Do microtubules act merely as support struc-
tures, or are they the tracks along which vacuolar
tubules move and are directed to specific locations,
and do they generate the forces for tubule move-
ment? Organelles are moved along microtubules by

microtubule motors: kinesins mostly to the “plus”
end, which has a high polymerisation rate, and
dyneins towards the “minus” end (Hirokawa 1998;
Steinberg 1998, 2000; Yamashita and May 1998; see
also Chap. 5 in this volume). Both kinesin and
dynein are known to be involved in the movement
of endosomes and lysosomal tubules in vivo (Hol-
lenbeck and Swanson 1990; Harada et al. 1998; Hi-
rokawa 1998) and tubule extension from the Golgi
apparatus requires a kinesin-like motor (Allan and
Schroer1999).Membrane tubule formationand the
development of branched tubular networks have
been observed in vitro when kinesin-coated giant
vesicles are added to a network of immobilised mi-
crotubules (Koster et al. 2003). Membrane tubules
have also been shown to extend by their attach-
ment to the dynamic plus-ends of elongating mi-
crotubules (Waterman-Storer et al. 1995).

In Ustilago maydis germ tubes, the microtubule
cytoskeleton is bipolar with its focus on the nuclear
region. Microtubule plus ends elongate from the
nuclear region towards growing hyphal tips and
polymerisation in the other direction is much more
rare (Schuchardt et al. 2005; Lenz et al. 2006). Since
organelles commonly show bi-directional move-
ment, this implies a need for activity of both micro-
tubule motors. What evidence is there that micro-
tubule motors are responsible for tubular vacuole
motility? Kinesins and dyneins are both present in
mycelial fungi (Steinberg 2000; Xiang et al. 2000;
Schoch et al. 2003; see also Chaps. 5 and 6 in this
volume). Phylogenetic analysis by Schoch et al.
(2003) indicates tenkinesins in the fourfilamentous
ascomycetes they studied compared with a smaller
set in Sac. cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces
pombe. Similarly Schuchardt et al. (2005) identified
ten genes with predicted kinesin motor domains in
Ustilago maydis. Two of the kinesins (Kin1, Kin3)
are up-regulated in hyphal cells, compared with
buds, and are essential for continued hyphal ex-
tension, which involves the forward progression of
organelles. Mutants deficient in either of the genes
have bipolar growth and are unable to produce
hyphal filaments, but they do not show disruption
of the microtubules, suggesting that Kin1 and Kin3
have essential roles in microtubule-based traffic to-
wards hyphal tips. Kinesins have also been shown
to be involved in formation of the large vacuoles in
the basal region of Ustilago maydis hyphae (Stein-
berg et al. 1998) and kin3 is the only kin mutant to
produce abnormal vacuolated regions (Schuchardt
et al. 2005). Kin3p is known to be involved in
early endosome motility (Wedlich-Söldner et al.
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2002). Mutations of the conventional kinesin gene
NKIN1 in Nectria haematococca show altered
mitochondrial positioning compared to the wild
type (Wu et al. 1998). This contrasts with the effects
of mutation of the NKIN gene in Neurospora crassa
which did not apparently affect vacuole motility
and positioning, and a dynamic tubular vacuole
system was still seen (Seiler et al. 1997, 1999).

Participation of dyneins in vacuole movement
in mycelial fungi is also indicated by work with
mutants. Maruyamaet al. (2002) found that vacuole
positioningwasdisrupted inanarpAnullmutantof
Aspergillus oryzae. Arp1p is an actin-related major
structural protein of the dynactin complex, which
is thought to regulate the attachment of cargo (vesi-
cles and organelles) to dynein (Karki and Holzbaur
1999; Schroer 2004). Mutations of Arp1 abolish lo-
calisation of cytoplasmic dynein at hyphal tips.
Seiler et al. (1999) also found alterations of vac-
uole distribution in a cytoplasmic dynein mutant
of Neurospora crassa. In this case vacuoles accumu-
lated at the tips of hyphae. More recently, Lenz et al.
(2006) have shown that compartments identified
as early endosomes move in both directions along
microtubules that are oriented with their plus ends
towards hyphal tips in Ustilago maydis. Analysis
of mutants suggests that Kin3p and dynein act in
concert to regulate long-distance transport of early
endosomes. They further showed that dynein, dy-
nactin and Lis (a dynein activator) all accumulate
at the microtubule plus ends in the hyphal tips (an
activity which itself is dependent on kinesin; Zhang
et al. 2003). Here they remain as a reservoir of mo-
tors until they pick up a cargo of endosomes (Lenz
et al. 2006). The dynein is then able to move in
a retrograde direction with its cargo. This concept
requires organelles to reach the tip before they can
attach to dynein and be carried back in a retro-
grade direction. It contrasts with mammalian sys-
tems where kinesin and dynein motors are located
on the same organelle. Earlier observations by Xi-
ang et al. (2000) of the movement of fluorescent
GFP-NudA labelled dynein to hyphal tips followed
by retrograde movements in A. nidulans germlings
indicated a similar process in mycelial fungi. How-
ever, it is difficult to see how such a mechanism
alone could account for the diversity of motility
seen in tubular vacuole systems.

Microtubules themselves undergo rapid di-
rected motility (Steinberg et al. 2001). They glide
along one another and the organisation of the
microtubule-based cytoskeleton and its polarity
depend on motor protein-based transport of

assembled microtubules, a process that in Ustilago
maydis is known to require both dynein and ki-
nesin (Finkand Steinberg 2006; Straube et al. 2006).
Themodelof “cut andrun”,wheremicrotubules are
enzymatically severed into shorter lengths that are
mobile (Baas et al. 2005), would provide a motive
force that fits well with observed tubular vacuole
movements, especially if specific parts of the vac-
uole system are attached to such microtubule frag-
ments. This activity is currently viewed as a means
of reorganising the microtubule cytoskeleton but
could equally well provide great flexibility of
organelle movement. However, the extent to which
movement of vacuoles (and other organelles) is
due to their direct movement on microtubule
tracks driven by motors, or due to gliding of
microtubules along each other, remains to be seen.

Not all fungi depend primarily on micro-
tubules for organelle movements. Though normal
morphology of the Sac. cerevisiae vacuole system
is reported to require microtubule integrity
(Guthrie and Wickner 1988), movements of the
tubular vacuoles of the yeast segregation structure
do not. Their movements and those of other
organelles during bud development occur on
actin-based mechanisms that are reported to be
similar to those that occur at the cell periphery
of higher eukaryotes (Weisman 2006). Movement
is driven by the myosin-V motor Myo2p, the
product of MYO2, a gene essential for vacuole
inheritance in yeast. The globular tail of Myo2p has
a cargo-binding region specific for its attachment
to vacuoles and this is distinct from the region
specific for its attachment to secretory vesicles (see
references in Weisman 2006). There are two tightly
associated subdomains in the Myo2p tail that
correlate with these two functions – and mutations
in one subdomain that affect one do not affect the
function of the other, and neither can function
alone. There is evidence that microfilaments are
also instrumental in mitochondrial movement in
Sac. cerevisiae but not in Sch. pombe (reviewed by
Westermann and Prokisch 2002).

A demonstrated involvement of microtubules
does not exclude a role for actin filament-based
motility in vacuole or other organelle movements.
Interactions between the different components of
the cytoskeleton are complex and many, and in
other systems organelles appear to carry a complex
assemblage of motor proteins that allow shifts from
microtubule- to actin-based motility (reviewed by
Allan and Schroer 1999; Brown 1999; Wu et al.
2006).
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IV. Vacuolar Content

A. Probing the Content of Individual Vacuoles

The composition and state of the material inside
vacuoles are important because they affect physiol-
ogy and exchanges with the cytoplasm and, impor-
tantly in the context of this review, they determine
what might undergo longitudinal transport in vac-
uoles. For example, it is important to know whether
polyphosphate, known to be stored in vacuoles and
thought to be the predominant form of P trans-
ferred, occurs in granules or as a dispersed form.
What people think vacuoles contain, however, de-
pends largelyon techniqueandso thisneedscareful
analysis.

With the light microscope in vivo, vacuoles of
mycelial fungi usually appear clear under bright-
field optics. Using fluorescent vacuolar dyes, vac-
uoles of live cells are typically filled uniformly with

Fig. 2.4. FRAP measurement of longitudinal transport
between rounded vacuoles interconnected by a tubule.
The tubule, which formed between the middle and
right-hand vacuoles, cannot be seen in this optical slice.
A top Three vacuoles, with an asterisk indicating the
vacuole that was to be photobleached, centre immedi-
ately after the middle vacuole had been photobleached,
bottom after recovery. Times indicated are in seconds. B
Dimensions (µm) of the middle and right-hand vacuoles
and the tubular connection that formed between them.
C Corresponding (x, t) image, arrows 1 indicate the
inception of the tubular connection between the middle

and right-hand vacuoles, about 7 s after photobleaching.
D The intensity trace for the bleached vacuole (red
squares) and its right-hand neighbour (blue triangles):
the final position converged on the predicted equilib-
rium (green line). Arrow 1 as in C. All the material
appearing in the bleached vacuole was matched by
a symmetrical loss from its neighbour (E), maintaining
mass conservation (F). Exchange between the two vac-
uoles was well described by a diffusion model (G, solid
lines). Bars horizontal 10 µm, vertical 60 s. From Darrah
et al. (2006) by permission of the American Society for
Microbiology

fluorescentmaterial (Figs. 2.1, 2.4A; andseeFigs. 1–
3 in Cole et al. 1998; Uetake et al. 2002; Darrah
et al. 2006), although there are sometimes non-
fluorescent inclusions (e.g. Fig. 1d–f in Saito et al.
2006). Vacuole contents are usually seen to be uni-
form inSac. cerevisiae, in vacuole-fluorescent (ade)
mutants (Weisman et al. 1987; Weisman and Wick-
ner 1988), or where fluorescent probes accumulate
within vacuoles (e.g. Riezman 1985; Weisman et al.
1987; Zheng et al. 1998). Small membranous in-
clusions are clearly visible, however, in otherwise
uniform yeast vacuoles following vacuole fusion
(Wang et al. 2002, supplementary material, movies)
or invaginationof theboundingmembrane (Müller
et al. 2000). Under DIC optics, vacuoles of living
mycelial fungi also usually appear clear, although
occasional inclusions can be seen (Orlovich and
Ashford 1993; Hyde and Ashford 1997; Bücking
and Heyser 1999; Shoji et al. 2006). There is a spe-
cial case, macroautophagy, where vacuoles contain
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often large, usually membranous, inclusions (Abe-
liovich and Klionsky 2001); this is dealt with sepa-
rately in Sect. V.B.

Latest electron microscopy cryo-preparative
methodology involves minimal chemical interfer-
ence with the specimen, so that results are nearer
to the in vivo state than achievable with chemical
fixation (see Sect. II.B.). In ultrathin frozen sec-
tions in TEM, hyphal vacuole profiles appear to be
uniformly filled with finely granular contents (Frey
et al. 1997, 2000). In freeze-substitution TEM,
the vacuole profiles of pathogenic yeasts Crypto-
coccus neoformans (Yamaguchi et al. 2002a) and
Exophiala dermatitidis (Yamaguchi et al. 2002a,
b, 2003; Biswas et al. 2003) – while heterogeneous
possibly because of freezing damage – are mostly
without inclusions. Freeze-substituted mycelial
fungi typically show fine dispersed material in the
vacuoles (Fig. 2.5A, B), with occasional inclusions
(Fig. 2.5C; and see Orlovich and Ashford 1993;
Cole et al. 1998; Ashford et al. 1999; Vesk et al.
2000). Bücking and Shachar-Hill (2005) reported
electron-opaque granules as well as electron-lucent
areas in vacuoles of freeze-substituted Glomus
intraradices, but did not present micrographs.
In freeze-dried tissue, however, electron-opaque
aggregations in vacuoles have frequently been
described and analysed (Frey et al. 1997; Bücking
and Heyser 1999; Hauck et al. 2002; Paul et al.
2003). In chemically fixed hyphae polyphosphate
occurs as electron-opaque vacuolar granules
(e.g. Ashford et al. 1986; Bücking et al. 1998;
Kottke et al. 1998). DIC observation of hyphae
during chemical fixation, however, has shown that
polyphosphate granules form during the chemical
fixation procedure (Orlovich and Ashford 1993);
observation of vacuolar inclusions in vivo and
separate observation of polyphosphate granules
after chemical fixation (Bücking and Heyser 1997,
1999) does not invalidate this result.

In summary, fungal vacuoles in vivo usually
have uniform contents, with few inclusions except
for membrane-enclosed vesicles (see Sect. V.C.).
With minimal preparation damage they are
also seen in TEM, usually to contain uniformly
dispersed material with some membranous inclu-
sions. This conclusion has been spectacularly cor-
roborated in the elegant work of Saito et al. (2005,
2006), described briefly below. It is particularly im-
portant because of its consequences for transport
within the fungal vacuole system (Sect. V.A.).

To identify thechemicalnatureof vacuolar con-
tents, it would be preferable to make measurements

Fig. 2.5. Profiles of tubular vacuoles in TEM sections of
freeze-substituted Pisolithus hyphae. A An elongate tubu-
lar vacuole, which was oriented parallel to the long axis of
the hypha. Uniform dispersed contents. From Ashford and
Orlovich (1994) copyright American Society of Plant Biolo-
gists, by permission. B Varicosities alternate with very nar-
row portions of a tubular vacuole, nearly parallel to the long
axis of the hypha. Most of the contents are uniform. From
Shepherd et al. (1993a) reproduced with permission of the
Company of Biologists. C A vacuole closely appressed to the
plasma membrane and cell wall. This vacuole contains mul-
tivesicular inclusions. From Cole et al. (1998) reproduced
with permission from Elsevier. Bars 0.5 µm

in vivo. Probing fungal hyphae with microelec-
trodes could be a possibility, but is difficult be-
cause hyphae and their vacuoles are so small (c.f.
Chap. V. in this volume). Analysis of cell fractions
enriched in vacuoles (Martinoia et al. 1979; Vaughn
and Davis 1981; Förster et al. 1998; Trilisenko et al.
2002) and NMR spectroscopy of whole tissue pro-
vide much valuable information but can only de-
termine the average composition and metabolic
activities of populations of vacuoles. NMR as ap-
plied to ectomycorrhizal fungi has been reviewed
by Martin (1991). X-ray microanalysis and elec-
tron energy-loss spectroscopy can provide infor-
mation about elemental composition of individual
vacuoles. Essentially the comments in the above
paragraphs apply to the preparation for these tech-
niques, with yet further constraints (see Ashford
et al. 2001). It is now well understood that chemi-
cal fixation changes membrane permeability from
that in vivo and, in an aqueous environment, ion
loss, redistribution and exchange all occur accord-
ing to basic rules of chemistry. Localisations ob-
tained after such preparative procedures are likely
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to bear little relationship to those in living cells and
must now always be disregarded. Cryopreparation
is essential. Use of frozen-hydrated specimens can
avoid element redistribution, but in frozen bulk
specimens small vacuoles cannot be differentiated
in analysis from surrounding cytoplasm. Ultra-
thin frozen sections are difficult to manage but in
skilledhandsgivemuchbetteranalytical resolution
(Frey et al. 1997, 2000). To remove ice from frozen
specimens by freeze-substitution, special care is re-
quired to avoid redistribution of ions: strictly anhy-
drous, non-polar reagents must be used, a water-
attracting molecular sieve must be added to the
substitution fluid and resin at all steps and the sec-
tionsmustbe cutdry, keptdry andanalysedas soon
as possible (Canny and McCully 1986; Orlovich
and Ashford 1995). In some cases freeze-drying
has been employed before anhydrous substitution
(Frey et al. 1997; Bücking et al. 1998) although
shrinkage is clearly visible and brings detailed lo-
calisations into question.

So, what information about polyphosphate do
we have from the most reliable modern techniques?
In ultrathin frozen sections, hyphal vacuole con-
tents average about 100–200 mmol P kg−1 DW by
X-ray microanalysis (Frey et al. 1997, 2000). X-ray
microanalysis after anhydrous freeze-substitution
typically shows that fungal vacuoles are P-rich and
may also contain large amounts of S (Orlovich and
Ashford 1993; Cole et al. 1998; Ashford et al. 1999;

Fig. 2.6. Micrographs of the distribution
of polyphosphate, labelled with PPBD-
anti-Xpress antibody complex, followed
by anti-mouse IgG antibody conjugated
with Alexa 488 (A) or 10-nm colloidal
gold (B, C, D). A Confocal microscope
image showing dispersed polyphosphate
in elongated vacuoles of Phialocephala
fortinii hyphae. Bar 5 µm. B TEM of
a section of a Saccharomyces cerevisiae
cell: polyphosphate is again dispersed
through the vacuole profile, although it
is not completely uniform. Bar 0.5 µm. C
TEM image of dispersed polyphosphate
in an elongated vacuole profile of P.
fortinii. Bar 0.5 µm. D P. fortinii vacuole
profiles, labelled for polyphosphate, but
also showing small unlabelled regions.
Bar 0.5 µm. From Saito et al. (2005 by
permission of the American Society of
Microbiology (B) and Saito et al. (2006)
by permission of the National Research
Council of Canada (A, B, C))

Vesk et al. 2000). Histochemical and 31P NMR data
indicate that much of the P stored in vacuoles
of actively growing mycelium and mycorrhizae
occurs as polyphosphate, though the relative
amounts of polyphosphate and orthophosphate
vary according to growth conditions, the state of
the hyphae and probably the fungal species (Ash-
ford et al. 1986, 1994; Grellier et al. 1989; Gerlitz and
Werk 1994; Martin et al. 1994; Gerlitz and Gerlitz
1997; Rasmussen et al. 2000; Ezawa et al. 2003;
Viereck et al. 2004). Saito et al. (2005) developed
an antibody technique to localise polyphosphate,
based on a recombinant polyphosphate-binding
domain of Escherichia coli exopolyphosphatase.
They applied this to freeze-substituted sections of
Sac. cerevisiae (Saito et al. 2005) and Phialocephala
fortinii, a mycelial fungus (Saito et al. 2006). Using
confocal microscopy with fluorescent antibody
they demonstrated that polyphosphate is dis-
tributed throughout the vacuoles (Fig. 2.6A). With
TEM and colloidal gold-labelled antibody, in yeast
the polyphosphate was distributed throughout the
vacuole, but it was not entirely uniform (Fig. 2.6B);
in P. fortinii, label was generally uniform in any
one vacuole profile, although there were unlabelled
inclusions in some vacuoles (Fig. 2.6C,D).

In freeze-substituted hyphae of Pis. tinctorius P
is co-localised in the vacuoles with K, but not with
Ca, and is found dispersed throughout the vac-
uoles (Orlovich and Ashford 1993; Cole et al. 1998;
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Ashford et al. 1999; Vesk et al. 2000). In freeze-
dried material Bücking and Heyser (1997, 1999)
and Bücking et al. (1998) analysed vacuolar aggre-
gations of material, finding Mg and K, but not Ca,
co-localised with P. A biochemical approach has
indicated that a biochemical approach has indi-
cated that Sac. cerevisiae vacuoles Ca2+ occupies
only a very small percentage of the binding-sites of
polyphosphate (Dunn et al. 1994).

Nitrogen compounds are stored together with
P in vacuoles. Association of polyphosphate with
basic proteins and amino acids in vacuoles is well
established in yeasts and mycelial fungi (Dürr et al.
1979; Cramer et al. 1980; Kanamori et al. 1982; Leg-
erton et al. 1983; Kitamoto et al. 1988a, b; Klion-
sky et al. 1990; Young et al. 1993). Sac. cerevisiae
and N. crassa both concentrate basic amino acids
in the vacuole to higher levels than in the cytosol
(Klionsky et al. 1990; Keenan et al. 1998). For ex-
ample more than 95% of cellular arginine is located
in the vacuole in N. crassa (Keenan et al. 1998).
Several vacuolar permeases for transport of basic
amino acids have been characterised in Sac. cere-
visiae and N. crassa and at least three transport
systems are involved in the transport of arginine
across the vacuolar membrane in yeast (Opekarová
and Kubín 1997). Proteins accumulated in vacuoles
include hydrolytic enzymes. There exists a large
body of literature on protein targeting to vacuoles,
especially in Sac. cerevisiae, showing that it occurs
by more than one pathway (see Sect. V.B.; see also
Table 1.6 in this volume). The role of the vacuole in
storage of nitrogen compounds supports a role for
them in N transport as well as in P transport.

B. Probes, Vacuole pH and ATPase

Several methods are available to estimate the
pH of vacuoles. These include nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and changes in
the emission of fluorescent probes that have accu-
mulated in vacuoles. Using 31P-NMR spectroscopy
Greenfield et al. (1987) estimated that the vacuolar
pH was lower (pH 6.28±0.10) in Sac. cerevisiae
stationary cells than that in cells in logarithmic
growth (pH 6.58±0.14), compared with the re-
spective cytoplasmic pH values of 7.19±0.05 and
6.97±0.12. Similarly15N-NMR indicates a vacuolar
pH of 6.1± 0.04 based on arginine resonance shifts
(stored in the vacuole) and a cytoplasmic pH of
7.15±0.10 based on alanine and proline resonance
shifts (Legerton et al. 1983).

Many fluorescent probes are available to meas-
ure pH (Haugland 2001). Those useful for vacuoles
must be selectively accumulated in them and have
the appropriate fluorescence characteristics. Use-
ful probes include 5- or 6-carboxyfluorescein (5- or
6-CF), CDCF, 2′,7′-bis-(2-carboxymethyl)-5 (and -
6)-carboxyfluorescein (BCECF), SNARF and car-
boxySNAFL (Tsien 1989; Davies et al. 1990; Haug-
land 2001). These are usually loaded into the cells
as membrane-permeant esters. Ratio imaging and
flow cytometry of wild-type Sac. cerevisiae cells
loaded with 6-CF showed them to have an average
vacuolar pH of 6.1, while a mutant deficient in vac-
uolar H+-ATPase had an average vacuolar pH of 7.1
(Preston et al. 1989; Yamashiro et al. 1990). Dye ra-
tio imaging allows analysis of the pH of individual
vacuoles (Rost et al. 1995) – an important advan-
tange as pH can vary between individual vacuolar
compartments. This issue is not resolved by flow
cytometry and NMR, which can only provide av-
erage values for vacuole populations. For example,
the average pH for phosphate-storing vacuoles in
ectomycorrhizal fungi as determined by 31P NMR
was pH 5.0, with a cytoplasm at pH 6.0–6.5 (Mar-
tin 1991). However, ratio imaging of 6-CF-loaded
Pis. tinctorius vacuoles showed that the pH of the
large vacuoles in tip cells ranged over pH 4.3–7.5
and in the penultimate cells pH 4.8–7.2. The modal
pH values suggested a tendency for the vacuoles to
become more acid as they aged (Rost et al. 1995).

All techniques indicate that vacuoles are more
acid than thecytoplasm.Vacuoleacidificationplays
a key role in ion transport, protein sorting, pro-
teolytic processing and regulation of cytoplasmic
pH (Stevens and Forgac 1997). The vacuolar H+-
ATPase (V-ATPase) is responsible for acidification
of the vacuole lumen and for coupling energy re-
lease with transport across the vacuole membrane
(Stevens and Forgac 1997; Nelson and Harvey 1999)
and its activity is required for polyphosphate syn-
thesis inyeast (Ogawaet al. 2000).ThevacuolarH+-
ATPase of Sac. cerevisiae is the best characterised
member of the V-type ATPase family (Uchida et al.
1985; Kane et al. 1989; Forgac 1999; Graham et al.
2000; Kane 2006) and the N. crassa enzyme appears
to have a similar subunit composition (Margolles-
Clark et al. 1999). The enzyme consists of a multi-
subunit complex (V0) of integral and peripheral
membrane proteins which, together, form the H+

translocating channel. They are connected to a cy-
toplasmically located V1 complex, which contains
the ATP catalytic domain of six subunits and two
or more stalk domains that connect the catalytic
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headgroup with the membrane channel. Hydrol-
ysis of ATP by the V1 domain causes stalk rota-
tion resulting in proton transport through the V0
translocating channel (Kane 2006). Reversible dis-
association of the V1 and V0 domains is one of sev-
eral possible mechanisms for regulating V-ATPase
activity and, hence, regulating vacuolar acidifica-
tion (reviewed by Forgac 1999; Kane 2006). An-
tibodies to various Sac. cerevisiae V-ATPase sub-
units are commercially available (Haugland 2001).
They have the potential to label vacuolar mem-
branes in mycelial fungi. Specific, potent V-ATPase
inhibitors suchasbafilomycinAandconcanamycin
A, both macrolide antibiotics, have been instru-
mental in defining the relative roles of vacuolar
and plasma membrane H+-ATPases in cytoplas-
mic regulation in wild-type and various mutants
of N. crassa (Bowman et al. 1997; Bowman and
Bowman 2000). Bafilomycin and concanamycin are
thought to inhibit the enzyme by binding largely to
the c subunit of the V-ATPase complex and pre-
venting rotation of the c subunits, a situation very
similar to that between another macrolide antibi-
otic, oligomycin, and F1F0-ATP synthases, where
the antibiotic also binds to c subunits at the in-
terface with subunit a (Bowman et al. 1988, 2004;
Bowman and Bowman 2002).

V. The Functions
of Motile Vacuole Systems

Of the many diverse roles of vacuole systems in fun-
gal cells we focus here on some aspects of function
relevant to vacuole motility and differentiation.

A. Transport in Vacuoles along Hyphae

Motile tubular vacuole systems are obvious can-
didates to function as conduits for longitudinal
transport along hyphae. The longitudinal arrange-
ment of vacuolar tubules has been taken to im-
ply that they have a role in longitudinal transport.
The connection of larger vacuoles in older hyphae
by tubules is well established and observations of
movement of fluorochrome in varicosities along
them are documented (see Fig. 3 of Cole et al.
1998). This led to the hypothesis that the vacuole
compartment has a role to play in the transport
of substances normally stored there, in particular
P and N compounds (see reviews by Ashford and
Orlovich 1994; Ashford 1998).

This idea is attractive because the vacuole can
provide a conduit separate from the cytoplasm in
which materials could be moved independently.
However, demonstration of transport within the
vacuole has been elusive until a recent report by
Darrah et al. (2006). This work used FRAP, where
a fluorochrome is locally bleached by irradiation,
following which the reappearance of fluorescence
due to a movement of fluorochrome from other ar-
eas is observed. Quantitative measurement of flu-
orescence allows calculation of fluorochrome con-
centration, microscopic measurement allows vac-
uolar volume to be calculated and, as a result, rates
of movement of fluorochrome can be determined.

Darrah et al. (2006) applied carboxy-DFFDA
to hyphae of rapidly growing cultures of Pha. ve-
lutina. The fluorochrome carboxy-DFF− accumu-
lates in rounded vacuoles connected by tubules.
The vacuoles move about, join, separate and re-
join, as in other fungal species (cf. Shepherd et al.
1993a; Rees et al. 1994; Cole et al. 1998). After pho-
tobleaching, the movement of fluorochrome within
large vacuoles takes place at a rate which is consis-
tent with diffusion. Where vacuoles are connected
by tubules, fluorochrome moves between them at
rates also explicable by diffusion through narrow
interconnecting tubes (Fig. 2.4). Disconnection of
tubules stops the flow; reconnection allows it to be-
gin again. All fluorochrome accumulating in a pre-
viously bleached vacuole can be accounted for by
the loss of fluorochrome from its connected neigh-
bour, indicating that transport through the con-
necting tubule is involved (Fig. 2.4F). Multiple con-
nections and disconnections can be observed: the
pathway for diffusion can be simple or complex
depending on the local architecture of the vacuole
system. Similar conclusions can be drawn for re-
gions near the hyphal tip where the vacuoles con-
sist mainly of small rounded compartments inter-
connected by tubules.

These observations provide clear evidence that
a solute (in this case the fluorochrome carboxy-
DFF−) can move between vacuoles on a local scale
by diffusion along the tubules that connect them.
Darrah et al. (2006) extended their observations
by computer modelling of longer strings of vac-
uoles and tubules. The models used a range of
sizes of vacuoles and tubules, and frequencies of
connection and disconnection, measured on living
hyphae, with diffusion coefficients estimated from
the FRAP measurements. The modelling indicated
that, over a 2 mm length, diffusion within the vac-
uole system could be between 0.5% and 1.7% of the
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rate that would occur if the whole hyphal lumen
were available for diffusive transport. Using data
from the literature for the supply of nitrogen com-
pounds to growing hyphal tips, Darrah et al. (2006)
calculated that diffusion within the vacuole system
could be sufficient as a transport mechanism. It is
not intended to imply that tubular vacuoles must
actually be the main transport route for nitrogen
compounds, but the calculation demonstrates that
diffusion within tubular and larger vacuoles can be
physiologically significant over millimeter scales
(see also Bebber et al. 2006).

What are the consequences of diffusive trans-
port in tubular vacuoles? Diffusion within a com-
partment depends on the diffusion coefficient, the
concentration gradient and the dimensions of the
compartment. It follows as a crucial consequence
that, as long as the compartment remains intact,
solutes inside it must move throughout it – indeed,
they cannot be prevented from doing so. The tubu-
lar nature or tubular connections of vacuoles in
hyphae therefore bring everything inside the vac-
uole to every part of the hypha. Tubules of the vac-
uole cross septa from cell to cell (e.g. Shepherd et al.
1993b) so the diffusive pathway extends beyond the
individual cell. Where there is good information
on the solute contents of vacuoles (see Sect. IV.A.)
we can conclude that those solutes are transported
throughout the connected system. Control of this
movement of “everything that is inside” can be
brought about by disconnection and reconnection
of tubules or by movement of tubules and spherical
vacuoles themselves within the hypha. The loading
of materials at specific sites, and unloading else-
where, then determines the direction of diffusion
within the vacuolar system; and the rates of loading
andunloading influence transport rates throughal-
tering the concentration gradients. It is noteworthy
that transport by diffusion regulated in this way
by loading and unloading can occur in opposite
directions within the same vacuolar lumen – for
example if, say, in a mycorrhizal fungus phosphate
were loaded into the vacuolar system near the hy-
phal tip and unloaded where the hypha is nearer to
the plant root, while plant-synthesised sugar were
loaded into the vacuolar system at the base and
unloaded wherever needed throughout the hypha,
bidirectional diffusion of the two solutes would be
taking place within the same vacuole. This capacity
of the vacuole system to conduct everything that is
inside it to everywhere the vacuole reaches places
new emphasis on the need to understand the pro-
cesses of vacuolar loading and unloading. If the

vacuole is to function in this way the precise lo-
calisation of these processes is crucial. We need to
work at finding out whether loading sites, either for
vesicle fusion or for intrinsic membrane transport
proteins, are so localised.

Because of the physical laws that govern it, dif-
fusion within the vacuolar lumen has the great-
est transport potential where the vacuole is large.
However, the importance of tubular reticulum – the
form of vacuole found in most hyphal tips – can
now be understood. In these tip cells, cytoplasmic
activities associated with growth and uptake are
highly important and the cytoplasm accordingly
occupies a large proportion of the cell volume. The
tubular vacuolar reticulum, however, allows vac-
uolar diffusive transport to reach every part of the
tip cells, including very close to the extreme tip,
as the tubular reticulum moves along keeping pace
with cell growth (see Sect. II.D.). The motility of the
tubular vacuolar reticulum at the hyphal tip is sig-
nificant in bringing the discrete vacuolar diffusive
conduit to that area as well as in actually mov-
ing material by the motility itself. Motility, includ-
ing peristalsis-like movements and movements of
small rounded vacuoles along tubules (Cole et al.
1998), would be expected to increase the speed of
transfer of contents over and above that of diffu-
sion.

Vacuoles and vacuolar tubules provide for
transport throughout all parts of the organism in
an isolated compartment, so the concentrations
of material undergoing this transport need have
no effect on the cytoplasm along the way. This is
important: in the above hypothetical example, the
transport of phosphate (in any form) within the
vacuole would have no effect on the energy charge
of the cytoplasm; the transport of sugar would not
affect metabolism.

Vacuolar diffusive transport operates in ways
that differ significantly from vesicle-mediated
transport. Within the vacuole, diffusion is non-
specific and may occur over long distances without
necessitating much expenditure of energy along
the pathway. Net diffusion can only occur down
concentration gradients. The velocity of vacuolar
diffusive transport is regulated both by the size
and number of connecting tubule(s) and by
the concentration gradient which depends on
loading and unloading. Vacuolar tubules are under
cytoskeletal control. Connection, disconnection,
motility, extension and retraction (i.e. pleiomor-
phy) can regulate the vacuolar pathway. Transport
in vacuolar tubules by diffusion can occur without
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concomitant transfer of membrane. Targeting and
precision of vacuolar tubules are, however, yet to be
elucidated. Vesicle-mediated transport, in contrast,
is often very specific, may go against concentration
gradients, is influenced by both cytoplasmic
streaming and the cytoskeleton, involves transfer
of membrane as well as contents (and therefore re-
quires membrane-retrieval mechanisms) and has
special uptake, release and targeting mechanisms
that are becoming understood. Another example
that is consistent with this diffusion model of
vacuolar function is the transfer of content in the
yeast segregation structure (Weisman 2003).

In a cultured ectomycorrhizal association be-
tween Pis. microcarpus and Eucalyptus pilularis,
Allaway and Ashford (2001) showed that tubular
vacuoles were present throughout the extraradical
mycelium and ectomycorrhizal structures, but they
were unable to demonstrate that the vacuoles acted
as a transport conduit. When the probe 6-CFDA
was applied to sites at or near the growing hyphal
front of extraradical mycelium, fluorescence accu-
mulated at the site of application but was not de-
tected elsewhere. There are several possible expla-
nations for these negative results, including physi-
ological status of the system and potential toxicity
of the fluorochrome.

Arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi may be
a special case inwhich tubular vacuoles areparticu-
larly important. Uetake et al. (2002) demonstrated
extensive tubular vacuoles in vivo in many parts
of the mycelium of Gigaspora margarita. Tubu-
lar vacuoles did not follow the same paths as the
well known cytoplasmic streaming of small parti-
cles, lipid bodies and nuclei, although they were
also longitudinal in orientation. Tubular vacuoles
were abundant in germ-tubes and extra-radical hy-
phae cultured on onion seedlings. They were in-
frequently seen in intraradical hyphae, and arbus-
cules were too small for vacuoles within them to be
discerned. Extensive tubular vacuoles have been
observed in another arbuscular-mycorrhizal fun-
gus, Glomus intraradices, grown on cultured carrot
roots (Olsson et al. 2002; S.J. Nielsen, personal com-
munication). In both these AM fungi, rounded vac-
uoles were also present and tubular vacuoles were
fragile: some of the rounded vacuoles could be due
to damage of tubular systems. These observations
were made in vivo: again, they offer a strong con-
trast with the “standard” picture of the vacuoles
in these fungi as demonstrated by electron mi-
croscopy after the introduction of structural arte-
facts by chemical fixation (c.f. Ashford 2002).

The significance of the extent of tubular
vacuoles in AM fungi may lie in the obligately
biotrophic nature of these organisms. They rely
absolutely on the transport of sugars from the host
root, while themselves taking up and transporting
mineral nutrients to that root. Transport is there-
fore of even more crucial importance for these
fungi than for others and the highly developed
tubular vacuole system appears very suitable
for this transport. As described above, diffusion
within the extensive tubular vacuole system would
transport materials everywhere in the hyphae and
the rate and direction of movement would depend
on sites and rates of loading and unloading. It is
now time to re-evaluate the long-accepted story of
AM fungal transport of nutrients, particularly P,
in small rounded vacuoles by cytoplasmic stream-
ing. Freeze-substitution and analysis of frozen
sections of AM fungi are required. For further
consideration of AM, see Chap. 12 in this volume.

B. Vacuoles, Protein Targeting
and the Endocytic Pathway

Fungal vacuoles, like mammalian lysosomes, con-
tain hydrolases and are lytic organelles (Klionsky
et al. 1990). As such they are the final compartment
of both protein sorting and endocytic pathways
(Gruenberg and Maxfield 1995). These pathways
have been systematically and intensively studied
and various steps dissected by the use of mutants
and other molecular approaches in Sac. cerevisiae
(Wendland et al. 1998; Pelham 2002).

The endocytic pathway in yeast is considered
to consist of three functionally distinct compart-
ments, traditionally known as early endosomes,
late endosomes and lysosomes (vacuoles), which
act in concert and showboth similarities anddiffer-
ences with those in animal cells (Pelham 2002). Late
endosomes are closely associated with vacuoles
and are often called “prevacuolar compartments”
or “prevacuolar endosomes” (PVE). They are
identified in yeast as the last sorting compartment
before the vacuole at the intersection between the
endocytic pathway and the classical carboxypep-
tidase Y (CPY) protein sorting pathway from the
Golgi to vacuoles, a pathway followed by a number
of vacuolar hydrolases including CPY (Vida et al.
1993). The PVE is recognised as the compartment
that becomes enlarged in class E vacuole protein
sorting (vps) mutants where a step in the vacuole
protein sorting pathway is blocked (see Raymond
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et al. 1992a; Vida and Emr 1995). Vacuolar hy-
drolases and endocytic markers both accumulate
in this compartment in class E vps mutants
(Rieder et al. 1996). The compartment contains
the t-SNARE Pep12p whereas the t-SNARE on the
vacuole membranes is Vam3p. Early endosomes,
also called post-Golgi endosomes by Pelham
(2002), relate to and recycle molecules with the
plasma membrane. They contain a different subset
of specific markers – including Tlg2p, another
compartment-specific t-SNARE – and are involved
in recycling molecules to the plasma membrane.
There is also traffic between this compartment and
the Golgi. Early endosomes also sort molecules that
will travel further to vacuoles via late endosomes.
These transient “sorting” compartments are
tubular-vesicular. Sorting endosomes are viewed
as separate from the “recycling” components of
early endosomes, which are also tubular, and they
mature within minutes into late endosomes, with
a concomitant drop in pH (Maxfield and McGraw
2004). In fact eukaryote endocytic trafficking path-
ways are much more complex and endosomal com-
partments less stable over time than was formerly
thought (Maxfield and McGraw 2004). This makes
it more difficult to distinguish and clarify compart-
ments of the endocytic pathway and the situation
is reflected in the instability in their nomenclature.

Early information on compartments of the en-
docytic pathway in yeast was obtained by study of
internalisation of α-factor and its receptor Ste2p.
This mating pheromone passes through the en-
docytic pathway and sequentially accumulates in
early and late endosomes before its degradation in
the vacuole (Singer-Krüger et al. 1993; Wendland
et al. 1998). Immunofluorescence of the α-factor re-
ceptor shows its accumulation also in a peripheral
“early endocytic” compartmentand later ina larger
compartment near the vacuole (Hicke et al. 1997).
Internalisation of positively charged nanogold par-
ticles by wild-type Sac. cerevisiae sphaeroplasts
(protoplasts) has also been used to examine com-
partments of the endocytic pathway by electron
microscopy (Prescianotto-Baschong and Riezman
1998). Gold particles are restricted to the plasma
membrane at 0 ◦C, but on raising the tempera-
ture to 15 ◦C they are rapidly internalised first to
small vesicles, then to peripheral vesicular/tubular
compartments often with a horse-shoe shape and
identified as early endosomes, later to multivesic-
ular bodies and finally to the vacuoles. Multivesic-
ular bodies (MVBs) are equated with late endo-
somes in Sac. cerevisiae (Piper and Luzio 2001;

Shaw et al. 2003), though they may not represent
the entire compartment. MVBs are formed as early
endosomes mature by invagination of the limit-
ing membrane into the lumen of the compart-
ment to produce internal vesicles. During the pro-
cess a subset of membrane proteins is sorted to
these vesicles. It is clear from recent work that
there are complex dynamic interactions between
the limiting and internal membranes of MVBs (see
Schmid and Sorkin 2002) and in freeze-substituted
hyphae many MVBs are tubular not ovoid (L. Cole,
D.A. Orlovich, A.E. Ashford, unpublished data).
MVBs/late endosomes are reported to fuse directly
with lysosomes in animal cells (Futter et al. 1996;
Mullock et al. 1998) and vacuoles in yeast (Reggiori
and Pelham 2001).

Muchof the informationabout trafficking steps
along the pathway and evidence for early and late
endosomal compartments in Sac. cerevisiae comes
from studies with mutants. For example, a mu-
tant deficient in recycling (rcy1) has an early block
in the endocytic pathway prior to the intersec-
tion with the vacuole sorting pathway (Wiederkehr
et al. 2000). Mutation of RCY1 leads to accumula-
tion of an enlarged compartment that contains the
t-SNARE Tlg1p and lies close to areas of cell expan-
sion. The endocytic markers Lucifer Yellow, FM4-
64 and Ste2p are all found in a similar enlarged
compartment after their internalisation. This is
identified as an early endosomal compartment.
This compartment recycles membrane rapidly to
the cell surface in Sac. cerevisiae, thus balancing
high rates of membrane internalisation via endo-
cytosis. The internalisation of the α-factor recep-
tor Ste2p and other membrane proteins includ-
ing transporters depends on their ubiquitination
(Riezman 1998; Wendland et al. 1998; Hicke and
Dunn 2003). The addition of ubiquitin acts as a sig-
nal in targeting membrane proteins into the endo-
cytic pathway, not only at the plasma membrane
internalisation stepbutalsoat later stagesby target-
ing some proteins into the internal vesicles of mul-
tivesicular bodies (Hochstrasser 1996; Roth et al.
1998; Katzmann et al. 2001, 2002; Piper and Luzio
2001; Reggiori and Pelham 2001; Urbanowski and
Piper 2001; Pelham 2002). The role of ubiquityla-
tion in membrane targeting and transport is re-
viewed by Staub and Rotin (2006).

Although a lot of information about the molec-
ular pathways for protein targeting and sorting and
for endocytosis has been gained from genetic in-
vestigations in yeast (for recent reviews see Riez-
man 1998; Geli and Riezman 1998; Wendland et al.
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1998; D’Hondt et al. 2000; Piper and Luzio 2001;
Katzmann et al. 2002; Maxfield and McGraw 2004;
Staub and Rotin 2006) we still do not have a clear
picture of the precise morphological nature and
dynamic activity of the compartments of the en-
docytic pathway (see Chap. 1 in this volume). In
particular, information is lacking on the morphol-
ogy of compartments, if and how this changes with
time and their physical (as opposed to molecular)
interactions. Images from vital dyes have the major
shortcoming of limited resolution and work with
them has not been well correlated with immunocy-
tochemistry of cells that are well enough preserved
to have a reliable ultrastructure (see Sect. II.B.).
Most electron microscopy of yeast has been un-
dertaken after aldehyde fixation. There is also con-
troversy as to whether probes that are commonly
used to demonstrate endocytosis enter cells only
by endocytosis (see Sect. II.A.).

In mycelial fungi some form of membrane in-
ternalisation is to be expected for membrane re-
trieval, control of the plasma membrane surface
area and to recycle receptors and signal molecules.
However the massive secretion of vesicles by ex-
ocytosis during hyphal tip growth may not need
to be compensated by an opposing high rate of
endocytic activity because of the requirement for
increase in plasma membrane surface area dur-
ing tip extension (Torralba and Heath 2002). In
contrast to yeast where there is good evidence for
endocytosis from a range of molecular and struc-
tural work, in mycelial fungi evidence for endo-
cytosis is largely based on the uptake of probes
suchasFM4-64,LY-CHorFITC-dextranwithkinet-
ics that are consistent with endocytosis (Fischer-
Parton et al. 2000; Atkinson et al. 2002), coupled
with a general assumption that all eukaryote cells
have similar pathways. There is good ultrastruc-
tural evidence for some components of an endo-
cytic pathway, such as multivesicular bodies in
mycelial fungi, but not for others, such as clathrin-
coated pits and coated vesicles, as would be ex-
pected if receptor-mediated endocytosis occurs as
in animal cells (see Chap. 1 in this volume). Multi-
vesicular bodies are common in hyphal tips of Pis.
tinctorius, and in freeze-substituted cells they take
the form of a tubular reticulum as well as the more
typically described ovoid structures (L. Cole, D.A.
Orlovich, A.E. Ashford, unpublished data). They
can be distinguished from tubular vacuoles, which
also contain membrane-enclosed vesicles, on both
size and appearance. Profiles of MVB-like struc-
tures within larger vacuole profiles are shown in

Fig. 2.5C. These are still surrounded by a single
membrane, suggesting either fusion of the vacuole
with a double-membrane structure or inclusion by
direct invagination/budding of the vacuole bound-
ing membrane; neither fits with the current con-
cept of internalisation of MVBs. Lack of uptake of
endocytosis markers such as LY-CH or fluorescent
dextrans is not conclusive evidence against fluid-
phase endocytosis since the cell walls may impede
their access to the plasma membrane. Torralba
and Heath (2002) found that the tips of growing
Neurospora hyphae did not accumulate lanthanum
and interpreted this as evidence for a lack of fluid
phase endocytosis. In the case of Neurospora hy-
phae glutaraldehyde fixation was used. Lanthanum
was excluded from Hartig net hyphae at the ecto-
mycorrhizal interface in Eucalyptus pilularis–Pis.
tinctorius ectomycorrhizas, but it permeated the
cell walls and was in contact with the plasma mem-
brane; in this case anhydrous freeze-substitution
was used (Ashford et al. 1999; Vesk et al. 2000).

All three major compartments of the endoso-
mal/lysosomal system in animal cells may form
tubules and transport is not necessarily unidirec-
tional nor is it mediated only by vesicles (Robinson
et al. 1986; Swanson et al. 1987a, b, 1992; Hopkins
et al. 1990; Knapp and Swanson 1990; Robinson
and Karnovsky 1991; Tooze and Hollinshead 1991;
Dunn and Maxfield 1992; Luo and Robinson 1992;
Jahraus et al. 1994; Gruenberg and Maxfield 1995;
Bryant et al. 1998). Retrograde traffic is essential
for retrieval of a range of proteins including re-
ceptors and resident proteins of earlier compart-
ments (de Figueiredo and Brown 1995; Bryant and
Stevens 1998; Bryant et al. 1998) and such traffic
is characteristically mediated by tubules. It has not
been clear how motile tubular vacuole systems in
mycelial fungi, as demonstrated by fluorochromes,
relate to these animal cell compartments. Whether
the tubular vacuole system in mycelial fungi as la-
belled by conventional fluorochromes is equivalent
only to tubular lysosomes, or whether it also in-
cludes other parts of the endosomal pathway in
fungi (Ashford and Orlovich 1994; Ashford 1998;
Ashford et al. 2001) is still a matter of conjecture.

A major role for the vacuole is protein
turnover and the vacuole contains both soluble
and membrane-bound hydrolases. Several path-
ways of protein transport to the vacuole have been
identified in Sac. cerevisiae (Bryant and Stevens
1998; Klionsky 1998). At least two occur via the
Golgi (Conibear and Stevens 1998). One of them
is the “classical” vacuole protein sorting (VPS)
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pathway taken by the soluble vacuolar hydrolase
CPY (also known as the CPY pathway) which
passes through the pre-vacuolar compartment
(Horazdovsky et al. 1995). The other is taken by
alkaline phosphatase and Vam3p and does not have
the Golgi to PVC vesicle-targeting mechanisms for
entry into the prevacuolar compartment en route
to the vacuole (Piper et al. 1997; Bryant et al. 1998).
The latter pathway is clathrin-independent but
is dependent on AP-3 adaptor proteins (Cowles
et al. 1997; Odorizzi et al. 1998). Some proteins,
including the enzyme aminopeptidase I, are taken
up directly from the cytoplasm by a pathway
known as the cytoplasm to vacuole (Cvt) pathway
(Klionsky 1998; Khalfan and Klionsky 2002,
Baxter et al. 2005). The enzyme is synthesised
on cytosolic ribosomes and subsequently is
found in membrane-enclosed compartments that
are targeted to the vacuole (Scott et al. 1997).
Under specific circumstances such as nitrogen or
carbon starvation Sac. cerevisiae vacuoles degrade
entire organelles and portions of the cytosol via
macroautophagy as in mammalian cells. The
process is reported to involve surrounding the
structure or cytoplasm with a double membrane to
produce an autophagosome which is then targeted
to the vacuole (reviewed by Klionsky and Ohsumi
1999; Kim and Klionsky 2000; Abeliovich and
Klionsky 2001). Direct invagination of the vacuole
membrane leading to long tubules and their trans-
formation into vesicles inside the vacuole lumen
has also been observed in yeast and, after freeze-
substitution, similar invaginations have been
shown to contain cytosol (Müller et al. 2000). Both
the Cvt pathway and the macroautophagy pathway
have many features in common and overlap in
function, but they display differences in kinetics,
cargo specificity and vesicle size (Scott et al. 1996;
Klionsky 1998; Khalfan and Klionsky 2002). In
both cases fusion with the vacuole membrane
involves the same SNARE complex as homotypic
vacuole fusion (Khalfan and Klionsky 2002).

C. Vacuole Differentiation

There isvery little informationaboutpreciselywhat
individual vacuoles contain and the extent to which
they might differ from one another in mycelial
fungi. However there is evidence that higher plant
cells have more than one functionally distinct vac-
uolar compartment and that these differ in pH and
accumulation of fluorescent probes (Di Sansebas-

tiano et al. 1998; Rogers 1998; Swanson et al. 1998).
The view has been expressed that Sac. cerevisiae
vacuoles are both morphologically and biochemi-
cally less diverse and may be less sophisticated in
their organisation than those of other eukaryotes,
in this case plants (Sato et al. 1997). The same may
be true of mycelial fungi, but the varied morphol-
ogy and dynamic exchanges of the Pis. tinctorius
and Pha. velutina vacuole systems would suggest
otherwise. The modelling of Darrah et al. (2006)
shows the effect of the degree of isolation of indi-
vidual vacuoles on rates of diffusive longitudinal
transport.

Vacuoles frequently contain membranous
inclusions. In images showing dynamics of vac-
uoles labelled with Vam3p-GFP-fusion protein,
membranous vacuolar subcompartments can
be seen (Shoji et al. 2006). Vacuole profiles in
electron micrographs of freeze-substituted hyphae
also commonly contain membrane-enclosed
inclusions (Fig. 2.5C; see also Cole et al. 1998). In
polyphosphate-labelling experiments with yeast
and the mycelial fungus Phialophora fortinii it is
obvious that the inclusions are negative whereas
the rest of the vacuole profile labels for polyphos-
phate (Fig. 2.6D; see also Saito et al. 2005, 2006).

There are several processes by which mem-
brane may be internalised into the lumen of
vacuoles. Membrane fusion in yeast gives rise to in-
ternalised membrane fragments that subsequently
appear to vesiculate and make repeated contact
with the internal face of the vacuole bounding
membrane (Wang et al. 2002, supplementary mate-
rial). Direct invagination of the vacuole-bounding
membrane also produces internal vesicles (Müller
et al. 2000). Multivesicular bodies are targeted to
vacuoles with which they are reported to fuse.
Vacuoles would also contain single membrane-
enclosed bodies derived from the Cvt and
macroautophagy pathways if these pathways oper-
ate inmycelial fungi, as suggested forSac. cerevisiae
(reviewed by Abeliovich and Klionsky 2001; Khal-
fan and Klionsky 2002). The occurrence of internal
membranous material derived from the vacuolar
or late endosomal membranes and its degradation
explains the occurrence of GFP fluorescence in the
lumen of older vacuoles of Vam3p-GFP-labelled
cells of Aspergillus oryzae (Shoji et al. 2006).

Large spherical/ovoid vacuoles are commonly
associated with the plasma membrane with
which they share a flattened interface, giving
them a characteristic asymmetrical appearance
(Cole et al. 1998; Darrah et al. 2006). There has
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been no investigation into the nature of this vac-
uole/plasmamembrane interface but it is narrow
and appears to exclude cytoplasm (Fig. 2.5C).
It not only serves as an anchor for these larger
vacuoles but also as a platform for movement; in
a time-frame of minutes vacuoles are observed
to roll slowly along the plasma membrane, while
still maintaining their contact with its cytoplasmic
surface (Cole et al. 1998). It is to be expected
that cytoskeletal elements are involved in both
the attachment to the plasma membrane and
the observed motility. The common interface
may also be a direct transport pathway from the
external environment into vacuoles that essentially
bypasses the cytoplasm.

D. The Vacuole
as a Detoxifying Compartment

Sequestration of metal ions in vacuoles is thought
to be a mechanism for their detoxification (Ramsay
and Gadd 1997). Much of the early evidence for vac-
uolar accumulation of heavy metals based on X-ray
microanalysis of element distribution (reviewed by
Brunner 2001) is of material that has been chemi-
cally fixed or treated in such a way that it is subject
to redistribution artefacts (see Sect. IV.A.). There
are also problems with the differential extraction
of cellular ion pools and analysis of cellular frac-
tions (Ramsay and Gadd 1997). However, there are
several more reliable indications of heavy metal
accumulation in fungal vacuoles. For example Sac.
cerevisiae mutants defective in vacuole formation
or vacuole acidification show decreased accumu-
lation of Zn, Mn, Co and Ni compared with wild-
type cells, implying vacuolar sequestration and in-
creased sensitivity to high concentrations of these
metals (Ramsay and Gadd 1997). Three Zn2+ trans-
porters have been found on the vacuole membrane
of Sac. cerevisiae (MacDiarmid et al. 2000, 2002).
Two of the yeast vacuole membrane transporters,
Zrc1p and Cot1p, regulate influx into the vacuole
and remove excess zinc from the cytoplasm. Both
confer resistance to high zinc levels (reviewed by
Eide 2003). The third, Zrt3p, is an efflux transporter
that mobilises stored zinc to offset deficiency. They
all belong to the cation diffusion facilitator (CDF)
family of transporters. Together they regulate zinc
storage in the vacuole and act in concert with both
influx and efflux transporters at the plasma mem-
brane to control zinc levels in the cytoplasm (Mac-
Diarmid et al. 2000, 2002; Eide 2003). Ratiometric

analysis with FuraZin-1, a fluorescent probe that
accumulates in vacuoles, shows a rapid accumu-
lation of zinc in the vacuoles when zinc-depleted
cells encounter zinc, termed “zinc shock” (MacDi-
armid et al. 2003). A gene encoding a putative Zn
transporter thought to be involved in Zn home-
ostasis has also been found in Glomus intraradices
but at present it is not clear where it is located
(Gonzalez-Guerrero et al. 2005). There is also evi-
dence of regulation of plasma membrane Zn influx
transporters by endocytosis in mammalian cells
(Kim et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2004).

Both zinc and nickel treatments caused disrup-
tion of the motile tubular vacuole system in hyphal
tip cells of a Paxillus involutus strain isolated from
a polluted soil (Tuszynska 2006; Tuszynska et al.
2006). This strain is likely to be more resistant to
heavy metals than those from unpolluted sites. The
effects of zinc and nickel on the vacuole system
were characteristic ofdamage, suchas lossofmotil-
ity, widening of vacuolar tubules and their con-
version to spherical, non-motile vacuoles. These
effects were very similar to those caused by anti-
microtubule drugs and were reversed on removal
of the heavy metal. Both the degree of toxicity and
the rate of recovery depended on the concentra-
tion of heavy metal applied and duration of expo-
sure. The mitochondrial network was also affected.
It fragmented indicating a general cytotoxic effect
but vacuoles were more susceptible and less able
to recover. Treatment with Ni2+ caused disruption
of microtubules in Paxillus involutus (Tuszynska
2006), an effect also found in cultured animal cells
(Gaskin et al. 1978; Lin and Chou 1990; Li et al.
1996a, b) and this could, at least in part, be respon-
sible for the effects on vacuoles. Several toxic biva-
lent ions inhibit tubulin polymerisation and induce
microtubule disassembly in vitro at low concentra-
tions; and so the effect on microtubules may well be
direct (Liliom et al. 2000). However, toxic ions like
Ni2+ interfere with a range of cellular processes,
including microfilament dynamics, and there are
many potential sites of action that could produce
this effect on vacuoles (DalleDonne et al. 1999).

The results with Pax. involutus have implica-
tions fornutrient transport.Disruptionof the tubu-
lar components and loss of vacuole motility will
disrupt any transport along the vacuolar conduit.
All movement of PO3−

4 , K+ and other cations, or
N-containing molecules, along the vacuole system
by diffusion (see Sect. V.A.) will be disrupted when
heavy metals reach toxic levels. By the same token
any heavy metals accumulated in vacuoles will be
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isolated and not transported elsewhere. In these
experiments the treatment was short-term and hy-
phae recovered but, unless hyphae are able to ac-
climate to long-term exposure, the loss of motile
vacuoles has potentially serious implications for
longitudinal nutrient transport.

There are also implications for zinc transport.
Although vacuolar sequestration of zinc in Pax. in-
volutus has not been firmly established, it is very
likely. The short zinc exposures in the Pax. involu-
tus experiments (minutes to hours) mimic a situ-
ation where cells in low zinc suddenly encounter
much higher extracellular levels to produce the
“zinc shock” phenomenon, a situation when zinc
accumulates in yeast vacuoles (MacDiarmid et al.
2003). In Sac. cerevisiae it is thought that zinc
can be accumulated to high levels in vacuoles and
re-mobilised under zinc-deficient conditions (Eide
2006). Zinc, which is known to have very low soil
mobility, is localised very patchily in soil, whether
the soil is polluted or not. Though toxic at high lev-
els, zinc is an essential micronutrient. Hyphae that
encounter zinc and then survive and recover could
transport accumulated zinc around the mycelial
colony via the tubular vacuole system to hyphae
where the soil zinc is deficient, while at the same
time maintaining tight control of cytoplasmic zinc
levels. Control of expressionof vacuole efflux trans-
porters like Zrt3p along the pathway, and at sites
of accumulation and delivery, would be important
and vacuole differentiation would be expected.

There is evidence for a glutathione-dependent
detoxification pathway that involves vacuolar se-
questration in fungi with similarities to that in
plant cells (Coleman et al. 1997; Clemens and Simm
2003; Pócsi et al. 2004). Sequestration of metal ions
by phytochelatins, small cysteine-containing pep-
tides that are derived from glutathione (Rauser
1995), is the main mechanism for cadmium tol-
erance in Sch. pombe (reviewed by Clemens and
Simm 2003; Clemens 2006). In Sch. pombe phy-
tochelatin is synthesised from glutathione and its
accumulation is triggered by metal ions, some of
which form complexes with it. A homologue of
CAD1, the gene that codes for phytochelatin syn-
thase in Arabidopsis thaliana, has been found in
Sch. pombe and mutants deficient in its synthesis
are much more sensitive to Cd (Ha et al. 1999). The
phytochelatin-Cd complex is transported into the
vacuole by an ATP-binding cassette (ABC) trans-
porter, Hmt1p (Ortiz et al. 1992, 1995). Once in-
side the vacuole it forms high molecular weight
complexes by the addition of sulfide, apparently

derived from cysteine sulfinate (reviewed by Pócsi
et al. 2004). Detoxification by vacuolar sequestra-
tion also occurs via Cd/H+ antiporters (Ortiz et al.
1995) and probably also by CDF proteins similar to
those described above that sequester Zn2+ in Sac.
cerevisiae (Paulsen and Saier 1997; Clemens and
Simm 2003).

Transport into the vacuole as a glutathione-
conjugate is probably a general pathway for
removal of a range of endogenous and exogenous
toxins from the cytosol in fungi and plants. Toxins
may either spontaneously react with the SH group
of glutathione or form glutathione-S-conjugates
via glutathione-S-transferases. Glutathione-
S-transferases, or gene sequences that code for
similar proteins, have been found in a wide range of
fungi including several mycelial fungi (Pócsi et al.
2004; McGoldrick et al. 2005; Shankar et al. 2006).
Sac. cerevisiae does not express a phytochelatin
synthase. However, it does have a glutathione-
mediated pathway for detoxification. Glutathione is
induced in thepresenceofCd2+ andCd-glutathione
complexes are sequestered into the vacuole by the
ABC transporter Ycf1p that mediates transport
of glutathione and glutathione-conjugates into
vacuoles (Li et al. 1996c, 1997; Sharma et al. 2002).
The vacuolar accumulation of the characteristic
red pigment used as a marker in studies of vacuole
inheritance in ade mutants of Sac. cerevisiae (see
Sect. II.A.), and also found in Sch. pombe, is due
to the formation of glutathione conjugates by its
toxic precursor and their transport to the vacuole
(Chaudhuri et al. 1997; Sharma et al. 2002, 2003).
Several glutathione-conjugate transporters –
Ycf1p, Bpt1p and Bat1p – are involved in Sac.
cerevisiae (Sharma et al. 2003). These show simi-
larities to human multidrug resistance-associated
proteins, many of which are Mg2+-ATPases that are
able to transport a broad range of apparently unre-
lated lipophilic compounds, including glutathione-
conjugates and other large amphipathic anions.
There is an inventory of Sac. cerevisiae ATP-
binding cassette (ABC) transporters in Rea (1999).

Much less is known about glutathione detox-
ification pathways in mycelial fungi. It is espe-
cially important to clarify these pathways in my-
corrhizal fungi because of their role as symbionts
with forest trees and the current concerns about
the relationship between forest decline and various
forms of pollution. Levels of both glutathione and
its precursor increase in Cd-stressed Pax. involu-
tus hyphae (Courbot et al. 2004). Kinetic analysis
of radiotracer desorption from mycelium indicates
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109Cd2+ compartmentation in the vacuole (Blaudez
et al. 2000). Compartmentation of Al in the vac-
uoles is also supported by shifts in resonances of
peaks in 27Al -NMR spectroscopy in the ectomyc-
orrhizal fungus Laccaria bicolor, indicating that it
forms complexes with the polyphosphate stored in
these vacuoles (Martin et al. 1994). Polyphosphate
with a very short chain length of about five residues
is involved. Accumulation of the thiol-reactive Cell
Tracker reagents (chloromethyl dyes) CMAC and
CMFDA in the vacuoles of Pis. tinctorius is consis-
tent with the presence of intracellular thiols and
a glutathione-mediated transport pathway to the
vacuole (Cole et al. 1997). The fact that many in-
tracellular probes, targeted to or microinjected into
thecytoplasminmycelial andother fungi, endup in
the vacuole (Fig. 2.3) could be attributed to mecha-
nisms of detoxification via vacuolar accumulation
by non-specific transporters. This possibility needs
to be considered when fluorescent probes are used
to evaluate ion activity and distribution.

VI. Conclusions

There is now sufficient evidence to indicate that
the formation and motility of a tubular vacuole
network are normal functions in the growing zone
of mycelial fungi. There is also evidence that vac-
uolar content moves along these vacuolar tubules
by diffusion – and that P and N, which vacuoles
store, may be transported by this pathway. Mod-
elling shows how transient interconnections within
the vacuolar network could control both the fre-
quency and the destinations of this transport. New
data indicate that vacuolar tubules not only move
material to new locations at a cellular level but also
for longer distances and are likely to be involved in
the transport of content, including nutrients, over
these longer distances.

Systematic exploration of mutants deficient in
specific activities has contributed significantly in
investigating such processes as the delivery of pro-
tein to vacuoles, vacuole fusion and inheritance,
and has further clarified the position of vacuoles
as interacting compartments of both protein sort-
ing and endocytic pathways. An understanding
of the architecture and dynamism of these path-
ways has, however, lagged behind. The introduc-
tion of targeted fluorescent probes, especially GFP-
constructs, has begun to rectify the problem but
there is an urgent need to correlate observations

in living cells with ultrastructure of well preserved
material.

This review emphasises the importance of
tubules. Evidence for transport via tubules con-
tinues to accumulate. The relative rates of fusion
and fission control the extent of organelle tubu-
lation but, equally, tubules are dependent on the
cytoskeleton for their motility and support. Such
processes not only control the distribution of or-
ganelles but are also seen to effect the transport of
membrane and content at a cellular level. Organelle
tubules are at last beginning to take their rightful
place alongside vesicles as major mediators of
cellular traffic. These concepts are seen to apply to
vacuoleswhich readily formtubules in awide range
of organisms and under a wide range of conditions.

At the moment the major focus has been on
molecular targeting in the yeast Sac. cerevisiae.
Though many of the processes are conserved, be-
cause of differences seen between yeasts and other
fungi, it is important to expand observations to
include a greater range of fungi, especially those
mycelial fungi that occupy very different ecologi-
cal niches from yeast.
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I. The Fungal Hypha –
Structure and Evolution

Along with plants and animals, the fungi com-
prise one of three eukaryotic kingdoms that inde-
pendently evolved multicellular organization. Most
fungi are composed of an interconnected network
of cellular filaments – these filaments, or hyphae,
are the sine qua non of the fungal kingdom – pro-
viding the cellular basis underlying unique aspects
of the fungal lifestyle. Hyphae support the inva-
sive growth of saprobes and pathogens, facilitate
long-distance transport in symbiotic mycorrhizal
fungi and through their aggregation form the basis
for the development of multicellular reproductive
structures (Alexopolous et al. 1996).

Hyphae grow through a continuous process of
polarized tip-extension resulting in a tubular cell
that canbranchat its tipor laterally.Thesebranches
can further undergo a process of cell-to-cell fusion
known as anastomosis and, ultimately, these pro-
cesses combine to produce a syncytial network of
interconnectedcells knownas themycelium(Buller
1933a; Glass et al. 2004). The fungi are grouped into

1 Temasek Life Sciences Laboratory and Department of Biologi-
cal Sciences, National University of Singapore, 1 Research Link,
Singapore 117604

four distinct phyla on the basis of characteristic
traits and differences in the nucleotide sequence of
molecular markers (Bruns et al. 1992; Berbee and
Taylor 2001; Lutzoni 2004). In the basal or early-
diverging fungi, the Zygomycetes and Chytrids,
vegetative hyphae are not interrupted by cell walls.
In contrast the two remaining sister phyla, the
Ascomycetes and Basidiomycetes (collectively re-
ferred to as dikaryomycetes, based on shared sex-
ualphysiology), aremore recently evolvedandtheir
hyphae are interrupted at regular intervals by per-
forate cell walls known as septa (Fig. 3.1). The phy-
logenetic distribution of this character suggests
that the perforate septum evolved in an ancestor
common to the dikaryomycetes (Fig. 3.1 Berbee
and Taylor, 2001) and this innovation may have
favored the advent of septal pore-associated or-
ganelles such as the Woronin body, which is char-
acteristic of Euascomycetes and the septal pore cap
(SPC) found in certain Basidiomycetes (Bracker,
1967; Muller et al., 1998).

Fig. 3.1. Fungal phylogenetic tree with selected characters
indicated. The phylogeny is based on 18S ribosomal RNA
(modified from Berbee and Taylor 2001). Ascomycetes and
Basidiomycetes are shaded light gray and dark gray, re-
spectively. The inferred phylogenetic origin of the perfo-
rate septum and the Woronin body is indicated. The figure
is presented as a working model
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II. The Fungal Mycelium

The fungal mycelium is a form of syncytial cellular
organization that belies conventional definitions
of the cell. In multicellular eukaryotes, cells can
communicate with neighboring cells through a va-
riety of conduits that allow the passage of selected
macromolecules and organelles. These include gap
junctions (Sosinsky and Nicholson, 2005) and tun-
neling nanotubules (Rustom et al., 2004) in animals
and plasmodesmata in plants (Gallagher and Ben-
fey, 2005). In contrast, the septal pore in fungal
hyphae is unusually large and in some cases can
provide a channel for the trans-cellular flow of pro-
toplasm.

This phenomenon was first revealed by
observations on the trans-cellular migration of
vacuoles (Buller, 1933b). More recent experiments
have shown that injected mineral oil also displays
cell-to-cell movement in Neurospora crassa and
because this material is unlikely to engage cellular
motor proteins, this movement reflects the bulk
flow of protoplasm (Lew, 2005). Other observations
suggest that septal pores support long-distance
transport: The fungal colony can be divided into
two distinct zones; a peripheral growth zone where
hyphal compartments contribute to tip-growth at
thecolonies leadingedgeandacentral growthzone,
where hyphae can continue to grow and accumu-
late biomass, but do not contribute to the colonies
radial expansion (Trinci, 1971). These regions of
the colony were experimentally defined by cutting
hyphae at a defined distance from the growth front
- the distance at which hyphal damage fails to in-
hibit growth of leading hyphae, defines the border
between the peripheral and central growth zone.
The peripheral growth zone in septate fungi is com-
posed of many hyphal compartments and can be as
wide as 1 cm (Trinci, 1971). While the precise role
of sub-apical hyphae in supporting the tip growth
of apical hyphae remains to be determined, it is
likely that this contribution consists of tip-growth-
associated factors such as secretory vesicles. Septal
pores have also been shown to support long dis-
tance transport in the mycorrhizal Basidiomycete,
Pisolithus tinctorius. In this system, motile-tubular
vacuoles are responsible for the transport of nutri-
ents such as phosphate throughout the mycelium.
These tubular vacuoles can be seen forming
transient connections via septal pores (Sheperd
et al., 1993; Cole et al., 1998) and these observations
provide an additional example of how septal pores
can be used to facilitate long distance transport.

Early diverging fungi rarely exhibit septation,
suggesting that this trait is not a prerequisite for the
development of a fungal mycelium. However, sev-
eral observations suggest that perforate septation
supports complex forms of multicellularity absent
in the basal fungi. In dikaryomycetes, the perforate
septum provides the benefits afforded by cellular
continuity while providing an intercellular chan-
nel, the septal pore, which can be gated, allowing
hyphae to “cellularize” during differentiation and
in response to hyphal damage, stress and aging.
Moreover, the fungi with the most prominent and
complex septal pore-associated organelles, the Hy-
menomycetes and Euascomycetes (Fig. 3.1), which
contain septal pore caps (Bracker 1967; Muller et al.
1998) and Woronin bodies, respectively, also pro-
duce the largest and most complex multicellular
fruiting bodies (Alexopolous et al. 1996), further
suggesting that septate hyphae and associated or-
ganelles support complex forms of multicellular
organization.

III. Woronin Body Ultrastructure
and Composition

First reported by the Russian mycologist Michael
Stepanovitch Woronin in the Euascomycete
Ascobolus pulcherrimus (Woronin 1864; Buller
1933c), Woronin bodies were subsequently ob-
served in many filamentous fungi, including plant
and human pathogens (Markham and Collinge
1987). Their observation has thus far been confined
to the Euascomycetes, suggesting that they arose
in a common ancestor of this monophyletic group
(Fig. 3.1). In thin-section transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), Woronin bodies present
a dense osmophilic core that is circumscribed
by a tightly appressed unit membrane (Figs. 3.2,
3.3). In some cases the core structure has been
observed in the matrix of peroxisomes, providing
early evidence that Woronin bodies are produced
from this organelle (Wergin 1973; Camp 1977).
The core has a spheroidal morphology in the
majority of species while in others, like N. crassa,
it has the form of a hexagonal disk (Fig. 3.2).
Protease digestion of hyphae embedded in thin
sections first showed that the core is composed of
protein (McKeen 1971; Hoch and Maxwell 1974).
The overall size of Woronin bodies varies from
around 100 nm to over 1 µm and this dimension
is species-specific, always slightly exceeding the
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Fig. 3.2. Appearance and distribution of
Woronin bodies in Aspergillus nidulans
and Neurospora crassa. A Woronin
bodies in the apical cell of A. nidulans by
TEM. Two Woronin bodies (arrowheads)
are observed in the vicinity of the
Spitzenkörper (∗). Bar 250 nm. Inset
Woronin body (identified by arrow in
main image) shown magnified. Bar
125 nm. B Woronin bodies (arrowheads)
at the A. nidulans septal pore (sub-apical
region of hypha). Arrow indicates
a mesh-like structure that appears to
associate the Woronin body to the
rim of the septal pore. Bar 250 nm.
C Refractive Woronin bodies shown
by light microscopy in N. crassa. Left
panel Light microscopic view of a single
sub-apical compartment of N. crassa,
showing Woronin bodies associated
with the cell cortex (arrows). Bar 20 µm.
Right panel Magnified view of a Woronin
body seen in face view (top) and in side
view (bottom). Arrowhead Cell wall. Bar
2 µm. Parts A and B are adapted with
permission from Momany et al. (2002)

inner diameter of the septal pore (Markham and
Collinge 1987). In most species, the Woronin body
is found in proximity to and on both sides of the
septum (Fig. 3.2B) and can appear attached to the
pore through a tether, which has the appearance of
a mesh in TEM (Momany et al. 2002). The presence
of a tether is further supported by experiments
with laser tweezers: Woronin bodies pulled away
from the septum have been observed recoiling
to their original position upon release (Berns
et al. 1992). In other species, such as N. crassa,
the Woronin body is associated with the cell
cortex, where it also appears to be sequestered as
suggested by its exclusion from protoplasmic flow
(Tey et al. 2005).

Woronin bodies were first purified from
N. crassa through the combined use of differential
and density gradient centrifugation (Jedd and
Chua, 2000; Tenney et al., 2000). The N. crassa
Woronin body can be seen as a refractive structure
by light microscopy and this provided a convenient
means of following the organelles distribution
during its purification. Woronin body-enriched
fractions contain an abundant 19 kDa protein,
HEX-1, which was identified by protein sequencing
and found to define a family of closely related
proteins unique to Euascomycetes (Jedd and

Chua, 2000; Tenney et al., 2000). In addition,
HEX-1 shares weak homology to eIF-5A proteins
(24% identity, 40% similarity, pBLAST 6e-07) and
this provided the first hint of an evolutionary
relationship between these two functions (Jedd
and Chua, 2000). Antibodies to HEX-1 decorate

Fig. 3.3. Appearance and composition of Woronin bodies in
three species of Euascomcyete. A Immuno-gold detection
of HEX-1 in thin sections. Gold particles (10 nm) indicate
binding of the HEX-1 specific antibody and prove the scale.
Arrows Woronin body membrane. B Detection of HEX-1 by
Western blotting. Size is indicated to the left (kDa). Note
that both Magnaporthe grisea (M. g.) and Aspergillus nidu-
lans (A. n.) exhibit two forms of the HEX-1 protein. N. c.
Neurospora crassa
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the matrix of the Woronin body (Fig. 3.3) in
N. crassa (Jedd and Chua, 2000) Aspergillus
nidulans (Momany et al., 2002), and Magnaporthe
grisea (Soundararajan et al., 2004) and differential
centrifugation revealed that HEX-1 exists in
an extremely large and stable protein complex.
hex-1 and its orthologs all encode a consensus
C-terminal peroxisome targeting signal (PTS-1),
suggesting transport into the peroxisomal matrix.
This was confirmed by experiments in the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Hemiascomycetes
do not produce Woronin bodies), where hex-1
expression results in the formation of hexagonal
intra-peroxisomal protein assemblies displaying
morphological similarity to the native Woronin
body core. This also provided the first evidence
that HEX-1 has the capacity to self-assemble and
this was further confirmed by experiments demon-
strating the ability of pure HEX-1 to self-assemble
in vitro into characteristic hexagonal crystals
(Jedd and Chua, 2000). Collectively, these results
defined HEX-1 as a key structural determinant
of the Woronin body core and demonstrated
that Woronin bodies are indeed peroxisome
derived.

Examination of hex-1 in other species also
revealed a process of alternative splicing between
the first and second exon that produces two variant
proteins differing by several kilodaltons at their
N-terminus (Fig. 3.3). These two forms have been
reported in Magnaporthe grisea (Soundararajan
et al. 2004), Aspergillus oryzae (Maruyama et al.
2005) and Trichoderma reesei (Lim et al. 2001;
Curach et al. 2004). All of these organisms produce
a spheroidal Woronin body, as opposed to the
hexagonal form produced by a single version of
HEX-1 in Neurospora crassa (Figs. 3.2, 3.3; Jedd
and Chua 2000). This correlation suggests that
a co-complex of HEX-1 isoforms may determine
the spheroidal morphology. One model predicts
that the co-assembly of these isoforms may perturb
crystal growth and consequently alter the shape of
the resultant assemblage. This model is also con-
sistent with observations documenting maturation
of the spheroidal form from an early hexagonal
intermediate (Wergin 1973). Alternatively, alterna-
tive splicing may control other aspects of Woronin
body function (Soundararajan et al. 2004) and
additional experiments are required to ascertain
the precise function of hex-1 splice-variants and
whether these determine variation in Woronin
body core-structure.

IV. Woronin Body Function

N. crassa Woronin bodies were first shown to
occlude septal pores following hyphal damage that
was induced by flooding with water or cutting
with a razor blade (Trinci and Collinge, 1973).
This function was further quantified in Penicillium
chrysogenum where Woronin bodies were shown
to rapidly plug 90% of septal pores within the
vicinity of induced damage, whereas, only 5%
were plugged in undamaged hyphae (Collinge and
Markham, 1985). Electron microscopy further
showed that material resembling the cell wall
is deposited over the Woronin body septal-pore
complex and new hyphal tips regenerate from the
occluded septum (Trinci and Collinge, 1973), sug-
gesting a pathway whereby septal pore occlusion is
rapidly followed by plasma membrane re-sealing
and the resumption of tip-growth.

The analysis of hex-1 mutants in diverse Euas-
comycetes has shown that Woronin bodies execute
a conserved function in damage-induced septal
pore sealing. A Neurospora hex-1 deletion mutant
is devoid of visible Woronin bodies and the mutant
presents a variety of phenotypes resulting from de-
fects in cell damage-induced septal pore sealing:
hyphae bleed protoplasm following mechanically
induced cellular injury or hypotonic shock (Jedd
and Chua 2000; Tenney et al. 2000) and, as a sec-
ondary consequence of this defect, mutants are also
impaired incellular regeneration followingdamage
(Jedd and Chua 2000). In addition, aerial hyphae
spontaneously lyse and bleed protoplasm, resulting
in a greatly diminished capacity to produce asex-
ual spores known as conidia (Jedd and Chua 2000;
Tenney et al. 2000).

hex-1 mutants in Magnaporthe grisea
(Soundararajan et al. 2004) and Aspergillus oryzae
(Maruyama et al. 2005) also lack visible Woronin
bodies and display defects consistent with the
loss of damage-induced septal pore-plugging.
Also, in A. oryzae Woronin bodies were labeled
with the red fluorescent protein (RFP) and this
allowed the three-dimensional imaging of septal
pore-plugging in response to hypotonic shock
(Maruyama et al. 2005).

In addition to defects in septal pore plugging,
the Magnaporthe hex-1 mutant is also defective
in appressorium morphogenesis, invasive growth
within the plant host and the mutant displays
cell death in response to nitrogen starvation
(Soundararajan et al. 2004). Nitrogen starvation
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and in planta growth also appear to regulate the
production of HEX1 splice-variants, favoring the
use of a particular 3’-splice acceptor sequence
(Soundararajan et al. 2004). Taken together, these
results show that the Woronin body provides
Magnaporthe with an important defense system
in the context of in planta growth, and they
further suggest that this system may be regulated –
via alternate splicing – by nitrogen starvation
(Soundararajan et al. 2004).

The demonstrated importance of Woronin
bodies for Magnaporthe pathogenesis and the
presence of hex-1 orthologs in other pathogenic
Euascomycetes (for example: A. fumigatus, Coc-
cidiodes immitis, Fusarium graminaeum, Botrytis
cinerea, Chaetomium globosum) suggest that this
organelle may present an attractive target for the
future development of novel fungicides.

V. Woronin Bodies Require
a Solid Crystalline Core

Purified recombinant N. crassa HEX-1 sponta-
neously self-assembles into hexagonal crystals
with the overall geometry of the N. crassa Woronin
body and the structure of these crystals has been
determined at a resolution of 1.8 Å (Yuan et al.,
2003). The HEX-1 monomer has a two-domain
structure consisting of mutually perpendicular
antiparallel β-barrels (Fig. 3.4A; Yuan et al.,
2003). Interestingly, this structure shares a similar
domain architecture and overall fold with the
structure of two archaebacterial eIF5-A proteins
(Kim et al., 1998; Peat et al., 1998) (compare
Fig. 3.4A,B and C). eIF-5A proteins are highly
conserved and found from archaebacteria through
eukaryotes and appear to function in mRNA
transport or metabolism (Zuk and Jacobson, 1998;
Rosorius et al., 1999). The observed structural ho-
mology coupled with a significant level of sequence
homology (Fig. 3.4D) suggests that hex-1 may have
evolved from eIF-5A following gene duplication in
the ancestral Euascomycete (see below).

The HEX-1 structure further reveals the ba-
sis of its self-assembly. HEX-1 monomers create
a crystal lattice by associating via three intermolec-
ular contacts called Group I, Group II and Group
III. Association through Group I and II contacts
results in the formation of a structural helical fil-
ament (Fig. 3.4D) and group III contacts crosslink
these filaments, with each contacting 6 identical

neighbors (Fig. 3.4E). This packaging produces the
overall hexagonal symmetry of the native N. crassa
Woronin body (compare Fig. 3.4C and Fig. 3.4E).
Amino-acid residues mediating crystal lattice for-
mation are conserved in HEX-1 orthologs and crys-
tal contacts bury a degree of surface area (Group I;
1,299, Group II; 697 and Group III; 515 Å2), compa-
rable to thatobservedatotheroligomeric interfaces
(HenrickandThornton, 1998;Yuanet al., 2003).To-
gether, these observations suggest that the lattice
structure observed in recombinant HEX-1 crystals
may be a good model of the native Woronin body
core.

Mutations disrupting crystal contact residues
provided a direct test of the lattice model of
Woronin body structure. A mutation disruption
of the Group I contact (H39G) destroys the ability
of HEX-1 to self-assemble in vitro and produces
aberrant Woronin bodies possessing a soluble
non-crystalline core in vivo. These vesicles grow
to normal dimensions but fail to plug septal
pores, as assessed by their inability to complement
loss-of-function phenotypes, such as protoplasmic
bleeding and defects in conidiation (Yuan et al.
2003). Taken together, these experiments demon-
strate the significance of the HEX-1 crystal lattice
to normal Woronin body function (Yuan et al.
2003). What specific aspect of fungal physiology
might have selected for this property? Hyphae
possess a measurable intracellular pressure that
is associated with protoplasmic translocation
(Lew 2005) and tip growth (Money and Harold
1992; Lew et al. 2004; Money et al. 2004). This
intracellular turgor pressure needs to be resisted
during septal pore sealing and may have provided
the cellular condition favoring the evolution of
HEX-1 crystallinity.

VI. Woronin Body Genesis
in Apical Hyphal Compartments

Woronin bodies are found in all vegetative hyphae
andare formeddenovo, that is,without thedivision
of a pre-existent Woronin body. Because Woronin
bodies generally exceed septal pore diameter, it is
unlikely that they are trafficked from sites of syn-
thesis to sites of function and this further suggests
that they are formed early in the process of hyphal
growth. Consistently, Woronin bodies are present
in the apical hyphal compartment, as first observed
by light microscopy (Ternetz 1900; Buller 1933c)
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Fig. 3.4. Structure of HEX-1, eIF-5A and the HEX-1 crystal
lattice. Overall structure of N. crassa HEX1 (A) and eIF-
5A from Pyrobaculum aerophilum (B) and Methanococcus
jannaschii (C). All three proteins are composed of two mu-
tually perpendicular antiparallel β-barrels. The N-terminal
(N) and C-terminal domains (C) are indicated at right. Beta
sheets and alpha helical regions are depicted with flat ar-
rows and cylinders, respectively. (D) HEX-1 shares sequence

homology with eIF-5A proteins. The N- and C-terminal do-
mains of N. crassa HEX-1 are aligned to the eIF-5A con-
sensus sequence. Identical residues are shaded black and
conserved residues are shaded grey. (E) HEX-1 monomers
interact through alternating Group I and Group II contacts
to produce a coiled filament that is viewed down the crys-
tallographic c-axis. (F) Group III contacts associate these
filaments to produce the hexagonal crystal lattice
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and later by electron microscopy in a variety of Eu-
ascomycetes (Fig. 3.2A; Brenner and Carrol 1968;
McClure et al. 1968; Collinge and Markham 1982;
Momanyet al. 2002). Inaddition, thedistributionof
Woronin bodies in Aspergillus germlings has been
quantified by serial section TEM. In germlings that
have undergone septation, fewer Woronin bodies
are found at the hyphal tip, suggesting that septa-
tion may be associated with a process of retrograde
transport of apical Woronin bodies and their tar-
geting to the septum (Momany et al. 2002).

Time-lapse confocal microscopy in Neurospora
crassa allowed the direct observation of Woronin
body biogenesis in living hyphae. In apical cells, the
Woronin body core is observed in the matrix of un-
usually large peroxisomes and this complex moves
dynamically – generally in a tip-directed manner.
Moving apical Woronin bodies undergo a process
of maturation, involving membrane fission, and
then begin to associate with the cell cortex roughly
at the time of septation. These Woronin bodies
are immobilized and excluded from forward pro-
toplasmic flow. Thus, the continuous formation of
Woronin bodies in apical compartments and their
subsequent inheritance into sub-apical compart-
ments through cortical association ensures that all
compartments are endowed with a roughly uni-
form number of Woronin bodies (Tey et al. 2005).

What factors determine the localization of this
process to apical cells? Expression of a fluorescent
reporter protein from hex-1 regulatory sequences
revealed a tip-high fluorescent gradient that di-
minished towards sub-apical cells and this sug-
gested that hex-1 gene expression is polarized to
apical compartment. To determine the spatial dis-
tributionof endogenoushex-1 transcripts, a system
was developed that fractionated the fungal colony
grown on solid medium into zones correspond-
ing to apical and increasingly sub-apical hyphal
compartments (Tey et al. 2005). Using this sys-
tem, endogenous hex-1 transcripts were found to
be specifically enriched at the leading edge of the
fungal colony, while other transcripts were shown
to accumulate in the colony interior (Tey et al.
2005). These experiments demonstrated the api-
cal programming of hyphal gene expression and
suggested a possible role for localized hex-1 mRNA
transcripts in the apical formation of the Woronin
body. To test this model, the hex-1 structural gene
was expressed from the regulatory sequences of
a transcript normally confined to the colony in-
terior and, under these conditions, Woronin body
formation was re-directed to the colony interior.

Thus, the localization of hex-1 transcripts is a key
determinant of the localization of Woronin body
formation. In this case, the apical programming
of gene expression ensures that the first sub-apical
compartment contains a complement of functional
Woronin bodies (Tey et al. 2005).

VII. Phylogenetic Distribution

hex-1 orthologs have been identified in 17 Euas-
comycetes, including all seven with fully sequenced
genomes (Jedd 2006). In all cases where sequence
data is available, hex-1 encodes a consensus PTS-1
and largely conserves crystal contact residues. In
contrast, hex-1 homologs are absent from the nine
fully sequenced fungal genomes outside of the Eu-
ascomycetes1. This distribution conforms to the
idea that hex-1 arose in the ancestral Euascomycete
(Fig. 3.1). An exception, however, may be found
in the Archiascomycete Neolecta; most Archias-
comycetes grow as yeast but some (e.g. Taphrina
and Neolecta) are hyphal. Neolecta exhibits perfo-
rate septa, fruiting bodies, forcibly discharged asci
and Woronin body-like organelles (Landvik et al.
2003), thus possessing numerous characters typi-
cal of the Euascomycetes. Low stringency South-
ern blotting has failed to detect a hex-1 homolog
in Neolecta (Hewitt and Jedd, unpublished data),
suggesting a distinct evolutionary origin for its
Woronin body-like organelle. However, it is pos-
sible that a highly divergent hex-1 homolog may
not be detected by this technique. Organelle pu-
rification and cloning of genes encoding resident
proteins is crucial to resolving the origin of this
Woronin body-like organelle. If a hex-1 homolog
indeed exists in Neolecta, then Woronin bodies
may predate the ancestral Euascomycete. Alterna-
tively, the Woronin body-like organelle in Neolecta
may represent a convergent, evolutionarily inde-
pendent, solution to Woronin body function.

VIII. The Woronin Body as Adaptation

Organelles associated with septal pores may be
thought of as components of a highly adapted cel-

1 These include yeast and filamentous Hemiascomycetes (Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae and Ashbya gossypii, respectively), an Archi-
ascomycete (Schizosaccharomyces pombe), filamentous Hymeno-
myctes (Coprinus cinereus, Phanerochaete chrysosporium), an
Ustilaginomycete (Ustilago maydis) and a Zygomycte (Rhizopus
oryzae).
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lular system. In one scenario, the evolution of the
vegetative perforate septum in the common an-
cestor of the dikaryomycetes introduces selective
pressure for the evolution of new supporting func-
tions. One product of such selective pressure is the
Woronin body, which exploited a pre-existent or-
ganelle, the peroxisome, for its formation and per-
forms an adaptive function that is dependent on
the septal pore (Jedd and Chua 2000; Tenney et al.
2000). Furthermore, a solidcrystallinecoreofHEX-
1 is essential for this function (Yuan et al. 2003)
and can be seen as advantageous in the context of
the turgor pressure characteristic of fungal hyphae
(Buller 1933b; Money and Harold 1992; Bartnicki-
Garcia et al. 2000; Money et al. 2004).

HEX-1 shares both sequence (Jedd and Chua
2000) and structural (Yuan et al. 2003) homology
with eIF-5A proteins, suggesting that these func-
tions may be related through gene duplication in
the ancestral Euascomycete. eIF-5a proteins are an-
cient (found from the Archaea through eukaryotes)
and highly conserved (Kyrpides and Woese 1998).
They function in the cytoplasm and are involved
in mRNA transport (Rosorius et al. 1999) or sta-
bility (Zuk and Jacobson 1998); and currently no
evidence suggests that eIF-5a forms large protein
complexes. Thus, hex-1 may have evolved via the
duplication of an ancestral eIF-5a followed by its
acquisition of new functions. Consistently, residues
that are conserved between HEX-1 and eIF-5a are
largely those that determine the overall protein
fold, suggesting that these residues were main-
tained in hex-1 over time, while surface residues
evolved to acquire new functions associated with
peroxisome targetingandself-assembly (Yuanet al.
2003). This model conforms to the hypothesis that
gene duplication and the subsequent acquisition of
novel function can be associated with evolutionary
transitions (Ohno 1970) and, in this light, it will
be interesting to learn more about the nature and
possible origins of additional genes associated with
Woronin body function.

IX. Conclusion and Future Perspective

Woronin bodies define a peroxisomal function
unique to the Euascomycetes and their biology
is intimately associated with the fungal lifestyle.
The structure of the Woronin body core is now
understood at atomic resolution (Yuan et al. 2003)
and the organelles biogenesis has defined a proc-

ess of genetic differentiation in apical hyphal
compartments (Tey et al. 2005). Important ques-
tions remain: (1) are Woronin bodies simply
peroxisomes containing HEX-1 crystals, or do
other proteins specifically contribute to Woronin
body formation and function, as suggested by the
organelles complex biology, (2) how is membrane
resealing at the septal pore achieved and (3)
what are the mechanisms controlling Woronin
body genesis in apical hyphal compartments and
inheritance by sub-apical compartments? The
isolation of additional Woronin body-defective
mutants should help answer these questions.
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I. Introduction

The fungal cell wall is an essential organelle that
accounts for 15–30% of the cellular dry weight
and therefore represents a substantial metabolic
investment for the cell. In return, possession of
a cell wall makes it possible to withstand turgor
pressures varying from about half a megapascal
in normal cells up to eight megapascals in spe-
cialized cells, such as appressoria, which are used
by some plant pathogens to penetrate plant cell
walls (Howard et al. 1991). The wall also helps to
maintain stable osmotic conditions inside the cell.
Further, itmaintains cell shape, allowsmorphogen-
esis, and protects the cell against physical damage.
Other functions of the wall, such as adhesiveness
and protection against desiccation, are related to
the frequent presence of an external protein coat
surrounding the skeletal part of the wall. Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae is thebest-studied fungus todate
and this raises the question in how far the cell wall
biology of Sac. cerevisiae might be representative
for other ascomycetous species, including mycelial
fungi, and going one step further, whether it might
also shed light on the cell wall biology of basid-
iomycetous fungi. To answer these and other simi-
lar questions, the increasing availability of fully se-
quenced fungal genomes is particularly helpful as it
allows determining how well cell wall-related genes
are conserved. In combination with biochemical
studies on the cell walls of other fungi, this al-
lows discussing the similarities and dissimilarities
between the cell wall of Sac. cerevisiae and other
fungi. Not surprisingly, this comparative analysis
clearly shows that a single fungus cannot give all
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the answers and that we urgently need more model
systems. However, despite the fact that sugar and
polymer compositions of the fungal cell wall may
vary widely, both quantitatively and qualitatively,
we hope to convince you that, for the ascomycetous
fungi and to a lesser extent for the basidiomycetes
as well, Sac. cerevisiae may offer important clues of
how to solve specific questions about the cell wall of
your favorite fungus. For reasons of space we focus
on ascomycetous and basidiomycetous fungi. The
role of melanin or hydrophobins in cell wall biol-
ogy is discussed in recent reviews (Wösten 2001;
Gomez and Nosanchuk 2003; Linder et al. 2005).
For older literature and different perspectives, the
following reviews are useful (Wessels and Sietsma
1981;Ruiz-Herrera1992; SietsmaandWessels 1994;
De Nobel et al. 2001).

II. Molecular Organization
of the Cell Wall of the Budding Yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
and the Fission Yeast
Schizosaccharomyces pombe

A. Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Electron microscopic analysis of the cell wall of Sac.
cerevisiae reveals a light-stained inner layer, repre-
senting the skeletal layer, consistingmainlyof sugar
polymers, and – depending on the technique used –
a dark-stained or fibrillar outer layer, representing
an external protein layer. In the budding yeast Sac.
cerevisiae the major load-bearing polysaccharide
of the inner layer is a moderately branched β-1,3-
glucan, the nonreducing ends of which may act as
acceptor sites for chitin and β-1,6-glucan. Its cell
wall lacks α-1,3-glucan and β-1,4-glucan as found
in many mycelial ascomycetes. The β-1,3-glucan
forms a continuous, hydrogen-bonded, elastic net-
work that is considerably stretched under normal
osmotic conditions. This network acts as a scaffold
for a protective outer layer of mannoproteins.
The majority of cell wall proteins (CWPs) are
GPI-dependent (GPI-CWPs; see also Sect. V.A.);
they are linked through highly branched and thus
water-soluble β-1,6-glucan chains to β-1,3-glucan,
forming a CWP → β-1,6-glucan → β-1,3-glucan
complex (Fig. 4.1; Lipke and Ovalle 1998; Yin et al.
2005; Klis et al. 2006). In addition, some proteins,
the so-called proteins with internal repeats (PIR
proteins; see also Sect. V.A.), are directly linked

to the β-1,3-glucan network, probably through
an ester linkage between a sugar hydroxyl group
and the first glutamine residue in the amino acid
sequence DGQJQ (where J is any hydrophobic acid;
Ecker et al. 2006). GPI-dependent and PIR cell
wall proteins can be differentially released from
the cell wall by using HF-pyridine and mild alkali,
respectively (Mrsa and Tanner 1999; De Groot et al.
2004). Chitin is normally present in low amounts
and is mainly found in the form of a chitin ring in
the neck of the mother cell, in the primary septum,
and in bud scars. At these locations chitin may be
present as a chitin → β-1,3-glucan complex or as
free chitin (Kollar et al. 1995; Cabib and Duran
2005). Some additional chitin is found in the lateral
walls where it is deposited after cytokinesis, mostly
in the form of a CWP → [chitin →] β-1,6-glucan
complex (Shaw et al. 1991; Kollar et al. 1997; Cabib
and Duran 2005). In other words, the lateral walls
of the growing bud generally do not contain chitin,
demonstrating that chitin is not essential for the

Fig. 4.1. Molecular organization of the cell wall of Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae. Above Molecular model of the cell wall.
Below Covalently linked macromolecular complexes (A–E)
in the cell wall. CWP Cell wall protein, GPI lipidless GPI
remnant, Q the first glutamine residue in the characteristic
DGQJQ sequence found in the repeats of PIR proteins and
in some other CWPs and which is believed to be esterified
to a hydroxyl group of β-1,3-glucan. Arrows point from the
reducing end of a glycan to a nonreducing end of another
glycan. Complex A is normally the most abundant. Com-
plex B becomes more abundant in case of cell wall stress.
Note that some GPI-modified cell wall proteins may also be
linked through a DGQJQ sequence to β-1,3-glucan (Com-
plex D). Complex E is mainly found in the lateral walls of
the mother cell. Adapted from Klis et al. (2006). Copyright
John Wiley & Sons Ltd, reproduced with permission
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mechanical strength of the lateral walls in Sac.
cerevisiae.

Cell wall construction and usage of specific cell
wall macromolecules, including the cell wall pro-
teins, are temporally and spatially controlled and
closely coordinated with cell cycle progression, re-
sulting in a mosaic-like cell wall (Caro et al. 1998;
Rodriguez-Peña et al. 2002, Cabib and Duran 2005,
Sumitaet al. 2005; Smits et al. 2006).This is reflected
by cell cycle-controlled expression of many cell wall
proteins andputative assemblyenzymes (Rametal.
1995; Rodríguez-Peña et al. 2000; Klis et al. 2006;
Smits et al. 2006). Septum formation, which re-
quires the activation of a separate and largely au-
tonomous construction program, is also tightly co-
ordinated with the cell cycle (Roh et al. 2002).

B. Schizosaccharomyces pombe

In contrast to the wall of Sac. cerevisiae, the wall
of Schizosaccharomyces pombe contains a con-
siderable amount of α-1,3-glucan, but completely
lacks chitin. The absence of chitin is consistent
with the absence of members of the Crh1 family,
which seem to be involved in the formation of
the chitin → β-1,3-glucan complex (see below).
In addition to β-1,3-glucan, α-1,3-glucan is also
a major load-bearing polysaccharide (Kopecka
et al. 1995; Hochstenbach et al. 1998; Katayama
et al. 1999; Sugawara et al. 2004). Humbel and
co-workers (2001) showed that the cell wall
of Sch. pombe is also bi-layered, consisting of
an outer, fibrillar layer, probably representing
galactomannoproteins (Bush et al. 1974; Horis-
berger and Rouvet-Vauthey 1985), and an inner,
light-staining layer, representing the skeletal layer.
The inner, skeletal layer contains two types of
fibrils, probably representing α-1,3-glucan and
β-1,3-glucan (Kopecka et al. 1995). In addition,
a highly branched β-1,6-glucan has been described
(Sugawara et al. 2004; Magnelli et al. 2005). This β-
1,6-glucan is believed to be covalently linked to the
skeletal polysaccharide β-1,3-glucan (Manners and
Meyer 1977) and seems to be preferentially located
just below the external glycoprotein layer (Humbel
et al. 2001). In addition, enzymatic digestion of
β-1,6-glucan removes an amorphous layer from the
external wall surface, suggesting that β-1,6-glucan
interconnects the external protein layer to the
underlying skeletal layer (Kopecka et al. 1995).

The protein believed to be responsible for
the synthesis of α-1,3-glucan was identified as

Ags1p, also known as Mok1p (Hochstenbach et al.
1998; Katayama et al. 1999); and homologues
of this protein have been identified in many
ascomycetous fungi (NCBI, http://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/; see also Sect. VI.C.). The
presence of α-1,3-glucan in the wall raises the ques-
tion if and how it might be connected to other cell
wall macromolecules. Using hot dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO), Grün et al. (2005) were able to solubilize
the cell wall of Sch. pombe. Size-fractionation of
the solubilized molecules revealed the presence of
three different subpopulations. α-1,3-Glucan was
only found in the subpopulation with the smallest
molecular size. As this subpopulation did not
contain detectable amounts of proteins or other
polysaccharides, α-1,3-glucan probably acts as an
independent cell wall skeletal component. It is not
yet known whether this observation may be gen-
eralized to other fungi that contain α-1,3-glucan
in their walls. If so, it would considerably simplify
attempts to develop a molecular model of their
walls.

Consistent with how the proteins in the ex-
ternal glycoprotein layer in Sac. cerevisiae are at-
tached to the stress-bearing polysaccharides, the
available evidence indicates that also in Sch. pombe
β-1,6-glucan acts as a flexible linker, connecting the
glycoproteins in the external protein layer to β-1,3-
glucan molecules. This would result in the putative
cell wall protein–polysaccharide complex CWP →
β-1,6-glucan → β-1,3-glucan. The three subpopu-
lations identified by size-fractionation of DMSO-
solubilized components may then represent in or-
der of decreasing size: (1) a CWP–polysaccharide
complex (CWP → β-1,6-glucan → β-1,3-glucan),
(2) β-1,3-glucan, and (3) α-1,3-glucan.

III. The Cell Wall of Other Ascomycetes

A. Many Ascomycetes Possess
a Bi-Layered Wall

A similar bi-layered wall as described above for
baker’s yeast and the fission yeast Sch. pombe
has been observed in many other ascomycetous
fungi, both in species that grow exclusively in
the yeast or pseudohyphal form, in dimorphic
species, and in mycelial species. Sometimes, the
boundary between the inner skeletal layer and
the outer fibrillar layer is more intensively stained
than either of them, in which case some authors
prefer to speak of a tri-layered wall. Examples
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of fungi that have been shown to possess this
particular cell wall organization and that grow
exclusively in the yeast or pseudohyphal form are
Candida glabrata, Can. tropicalis, Hanseniaspora
osmophila, Hansenula anomala, Kluyveromyces
lactis, Pichia membranaefaciens, Sac. rouxii,
and Trigonopsis variabilis (Garrison 1981, 1985;
Garrison and Arnold 1981; Uccelletti et al. 2000).
Electron microscopic analysis has also revealed
a bi-layered wall in several dimorphic ascomycetes
such as the clinical fungi Blastomyces dermatitidis,
Can. albicans, Exophiala (Wangiella) dermatitidis,
Histoplasma capsulatum, and Penicillium marnef-
fei (Garrison and Boyd 1973; Garrison 1985; Geis
and Jacobs 1985; Kobayashi et al. 1985; Tokunaga
et al. 1986; Biswas et al. 2003). Finally, some exam-
ples of mycelial ascomycetes, in which a bi-layered
wall has been visualized, are Aspergillus flavus,
A. nidulans, Fusarium acuminatum, F. oxysporum,
F. sulphureum, Neurospora crassa, Sclerotium
rolfsii, and Trichophyton mentagrophytes (Shatkin
and Tatum 1959; Barran et al. 1975; Howard and
Aist 1979; Roberson and Fuller 1990; Osumi et al.
1993; Heath 1994; Kurtz et al. 1994; Schoffelmeer
et al. 1999; Hardham 2001; Jeong et al. 2004).
The outer layer is easily overlooked. Successful
visualization of the protein outer layer is highly
dependent on the fixation and staining techniques
used and as a result the outer layer may seem
nonexistent (Garrison 1981).

Depending on growth conditions, an addi-
tional dark layer may be observed in Sac. cerevisiae
located between the plasma membrane and the
light-stained cell wall skeletal layer. However, the
dark layer adjacent to the plasma membrane con-
sists of soluble surface proteins such as invertase
and acid phosphatase that are too large to pass the
cell wall. These are lost during cell wall isolation
and thus do not belong to the cell wall proper (De
Nobel et al. 1989). Schoffelmeer and colleagues
(1999) describe a similar situation in the mycelial,
ascomycetous fungus F. oxysporum.

B. The Cell Wall
of Some Dimorphic Ascomycetes

1. Candida albicans

The opportunistic human pathogen Can. albicans
can grow in the yeast form and in the hyphal form
and causes candidosis. There is ample evidence
that the hyphal form of Can. albicans is fully com-
parable with that of mycelial fungi. For example,

when growing in the hyphal form, it forms an
authentic Spitzenkörper, which differs from the
polarisome observed in the yeast form (Crampin
et al. 2005). Pulse-labeling revealed that chitin is
preferentially deposited in the hyphal tip of Can.
albicans (Braun and Calderone 1978), similarly
as for example in the mycelial fungus A. nidulans
and in hyphal tips of germinating spores of the
basidiomycete Schizophyllum commune (Katz and
Rosenberger 1971; Sietsma and Wessels 1994). Fur-
thermore, each septum contains a pore, allowing
intercompartmental cytoplasmic flow (Gow and
Gooday 1982). All the available morphological,
biochemical and molecular–genetic evidence
indicates that the molecular organization of the
cell wall of Can. albicans in both the yeast and the
hyphal form is based on the same principles as
in Sac. cerevisiae and contains the same cell wall
protein–polysaccharide complexes as baker’s yeast
(Tokunaga et al. 1986; Kapteyn et al. 1995, 2000;
Müller 1999; De Groot et al. 2004). Evidence is
emerging that this is also true for Can. glabrata,
another human pathogen that only grows in the
yeast form and is more closely related to Sac.
cerevisiae (Frieman et al. 2002; Weig et al. 2004).
Recently, it was shown for Can. albicans that
the external protein layer of the wall masks the
β-1,3-glucan layer, thereby preventing recognition
of β-1,3-glucan by the extracellular domain of
dectin-1, a phagocytic receptor protein in the
plasma membrane that recognizes β-1,3-glucan
(Gantner et al. 2005; Wheeler and Fink 2006). This
masking is particularly efficient in hyphal cells,
which do not form bud and birth scars. Although
the global organization of the cell wall in Candida
spp and Sac. cerevisiae is highly similar, this
does not mean that they are identical. Important
differences occur, which are highly relevant for
the immune response to these fungi. For example,
the carbohydrate side-chains of Can. albicans cell
surface proteins contain β-1,2-linked mannose
residues, which are absent in Sac. cerevisiae
(Suzuki 1997; Trinel et al. 1997; Gemmill and
Trimble 1999).

2. Exophiala (Wangiella) dermatitidis

E. dermatitidis is a clinical, dimorphic, black yeast
and causes subcutaneous phaeohyphomycosis. Its
cell wall is bi-layered with an internal skeletal layer
and a fibrillar outer layer, which probably consists
of galactomannoproteins (Geis and Jacobs 1985;
Montijn et al. 1997; Biswas et al. 2003). Except for
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the presence of some galactose, the sugar compo-
sition of its cell wall is similar to that of baker’s
yeast (Montijn et al. 1997). Both chitin and β-1,3-
glucanarepresent, but similar toSac. cerevisiaeand
Candida spp, α-glucan is lacking (Geis and Jacobs
1985). Furthermore, its wall also contains β-1,6-
glucosylated cell wall proteins, which are resistant
to extraction with hot SDS and can be released from
the wall using a β-1,3-glucanase, and thus are prob-
ably covalently linked to the skeletal framework of
the cell. These observations point to the presence of
CWP → β-1,6-glucan → β-1,3-glucan complexes
(Montijn et al. 1997). Interestingly, the wall of the
hyphal form has a bi-layered structure as well, sug-
gesting that it might also consist of galactomanno-
proteinscovalently linked to theunderlyingskeletal
framework (Geis and Jacobs 1985).

3. Sporothrix schenckii

Spo. schenckii is a dimorphic fungus that is respon-
sible for sporotrichosis. At ambient temperature
it grows in the soil as a mycelium but at 37 ◦C,
for example when spores are inhaled into the
lung, Spo. schenckii switches to the yeast form,
a behavior that is called thermal dimorphism. The
cell wall of the yeast form has been extensively
studied (for a review, see Travassos 1985). The
fungus has a widely extending fibrillar outer layer
that strongly reacts with the lectin Concanavalin
A, indicating the presence of α-linked mannose
residues (Garrison 1985; Travassos 1985). Interest-
ingly, sialic acid, which is probably protein-bound,
is also an abundant cell surface component
(Alviano et al. 1999). Both the yeast and hyphal
walls contain about 7% chitin. They further
contain glucose and mannose as major sugars,
a substantial amount of rhamnose, probably in the
form of rhamnomannan, and a trace of galactose,
probably in the form of galactomannan. The
hyphal walls also react strongly with Concanavalin
A. Intriguingly, yeast and hyphal walls contain in
addition to β-1,3-glucan and β-1,6-glucan some
β-1,4-glucan, possibly linked to β-1,3-glucan as
a β-1,4-glucan → β-1,3-glucan complex, as ob-
served in A. fumigatus (Fontaine et al. 2000). There
is no evidence for the presence of α-glucan. The
linkage of cell wall proteins to the stress-bearing
polysaccharides has not been investigated in detail
in this fungus, but the presence of β-1,6-glucan
and β-1,3-glucan is consistent with the presence
of a CWP → β-1,6-glucan → β-1,3-glucan
complex.

4. Blastomyces dermatitidis,
Histoplasma capsulatum,
and Paracoccidioides brasiliensis

B. dermatitidis, H. capsulatum, and P. brasilien-
sis are clinical fungi belonging to the family Ony-
genaceae and are the causative agents of blasto-
mycosis, histoplasmosis, and paracoccidiomyco-
sis, respectively. They normally grow in the soil
in the mycelial form, but when conidia of mycelial
fragments are inhaled by mammalian hosts, they
start to grow in the yeast form (thermal dimor-
phism).Thecellwall compositionofB.dermatitidis
is representative for thisgroup(KanetsunaandCar-
bonell 1971; Domer 1985; Nemecek et al. 2006). The
compositions of the mycelial and yeast walls dif-
fer (Kanetsuna and Carbonell 1971). For example,
the transition from mycelium to yeast is accompa-
nied by a considerable increase in the level of α-
1,3-glucan (Kanetsuna and Carbonell 1971; Domer
1985). In the hyphal wall the levels of α-1,3-glucan,
β-1,3-glucan, and chitin are 14%, 34%, and 23%,
respectively, but in the yeast wall these levels be-
come 34%, 1%, and 37%, respectively (Kanetsuna
and Carbonell 1971). Note, however, that according
to Nemecek et al. (2006) the yeast wall contains 20%
β-1,3-glucan. The yeast cell wall also contains some
β-1,6-glucan (∼3%; Nemecek et al. 2006). Chitin is
distributed uniformly over the cell surface and, in
contrast to for example Sac. cerevisiae and F. oxys-
porum (see below), is apparently exposed at the
cell surface as it can be stained with the fluores-
cently labeled lectinwheat germ agglutininwithout
any pretreatment of the wall (Brandhorst and Klein
2000; Nemecek et al. 2006). Interestingly, chitin ef-
fectively binds Bad1p (formerly Wi-1p), a 120-kDa
adhesion protein that is specifically expressed in
the yeast phase and is an important virulence factor
(Klein and Jones 1994; Brandhorst and Klein 2000;
Rooney et al. 2001; Brandhorst et al. 2003). It is a se-
cretory protein with an authentic N-terminal sig-
nal peptide, but has no GPI-anchor addition signal
and is apparently associated to the cell wall through
noncovalent interactions. Remarkably, there is no
evidence that it becomes glycosylated. The yeast
and hyphal wall both contain only minor amounts
of galactose and mannose, suggesting that the con-
tribution of glycoproteins to the wall is limited.

In all three fungi, cell wall mutants have
been isolated with lower or negligible levels of
α-1,3-glucan (San-Blas and San-Blas 1977; Klimpel
and Goldman 1988; Hogan and Klein 1994).
These mutant strains proved to be less virulent
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in a mouse model of infection. In addition,
lowering the α-1,3-glucan levels in the wall of
H. capsulatum by RNA interference of AGS1,
which encodes an α-1,3-glucan synthase, also
resulted in attenuated virulence (Rappleye et al.
2004). These observations strongly indicate that
high α-1,3-glucan levels in the wall contribute to
virulence, possibly by offering protection against
the immune system. Recently, Reese and Doering
(2003) showed that α-1,3-glucan in the wall of
Cryptococcus neoformans mediates the anchoring
of capsule material from Cryptococcus (see also
Sect. IV.D.). Importantly, capsule material from
Cry. neoformans binds to H. capsulatum cells as
well, but only in strains containing α-1,3-glucan.
This indicates that α-1,3-glucan is accessible at
the outside of the cell wall and may mask other
cell wall components. It might be interesting
to determine whether dectin-1 is able to recog-
nize β-1,3-glucan at the surface of living cells
and to what extent (Gantner et al. 2005). For
a more detailed discussion of the cell wall of
P. brasiliensis, including a genomic comparison of
the main players in cell wall synthesis, the reader
is referred to Tomazett et al. (2005). The wall of
another closely related temperature-controlled
dimorphic pathogen, Coccidioides immitis, which
causes coccidioidomycosis, is discussed in the
reviews by Cole and Sun (1985) and by Cole
and Hung (2001). For BLAST analysis against
H. capsulatum genomic sequences, the reader
is referred to http://genomeold.wustl.edu/blast/
histo_client.cgi.

5. Penicillium marneffei

P. marneffei is another clinical fungus showing
thermal dimorphism. It grows in the yeast form
at body temperature and may cause lung disease
(penicillosis). Immunogold labeling using an anti-
serum directed against the GPI protein Mp1p re-
veals its presence in the wall (Cao et al. 1998). In the
hyphal wall it is present in a thin outer wall layer,
suggesting that it might be covalently linked to the
underlying skeletal layer, conceivably as a CWP →
β-1,6-glucan → β-1,3-glucan complex. However,
in the yeast wall it is distributed throughout the
wall, including the inner layer, raising the question
whether β-1,6-glucan might be present throughout
the yeast wall. Importantly, homologues of Mp1p
have been observed in Aspergillus spp (see be-
low).

C. The Cell Wall of Some Mycelial Ascomycetes

1. Fusarium oxysporum

F. oxysporum is a soil inhabitant that causes vascu-
lar wilt. A special race of this fungus, called F. oxys-
porum f. lycopersicae causes wilt of tomatoes. Iso-
lated walls from F. oxysporum f. lycopersicae still
contain a considerable amount of protein after ex-
traction with hot SDS (Schoffelmeer et al. 1999).
These proteins carry both short and long carbo-
hydrate side-chains that contain mannose, galac-
tose, and glucuronic acid (Jikibara et al. 1992a,
b, c). The presence of proteins is consistent with
the presence of a prominent, dark-staining outer
layer in electron micrographs and with the sen-
sitivity to pronase of this layer (Howard and Aist
1979; Schoffelmeer et al. 1999). In addition, the
cell surface of intact hyphae reacts strongly with
the FITC-labeled lectin Concanavalin A, which rec-
ognizes α-linked mannose residues, whereas hy-
phae pretreated with pronase react only weakly
(Schoffelmeer et al. 1999). The cell wall further
contains substantial amounts of the skeletal com-
ponents chitin, α-1,3-glucan, and β-1,3-glucan. In-
terestingly, prior pronase treatment of intact hy-
phae is required for effective labeling of chitin
with FITC-labeled wheat germ agglutinin, indicat-
ing that the external protein layer masks chitin and
is limiting cell wall permeability, as has also been
shown for Sac. cerevisiae and Can. albicans (Zlot-
nik et al. 1984; De Nobel et al. 1990; Gantner et al.
2005).

Like in Sac. cerevisiae, digestion of the cell
wall of F. oxysporum f. lycopersicae with β-1,3-
glucanase releases β-1,3/1,6-glucosylated proteins,
varying widely in molecular mass (Schoffelmeer
et al. 1996). Treatment of the released protein with
anhydrous HF, which specifically cleaves phospho-
diester bonds such as the one present in the GPI
remnant of GPI cell wall proteins (Kapteyn et al.
1996), results in the loss of all protein-bound β-
glucans and the appearance of relatively discrete
bands (Schoffelmeer et al. 1996). Direct treatment
of isolated walls with anhydrous HF releases an
abundant protein, suggesting that this might be
a GPI-dependent cell wall protein. After cloning
of the corresponding gene (FEM1), additional ev-
idence was obtained that it encodes an authentic
GPI-dependent cell wall protein:

1. The algorithm “big-PI Fungal Predictor” pre-
dicts that the amino acid sequence of Fem1p
corresponds to an authentic GPI protein with
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a C-terminal GPI addition signal (Eisenhaber
et al. 2004).

2. It lacks basic amino acids in the region just
preceding the predicted omega amino acid, to
which the GPI anchor becomes attached, indi-
cating that this protein is not retained in the
plasma membrane (see also Sect. V.A.).

3. A C-terminally truncated form of Fem1p,
which lacks the GPI anchor addition signal but
still possesses the N-terminal signal peptide,
is not incorporated in the wall, but instead
secreted into the medium (Schoffelmeer et al.
2001).

Importantly, a PHI-BLAST search identifies
homologous proteins in the ascomycetous fungi
Gibberella zeae, Neurospora crassa, Magnaporthe
grisea, and Coc. immitis (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/BLAST/). These are also predicted to be
authentic GPI proteins (big-PI Fungal Predictor;
Eisenhaber et al. 2004). In summary, despite
quantitative and qualitative differences in sugar
and polymer composition between the walls of
F. oxysporum f. lycopersicae and those of Sac.
cerevisiae, the molecular organization of their
walls shows remarkable similarities. In both fungi,
the walls possess a prominent external protein
layer that is covalently linked to the underlying
skeletal layer and in both fungi GPI-dependent
cell wall mannoproteins are found. Similar to Sac.
cerevisiae, the wall of F. oxysporum seems to con-
tain cell wall proteins linked through β-1,6-glucan
to β-1,3-glucan (presumably in the form of a CWP
→ β-1,6-glucan → β-1,3-glucan complex). In
view of the considerable amount of chitin in the
wall of F. oxysporum and the observation that
in the lateral walls of Sac. cerevisiae the CWP
→ [chitin →] β-1,6-glucan complex is preferred
(Cabib and Duran 2005), this complex might also
be present in the wall of F. oxysporum.

2. Aspergillus spp

A. niger is a common food contaminant. It is also
an important industrial fungus used for example
for the commercial production of citric acid and
various enzymes. Its hyphal wall has been shown
to contain the stress-bearing polysaccharides
chitin (∼10%), α-1,3-glucan, and β-1,3-glucan
(Blumenthal and Roseman 1957; Johnston 1965).
In addition, it contains covalently attached pro-
teins, which can be released from the wall by
HF treatment (Damveld et al. 2005a, b), or by

β-1,3-glucanase digestion and in that case carry
a β-1,6-glucan epitope (Brul et al. 1997). These
observations point to the existence of a CWP → β-
1,6-glucan → β-1,3-glucan complex, which is also
consistent with the presence of a gene encoding
a homologue of ScKre6p (http://genome.jgi-
psf.org/Aspni1/Aspni1.home.html). Alkali ex-
traction releases both a galactomannan and
a galactosaminogalactan from the hyphal wall
(Bardalaye and Nordin 1976, 1977). As many as-
comycetes possess protein-bound galactomannan,
this suggests that the alkali-soluble galactomannan
might be protein-bound as well.

Transmission electron microscopy of rapidly
frozen, freeze-substituted hyphae of A. flavus
and A. fumigatus shows a bi-layered wall about
35 nm thick with a fine, darkly stained outer layer,
suggesting that this might be an external protein
layer (Heath 1994; Kurtz et al. 1994). When the
mycelium is grown in the presence of caspofungin,
an inhibitor of β-1,3-glucan synthesis, both layers
of the cell wall at the hyphal tips become much
thicker, probably because a cell wall salvage
mechanism is activated, including increased
production of α-1,3-glucan (see also Sect. VIII.).
Recently, an authentic GPI protein (big-PI Fungal
Predictor; Eisenhaber et al. 2004) was identified
in A. flavus, called Mp1p (Woo et al. 2003).
Indirect immunofluorescence showed that Mp1p is
present on the hyphal surface, suggesting that it is
covalently linked to the skeletal framework of the
wall. Immunogold labeling identified a homologue
of Mp1p in the wall of A. nidulans, called MnnAp,
where it was found distributed throughout the wall
(Jeong et al. 2004). Interestingly, a PHI-BLAST
search identifies homologues of this protein in var-
ious Aspergillus species (A. fumigatus, A. kawachii,
A. nidulans, A. niger, A. oryzae), and in P. marneffei
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/).

The alkali-insoluble fraction of the cell wall
of A. fumigatus, which accounts for about 40% of
the cell wall dry weight, has been thoroughly ana-
lyzed (Fontaine et al. 2000). In their seminal paper
Fontaineandco-workers identified threecovalently
linked polysaccharide complexes: (1) chitin → β-
1,3-glucan, (2) galactomannan → β-1,3-glucan,
and (3) β-1,3/1,4-glucan → β-1,3-glucan. In ad-
dition, a putative poly-N-acetylgalactosamine was
identified. Although N-acetylgalactosamine was
found in the alkali-insoluble fraction from A. fumi-
gatus, it is probably equivalent to the alkali-soluble
N-acetylgalactosamine-containing material iden-
tified in the walls of A. nidulans and A. niger (Bull
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1970; Bardalaye and Nordin 1976) because in these
studies more stringent alkali extraction conditions
were used. The β-1,3/1,4-glucan in the wall of A. fu-
migatus is probably related to a similar fraction
identified in the walls of Spo. schenckii (Travassos
1985; see also Sect. VI.E.). The alkali-insoluble
fraction of the wall of A. fumigatus did not contain
β-1,6-glucan, in contrast to the same cell wall frac-
tion of Sac. cerevisiae, indicating that this polymer
might be absent from the wall of A. fumigatus.
In contrast, the genome of A. fumigatus contains
a ScKRE6 homologue (giving AfKre6p). ScKRE6
encodes a Golgi-located, putative transglucosidase
that plays a key role in the synthesis of β-1,6-glucan
in Sac. cerevisiae (Roemer et al. 1993; Montijn et al.
1999). Possibly, AfKre6p and the Kre6p of Sac.
cerevisiae have different functions, or alternatively
expression of KRE6 and formation of β-1,6-glucan
are highly dependent on growth conditions.
Unfortunately, the alkali-soluble fraction of the
cell wall, which represents >50% of its total dry
weight, has not been investigated in as much detail
as the alkali-insoluble fraction. It largely consists
of α-1,3-glucan, which is water-insoluble, but it
also contains a water-soluble, macromolecular
fraction that accounts for all the galactose and
mannose of the wall and most of the protein,
indicating that the water-soluble fraction contains
galactomannoproteins (Hearn and Sietsma 1994).
The alkali-soluble fraction also contains some
glucan (5% of the wall dry weight), the precise
nature of which has not been established, but
might represent β-1,3/1,4-glucan similar to Spo.
schenckii; see also Sect. VI.E.). It is claimed that
the cell wall of A. fumigatus does not possess
covalently-bound cell wall proteins (Latgé et al.
2005), but in view of the electron microscopic
observations of the cell wall (Heath 1994; Kurtz
et al. 1994) and the available biochemical evidence
(Hearn and Sietsma 1994; see also Haido et al.
1998), this conclusion seems precipitate.

3. Neurospora crassa

The cell wall of N. crassa consists of two distinct
layers: an outer fibrillar layer and an inner
skeletal layer (Mahadevan and Tatum 1965,
1967). Alkali extraction removes the outer layer
completely without affecting cell shape. The
extract contains a protein–polysaccharide com-
plex, which includes all of the galactosamine
from the wall (∼10%; Edson and Brody 1976).
The inner layer contains β-1,3-glucan and chitin

(∼10%). There is no evidence for the presence
of β-1,6-glucan in the wall, which is consistent
with the absence of a homologue of ScKre6p
(SGD; http://www.yeastgenome.org/; BLASTP vs
fungi in comparison resources). This raises the
question whether the wall protein layer might
be linked directly to, for example β-1,3-glucan,
without an intervening linker polysaccharide
as in Sac. cerevisiae. Further genomic analysis
indicates the presence of a ScCrh1p homologue,
suggesting the presence of a chitin → β-1,3-glucan
complex in the wall. Also an SpAgs1p homologue
is present, raising the question whether the hyphal
wall or walls from specialized cells might contain
α-1,3-glucan. For a more extensive genomic view
of cell wall biosynthesis in N. crassa, the reader is
referred to Borkovich et al. (2004).

IV. The Cell Wall
of Some Basidiomycetous Fungi

A. General

With some exceptions, our knowledge of the
molecular architecture of the cell wall of basid-
iomycetous fungi is limited. Genomic analysis
indicates that there is widespread use of a hom-
ologue of ScFks1p, the catalytic subunit of
β-1,3-glucan synthase (Inoue et al. 1995; see also
Sect. VI.A.), and ScGas1p, which is probably
involved in processing the emerging β-1,3-glucan
chains and incorporating them in the existing
β-1,3-glucan network (Mouyna et al. 2000; see also
Sect. VII.B.). Similarly, the formation of a chitin
→ β-1,3-glucan complex seems to be a general
phenomenon. This is consistent with the presence
of a ScCrh1 homologue in Ustilago maydis and Cry.
neoformans (SGD, http://www.yeastgenome.org/;
BLASTP vs fungi in comparison resources; see also
Sect. VII.C.). A major difference with ascomyce-
tous yeasts is that electron microscopic studies
often reveal a multilayered wall with alternating
regions of electron-dense and electron-translucent
material (Garrison 1981; Depree et al. 1993). The
cell wall of the yeast form of U. maydis forms an
exception to this rule, as it is clearly bi-layered.

B. Ustilago maydis

U. maydis is a dimorphic fungus causing corn smut.
Depending on the phase of the life cycle, it may
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grow as a haploid budding yeast, or as a dikaryotic
mycelium. Electron microscopic analysis of yeast
walls reveals a light-stained, thick inner layer and
a dark-stained, irregular outer layer; mycelial walls
also possess a (thin) irregular, dark-stained outer
layer, but in contrast to the yeast wall the inner
part of the hyphal wall seems to be multilayered
(Ruiz-Herrera et al. 1996). The chemical composi-
tions of the hyphal and yeast walls are similar. Iso-
lated, SDS-extracted yeast cell walls contain about
14% chitin, β-1,3-glucan, and xylose and mannose,
possibly in the form of xylomannan. SDS-extracted
walls still contain about 6% protein, indicating that
also in U. maydis cell wall proteins may be co-
valently linked to cell wall polysaccharides (Ruiz-
Herrera et al. 1996). Interestingly, some cell wall
proteins canbe liberated fromisolatedwallswith β-
1,3-glucanase, whereas others are released by chiti-
nase. Collectively, these observations indicate that
the dark-staining outer layer consists of glycopro-
teins linked to the inner skeletal layer of the wall,
probably to β-1,3-glucan and chitin. It is not known
whether the yeast walls also contain β-1,6-glucan,
but the presence in the genome of a close homo-
logue of ScKre6p suggests that this might be the
case.

C. Trichosporon cutaneum

The genus Trichosporon includes several clinical
yeasts. T. cutaneum (ATCC 20509) may grow in
either yeast or mycelial form (Depree et al. 1993).
The yeast cell wall consists of multiple layers
varying in electron density (Depree et al. 1993).
The available evidence indicates that there are four
major components in the wall: a glucuronoxylo-
mannan that may be protein-bound, α-1,3-glucan,
β-1,3-glucan, and chitin. Autoclaving intact cells
in neutral citrate buffer, which is a procedure
often used to release (galacto)mannoproteins from
ascomycetous fungi, releases a high-molecular-
weight mannan, which consists of a 1,3-mannan
backbone decorated with glucuronic acid and
xylosyl residues (glucuronoxylomannan; GXM).
Intriguingly, after partial purification by ion-
exchange chromatography and gel filtration, the
polysaccharide-containing fractions still contain
about 7% protein, raising the question whether
this polysaccharide might be covalently linked to
protein or, alternatively, is bound to it by ionic
interactions. In addition to GXM, the alkali-soluble
fraction also contained a considerable amount of

1,3-linked glucose. As the alkali-soluble fraction
was resistant to Zymolyase (a β-1,3-glucanase
preparation), but sensitive to Novozyme (an en-
zyme preparation containing both β-1,3-glucanase
and α-1,3-glucanase activity), the 1,3-linked
glucose probably represents α-1,3-glucan. The
alkali-insoluble fraction of the cell wall of T. cu-
taneum, which represents about 44% of the wall
dry weight, contains chitin and β-1,3-glucan,
suggesting the presence of a chitin → β-1,3-glucan
complex in the wall (Depree et al. 1993).

D. Cryptococcus neoformans

Cry. neoformans is a soil fungus that has emerged
as a major opportunistic pathogen in immuno-
compromised people. Genomic analysis shows that
most of the genes involved in the synthesis of cell
wall components are conserved between Cry. ne-
oformans and ascomycetous fungi (Loftus et al.
2005). Its wall consists of two main layers, but in
contrast to ascomycetous fungi the inner layer is
darkly stained and has a lamellar appearance and
the outer layer is lightly stained (Cassone et al.
1974; James et al. 1990). The wall is surrounded
by an extensive and porous polysaccharide cap-
sule, which is the major virulence factor of Cry.
neoformans (Pierini and Doering 2001; Yamaguchi
et al. 2002; Bose et al. 2003). Isolated, detergent-
extracted cell walls of an acapsular mutant were
found to be composed of 7% chitin, about 30%
α-1,3-glucan, and a substantial amount of β-1,6-
glucan, but surprisingly no evidence for the pres-
ence of β-1,3-glucan was obtained (James et al.
1990). The presence of β-1,6-glucan in the wall was
confirmed by immunogold labeling and is consis-
tent with the presence of a homologue of ScKre6p
in Cry. neoformans (SGD; Feldmesser et al. 2000;
http://www.yeastgenome.org/; BLASTP vs fungi in
comparison resources). The (near) absence of β-
1,3-glucan in the wall is consistent with the lack of
staining by the fluorescent dye aniline blue, which
preferentially stains β-1,3-glucan (Nicholas et al.
1994). In contrast, calcofluor white, which becomes
attached to chitin, stained the cell wall uniformly,
indicating that the cell wall is accessible to dyes and
that chitin is distributed evenly over the wall. The
(near) absence of β-1,3-glucan in the wall is also
consistentwith the relative resistanceofCry.neofor-
mans to echinocandins, which inhibit the synthe-
sis of β-1,3-glucan (Abruzzo et al. 1995). However,
several observations seem to indicate that at least
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someβ-1,3-glucanmightbepresent in thewalls and
might have been overlooked in the study by James
et al. (1990). First, Cryptococcus contains a single
copy of an FKS1 homologue, the catalytic subunit
of β-1,3-glucan synthase, and this gene seems to
be essential for growth (Thompson et al. 1999).
Second, Cryptococcus lysates contain β-1,3-glucan
synthase activity (Maligie and Selitrennikoff 2005).
Third, immunogold labeling with an antiserum di-
rected against β-1,3-glucan results in a clear sig-
nal, although weaker than when using an anti-
serum directed against β-1,6-glucan (Feldmesser
et al. 2000). Fourth, the genome contains a copy
of a homologue of ScCrh1, which is proposed to
be involved in connecting chitin to β-1,3-glucan
(see Sect. VII.C.). Another virulence factor of Cry.
neoformans is its capability to deposit melanin in
the cell wall when supplied with exogenous sub-
strates (Eisenman et al. 2005). Fascinatingly, there
is evidence that the cell wall also contains sialylated
glycoconjugates (Rodrigues et al. 2002).

The major component of the capsule is
a glucuronoxylomannan (for reviews, see Bose
et al. 2003; Small and Mitchell 1986). It consists
of a α-1,3-mannan backbone decorated with
glucuronic acid and xylosyl residues (GXMan).
Another, minor component is an α-1,6-galactan
with side-chains consisting of xylose, mannose
and galactose residues (MXGal). How the cell
constructs a capsule in space and in time was
explored by Pierini and Doering (2001). Fasci-
natingly, α-1,3-glucan was shown to mediate the
association between capsule material and the wall
proper (Reese and Doering 2003; see also Sect. 4.).
For further discussion of capsule biosynthesis and
the enzymes involved, the reader is referred to
Klutts et al. (2006).

V. Covalently Linked Cell Wall Proteins

A. GPI-Dependent Cell Wall Proteins
and Non-GPI Cell Wall Proteins

As in other eukaryotic organisms, fungal GPI
proteins follow the secretory pathway. GPI anchor
addition takes place in the lumen of the ER, a step
that is mediated by a transamidase complex that
exchanges the C-terminal region of these proteins
for a pre-formed glycosylphosphatidylinositol
lipid membrane anchor (Fraering et al. 2001;
Fontaine et al. 2004). Transport from the ER
to the plasma membrane in Sac. cerevisiae is

accompanied by lipid remodeling of the GPI
anchor (Reggiori et al. 1997). BLAST searches
indicate that many (but not all) genes involved
in GPI anchor synthesis and transfer are highly
conserved in ascomycetous and basidiomycetous
fungi (SGD; http://www.yeastgenome.org/).

On an individual basis, potential fungal
GPI proteins can be reliably identified using
the GPI fungal bigPI Fungal Predictor server
(Eisenhaber et al. 2004; http://mendel.imp.ac.at/
gpi/fungi_server.html), whereas for genomic
searches another powerful approach is available
(De Groot et al. 2003). Not all fungal GPI proteins
remain in the plasma membrane. A subset of GPI
proteins becomes covalently bound to cell wall
polysaccharides, a step which involves processing
of their GPI anchor (Kollar et al. 1997). Many
fungal cell wall proteins are indeed GPI proteins
(Van der Vaart et al. 1995; Hamada et al. 1999;
Schoffelmeer et al. 2001; Frieman et al. 2002; Woo
et al. 2003; De Groot et al. 2004; Jeong et al. 2004;
Weig et al. 2004; Yin et al. 2005). No GPI-dependent
cell wall proteins have yet been identified in
basidiomycetous fungi, but the cell wall of the
yeast form of U. maydis seems a promising place
to explore (see Sect. IV.B.). Unfortunately, there
is no reliable algorithm available to differentiate
between GPI proteins that are preferentially
destined for the plasma membrane or for the cell
wall, but the presence of basic amino acids in the
region just preceding the omega amino acid (the
C-terminal acid of the mature protein, to which
the GPI anchor becomes attached) is an indication
for its being preferentially retained in the plasma
membrane (Caro et al. 1997; Hamada et al. 1999;
Frieman and Cormack 2003).

The ScPIR proteins are non-GPI proteins and
form a second class of covalently linked cell wall
proteins (Fig. 4.1). They consist of an N-terminal
signal peptide followed by a pro-peptide terminat-
ing in a dibasic motif, one or more repeats with
the diagnostic subsequence DGQJQ (where J repre-
sents any hydrophobic amino acid), and a homol-
ogous C-terminal domain with a conserved cys-
teine pattern. As discussed above, the repeats are
involved in linking PIR cell wall proteins through
an alkali-sensitive linkage to β-1,3-glucan (Ecker
et al. 2006). PIR cell wall proteins have been exper-
imentally identified in Sac. cerevisiae, Can. albi-
cans, Can. glabrata, and Yarrowia lipolytica (Mrsa
et al. 1997; Kapteyn et al. 1999; Jaafar et al. 2003;
Weig et al. 2004; Ecker et al. 2006), and are pre-
dicted to occur in other ascomycetous yeasts such
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as Debaryomyces hansenii, K. lactis, and Pichia an-
gusta, but not in Sch. pombe (SGD; BLASTP vs
fungi; available at http://db.yeastgenome.org/). In
some filamentous ascomycetes, such as Blumeria
graminis, Gibberella zeae, N. crassa, and M. grisea,
PIR-like proteins are also predicted to be present
(De Groot et al. 2005); however, this is not the case
for the sequenced species of the genus Aspergillus.
The PIR-like proteins discovered in ascomycetous
fungi differ significantly from their counterparts
in ascomycetous yeasts. Unexpectedly, they seem to
be authentic GPI proteins (big-PI Fungal Predictor;
Eisenhaber et al. 2004); and, in agreement with this,
the domain containing the conserved-cysteine pat-
tern (inotherwords, thepredictedactivitydomain)
is situated in the N-terminal half of the protein up-
stream of the repeat units (De Groot et al. 2005).
This suggests that they may be doubly linked to the
cell wall skeletous framework, that is, through their
GPI-anchor remnant and through their repeats, as
also observed for ScCwp1 (Kapteyn et al. 2001).

It is important to keep in mind that the fungal
cell wall may also contain noncovalently bound
cell wall proteins such as the transglucosidase
ScBgl2p, which strongly binds to β-1,3-glucan,
and the adhesin Bad1p from B. dermatitidis,
which strongly associates with chitin (Klebl and
Tanner 1989; Brandhorst and Klein 2000). As these
proteins possess a predicted N-terminal secretory
peptide that is lacking in the mature proteins,
they are believed to follow the secretory pathway.
Fascinatingly, there are cell surface proteins that
do not seem to follow the classic secretory pathway.
For example, immunogold labeling of thin sections
of fruiting bodies of Coprinus cinerea identified
the presence of extracellular galectins. These are
lectins that specifically bind to β-galactosides
and are believed to contribute to interactions
between hyphae (Boulianne et al. 2000). They do
not possess the hallmarks of a secretory protein
and they do not become glycosylated (Cooper
et al. 1997). Furthermore, when the lectin Cgl2p
was heterologously expressed in a Sac. cerevisiae
mutant conditionally blocked in the classic se-
cretory pathway, it was still exported to the cell
surface at 37 ◦C, indicating that the mechanism for
galectin export is not limited to the basidiomycete
Cop. cinerea but also operates in ascomycetes, and
second that galectin export does not require the
classic export pathway (Boulianne et al. 2000).
A nonconventional export pathway is also claimed
for many other (abundant) cytosolic proteins in
Sac. cerevisiae and Can. albicans, such as glycolytic

enzymes, heat shock proteins, and elongation
factors (for a review, see Nombela et al. 2006).
Unfortunately, in many of the studies discussed
relatively harsh extraction conditions were used
to release cell surface proteins from living cells
(Klis et al. 2007). This raises the question whether
the extraction conditions themselves might be
responsible for the presence of cytosolic proteins
in the cell extracts, for example, by inducing
apoptosis or cell leakage. The extraction procedure
developed by Cappellaro et al. (1998) seems to be
the mildest one available.

B. Glycosylation

Most fungal cell wall proteins are N- and O-
glycosylated, and their carbohydrate side-chains
often account for the bulk of their molecular
mass (Dean 1999; Strahl-Bolsinger et al. 1999).
Regrettably, it is rarely attempted to extract cell
wall proteins intact, including their linkages to
other cell wall components, by using recombinant
cell wall-degrading enzymes or well defined mild
chemical extraction methods. Mostly, isolated
walls are extracted with hot alkali, which results in
protein degradation and release of the (partially
degraded) side-chains (Ahrazem et al. 2000), or
by autoclaving intact cells in citrate buffer and
precipitating the glycoproteins from the extract
with the help of Fehling’s reagent or Cetavlon
(Nakajima and Ballou 1974; Jikibara et al. 1992b).

O-Glycosylation of serine and threonine
residues in fungal glycoproteins is initiated in the
endoplasmic reticulum by members of the protein
mannosyl transferase (PMT) family (for a review,
see Willer et al. 2003), which are highly conserved
in both ascomycetous and basidiomycetous fungi
(SGD; http://www.yeastgenome.org/; BLASTP
vs fungi). O-Chains are often relatively short,
but they may show nevertheless considerable
structural variability (Gemmill and Trimble 1999;
Lopes-Bezerra et al. 2006).

N-Glycosylation is also initiated in the endo-
plasmic reticulum and starts with the stepwise as-
sembly of a lipid-linked 14-residue oligosaccharide
and transfer of the sugar chain by the oligosac-
charyltransferase complex to selected asparagine
residuesofnascentpolypeptidechains (Knauerand
Lehle 1999). After modification in the endoplas-
mic reticulum, N-chains are extended in the Golgi,
which involves among others an α-1,6-mannosyl
transferase complex. ScHoc1p, one of the subunits
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of this complex, is highly conserved among as-
comycetous fungi and to a lesser extent also in
the basidiomycetes Cry. neoformans and U. may-
dis, indicating that extension of the core chain with
α-1,6-mannosyl residues may widely occur. Deco-
ration of the N-chain with other sugars also takes
place in the Golgi.

N- and O-chains of Sac. cerevisiae consist (al-
most) exclusively of mannose residues. However,
in other ascomycetous fungi additional sugars such
as galactose (both in the pyranose and in the fu-
ranose form), glucose, glucuronic acid, rhamnose,
and even sialic acids have been identified (Jikibara
et al. 1992a, b, c; Alviano et al. 1999; Lopes-Bezerra
et al. 2006).

The fungal cell wall often has an anionic
character (Horisberger and Clerc 1988). The N-
and O-chains of Sac. cerevisiae contain mannosyl-
phosphate groups, which are responsible for
the net negative charge of the cell wall proteins
(Jigami and Odani 1999). ScMnn6 is believed to be
a mannosylphosphate transferase contributing to
the formation of phosphomannan. WU-BLAST2
(SGD; http://www.yeastgenome.org/) reveals that
ScMnn6p is a highly conserved protein. Homo-
logues are found in many ascomycetes such as
Candida spp, Aspergillus spp, and Sch. pombe,
and in the basidiomycetes Cry. neoformans and
U. maydis. Also other substituents of protein-
bound carbohydrate side-chains may confer an
anionic character to the fungal cell surface, such
as glucuronic acid residues, pyruvate conjugated
to galactosyl residues, and presumably also sialyl
residues (Nakayama et al. 1998; Alviano et al. 1999;
Gemmill and Trimble 1999).

VI. Synthesis
of Cell Wall Polysaccharides

A. β-1,3-Glucan

β-1,3-Glucan is an abundant stress-bearing
polysaccharide of the cell wall in many ascomyce-
tous and basidiomycetous fungi. Proteins involved
in β-1,3-glucan synthesis in Sac. cerevisiae include
the catalytic subunit (Fks1p) and a regulatory
GTPase (Rho1p). GFP-tagged Fks1p in Sac. cere-
visiae is found at the site of the incipient bud, at
the tip of small buds, and at the cell surface of
medium-sized buds, but not at the cell surface
of the mother cells, suggesting that it may be

endocytosed to restrict its function to certain
areas and time-windows during the cell cycle
(Utsugi et al. 2002). Later in the cell cycle, during
cytokinesis it is transiently found at the cell neck.
Staining with aniline blue, which specifically binds
to noncrystalline β-1,3-glucan chains, resulted in
uniform staining of the walls. All fungal genomes
examined, including those of the basidiomycetous
fungi U. maydis and Cry. neoformans, contain
at least one Fks1p homologue. In A. fumigatus,
a Rho1 protein copurifies with the Fks1 protein,
indicating that the control of β-1,3-glucan syn-
thase by Rho-related GTPases is well conserved
(Beauvais et al. 2001). They further showed that
aniline blue preferentially stains the hyphal tips,
indicating that β-1,3-glucan synthesis takes place
at the apex and that in the subapical region
β-1,3-glucan becomes more crystalline, making
it less accessible to the dye. As β-1,3-glucan is
the major stress-bearing polysaccharide of many
fungi, it is not surprising that in all fungi examined
so far, deletion of the Fks gene(s) is lethal. Fks
proteins are thus an obvious target for antifungal
compounds. The echinocandins inhibit Fks pro-
teins and several of them, such as caspofungin,
micafungin, and anidulafungin, are now in clinical
use (Kahn et al. 2006; Morrison 2006).

B. Chitin

Chitin, a nonbranched homopolymer of β-1,4-
N-acetylglucosamine residues, is a characteristic
stress-bearing polysaccharide of the fungal cell
wall. In general, the cell wall of mycelial as-
comycetes contains more chitin compared to
yeasts. This is also reflected in the increased num-
ber of different chitin synthases found in mycelial
ascomycetes. Fungal chitin synthases have been
classified into six groups, according to their struc-
tural characteristics (reviewed by Munro and Gow
2001; Roncero 2002). The extensive studies by the
group of Ohta and Horiuchi on chitin synthesis in
A. nidulans clearly demonstrate that the different
chitin synthases have both overlapping and dis-
tinct functions during the life cycle of A. nidulans
(e.g. Fujiwara et al. 2000; Ichinomiya et al. 2002a, b,
2005; Yamada et al. 2005; Takeshita et al. 2006). The
genomes of the basidiomycetous fungi Cry. neo-
formans and U. maydis both contain a large family
of eight chitin synthase-encoding genes (Banks
et al. 2005; Weber et al. 2006). Systematic analysis
of the role and localization of the corresponding
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proteins revealed that they are specifically required
during different stages of growth and/or for plant
infection (Weber et al. 2006). In mycelial asco- and
basidiomycetes chitin synthases occur that possess
a myosin motor-like domain. In A. nidulans and
U. maydis these proteins are localized at the hyphal
tips, suggesting a mechanism by which chitin
synthases are directly transported to the hyphal
tip via actin and actin-based motor proteins
(Takeshita et al. 2006; Weber et al. 2006).

C. α-1,3-Glucan

Many fungal cell walls contain besides β-1,3-glucan
and chitin a third structural component, namely
α-1,3-glucan. α-1,3-Glucan usually contains some
α-1,4-linked glucosyl residues, probably delineat-
ing separate building blocks (Grün et al. 2005). The
polymer is lacking in Sac. cerevisiae and Can. albi-
cans. The first α-1,3-glucan synthase was identified
in Sch. pombe and is essential for vegetative growth
(Hochstenbach et al. 1998). The enzyme (called
Ags1p) is a plasma membrane protein and seems
to be multifunctional (Konomi et al. 2003; Grün
et al. 2005). The N-terminal domain is predicted
to be localized outside the plasma membrane,
where it is assumed to act as a transglucosidase,
interconnecting α-glucan building blocks (Grün
et al. 2005). The central, large intracellular loop
of the protein is proposed to be the catalytic
part of the enzyme, whereas the C-terminal
part, which contains several transmembrane
sequences, might be involved in the export of the
α-glucan building blocks. In Sch. pombe, a family
of five α-1,3-glucan synthase-encoding genes
(AGS1/MOK1, MOK11, MOK12, MOK13, MOK14)
has been identified (Katayama et al. 1999). In
contrast to Ags1p/Mok1p, Mok12p, Mok13p, and
Mok14p are dispensable for vegetative growth, but
are involved in spore wall formation (García et al.
2006).

Most known genomes of mycelial ascomycetes
contain genes encoding α-1,3-glucan synthases
with a similar domain structure as described for
Sch. pombe, except for the genomes of Gibberella
zeae (anamorph Fusarium graminarium) and Ash-
bya gossypii, which seem to lack such genes. The
number of α-1,3-glucan synthase-encoding genes
varies, ranging from five in A. niger (Damveld
et al. 2005b), three in A. fumigatus (Beauvais et al.
2005; Maubon et al. 2006), two in A. nidulans
and N. crassa, and a single copy in M. grisea.

α-1,3-Glucan is also present in basidiomycetes,
such as Cry. neoformans, but U. maydis seems to
lack AGS1-like genes in its genome.

D. β-1,6-Glucan

β-1,6-Glucan has been identified in the walls of
Archi-, Hemi-, and Euascomycetes, indicating
that it occurs widely. β-1,6-Glucan-possessing
fungi include yeasts, such as Sac. cerevisiae and
Sch. pombe, dimorphic species, such as B. der-
matitidis, Candida spp, E. dermatitidis, and Spo.
schenckii, and mycelial species, such as A. niger
and Penicillium variotii (Manners et al. 1973;
Travassos 1985; Brul et al. 1997; Montijn et al.
1997; Nemecek et al. 2006). As discussed above,
it may not occur in the walls of all ascomycetes
(Fontaine et al. 2000). As ScKre6p plays a crucial
role in β-1,6-glucan synthesis (Roemer et al. 1993;
Montijn et al. 1999), a WU-BLAST2 search (SGD;
http://www.yeastgenome.org/) was performed
with its amino acid sequence. This identified not
only close homologues of ScKre6p among many
ascomycetous fungi, but also in the genomes of
the basidiomycetous fungi U. maydis and Cry. neo-
formans. The presence of β-1,6-glucan in the walls
of Cry. neoformans was confirmed experimentally
(see also Sect. IV.D.). The recently developed β-1,6-
glucan synthase assay may provide a simple means
to decide whether the synthesis of β-1,6-glucan
is indeed as widespread as suggested by in silico
analysis (Vink et al. 2004).

E. β-1,4-Glucan

The alkali-soluble and alkali-insoluble fractions
of the cell wall of Spo. schenckii contain stretches
of consecutive β-1,4-glucosyl residues (Travassos
1985); and in the alkali-insoluble fraction of the
wall of A. fumigatus a β-1,3/1,4-glucan was identi-
fied (Fontaine et al. 2000). This indicates that fungal
β-1,4-glucan synthases may exist. Consistent with
this notion, some mycelial fungi possess homo-
logues of CesA1p, which is the catalytic subunit of
a plant cellulose synthase. When the amino acid
sequence of the large cytosolic loop of this protein,
which is predicted to be responsible for the cat-
alytic activity, is subjected to a PSI-BLAST search
(NCBI; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/),
fungal homologues are identified in various
Aspergillus spp, including A. fumigatus, and in
N. crassa.
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VII. Cell Wall Construction Enzymes

A. General

The various components of the fungal cell wall
are either synthesized by separate enzyme com-
plexes associated with the plasma membrane (e.g.
β-1,3-glucan, β-1,3-glucan, chitin) or, as in the case
of mannoproteins, they are synthesized intracellu-
larly and then transported to the cell surface, where
they are released. The location of β-1,6-glucan syn-
thesis is still a matter of debate (Montijn et al. 1999;
Humbel et al. 2001), but in Sac. cerevisiae it was
shown that the linkage to proteins occurs extracel-
lularly (Lu et al. 1995). The cell wall components of
Sac. cerevisiae and the pathogenic yeasts Can. al-
bicans and Can. glabrata are covalently attached to
one another (Fig. 4.1). Consequently, the enzymes
that connect these polymers have to be located at
the extracellular face of the plasma membrane. To
account for the five different interpolymeric link-
ages identified in Sac. cerevisiae, at least five differ-
ent enzyme activities are required. None of these
enzymes has been identified definitively, but there
are several potential candidates. As we see below,
the majority of them are GPI proteins.

B. The Gas/Gel/Phr Family

The Gas/Gel/Phr family is classified as glycosyl hy-
drolase (GH) family 72 in the carbohydrate-active
enzyme database (carbohydrate active enzymes,
CAZY; http://afmb.cnrs-mrs.fr/CAZY; Coutinho
and Henrissat 1999). It is a family of GPI proteins
found in all sequenced fungi, including the
basidiomycetes U. maydis and Cry. neoformans.
Members of this family – isolated from Sac.
cerevisiae, Can. albicans, and A. fumigatus – are
able to hydrolyze β-1,3-glucan oligomers in vitro
and to connect the newly created reducing end
to a nonreducing end of another β-1,3-glucan
oligomer (Mouyna et al. 2000; Carotti et al.
2004). This is consistent with a role in connecting
β-1,3-glucan chains that are emerging from the
plasma membrane to existing β-1,3-glucan chains
in the cell wall.

C. The Crh Family

The Crh family, which belongs to GH family 16, also
consists of GPI proteins and is widely distributed
in ascomycetous and basidiomycetous fungi. Bio-
chemical evidence for enzymatic activity of this

family is still lacking, but several observations sug-
gest that this family is involved in the formation of
the chitin → β-1,3-glucan complex:

1. Sac. cerevisiaeCrh1pandUtr2p/Crh2pcolocal-
ize with sites of chitin deposition (Rodríguez-
Peña et al. 2000, 2002).

2. CRH deletion mutants have a defective cell wall
(Rodríguez-Peña et al. 2000).

3. The GH 16 domain of Crh proteins is homol-
ogous to the catalytic domain of bacterial GH
16 members, including two conserved gluta-
mates in the active site, which is reported to
cleave β-1,4-glycosidic bonds adjacent to β-
1,3-glycosidic bonds (Lloberas et al. 1988). As
chitin is linked via a 1,4-bond to β-1,3-glucan,
this may point to involvement in a transglycosi-
dase reaction coupling chitin to β-1,3-glucan.

4. Several members of the Crh family contain
a carbohydrate-binding module (CBM 43),
implicated in chitin binding, immediately
upstream of the GH 16 domain (CAZY;
http://afmb.cnrs-mrs.fr/CAZY; Coutinho and
Henrissat 1999).

5. Sch. pombe, which completely lacks chitin, has
no Crh family members.

D. The Ecm33/Sps2 Family

The Ecm33/Sps2 family of GPI proteins is also
widely distributed in fungi. ECM33 deletion mu-
tants in Sac. cerevisiae, Can. albicans and A. fumi-
gatus showstrongcellwall-relatedphenotypes such
as increased sensitivity to drugs that interfere with
cell wall formation, constitutive activation of the
cell wall integrity (CWI) pathway (see Sect. VIII.),
and the formation of swollen cells (Martinez-Lopez
et al. 2004; Pardo et al. 2004; Yin et al. 2005; Cha-
bane et al. 2006). In addition, the ecm33∆ mutant
in Sac. cerevisiae secretes considerably more β-1,6-
glucan-bound cell wall proteins into the medium
than wild-type cells, suggesting that cell wall as-
sembly is affected (De Groot et al. 2001). Unfortu-
nately, members of the Ecm33 family do not show
homology with proteins with a known enzymatic
function.

E. The Bgl2 Family

ScBgl2p is a secretory protein that strongly asso-
ciates with chitin and β-1,3-glucan and belongs
to GH family 17 (CAZY; http://afmb.cnrs-mrs.fr/
CAZY/; Mrsa et al. 1993; Coutinho and Henrissat
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1999). In vitro studies using purified Bgl2p from
A. fumigatus, Can. albicans and Sac. cerevisiae
show that it has both endo-β-1,3-glucanase activ-
ity and transglucosidase activity, introducing an
intrachain β-1,6-linkage in a β-1,3-glucan chain
(Mrsa et al. 1993; Yu et al. 1993; Mouyna et al.
1998). Consistent with the ubiquitous nature of
β-1,3-glucan in fungal cell walls, Bgl2 family mem-
bers are widespread in ascomycetes and are present
in the basidiomycetes U. maydis and Cry. neofor-
mans as well (SGD; http://db.yeastgenome.org/;
comparison resources, BLASTP vs fungi).

Three Bgl2 family members, Scw4p and
Scw10p of Sac. cerevisiae and MP65p/Scw1 of
Can. albicans, are also nonGPI secretory proteins.
They are resistant to extraction with hot SDS,
but can be released from the wall with mild
alkali (De Groot et al. 2004; Yin et al. 2005).
As they can be released by β-1,3-glucanase, but
not by β-1,6-glucanase, they are thought to be
linked to β-1,3-glucan directly; they lack though
a DGQJQ sequence (see Sect. V.A.). In mycelial
ascomycetes (e.g. N. crassa, Aspergillus spp), some
additional Bgl2 family members have predicted
GPI anchors (big-PI Fungal Predictor, available
at http://mendel.imp.ac.at/gpi/fungi_server.html;
Eisenhaber et al. 2004).

F. The Dfg5/Dcw1 Family

Dcw1p and Dfg5p (GH 76) are a pair of ho-
mologous GPI proteins in Sac. cerevisiae with
similarity to bacterial α-1,6-mannanases (CAZY;
http://afmb.cnrs-mrs.fr/CAZY/; Coutinho and
Henrissat 1999; Kitagaki et al. 2002).

Immediately upstream of their presumed
GPI-anchor addition site, they contain multiple
lysine residues; stretches of consecutive serine
or threonine residues are also lacking, indicating
that these proteins are retained in the plasma
membrane (Caro et al. 1997; Frieman and Cormack
2004). A double disruptant of DCW1 and DFG5 is
synthetically lethal (Kitagaki et al. 2002) and this
is also the case in Can. albicans (Spreghini et al.
2003), indicating that their function is essential. In
Sac. cerevisiae, it has been shown that precursor
forms of GPI cell wall proteins prior to their
incorporation into the wall are cleaved at the
plasma membrane between the glucosamine and
the first mannose residue of the anchor (Kollar
et al. 1997; Fujii et al. 1999). It seems plausible that
Dcw1p and Dfg5p are involved in this processing

step. Dfg5 and Dcw1 homologues widely occur in
ascomycetes, including mycelial species such as
Aspergillus spp, M. grisea, N. crassa, the dimorphic
fungus P. brasiliensis, and in the fission yeast Sch.
pombe (CAZY; http://afmb.cnrs-mrs.fr/CAZY/).
In the basidiomycete U. maydis, homologues of
Dfg5/Dcw1 are present as well. However, they
seem to be lacking in Cry. neoformans, which is
consistent with the absence of an outer protein
layer in their cell wall.

VIII. The Cell Wall Integrity Pathway

To maintain cell wall integrity during stress,
such as caused by the presence of cell wall lytic
enzymes secreted by plants or by a sudden drop
in environmental osmolarity by rain, fungi have
developed backup mechanisms. The signaling
cascade mediating the cell wall stress response,
called the CWI pathway, is particularly well studied
in Sac. cerevisiae (for a review, see Levin 2005).
The cell wall stress response in Sac. cerevisiae is
characterized by several alterations in the com-
position and architecture of the cell wall. These
include: (1) mobilization of the chitin synthase
Chs3p and its transport from internal stores to
the plasma membrane, resulting in elevated chitin
levels in the lateral walls including the lateral
walls of the growing bud (Valdivia and Schekman
2003), (2) increased expression of GFA1, which
encodes glutamine-fructose-6-phosphate amido-
transferase, the first committed enzyme of the
chitin biosynthetic pathway (Lagorce et al. 2002),
(3) increased expression of FKS2, a β-1,3-glucan
synthase-encoding gene, (4) increased expression
of a characteristic set of cell wall proteins (Jung
and Levin 1999; Lagorce et al. 2003; Boorsma
et al. 2004; Garcia et al. 2004), and (5) a strong
increase in the levels of the CWP–polysaccharide
complex CWP → [chitin →] β-1,6-glucan, which
is accompanied by increased resistance of intact
cells to β-1,3-glucanase (Kapteyn et al. 1997; De
Nobel et al. 2000).

In mycelial fungi, the response to cell wall
stress has been studied in less detail, but increased
deposition of chitin has been described for the
cell walls of A. nidulans (Katz and Rosenberger
1971) and A. niger (Ram et al. 2004); in addition,
increased expression of the chitin synthase-
encoding genes csmA and csmB has been observed
in A. nidulans (Takeshita et al. 2006). The expres-
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sion of α-1,3-glucan synthase-encoding genes is
also induced in response to cell wall stress, both in
A. niger and P. chrysogenum (Damveld et al. 2005b).
This is consistent with the considerable increase
in thickness of the inner (skeletal) layer of the cell
wall of A. flavus and A. fumigatus occurring after
exposure to an inhibitor of β-1,3-glucan synthesis
(Kurtz et al. 1994). Cell wall stress caused by the
disruption of chitin synthases is also compensated
for by increased synthesis of α-1,3-glucan (Mellado
et al. 2003).

The CWI pathway in Sac. cerevisiae makes use
of the Pkc1p-controlled MAPK cascade. In the case
of cell wall stress the MAP kinase of this cascade
(Slt2p/Mpk1p) becomes dually phosphorylated
(De Nobel et al. 2000). The most important target
of activated Slt2p/Mpk1p of this cascade is the
MADS box transcription factor Rlm1p (Jung et al.
2002; Lagorce et al. 2003). Recent studies indicate
that the cell wall stress response in mycelial
fungi is mediated by a similar signaling pathway.
Disruption of the A. oryzae kexB gene, which
encodes the homologue of the Golgi-localized
Sac. cerevisiae endoprotease Kex2, resulted in
phosphorylation of the MpkA protein, which is the
homologue of the Slt2p/Mpk1p of Sac. cerevisiae
(Mizutani et al. 2004; for the role of ScKex2p in cell
wall integrity, see Tomishige et al. 2003). Moreover,
kexB deletion led to induced expression of several
cell wall-related genes, including β-1,3-glucan
synthase- and chitin synthase-encoding genes,
indicating activation of a back-up mechanism to
prevent further cell wall damage (Mizutani et al.
2004). In A. niger it was shown that deletion of
the Rlm1p homologue eliminated the induction
of the α-1,3-glucan synthase gene (agsA) and
reduced the increase in chitin deposition after
exposure to cell wall stress (Damveld et al. 2005a).
Homologues of the proteins involved in the cell
wall integrity pathway are also found in the
mycelial fungi A. nidulans, G. zeae, N. crassa,
and M. grisea (Damveld et al. 2005a), as well in
the basidiomycete Cry. neoformans (Gerik et al.
2005). Deletion of genes involved in the proposed
Pkc1p-controlled signaling cascade in Cry. neo-
formans revealed similar phenotypes as observed
for the phenotypes of the corresponding deletion
strains in Sac. cerevisiae (Kraus et al. 2003; Gerik
et al. 2005). However, deletion of members of the
Pkc1p-controlled signaling cascade in both A. niger
and Cry. neoformans also resulted in divergent
phenotypes, indicating that the CWI pathway was
modified (Damveld et al. 2005a; Gerik et al. 2005).

IX. Conclusions and Perspectives

Comparative genomics has a powerful impact on
fungal research and thus also on fungal cell wall
biology, but this is only the beginning. Not only
will it allow comparative analysis of glycosyltrans-
ferases and (trans)glycosidases (Campbell et al.
1997; Coutinho and Henrissat 1999; see also the
CAZY web site at http://afmb.cnrs-mrs.fr/CAZY/ ),
but it will also provide provisional answers to ques-
tions like whether and to what extent the regulatory
mechanismsof cellwall biosynthesis areconserved,
whether transcription factor binding sites are con-
served, and how the gene composition of tran-
scriptional modules might have evolved (Gasch
et al. 2004; Nemecek et al. 2006; Xu et al. 2006).
The increasing availability of fungal genomes will
also boost proteomic analysis of cell wall proteins.
On the biochemical level, cell wall analysis is lag-
ging behind. We are still waiting for the definitive
identification of most of the cell wall assembly en-
zymes and for (better) assays of their activity. As-
says for several glycan synthases and for most gly-
cosyl transferases are still lacking. Many cell wall
analyses do not address the question if and how the
separate cell wall components are covalently linked
to other cell wall macromolecules. Detailed struc-
tural analyses of several cell wall polysaccharides
are not available or have only been studied in detail
in a single model fungus.

Although the cell wall architecture of Sac. cere-
visiaeandSch. pombeprovide the researchcommu-
nity with powerful conceptual and technical tools
to unravel the molecular structure of the cell wall
of many other ascomycetous and basidiomycetous
fungi,moremodel systemsmightbe extremelyuse-
ful, particularly in the case of the basidiomyce-
tous fungi. In view of the wonderful variety shown
by fungi and because entire groups of fungi have
hardly been explored, such as the mycobionts of
lichens, amphibian pathogens, fish pathogens, in-
sect pathogens, or fungi growing under extreme
conditions such as in acidic rivers or in the Antarc-
tic, we may expect numerous surprises.
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I. Introduction

Polarized growth is the mechanism by which fila-
mentous fungi extend their hyphae. Microtubules
(MT) and filamentous actin (F-actin), in combi-
nation with their corresponding motor proteins,
kinesin, dynein and myosin, play important roles
in this process. Actin has an essential role for tip
elongation and septation. It is required for vesicle
secretion and cell wall extension, and possibly –
together with the MT cytoskeleton – for the local-
ization of so-called cell end marker or landmark
proteins, which control growth directionality. The
exact contribution of the MT cytoskeleton on po-
larized growth is less clear. Genetic, biochemical
and cell biological approaches in Aspergillus nidu-
lans and other fungi led to a modified view of many
MT-related aspects within the past few years. There
is increasing evidence that MT cables, which are vi-

1 Max-Planck-Institute for terrestrial Microbiology, Karl-von-
Frisch-Str., D-35043 Marburg, Germany and University of Karl-
sruhe, Institute for Applied Biosciences, Dept. of Applied Microbi-
ology, Hertzstrasse 16, D-76187 Karlsruhe, Germany

sualized by immunostaining or GFP-tubulin fusion
proteins, consist of several MTs and their dynam-
ics appears to be different in fast-growing hyphal
tips as compared with young germlings. Whereas
the spindle pole bodies were considered as the
only, or the main, microtubule organizing centres
(MTOCs) in filamentous fungi, it appears that ad-
ditional MTOCs outside the nuclei are responsible
for the generation of the complex MT array. In ad-
dition to new insights into the MT network and its
dynamics, the roles of several kinesins have been
elucidated recently and their interplay with dynein
investigated. It became clear that MT functions are
interwoven with those of the actin cytoskeleton and
that three main structures are required for polar-
ized growth: the Spitzenkörper (vesicle supply cen-
tre), the polarisome and probably cell end markers
at the cortex. We describe a model for polarized
growth, where the MT cytoskeleton continuously
provides thebuildingmaterialwithinvesicles to the
Spitzenkörper and determines growth directional-
ity by the delivery of cell end marker proteins and
the actin cytoskeleton is crucial for the last step of
vesicle secretion.

II. The Hyphal Growth Form
and the Spitzenkörper

One fascinating aspect of filamentous fungi is their
continuous tip elongation. Whereas this phase of
polarized growth only lasts a short time in the
life cycle of the budding yeast Saccharomyces cere-
visiae, it is the main growth form of filamentous
fungi. Fungi are surrounded by a rigid cell wall and,
inorder toexpand thehyphae, it is assumed that the
walls need to be plasticized and new membrane has
to be inserted. These two processes are linked be-
cause enzymes, which are required outside the cell,
are transported towards the tip within vesicles. The
process has been reviewed recently (Sietsma and
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Fig. 5.1. Microtubule, actin and nuclear
organization. a Hyphal tip of N. crassa
with GFP-labelled nuclei: left GFP, mid-
dle phase contrast, right overlay. b GFP-
labelled MTs in the tip of N. crassa. c GFP-
tagged nuclei in a hyphal tip of Asp. nidu-
lans. d GFP-labelled MTs in Asp. nidu-
lans. e actin in Asp. nidulans. Images of
N. crassa were kindly provided by Rosa
R. Mouriño Pérez (Departamento de Mi-
crobiologia, Centro de Investigacion Ci-
entifica y Educacion, Ensenada, Mexico).
An actin-binding protein GFP construct
was kindly provided by Miguel Peñalva
(Cesic, Madrid, Spain)

Fig. 5.2. Model of a growing hyphal tip
with MTs, cargo-delivering kinesin mo-
tor proteins, the Spitzenkörper, the po-
larisome and cell end markers. Modified
after Harris et al. (2005). See text for fur-
ther explanation

Wessels 2006; Virag and Harris 2006a). The vesi-
cles fuse with the cytoplasmic membrane and thus
lead to expansion of the membrane and delivery
of their contents (Bartnicki-Garcia et al. 1995). The
place where vesicles are generated may be far be-
hind the growing tip (see Chap. 1 in this volume).
The involvement of vesicles for polarized growth
was proposed many decades ago, when Brunswick
observed an accumulation of vesicles in the apical
dome of fungal hyphae, using phase contrast mi-
croscopy (Brunswick 1924; Girbardt 1957; Fig. 5.1).
This structure was named with the German word
“Spitzenkörper” (= apical body) or the vesicle sup-

ply centre (VSC; Girbardt 1957; Bartnicki-Garcia
et al. 1995). The latter name refers to its proposed
function as a transit station for vesicles from the
hyphal body to the plasma membrane. The posi-
tion of the organelle determines growth direction
(Riquelme et al. 1998). S. Bartnicki-Garcia (River-
side, Calif., USA) and C. Bracker (West Lafayette,
Ind., USA) demonstrated fantastically the impor-
tance of this organelle for polarized growth.

Tip extension needs to be a well controlled pro-
cess, because secretion of cell-wall lytic enzymes,
required for loosening the cell wall prior to ex-
tension, as well as enzymes for cell wall synthe-
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sis, may be deleterious for the cell. In addition,
new places of polarized growth need to be estab-
lished for every new branch formed (Riquelme and
Bartnicki-Garcia 2004). This shows that tip elonga-
tion is likely to require the full equipment of the cel-
lular toolbox. Several organisms are studied exten-
sively to understand the phenomenon at the molec-
ular level. Most importantly are Sac. cerevisiae and
the closely related but filamentously growing Ash-
bya gossypii, the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces
pombe, the basidiomycete and plant pathogen di-
morphic Ustilago maydis, the human pathogenic
Candida albicans and several obligate filamentous
fungi, such as Neurospora crassa and Asp. nidulans
(Steinberg et al. 2001; Pruyne et al. 2004; Crampin
et al. 2005; Harris et al. 2005; Martin and Chang
2005; Philippsen et al. 2005). Research on polar-
ized growth currently has a very high impact, be-
cause it is considered as one major target for the
development of antifungal drugs.

III. The Microtubule Cytoskeleton

A. Organization
of the Microtubule Cytoskeleton

MTs are hollow tubes composed of 13 protofila-
ments, each of which is made up with the hetero-
dimer αβ-tubulin as the building block. MTs have
an inherent instability and continuously elongate
at their plus end, where αβ-tubulin dimers are
added. One parameter, which determines the elon-
gation rate, is the concentration of dimers in the
cell. Both tubulin subunits contain a bound GTP.
The nucleotide-binding pocket is located at the in-
terface between the α- and β-tubulin subunits and
thus this GTP is rather stable. In contrast, GTP in
the β-tubulin subunit is exposed and undergoes
easily hydrolysis. Once β-tubulin contains GDP,
the assembly is blocked and a catastrophic event
occurs.

MTs are visible in fixed cells by immunolocal-
ization light microscopy (Fischer and Timberlake
1995; Czymmek et al. 1996; Bourett et al. 1998) or
by electron microscopy (Jung et al. 1998) but these
methods do not allow the study of MT behaviour
in living cells. This became possible after the ad-
vent of the green fluorescent protein (GFP). In Sac.
cerevisiae interphase cells, short MTs are attached
to nuclei and their growth towards the cortex and
subsequent shrinkage causes short-distance move-
ment of the nuclei. The situation changes once the

yeast cell enters the division cycle. The nuclear
spindle pole body divides, the two organelles move
tooppositepositionsof thenucleus andpolymerize
the spindle MTs. In addition, the spindle pole bod-
ies produce cytoplasmic MTs, which in turn medi-
ate MT–cortex interactions (Hoepfner et al. 2000).
In Sch. pombe interphase cells contain several cy-
toplasmic MTs, which span the entire cell. Because
they serve as tracks to deliver so-called cell end
markers, they determine growth directionality in
this yeast (Tran et al. 2001).

In filamentous fungi, GFP-tagged MTs were
studied first in Asp. nidulans in X. Xiang’s labora-
tory (Bethesda, Md., USA). MTs are quite inflexible
structures and their orientation mainly depends
on the shape of the fungal cell. Hence, they are
mostly aligned parallel to the growth axis and they
range in number over 3–6 (Fig. 5.1). Asp. nidu-
lans MTs extend with a speed of about 14 µm/min,
reach the cortex, pause for some time and undergo
acatastrophicevent. Subsequently,MTsshrinkwith
a speed of about 30 µm/min and MTs either depoly-
merize all the way to the MTOC or rescue occurs be-
fore this, and MTs elongate again (Han et al. 2001).
Slightly different values were recently obtained in
the group of B. Heath (Sampson and Heath 2005).
They also observed that short MT fragments were
able to slide towards the hyphal tip. In N. crassa the
MT network was first visualized by N. Read’s group
in Edinburgh (UK) and was analysed recently in
moredetail (Freitag et al. 2004;Mouriño-Pérez et al.
2006). From observations of the MT cytoskeleton
in these two filamentous fungi it is obvious that
the organization appears to be quite different. In
N. crassa the MT cytoskeleton is far more complex
than in Asp. nidulans and the number of nuclei in
one compartment is also very different between the
two fungi. Another big difference is the regulation
of mitosis. Whereas nuclear division is synchro-
nized in Asp. nidulans it is not in N. crassa (Suel-
mann et al. 1997; Freitag et al. 2004).

Investigations of MT arrangements within
a cell were done by immunofluorescence and
recently by using fluorescently labelled tubulin
(Fischer and Timberlake 1995; Ding et al. 1998;
Han et al. 2001; Freitag et al. 2004; Czymmek et al.
2005). It appears that the structures, which can
be seen after immunostaining or as GFP-labelled
filaments, consist of several individual MTs. There
is increasing evidence for this organization, espe-
cially coming from studies with Sch. pombe. Here it
was shown recently that the orientation of MTs can
be opposite in one bundle and that a kinesin-like
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motor protein in combination with dynein is
required for sliding of individual MTs within
a bundle and maintenance of MT polarity (Carazo-
Salas et al. 2005). For Asp. nidulans Konzack et al.
(2005) reported that the fluorescence intensity of
a MT varies dynamically and that the regions with
low intensity do recover brightness after some
time. Similarly, after bleaching of a given MT at
one place, brightness returns quickly (Veith et al.
2005). In addition, thin MT filaments occasionally
detach from a MT for some time before they merge
again to form a thick MT (R. Fischer, unpublished
data). These observations are in agreement with
a model that MT filaments consist of a bundle,
and that individual MTs within a bundle undergo
individual behaviour and dynamics.

B. Origin of Microtubules

MTs cannot efficiently assemble de novo in a eu-
karyotic cell, but require an initiation point, the
MTOC. This point is characterized by a protein
complex, whose characteristic component is
γ-tubulin (Pereira and Schiebel 1997; Job et al.
2003; Aldaz et al. 2005; Doxsey et al. 2005).
Originally discovered in Asp. nidulans, γ-tubulin
was found in all eukaryotes studied and the
concept of γ-tubulin-mediated nucleation of MT
polymerization is an accepted model (Oakley
and Oakley 1989; Oakley et al. 1990; Oakley 1995,
2004). However, the exact mechanism is still
under debate. It appears that γ-tubulin in higher
eukaryotes forms a 2.2-MDa ring complex con-
sisting of 12 or 13 (different numbers exist in the
literature) γ-tubulin subunits associated with other
proteins, the so-called γ-tubulin ring complex
(γ-TuRC; Aldaz et al. 2005). The γ-TuRC acts as an
initiator complex, where 13 tubulin protofilaments
emanate. It has been known for a long time that
fungal spindle pole bodies (SPBs) are very active
MTOCs (Jaspersen and Winey 2004). The SPB
is embedded into the nuclear envelope, divides
prior to mitosis and, by definition, localizes at the
poles of the mitotic spindle. SPBs consist in Sac.
cerevisiae of an inner and an outer plaque and they
are able to polymerize MTs on both sides of the
nuclear envelope. During mitosis the outer MTs
are called astral MTs, but also in interphase SPBs
act as active MTOCs in Sac. cerevisiae as well as
in filamentous fungi (Heath 1981). Whether the
protein composition of the SPB in Sac. cerevisiae

and in filamentous fungi is largely conserved or
more diverse remains to be determined.

It seems that the SPBs are the only places from
which the yeast Sac. cerevisiae polymerizes MTs
(see movies accompanying Hoepfner et al. 2000).
However it must be noted that cytoplasmic MTs ap-
pear not to play many important roles in Sac. cere-
visiae, besides the positioning of the nucleus prior
to mitosis (Maekawa and Schiebel 2004). The cy-
toplasmic MT array is not very pronounced and is
usually limited to a few MTs growing out of the SPB
into the cytoplasm. In contrast, filamentous fungi
employ MTs for their fast, polarized growth during
interphase (Riquelme et al. 2003; Horio and Oak-
ley 2005; Fig. 5.1). Nevertheless, it was assumed for
a long time that SPBs are the only place for MT initi-
ation (Oakley 2004; Czymmek et al. 2005; Sampson
and Heath 2005). This assumption was based on
the finding that the intracellular αβ-tubulin pool
is used for the assembly of spindle MTs as well as
for cytoplasmic MTs. Indeed, cytoplasmic MTs are
generally disassembled prior to mitosis and regen-
erate thereafter (Ovechkina et al. 2003; Sampson
and Heath 2005). In order to determine the ori-
gin of new MTs, re-growth of MTs was observed in
Sch. pombe after depolymerization of MTs by drugs
(Mata and Nurse 1997). These studies revealed that,
infissionyeast,MTsaregenerated fromtheSPBand
other MTOCs around the nucleus and in the cyto-
plasm. During cell division an equatorial MTOC
(EMTOC) becomes very important (Hagan 1998;
Sawin et al. 2004; Venkatram et al. 2005). The ori-
gin of MTs from the cell centre leads to an orienta-
tion with their plus ends towards the growing ends.
Recently, another tool was used to determine the
origin of MTs. Using MT plus end-localizing pro-
teins, such as homologues of the mammalian EB1,
MT initiation was analysed in the plant pathogenic
basidiomycete Ustilago maydis. It was found that
MT nucleation occurs at three places: at dispersed
cytoplasmic sites, at a polar MTOC and at the SPB
(Straube et al. 2003).

In filamentous fungi, our knowledge of MT or-
ganization is restricted to a few species, such as
the chytridiomycete Allomyces macrogynus, the ba-
sidiomycete U. maydis, and the ascomycete Asp.
nidulans which is one of the best studied exam-
ples. Whereas Sampson and Heath (2005) reported
that MTs emanate only from SPBs, Konzack et al.
(2005) demonstrated that MTOCs exist apart from
the SPBs. This discrepancy may be due to the dif-
ferent methods used. In the first study, the authors
observed GFP-labelled MTs and the location of nu-
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clei was determined by the absence of cytoplasmic
fluorescence. The authors of the second study used
simultaneous labelling of nuclei with a red fluores-
cent protein and GFP-labelled tubulin. In addition,
a plus end-tracking protein, KipA, was used to de-
termine the origin of MTs. MTOCs were found at
the SPBs but also in the cytoplasm and at septa
of Asp. nidulans (Fig. 5.3). This organization re-
cently received further evidence through the char-
acterization of a novel MTOC-associated protein,
ApsB (Veith et al. 2005). Here, the authors demon-
strated that MTOCs at septa are important for the
production of the interphase cytoplasmic MT ar-
ray (Fig. 5.3). These findings are in good agree-
ment with the results obtained in Sch. pombe and
U. maydis.

It is still an open question whether there
are MTOCs at hyphal tips of filamentous fungi.
Whereas γ-tubulin can be visualized at the tips of
All. macrogynus hyphae and thus MTs polymerize
from the tip to the back (McDaniel and Roberson
1998), γ-tubulin has not yet been detected at that
place in e.g. Asp. nidulans. Nevertheless, using the
kinesin motor KipA, Konzack et al. (2005) found
that sometimes MTs do also polymerize from the
tip. It has to be considered that a MT occasionally

Fig. 5.3. MTOCs in Asp. nidulans.
a Hypha with DAPI-stained nuclei
and GFP-labelled spindle-pole body
(SPB)-associated ApsB. Nuclei are
evenly spaced and at each nucleus a SPB
is visible. b Scheme of a MTOC with
γ-tubulin and other proteins described
in Sac. cerevisiae. Adapted from Pereira
and Schiebel (1997) and Oakley (2000).
c, d MTOCs visualized by GFP-ApsB
fusion, at septa: left phase contrast,
right same hypha under fluorescent
conditions. Inset in c Enlargement of the
septum and overlay of phase contrast
and fluorescent images. e MTOCs are
found at the nuclei, in the cytoplasm
and at septa. Taken from Konzack et al.
(2005), with permission

does not depolymerize upon contact with the
cortex but bends along the cortex towards the rear
of the hypha. If this MT would continue growth,
it could explain the observed comets from the tip
to the back of the hypha. In N. crassa the situation
appears to be far more complicated because of the
higher number of MTs and nuclei (Freitag et al.
2004; Mouriño-Pérez et al. 2006). Detailed studies
of MT origin have not yet been performed.

C. The Microtubule Plus End

MTs grow and shrink in a treadmilling manner if
they are polymerized in vitro. In comparison, in
vivo MTs are rather stable at the minus end and
dynamics occur mainly at the MT plus end. It is well
accepted that this MT end consists of a large protein
complex, which is involved in the regulation of MT
dynamics as well as in the regulation of interactions
with cortical actin, membrane proteins or proteins
associated with the kinetochore of chromosomes
(Schuyler and Pellman 2001b; Hestermann et al.
2002; Akhmanova and Hoogenraad 2005). Given
the diversity of interacting partners, it is obvious
that the protein complex composition may vary
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depending on the function of the MT and is likely
to be a highly controlled and organized structure.
There are three different ways of how proteins can
reach the MT plus end and remain associated with
it as the MT is growing (Howard and Hyman 2003;
Al-Bassam et al. 2006).

In fungi the best studied organisms with
respect to the MT plus end are Sac. cerevisiae and
Sch. pombe. In Sac. cerevisiae MT–cortex interac-
tions play important roles for the positioning of the
mitotic spindle and nuclear migration (Schuyler
and Pellman 2001a). One of the most prominent
examples of a MT plus end-associated protein is
dynein (Fig. 5.4). It localizes to the MT tip and
hitchhikes with the growing filament to the cell
periphery. Once at the cortex, dynein is activated
and pulls the attached MT towards the cortex. This
leads to translocation of the nucleus (Schuyler and
Pellman 2001a; Maekawa et al. 2003; Sheeman et al.
2003; Maekawa and Schiebel 2004). The kinesin
motor protein Kip2 appears to be responsible for
the plus end localization of several proteins, e.g.
the CLIP170-like protein Bik1 (Carvalho et al.
2004). Similar to the situation in Sac. cerevisiae, the
CLIP170-like protein of Sch. pombe, Tip1, localized
to MT plus ends. The responsible motor for this
localization was Tea2 (Busch et al. 2004). However
MTs do not play such important roles for polarized
growth in yeasts, in comparison with filamentous
fungi. Only some components have been found
which localize at MT plus ends, among them are
subunits of the dynein motor complex (Zhang et al.
2002). Interestingly conventional kinesin, KinA, is
required for their MT tip localization (Zhang et al.
2003; Fig. 5.4). The CLIP170-like protein, ClipA,
in Asp. nidulans does also accumulate at MT plus
ends and its localization is also dependent on the
Tea2/Kip2 homologue KipA (Efimov et al. 2006).

The question is which role do the plus end-
localized proteins play for polarized growth. As
mentioned above, MT–cortical interactions are
necessary for dynein-dependent nuclear position-
ing prior to mitosis in Sac. cerevisiae (Carminati
and Stearns 1997). In Asp. nidulans dynein is also
required for nuclear positioning and migration;
and recently Veith et al. showed that the interaction
of MT plus ends with the cortex contributes to
the dynamics of mitotic spindles (Xiang et al.
1994; Xiang and Fischer 2004; Veith et al. 2005).
Whether interphase nuclei are pulled through
similar MT–cortex interactions is not clear yet.

Whereas the role of the MT plus end protein
complex is quite obvious for force generation to

Fig. 5.4. The role of conventional KinA and Kip2 family
kinesin KipA. a Comparison of a wild type with a conven-
tional kinesin deletion mutant (taken from Requena et al.
2001). b Scheme of a MT with the MT plus end complex. This
protein complex consists of several proteins, e.g. KipA or
LIS1, conventional kinesin transports vesicles and compo-
nents of the plus end complex, for instance dynein (Zhang
et al. 2003). A direct interaction between KinA and dynein
or dynactin has not yet been verified. Modified after Hes-
termann et al. (2002) c, d When KipA, which is suggested
to be involved in the delivery of cell end markers, is miss-
ing, hyphae lose directionality. Images taken from Konzack
et al. (2005), with permission

translocate organelles, a role for polarized growth
is less obvious. Some new ideas came from obser-
vations in growing tips of Asp. nidulans and visual-
ization of MTs. Konzack et al. (2005) described that
MTs merge into one point in the apex. Given that
vesicles constantly travel towards the vesicle supply
centre, thepositionofMTendsdetermines thevesi-
cle supply centre location. In the kipA (tea2/kip2)
mutant, MTs did not merge into one point and
hyphae grew in meandering curves rather than
straight. This was explained by the lack of pro-
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teins (normally transported by KipA) at the plus
end which mediate cortical contact. There is good
evidence for such a situation in Sch. pombe. It was
shown that the cortex protein Tea1 is transported
by Tea2 (Browning et al. 2003; Martin and Chang
2003; Sawin and Snaith 2004). If either of the two
genes is deleted, Sch. pombe cells appear curved or
T-shaped (Snell and Nurse 1994; Browning et al.
2000). Hence Tea1 and other proteins were named
cell polarity determinants or cell end marker pro-
teins. However, to prove such a model in Asp. nidu-
lans, cargoes of KipA have to be identified and
characterized. Another crucial piece in the puz-
zle is the identification of cortex proteins. Whereas
cortical contacts of MTs involved in nuclear migra-
tion require the cortical protein ApsA in Asp. nidu-
lans (Num1 in Sac. cerevisiae; Veith et al. 2005),
this interaction appears not to be necessary for po-
larized growth (Fischer and Timberlake 1995). In
Sch. pombe a new protein, Mod5, was described as
a membrane anchor for the polarized growth ma-
chinery (Snaith and Sawin 2003). In filamentous
fungi, a protein with significant sequence similar-
ity has not yet been identified. However, a protein
serving a similar function as Mod5 is currently un-
der study in our laboratory (Takeshita and Fischer,
unpublished)

D. The MT Lattice

MT function and dynamics are not only deter-
mined by the plus and minus ends, but also by the
filament lattice, which in higher eukaryotes can be
decorated with a number of different microtubule-
associated proteins (MAPs), which in turn may
control the activity of associated motor proteins
(Baas et al. 1994; Cassimeris and Spittle 2001; Baas
and Qiang 2005; Fig. 5.4). Despite the abundance of
those proteins in higher eukaryotes, it is not clear
yet whether proteins like Tau exist in filamentous
fungi. Proteins such as katanin and spastin could be
conserved proteins, because sequences with high
similarity can be found in the Asp. nidulans and
Asp. fumigatus genomes (Konzack, unpublished
data). Experimental data for the role of this class
of MT-associated proteins are not yet available for
filamentous fungi.

E. MT-Dependent Motor Proteins

MTs and their dynamics are in principle sufficient
to create force and transport cargoes (attached to

the growing end) in a cell. However, two classes
of motor proteins have evolved which guarantee
fast MT-dependent movement in the cell, the mi-
nus end-directed dynein and the plus end-directed
kinesins (Fig. 5.4). Some kinesins also move in the
opposite direction. Both motor classes are charac-
terized by a motor domain in which ATP is hydrol-
ysed (Hirokawa 1998). Within the protein the loca-
tion of the motor domain can be N- or C-terminal
as well as in the middle region. How chemical en-
ergy is converted into conformational changes and
how force is generated is best understood for con-
ventional kinesin. Interested readers should refer to
several recent reviews (Woehlke and Schliwa 2000;
Schliwa and Woehlke 2003; Yildiz and Selvin 2005;
Adio et al. 2006).

Whereas all fungi employ a single dynein for
their transport processes, their genomes usually
contain several kinesin-encoding genes. For in-
stance, Asp. nidulans harbours 11 and N. crassa
ten different kinesins (Rischitor et al. 2004; Fuchs
and Westermann 2005). BimC kinesin was the first
kinesin discovered in Asp. nidulans and defines the
entire class of BimC-like kinesins (Enos and Mor-
ris 1990). The gene was discovered in a screen for
temperature-sensitive Asp. nidulans mutants with
defects in mitosis (bim = block in mitosis). BimC
is a C-terminal motor which forms a tetramer with
two motor domains opposite to each other. Because
every head domain binds to a MT, this arrangement
allows cross-linking of adjacent MTs. This feature is
very important during mitosis, where mitotic spin-
dle MTs slide along each other to distribute chro-
mosomes (Kapitein et al. 2005). Whereas BimC was
discovered in a genetic screen (Morris 1976), four
other kinesins were isolated in reverse genetic ap-
proaches.

A second motor with functions in mitosis is
the C-terminal kinesin-like protein KlpA with sim-
ilarity to Sac. cerevisiae Kar3 kinesin (Prigozhina
et al. 2001). The gene was isolated through a PCR
approach and subsequently characterized. Dele-
tion of klpA kinesin alone did not produce any se-
vere phenotoype but suppressed a bimC mutation
(O’Connell et al. 1993).

Another kinesin with a function in mitosis
is the Kip3 family member KipB kinesin, where
the motor domain is localized closer to the N-
terminus. Gene deletion did not cause any defect
in hyphal extension or organelle movement, but
in chromosome segregation (Rischitor et al. 2004).
This was surprising, because a similar motor in
Sac. cerevisiae, Kip3, is involved in nuclear migra-
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tion (Miller et al. 1998). However, Asp. nidulans
KipB results are in good agreement with results for
the homologous proteins in Sch. pombe, Klp5 and
Klp6 (West et al. 2002).

Two motors with N-terminal motor domains
and pronounced roles in polarized growth are
conventional kinesin, KinA kinesin and the CENP-
E family kinesin KipA kinesin. Deletion of kinA
resulted in slower hyphal growth, which is similar
to effects in other fungi (Lehmler et al. 1997; Seiler
et al. 1997; Wu et al. 1998; Requena et al. 2001;
Fig. 5.4). It is generally accepted that this motor
transports vesicles towards the extending tip and
provides cell wall components (Seiler et al. 1999).
In addition, it appears to be involved in other cellu-
lar processes related to polarized growth, namely
mitochondrial and nuclear distribution. Whereas
nuclear distribution was affected in N. crassa and
Asp. nidulans, mitochondrial distribution was
changed in N. haematococca (Wu et al. 1998).
This may be due to the fact that mitochondrial
movement depends on the actin cytoskeleton in
Asp. nidulans (Suelmann and Fischer 2000) and
on the MT cytoskeleton in N. crassa (Fuchs et al.
2002; Fuchs and Westermann 2005). Whether
mitochondrial distribution is also altered in
N. crassa conventional kinesin mutants, has not yet
been studied. The mechanism of how conventional
kinesin may contribute to mitochondrial or
nuclear distribution is not yet clear, but it could be
that the effects are indirect. It was shown in Asp.
nidulans that KinA is required for transportation
of dynein subunits to the plus end of MTs (Zhang
et al. 2003; Fig. 5.4). Dynein is a crucial motor for
nuclear migration; and exclusion of dynein from
the MT plus ends could cause the observed nuclear
clustering (Xiang et al. 1994). In addition, it has
to be considered that conventional kinesin may
well be involved in delivering other components
of the MT plus end complex. Lack of conventional
kinesin could thus influence the dynamics of MTs
as well as their cortical interaction.

KipA of Asp. nidulans is similar to Tea2 in Sch.
pombe and is characterized by an N-terminal mo-
tor domain (Konzack et al. 2005). It accumulates at
MT plus ends and appears to reach this place by an
intrinsic motor activity. Mutant proteins, in which
a crucial residue for ATP hydrolysis was replaced,
lost the ability to accumulate at MT tips but dec-
orated them evenly. These findings were in agree-
ment with studies of Tea2 in Sch. pombe (Browning
et al. 2003). Gene deletion caused a surprising phe-
notype in Asp. nidulans. Delta kipA strains grew

as well as wild-type strains but the hyphal mor-
phology was changed. In contrast to MTs in the
wild type, MTs in the kipA deletion strain did not
merge into one place at the apex. This was inter-
preted as a reason why hyphae would meander.
If MTs do meet at one point, they would deliver
the vesicles, which are transported along them at
one place, the Spitzenkörper. Hence, hyphae would
grow straight. If MTs do not merge one point, vesi-
cles would be delivered at different places and ar-
bitrarily a majority could be deposited on the left,
in the middle or on the right side of the hypha. For
instance, if the majority of vesicles were deposited
asymmetrically at the left, the hypha would grow
to the left. The KipA protein could transport pro-
teins, which are necessary for temporal anchorage
of MT at the cortex at a specific point. Those pro-
teins would be crucial for straight growth and, be-
cause they labelled the end of the cell, they were
named “cell end markers” in Sch. pombe. Exam-
ples of such a protein in fission yeast are Tea1 and
Tip1 (Browning et al. 2003; Busch et al. 2004). How-
ever, MT fixation at the cortex through Tea1 has
not been shown. Tea1 may indeed be evolutionar-
ily conserved among fungi, because a similar pro-
tein has been localized to the growing hyphal tip
in Asp. nidulans (Konzack, Takeshita and Fischer,
unpublished data).

Deletion of any kinesin motor (besides bimC)
does not cause severe phenotypes. Interestingly
even a strain in which KinA, KipA and KipB were
deleted was still viable, although hyphal growth
anddevelopmentwerequite severelyaffected (Kon-
zack et al. 2005). This shows that kinesins can sub-
stitute for each other to some extent, which was
recently shown nicely in the case of the Unc-104
homologues, Nkin-2 kinesin and Nkin-3 kinesin
from N. crassa. Whereas Nkin-2 associates with mi-
tochondria and connects mitochondria with MTs,
Nkin-3 was found in the cytoplasm. Surprisingly,
after depletion of Nkin-2, Nkin-3 was upregulated
and also bound to mitochondria and MTs (Fuchs
and Westermann 2005). Homologues of these two
motors do also exist in Asp. nidulans and are cur-
rently being investigated in our laboratory. It ap-
pears that one of them, UncA kinesin, plays role in
hyphal tip extension whereas the other one, UncB
kinesin, is likely to play a role in the nucleus and
during septation (N. Zekert, unpublished data).

Asmentionedabove, fungiusually containonly
a single dynein protein, although in some basid-
iomycetes the heavy chain is encoded by two genes
(Eshel et al. 1993; Xiang et al. 1994; Straube et al.
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2001; Yamamoto and Hiraoka 2003; Martin et al.
2004). Dynein has a crucial role in nuclear mi-
gration but is also implicated in vesicle transport
(Seiler et al. 1999). Because dynein moves towards
the MT minus end, it is difficult to imagine that it
is directly involved in polarized growth, given that
MTs are mainly oriented with their plus ends to the
membrane. Indeed, deletion of dynein does not
cause an immediate block of hyphal extension and
the impact on colony growth could partly be due to
the lack of nuclei and other organelles, which are
translocated with the help of dynein (Xiang et al.
1994).

Besides the concerted action of the cytoskele-
ton and associated motor proteins to translocate
organelles, cytoplasmic streaming has to be con-
sidered as another mechanism to push forward
the cytoplasm and organelles. Mouriño-Pérez et al.
(2006) showed recently in N. crassa that the MT
array was able to advance as a unit as the hypha
elongates. The basis for this bulk flow has not yet
been resolved.

If MTs play a role in vesicle delivery to the grow-
ing hyphal tip, the question remains how the places
for cell extensionaremarked. First insights into this
process came from studies in Sch. pombe.

F. Cell End Makers at the Cortex

One of the first proteins which labelled a growing
yeast end was discovered in Sch. pombe in a screen-
ing for polarity mutants. One of the corresponding
genes, which was cloned by complementation,
encodes the Tea1 protein (Mata and Nurse 1997).
The protein is hitchhiking with growing MT ends
and is delivered at the pole, where it associates
with the cortex. The second one, Tea2 kinesin,
encodes a kinesin-like motor protein (Browning
et al. 2000; Fig. 5.5). It was shown recently that
the main membrane anchor, which recruits
proteins such as Tea1, is Mod5 (Browning et al.
2003; Snaith and Sawin 2003). This protein is
posttranslationally modified with a prenyl residue,
which confers membrane association. Among the
proteins recruited to the Mod5 anchor is also the
formin, For3 (Bretscher 2005; Martin et al. 2005;
Martin and Chang 2006). This protein initiates the
growth of actin filaments away from the growing
tip. These cables can be used as tracks for the
vesicles necessary for cell extension.

Given that the machinery is largely conserved
in filamentous fungi and that a crucial component,

similar to Mod5 was identified in Asp. nidulans, the
question remains what targets Mod5 to the mem-
brane at the pole of the cell rather than along the
cell. This points to a key function of the mem-
brane itself. Indeed, it was proposed some time ago
that sterol-rich lipid rafts exist which may cause
asymmetricdistributionofproteins inamembrane
(Grossmann et al. 2006; Hancock 2006). There is re-
cent evidence that these membrane domains play
a role in polarized growth of filamentous fungi
(Martin and Konopka 2004); and the laboratory of
S. Harris (Lincoln, USA) has shown that a ceramide
synthase is important for hyphal morphogenesis
(Li et al. 2006).

Because the installation of the growth machin-
ery at a specific place determines growth direc-
tionality, one would expect that external signals
influence the architecture of proteins. Indeed re-
cently a kinase, AtmA, with such a potential was
described in Asp. nidulans (Li et al. 2006). This ki-
nase has a well characterized role in DNA damage
response, but Li et al. (2006) found that deletion
also affects the establishment of polarized growth.
The reason appears to lie in a disorganization of
MTs in the apex, similar to the defect in the kinesin
mutant ∆kipA (Konzack et al. 2005). Whereas MTs
merge in one point in the wild type, they are dis-
persed in the atmA and the kipA mutants. In both
cases the authors argue that MT–cortex interaction
might be affected. Two further candidates for regu-
lation of protein activity are Pod6 and Cot1, which
were described in N. crassa, although they are dis-
tributed evenly along the hypha and do not show an
accumulation at the growing tip (Seiler et al. 2006).

Fig. 5.5. Model of polarized growth in Sch. pombe.
Reprinted from Martin and Chang (2003), with permission
from Elsevier
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IV. The Actin Cytoskeleton

A. Organization of the Actin Cytoskeleton

Immunostaining of actin or visualization with
phallloidin derivatives revealed a spot-like distri-
bution of the protein along the cortex in many
fungi with a high concentration at the tip. In
comparison, in Ash. gossypii actin cables are
frequently seen (Schmitz et al. 2006). Meanwhile,
actin was fused to GFP, which allows in vivo studies
of the dynamics of actin (B. Oakley, personal com-
munication; Fig. 5.1). Furthermore, Peñalva et al.
fused an actin-binding protein with GFP, which
is also a nice tool to study actin localization and
behaviour in living Asp. nidulans cells (M. Peñalva,
personal communication). The important role
actin plays in polarized growth becomes obvious
when depolymerizing agents, such as latrunculin
B or cytochalasin, are added to growing hyphae.
Sampson et al. showed that addition of latrunculin
B causes a fast block in hyphal extension (Sampson
and Heath 2005; Fig. 5.6). Likewise, deletion of the
myosin gene, myoA, is lethal (McGoldrick et al.
1995). There are two likely contributions of the
actin cytoskeleton to polarized growth. On the
one hand, the actin–myosin cytoskeleton is used
for vesicle transportation and secretion and thus
the delivery of cell wall components. On the other
hand, cortical proteins are brought into place by
this system in Sac. cerevisiae and guarantee the
proper attachment of MTs to the cortex (Schuyler

Fig. 5.6. Effect of anti-microtubule
and anti-actin drugs on polarized
growth of Asp. nidulans. a, c Conidia
of a wild-type strain with a GFP-
tagged nucleus. b, d Germlings of
the strain in a, c grown for 10 h at
30 ◦C in minimal medium (b) or
minimal medium supplemented with
1.5 µg|ml benomyl. Hyphae elongated
and the nucleus divided but nuclei
did not migrate into the germtube.
e–h Germination of a conidium in the
presence of 50 µg/ml cytochalasin A.
Some spores just swelled but did not
form germtubes (e) whereas others
formed short, more or less deformed
hyphae (f–h). Nuclear distribution was
not specifically affected and some-
times normal (f, h). i Comparison of
the growth rate of hyphal tips in the
presence of the MT drug MBC or the
actin drug latrunculin B (LatB). Taken
from Sampson and Heath (2005), with
permission

and Pellman 2001b). Because MT attachment
sites required for polarized growth seem to be
very defined in the apical dome (see below), it is
conceivable that the actin cytoskeleton plays a role
at this point as well. However, further experiments
are required to unravel the exact mechanisms.

As another aspect of polarized growth, we
should consider the existence of a Ca2+ gradient
along the hypha with a high concentration at the
tip of Phyllosticta ampelicida and N. crassa (Shaw
et al. 2001; Silverman-Gavrila and Lew 2003; see
also Chap. 9 in this volume). In the absence of this
gradient, hyphal polarity is affected (Schmid and
Harold 1988). Although the effect has been known
for a long time, a direct link to the machinery
described above has not emerged yet. One expla-
nation for the role of Ca2+ ions is the stimulation
of vesicle fusion with the membrane. The Ca2+

concentration appears to be regulated through
a stretch-activated phospholipase C at the tip,
which catalyses the formation of inositol (1,4,5)-
triphosphate (IP3) and in turn causes the release
of Ca2+from special vesicles (Silverman-Gavrila
and Lew 2002).

B. The Polarisome

A protein complex related to the actin cytoskeleton
is localized at the incipient bud of Sac. cerevisiae
and is named the polarisome (see Chap. 6 in this
volume). This structure is involved in the organi-
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zation of the actin cytoskeleton and its appearance
resembles the Spitzenkörper in filamentous fungi
(Sagot et al. 2002). There is evidence that this pro-
tein complex also exists in filamentous fungi as
structure separate from the Spitzenkörper (Harris
and Momany 2004). The existence of polarisome
components in filamentous fungi was shown first in
Asp. nidulans. Sharpless and Harris demonstrated
that SepA – an orthologue of a key component of
the yeast polarisome, Bni1 – colocalize with the
Spitzenkörper (Sharpless and Harris 2002). Sim-
ilarly in Ash. gossypii, a filamentous fungus very
closely related to Sac. cerevisiae (Wendland and
Walther 2005), a homologue of the Sac. cerevisiae
polarisome protein Spa2 was analysed (Knechtle
et al. 2003) and recently also the Bni1 orthologue,
AgBni1 (Schmitz et al. 2006). Whereas Spa2 is not
essential in Ash. gossypii, but is necessary for fast
polarized growth, deletion of Agbni1 causes loss of
polarization and swelling of the cells to a potato-
like appearance. A Spa2 orthologue has been char-
acterized in C. albicans as well and its role stud-
ied during filamentous growth (Zheng et al. 2003).
The protein persistently localizes at hyphal tips and
deletion causes defects in polarity establishment.
Recently, Crampin et al. suggested that the polari-
some and the Spitzenkörper are distinct structures
which coexist in hyphae (Sagot et al. 2002; Crampin
et al. 2005; Fig. 5.2, see page 122). Similar results
for Spa2 (SpaA) have been obtained in Asp. nidu-
lans, suggesting that a polarisome or the existence
of polarisome components at the growing hyphal
tip could be a general theme for filamentous fungi
(Virag and Harris 2006b). According to this model,
filamentous fungal cells employ both the MT and
the actin cytoskeleton and, related to these struc-
tural elements, the Spitzenkörper as vesicle supply
centre and the polarisome for actin organization.

The machinery discussed so far describes how
fungi could extend their hyphae, but this picture
does not yet allow any adaptation of the process to
external (e.g. nutrient gradients) or internal signals
(e.g. the stage of the cell cycle). Little is known so
far about the transduction of such signals into e.g.
changes of growth direction, although several reg-
ulatory proteins have been described which influ-
ence polarized growth, probably through an inter-
action with the actin cytoskeleton. The principle of
this possible regulation is best studied in Sac. cere-
visiae (Tcheperegine et al. 2005) and some of the
components appear to be conserved in filamentous
fungi. Among those are members of the Rho and
Rac families, small GTPases which act as molecu-

lar switches (Boyce et al. 2001, 2003, 2005; Guest
et al. 2004; Momany 2005; Virag and Harris 2006a).
However, a detailed analysis for the exact role in
polarized growth in filamentous fungi remains to
be done.

C. Actin-Dependent Motor Proteins

The function of the actin cytoskeleton depends on
the activity of actin-dependent motor proteins, the
myosins. Myosins serve a broad range of cellular
functions and are grouped into 18 different classes.
In Asp. nidulans a class I myosin was identified
and shown to be required for protein secretion and
polarized growth and with an essential role for vi-
ability (McGoldrick et al. 1995). It localizes to the
growing hyphal tip (Yamashita et al. 2000).

Given that myosin motors are involved in vesi-
cle transportation towards the cell cortex and vesi-
cle fusion with the cell membrane, it is very inter-
esting that Asp. nidulans employs a myosin-derived
motor domain for the transportation of class V and
class VI chitin synthases, where the motor domain
is directly fused to the enzyme (Horiuchi et al. 1999;
Takeshita et al. 2005, 2006).

Myosin motor proteins of other classes have
been described, e.g. in Sac. cerevisiae, where a class
V myosin motor is involved in the inheritance of
peroxisomes and other organelles (Bretscher 2003;
Fagarasanu et al. 2006). A second class V myosin is
required for RNA transportation (Bretscher 2003).

D. The swo Mutants and the Establishment
of Polarity

So far we have discussed polar growth in the sense
of maintaining polarized extension by recruiting
the cellular machinery for cell wall assembly to the
tip of an existing hypha. An interesting remain-
ing question is how polarity is established starting
from round spores, such as conidiospores in the
case of Asp. nidulans. This crucial question has
been addressed in A. nidulans by the isolation of
three temperature-sensitive mutants, swoC, swoD
and swoF, in which spores swell at restrictive tem-
perature but do not produce a germ tube (Momany
et al. 1999). The SwoC protein displays homology
to rRNA pseudouridine synthases of yeast and the
role in polarized growth still remains obscure. In
contrast SwoF has a high identity with N-myristoyl
transferases and it is speculated that a polarity de-
terminant could be the substrate for myristolya-
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tion (Shaw et al. 2002). This posttranslational pro-
tein modification is found in proteins which switch
between membrane-bound and cytoplasmic states
(e.g. G protein α-subunits) and could be important
for the localization of cell end markers or other
landmark proteins, as discussed above (Bathnagar
and Gordon 1997). Therefore the identification of
prenylated or myristoylated proteins appears to be
of prime importance for understanding polarity
establishment in filamentous fungi.

V. Conclusions

The past few years have provided many new in-
sights into the role and interplay of actin and the
MT cytoskeleton in polarized growth of fungi. It
appears that the main function of MTs is to deliver
vesicles and cell end markers. Especially the latter
function needs much more attention, since only
two putative cell end marker protein have been
identified in Asp. nidulans so far. If homologues
of Sch. pombe cell end markers exist in filamen-
tous fungi, questions remain: what exactly are their
biochemical functions, which downstream events
do they trigger to allow straight hyphal growth
and which upstream regulatory circuits are inte-
grated? The publication of several fungal genome
sequences along with the continuous improvement
of molecular and microscopy techniques promise
a fruitful future for cytoskeletal research in fungi.
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Genetic Nomenclature: Where possible the
nomenclature used in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
is employed as follows: SPA2, a dominant allele,
usually wild type, or the gene itself; spa2 a recessive
allele, usually non-functional, due to a sponta-
neous or induced mutation; spa2∆ a haploid in
which the SPA2 gene has been deleted; spa2∆/∆,
a diploid in which both copies of SPA2 have been
deleted; Spa2, the protein encoded by the SPA2
gene; Spa2-GFP, a C-terminal fusion between
Spa2 and GFP; GFP-Spa2, an N-terminal fusion
between Spa2 and GFP. Only where the context is
not clear are suffixes such as Sc, Ca Ag etc. added,
e.g. CaSPA2 = the Candida albicans homologue of
SPA2. In some fungi, such as Aspergillus nidulans
and Neurospora crassa, a different nomenclature
is used. Thus the Asp. nidulans homologue of the
Sac. cerevisiae SPA2 is spaA which encodes the
SpaA protein. The ∆ symbol is still used to denote
a deletion allele, e.g. spaA∆.

I. Introduction

To accommodate new biomass generated through
growth, all cells must by necessity increase their
surface area. In fungal cells this means expand-
ing the plasma membrane and cell wall, and is
achieved by the fusion of membrane-bound secre-
tory vesicles with the existing plasma membrane –
the membranes of the incoming secretory vesi-
cles provide the wherewithal for the expansion of
the plasma membrane, while their contents con-
tain the raw materials and enzymes for the man-
ufacture of new cell wall. In Saccharomyces cere-
visiae, lesions in the secretory pathway that block
this process result in cells of increasing density
and are ultimately lethal (Novick et al. 1980). If
the secretory vesicles fused evenly without restric-
tion to the whole of the surface area, then cells
would grow isotropically – that is, growth would

Biology of the Fungal Cell, 2nd Edition
The Mycota VIII
R.J. Howard and N.A.R. Gow (Eds.)
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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proceed evenly in all directions. However, fungal
cells often grow in a highly polarised fashion where
growth in confined to a small part of their total sur-
face area. Such polarized growth requires that the
flow of secretory vesicles, and their fusion with the
plasma membrane, is directed towards the site of
growth.

The growth of fungal hyphae can be dra-
matically polarised. For example, hyphae of
Neurospora crassa can extend at a rate of
16 µm min−1 (Trinci 1973), which requires a flow
of 37,000 vesicles min−1 to arrive and fuse with
the growing apex (Collinge and Trinci 1974).
Yeast cells also show polarised growth, but at
a rate that is two orders of magnitude slower
than this. Young buds of Sac. cerevisiae grow
in a polarised fashion from the bud tip before
a switch to isotropic growth occurs in late G2
(Kron and Gow 1995; Figs. 6.1, 6.3). During
cytokinesis polarised growth is directed to the bud
neck to produce the secondary septum (Kron and
Gow 1995; Cabib 2004). During nitrogen-limited
growth a delayed onset of apical/isotropic switch
together with an absence of cell separation after
cytokinesis results in chains of elongated cells
called pseudohyphae (Gimeno et al. 1992; Kron
et al. 1994). When haploid cells are exposed to
their cognate mating pheromone polarised growth
results in a mating projection or “shmoo” which
allows the cells to grow towards the cell of opposite
mating type that is producing the pheromone
(Bücking-Throm et al. 1973; Segall 1993; Fig. 6.1).
The fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe
grows from the cell pole distant from the division
plane before growth is also initiated from the
other pole, a process termed new end take off (or
NETO; Mitchison and Nurse 1985). The cotton
pathogen Ashbya gossypii grows exclusively in
the hyphal mode, even though it is related to
the budding yeast, Sac. cerevisiae (Philippsen
et al. 2005; Wendland and Walther 2005). Some
fungi are dimorphic or polymorphic, being able
to grow as both yeast and hyphae according to
the environmental conditions. For example, the
human fungal pathogen Candida albicans can
switch between yeast, pseudohyphal and hyphal
growth patterns (Odds 1985; Sudbery et al. 2004;
Walther and Wendland 2007; Fig. 6.1) and, when
exposed to mating pheromone, produces long thin
mating projections (Lockhart et al. 2003; Fig. 6.1).
Another human fungal pathogen, Penicillium
marneffei, grows in a hyphal form at 25 ◦C and as
yeast at 37 ◦C.

Fig. 6.1. Examples of polarised growth in fungi. A C. albi-
cans hyphae, B C. albicans mating projection, C Sac. cere-
visiae yeast, D Sac. cerevisiae mating projection, E C. albi-
cans pseudohyphae. Bars 5 µm

The budding yeast, Sac. cerevisiae and the fis-
sion yeast, Sch. pombe serve as models for the in-
vestigation of the molecular mechanisms that drive
polarised growth and a detailed picture has now
emerged (Fig. 6.2). Sites of polarised growth are
characterised by cortical markers. In budding yeast
cells, these markers are deposited by bud site selec-
tion pathways and, in shmoos, by the βγ dimer that
dissociates from the trimeric G protein complex
upon activation of the pheromone receptor. In Sch.
pombe a kelch repeat protein Tea1 is transported
along microtubules by the kinesin motor protein
Tea2. At these marked sites the Cdc42 GTPase is ac-
tivatedby itsGEFCdc24.Cdc42acts as amaster reg-
ulator of many aspects of cell growth and morpho-
genesis (Adams et al. 1990a; Johnson 1999; Etienne-
Manneville 2004). As a result of Cdc42 action actin
cables are nucleated at sites of polarised growth
by a surface protein complex called the polarisome
(Sheu et al. 1998; Sagot et al. 2002; Evangelista et al.
2002). Post-Golgi secretory vesicles are transported
along these actin cables to dock with a second
protein complex called the exocyst before fusion
with the plasma membrane (Terbush et al. 1996;
Schott et al. 1999).

This chapter first reviews how these processes
operate in yeast cells. As in most processes asso-
ciated with the cell cycle, polarised growth is ulti-
mately controlled by the cyclin-dependent kinase –
Cdc28 in Sac. cerevisiae, Cdc2 in Sch. pombe. Thus,
the influence of the cell cycle and the cyclin reg-
ulators of Cdc28 is reviewed first. This is followed
by a consideration of the actin, microtubular and
septin cytoskeletons which form an essential part
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Fig. 6.2. Overview of polarised growth
in budding yeast. At sites of polarised
growth, indicated by cortical markers,
Cdc42 is localised and activated to its
GTP-bound state by Cdc24. Cdc42-GTP
promotes the localisation and activation
of Bni1 and the polarisome, the exocyst
and the Las17-Arp2/Arp3 complex. Bni1
nucleates the formation of actin cables
which form tracks for the transport of
secretory vesicle, by Myo2/Mlc1, which
bleb off from late Golgi compartments.
On arrival at sites of polarised growth
the secretory vesicles dock with the exo-
cyst and fuse with the plasma membrane

of the polarised growth machinery. The subsequent
sections review what is known about the transport
of secretory vesicles from the Golgi along actin ca-
bles to their fusion with the exocyst, and then con-
sider the role of Cdc42 and other Rho-type GTPases
which orchestrate many of the processes involved
in polarised growth. This includes a consideration
how sites of polarised growth are marked by the
bud site selection pathways leading to the activa-
tion of Cdc42 and the multitude of downstream
Cdc42 effectors.

The growth of yeast buds is clearly different
from the extension of hyphal tips, and a key
question is whether the yeast paradigm is ap-
plicable in a modified form to hyphal growth or
whether fundamentally different mechanisms are
operating. An indication that the budding yeast
paradigm requires substantial modification is the
presence of a structure called the Spitzenkörper, an
accumulation of secretory vesicles at or just behind
hyphal tips, for which there does not appear to
be a counterpart in Sac. cerevisiae (Girbardt 1957,
1969; Harris et al. 2005, Virag and Harris 2006b).
Investigations into the molecular composition of
the Spitzenkörper are still at a relatively early stage,
but it has been clear for a long time that it plays
a central role in driving the extension of hyphal
tips (Bartnicki-Garcia et al. 1995). The present
review concludes by considering how the detailed
knowledge of polarised growth in Sac. cerevisiae
may apply in fungi that can grow in a hyphal form,
and in particular the nature of the Spitzenkörper
and its relationship to the various complexes
and molecular mechanisms that operate in yeast,
the workings of which we have at least some
understanding.

II. The Influence of the Cell Cycle

A. Saccharomyces cerevisiae

In Sac. cerevisiae the pattern of growth is strictly
regulated by the cell cycle (reviewed by Kron and
Gow 1995). Once a mother cell reaches a critical
size and forms a bud, growth for the remainder
of the cell cycle is confined to the bud (Fig. 6.3A).
Young buds grow in a polarised fashion from their
tip but switch to isotropic growth in G2. This switch
is delayed in a pseudohyphal cell, resulting in the
elongated shape of the daughter bud. After mitosis
and the formation of the primary septum, growth is
re-directed to the bud neck to form the secondary
septa either side of the primary septum.

Passage through the cell cycle is regulated by
the cyclin dependent kinase, Cdc28, which at var-
ious times is partnered by a family of three G1
cyclins (Cln1–Cln3) and six G2 cyclins (Clb1–Clb6;
for reviews see Futcher 2002; Jorgensen and Ty-
ers 2004). The following brief summary provides
a background for discussion of the influence of the
cell cycle on polarised growth. When mother cells
grow to an appropriate cell size and in the pres-
ence of suitable nutrients, Start is initiated by the
G1 cyclin, Cln3 (Sudbery et al. 1980; Cross 1988;
Nash et al. 1988). This results in a program of tran-
scription of several hundred genes involved in DNA
and cell wall synthesis. Among this gene set are
two further G1 cyclins, Cln1 and Cln2. In associ-
ation with these cyclins, Cdc28 then mediates the
critical processes necessary for Start, including the
destruction of Sic1, an inhibitor of Cdc28 when as-
sociated with the Clb family of G2 cyclins. The G1
transcriptional program also results in the expres-
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sion of a pair of functionally redundant forkhead
transcription factors, Fkh1 and Fkh2, which tran-
scribe the G2 cyclins Clb1–Clb6 (Zhu et al. 2000).
These G2 cyclins mediate the shut-off of G1 cyclin
transcription and promote the degradation of G1
cyclin proteins (Amon et al. 1993). Cdc28 in asso-
ciation with the Clb cyclins then orchestrates DNA
synthesis and the onset of mitosis. To exit mitosis
the Clbs must be destroyed and Sic1 re-stabilised as
cells enter G1 of the next cycle. Thus there is a wave
of G1 cyclin expression followed by a wave of G2
cyclin expression.

The apical growth immediately after bud
emergence is promoted by G1 cyclins, while the
apical/isotropic growth switch in G2 is co-incident
with the rise of G2 cyclins Clb1/Clb2 and the dis-
appearance of the G1 cyclins (Lew and Reed 1993).
The ways in which the Cln-Cdc28 kinase promotes
polarised growth are still unclear, although some
clues are emerging, such as the Cdc28-dependent
phosphorylation of Bem1 and Far1 (discussed
further below). In Sac. cerevisiae cyclin levels may
play a role in regulating pseudohyphal growth,
which involves increased polarised growth and
a delayed apical/isotropic growth switch (Kron
et al. 1994; Ahn et al. 2001). Cells lacking Cln1 and
Cln2 are defective in pseudohyphal growth, while
cells lacking Cln3 show an enhanced pseudohyphal
response. Thus, Cln1 and Cln2 promote pseudohy-
phal growth and Cln3 is a negative regulator (Loeb
et al. 1999a). Activation of Cdc28 by mitotic cyclins
leads to isotropic growth, therefore inhibition of
or delay of this activation would be expected to en-
hance pseudohyphal growth. Consistent with this
hypothesis, a clb2∆/clb2∆ strain showed enhanced
pseudohyphal growth, while overexpression of

Fig. 6.3. Actin and cell growth polarisation. A Polarised
growth follows the pattern of actin polarisation: growth is
confined to the bud and the pattern of growth switches
from apical to isotropic in G2. After mitosis (M), during
cytokinesis (C), growth is directed to the mother cell bud
neck to form the secondary septum. B Polarisation of the
actin cytoskeleton in the cell cycle of Sac. cerevisiae. In
unbudded cells, actin cortical patches congregate at the
incipient bud site to which actin cables are orientated. In
small buds, the cables are orientated to the bud tip where the
cortical patches congregate. In cells with larger buds, actin
cables are directed to the bud neck in mother cells – the
actin cables and patches are not polarised in the bud. After
mitosis cables and patches are polarised to the mother-bud
neck (Phalloidin-TRITC; K. Ayscough). C Polarisation of
actin cortical patches in C. albicans hyphae. (Abp-YFP; H.
Crampin, unpublished data). Bar 5 µm

Clb2 abrogated pseudohyphal growth (Ahn et al.
1999). The periodicity of CLB2 transcription is
lost in a fkh1∆/∆ fkh2∆/∆ mutant and such cells
show constitutive pseudohyphal growth (Zhu et al.
2000).

It is clearly important that mitosis does not oc-
cur if the bud has not formed properly. Genetic le-
sions or environmental perturbations that interfere
with the proper formation and growth of the bud
triggers the morphogenesis checkpoint which de-
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lays but does not permanently prevent mitosis (Lew
and Reed 1995). The checkpoint operates through
the Swe1 kinase, the homologue of the Wee1 ki-
nase first identified in Sch. pombe. Swe1 inhibits
the Clb2-Cdc28 by phosphorylation of Tyr19 in the
active site (Sia et al. 1996). Inhibition of Cdc28 pre-
vents mitosis and also prevents the switch from
polarised to apical growth. As a result of opera-
tion of the morphogenesis check point buds of-
ten become elongated and can resemble pseudohy-
phae. This has caused much confusion in the liter-
ature because pseudohyphae, induced by nitrogen-
limited growth, do not depend on Swe1 (Ahn et al.
1999). For example, branched-chain alcohols such
as isoamyl alcohol induce a pseudohypha-like phe-
notype, but this is Swe1-dependent and so is likely
to result from some form of interference during
bud formation (Martínez-Anaya et al. 2003).

B. Candida albicans

The growth pattern of C. albicans yeast and pseu-
dohyphal cells is similar to the corresponding states
in Sac. cerevisiae. Young yeast buds grow in a po-
larised fashion from their tips but switch to an
isotropic mode late in the cell cycle (Soll et al. 1985).
Pseudohyphal cells prolong the phase of polarised
growth, however a switch to isotropic growth does
eventually occur (Crampin et al. 2005). In contrast
to yeast and pseudohyphae, hyphal germ tubes
grow continuously in a polarised fashion and no
switch to isotropic growth occurs, even during mi-
tosis (Soll et al. 1985; Crampin et al. 2005).

In this fungus there is a single homologue of
the Sac. cerevisiae CLN1/CLN2 gene pair, called
HGC1 (Zheng et al. 2004), and a single homologue
of Sac. cerevisiae CLN3 (Chapa y Lazo et al. 2005;
Bachewich et al. 2005). There is a third G1 cyclin
called CCN1. This gene is not the closest C. albicans
homologue of either Sac. cerevisiae CLN1/CLN2 or
CLN3, so its status is unclear. Two G2 cyclins have
been identified in C. albicans, which are homo-
logues of the Sac. cerevisiae Clb2 and Clb4 genes
(Bensen et al. 2005).

Note there is some confusion in the C. albi-
cans literature concerning G1 cyclin nomenclature.
Initially two G1 cyclins were identified. Whiteway
and co-workers identified a gene homologous to
Sac. cerevisiae G1 cyclins and assigned it the name
CCN1 (Whiteway et al. 1992). Sherlock and col-
leagues isolated two G1 cyclins and assigned them
the names CLN1 and CLN2, despite the fact that

CLN1 was known to be the same gene as CCN1. For
a while CLN1 was used in the literature by others,
for example Loeb and co-workers (1999b). How-
ever, it isnowclear thatCLN1 isnot theclosesthom-
ologue of Sac. cerevisiae CLN1 and the standard
name has now reverted to the original CCN1 (Braun
et al. 2005). The gene originally named CLN2 by
Sherlock and co-workers is probably the homo-
logue of Sac. cerevisiae CLN3 and it has now been
so re-named. The C. albicans genome sequence re-
vealed a third G1 cyclin, which is the closest hom-
ologue of the Sac. cerevisiae CLN1/2 gene pair. For
a while this gene was called CLN21 until its iden-
tification as a hyphal specific cyclin, when it was
re-named HGC1 (Zheng et al. 2004).

Cyclins have also been shown to play an im-
portant role in the regulation of polarised growth
in C. albicans. HGC1 is not expressed in yeast cells
but is expressed for a short period upon hyphal
induction and is required for hypha formation
(Zheng et al. 2004). In contrast to Sac. cerevisiae,
Cln3 is essential for budding – when Cln3 is
depleted using the conditional MET3 promoter,
unbudded mother cells increase in size without
budding before spontaneously evaginating hyphal
germ tubes (Bachewich and Whiteway 2005;
Chapa y Lazo et al. 2005). Thus the G1 cyclins have
acquired morphology-specific functions: Cln3 is
required for yeast growth and may negatively reg-
ulate hyphal growth; Hgc1 is not required for yeast
growth, but it is required for hyphal growth; Ccn1
is not required for germ tube formation, but it is
required for long-term maintenance of germ tubes
(Loeb et al. 1999b). Loss of either of the G2 cyclins,
Clb2 and Clb4, leads to constitutive pseudohyphal
growth, with loss of Clb2 having the more pro-
nounced effect (Bensen et al. 2005). Loss of the
forkhead transcription factor Fkh2, responsible for
the periodic transcription of the G2 cyclins, also re-
sults in pseudohyphal growth (Bensen et al. 2002).

The hyphal growth resulting from loss of the
G1 cyclins and the pseudohyphal growth result-
ing from loss of the G2 cyclins are examples of the
remarkable relationship between polarised growth
and cell cycle arrest in C. albicans. There have been
many reports of cell cycle blocks resulting in po-
larised growth – further examples are as follows:

– Strains in which the only copy of CDC28 is un-
der the control of the MET3 promoter consti-
tutively form a mixture of hyphae and pseudo-
hyphae during growth under MET3-repressing
conditions (Umeyama et al. 2006).
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– A cdc34∆/∆ mutant grows constitutively as hy-
phae. In Sac. cerevisiae, Cdc34 acts as a ubiqui-
tin ligase targetting phosphorylated Sic1, lead-
ing to its degradation. Sic1 is an inhibitor of
Cdc28 when complexed to the Clb family of G2
cyclins. Destruction of Sic1 is essential for cells
to pass Start. Thus, like cells depleted of Cln3,
which also form hyphae constitutively, cells
lacking Cdc34 are arrested in G1. There is no
obvious homologue of SIC1 in the C. albicans
genome, but a possible functional counterpart
called SOL1 has been identified (tir-Lande et al.
2005).

– Inhibition of DNA synthesis by hydroxyurea
treatment results in pseudohyphal growth
(Bachewich et al. 2005).

– Depletion of the polo kinase Cdc5 results in
hyper-polarised growth. Cdc5 is required for
mitotic exit and cytokinesis in Sac. cerevisiae
(Bachewich et al. 2005).

– Cells treated with nocadazole, which disrupts
the mitotic spindle also show hyper-polarised
growth (Bai et al. 2002).

– Cells lacking Gin4, or the related Hsl1 kinase,
form pseudohyphae constitutively (Wightman
et al. 2004; Umeyama et al. 2005). It is not
clear whether this treatment does cause a cell
cycle block. However, in Sac. cerevisiae Gin4
plays multiple roles in cell cycle progression,
including a requirement for septin ring for-
mation (Longtine et al. 1998), failure of which
triggers the Swe1-dependent morphogenesis
checkpoint (Lew and Reed 1995). The pseu-
dohyphal growth in a gin4∆/∆ mutant is not
wholly a result of this checkpoint as it still
occurs in a gin4∆/∆ swe1∆/∆ double mutant.
Moreover, septin ring formation occurs nor-
mally in an hsl1∆/∆ mutant, but constitutive
pseudohyphal formation is still observed.

A consistent theme that emerges from these studies
is that cell cycle arrest results in polarised growth.
Interestingly in the case of Cdc5 depletion and no-
cadazole treatment, removal of the relevant check-
point, mediated by Bub5 and Mad2 respectively,
which allows the cell cycle to be resumed, also abro-
gates the polarised growth response (Bai et al. 2002;
Bachewich et al. 2005). Thus cell cycle progres-
sion itself may be the factor that links these diverse
conditions. Cells impaired in progress through G1
form hyphae (Cln3 depletion, cdc34∆/∆) while cells
blocked or impaired in transit through S, G2 and
M form pseudohyphae (HU, Clb2 or Clb deple-

tion, fkh1∆/∆. nocadazole and possibly gin4∆/∆
and hsl1∆/∆). In this regard it is intriguing that the
evagination of hyphal germ tubes from unbudded
yeast cells occurs before the Start of the cell cycle,
as judged by the initiation of S-phase and spindle
pole duplication (Hazan et al. 2002). A close paral-
lel is the formation of a shmoo in Sac. cerevisiae,
where the cell cycle is halted in G1 by Far1 (Peter
and Herskowitz 1994).

C. Filamentous Fungi

The hyphae of filamentous fungi grow continu-
ously in a polarised fashion from their tip; and
this growth is cell cycle-independent. However in
a very short times scale tip growth has been seen
to occur in discrete pulses (Lopez-Franco et al.
1994). Filamentous fungi such as Asp. nidulans
do show a phase of isotropic growth during as-
cospore swelling before switching to polarised api-
cal growthas the germtubegrowsoutof themother
cell. This isotropic apical switch is delayed if the
first mitosis is blocked in cells growing on rich
medium, but not on poor medium (Harris 1999).
Thus in this case, and in contrast to C. albicans, po-
larised growth depends on cell cycle progression.
However, this relationship is modulated by the nu-
tritional status of the environment.

III. The Cytoskeleton

The actin, tubulin and septin cytoskeletons are all
involved in polarised growth in fungi (see also
Chaps. 1, 2, 5, 10, 11 in this volume).

A. Actin

The actin cytoskeleton has three components:
actin cables, actin cortical patches and a contractile
actomyosin ring at the site of septum formation
(Adams and Pringle 1983; Lippincott and Li
1998; Fig. 6.3B). In both yeast and filamentous
fungi the cortical patches are clustered at sites
of polarised growth and the cables orientated
towards these sites (Adams and Pringle 1983;
Anderson and Soll 1986; Heath 1988; Hazan et al.
2002; Fig. 6.3C). As the mode of growth changes
from apical to isotropic during bud growth in Sac.
cerevisiae the polarisation of both actin cables
and cortical patches disappears. After mitosis the
actin cytoskeleton becomes polarised to the site
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of septum formation (Adams and Pringle 1983;
Pruyne and Bretscher 2000a; (Fig. 6.3B). During
hyphal growth of C. albicans the actin cytoskeleton
is polarised continuously to the tip; in contrast to
yeast and pseudohyphae, tip-orientated cables and
cortical patches persist throughout the cell cycle
(Anderson and Soll 1986; Hazan et al. 2002).

Actin cables are nucleated at sites of polarised
growth and form tracks for the transport of se-
cretory vesicles by a class V myosin, which in Sac.
cerevisiae is encoded by MYO2 (Adams and Pringle
1983; Schott et al. 1999). Subcellular organelles
such as the Golgi apparatus, mitochondria, vac-
uoles and peroxisomes are also transported by
Myo2 along actin cables into the daughter bud
(Pruyne et al. 2004). Actin cables also form tracks
for the asymmetric localisation of some mRNA
molecules, such as ASH1, to the daughter cell (Sil
and Herskowitz 1996). In this case transport is
driven by a second-class V myosin encoded by
MYO4 (Bobola et al. 1996).

In Sac. cerevisiae actin cables are also required
for the orientation of the mitotic spindle across the
bud neck. Astral microtubules are guided by actin
cables to the cortex of the daughter bud, result-
ing in the positioning of the mitotic spindle (Segal
and Bloom 2001). In this process, a connection be-
tween microtubules and actin cables is established
through an interaction between Bim1, which deco-
rates the plus ends of microtubules, and Kar9 which
associates with Myo2 (Bloom 2000). Capture of mi-
crotubules at the bud cortex also involves Bud6,
a polarisome component (see below; Segal et al.
2000). Arrival of microtubules at the daughter cell
cortex results in the release of Lte1, the GEF for the
Tem1 GTPase. Activated Tem1 in turn activates the
mitotic exit network (MEN) which is necessary for
the completionofmitosis (SeshanandAmon2004).
This mechanism ensures that anaphase cannot be
initiated until the spindle is properly positioned
across the bud neck.

Actin cortical patches are composed of highly
branchedactin chains complexed toa largenumber
of actin associated proteins (Winder and Ayscough
2005). They congregate around sites of polarised
growth in a wide variety of fungal species, includ-
ing Sac. cerevisiae (Adams and Pringle 1983), C. al-
bicans (Anderson and Soll 1986; Hazan et al. 2002;
Fig. 6.3B), Ash. gossypii (Wendland and Walther
2005) and filamentous fungi (Heath 1988). How-
ever, it not clear that they directly promote po-
larised growth as they are thought to be sites of en-
docytosis (Geli and Riezman 1998; Matheos et al.

2004; Ayscough 2005). One possibility is that endo-
cytosis is necessary to re-cycle components, such
v-SNARES, required for vesicle traffic to sites of
polarised growth.

An actomyosin ring forms at the site of septa-
tion. This consists of a complex between filamen-
tous actin and the class II myosin encoded in Sac.
cerevisiae by MYO1 (Lippincott and Li 1998). Con-
traction of the ring is thought to guide the for-
mation of the primary septum composed of chitin
synthesised by the chitin synthase, Chs2, which is
attached to the contractile ring (Vallen et al. 2000;
Schmidt et al. 2002; Cabib 2004).

B. Septins

In Sac. cerevisiae formation of the contractile ring
and a variety of other functions involved in cytoki-
nesis depends on the septin cytoskeleton, which
is composed of a family of five related proteins:
Cdc3, Cdc10, Cdc11, Cdc12 and Shs1 (Pringle et al.
1995; Gladfelter et al. 2001b; Douglas et al. 2005).
They form a single ring at the site of the incipi-
ent bud emergence, which is maintained at the bud
neck after bud emergence. Later in the cycle the
ring elongates to form an hourglass shape before
splitting into two rings just before mitosis. Dur-
ing the cell cycle the septin ring transits between
a form in which its subunits are in dynamic equilib-
rium with a cytoplasmic pool and a stable form in
which no subunit exchange occurs (Caviston et al.
2003; Dobbelaere et al. 2003). The transition occurs
around the time in which the ring elongates to the
hourglass shapeand ismediatedby theGin4kinase.
Septins act as a scaffold for a variety of functions
involved in cytokinesis. Early in the cycle the septin
ring localises the chitin synthase encoded by Chs3
which mediates the formation of the external chitin
ring that forms the bud scar after the daughter bud
separates from the mother cell (Santos and Snyder
1997; Cabib 2004). Also early in the cycle Myo1 and
a regulatory light chain Mlc2, localises to the septin
ring (Lillie and Brown 1994; Luo et al. 2004). During
mitosis this complex successively recruits another
regulatory light chain Mlc1, followed by Iqg1 and
finally actin (Lippincott and Li 1998; Boyne et al.
2000; Shannon and Li 2000). After formation of the
primary septum, the septin rings are required for
re-polarisation of growth to the bud neck for the
formation of secondary septa. After cell separation
in haploid cells, the septin rings on both the mother
and daughter cells act as landmarks for the locali-
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sation of the axial bud site markers Bud3, Bud4 and
Bud10, which mark the site of bud emergence in the
next cycle (Chant 1999). Septin rings also form at
sites of septation in other fungi. Interestingly the
rings only form during or after mitosis in both Sch.
pombe and Asp. nidulans and are unlikely to be
part of the mechanism that marks the site where
the septumwill form(Longtine et al. 1996;Momany
et al. 2001). As well as programming cytokinesis,
septins serve other roles. First, they act as barriers
to diffusion of proteins through the cortex, thus de-
lineating cortical domains (Dobbelaere et al. 2003).
Second, they program polarise growth away from
the bud neck in young buds, resulting in the char-
acteristic constriction between the mother cell and
the daughter bud (Gladfelter et al. 2005). Septins
may play other roles during hyphal growth. A band
of longitudinal septin bars form at the base of Sac.
cerevisiae shmoosandC.albicansgermtubes (Sud-
bery 2001; Warenda and Konopka 2002). The role
of these structures is not known, but in C. albicans
they are clearly distinct from the septin rings that
also form within the germ tube and their formation
is Gin4-independent, in contrast to the septin rings
that form within the germ tube (Wightman et al.
2004). Septin caps have been observed at the tips of
shmoos and C. albicans germ tubes; and again the
function of these caps remains obscure (Warenda
and Konopka 2002).

C. Microtubules

1. Tip Growth of the Fission Yeast Schizosaccha-
romyces pombe

Microtubules are not required for polarised growth
in Sac. cerevisiae, however they do play an central
role in the polarised growth of other fungi. In the
fission yeast Sch. pombe, three to six pairs of micro-
tubule bundles run the length of the linear cylin-
drical cells. These microtubules are nucleated by
an interphase microtubule organising centre (iM-
TOC) located near the nuclear envelope; the plus
endsof themicrotubules are locatedat the cell poles
and the minus ends are anchored near the iMTOC,
thus forming an antiparallel region in the centre
of the bundle. The plus ends of the microtubules
constantly grow towards the cell poles and shrink
back due to depolymerisation when they touch the
pole. The microtubules are required for accurate
positioning of the growth site. Four proteins, Tea1,
Tea2, Tip1 and Mal3, have been identified that are
involved in this process. Mutations affecting these

proteins result in T-shaped cells due to growth from
ectopic sites (Verde et al. 1995). Tea1, a kelch re-
peat protein, marks the growth site itself (Mata
and Nurse 1997). Its functions include the localisa-
tion of the Sac. cerevisiae Bud6 homologue, which
promotes the polarisation of the actin cytoskeleton
(Glynn et al. 2001), and Pom1, a kinase required
for the initiation of bipolar growth from each cell
pole (Bahler and Pringle 1998). Tea1 is delivered
to the cell poles on the tips of the microtubules
(Mata and Nurse 1997). Tea2, a kinesin motor pro-
tein, transports Tip1 and Tea1 along microtubules
to their plus end (Behrens and Nurse 2002; Busch
et al. 2004). Tip1, a member of the CLIP-170 protein
family, is an essential part of the guidance mech-
anism that maintains the microtubules parallel to
the long axis of the cell (Brunner and Nurse 2000).
In the absence of Tip, microtubules undergo catas-
trophic depolymerisation if their tips contact the
cell cortex whereas, in the presence of Tip1, the
ends are deflected back into the cell and only un-
dergo depolymerisation when they touch the cell
pole. Mal3, a member of the EB1 family of micro-
tubule tracking proteins, associates with Tip1 and
is required to retain Tip1 at the microtubule tips
(Busch et al. 2004). As they arrive at the cell poles
on the tips of microtubules, Tea1, Tea2 and Tip1 are
transferred to the cell cortex where they accumu-
late in a mutually interdependent fashion.

2. The Role of Microtubules in Hyphal Growth

In the hyphae of both C. albicans and Asp. nidu-
lans, long microtubules are orientated along the
axis of the hyphae (Barton and Gull 1988; Han et al.
2001). As well as being required for movement of
nuclei, they are also required for polarised growth
as treatment with microtubule-destabilising drugs
slows or halts hyphal extension (Crampin et al.
2005; Horio and Oakley 2005). However, there is an
interesting difference between the effects of drugs
that destabilise the actin cytoskeleton and those
which destabilise the microtubular cytoskeleton.
Cytochalisin A, which specifically targets actin ca-
bles, and latrunculin A, which has a general desta-
bilising action on filamentous actin, both result in
tip swelling, which has been shown to be due to
a switch to isotropic growth (Grove and Sweigard
1980; Akashi et al. 1994; Torralba et al. 1998; Heath
et al. 2003; Crampin et al. 2005), while destabil-
ising microtubules simply slows or abolishes tip
growth (Akashi et al. 1994; Crampin et al. 2005;
Horio and Oakley 2005). One interpretation of this
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result is that microtubules promote long-distance
vesicle transport to the tip while actin cables medi-
ate their short distance distribution to the tip. An
alternative, not necessarily incompatible, explana-
tion for the tip swelling is that actin cables tether
the Spitzenkörper to the tip (see below).

IV. Polarised Secretion

Secretory vesicles which bleb off from the trans
Golgi Networkare transported along actin cables to
dock with a multi-protein structure called the exo-
cyst at sites ofpolarisedgrowth (Terbushet al. 1996;
Fig. 6.4). Vectorial movement of secretory vesicles
from the Golgi to sites of polarised growth depends
on the Rab GTPase Sec4, which promotes the exit
of secretory vesicles from the late Golgi, their tran-
sit to sites of apical growth and docking to the
exocyst subunit, Sec15 (Walworth et al. 1992; Guo
et al. 1999). Sec4 is essential for viability inbothSac.
cerevisiaeandC.albicans (Maoet al. 1999), butpos-
sibly not in Aspergillus niger (Punt et al. 2001). Sec4
cycles between a GDP and GTP-bound state, medi-
ated by its GEF, Sec2 (Walch-Solimena et al. 1997),
and a pair of redundant GAPs, Msb3 and Msb4
(Albert and Gallwitz 2000). Polarised localisation
of Sec4 depends on Sec2, but Sec2 localisation is

Fig. 6.4. Polarised secretion. Secretory vesicles are
transported from the Golgi to dock with the exocyst (grey
spheres) along actin cables nucleated by the polarisome
(black boxes). Exit from the Golgi depends upon Ypt31-
dependent loading of Sec2 onto secretory vesicles. In turn,
Sec2 activates Sec4. The motive force for vesicle movement
is provided by Myo2/Mlc1, which forms a complex with
Sec2/Sec4 on the surface of the secretory vesicle. Docking of
secretory vesicles with the exocyst involves the interaction

of Sec4 with exocyst component Sec15. Rho1-GTP co-
operates with Cdc42-GTP to localise the exocyst landmark,
Sec3. Rho3-GTP co-operates with Cdc42-GTP to promote
docking of secretory vesicles. Msb3 provides a connection
between the exocyst and the polarisome and also tethers
Cdc42-GDP to sites of polarised growth to provide a pool
ready to be reactivated to the GTP-bound form. Numbers
in the exocyst are abbreviations for Sec components, e.g.
Sec3 etc, exceptions 70 Exo70, 42 Cdc42

independent of Sec4, thus Sec2 may play a central
role in regulating the traffic of secretory vesicles
(Walch-Solimena et al. 1997). A pair of redundant
RabGTPases,Ypt31/Ypt32, loadsSec2ontonascent
secretory vesicles forming in late Golgi compart-
ments. Sec2 then recruits Sec4, which allows vesi-
cles to leave the Golgi (Ortiz et al. 2002). Cells lack-
ing Msb3 or Msb4 or mutant forms of Sec4 locked
in the GTP-bound state are defective in secretion
(Walworth et al. 1992; Gao et al. 2003). Thus Sec4
action requires active cycling between the GTP and
GDP-bound states.

The motive force for the transport of secretory
vesicles along actin cables is supplied by the class
V myosin Myo2, which is complexed to its regu-
latory light chain Mlc1 (Schott et al. 1999). Both
Myo2 and Mlc1 show polarised localisation to sites
of growth. Genetic and biochemical evidence sug-
gest that Myo2, Mlc1, Sec2, Sec4 and Ypt31/Ypt32
interact on secretory vesicle membranes, result-
ing in the activation of Myo2 (Bielli et al. 2006).
Once vesicles have docked with the exocyst, vesi-
cle fusion with the plasma membrane is mediated
through the interaction of the v-SNARE, Snc1, and
the t-SNARE consisting of Sso1 or Sso2 complexed
to Sec9, a process that is facilitated by Sec1 (for a re-
view, see Pelham 2001). Docking and fusion of se-
cretory vesicles involves the formation of a ternary
complex consisting of one α helix from Snc1, one
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α helix from Sso1 or Sso2 and two α helices from
Sec9. Homologues of the Sso1/2 t-SNARE have also
been shown to be essential for polarised growth
of Neurospora crassa hyphae. Polarised localisa-
tion of Sec4 occurs at the restrictive temperature of
a sec9 temperature-sensitive (ts) mutation, so vesi-
cle fusion is thought to be downstream from vesicle
docking (Walch-Solimena et al. 1997).

V. Rho-type GTPases

Polarised growth in fungi is dependent on a num-
ber of different small GTPases of the Rho-Rac
family. In Sac. cerevisiae, many of the processes
of polarised growth including nucleation of actin
cables and cortical patches, docking of secretory
vesicles with the exocyst and their fusion with
the plasma membrane, and formation of the
septin ring are orchestrated by the Rho-type
GTPase Cdc42 (Hartwell et al. 1974; Johnson and
Pringle 1990; Adams et al. 1990a; Johnson 1999;
Etienne-Manneville 2004). cdc42 ts mutants arrest
as large multinucleate, unbudded cells with a com-
pletely depolarised actin cytoskeleton and random
distribution of chitin (Hartwell et al. 1974; Adams
et al. 1990b). The continued isotropic growth of
these cells suggests that Cdc42 is essential for
bud formation and polarised growth, but not for
isotropic growth. A similar phenotype is seen in
ts mutants of CDC24 that encodes the activating
Cdc24 GEF (see below).

The homologues of Cdc42 and Cdc24 have
been found to be essential in all fungi examined to
date, including C. albicans (Ushinsky et al. 2002;
Bassilana et al. 2003), Ash. gossypii (Wendland
and Philippsen 2001), Sch. pombe (Miller and
Johnson 1994) and P. marneffei (Boyce et al. 2001).
In C. albicans a low level of expression from the
regulatable MET3 promoter showed that a low
level of Cdc42 that was sufficient for viability, was
insufficient to sustain hyphal growth – indicating
that more Cdc42 is required for the polarised
growth of hyphae compared to yeast (Bassilana
et al. 2003). Moreover, in C. albicans Cdc42 and
Cdc24 were shown to be required for the expres-
sion of hyphal specific genes (Bassilana et al. 2005).
In P. marneffei expression of a dominant negative
allele resulted in a loss of polarity in both hyphal
and yeast forms (Boyce et al. 2001). Thus Cdc42
has conserved and essential roles in orchestrating
polarised growth in fungi.

Other Rho-GTPases also play essential roles in
polarised growth. In Sac. cerevisiae, Rho1 plays
multiple roles in cell integrity and polarised growth
including:

– theactivationofPkc1, theupstreamactivatorof
the cell-integrityMAPkinasepathway (Nonaka
et al. 1995),

– acting through Pkc1 to re-polarise actin after
a shift to 37 ◦C (Nonaka et al. 1995; Kohno 1996;
Schmidt et al. 1997; Drgonova et al. 1999),

– the activity of β(1-3)-D-glucanase, which syn-
thesises a major component of the cell wall (Dr-
gonova et al. 1996; Qadota et al. 1996),

– together with Cdc42, Rho1 localises the exocyst
landmark protein, Sec3 (Guo et al. 2001; Zhang
et al. 2001).

In Sac. cerevisiae Rho3 promotes the localisation
of the exocyst component Exo70 and the fusion of
secretory vesicles with the exocyst, a role it shares
with Cdc42 (Adamo et al. 2001). Rho3, together
with Rho4 also acts on the formins to polarise
the actin cytoskeleton (Dong et al. 2003). In Ash.
gossypii loss of the Rho3 homologue results in a se-
vere defect of polarised growth in which growth
of the hyphal tips becomes isotropic, resulting in
swollen tips. Polarised growth often re-initiates at
these tips, but with a different axis from that of the
initial hypha (Wendland and Philippsen 2001).

There are no members of the Rac GTPase fam-
ily in Sac. cerevisiae. However, Rac-type GTPases
havebeen identified inC.albicansandP.marneffeii.
In C. albicans loss of Rac1 has a subtle phenotype,
affecting hypha formation only when induced by
growth when embedded in matrix (Bassilana and
Arkowitz 2006). In P. marneffeii loss of the Rac
GTPase, CflB, results in a defect in hyphal growth
and an inability to undergo the developmental pro-
gram leading to conidiation (Boyce et al. 2003).

A. Activation of Cdc42

Rho-GTPases act as molecular switches that cycle
between a GDP-bound off-state and a GTP-bound
on-state (Fig. 6.5). In Sac. cerevisiae, Cdc42 is
activated to its GTP-bound state by its GEF Cdc24
and returned to its inactive GDP-bound state
by the GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) Rga1,
Rga2 and Bem3 (Zheng et al. 1994; Stevenson
et al. 1995; Smith et al. 2002; Caviston et al.
2003). To be active, Cdc42 is attached to the inner
surface of the plasma membrane (and possibly
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other membranes) through prenylation at its
C-terminus. Further regulation of Cdc42 may
be imposed by the Rho-guanine dissociation
inhibitor (Rho-GDI), Rdi1. Rho-GDIs extract
their targets from membranes and maintain them
in the cytosol, block the dissociation of GDP
necessary for the exchange of GDP for GTP and
may interfere with association of the GTPase with
its targets (DerMardirossian and Bokoch 2005).
Rdi1 is the only Sac. cerevisiae GDP Rho-GDI and
it co-immuneprecipitates with both Cdc42 and
Rho1, so it may regulate both of these GTPases.
However, its deletion has no obvious phenotypic
effects (Masuda et al. 1994; Koch et al. 1997).

Sac. cerevisiae cells show a unique axis of
polarisation. In the budding cycle a single bud
emerges and subsequent growth is confined to
this bud (Fig. 6.3). Upon pheromone stimulation
a single mating projection forms. Although
upon prolonged exposure more than one mating
projection may form, only one will exhibit active
growth. Thus there is a unique axis of polarisation,
which is determined by local Cdc42 recruitment
and activation, in response to internal cues that
dictate the location of the incipient bud site and
the formation of primary and secondary septa, or
external cues such as the formation of a mating
projection.

Fig. 6.5. Activation of Cdc42. Top Cir-
cuits controlling Cdc42 activity. During
budding, axial and bipolar bud site se-
lection proteins localise Bud5 and Bud2,
which localise and activate the small
GTPase Rsr1 (also known as Bud1).
Rsr1 localises Cdc24 which activates
Cdc42. Bem1 provides a scaffold for the
Cdc24/Cdc42 interaction and is itself
a downstream effector of Cdc42. When
mating pheromone interacts with the
7-transmembrane surface receptor, the
trimeric β protein complex dissociates
into a βγ dimer and α subunit. The βγ
dimer localises Cdc24-Far1 which is
released from the nucleus as a result of
the action of the MAP kinase signalling
pathway (see Fig. 6.8). The return of
Cdc42 to the GDP bound form is medi-
ated by the GAPs Bem3 and Rga1/2. The
Rho-GDI, Rdi, may maintain Cdc42 in
the GDP-bound state and extract Cdc42
from membranes where it is active.
Bottom Bem1 acts as scaffold protein
for the formation of a Cdc42-activating
complex on the inner side of the plasma
membrane

In budding yeast cells Cdc42 localisation sites
are marked by the cortical landmarks that result
from bud site selection pathways (Chant 1999;
Pruyne and Bretscher 2000b; Casamayor and Sny-
der 2002; Chang and Peter 2003; Pruyne et al. 2004;
Fig. 6.6). In haploid yeast cells bud emergence
follows an axial pattern where each generation
of daughter buds form at a site adjacent to the
previous bud scar (Fig. 6.7). The septin ring that
remains after the previous division recruits Bud3,
Bud4 and Bud10 that serve as cortical landmarks
for bud emergence. In diploid cells, bud emergence
follows a bipolar budding pattern where daughter
cells bud at the pole distal to their birth pole while
mother cells can bud at either pole. Null alleles
in the genes encoding these cortical landmarks
result in corresponding changes in the budding
pattern. Thus mutations in septins and bud3,
bud4, and axl2 (bud10) alleles result in haploid
cells showing a bipolar budding pattern. Diploid
bud8∆/∆ cells bud only from the pole distal from
the birth scar, while bud9∆/∆ diploids bud only
from the proximal pole. Both the axial and bipolar
cortical landmarks localise Bud2 and Bud5 which
are the GAP and GEF, respectively, for the Rsr1
(Bud1) GTPase and which is thus locally activated
(Fig. 6.6A; Zheng et al. 1995; Park et al. 1997,
1999, 2002). The effector domain of Rsr1 binds
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to the C-terminal of Cdc24 in a GTP-dependent
manner. However, the GDP-bound form of Rsr1
interacts with Bem1. Thus, cycling of Rsr1 between
GDP and GTP-bound states may be important for
its function (Park et al. 1997). The C-terminus
of Cdc24 contains an auto-inhibitory domain
that is thought to be relieved upon Rsr1 binding
(Shimada et al. 2004). In this way Rsr1 localises
and activates Cdc24, which in turn activates
Cdc42. Rsr1 also physically interacts directly
with Cdc42 (Kozminski et al. 2004). Furthermore,
Bem1 is an effector for Cdc42, and bem1∆ and
rsr1∆ alleles are synthetically lethal. Finally, Bem1
interacts physically with the exocyst component
Sec15 (France et al. 2006). Taken together these
observations suggest that Bem1 acts as scaffolding
protein for the formation of a Cdc42-activating
complex at the cell cortex, which is located by bud
site selection markers and may interact with the
exocyst (Fig. 6.5B).

In the absence of bud site selection markers
buds still emerge, but in a random fashion. In
this situation, Cdc42 is evenly located around the
cell cortex. However, local stochastic variations in
Cdc42 activity are amplified in a self-sustaining
feedback loop that results in a signal strong

Fig. 6.6. Bud site selection in Sac. cerevisiae. Top Axial bud-
ding pattern in haploids. When the daughter bud separates,
it leaves a bud scar on the mother cell (white circle). The next
bud forms adjacent to this bud scar. After several cell cycles
bud scars accumulate at one pole of the cell. Bottom Bipolar
budding. The first bud to appear on a daughter cell forms
at the pole opposite the birth pole (B). Subsequent buds can
appear at either pole resulting in bud scars accumulating at
both poles

Fig. 6.7. Cdc42 feedback loops. Locally elevated Cdc42-GTP
levels, arising by stochastic variation, activate Bem3 which
in turn localises Cdc24 to mediate the formation of Cdc42-
GTP. Over a longer time-scale, Cdc42-GTP also promotes
formation of actin cables and activation of the exocyst,
leading to the delivery of more Cdc42 and further polarity
components which nucleate more actin cables. The cycle of
Cdc42 activation is eventually interrupted by the formation
of actin cortical patches, leading to endocytosis of Cdc42

enough to bring about bud emergence. There may
be two separate processes both of which operate in
a robust feedback circuit (Fig. 6.7 Wedlich-Soldner
et al. 2004). One is actin-dependent and is specific
to Cdc42 loaded with GTP (Wedlich-Soldner
et al. 2003); the other is Bem1-dependent and
actin-independent (Irazoqui et al. 2003). The
actin-dependent feedback loop is thought to
promote the long-term stability of polarisation
because Cdc42-GTP activates the nucleation of
actin cables and, independently, promotes the
formation of the exocyst and the docking of
secretory vesicles to the exocyst (see below). Since
Cdc42 transport to the cortex is dependent on
actin cables and a functioning secretory pathway
(Zajac et al. 2005), this results in further delivery
of Cdc42 to the local site where Cdc42 was first
activated. However, endocytosis, promoted by
actin cortical patches, acts to disperse Cdc42
polarity. As a result patches of polarised Cdc42
move around the cortex before bud emergence in
the absence of Rsr1 (Irazoqui et al. 2005; Ozbudak
et al. 2005).

The symmetry-breaking role of Bem1 occurs
because Bem1 not only acts as a scaffold for Cdc24
to activate Cdc42, but also acts as an effector for ac-
tivated Cdc42 (Peterson et al. 1994; Bose et al. 2001).
Bem1 also physically interacts with the exocyst and
so may link the two arms of the feedback process
(Zajac et al. 2005; France et al. 2006). Thus Cdc42
is already primed to activate polarised growth and,
rather than being absolutely required, the localisa-
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tion cues influence this activation to take place at
a specific site.

Haploid cells respond to the presence of the
cognate mating pheromone by formation of a mat-
ing projection. Polarised growth directed against
the gradient of mating pheromone allows cells of
opposite mating type to meet, fuse and generate
a diploid cell (Bücking-Throm et al. 1973; Segall
1993). The mating pheromone interacts with a G
protein-coupled 7-transmembrane receptor pro-
tein encoded by STE2 in a-mating type cells and
STE3 in α-mating type cells (Fig. 6.8; for reviews,
see Kurjan 1993; Leberer et al. 1997a; Bardwell
2005). Upon interaction of the receptor with its lig-
and, the tripartite G protein complex dissociates,
resulting in a free α subunit and a βγ heterodimer.
Consequently, three major cellular responses are
initiated: arrest of the cell cycle in G1, activation of
transcription program and mating projection for-
mation. The transcriptional program and the G1
arrest result from the activation of a MAP-kinase
cascade. G1 arrest results from the phosphoryla-
tion of Far1 by the MAP kinase Fus3. Far1 then
interacts with and inhibits the Cln2-Cdc28 kinase
which is required for initiating the mitotic cell cy-
cle and thus causing cell cycle arrest (Peter et al.
1993; Peter and Herskowitz 1994). However, Far1 is

Fig. 6.8. The mating pheromone signal transduction
pathway. The βγ dimer, which is released upon mating
pheromone interaction with the cognate receptor, recruits
and activates Cdc42. This results in the activation of a MAP
kinase module through the Cdc42 effector, Ste20. Activated
Fus3 MAP kinase activates the Ste12 transcription factor
resulting in a transcription program necessary for mating.
Fus3 also phosphorylates Far1 which has two roles: (1) it
binds and inhibits Cln2-Cdc28 to arrest the cell cycle and
(2) it escorts Cdc24 from the nucleus to the βγ dimer at
the cell cortex, where it converts Cdc42 to the GTP-bound
form. Cdc42-GTP nucleates the formation of actin cables,
resulting in polarised growth

a bi-functional protein that also plays a role in po-
larised growth (Valtz et al. 1995). It tethers Cdc24
in the nucleus. Upon phosphorylation by Fus3, the
Far1-Cdc24 complex leaves the nucleus in an Msn5-
dependent fashion (Shimada et al. 2000). Far1 then
interacts with the βγ dimer which has remained in
the vicinity of the activated pheromone receptor
(Valtz et al. 1995; Nern and Arkowitz 1999; Wiget
et al. 2004). In this way Cdc24 is recruited to the
site of pheromone receptor stimulation to activate
Cdc42 and initiate polarised growth. Far1 also teth-
ers Cdc24 in the nucleus during G1 of the budding
cycle. Phosphorylationof Far1 by the activated Cln-
Cdc28 kinase results in its destruction and release
of Cdc24 into the cytoplasm where it is free to be
recruited to the incipient bud site by the bud-site
selection pathway described above (Shimada et al.
2000). Thus the action of Far1 potentially provides
a mechanism not only for the initiation of polarised
growth upon activation of the Cln1/2-Cdc28 ki-
nase in G1 but also for how polarised growth is
re-directed from the incipient bud site to the site of
pheromone receptor activation. However, a major
problem with this scenario is that Far1 is not ex-
pressed in a/α diploid cells. Thus, the main role of
Far1 in haploid cells may be to allow the site of po-
larised growth to be determined according to the
presence or absence of mating pheromone. Orig-
inally it was thought that the α subunit of the G
protein complex was not active, once dissociated
from the βγ subunits. However, it is now known
that it associates with activated Fus3 to phospho-
rylate Bni1 (Metodiev et al. 2002; Matheos et al.
2004). This may provide an additional pathway to
direct polarised growth to the site of pheromone
activation.

B. Cdc42 Structure and Mutations

The structure of Cdc42 and the effect of a large
number of Cdc42 point mutations has been re-
viewed in detail (Johnson 1999). Cdc42 is a mem-
ber of the Ras superfamily of small GTPases with
significant homology to the Ras oncogene. Pro-
teins in this family have a mass of 21 kDa, con-
tain four short blocks of highly homologous se-
quences implicated in GTP binding and hydrolysis,
a 25-residue domain that interacts with effectors,
a 10-residue insert that distinguishes Rho-GTPases
from Ras-GTPases and a C-terminal sequence re-
quired for attachment to the inner leaflet of the
plasma membrane by prenylation. The X-ray struc-
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ture of the human Cdc42 homologue shows that
the effector or switch domain covers a large part of
one face of the molecule and provides the surface
for interaction with various Cdc42 effectors. Mu-
tations that convert the H-ras proto-oncogene into
an oncogene decrease the rate of GTP hydrolysis
and so lock the protein into the GTP-bound confor-
mation. Corresponding mutations in yeast Cdc42
(CDC42 G12V, CDC42 G61L) are dominant lethals.
When conditionally expressed from the GAL pro-
moter, cells become large and multi-budded with
aberrant cortical actin structures, showing that
constitutive stimulation of polarised growth can-
not be tolerated. The H-ras D119A mutation is also
oncogenic, but for a different reason – it increases
the rate of GDP dissociation. The corresponding
yeast Cdc42 D118A is also a dominant lethal, but
the terminal phenotype is that of large unbudded
cells similar to cdc42 ts null alleles. It is assumed
that this mutant sequesters, but does not activate
downstream effectors. Mutations that affect the ef-
fector domain allow the different Cdc42 functions
to be genetically separated from its function in
polarising the actin cytoskeleton (Gladfelter et al.
2001a). For example, cdc42-20t and cdc42-13 specif-
ically affect the localisationof theexocyst landmark
Sec3 (Zhang et al. 2001), cdc42-6 specifically affects
the docking of secretory vesicles with the exocyst
(Adamo et al. 2001) and cdc42 V36T, K94E and
cdc42Y32H disrupt the organisation of the septin
ring (Gladfelter et al. 2002).

C. Cdc42 Effectors

Activated Cdc42 mediates a wide variety of
functions involved in polarised growth through its
interaction with a number of downstream effectors
(Fig. 6.9). These effectors often have a conserved

Fig. 6.9. The downstream effectors of
activated Cdc42. Cdc42-GTP activates
docking of secretory vesicles with the
exocyst, the formation of the septin
ring, the PAK kinases Cla4 and Ste20,
Gic1/Gic2, the polarisome and Bni1.
The combined action of these effectors
results in polarised growth

CDC42/Rac interactive binding (CRIB) domain
which interacts with Cdc42-GTP (Burbelo et al.
1995). A major role of Cdc42 is the polarisation of
the actin cytoskeleton in which separate pathways
promote the formation of both actin cortical
patches and actin cables. In addition, Cdc42 is
required for the formation of septin rings and
directly promotes the formation of the exocyst
and the docking and fusion of secretory vesicles.
These additional roles of Cdc42 can be genetically
separated from each other and from its role in
actin polarisation by specific point mutations in
the effector domain which specifically affect one
function while leaving others unaffected.

1. The Polarisome

A cap of proteins, known as the polarisome, con-
sists of Bni1, Spa2, Bud6 and Pea1 and localises
to a surface crescent at the incipient bud site and
to the tip of small buds (Snyder 1989; Sheu et al.
1998; see also Chap. 5 in this volume). Spa2, Bud6
and Pea1 co-sediment as a 12s complex upon su-
crose density centrifugation. Spa2 interacts phys-
ically and genetically with other members of the
polarisome as well as proteins such as Rho1, Slt2,
Msb3/Msb4 and Gic1/Gic2 (see below) and pos-
sibly others (Fujiwara et al. 1998; Jaquenoud and
Peter 2000; Tcheperegine et al. 2005). Spa2 may
therefore act as a scaffold. During cytokinesis, the
polarisome relocates to the bud neck followed by
formation of the secondary septa. The polarisome
is also present at the tips of mating projections.

The polarisome is believed to link Cdc42 sig-
nalling to the assembly of actin cables. Loss of po-
larisome components causes defects in polarised
growth and also disrupts bipolar bud site selection
(Sheu et al. 2000). The polarisome is required for
the action of Bni1 and Bnr1, members of the evolu-
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tionarily conserved formin family of proteins that
mediate the formation of actin cables and corti-
cal patches (Lechler et al. 2001; Sagot et al. 2002;
Evangelista et al. 2002). Bni1 interacts physically
with Cdc42, Rho1, Bud6 and Spa2. Bni1 localises
to the tip of young buds and shmoos, and relocates
to the actomyosin ring during anaphase (Evange-
lista 1997; Imamura 1997). It plays multiple roles
in polarised growth, in bud site selection and in
cytokinesis where it is required for the contraction
of the actomyosin ring. Bnr1 interacts with Rho4,
but not with Cdc42 or other GTPases (Imamura
1997), and with Hof1, a protein required for cy-
tokinesis. Bnr1 localises to the mother side of the
bud neck throughout the cell cycle and functions
primarily in cytokinesis. However, there is clearly
some overlap as bni1∆ is synthetically lethal with
bnr1∆. A bni1∆ bnr1∆ mutant is defective in cy-
tokinesis and completely lacks actin cables (Vallen
et al. 2000; Sagot et al. 2002; Evangelista et al. 2002).
The two formin proteins contain a region called
the GTPase binding domain (GBD) through which
they interact with Cdc42. In addition, two formin
homology domains, FH1 and FH2, and a regulatory
region called the dia-autoinhibitory domain (DAD)
are present in the C-terminal portion of the protein
(Evangelista et al. 2003). Interaction of Bni1 with
activated Rho-GTPase disrupts an inhibitory intra-
molecular interaction between the DAD and GBD
domains and opens the formin to an active form
(Alberts 2001). Activated Bni1 together with Bud6
and Pfy1 (profilin), which is an actin monomer
binding protein, nucleates actin cables in vitro and
a detailed molecular mechanism for this reaction
has now been described (Moseley et al. 2004). Bni1
localises to the bud tip during polarised growth
through interactions with the polarisome compo-
nent Spa2 (Evangelista 1997; Sheu et al. 1998). This
localisation is Cdc42-dependent, but still occurs in
the absence of the GBD domain (Jaquenoud and
Peter 2000; Ozaki-Kuroda et al. 2001). Thus, while
Cdc42 directly interacts with Bni1 to activate the
nucleation of actin cables, the influence of Cdc42
on Bni1 localisation is probably indirect and occurs
through the Cdc42-dependent formation of the po-
larisome.

As well as displaying synthetic lethality with
bni1∆, loss of Bnr1 function is synthetically lethal
with loss of Myo1 which, together with actin, forms
the contractile actomyosin ring that guides the for-
mation of the primary septum (Vallen et al. 2000).
An attractive model is that Bnr1 nucleates actin
cables that are necessary for polarised growth –

which, in turn, is necessary for the formation sec-
ondary septa – while Bni1 is necessary for the con-
traction of the actomyosin ring. As the bud neck is
narrow, secondary septa may still form despite de-
fects in the actomyosin ring. However, this cannot
occur if secondary septa formation is also compro-
mised by loss of Bnr1.

2. Arp2/3

Formation of actin cortical patches is nucleated by
a dimer of two actin-related proteins, Arp2/3. The
Arp2/3 dimer is activated by a complex consisting
of Las17 (Bee1), Vrp1 and the type I myosins Myo3
and Myo5 (Lechler and Li 1997; Naqvi et al. 1998;
Lechler et al. 2000, 2001; Pruyne and Bretscher
2000a). Las17 is the yeast homologue of the human
Wiskott–Aldrich syndrome protein, WASP. Vrp1 is
a proline-rich protein known as verprolin, which is
a homologue of the mammalian WASP-interacting
protein (WIP). Las17doesnot appear to interact di-
rectlywithCdc42and itdoesnot containaCRIBdo-
main, unlike the mammalian WASP. Instead, Vrp1
and Las17 form a stable complex that is recruited to
sites of activated Cdc42 through a stable interaction
with the formin Bni1. Myo3 and Myo5 interact with
the Las17-Vrp1 complex upon phosphorylation by
the p21 activated kinases (PAKs) Cla4 and Ste20
(see below; Wu et al. 1997). Thus Myo3/5 recruit-
ment is indirectly dependent on activated Cdc42.

3. PAK Kinases

Cdc42 interacts with and activates a pair of related
kinases called Ste20 and Cla4 which show homolo-
gies with a family of mammalian p21 activated ki-
nases (PAK). Ste20 was isolated as a multi-copy
suppressor of a null allele of STE4 which encodes
the β subunit of the trimeric G protein complex
(Leberer et al. 1992). CLA4 was identified in a syn-
thetic lethal screen with a cln1∆ cln2∆ mutant (Cvr-
ckova et al. 1995). Both kinases localise to sites
of polarised growth in a Cdc42-dependent fashion
(Cvrckova et al. 1995; Peter et al. 1996). They each
have separate identifiable functions, but a cla4∆
ste20∆ mutant is non-viable, implying that they are
redundant for an essential function. Both proteins
have a kinase domain in the C-terminal portion
of the protein. In the N-terminal extension to the
kinase domain there is a conserved CRIB domain
which is also found in the PAK family. The CRIB
domain of Ste20 is essential for polarised localisa-
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tion and for the essential function shared with Cla4
(Peter et al. 1996; Leberer et al. 1997b).

Ste20 functions in the pheromone response
signalling pathway, activating Ste11 which is
a mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase kinase
kinase. Elements of the signalling pathway, in-
cluding Ste20, are also required for pseudohyphal
formation and invasive growth of haploids (Liu
et al. 1993). The kinase domain is required
for its role in signalling. The CRIB domain is
auto-inhibitory and its negative effect on kinase
activity is relieved by Cdc42-GTP binding. Cla4
phosphorylates septins (Versele and Thorner
2004). In the absence of Cla4, septin bars form
rather than a true ring – a phenotype that is
enhanced when a cla4∆ mutation is combined
with gin4∆ and/or nap1∆ alleles (Longtine et al.
2000). Cla4 also acts in a negative feedback loop
to down-regulate Cdc42 activity. Its activity peaks
just after bud emergence, presumably through
the action of Cdc42. However, once activated Cla4
phosphorylates and inactivates Cdc24 (Gulli et al.
2000).

The essential functions shared between Cla4
and Ste20 may involve polarisation of both actin
cortical patches and cables. As described above,
phosphorylation of Myo3/Myo5 is required for the
formation of actin cortical patches. Polarisome
function and activation of Bni1 are also dependent
on phosphorylation by one of the PAKs (Goehring
et al. 2003). This conclusion was suggested by
a synthetic lethal screen initiated with a cla4∆
mutant. Two independent screens identified
mutations in genes encoding the polarisome
components Spa2, Bud6 and Pea1. Moreover, Bni1
is phosphorylated in vivo and this phosphorylation
is reduced, but not abolished, in a ste20 mutant.
Interestingly, the systematic genome-wide screen
for mutations that are synthetically lethal with
cla4∆ identified mutations in 65 different genes
mediating a variety of cell functions. In contrast,
a screen for mutants that are lethal with ste20∆
identified only CLA4. Thus, Cla4 may be involved
in a wider range of other cell functions than Ste20.

4. Gic1 and Gic2

Gic1 and Gic2 are a pair of redundant proteins
that interact through a CRIB domain with Cdc42
specifically in its GTP-bound form (Chen et al.
1997; Brown et al. 1997). Gic1∆ gic2∆ cells are non-
viable at 37 ◦C, arresting with completely depo-
larised actin cytoskeletons similar to the pheno-

type of ts cdc42 alleles at the restrictive tempera-
ture. Since Gic2 localises to presumptive bud sites
slightly before polarisome components and is syn-
thetically lethal with bni1∆, one might suggest that
they constitute a parallel pathway for the forma-
tion of actin cables (Bi et al. 2000; Tcheperegine
et al. 2005). However, the demonstration of exten-
sive physical and genetic interactions with other
polarisome components led to an alternative hy-
pothesis – that the polarisome, Bni1 and Gic1/2
associate together to form a large complex that me-
diates the formationof actin cables (Jaquenoudand
Peter 2000).

5. Iqg1

Iqg1 shows homology to the mammalian IQGAP
family. It contains an N-terminal calponin homol-
ogy domain that binds actin, followed by a region
that binds calmodulin, multiple IQ motifs that bind
Mlc1 and a GAP domain that shows a two-hybrid
interaction with Cdc42-GTP (Lippincott and Li
1998; Osman and Cerione 1998; Osman et al. 2002).
Iqg1 is required for the formation of the contractile
actomyosin ring, where it is recruited by Mlc1 and
in turn recruits actin to the ring (Lippincott and
Li 1998; Boyne et al. 2000; Shannon and Li 2000).
Iqg1 also plays a role in the establishment of bud
site and polarised growth. It physically interacts
with the axial bud site marker Bud4, the exocyst
landmark protein Sec3 and it helps localise the
septin Cdc12 (Osman et al. 2002). These diverse
interactions suggest that Iqg1 serves to co-ordinate
the polarised secretion necessary for bud growth
and formation of the secondary septum, with
the establishment and maintenance of landmark
proteins necessary to specify where this secretion
should occur.

6. Msb3 and Msb4

Msb3 and Msb4 are multi-copy suppressors of
cdc24 and cdc42 ts mutations required for actin
polarisation (Bi et al. 2000). They also act as
GAPS for Sec4 and this activity is necessary for
efficient exocytosis (Albert and Gallwitz 2000).
They interact with Cdc42 but, unusually for Cdc42
effectors, the specificity is for the GDP-bound form
of Cdc42 (Tcheperegine et al. 2005). Msb3/Msb4
localise to regions of polarised growth by binding
directly to the N-terminal region of Spa2; msb3∆
msb4∆ alleles show a moderate defect in polarised
growth and are synthetically lethal with gic1∆
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gic2∆ alleles. These diverse interactions lead to
a model in which Msb3/Msb4 links the polarisome
and exocyst complexes. First, Msb3/Msb4 facilitate
exocytosis by the cycling of Sec4 between GTP and
GDP-bound forms. Second, it tethers Cdc42-GDP
to Spa2 where it can be locally activated to the
GTP-bound form. The activated Cdc42-GTP then
activates Bni1, which is also bound to Spa2,
resulting in the nucleation of actin cables.

7. Septins

Septin recruitment to a patch at the incipient bud
site is a Cdc42-dependent process (Pringle et al.
1995). The role of Cdc42 in septin recruitment can
be genetically separated from the role of Cdc42 in
polarisation of the actin cytoskeleton by point mu-
tations in theeffectordomain that specifically affect
the formation of the septin rings, leaving actin po-
larisation apparently unaffected (Gladfelter et al.
2002; Caviston et al. 2003). One of these mutations,
Cdc42V36T,K94E, resulted in an altered Cdc42 pro-
tein that had 40% less intrinsic GTPase activity
(Gladfelter et al. 2002). In this mutant septin rings
werewider thannormal and insomecells formed in
ectopic positions. This phenotype was rescued by
overexpression of the GAP protein Rga1. In a sep-
arate study, overexpression of Rga1 was found to
rescue the septin defect of a ts cdc12-6 allele. In cells
lacking all Cdc42 GAPs, septin ring formation was
severely disturbed (Caviston et al. 2003). Abnormal
septin structures formed at the bud neckand septin
caps were present at the tips of highly elongated,
tube-like buds that lacked the normal constriction
at the bud neck. True septin rings often eventually
formed. Growth of the bud distal to these rings was
more isotropic. Taken together, the observations
described above suggest that Cdc42 GAPs have pos-
itive roles in septin ring formation, even though
GAPs are normally considered as negative regu-
lators of GTPases. Two explanations are advanced
for this unexpected conclusion. First, Cdc42 cy-
cling between GTP- and GDP-bound forms may be
required for proper septin ring formation (Gladfel-
ter et al. 2002). Second, besides acting to regulate
Cdc42, GAPs may participate directly in the for-
mation of septin rings (Caviston et al. 2003). These
explanations are not mutually exclusive.

The observation that the presence of the septin
ring is necessary for the normal swelling of the
yeast bud, away from the bud neck led to the sug-
gestion that septins can act as a focus for polarised
growth (Gladfelter et al. 2005). If this is the case,

then the septin cap that is present at the tips of
C. albicans germ tubes may play a role in direct-
ing their intensely polarised growth. Furthermore,
septin rings that form along the length of germ
tubesdonot result inaswelling.Thus, theremustbe
an important difference in the properties of septin
rings at the bud neck of yeasts and pseudohyphae,
compared with hyphae.

8. Secretory Vesicles and the Exocyst

Localisation of exocyst components, such as Sec15,
depend on actin cables and their localisation is
thus indirectly dependent on Cdc42 (Zajac et al.
2005). Cdc42, together with the Rho-GTPases
Rho1 and Rho3, also act to promote exocytosis
directly through two further processes, which are
independent of actin cable formation. First, Cdc42
and Rho1 physically interact with an N-terminal
domain of Sec3 to promote its localisation (Zhang
et al. 2001). Second, Cdc42 and Rho3 promote
the fusion of secretory vesicles with the exocyst
(Adamo et al. 2001). Cdc42 acts mainly in small
buds, while Rho3 acts in large buds. Rho3-GTP
interacts with the exocyst component Exo70; and
mutants defective in this interaction show that it
is necessary for the promotion of vesicle fusion
(Roumanie et al. 2005).

VI. The Spitzenkörper

The previous sections describe our increasingly de-
tailed knowledge of the molecular mechanisms of
polarised growth in budding yeast cells. However,
a problem remains in that the rate of tip exten-
sion in a fungal hypha can be up to two orders of
magnitude greater than the rate of bud growth (see
Introduction). Clearly, while the yeast paradigm is
a powerful model for the study of fungal growth,
it cannot provide the full picture. An essential dif-
ference in the hyphal form of cell expansion is re-
flected by the presence of a structure called the
Spitzenkörper at the tips of hyphae, which is not
present in vegetative yeast buds. A full description
of Spitzenkörper structure is presented elsewhere
in this volume (Chaps. 1, 5, 11). It was first iden-
tified as a dark spot in phase contrast microscopy
at the tips of the hyphae from a wide variety of
fungal species (Brunswick 1924; Girbardt 1957).
Subsequent ultrastructure studies showed that it
was rich in microfilaments, ribosomes, secretory
vesicles and chitosomes (Girbardt 1969; Grove and
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Bracker 1970; Grove et al. 1970; Bracker et al. 1976;
Howard and Aist 1980; Howard 1981). However, it
not is a discrete membrane-bound organelle and
can be highly dynamic in its structure (Fischer-
Parton et al. 2000).

The Spitzenkörper can be conveniently visu-
alised using fluorescence microscopy following
a brief pulse of FM4-64 (Fischer-Parton et al. 2000).
This amphiphilic styryl dye is usually used as
a marker of endocytosis and vacuolar membranes
(see Chaps. 1 and 2 in this volume). However, with
brief treatment, the Spitzenkörper is visualised
as a spot at the hyphal tip before the vacuoles
become visible (Fig. 6.10). This probably comes
about through endocytic vesicles being re-sorted
to the secretory pathway (Read and Hickey 2001).
Fig. 6.11A shows the use of FM4-64 staining in
N. crassa to visualise the Spitzenkörper. Recently,
the presence of a Spitzenkörper in C. albicans was
revealed by FM4-64 staining and by localisation
of Mlc1-YFP to a sub-apical spot (Fig. 6.11C;
Crampin et al. 2005).

A model for the role of the Spitzenkörper in
polarised growth of hyphae has been elaborated
in which it acts as a vesicle supply centre to
focus the supply of the secretory vesicles to the
hyphal tip (Bartnicki-Garcia et al. 1989; Gierz and
Bartnicki-Garcia 2001; Fig. 6.12). According to
this model secretory vesicles are manufactured
throughout the hyphal cytoplasm and transported
to the Spitzenkörper, where they accumulate.

Fig. 6.11. Images of the Spitzenkörper
and localisation of polarity proteins. A
FM4-64 localises to an apical spot in
the hyphae of N. crassa. B–D SepA (B)
and Mlc1-YFP (C) localise to an apical
spot and surface crescent in N. crassa
and C. albicans hyphae respectively.
D, E Mlc1-YFP localises to a surface
crescent in C. albicans yeast (D) and
pseudohyphae (E). F–H Spa2 localises to
a spot at the hyphal tip of A. gossypii (H)
and A. nidulans (F), but in A. nidulans
the SpaA signal is broader and slightly
more apically located compared to
FM4-64 (G). Cell outlined in H is traced
from the DIC the image. Bars B 3 µm;
C,E 1 µm; D 3 µm; F, G 10 µm. Sources A
Fischer-Parton et al. (2000); B Sharpless
and Harris (2002); C H Crampin and
P Sudbery, unpublished; D, E Crampin
et al (2005); F, G Virag and Harris
(2006a); H Knechtle et al (2003)

Fig. 6.10. The vesicle supply centre model for the action
of the Spitzenkörper. If vesicles exit the Spitzenkörper in
every direction equally, a greater concentration per unit
area encounters the tip than subapical regions. This results
in the characteristic shape of the hyphal tip

From the Spitzenkörper they radiate out in all
directions at equal velocities to fuse with the
plasma membrane. A greater number of vesicles
per unit surface area per unit time fuse with the
hyphal apex, compared with subapical regions. If
the Spitzenkörper moves forward with a constant
velocity, a simple mathematical model predicts
that this generates a hyphoid curve that reca-
pitulates the characteristic shape of hyphal tips.
This model successfully predicts the dimensions
of hyphae and a computer program, Fungus
Simulator, allows the path of hyphal growth to be
predicted from the position of the Spitzenkörper
(Bartnicki-Garcia et al. 1995).

This model has been successfully tested
in a number of studies. First, the growth of
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Fig. 6.12. Two views of the Spitzenkör-
per. Top The Spitzenkörper is a switching
station where secretory vesicles are de-
posited by microtubule-mediated
transport before onward transport to the
tip by actin cable-mediated transport.
According to the vesicle supply centre
model, most vesicles hit the apex of the
hyphal tip, but some fuse at off-centre
regions of the polarisome. Bottom
Polarisome components are localised to
a surface crescent and, perhaps because
of some form of cortical marker, they
become more concentrated at the very
tip. This nucleates tip-directed actin
cables resulting in the accumulation of
secretory vesicles at the centre compared
with off-centre regions

Rhizoctonia solani was examined by live-cell
video microscopy (Bartnicki-Garcia et al. 1995).
After a mild disturbance caused by moving
the microscope slide, the Spitzenkörper was
observed to withdraw from its polar location.
This resulted in the fungal tip becoming spherical
rather than hyphoid in shape. After a brief delay
the Spitzenkörper returned to its polar location
and polarised hyphal growth resumed, leaving
a permanent bulge in the hyphal walls. The hyphal
profile and direction of growth throughout these
events was accurately predicted by the Fungus
Simulator program. In another study the position
of the Spitzenkörper within the tip was observed to
change during hyphal growth of N. crassa. Changes
in the direction of hyphal growth were shown to
be correlated with changes in the Spitzenkörper
location (Riquelme et al. 1998). The position of the
Spitzenkörper can be experimentally manipulated
using laser tweezers. Shortly after the position
of the Spitzenkörper was moved to one side, the
direction of hyphal growth changed according
to its new position (Bracker et al. 1997). Finally,
time-lapse videos showed the presence of satellite
Spitzenkörper near the tip that were associated
with bulges in the hyphal wall. When these satel-
lites fused with the main Spitzenkörper a pulse of

tip growth occurred, which was consistent with
the previously observed pulsatile growth of fungal
hyphae (Lopez-Franco et al. 1994, 1995).

The role of the Spitzenkörper in polarised
growth in hyphae raises three inter-related ques-
tions. First, what is its molecular composition?
Second, what is the relationship of the Spitzenkör-
per to the polarisome and exocyst complexes of
Sac. cerevisiae? Third, what regulates the forma-
tion of the Spitzenkörper? The importance of the
last question is underlined by the hyphal growth
C. albicans and Ash. gossypii that are related to Sac.
cerevisiae and, at least in the case of C. albicans,
generate a Spitzenkörper (Crampin et al. 2005;
Martin et al. 2005). Are the same components of
polarised growth machinery used but in different
ways togenerateyeast andhyphae,orareadditional
components employed during hyphal compared
to yeast growth? The ability of C. albicans to grow
as both yeast and hyphae provides a particularly
fascinating opportunity to study this issue. Ash.
gossypii is closely related to Sac. cerevisiae, to
the extent that extensive synteny is maintained.
Thus it would be particularly interesting if Ash.
gossypii uses only components that are part of
the machinery that drives polarised growth in
Sac. cerevisiae.
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A. Localisation of Polarity Proteins
During Hyphal Growth

It is not possible to physically isolate the Spitzen-
körper, so the most promising route to study its
molecular composition is the use of protein fu-
sions to GFP and its derivatives. The Sac. cerevisiae
paradigm has been used in a number of studies
to inform the selection of proteins for study, par-
ticularly homologues of the polarisome proteins.
A striking pattern is emerging that such proteins
can localise either to an apical/subapical spot, or to
a surface crescent. In some cases both a spot and
a crescent are present in the same hypha. The first
example of this was the localisation of SepA in Asp.
nidulans, a formin family protein that is the homo-
logue of Sac. cerevisiae Bni1 (Sharpless and Harris
2002). A subapical spot and a surface crescent are
clearly distinguishable (Fig. 6.11B).

In C. albicans, Mlc1-YFP and YFP-Cdc42 also
localise to a spot and a crescent at hyphal tips
(Fig. 6.11C; Crampin et al. 2005). The Mlc1-YFP
spot co-localises with FM4-64 and so is likely to be
a Spitzenkörper component (Crampin et al. 2005).
In yeast and pseudohyphae, Mlc1 localises only
to a surface crescent (Fig. 6.11D,E). Since a Spit-
zenkörper is not present in yeast and pseudohy-
phae, this suggests that the crescent is the polar-
isome. Computer modelling based on the infor-
mation contained with a Z-stack shows that both
Mlc1 and FM4-64 form a 3-D ball within the hyphal
tip (Crampin et al. 2005). Two further differences
between hyphae compared to yeast and pseudo-
hyphae are apparent in C. albicans (Crampin et al.
2005). First, Mlc1 is continuously located at the tips
of hyphae, provided they are actively growing. Af-
termitosis a ringofMlc1 also appears andcontracts
at the septation site. Thus the Mlc1 in the cytoki-
netic ring co-exists with Mlc1 in the Spitzenkörper.
In yeast and pseudohyphae, the Mlc1 crescent dis-
appears from the bud tip before it reappears in
the cytokinetic ring. Second, the concentration of
Mlc1-YFP in the spot, as measured by fluorescence
intensity, is approximately four-fold greater than in
the crescent.

The localisation of Spa2 and Bud6 in C. albi-
cans hyphae were more difficult to evaluate. Both
localised predominantly to a surface crescent or to
a cap surrounding the tip region (Crampin et al.
2005). In some cells a spot and a crescent or a cres-
cent with a patch of more intense fluorescence were
visible. High resolution restoration microscopy
showed that Spa2 did not exactly co-localise with

either Mlc1 or FM4-64. Rather Spa2 formed a cap
to the 3-dimensional aggregation of FM4-64 and
Mlc1 (Crampin et al 2005). Again in yeast and
pseudohyphal buds both Spa2 and Bud6 localised
to a surface crescent. In Ash. gossypii and Asp.
nidulans hyphae the Spa2 homologue (called SpaA
in Asp. nidulans) localised to a spot (Knechtle
et al. 2003; Virag and Harris 2006a; Fig. 6.11F-H).
However, in Asp. nidulans, co-localisation of SpaA
and FM4-64 again revealed that SpaA took a more
crescent-like form as a cap to the FM4-64 spot
(Fig. 6.11F,G). Thus while the evidence is equivo-
cal, it seems that Spa2 localises predominantly to
a surface crescent or cap that is spatially separate
from the FM4-64 spot. An interesting corollary
to this observation is that it differs from the
Bni1/SepA localisation pattern. In C. albicans hy-
phae Bni1-YFP localises to an apical dot (Crampin
et al. 2005; Martin et al. 2005). This is surprising
because Bni1 and Spa2 physically interact in Sac.
cerevisiae. Interestingly, in Asp. nidulans, SpaA
has been shown unnecessary for SepA localisation
(Virag and Harris 2006a), thus it is possible that
Spa2 and Bni1 are not so intimately associated in
hyphae as they are in the polarisome of yeast buds.
In Ash. gossypii however, Bni1 was observed to be
located in a surface crescent (Schmitz et al. 2006).
Thus in three different organisms the formin that
nucleates actin cables localises to: an apical dot
(C. albicans), a dot and crescent (Asp. nidulans)
and solely as a crescent (Ash. gossypii).

B. The Role of Polarity Proteins
in Hyphal Growth

Loss of polarity components causes defects in
polarised growth of varying severity. Loss of
Bni1/SepA in Asp. nidulans and C. albicans results
in abnormally wide hyphae and, in the case of
C. albicans, a failure to maintain hyphal growth.
There is also a severe cytokinesis defect in both
fungi (Sharpless and Harris 2002; Martin et al.
2005). Loss of Bni1 is lethal in Ash. gossypii,
where spores lacking Bni1 germinate to form giant
peanut-shaped cells (Schmitz et al. 2006). Deletion
of the auto-inhibitory domain of AgBni1, resulting
in an activated protein, causes an increase in
tip-directed actin cables and hyphal tip splitting.
This affirms that a key role is played by the formin
in hyphal growth and suggests that hyphal tip
splitting is regulated by the rate of vesicle flow
to the hyphal tip. In C. albicans spa2∆/∆ and
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bud6∆/∆ mutations resulted in broad hyphae that
resembled the shape of pseudohyphae (Zheng
et al. 2003; Crampin et al. 2005). Consistent with
this phenotype the Spitzenkörper disappeared and
Mlc1-YFP was localised only as a surface crescent.
In Ash. gossypii, loss of Spa2 did not prevent hyphal
formation, however hyphae were broader and
their extension rates were reduced (Knechtle et al.
2003). Asp. nidulans mutants lacking SpaA, the
homologue of Spa2, were still able to form hyphae
containing a Spitzenkörper, possibly because
localisation of the Bni1 homologue, SepA, was not
dependent on SpaA (Virag and Harris 2006a).

A defining characteristic of hyphal growth is
the continued polarisation of the hyphal tip. The
establishment of polarity in Sac. cerevisiae depends
uponcortical cues suppliedby thebudsite selection
machinery. Homologues of Rsr1 were identified in
Ash. gossypii and Rsr1 and Bud2 in C. albicans (Yaar
et al. 1997;Baueret al. 2004;Hausaueret al. 2005). In
Sac. cerevisiae, these proteins acted downstream of
both bipolar and axial bud site markers to localise
Cdc24 and thus activated Cdc42. Loss of these pro-
teins caused a similar phenotype in both fungi. Hy-
phae were slower growing and wider, and frequent
bends along their length apparently were evidence
for an inability to maintain a stable direction of
growth. In the case of C. albicans hyphal branching
was promiscuous, while in Ash. gossypii frequent
abortive branching events gave rise to bulges in the
hyphal walls. The slow growth was shown to be
due to pauses or shorter periods of growth. During
these pauses Spa2-YFP was either lost from the tip
or moved from side to side within the hyphal tip so
that Spa2 would be positioned to program growth
along a new axis when it resumed. Patches of Spa2-
YFP also appeared at sites of abortive branches
in Ash. gossypii. Taken together these observations
showed that, in the fungi of the yeast group that
produce hyphae, the Rsr1-GTPase module acted to
stabilise the axis of growth, presumably by stabil-
ising Cdc42 at the hyphal tip.

In Asp. nidulans and other filamentous fungi
genes encoding these proteins were either poorly
conserved or completely absent (Harris and Mo-
many 2004) which led to speculation that polarised
hyphal growth may depend on self-organising
Cdc42-feedback loops that occur in Sac. cerevisiae
in the absence of bud site selection markers
(Harris and Momany 2004). However, recently it
was shown that hyphae of Asp. nidulans kipA∆
mutants grow in a conspicuously wavy shape and
the Spitzenkörper moves from side to side within

the hyphal tip, a phenotype reminiscent of the
Ash. gossypii and C. albicans mutants lacking bud
site selection markers (Konzack et al. 2005). KipA
is the Asp. nidulans homologue of Sch. pombe
Tea2, which is a member of the kinesin family plus
end-directed microtubule motors. Tea2 delivers
Tea1 along microtubules to the cortex at the
cell poles where it may provide a landmark for
polarised growth (Chang and Peter 2003). Tea1 is
also required for the proper organisation of mi-
crotubules as in tea1∆ mutants, microtubules curl
around the ends of cells. In Asp. nidulans kipA∆
mutants, microtubules fail to converge at a single
point as they do in wild type cells, but instead are
dispersed and mobile. Thus Asp. nidulans hyphae
may also rely on cortical markers to stabilise the
axis of growth. Moreover, microtubules may fix
the Spitzenkörper in its position in the centre of
the hyphal tip.

C. The Role of the Cytoskeleton
in Spitzenkörper Function

Both the actin and microtubular cytoskeleton are
essential for normal hyphal growth and Spitzen-
körper function (see Chaps. 2 and 5 in this vol-
ume, for further discussion). Inhibitors of the actin
cytoskeleton – such as cytochalasin A or latrun-
culin – or actin mutations, cause apical swelling
and loss of the Spitzenkörper (Heath et al. 2003;
Virag and Griffiths 2004; Crampin et al. 2005). In
C. albicans this was shown to be due to the pattern
of growth switching from polarised to isotropic
(Crampin et al. 2005). In Ash. gossypii, deletion
of a pair of redundant genes BOI1 and BOI2, or
RHO3, resulted in the periodic loss of actin cables
which was accompanied by tip swelling (Knechtle
et al. 2006). Boi1/Boi2 and Rho3 were shown to
interact physically. Moreover, a constitutively ac-
tive allele of Rho3, but not a constitutively negative
allele, interacted with Bni1. These data suggested
that Rho3 together with Boi1/Boi2 provide an al-
ternative, Cdc42-independent, route for the activa-
tion of Bni1 and thus the formation of actin ca-
bles. It is striking that the loss of actin cables by
deletion of AgBOI1/AgBOI2 or AGRHO3 results in
the tip swelling in a fashion similar to the effect of
chemical inhibitors of actin cables described above.
Clearly, actin cables are required to maintain po-
larised growth during hyphal growth and, impor-
tantly, in their absence the tip undergoes isometric
growth.
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Long microtubules run the length of hyphae
(Han et al. 2001; Riquelme et al. 2002), which in
C. albicans are specific to the hyphal form and
are not present in the yeast or pseudohyphal form
(Barton and Gull 1988; Hazan et al. 2002; Crampin
et al. 2005). Disruption of microtubules reduces hy-
phal growth, but does not cause the tip to swell as
seen after loss of actin cables (Akashi et al. 1994;
Crampin et al. 2005; Horio and Oakley 2005). Ki-
nesins are motor proteins that are directed towards
the plus ends of microtubules, which in hyphae are
tip-directed and thus mediate anterograde trans-
port (Konzack et al. 2005). Kinesin-deficient mu-
tants ofNeurospora crassaaredefective inpolarised
growth and lack a Spitzenkörper (Seiler et al. 1999).

The current view is that microtubules are used
for long-distance transport of vesicles to the Spit-
zenkörper, while actin cables mediate the short-
distance dispersal of the vesicles to the cell surface.
Thus the Spitzenkörper acts as a switching station
between these different modes of transport (Virag
and Harris 2006b). This model explains different
effects of disruption of the microtubular and actin
cytoskeletons. The loss of microtubules halts the
flow of vesicles to the tip, so growth ceases. With
a functioning microtubular cytoskeleton, vesicles
continue to arrive at the tip region; but, in the ab-
sence of actin cables to focus the delivery to the tip,
they diffuse randomly to the cell surface, producing
isotropic tip growth. In addition, or alternatively,
the actin and tubular cytoskeletons may play a role
in positioning the Spitzenkörper at the tip. Holding
the Spitzenkörper at a fixed distance from the tip is
an essential postulate of the vesicle supply model.
Since the tip is continually moving forward, an ac-
tive mechanism is required to achieve this. Micro-
tubules may act to push the Spitzenkörper into po-
sition from behind and/or actin cables could tether
it to the cell cortex. The phenotype of the KipA
mutant described above is consistent with a role
of microtubules in positioning the Spitzenkörper
(Konzack et al. 2005).

D. The Nature of the Spitzenkörper

Research into the mechanisms of polarised growth
in budding yeast has revealed the central role
played by Cdc42 and other Rho-GTPases in
orchestrating polarised growth and illuminated
the roles of three different protein complexes:

– The polarisome nucleates actin cables and pos-
sibly actin cortical patches.

– The exocyst complex provides a platform for
secretory vesicles to dock and fuse with the
plasma membrane.

– The Las17/Arp2/Arp3 complex mediates the
formation of actin cortical patches.

The distinction between three separate complexes
may be artificial, arising from the focus of dif-
ferent research fields on different aspects of po-
larised growth. It may well be that these com-
plexes represent different facets of a larger super-
complex. Physical interactions between these com-
plexes have already been documented. For exam-
ple Msb3/Msb4 acts as a GAP for Sec4 on secretory
vesicles as they dock with the exocyst and inter-
acts physically with Spa2 (Gao et al. 2003). Bem1,
which is part of the polarity complex, co-immune
precipitates with Sec15 and Sec8, which are exocyst
components (Zajac et al. 2005; France et al. 2006).
Bni1 interacts physically with Spa2 and nucleates
actin cables, but is also part of the Arp2/Arp3 com-
plex that mediates the production of actin cortical
patches (Lechler et al. 2001). One difficulty with
a budding yeast model is the small size of the bud
when it shows polarised growth, which makes cy-
tology difficult – it not possible realistically to re-
solve whether these complexes are spatially sep-
arate. For brevity in the following discussion the
term “polarisome” is used to encompass all these
components of the polarised growth machinery in
budding yeast.

What then is the relationship between the Spit-
zenkörperandthepolarisome?Central to thisques-
tion is whether the Spitzenkörper is a separate
entity or whether it is a hyperactive polarisome
(Fig. 6.12). The first view is based on observations
that proteins such as SepA in Asp. nidulans and
Mlc1, Bni1 and Cdc42 in C. albicans clearly distin-
guish two discrete structures: an internal spot and
surface crescent at the hyphal tip (Sharpless and
Harris 2002; Crampin et al. 2005). In C. albicans,
the Mlc1-YFP spot co-localises with FM4-64 and
represents the Spitzenkörper, while the crescent –
which is also present in yeast and pseudohyphae –
represents the polarisome. According to this view,
the Spitzenkörper may be a region where secretory
vesicles are deposited at the ends of microtubules
before being ferried to the hyphal tip along actin
cables. Polarisome components are mainly located
in a surface crescent, nucleating actin cables for
the transport of vesicles from the Spitzenkörper to
the tip. Consistent with this model, high-resolution
fluorescence microscopy shows that Spa2 localises
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slightly towards the tip compared with FM4-64 in
both C. albicans and Asp. nidulans (Crampin et al.
2005; Virag and Harris 2006a). According to the
second view, the polarisome complex is distributed
around the hyphal tip where it acts to nucleate the
formation of actin cables and promote the docking
of secretory vesicles. Through an as yet unidenti-
fied mechanism, the polarisome complex becomes
more concentrated in the central region, giving the
illusion of a distinct structure. This aggregation
could back up into the hypha, giving the appear-
ance of an internal 3-D structure, which could even
eventually separate to produce a physically distinct
internal ball and surface crescent.

There are problems with both models. The
Spitzenkörper-as-switching-station model does
not fully explain why proteins such as Mlc1 are
found in the Spitzenkörper. Perhaps Myo2-Mlc1
is involved with transporting vesicles to the
Spitzenkörper as well as beyond – to the tip. The
Spitzenkörper-as-hyperactive-polarisome model
begs the question as to why there should be an ap-
parently discontinuous density in the polarisome
complex, resulting in a separate structure visible
in both phase contrast and electron microscopy,
FM4-64 staining and localisation of proteins such
Bni1/SepA and Mlc1. In C. albicans, as mentioned
above, the intensity of Mlc1-YFP staining in the
spot has been measured to be around four-fold
greater than the crescent (Crampin et al. 2005) –
presumably reflecting some mechanism that
locally concentrates or activates Cdc42. However,
in C. albicans, while YFP-Cdc42 co-localises with
FM4-64 in the Spitzenkörper, the intensity of
fluorescence is greater in the surface crescent
(Crampin et al. 2005). Furthermore, the model
does not explain why the Spitzenkörper persists
throughout the cell cycle while the polarisome
disappears from the tip in G2 (Crampin et al. 2005).

Whatever the relationship of the polarisome
and Spitzenkörper, it remains the case that EM,
phase contrast microscopy and FM4-64 staining
all reveal a small discrete circular structure at
or just behind the tip of most actively growing
hyphae. Some proteins such as Bni1/SepA and
Mlc1 co-localise with this spot. Thus, use of the
term Spitzenkörper remains a useful descriptor
of this structure. However, fundamental ques-
tions remain regarding its relationship with the
polarisome, its interaction with the microtubule
and actin cytoskeletons and the mechanisms that
regulate its formation.

VII. Conclusions

Research using the budding yeast Sac. cerevisiae
and the fission yeast Sch. pombe has revealed much
about the mechanism of polarised growth in fungi.
Sites of polarised growth are manifest by cortical
markers. In Sac. cerevisiae these arise from bud site
selection pathways in vegetative cells and from the
βγ subunit released from the mating pheromone
receptor–G protein complex upon pheromone
stimulation. In Sch. pombe the site of growth is
marked by the delivery of Tea1 along microtubules
to the cell poles. Marking the sites of polarised
growth activates the Cdc42 GTPase, which in Sac.
cerevisiae leads to the formation of the polarisome
which nucleates actin cables leading to the delivery
and docking secretory vesicles originating from
trans-Golgi membranes. Activated Cdc42-GTP
has a number of other effectors, which together
orchestrate morphogenic processes required for
the orderly formation and growth of the daughter
bud. These include the formation of the exocyst
complex where the secretory vesicles dock and the
formation of the septin ring which co-ordinates
formation of the primary septum.

In the model yeasts, the molecular nature of
these processes and their regulation are becoming
known in ever more detail. What is still uncertain
is the way in which these processes are modified in
hyphal growth. Hyphae can grow at rates that far
exceed the growth of a yeast bud. This rapid growth
depends upon, and is orchestrated by, the Spitzen-
körper.This apicalbody is rich in secretoryvesicles,
which leads to the hypothesis that it acts as a vesicle
supply centre – a model which provides a satisfy-
ing explanation for hyphal growth and morphol-
ogy. However, it is important to remember that the
Spitzenkörper is not just a collection of vesicles but
has a complex structure including ribosomes and
microfilaments. The presence of ribosomes may in-
dicate asymmetric localisation of mRNAs and thus
translation of key proteins at the sites of polarised
growth, a process that has been well documented
at the tips of nerve axons in higher organisms. The
actin microfilaments may be acting to transport
vesicles to the cell surface or they may act to tether
the Spitzenkörper so that it remains at the tip, a key
requirement of the vesicle supply model.

Molecular characterisation of the Spitzenkör-
per is at an early stage and, for the present, leans
heavily on the underpinning provided by the yeast
model. A key question for the present is the rela-
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tionship of the polarisome and the Spitzenkörper.
Are these two separate structures, with the Spitzen-
körper acting as an advanced store of vesicles that
are transported on to the cell surface by actin ca-
bles nucleated by the polarisome located at the cell
surface? Alternatively, is the Spitzenkörper a mod-
ified polarisome in which the polarisome compo-
nents are somehow concentrated to a narrow area
at the centre of the hyphal tip and therefore focus
the delivery of vesicles to a small area, resulting in
much more highly polarised growth than occurs in
a yeast bud. A question which perhaps has been less
investigated in the present chapter is the role of en-
docytosis in polarised growth, exemplified by the
clustering of actin cortical patches, which mediate
endocytosis, to sites of polarised growth in yeast
and hyphae. A further question which remains to
be investigated is the role of lipid rafts which are
also polarised to sites of polarised growth.

The impressive rates of hyphal extension may
ultimately be understood by modifications of the
yeast paradigm. However, given the very large dif-
ferences in the rates of polarised growth between
yeast cells and hyphae, and the apparent complex
structure of the Spitzenkörper, we may anticipate
that novel mechanisms will yet be revealed and
there is much that remains to be discovered.
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I. Introduction

There are several well studied model systems of
fungal growth and morphogenesis. These include
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Schizosaccharomyces
pombe, Aspergillus nidulans and Neurospora
crassa, all of which are tractable to both clas-
sical and molecular genetics. In these systems
developmental and signaling pathways have been
identified, often via the analysis of mutants that
exhibit developmental arrest. Subsequently the
cognate genes have been defined and examined
at the molecular level. Many of these pathways
are conserved in fungi and in other organisms,
although the signals and outputs from the path-
ways may differ significantly. Identification of
conserved components of such pathways provides
one experimental route to establishing their role
in other less genetically tractable organisms.
The availability of multiple complete genome
sequences from a wide range of fungi facilitates
the identification of orthologous genes in these

1 School of Medical Sciences, Institute of Medical Sciences, Univer-
sity of Aberdeen, Foresterhill, Aberdeen, AB25 2ZD, UK
2 School of Medical Sciences, University of Aberdeen Current ad-
dress: Department of Microbiology, Columbia University, Hammer
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organisms and enables the evolution of signaling
pathways to be analyzed in the context of their
ecology and morphological diversity.

The major systemic fungal pathogen of hu-
mans, Candida albicans, on which this review fo-
cuses, is a case in point. The major tool for un-
derstanding key aspects of the morphogenesis and
pathogenesis of this fungus has undoubtedly been
the resource and insights provided by analysis of
S. cerevisiae. This is now paying handsome divi-
dends not only because it furthers our understand-
ing of conserved aspects of the biology of C. albi-
cans, but also because it enables our investigation
of the unique and contrasting properties of this
organism that are not features of model fungi. In-
deed, the intensity of research effort on C. albicans
in recent years means that insights gained from the
study of this fungus are now explaining features of
S. cerevisiae biology.

This review describes progress that has been
made in understanding a central aspect of the bi-
ology of most fungi – their ability to growth ei-
ther by isodiametric expansion of spheres (yeast
cells, spores, spherules, vesicular bodies, etc.) or
by apical expansion of hyphal tips. In C. albicans
and many other fungi growth can occur either
in a budding yeast form or as branching hyphae.
These fungi are said to be “dimorphic”. C. albi-
cans can also generate a morphological form called
a pseudohypha that consists of elongated, con-
joinedbuds.Pseudohyphaewereoriginally thought
to represent an intermediate form sharing proper-
ties of hyphae and buds. However, the pseudohy-
pha is now known to be a distinct form that is
different from both true hyphae and yeast cells
(Berman and Sudbery 2002; Sudbery et al. 2004;
Wightman et al. 2004). C. albicans exhibits at least
three vegetative growth forms and so it is more cor-
rectly termed “pleiomorphic”. This review focuses
on these growth forms. It does not address other
morphologies (white/opaque switching, chlamy-
dospores) which are reviewed elsewhere (Johnson
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2003; Martin et al. 2005; Staib and Morschhauser
2005).

The regulation of morphogenesis in C. albi-
cans, and other fungi, can be reduced to a question
of how growth (more specifically expansion of the
cell surface) is polarized. Cell polarity is a highly
regulated and much studied aspect of cellular phys-
iology (see Chaps. 5 and 6 in this volume). We focus
on signal transduction leading to polarized growth
rather than the mechanism of polarized growth per
se.

Part of the impetus behind the considerable
efforts made in recent years to establish the molec-
ular mechanisms underlying dimorphic regulation
in C. albicans is the notion that hyphal growth
is an attribute of pathogenesis, or even a bona
fide virulence factor (Ryley and Ryley 1990; Cutler
1991; Lo et al. 1997; Saville et al. 2003; Zheng et al.
2004). Hyphae are commonly observed in biopsies
of C. albicans-infected organs (Odds 1988) and tip
growth of hyphae seems well suited to a role for
penetrating host tissues (Gow et al. 2002; see also
Chap. 10 in this volume). Studiesofmore-or-lessfil-
amentous natural isolates or heavily mutagenized
strains that are debilitated in hyphal development
showed that such strains are poorer in establish-
ing infections in animal models (Martin et al. 1984;
Sobel et al. 1984; Shepherd 1985; Ryley and Ry-
ley 1990). Evidence from earlier literature that hy-
pha development is a virulence factor remained
equivocal because clinical lesions with remarkably
few hyphal forms were also reported and because
random methods of mutagenesis that existed at
that time almost certainly generated mutations at
a wide range of other loci that encoded potential
virulence factors. Also, there is no absolute rela-
tionship between hyphal growth and pathogene-
sis in clinically relevant fungi because many im-
portant human pathogens, including Histoplasma
capsulatum, Paracoccidioides brasiliensis and Coc-
cidioides immitis, are pathogenic in the yeast form
and saprophytic in the hyphal form (Kwon-Chung
and Bennett 1992). A range of Candida species,
including those such as C. glabrata, which is not
able to generate true filamentous forms, can cause
infections and so again no absolute correlation be-
tween hyphal development and Candida disease
is observed. More recently the creation of hypha-
deficient mutants with deletions in transcription
factors or cyclins that regulate hyphal morphogen-
esis reinforced the view that hypha formation, or
the ability to switch reversibly between different
morphological forms, is an important component

of the repertoire of virulence attributes of this fun-
gus (e.g. Lo et al. 1997; Saville et al. 2003; Zheng
et al. 2004).

C. albicans now represents the third or fourth
most common agent of microbial septicemia in
United States hospitals and in western hospitals
and has outstripped many bacterial infections in
terms of incidence and morbidity (Beck-Sagué and
Jarvis 1993; Jamal et al. 1999; Tortorano et al. 2004;
Almirante et al. 2005). C. albicans is a classic op-
portunistic agent of infection and septicemia is al-
most always associated with some underlying im-
mune deficiency, such as treatment for cancer or
immunosuppression following bone marrow or or-
gan transplantation. It is much more commonly
seen as a mucosal pathogen of the oral or vaginal
cavity where the disease is called thrush or a “yeast
infection”.

Prior to the era of molecular genetic analysis of
hypha morphogenesis in C. albicans an enormous
effort was expended on attempting to characterize
the environmental conditions that were conducive
and stimulatory to dimorphic switching. Unfortu-
nately, strain variability and the lack of systems to
perform targeted mutagenesis or mutant screens
obscured the data that emerged. In the new era, the
construction of isogenic mutants allowed the func-
tional dissection of morphogenetic signaling path-
ways and hence the mechanisms that are essential
for yeast–hypha conversion. This review focuses on
these developments.

II. Cell Morphology

Most studies of C. albicans morphogenesis have
focused on the transition from the budding,
yeast-like form to the hyphal growth form. Al-
though this transition is reversible, little work
has addressed hypha-to-yeast morphogenesis.
Furthermore, the yeast and hyphal forms represent
the morphological extremes that C. albicans is
able to manifest. However, this fungus can grow
in various filamentous forms, collectively termed
pseudohyphae and true hyphae (Merson-Davies
and Odds 1989; Fig. 7.1). Pseudohyphae display
constrictions at their septa, whereas true hyphae
do not. Merson-Davies and Odds (1989) described
the morphology index (Mi; based on the relative
length and the maximum and septal diameters of
cellular compartments) that provides a definitive
guide to cell shape in C. albicans. The Mi of bud-
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Fig. 7.1. Morphogenesis in Candida albicans, a pleiomor-
phic fungus that undergoes reversible morphological
transitions between yeast, pseudohyphal and hyphal
growth forms (see Sect. II.). Modified with permission
from Berman and Gow (2004)

ding and hyphal cells are approximately 1.5 and
4.0, respectively, while pseudohyphal cells display
a range of Mi values from about 2.0 to 3.5. Hyphal
cells are generally narrower than pseudohyphal,
having maximum diameters of about 2 µm and
5 µm, respectively (Sevilla and Odds 1986). Specific
media promote the growth of pseudohyphal cells
as opposed to hyphae (Merson-Davies and Odds
1989). Pseudohyphal cells may form in response to
moderate morphogenetic signals, whereas hyphal
development might be triggered by more extreme
morphogenetic conditions.

It is therefore attractive to view pseudohyphal
cells as intermediates between budding and hyphal
cells, but the weight of evidence from morpholog-
ical studies and studies of the cell cycle and of sig-

Fig. 7.2. Characteristic features of cell
division for the yeast (top), pseudohy-
phal (middle) and true hyphal (bottom)
growth forms of C. albicans. Cortical
actin patches, the position of the mitotic
spindle and the septin rings are shown
during the progression of the cell cycles
of each morphogenetic form. Modified
with permission from Berman and Gow
(2004)

nal transduction now firmly suggests that this is
not the case and instead suggests that pseudohy-
phal cells represent a distinct form (for reviews,
see Berman and Sudbery 2002; Berman and Gow
2004; Sudbery et al. 2004; see also Chap. 6 in this
volume; Figs. 7.1, 7.2). Pseudohyphal cells divide
synchronously, whereas hyphal cells grow asyn-
chronously, indicating that there are clear differ-
ences in the cell cycle of these two growth forms
(Kron and Gow 1995; Gow 1997, 2002). In hyphae,
nuclear division takes place within the germ tube,
while in both yeast and pseudohyphal forms mito-
sis occurs in the position of the neck of the mother
and daughter cells (Fig. 7.2). Consequently the site
of formation of septins, which mark the site of
evagination of buds and the plane of cytokinesis,
also differ in the true hyphae and the two budding
forms (Sudbery 2001; Berman and Sudbery 2002;
Berman and Gow 2004; Sudbery et al. 2004). In
both yeast cells and pseudohyphae the evagination
event is tightly coupled to the cell cycle controls
that are described by the START function, while
in hyphae evagination occurs before START and is
therefore independent of this aspect of cell cycle
regulation (Hazan and Liu 2002). In addition, a cell
cycle-dependent cyclin (Hgc1) has been described
that is expressed in a hypha-specific manner and
which is necessary for hyphal development (Zheng
et al. 2004). Finally thehyphal formalonehas aSpit-
zenkörper that is reminiscent of the apical body of
vesicles seen in true fungi (see Chaps. 5 and 6 in
this volume), whereas neither yeast cells nor pseu-
dohyphae have this structure (Crampin et al. 2005).
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Also, hypha-defective and yeast-defective C. albi-
cans mutants can grow as pseudohyphae (Braun
and Johnson 1997; Stoldt et al. 1997; and see below),
suggesting that these growth forms are genetically
distinct.

III. Morphogenetic Signals

Yeast–hypha morphogenesis in C. albicans can be
triggered by numerous different treatments in vitro
(Odds 1988). These in vitro conditions presum-
ably reflect the various signals that promote hyphal
growth in vivo. Temperatures above 37 ◦C, serum,
ambient pH above 6.5, low dissolved O2 concentra-
tions and elevated CO2 concentrations all promote
hyphal development, while high cell densities in-
hibit hyphal development (Odds 1988; Brown et al.
1999; Sonneborn et al. 1999; Klengel et al. 2005). It
was suggested that hypha-stimulating conditions
were associated with the imposition of an envi-
ronmental stress; and indeed some stresses such
as some rapid changes in ambient temperature or
pH and nutrient starvation do stimulate morpho-
genesis (Brown and Gow 1999, 2001). However, not
all hypha-inducing conditions are associated with
an environmental stress and not all stresses stim-
ulate morphogenesis. For example, hyperosmotic
stresses inhibit hyphal development (Monge et al.
1999). Therefore, whilst environmental stresses do
appear to influence hyphal development, morpho-
genetic signaling pathways are generally consid-
ered to be distinct from stress signaling pathways.
It has become clear that several morphogenetic sig-
naling pathways exist in C. albicans. Although spe-
cific pathways appear to mediate responses to dis-
tinct sets of environmental triggers, there appears

Fig. 7.3. Distinct environmental signals
promote morphogenesis via specific
signaling pathways in C. albicans.
Environmental signals include nutrient
limitation, ambient pH, CO2, glucose,
serum, low O2 and embedding in a phys-
ical matrix. Additional morphogenetic
signals are discussed in Sect. III.. The
efficacy of some of these signals is
increased by temperature elevation
to 37 ◦C. Specific signaling pathways
appear to mediate the responses to these
signals (see Sect. IV.). There appears
to be some functional overlap between
some of these pathways

to be overlap between pathways as some share com-
mon signaling components (Fig. 7.3; Sect. IV.).

Serum is the most powerful inducer of hyphal
development. When serum addition is combined
with an increase in temperature, from 25 ◦C to
37 ◦C, within 60 min more that 95% of C. albicans
cells form germ tubes – the progenitors of true hy-
phae. It is argued that serum is composed mainly
of proteins that represent an inaccessible nutri-
ent source until they are hydrolyzed and, hence,
that serum addition imposes nitrogen starvation
(Brown and Gow 1999). However, serum addition
still stimulates hyphal growth when combined with
a rich source of nutrients, such as YPD (2% glucose,
2% bacteriological peptone, 1% yeast extract; Swo-
boda et al. 1994). This indicates that something
other than nitrogen starvation is responsible for
serum-stimulated morphogenesis.

Fink and co-workers showed that a serum fil-
trate can stimulate hyphal development efficiently
(Feng et al. 1999), suggesting that serum might
contain a low molecular weight morphogen(s).
This was confirmed by Hudson and co-workers
(2004) who reported that glucose was (one of) the
active agent(s) present in serum that stimulates
morphogenesis. These authors also showed that
glucose concentrations of between 0.01% and
0.3% are optimal for the stimulation of hyphal
development in liquid assays. Van Dijck’s group
subsequently showed similar effects on solid
medium. Glucose concentrations of between
0.025% and 0.25% are optimal for the stimulation
of hyphal development on agar plates (Maidan
et al. 2005); and they demonstrated that other
fermentable carbon sources can stimulate hyphal
growth under these conditions. What is clear is that
glucose is a morphogen in C. albicans and glucose
signaling must be intimately linked with morpho-
genetic signaling at some mechanistic level.
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However, glucose is not the only morphogen
in serum. Serum filtrates or glucose do stimulate
morphogenesis, but not at the high rates observed
for serum itself (Feng et al. 1999; Hudson et al.
2004). Therefore additional serum components are
thought to contribute to the potency of this stimu-
lus – ambient pH signaling is likely to contribute,
because the addition of serum generally raises
the ambient pH towards neutrality (see below).
Also, Hudson and co-workers (2004) reported that
a non-dialyzable, trichloroacetic acid-precipitable
inducer exists in serum. The nature of this pre-
sumably large molecular weight component has
not been established. Additional small molecular
species may contribute to the serum stimulus.
For example exogenous human hormones such as
oestrodiol and progesterone have been reported
to enhance hyphal development (Kinsman et al.
1988; Bramley et al. 1991, Zhao et al. 1995) and
C. albicans expresses hormone-binding proteins
(Williams et al. 1990; Malloy et al. 1993). A com-
bination of (some of) these factors is likely to
account for the potency of the serum stimulus.

The related media M199 and RPMI are com-
monly used to promote the yeast–hypha transition
(Lo et al. 1997; Sharkey et al. 1999; Staab et al.
1999). These media and serum may stimulate mor-
phogenesis by similar mechanisms. This view is
supported by the observation that numerous C. al-
bicans morphogenetic mutants display similar re-
sponses to M199 and serum (Lo et al. 1997; Davis
et al. 2000).

It has been known for some time that the am-
bient H+ concentration (pH) strongly influences
C. albicans morphogenesis. A shift from acidic
(pH4.5) tomorealkaline conditions (≥pH6.5)pro-
motes hyphal growth when combined with a shift
in temperature from 25 ◦C to 37 ◦C (Lee et al. 1975;
Buffo et al. 1984). These conditions also promote
a rise in internal pH that is shown to be a strong
correlate of yeast–hypha morphogenesis and may
act as a signal transduction system in its own right
(Stewart et al. 1988, 1989). A distinct pH signaling
pathway is primarily responsible for mediating the
effects of pH (Porta et al. 1999; Davis et al. 2000). As
described above, changes in ambient pH probably
contribute to the efficacy of other hypha-inducing
conditions.Forexample theadditionof10%serum,
or serum filtrate, can increase the pH of YPD-based
media fromaboutpH5.0 topH6.5.Thismight com-
plicate the interpretation of much published data.

The physical environment of C. albicans cells is
reported to influence yeast–hypha morphogenesis.

Cells embedded in agar form hyphae, irrespective
of chemical composition of the growth medium
(Brown et al. 1999), suggesting that C. albicans can
respond to physical cues to regulate its morphol-
ogy. This is an attractive idea because previous
work demonstrated that C. albicans responds
to physical cues perhaps via stretch-activated
channels to control the direction of hyphal growth
(Sherwood et al. 1992; Watts et al. 1998). Most
interestingly, embedded C. albicans cells form
hyphae even at 25 ◦C, whereas most other stimuli
only promote morphogenesis at temperatures
above 37 ◦C (Brown et al. 1999). It was suggested
that low oxygen concentrations present in the
agar represent the true stimulus that promotes
filamentous growth under embedding conditions,
but Kumamoto’s group went to some lengths to
exclude this (Brown et al. 1999). Nevertheless, low
oxygen concentrations (or hypoxia) are also able to
promote hyphal development (Doedt et al. 2004).

There are also clear links between amino acid
metabolism and morphogenesis. Proline has been
known for some time to stimulate morphogenesis
(Odds 1988). More recently, methionine has
been shown to be important for the activation of
morphogenesis under certain conditions (Maidan
et al. 2005). Amino acid starvation also stimulates
pseudohyphal development in C. albicans, in
a Gcn4-dependent manner (Tripathi et al. 2002;
Tournu et al. 2005). Defects in amino acid sensing,
caused either by inactivation of the sensor Csy1 or
by inactivation of the endoplasmic reticulum chap-
erone Csh3, also lead to morphogenetic defects
(Brega et al. 2004; Martínez and Ljungdahl 2004).
A number of observations suggest that the cAMP
signaling pathway triggers hyphal development
in response to changes in amino acid metabolism
(Sect. 2.). For example Gcn4 mediates its effects
upon C. albicans morphogenesis through Efg1
(Tripathi et al. 2002). In addition, the activation of
morphogenesis by methionine is dependent upon
Gpr1 (Maidan et al. 2005).

More recently another potent inducer of
morphogenesis was confirmed by Muhlschlegel’s
group. They reported that physiologically relevant
concentrations of 5% CO2/bicarbonate promote
the pseudohyphal growth of C. albicans on a range
of different media (Klengel et al. 2005). These au-
thors went on to define the signaling pathway that
mediates this morphogenetic response (Sect. IV.A.)
and showed that this pathway is conserved in Cryp-
tococcus neoformans. These observations, which
significantly extended an earlier report that 25 mM
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bicarbonate induces filamentation in Candida
albicans (Mock et al. 1990), are exploited in clinical
diagnostic tests that distinguish C. albicans from
other Candida species (Seth et al. 2005).

Prior nutrient limitation of C. albicans cells –
for example, for several hours in H2O – increases
the inducibility of yeast cells to form hyphae upon
exposure to morphogenetic conditions, but starved
cells form hyphae less quickly than metabolically
active yeast cells (Buchan and Gow 1991). The use
of growth media containing only low concentra-
tions of serum, which therefore may expose cells
to both starvation and morphogenetic signals, effi-
ciently promotes hyphal development (Gow 1997).
Media containing only a poor carbon and nitrogen
source, such as N-acetylglucosamine, induce the
yeast–hypha transition (Mattia et al. 1982;Torosan-
tucci et al. 1984). Supplementing serum or Glc-Nac
medium with amino acids and glucose causes hy-
phae to revert to yeast cells. This led to the sugges-
tion that starvation contributes significantly to the
hyphal stimulus. This might indeed be true. How-
ever, more recent data suggest that intimate links
between glucose and other nutrient signaling path-
ways might contribute to these effects upon mor-
phogenesis (Maidan et al. 2005). Such links have
been reported in S. cerevisiae, for example through
Snf1 protein kinases and the repressors Nrg1 and
Nrg2 (Vyas et al. 2001, 2003).

It has become increasingly clear that C. albi-
cans responds to a variety of environmental cues
to regulate yeast–hypha morphogenesis (Fig. 7.3).
However, one factor that appears to overlay most
of these conditions is temperature: an increase in
temperature to about 37 ◦C is required before most
of the above conditions can affect morphogenesis.
The basis for this remains obscure. Physical trig-
gers appear to be a possible exception to this “rule”,
since embedded colonies form hyphae when grown
at 25 ◦C (Brown et al. 1999). However, since cells
undergo a heat shock during the embedding pro-
cess, the possible activation of a temperature switch
cannot be excluded entirely.

IV. Morphogenetic Pathways

A. Positive Regulation

Several morphogenetic signaling pathways have
been identified in C. albicans. Molecular analysis
of these pathways was hampered by various fea-
tures of this fungus: (a) it is diploid (Magee 1998),

(b) it displays an alternative genetic code (Santos
et al. 1993) and (c) although it carries a mating
type-like locus (MLT; Hull and Johnson 1999) and
strains can be engineered to mate (Gow et al. 2000;
Hull et al. 2000; Magee and Magee 2000; Miller and
Johnson 2002), no full sexual cycle or meiotic be-
havior has yet been identified. A parasexual cycle
has been developed (Bennett and Johnson 2003),
but this tool has not been fully exploited. For these
reasons, most experimental approaches toward the
identification of signaling components in C. al-
bicans initially exploited the genetically tractable
model, S. cerevisiae. Screens exploited the ability
of C. albicans genes to complement or suppress
mutations in the corresponding S. cerevisiae genes
(Liu et al. 1994; Clark et al. 1995) or to interfere
with or constitutively activate the corresponding
signaling pathways in S. cerevisiae (Whiteway et al.
1992; Stoldt et al. 1997). Also, the functional anal-
ysis of C. albicans signaling genes initially relied
heavily upon S. cerevisiae because the correspond-
ing regulatory hierarchies are better characterized
in this organism. However, more recently C. albi-
cans genome sequencing facilitated the direct iso-
lation of signal transduction genes from C. albicans
on the basis of sequence similarities (Braun et al.
2005; d’Enfert et al. 2005). Also, the development
of a wider range of molecular tools for C. albi-
cans facilitated the functional analysis of signaling
genes in this fungus, for example by epistasis ex-
periments and other molecular analyses (Berman
and Sudbery 2002; Doedt et al. 2004; Bassilana et al.
2005; Su et al. 2005).

Both positive and negative signaling pathways
regulate the yeast–hypha transition in C. albicans.
The MAPK, cAMP, pH and Czf1 pathways stimulate
hyphal development. These are discussed in this
section below. Factors, such as Tup1, that repress
hyphal development are discussed in Sect. IV.B..

1. MAPK Pathway

The first morphogenetic signaling components
to be identified in C. albicans were members
of a mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase
pathway analogous to the pheromone signaling
(Ste) pathway in S. cerevisiae (Alonso-Monge et al.
2006). It should be noted that, like S. cerevisiae
(Gustin et al. 1998), C. albicans has several MAP
kinase signaling pathways,including a morpho-
genetic signaling pathway, a cell integrity pathway
and a stress activated kinase pathway (Liu et al.
1993; Roberts and Fink 1994; Navarro-García et al.
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1998; Alonso-Monge et al. 2003; Smith et al. 2004;
Enjalbert et al. 2006). For the purposes of this
discussion, when referring to the MAPK pathway,
we mean the morphogenetic signaling pathway.
This pathway is often defined experimentally using
C. albicans cph1 null mutants, which lack Cph1,
the homologue of the S. cerevisiae transcription
factor Ste12 (Liu et al. 1994).

Several screenswere initially employed(White-
wayet al. 1992;Liuet al. 1994;Clarket al. 1995), each
exploiting thedetailedunderstandingof themating
pathway in S. cerevisiae (Kurjan 1993). At the time
of isolation of the first MAPK pathway components
from C. albicans, this fungus was thought to be
asexual. However, in S. cerevisiae, the pheromone
response pathway was known to share components
with the pseudohyphal signaling pathway (Liu et al.
1993; Roberts and Fink 1994; Kron and Gow 1995).
Therefore, components of the C. albicans MAPK
pathway were initially isolated in S. cerevisiae and
then their function investigated by examining the
phenotype of C. albicans null mutants and over-
expressing strains.

MAPK pathway mutants display characteristic
phenotypes. Null mutants, in which this pathway is
blocked, are unable to form hyphae on solid Spider
medium (which contains the poor carbon source,
mannitol), but they still undergo morphogenesis
in response to other stimuli (serum, pH) and in
liquid media, including Spider medium (e.g. Liu
et al. 1994; Leberer et al. 1996). Constitutive acti-
vation of the MAPK pathway, for example by in-
activation of the negative regulator Cpp1 (Csank
et al. 1997) or overexpression of components of
the MAP kinase module (Leberer et al. 1996), pro-
motes constitutive hyphal development. Taken to-
gether, these data suggest that the MAPK pathway
might activate morphogenesis in response to nutri-
ent limitation (Fig. 7.3). Parallel pathways promote
hyphal development in response to other stimuli
and, in general, it is thought that there may be
some functional overlap between these pathways
and the MAPK pathway.

Consistent with these in vitro observations, the
MAPK pathway displays functional specialization
in vivo. Inactivation of the MAPK pathway attenu-
ates virulence in the mammary glands of lactating
mice, preventing tissue colonization (Guhad et al.
1998). However, MAPK pathway mutants retain
their virulence in the mouse model of systemic can-
didosis (Leberer et al. 1996; Lo et al. 1997). Hence,
the MAPK pathway is only required for infection in
certain specific environments in vivo.

Mep2, a transmembrane ammonium perme-
ase, was recently found to be required for the
switch from yeast to hyphal growth in response
to nitrogen starvation on a solid surface. When
ammonium is limiting, Mep2 activates both the
MAPK and cAMP pathways in a Ras1-dependent
fashion. Thus, Mep2 has a specific function
in nitrogen starvation-induced morphogenesis
(Biswas and Morschhäuser 2005). By analogy with
S. cerevisiae (Lorenz and Heitman 1997), a Ras
protein is thought to activate both the MAPK and
cAMP pathways (Fig. 7.4); and the phenotypes
of a C. albicans ras1 null mutant are consistent
with this model. Like a cph1, efg1 double mutant
(Lo et al. 1997), this ras1 null mutant is unable to
develop hyphae in response to serum stimulation,
whereas single cph1 and efg1 mutants are able
to develop some hyphae under these conditions
(Feng et al. 1999).

By analogy with the S. cerevisiae pseudohyphal
pathway, one would expect the signal to be passed
from Ras2 to the MAPK pathway via a G protein
module and 14-3-3 (Bmh1) proteins (Mosch et al.
1996; Roberts et al. 1997). A single essential BMH1
gene exists in C. albicans and this gene does play
a role in morphogenetic signaling (Cognetti et al.
2002; Palmer et al. 2004). Similarly, a Cdc42/Cdc24
GTPase module has been identified in C. albicans.
Both components are highly conserved with their
S. cerevisiae homologues and both are essential for
viability (Mirbod et al. 1997; Ushinsky et al. 2002;
Bassilana et al. 2003). Partial depletion of Cdc24,
the GDP-GTP exchange factor for Cdc42, causes
similar phenotypes to Cdc42 inhibition (Bassilana
et al. 2003, 2005), which is consistent with the idea
that these proteins act in the same GTPase mod-
ule. Cdc42 is required for polarized growth, both in
yeast andhyphal cells (Ushinsky et al. 2002). CDC42
mRNA levels differ and a GFP-Cdc42 fusion protein
is differentially localized in yeast and hyphae (Mir-
bod et al. 1997; Hazan and Liu 2002). The ectopic
expression of a hyperactive allele of Cdc42 is lethal,
but this phenotype is rescued by the inactivation
of CST20 (Ushinsky et al. 2002). Also, Cdc42 binds
to a Cst20 motif in vitro (Su et al. 2005). These ob-
servations lend considerable weight to the idea that
the Cdc42/Cdc24 GTPase module is regulated dur-
ing morphogenesis and that it operates through the
MAPK pathway. Interestingly, cdc24 mutants with
defects in hyphal growth are less able to damage
endothelial cells (van den Berg et al. 2004).

The Cdc42/Cdc24 GTPase module is thought to
pass the morphogenetic signal to Cst20, a member
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Fig. 7.4. Morphogenetic signaling in C. albicans. MAPK,
cAMP, pH, alternative conditions (embedding/hypoxia)
and other pathways promote hyphal development in C.
albicans (see Sect. IV.). Many of these pathways depend

upon the transcription factor Efg1 for their normal
operation. A number of additional factors negatively
regulate hyphal development

of the Ste20/p65PAK family of protein kinases,
which has been shown to lie on the MAPK pathway
(Köhler and Fink 1996; Leberer et al. 1996). Unlike
other MAPK pathway mutants, a C. albicans cst20
null mutant displays attenuated virulence in sys-
temic infections (Leberer et al. 1996), suggesting
that Cst20 probably executes additional functions
on top of its role in the MAPK pathway. By analogy
with S. cerevisiae Ste20, Cst20 might integrate
morphogenetic signaling with the control of cell
polarity.

At the core of the MAPK pathway lies a MAP
kinase module that is activated by Cst20 (Fig. 7.4).
A homologue of S. cerevisiae STE11, which pre-
sumably encodes the MAP kinase kinase kinase
in this module, has been annotated (Braun et al.
2005), but to our knowledge this C. albicans STE11
gene has not been functionally dissected. The
MAP kinase kinase Hst7 (Clark et al. 1995; Köhler
and Fink 1996; Leberer et al. 1996) and MAP

kinase Cek1 (Whiteway et al. 1992; Csank et al.
1998) have been characterized and their relative
positions on the pathway established by epistasis
analyses (Leberer et al. 1996; Csank et al. 1998). The
activity of the MAP kinase appears to be negatively
regulated by the tyrosine phosphatase, Cpp1, since
the constitutive hyphal development observed in
a cpp1 null mutant is inhibited by inactivation of
Cek1 (Csank et al. 1997). Cpp1 might also regulate
other signaling pathways in C. albicans because
other protein phosphatases are known to have
multiple substrates. Indeed Cpp1 also seems to
have a role in the regulation of gene transcription
at 37 ◦C. This role is Cek1-independent and
appears to be linked to a pathway that acts through
Efg1 (Schröppel et al. 2000).

The function of the MAP kinase module is de-
pendent on the transcription factor Cph1 (Liu et al.
1994). As described above, C. albicans cph1 null
mutants are often used to define this MAPK path-
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wayexperimentally.C.albicansCph1 isa functional
homologue of S. cerevisiae Ste12 (Liu et al. 1994).
In S. cerevisiae, Ste12 acts in concert with Tec1 to
stimulate the transcription of genes containing the
filamentous response element (FRE; Madhani and
Fink 1997). A Tec1 homologue has been identified
in C. albicans and it is involved in morphogenetic
regulation (Schweizer et al. 2000). However, Tec1
does not seem to function on the MAPK pathway
and hence this factor is discussed below (Sect. 2.).
In S. cerevisiae, the activation of Ste12-Tec1 by the
MAP kinase module is mediated by the inhibition
of the repressors Dig1 and Dig2 (Cook et al. 1996).
However, no Dig1 or Dig2 homologues in C. albi-
cans have been annotated (Braun et al. 2005; d’En-
fert et al. 2005). This raises the possibility that the
regulation of hyphal development in C. albicans
by Cph1 might operate via subtly different mecha-
nisms compared with the regulation of S. cerevisiae
pseudohyphal development by Ste12.

The gene targets of the MAPK pathway, and
hence the specific role(s) of this pathway in
morphogenesis and virulence, remain obscure.
No hypha-specific C. albicans genes have been
identified, whose expression is dependent on
this pathway (Sharkey et al. 1999; Brown et al.
2000). However, the degree of activation of some
hypha-specific genes is slightly reduced in cph1
cells (Leng et al. 2001; Argimón 2006). This is
consistent with the idea that the activities of
multiple morphogenetic signaling pathways are
integrated at hypha-specific promoters (Braun and
Johnson 2000; Brown et al. 2000; Brown 2002a).

It is generally accepted that the MAPK pathway
is involved in morphogenetic regulation (Brown
and Gow 1999; Whiteway 2000; Liu 2001; Berman
and Sudbery 2002; Brown 2002a). However, is this
really the case? The only morphogenetic phenotype
displayedbyC.albicansnullmutants thathave ade-
fective MAPK module is the formation of smooth
colonies, rather than wrinkly wild-type colonies,
on solid Spider medium after about one week of
growth (Liu et al. 1994; Köhler and Fink 1996;
Leberer et al. 1996). These mutants do not display
morphogeneticphenotypesonother solidmediaor
in liquid media. The formation of smooth colonies
by MAPK mutants on solid Spider medium is gen-
erally interpreted as reflecting a defect in hypha
formation; and hence it is inferred that the MAPK
pathway contributes to hyphal development. How-
ever, Ernst (2000) pointed out the large temporal
difference in morphogenesis assays performed us-
ing solid and liquid media, and that the interpreta-

tion of morphogenetic phenotypes based on colony
morphologies could be misleading. Interestingly,
our microscopic analyses of MAPK mutants re-
vealed that these cells do form hyphae within hours
of plating on solid Spider medium, although they
form smooth colonies in the long term (Budge and
Brown, unpublished data). Therefore, in our view,
the role of the MAPK pathway in hyphal develop-
ment is not clear. In contrast, this MAPK signaling
pathway plays a clear role in the mating response of
C. albicans. Pheromone receptors have been iden-
tified which are presumed to activate the MAPK
pathway during the mating response (Bennett et al.
2003; Janiak et al. 2005). More to the point, muta-
tions in the MAPK pathway block mating (Chen
et al. 2002; Magee et al. 2002). Constitutive ac-
tivation of the MAPK pathway does promote fil-
amentous growth (Leberer et al. 1996). However,
this might reflect the formation of mating shmoos
rather than bona fide hyphae. Hence, the general
presumption that the MAPK pathway is involved in
morphogenetic regulation needs to be questioned.

2. cAMP Signaling Pathway

Ernst and co-workers were the first to identify
a component of a second morphogenetic signal-
ing pathway in C. albicans (Stoldt et al. 1997). They
first identified EFG1 on the basis that its expres-
sion enhances f ilamentous growth in S. cerevisiae.
Significantly, the morphogenetic phenotypes of C.
albicans efg1 mutants are stronger than those for
MAPK pathway null mutants (Lo et al. 1997; Stoldt
et al. 1997). This first indicated that Efg1 defines
a major morphogenetic pathway in C. albicans that
is distinct from the MAPK pathway (Fig. 7.3). An
efg1 null mutant displays hyphal defects on solid
and liquid serum-containing media and a range of
media that might be expected to impose starva-
tion (Lo et al. 1997; Sonneborn et al. 2000). This
indicates that serum stimulation and activation
on solid surfaces depend specifically upon Efg1
(Fig. 7.3). However, the stimulation of morpho-
genesis by other signals, such as starvation, pH
and CO2, is also shown to depend upon Efg1, the
transcriptional regulator with the broadest con-
tribution to morphogenesis known to date. Efg1
activity is regulated by the cAMP pathway. There-
fore in C. albicans the cAMP-Efg1 pathway seems
to act as a hub that coordinates the input from sev-
eral types of environmental signals (Fig. 7.3). Sev-
eral homologues of S. cerevisiae cAMP-dependent
pathway components have been identified in C. al-
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bicans, including the receptor Mep2, the G-protein
coupled receptor Gpr1, the Gα protein Gpa2, the
G-protein Ras1, the adenylyl cyclase Cdc35, the
cAMP-dependent protein kinase A and the tran-
scriptional activator Flo8 (Fig. 7.4).

Mep2, a transmembrane ammonium perme-
ase, was recently found to be required for the
transition from yeast to hyphal growth in response
to nitrogen starvation on a solid surface. When
ammonium ions are limiting, Mep2 activates both
the MAPK and cAMP signaling pathways in a Ras1-
dependent fashion (Biswas and Morschhäuser
2005). Thus, Mep2 has a specific function in
nitrogen starvation-induced morphogenesis.

It is reported that a single RAS locus exists in
C. albicans (Feng et al. 1999). The deletion of this
RAS1 gene in C. albicans is not a lethal event (Feng
et al. 1999; Leberer et al. 2001). Interestingly, a sec-
ond RAS2 locus has been annotated in the C. albi-
cans genome (Braun et al. 2005). Therefore, despite
the prevailing view that Ras is not essential in C. al-
bicans, it is entirely possible that a C. albicans ras1
ras2 double mutant is non-viable, like its S. cere-
visiae counterpart (Kataoka et al. 1984). However,
to our knowledge, this has not yet been tested.

C. albicans ras1 mutants are impaired in
hyphal growth under a wide range of inducing
conditions (Feng et al. 1999; Leberer et al. 2001).
Also, a dominant active RASV13 allele enhances
hyphal development, whereas a dominant negative
RASV13 allele reduces hyphal growth (Feng et al.
1999). The morphogenetic defect of ras1 cells can
be reversed by supplementing the growth medium
with cAMP or by overexpressing components of
the MAPK cascade (Leberer et al. 2001). Therefore,
Ras1 is thought to regulate C. albicans morpho-
genesis by contributing to both the cAMP pathway
and the MAPK pathways, like Ras2 in S. cerevisiae.
The transcript profiling data of Harcus and
co-workers (2004) are consistent with this view.
They showed that Ras1 regulates a subset of the
genes that are controlled by the adenylyl cyclase
Cdc35 (see below). However, they also found
C. albicans genes that were regulated by Cdc35 in
a Ras1-independent fashion. These genes may be
associated with the activation of the cAMP pathway
via Gpr1/Gpa2 signaling (Maidan et al. 2005).

In C. albicans, the receptor Gpr1 and its cou-
pled Gα protein Gpa2 are both required for mor-
phogenesis on various solid media, but they only
have minor effects upon hyphal development in
liquid media (Sánchez-Martínez and Pérez-Martín
2002; Miwa et al. 2004; Maidan et al. 2005). The

C-terminal tail of Gpr1 was shown to interact with
Gpa2 in a two-hybrid assay (Miwa et al. 2004). Gpa2
functions downstream of Gpr1, leading to the ac-
tivation of the cAMP pathway (Miwa et al. 2004;
Maidan et al. 2005), but not the MAPK pathway
as was initially suggested (Sánchez-Martínez and
Pérez-Martín 2002). Micromolar concentrations of
specific amino acids, such as methionine or iso-
form, appear to be important for the activation of
morphogenesis through Gpr1 (Maidan et al. 2005).

C. albicans has a single homologue of the
S. cerevisiae adenylyl cyclase Cyr1/Cdc35, encoded
by the gene CDC35 (Rocha et al. 2001). C. albicans
cdc35 cells are viable but grow more slowly than
wild type cells, are avirulent in a mouse model
of infection and are unable to form hyphae in
most liquid and solid hypha-inducing media.
The morphogenetic defect can be rescued by
exogenous cAMP, which points to a role for Cdc35
in the activation of the cAMP pathway (Rocha
et al. 2001). By analogy with the dual regulation
of S. cerevisiae adenylyl cyclase by Ras2 and Gpa2,
and with some supporting experimental evidence,
it was suggested that C. albicans Cdc35 might also
be regulated by Ras1 and Gpa2 (Leberer et al. 2001;
Rocha et al. 2001; Maidan et al. 2005).

The adenylate cyclase-associated protein
Cap1/Srv2 was shown to interact with Ras and
adenylyl cyclase in non-pathogenic fungi to
increase cAMP levels under specific environmen-
tal conditions. The inactivation of C. albicans
Cap1/Srv2 causes a similar phenotype to Cdc35
inactivation, that is, impairment of hyphal de-
velopment on various liquid and solid media
and avirulence in the mouse model of systemic
candidiasis (Bahn and Sundstrom 2001). More-
over, a peak in the intracellular levels of cAMP
is observed one hour after hyphal induction in
wild-type C. albicans cells. This peak is abolished
in cap1/srv2 cells, establishing a role for Cap1/Srv2
in cAMP-dependent morphogenetic signaling
(Bahn and Sundstrom 2001).

C. albicans senses CO2/bicarbonate levels via
adenylyl cyclase (Klengel et al. 2005). These authors
demonstrated that CO2/bicarbonate induces C. al-
bicans filamentation through direct stimulation of
adenylyl cyclase. Interestingly, this was observed
at concentrations of CO2/bicarbonate that are ob-
served in the mammalian host (about 5%). Also,
they showed that the equilibration of CO2 and bi-
carbonate levels via carbonic anhydrase (Nce103)
is essential for the virulence of C. albicans in niches
where CO2 concentrations are limited. Further-
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more, this signaling mechanism is conserved in
another major fungal pathogen of humans, Cryp-
tococcusneoformans (Klengel et al. 2005;Mogensen
et al. 2006). Clearly CO2/bicarbonate signaling via
the cAMP pathway is important in the context of
fungal morphogenesis and virulence.

Low- (PDE1) and high-affinity (PDE2) phos-
phodiesterases have been identified in Candida al-
bicans (Hoyer et al. 1994; Bahn et al. 2003; Jung and
Stateva 2003). The inactivation of PDE2 causes hy-
perfilamentation, presumably through an increase
in the intracellular levels of cAMP (Bahn et al. 2003;
Jung and Stateva 2003). Therefore, Pde2 is viewed
as a negative regulator of cAMP signaling. Signif-
icantly, these hyperfilamentous mutants are avir-
ulent in a mouse model of systemic candidiasis
(Bahn et al. 2003).

C.albicansproteinkinaseA(PKA) is composed
of regulatory and catalytic subunits. The regula-
tory subunit is encoded by the BCY1 gene (Staab
et al. 2003; Cassola et al. 2004), whereas there are
two catalytic isoforms encoded by TPK1 and TPK2
(Sonnebornet al. 2000;Bockmühl et al. 2001).Aho-
mozygous C. albicans bcy1/bcy1 null strain could
not be constructed, suggesting that BCY1 is an es-
sential gene in C. albicans. A bcy1 tpk2 double
mutant displays constitutive PKA activity, driven
by Tpk1. Surprisingly, this mutant grows normally
in the yeast form and develops hyphae normally
under inducing conditions (Cassola et al. 2004).
A strain overexpressing BCY1 is defective in hyphal
growth in both solid and liquid media (Staab et al.
2003). Both Tpk isoforms in C. albicans are positive
regulators of hyphal morphogenesis and overex-
pression of one isoform can complement the dele-
tion of the other (Sonneborn et al. 2000; Bockmühl
et al. 2001). Interestingly, Tpk1 and Tpk2 seem to
have differential effects upon morphogenesis un-
der different inducing conditions. C. albicans tpk1
cells show defective filamentation on solid media,
but their filamentation remains almost unaffected
in liquid media. In contrast, tpk2 cells display a se-
vere filamentation defect in liquid media, but only
a partial defect on solid media. In addition, only
tpk2 mutants are defective in agar invasion (Bock-
mühl et al. 2001).Epistasis analysesplacebothTpk1
and Tpk2 downstream of Ras1 (Bockmühl et al.
2001).

As described above, the cAMP pathway is
thought to operate mainly via Efg1. Efg1 contains
a putative phosphorylation site for PKA (T206)
which is essential to promote hyphal induction
under certain inducing conditions (Bockmühl and

Ernst 2001). Hence, the activity of this regulator
is thought to be modulated by phosphorylation.
However, the ability of PKA to phosphorylate Efg1
in vitro has not been formally demonstrated.

Efg1 is a member of the APSES family of
fungus-specific transcriptional regulators, which
includes S. cerevisiae Phd1 and Sok2 (Sonneborn
et al. 2000; Tebarth et al. 2003). The depletion
of Efg1 results in the impairment of hyphal
growth under inducing conditions (Lo et al. 1997;
Stoldt et al. 1997), which suggests that Efg1 is an
activator of morphogenesis. However, a number of
observations now indicate that Efg1 can also act as
a repressor. Cells depleted in Efg1 do not grow as
normal yeast cells under inducing conditions, but
display a pseudohyphal phenotype, with elongated,
rod-like cells that often remain attached to one
another (Lo et al. 1997; Stoldt et al. 1997). Efg1 over-
expression promotes pseudohyphal growth, not
hyphal growth, under non-inducing conditions. In
addition, EFG1 transcript levels are quickly down-
regulated upon hyphal development (Stoldt et al.
1997). These results indicate that Efg1 is regulated
at a transcriptional as well as a post-translational
level. They also suggest that Efg1 could also be
acting as a repressor of elongated, pseudohyphal
growth and pointed to a dual role for this transcrip-
tion factor in morphogenesis (Stoldt et al. 1997).
EFG1 expression is repressed by a Sin3-dependent
autoregulation mechanism in response to hyphal
stimulation, with both Efg1 and Sin3 (from the
Sin3/HDAC histone deacetylase complex) situated
at the Efg1 promoter (Tebarth et al. 2003). Efg1 was
shown to behave as a repressor in C. albicans, using
a one-hybrid system (Doedt et al. 2004; Russell
and Brown 2005). Taken together, these results are
consistent with the idea that Efg1 is a repressor.

Another transcription factor that interactswith
Efg1 invivowas recently identified (Caoet al. 2006).
Flo8 is required formorphogenesis under all condi-
tions tested, as well as for virulence. Transcript pro-
filing experiments showed that Flo8 controls a sub-
set of Efg1-regulated genes. Interestingly, C. albi-
cans flo8, efg1 and cdc35 null mutants all display en-
hanced filamentation under microaerophilic con-
ditions. Altogether these results imply that Flo8
may function downstream of the cAMP pathway
and, together with Efg1, regulate morphogenesis
(Cao et al. 2006).

The activity of the cAMP pathway is nega-
tively regulated by Rad6 (Leng et al. 2000). Rad6
depletion enhances pseudohyphal development,
whereas Rad6p overexpression inhibits hyphal
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development. Rad6 is a ubiquitin-conjugating en-
zyme that might target a component of the Efg1p
pathway for ubiquitination-mediated protein
degradation in the absence of a hypha-inducing
signal (Leng et al. 2000). Also, recent evidence
suggests a link between Efg1 and elements up-
stream of the MAPK pathway. vanderBerg and
co-workers (2004) showed that the expression
of SAP6, ECE1 and HWP1, three genes that are
expressed during morphogenesis and activated
in an Efg1-dependent manner (Brown 2002b),
was severely reduced in the cdc42 mutants they
tested. This implies that Cdc42 has an additional
signaling function that might operate via Efg1, but
the mechanism is not known.

How does activation of the cAMP pathway me-
diate changes in cell shape? In S. cerevisiae, the
cAMP pathway contributes to the regulation of
FLO11 (MUC1), which encodes a cell surface gly-
coprotein protein, the expression of which appears
necessary and sufficient for pseudohyphal develop-
ment and invasive growth (Lambrechts et al. 1996;
Lo and Dranginis 1998; Rupp et al. 1999). In C. albi-
cans, Efg1 is required for the expression of hypha-
specificgenes suchasHWP1,HYR1,ECE1andALS3
(Sharkey et al. 1999; Brown et al. 2000; Leng et al.
2001; Brown 2002b) – ALS3 was formerly known as
ALS8 (Zhao et al. 2004). Many of these Efg1 gene
targets encode hypha-specific cell wall components
and adhesion factors (Birse et al. 1993; Bailey et al.
1996; Staab et al. 1999; Leng et al. 2001; Dieterich
et al. 2002; Sohn et al. 2003). It is suggested that
Efg1 might interact directly with the promoters of
these hypha-specific genes to regulate their expres-
sion (Leng et al. 2001), but this remains to be con-
firmed. However, these Efg1 targets do not appear
to mediate the changes in cell shape required for
hyphal development because none of these Efg1
gene targets are essential for hyphal development
or virulence (Brown 2002b; Sundstrom et al. 2002).
The key to the regulation of cell morphology by
Efg1 seems to be the HGC1 gene, which encodes
a hypha-specific cyclin that is essential for hyphal
development (Zheng et al. 2004). HGC1 expression
is dependent upon Efg1 (and negative regulators of
hyphal development; see Sect. IV.B.) and the inac-
tivation of HGC1 blocks hyphal development. The
key question now is how Hgc1 regulates cell form.

Consistent with the strong morphological phe-
notypes observed in vitro, efg1 null mutants dis-
play significantly attenuated virulence and hyphal
development in systemic infections (Lo et al. 1997),
suggesting that the cAMP pathway plays an impor-

tant role in pathogenesis. Efg1 exerts more signifi-
cant effects upon host invasion and adhesion than
Cph1, suggesting that the MAPK pathway is less
significant in regulating these virulence attributes
than the cAMP pathway (Dieterich et al. 2002). Fur-
thermore cAMP signaling exerts stronger effects
upon theC.albicans transcriptome thanMAPKsig-
naling, at least under the conditions tested (Nantel
et al. 2002; Harcus et al. 2004). However, Efg1 is
not required for the development of candidosis in
all microenvironments in vivo. Efg1 mutants can
form hyphae and retain their virulence in infec-
tions of the tongues of immunosuppressed gnoto-
biotic pigs (Riggle et al. 1999), an infection model
that is thought to reflect stimulation via physical
cues in the environment (Sect. 4.).

3. pH Signaling Pathway

It has been known for some time that increases
in pH, combined with elevated temperatures,
promote yeast–hypha morphogenesis (Buffo et al.
1984; Soll 1986). Screens for C. albicans genes that
are regulated during pH-stimulated morphogen-
esis led to the identification of PHR1 and then
PHR2, which encode pH-regulated glucosidases
involved in maintaining cell wall structure and
cell shape (Saporito-Irwin 1995; Muhlschlegel
and Fonzi 1997; Fonzi 1999). The inactivation
of the alkaline-expressed gene PHR1 causes pH-
conditional defects in the polarity of growth and
reduced virulence in systemic infection models,
whereas null mutations in the acid-expressed gene
PHR2 block growth at pH 4 and attenuate viru-
lence in vaginal infections (Ghannoum et al. 1995;
Saporito-Irwin 1995; Muhlschlegel and Fonzi 1997;
De Bernardis et al. 1998). Constitutive expression
of Phr1 from a TEF-PHR1 fusion rescues the phr2
mutant phenotype, indicating that Phr1 and Phr2
are functionally equivalent.

The pH signaling pathways have been charac-
terized in the greatest detail in Aspergillus nidu-
lans (Denison et al. 1998; Mingot et al. 1999); and
this pathway is conserved in other fungi, including
S. cerevisiae (Fig. 7.5; see Ramon et al. 1999; Davis
et al. 2000; Davis 2003; and references therein). In
A. nidulans, an alkaline ambient pH is probably
detected by the integral membrane proteins, PalH
and PalI, whose functions have not been estab-
lished. This stimulus is then transduced by a sig-
naling cascade involving PalA, PalB, PalC and PalF,
which leads to the activation of the zinc finger
transcription factor, PacC. This PacC activation in-
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Fig. 7.5. A conserved signal transduction
pathway mediates responses to ambient
pH in C. albicans (see Sect. 3.). Adapted
from Davis (2003)

volves a specific cleavage to remove the inhibitory
C-terminal region, allowing the N-terminal region
to activate the expression of alkaline expressed
genes and repress the transcription of acid ex-
pressed genes (Fig. 7.5; Mingot et al. 1999). The
cleavage of PacC involves a cysteine protease and
palB encodes a protein with similarity to cysteine
proteases (Denison et al. 1995).

Homologues of these pH regulators have been
identified in C. albicans (Fig. 7.5; Porta et al. 1999;
Ramon et al. 1999; Wilson et al. 1999; Davis et al.
2000; Davis 2003; Kullas et al. 2004; Li et al. 2004).
Rim21, which is required for the activation of
the transcription factor Rim101/Prr2, is thought
to act as the sensor of alkaline pH (Davis 2003).
Rim8/Prr1 also lies upstream of Rim101/Prr2, as is
required for its activation (Porta et al. 1999; Davis
et al. 2000). Rim13 is thought to be the protease
that cleaves off the C-terminal of Rim101/Prr2
region to activate it in response to alkaline pH (Li
et al. 2004), whilst Rim20 is thought to interact with
Rim101/Prr2, acting as a scaffold to facilitate the
proteolytic cleavage by Rim13 (Kullas et al. 2004).

Mutants that prevent the activation of the
transcription factor Rim101/Prr2 display related
phenotypes (Porta et al. 1999; Davis et al. 2000;
Davis 2003; Li et al. 2004). For example, alkaline-
expressed genes (e.g. PHR1) are no longer induced
and acid-expressed genes (e.g. PHR2) are no
longer repressed in these mutants. Interestingly,
rim101/prr2 and rim8/prr1 mutants also display
morphogenetic defects. On solid media at slightly
alkaline pH (pH 7.5–8.0), hyphal growth and inva-
sion are blocked on serum and M199 medium and
are reduced on Spider and Lee’s medium. In liquid
media at similar pHs, these null mutants can form

hyphae in serum but not in M199, Spider or Lee’s
media (Porta et al. 1999; Ramon et al. 1999; Wilson
et al. 1999; Davis et al. 2000). Similarly, a rim20
mutant displays a hyphal defect in M199, but not
upon serum stimulation in liquid media (Davis
et al. 2000). The expression of a C-terminally
truncated version of Rim101/Prr2 – equivalent to
the removal of the inhibitory C-terminal region
of this transcription factor (Fig. 7.5) – suppresses
the filamentous defects of rim8/prr1 and rim20
mutants at alkaline pH and induces constitutive
filamentation (Davis et al. 2000; El Barkani et al.
2000). These data confirmed the epistatic relation-
ship between these genes on the Prr2 pathway,
as well as the role of this pathway in controlling
pH-regulated morphogenesis.

Therefore, both morphogenesis and pH regu-
lated gene expression are controlled by this pH sig-
naling pathway. Interestingly, these phenotypes are
separable. For example, expression of the hypha-
specific gene HWP1 is not affected by inactiva-
tion of RIM8/PRR1, indicating that different con-
trol mechanisms can mediate hypha-specific and
pH-regulated gene expression (Porta et al. 1999).
Also, constitutive expression of Phr1 does not res-
cue the hyphal defects of rim101/prr2 or rim8/prr1
null mutants, indicating that it is not the lack of
Phr1 that prevents hyphal development in these
strains (Porta et al. 1999). Hence in C. albicans,
there appears to be bifurcation of the pH response
pathway at Rim101/Prr2, one fork involved in the
control of pH-regulated gene expression and the
other fork activating yeast–hypha morphogenesis.
Most significantly, the ability of dominant alleles
of RIM101/PRR2 to constitutively activate mor-
phogenesis is dependent upon Efg1 (El Barkani
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et al. 2000). Therefore, the pH signaling pathway
acts through Efg1 to stimulate hyphal development
(Figs. 7.3, 7.4).

4. Additional Pathways

The identification and characterization of the CZF1
gene defined an alternative morphogenetic path-
way in C. albicans (Brown et al. 1999). This gene
was identified on the basis that ectopic expression
of CZF1 promotes hyphal development when C. al-
bicans cells are embedded in agar. An efg1 cph1
double mutant retains the ability to form hyphae
under embedding conditions, which may be com-
parable with the environment of fungal cells during
deep tissue invasion (Riggle et al. 1999). This ob-
servation strengthened the view that Czf1 defines
an alternative pathway, a unique aspect of which is
that it appears to respond to physical cues in the
environment, rather than chemical cues such as
pH, morphogens or starvation (Brown et al. 1999).
There might be significant overlap between this
“embedding” pathway and the alternative “hypox-
ia” pathway which is being investigated by Ernst
and co-workers (Ernst 2000; Doedt et al. 2004).
This pathway is also referred to as the “alternative
pathway”.

The inactivation of CZF1 leads to a moderate
defect in hyphal growth under embedded condi-
tions (Brown et al. 1999), whilst the inactivation
of EFG1 promotes enhances filamentation under
similar conditions (Giusani et al. 2002). CZF1 over-
expression in a cph1 background accelerates the
production of filamentous colonies, but overex-
pression in an efg1 cph1 double mutant does not
generate this phenotype. This suggests that Czf1
promotes filamentous growth by relieving Efg1-
mediated repression (Giusani et al. 2002). How-
ever, Efg1 binds to CZF1 promoter and the deletion
of EFG1 abolishes CZF1 expression (Vinces et al.
2006). Also, Efg1 and Czf1 interact physically in
the yeast two-hybrid system (Giusani et al. 2002).
Furthermore, ectopic expression of CZF1 down-
regulates its own expression. These data indicate
that a complex autoregulatory loop involving EFG1
and CZF1 regulates morphogenesis under embed-
ding conditions. The current model suggests that,
under these conditions, Czf1 negatively regulates
its own expression by binding the CZF1 promoter
close to Efg1, thus antagonizing Efg1-mediated ac-
tivation of CZF1 (Vinces et al. 2006).

An Efg1 homologue has been identified in C. al-
bicans (Efh1), thereby defining second member

of the APSES family in this fungus (Doedt et al.
2004). C. albicans efh1 cells display weak pheno-
types during morphogenesis under standard in-
ducing conditions, but they display hyperfilamen-
tation in an efg1 background under embedded or
hypoxic conditions (Doedt et al. 2004), suggesting
that Efh1 contributes to the alternative morpho-
genetic pathway. Genome-wide transcript profil-
ing revealed that Efg1 and Efh1 regulate partially
overlapping sets of genes associated with filament
formation. However, Efh1 behaves as an activator
in the C. albicans one-hybrid system, unlike Efg1
which acts as a repressor under these conditions
(Doedt et al. 2004; Russell and Brown 2005). Taken
together, the data suggest that Efh1 supports the
regulatory functions of the main regulator Efg1 in
the alternative morphogenetic pathway.

Other components of this alternative signaling
pathway(s) remain to be identified. However, Cao
and co-workers (2006) showed recently that C. albi-
cans cdc35 and flo8 cells display hyperfilamentation
under embedded conditions, though the morphol-
ogy of the filaments is slightly different than that
of the efg1 mutant. This observation implicates the
cAMP pathway and Flo8 in the inhibition of C. albi-
cans morphogenesis under embedding conditions.
However, further experiments are required to bet-
ter understand the connections between Flo8, Efg1
and Czf1. Another recent study raised the possi-
bility that another G protein may regulate mor-
phogenesis under embedded conditions via Czf1
(Bassilana and Arkowitz 2006). A highly conserved
homologue of S. cerevisiae RAC1 was identified in
C.albicans. Rac1 is required forfilamentousgrowth
underembeddedconditions, a rac1mutantdisplay-
ing similar morphogenetic defects as czf1 cells.

An additional morphogenetic pathway is
defined by the factors Cph2, Tec1 and Bcr1. Cph2
(Candida pseudohyphal regulator) is a basic
helix-loop-helix transcription factor of the Myc
subfamily. Cph2 was found to be required for
hyphal development in liquid and solid Lee’s
medium and in serum-containing solid media
(Lane et al. 2001b). CPH2 overexpression induces
pseudohyphal growth under conditions that favor
the yeast form. TEC1 transcription is highest in
Lee’s medium, but is severely reduced in cph2
cells under these conditions. Furthermore, ectopic
TEC1 expression suppresses the cph2 defect in
hyphal development. Nevertheless, phenotypic
differences do exist between wild-type cells and
cph2 cells overexpressing TEC1. Taken together,
these results suggest that Cph2 mediates its
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morphogenetic effects at least partly through
Tec1 (Lane et al. 2001b). Finally, epistasis stud-
ies between EFG1, CPH1 and CPH2 revealed
that Cph2 functions independently from the
MAPK and cAMP signaling pathways (Lane
et al. 2001b).

Tec1 is a member of the TEA/ATTS transcrip-
tion factor family, which was found to regulate hy-
phal development in C. albicans (Schweizer et al.
2000). Tec1 is not involved in the MAPK pathway,
as was predicted on the basis of its homology with
S. cerevisiae Tec1. The deletion of Tec1 results in
pseudohyphal growth under strong inducing con-
ditions, such as the addition of serum at 37 ◦C, and
in attenuated virulence. TEC1 mRNA levels are up-
regulated during serum-induced hyphal induction
(Schweizer et al. 2000), but are down-regulated in
an efg1 null mutant (Lane et al. 2001a). These data
suggest that Tec1 is an activator of hyphal devel-
opment and that Efg1 regulates TEC1 transcrip-
tion (Fig. 7.4). EFG1 overexpression does not sup-
press the morphogenetic defects of a tec1 mutant
(Schweizer et al. 2000). TEC1 overexpression pro-
motes hyphal growth at 30 ◦C, but only pseudohy-
phal growth in an efg1 background (Lane 2001a).
These results suggest that Tec1 is a downstream
effector of Efg1. Interestingly, Bassilana and co-
workers (2005) have shown that, in response to
serum, CDC24 transcript levels transiently increase
in a Tec1-dependent fashion, suggesting the exis-
tence of a positive feedback loop between Cdc24
and Tec1 that contributes to an increase in active
Cdc42.

Nobile and Mitchell (2005) identified the TEC1
and BCR1 genes in a screen for transcription factor
gene mutants that affect biofilm formation in C. al-
bicans (Nobile and Mitchell 2005). TEC1 had been
identified previously as a morphogenetic regula-
tor (Schweizer et al. 2000). However, BCR1 turned
out to be a novel regulator of hyphal cell surface
adhesins. This led Nobile and Mitchell to suggest
that the adherence of hyphal cells is critical for
the development of C. albicans biofilms (Nobile
and Mitchell 2005). Significantly, Nobile and co-
workers (2006) then showed that Bcr1 and Tec1 act
together to regulate the expression of hyphal ad-
hesin genes such as HYR1, HWP1, RBT5, HWP1
and ALS3. The expression of these genes is blocked
in both tec1 and bcr1 mutants. However, this defect
in tec1 cells can be suppressed by the ectopic ex-
pression of BCR1. Therefore, Bcr1 acts downstream
of Tec1 to activate the expression of these hyphal
adhesins (Nobile et al. 2006).

B. Negative Regulation

The above pathways generally activate hyphal or
pseudohyphal development in response to mor-
phogenetic signals. However, other pathways re-
press hyphal and/or pseudohyphal growth in the
absence of a morphogenetic signal (Fig. 7.4).

Tup1p was the first repressor of hyphal de-
velopment to be identified in C. albicans (Braun
and Johnson 1997). C. albicans tup1 null mutants
are locked in an elongated pseudohyphal growth
form even under conditions that normally promote
growth in the yeast form. Phenotypic analyses of
tup1 efg1, tup1 cph1 and chp1 efg1 double mutants
and comparison with a tup1 efg1 cph1 triple mutant
suggested that Cph1, Efg1 and Tup1 act in an addi-
tive fashion on separate morphogenetic pathways
(Braun and Johnson 2000). Seven Tup1-repressed
genes were identified in a search for targets of Tup1
(Braun et al. 2000). Five of these targets were in-
duced during morphogenesis (RBT1, RBT4, RBT5,
HWP1, WAP1), two of which were implicated in
virulence (RBT1, RBT4). The other two Tup1 tar-
gets were not related to morphogenesis (RBT2,
RBT7), which together with the phenotypic anal-
ysis of the tup1 mutant, suggested that Tup1 has
additional roles in repression other than filamen-
tous growth. This was confirmed subsequently by
several genome-wide transcript profiling studies
(Murad et al. 2001a, b; Garcia-Sanchez et al. 2005;
Kadosh and Johnson 2005). For example, Tup1 is
involved in the regulation of metabolic and stress
functions as well as in morphogenesis.

In S. cerevisiae, Tup1 interacts physically with
Ssn6 to form a global corepressor complex that ac-
tively represses the transcriptional machinery thus
inhibiting the transcription of many genes with
various functions. Tup1-Ssn6 is targeted to the pro-
moters of these genes through interactions with
DNA-binding proteins (Keleher et al. 1992; Smith
and Johnson 2000). C. albicans expresses homo-
logues to both Ssn6 (Hwang et al. 2003; García-
Sánchez et al. 2005) and the DNA-binding pro-
teins that target the Tup1-Ssn6 corepressor com-
plex to the promoter of genes involved in mor-
phogenesis (Braun et al. 2001; Kadosh and John-
son 2001; Khalaf and Zitomer 2001; Murad et al.
2001a). Unexpectedly, Ssn6 is not required for the
Tup1-mediated repression of hypha-specific genes
during the growth of C. albicans in the yeast form
(García-Sánchez et al. 2005). This does not ex-
clude the possibility that Ssn6 is present in Tup1-
containing repression complexes.
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C. albicans Nrg1 was initially identified by
our laboratory in a screen for factors that interact
specifically with the promoter element C4T (Murad
et al. 2001a). At the same time, NRG1 was identified
independently by the Johnson group whilst search-
ing for proteins that confer Tup1 repression in
C. albicans (Braun et al. 2001). A single NRG locus
is present in the C. albicans genome sequence,
whereas two NRG genes exist in S. cerevisiae (Park
et al. 1999; Braun et al. 2001; Vyas et al. 2001).
NRG1 encodes a 310-amino-acid, 34-kDa zinc
finger DNA-binding protein. In silico analysis of
Nrg1-Tup1-responsive promoters identified by
transcript profiling, combined with mutagenesis
of a Nrg1-Tup1-responsive promoter in C. albicans
defined the Nrg1 response element (NRE) as
(A/C)(A/C/G)C3T (Murad et al. 2001a).

Genetic and transcript profiling data are con-
sistent with the idea that Nrg1 might target the
global repressor Tup1 to a subset of C. albicans pro-
moters, like its homologues in S. cerevisiae (Murad
et al. 2001a, b; García-Sánchez et al. 2005; Kadosh
and Johnson 2005). The deletion of NRG1 dere-
presses filamentous growth, nrg1 cells growing in
filamentous forms under conditions that normally
promote thegrowthofyeast cells.Thisphenotype is
related to that observed for tup1 mutants. Also, the
overexpression of NRG1 represses hyphal develop-
ment. This phenotype is dependent on Tup1, which
is consistent with the idea that Nrg1 is a Tup1-
targeting protein (Braun et al. 2001). Also, the in-
activation of NRG1 or TUP1 dramatically attenu-
ates the virulence of C. albicans in a mouse model
of systemic candidiasis (Braun et al. 2001; Murad
et al. 2001a). Finally, transcript profiling has re-
vealed that hypha-specific genes exist in the subset
of C. albicans genes that are co-regulated by Nrg1
and Tup1 (Murad et al. 2001a, b; García-Sánchez
et al. 2005; Kadosh and Johnson 2005).

NRG1 transcript levels decrease following ex-
posure to serum (Braun et al. 2001). Recent data in-
dicate that Nrg1 activity is also regulated at a post-
translational level (Argimón 2006). In response to
a morphogenetic signal, Nrg1 activity appears to
be down-regulated by the cAMP signaling pathway,
thereby releasing the Nrg1-Tup1-mediated repres-
sion of hyphal development.

C. albicans Rfg1 is related to the S. cerevisiae
hypoxic regulator Rox1. Rfg1 was identified inde-
pendently by two groups as a negative regulator
of hyphal development (Kadosh and Johnson 2001;
Khalaf and Zitomer 2001). RFG1 can complement
the defects of a S. cerevisiae rox1 mutant in the

Tup1-dependent repressionofhypoxic genes. How-
ever, Khalaf and Zitomer (2001) showed that the
hypoxic gene HEM13 is not regulated by Rfg1 in
C. albicans, suggesting that Rfg1 is not a hypoxic
repressor in this fungal pathogen. In the absence
of a morphogenetic signal, the rfg1 cells display
a mixture of yeast, pseudohyphae and true hy-
phae in liquid medium (Khalaf and Zitomer 2001).
Rfg1 cells also display hyperfilamentation on solid
media and this is correlated with nutrient starva-
tion (Kadosh and Johnson 2001). The expression
of some Tup1-repressed genes is derepressed in the
rfg1 mutants. However, the corresponding molec-
ular and morphogenetic phenotypes of tup1 cells
are significantly more dramatic than of rfg1 mu-
tants (Kadosh and Johnson 2001). These data sug-
gest that Rfg1 contributes to the transcriptional re-
pression of morphogenetic genes by recruiting the
Tup1 complex to their promoters. However, Nrg1
appears to play the greater role in Tup1-mediated
repression (Kadosh and Johnson 2001, 2005).

Rbf1 was isolated on the basis that it interacts
with the RPG box (Ishii et al. 1997a). This short
DNA sequence plays an important role in the reg-
ulation of several classes of S. cerevisiae genes, in-
cluding ribosomal proteins, transcription, transla-
tion and glycolytic genes. Rbf1 exerts a negative ef-
fect upon hyphal development in C. albicans, since
rbf1 mutants form hyphae constitutively (Ishii et al.
1997b). The mechanism by which Rbf1p mediates
this regulatory effect is not clear, but it might act
indirectly to inhibit morphogenesis, for example
by affecting C. albicans metabolism.

It has been known for some time that C. albi-
cans morphogenesis is inhibited at high cell den-
sities (Odds 1988). The molecular basis for this
effect became apparent when it was found that
C. albicans responds to quorum-sensing molecules
(Hornby et al. 2001). In this study Hornby and co-
workers identified farnesol as the quorum-sensing
molecule that is responsible for the inoculum size
effect in C. albicans. Farnesol inhibits the devel-
opment of new hyphae, but not the growth of ex-
isting germ tubes (Mosel et al. 2005), suggesting
that this quorum-sensing molecule might block
a morphogenetic commitment step. More recently,
farnesol was shown to inhibit the expression of
hypha-specific genes in C. albicans (Enjalbert and
Whiteway 2005). Quorum-sensing mechanisms are
likely to be important during infections in the host
because they have been shown to influence the in-
teractions of C. albicans with bacteria in mixed
microbial communities as well as the formation of
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C. albicans biofilms (Hogan and Kolter 2002; Ra-
mage et al. 2002; Hogan et al. 2004). Recent work
from the Hogan laboratory suggests that farnesol
might influence morphogenesis by inhibiting the
cAMP signaling pathway (Hogan 2006). However,
the impact of quorum-sensing upon C. albicans
morphogenesis might be complex because another
quorum-sensing molecule, tyresol, is reported to
promote hyphal development (Chen et al. 2004).

A range of additional factors influence C. al-
bicans morphogenesis, some of which might play
roles in the integration of morphogenetic signal-
ing with changes in cell polarity. For example, Cla4
is a Ste20-like protein that is required for hyphal
growth under all conditions tested (Leberer et al.
1997). S. cerevisiae Cla4p is a protein kinase that
activates myosin 1 and interacts with the G pro-
tein Cdc42p. Hence Cla4p presumably exerts its
effects upon C. albicans morphogenesis through
roles in cytoskeletal organization. Inactivation of
C. albicans Int1 inhibits hyphal development and
adhesion (Gale et al. 1998). Int1 associates with the
septin ring in yeast and hyphal cells (Gale et al.
2001), and hence like Cla4, Int1 might coordinate
morphogenetic signaling pathways with changes in
cell polarity. Similarly the forkhead transcription
factor Fkh2, the inactivation of which promotes
pseudohyphal growth in C. albicans, is proposed
to act downstream of the main cAMP and MAPK
signaling pathways (Bensen et al. 2002).

C. Calcium Signaling

Changes in the concentration of free cytoplasmic
calcium ions act as a signal that regulates many
aspects of eukaryotic cell biology (e.g. see Chap. 9
in this volume), including fungal morphogenesis,
the response to various stresses and tolerance to
antifungal drugs. In S. cerevisiae and in C. albicans
calcium ions enter the cell via a calcium channel
complex that is composed of two subunits: Cch1
and Mid1. The Cch1 protein shows homology to
mammalian α1 voltage-gated calcium channels
in its transmembrane segments (Paidhungat
and Garrett 1997). The Mid1 accessory protein
may modulate the properties of this channel so
it becomes responsive to membrane stretch, or
it may act as a stretch-activated channel in its
own right (Kanzaki et al. 1999). Calcium ions
that enter the cytoplasm bind calcium-binding
proteins such as calmodulin that in turn modulate
the activity of a number calmodulin-dependent

protein kinases, resulting in new cellular responses
(Fig. 7.6). Calmodulin binds to and blocks the auto-
inhibitory domain to the calcineurin phosphatase,
resulting in its activation (Rusnak and Mertz
2000). This protein desphosphorylates a number
of proteins, including the Crz1 transcription factor
Crz1, which can then enter the nucleus and activate
the expression of a range of genes (Strathopoulos
and Cyert 1997; Strathopoulos-Gerontides et al.
1999; Santos and de Larrinoa 2005; Karababa
et al. 2006). This pathway regulates a number of
important processes in C. albicans and other fungi
(Blankenship et al. 2003; Kraus and Heitman 2003;
Blankenship and Heitman 2005).

The tolerance of C. albicans and fungi to azoles
and other classes of antifungal drugs has been
shown to be regulated by this pathway and cal-
cineurin mutants are hyper-susceptible to azole
treatment, so that normally fungistatic agents such
as fluconazole become fungicidal in the presence of
calcineurin inhibitors such as FK506 or cyclosporin
A and in a cna1 (calcineurin catalytic subunit) mu-
tant background (Edlind et al. 2002; Sanglard et al.
2003). Calcineurin was shown to affect the colony
morphology and hence the extent of filamentation
on certain solid media (Sanglard et al. 2003) but
calcineurin is not essential for filamentous growth,
germ tube formation and the penetration and dam-
ageofhost cells (Blankenship et al. 2003;Bader et al.
2006). Calcineurin is however critical for the ability
of C. albicans to survive the calcium stress imposed
by growth in serum-containing media (Blanken-
ship et al. 2003; Sanglard et al. 2003; Blankenship
and Heitman 2005). Hence it is unsurprising that
calcineurin is also essential for the virulence of
C. albicans (Blankenship et al. 2003; Sanglard et al.
2003). The Crz1-mediated calcium signal was also
demonstrated to be important for the response to
alkaline conditions and membrane stresses (Santos
and de Larrinoa 2005). In addition, it was shown re-
cently that the calcium signaling pathway also par-
ticipates in thecellwall salvagepathwaywhich leads
to elevation of the chitin content of the cell wall,
via the activation of chitin synthase gene expres-
sion and chitin synthesis, in response to damage or
depletion of β-1,3-glucan in the wall (Munro and
Gow, unpublished data). Therefore calcium signal-
ing plays vital roles in the response of C. albicans
to various stresses – in particular cell membrane,
cell wall stress and ion stresses (Fig. 7.6).

The calcium signaling pathway was also impli-
cated in the regulation of hyphal orientation re-
sponses (Sherwood et al. 1992; Lever et al. 1994;
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Fig. 7.6. Calcium signaling pathway in
which calcium ions pass through a chan-
nel complex of Cch1 and Mid1 and bind
to calmodulin which activates the cal-
cineurin phosphatase, which in turn de-
phosphorylates Crz1 transcription fac-
tor. Dephosphorylated Crz1 enters the
nucleus and activates the expression of
a wide range of genes

Watts et al. 1998; Gow 2004). Calcium deprivation
or the addition of calcium channel blockers led to
a reduced ability of hyphae of C. albicans to turn
in response to either an imposed electrical field or
upon contact with a ridge or a groove (Watts et al.
1998). This suggests that calcium ion uptake in the
apical region of the hypha may influence the site at
which secretory vesicles fuse with the cell surface,
or that a calcium ion gradient is required in some
other way to perceive and orient the molecular ap-
paratus that drives cell extension.

Calcium can also bind and affect the ac-
tivity of some protein kinases directly, such
as Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase
(Dhillon et al. 2003) and protein kinase C. How-
ever, disruption of the C. albicans PKC1 gene does
not seem to affect yeast–hypha morphogenesis
(Paravicini et al. 1996). The release of calcium ions
from stores such as the vacuole and mitochondria
is influenced by other signaling molecules such as
inositol 4,5-tri-phosphate, which is a product of
phospholipase C action on phosphatidylinositol
in the plasma membrane. In C. albicans three

phospholipase C genes have been identified
(Kunze et al. 2005). These lack the normal
calcium-binding EF hand at the N-terminus of
the predicted protein (Bennett et al. 1998). PLC1
may be an essential gene and mutants that were
depleted for the encoded protein were sensitive to
osmotic stress, growth on low-carbon-containing
media or at low or high temperature. Mutants
in PLC1, PLC2 and PLC3 had a reduced ability
to form hyphae under certain conditions but
were fully virulent in a mouse systemic model
of infection (Kunze et al. 2005). The importance
of calcium, calmodulin and inositol phosphate
signaling in yeast–hypha morphogenesis has not
yet been fully explored but there is some evidence
for a role for calcium signaling in yeast–hypha
regulation. For example, the yeast-to-hypha
transition is known to be inhibited by calmodulin
inhibitors (Roy and Datta 1987; Sabie and Gadd
1989; Buchan et al. 1993) and calcium ion uptake is
suggested to have a repressing effect on mycelium
formation (Holmes et al. 1991). Calmodulin levels
are also reported as being elevated in mycelial
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forms (Paranjape et al. 1990), although this is not
reflected in differential levels of expression of the
calmodulin gene CMD1 (Saporito and Sypherd
1991). Recent evidence suggests that some of these
effects may be due to indirect effects on the cell
cycle and on lipid and phospholipids metabolism
since phenothiazine inhibitors of calmodulin were
shown to induce cell cycle arrest in C. albicans
and to lead to a decline in the cellular lipid pool
(Sharma et al. 2001).

V. Other Outputs
of Morphogenetic Pathways

Downstream substrates of the morphogenetic sig-
naling pathways listed above are much less clear. In
order to achieve a change in cell shape a number
of physiological functions must be modulated, in-
cluding cell polarity, the cell cycle and, ultimately,
cell wall biosynthesis. Mechanistically, changes in
cell shape are mediated via alterations in the vec-
torial synthesis of cell wall. This in turn is con-
trolled by actin microfilaments and the secretory
pathway that delivers the membrane vesicles re-
quired for expansion of the plasma membrane and
the enzymes for elaboration of the new cell wall.
The molecular machinery that brings about polar-
ized cell wall growth involves several protein com-
plexes, including the polarisome, exocyst, Arp2/3
and Spitzenkörper complexes (for reviews, see Vi-
rag and Harris 2006; and Chaps. 5 and 6 in this
volume). Considerable advances have been made
in our understanding how formin proteins and rho
GTPases orchestrate the initiation and assembly of
actin at sites of tip growth. This morphogenetic
machinery is also tightly coupled to the cell cycle
clock, which allows DNA synthesis and nuclear di-
vision tobe triggeredorarrestedunder appropriate
or unfavorable conditions (Wightman et al. 2004).
Hyphal cells exhibit polarized cell growth, in which
cell expansion is confined to the apex of the hypha,
throughout the cell cycle (Staebell and Soll 1985;
Anderson and Soll 1986). In yeast cell growth the
new bud grows initially by apical expansion, and
finally by isotropic growth (Staebell and Soll 1985;
see also Chap. 6 in this volume).

In S. cerevisiae the transition from apical to
isotropic growth of buds was shown to be regu-
lated at a morphogenetic checkpoint at the G2/M
interface of the cell cycle (Lew and Reed 1995).
Activation of the Cdc28 cyclin-dependent protein

kinase by specific cyclins plays a key role in cellular
polarity responsible for both triggering polarized
bud development in G1 and then regulating the
transition from polarized to isotropic bud devel-
opment at G2/M (Lew and Reed 1993, 1995). The
G1 cyclins Cln1, Cln2 and Cln3 are required for ac-
tivation of polarized growth and the mitotic cyclins
Clb1 and Clb 2 are required for depolarization of
growth (Lew and Reed 1995).

In C. albicans the Cln1 G1 cyclin exhibits cell
cycle-dependent expression and is required for the
maintenance of filamentous growth, since cln1 mu-
tants revert more quickly to the yeast form (Loeb
et al. 1999). This mutant was deficient in hyphal
formation on several solid media but was still com-
petent to form hyphae in liquid media. This sug-
gests that CaCln1 regulation of hyphal growth may
be coordinated with specific signal transduction
pathways that operate under specific environmen-
tal conditions (Loeb et al. 1999). CaCln3p is an
essential G1 cyclin that is important for size regu-
lation of the START function in the cell cycle and
is important for morphogenesis. When Cln3p is
depleted, buds expand and ultimately form fila-
ments whose continued development depends on
the richness of the medium (Bachewich and White-
way 2005; Lazo et al. 2005). This suggests that Cln3p
has a role in coupling the cell cycle to morphogene-
sis. C. albicans has two G2 cyclins, Clb2p and Clb4p,
which both negatively regulate the formation of
polarized filamentous cells (Bensen et al. 2005).
However, Clb2 is probably essential and depleted
cells eventually arrest as binucleated elongated and
parallel-sided projections reminiscent of true hy-
phae. In contrast, CaCLB4-deleted cells are viable
and form constitutive pseudohyphae (Bensen et al.
2005).

In S. cerevisiae the regulation of filamentous
growth by Cdc28 is modulated by a protein kinase
cascade involving Elm1, Hsl1 and Swe1 (Edgington
et al. 1999). This suggests that a complex phospho-
rylation cascade lies upstream of the events that
ultimately regulate cell shape by modulating the
organization of the actin cytoskeleton and the se-
cretory apparatus (see Chaps. 5 and 6 in this vol-
ume).

In S. cerevisiae the MAP kinase pathway that
activatesSte12 is involved in the regulationofpolar-
ized shmoo formationduringmating (Fig. 7.5).Un-
til relatively recently C. albicans was not thought to
mate and was believed to be constitutively diploid.
However, the genome sequencing project identified
a mating-type locus reminiscent of that in S. cere-
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visiae and rapid advances in the past five years un-
coveredavestigial mating system inC.albicans that
can be as efficient as that in S. cerevisiae (Johnson
2003; and Chap. 8 in this volume). This work clearly
showed that regulatory circuits that involve mating
and the cell cycle also regulate the phenomena of
phenotypic switching and hyphal morphogenesis.

Finally, it is possible or even likely that viru-
lence attributes other than filamentous growth are
regulated by these signaling pathways. Mutants in
many transcription factors are less virulent than
the isogenic parents (e.g. Lo et al. 1997; Schweizer
et al. 2000; Murad et al. 2001a, b; Saville et al. 2003;
Karababa et al. 2006). This may indicate that these
transcription factors regulate multiple virulence
factors, including the expression of cell surface
adhesions and immunoregulatory molecules, the
synthesis of secreted aspartate proteinases, lipases,
phospholipases and other hydrolytic enzymes in
addition to playing a role in yeast–hypha morpho-
genesis (Brown and Gow 1999; Gow et al. 2002). It is
also clear that these signaling pathways do not op-
erate in isolation and that cross-talk between these
pathways exists under certain environmental con-
ditions (Murad et al. 2001a, b; Doedt et al. 2004;
Garcia-Sanchez et al. 2005). Virulence and mor-
phogenesis is also coupled to central metabolism
and so a network of connections exists between
the signals and outputs of the pathways that have
been described which can be further modulated by
a wide range of environmental conditions. There-
fore the outputs of the morphogenetic pathways
described here are complex and involve regulation
of a wide range of factors important for pathogen-
esis in C. albicans.

VI. Conclusions

Twenty years ago organisms such as C. albi-
cans were considered insufficiently tractable for
research to make a significant contribution to
our understanding of basic mechanisms in cell
biology and pathogenesis. However, in the past
five years we entered an exciting era in fungal cell
biology, particularly for genetically recalcitrant
species. New, widely applicable molecular tools
and methodologies are being developed rapidly
for the functional analysis of fungal genes and
fungal genomes. These are being combined with
genomic tools that are being built on the platform
created by fungal genome sequencing programs.

Furthermore, these sequencing projects greatly
facilitate the identification, isolation and analysis
of genes in genetically recalcitrant fungal species.
Hence, significant advances have been made in
our understanding of fungal morphogenesis in the
past five years. Morphogenetic signaling pathways
have been elaborated in more detail. Also, it is
becoming clear that these signaling pathways
play broader cellular roles than were initially
envisaged, for example in the fine-tuning of other
virulence factors, metabolism and cell defense
mechanisms. However, there are still large gaps
in our knowledge. The molecular nature of some
morphogenetic signals still remains obscure. Our
understanding of morphogenetic signaling is
based largely on reverse genetics and genomics:
the structure of these pathways remains to be
confirmed biochemically. Also, the mechanistic
relationship between the morphogenetic signaling
events that regulate developmental changes in
gene expression and the cell cycle events that
mediate changes in cell polarity still remain to
be elucidated. A complete understanding of the
regulation of morphogenesis and its contribution
to C. albicans pathogenesis is dependent upon
answers to these questions.
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I. Introduction

Mating has been intensively studied in Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae since theoriginal observationby
Winge (1935) that diploid cells emerged from the
haploid offspring of a single homothallic cell. Since
that time, interest first in the genetics and then in
the molecular biology of S. cerevisiae mating has
resulted in powerful paradigms for studying mat-
ing in other fungi and gene regulation, including
gene silencing in higher eukaryotes (Sprague 2006;
Thorner 2006). For the infectious yeasts, including
Candida albicans and related species, the mating
system of S. cerevisiae has been used as a road
map for exploring mating and identifying those
aspects which follow the paradigm and those as-
pects that are unique. In the past six years, we have
witnessed the identificationanddetaileddissection
of the C. albicans mating system and to a lesser ex-
tent the C. glabrata mating system. Comparative
analyses of the mating systems and mating-type
genes of S. cerevisiae, Candida species and other
related yeasts provide insights into the evolution
of the hemiascomycetes (Tsong et al. 2003; Butler
et al. 2004; Bennett and Johnson 2005). However,
such interest in the pathogenic fungi will wane if
the mating systems do not prove to be directly or
at least indirectly involved in pathogenesis, since
interest in these organisms ultimately is fueled by
a quest for treatments and cures. Because studies
of the population structure indicate predominantly
clonal modes of reproduction for both C. albicans
and C. glabrata (Pujol et al. 2005), recombination is
relegated to a rare event, as is mating, a source of re-
combination. Hence, while mating may play a role
in the long-term survival of the species, it may play
no immediate role in the virulence or pathogenesis
of the organism. There are however indications, at
least in the case of C. albicans, that the mating pro-
cess is intimately intertwined with host–pathogen
interactions and may in fact play a role in patho-
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genesis. Here, the mating systems of C. albicans and
C. glabrata are discussed with this issue in mind.

II. Population Studies Suggest Mating
is a Rare Event in C. albicans
and C. glabrata

C. albicans and C. glabrata represent the two most
common of the yeast pathogens (Odds 1988; Pfaller
et al. 1998). Both are carried as commensals by
humans, opportunistically increasing in number
in response to a change in host physiology, causing
inflammation and tissue destruction (Odds 1988;
Calderone 2002). In immunocompromised hosts,
both species frequently cause life-threatening
systemic infections. Both species are found pre-
dominantly in animal hosts worldwide. During the
past 15 years, a variety of genetic fingerprinting
methods were used to characterize the population
structure of both organisms, including multilocus
enzyme electrophoresis (MCEE), hybridization
with complex DNA probes and multilocus se-
quence typing (MLST; Soll et al. 2003; Pujol et al.
2005). These studies revealed that propagation
is primarily clonal and that sexual reproduction,
if it occurs, is rare or possibly limited to strains
genetically related (Pujol et al. 1993; Gräser et al.
1996; Anderson et al. 2001; Tavanti et al. 2005).
Indeed, clades were distinguished that maintain
their integrity even within common geographical
locales (Soll and Pujol 2003; Tavanti et al. 2005).
Recently, Tavanti et al. (2005) performed a hap-
lotype analysis of MLST data for C. albicans and
found a significant level of recombination, but the
source of this recombination was not necessarily
sexual. In an MLST analysis of 165 C. glabrata
isolates, Dodgson et al. (2005) found 14 examples
of phylogenetic incompatibility, indicating that
recombination did occur during the evolution of
C. glabrata, but it was not clear from their study
how frequently or when it occurred. The rare
recombinational events suggested by population
studies of C. albicans and C. glabrata may be the
result of mating, but other mechanisms may also
be at play. Conversely, mating may occur at much
higher frequencies than indicated by population
studies, but may be missed because of a decrease in
the capacity of the great majority of recombinants
to compete with established strains for niches
(Lockhart et al. 2005). But what if recombination
proves to be a rare event? Obviously, if a species

maintains the genes for mating and exhibits
functional mating responses or fusion in vitro, it
would suggest, regardless of mating frequency,
that mating is important for the survival of that
species. Over hundreds or thousands or millions
of years, rare recombinants may save the species
from environmental challenges that eliminate the
majority of strains.

III. The Discovery of Mating Systems
in C. albicans and C. glabrata

Through 1998, C. albicans was deemed asexual, and
through 2002 the same was true for C. glabrata.
The genome sequencing project ended that per-
ception for C. albicans. In 1999, Hull and John-
son (1999) identified a single mating locus in the
emerging genome sequence that contained genes
homologous to the mating-type genes (MAT genes)
of S. cerevisiae. In the case of C. glabrata, both a se-
quencing project (Wong et al. 2003) and a direct
search for S. cerevisiae mating-type genes (Srikan-
tha et al. 2003) ended that perception in 2003.

A. C. albicans

C. albicans is diploid or near-diploid, heterozygous
for a significant proportion of genes located
on a number of chromosomes (Whelan et al.
1980,1981; Whelan and Soll 1982; Wu et al.
2005). There is no verified example of a haploid
strain, although there are examples of aneuploidy
(Selmecki et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2003). Hull and
Johnson (1999) identified two DNA fragments
from the emerging genome database of the Stan-
ford C. albicans sequencing project that contained
genes homologous to MAT genes in S. cerevisiae
(S. c. ). In one DNA fragment, they identified
a mating-type-like α1 gene (MTLα1) homologous
to S.c. MATα1 and an MTLα2 gene homologous to
S.c. MATα2, and on a second fragment an MTLa1
gene homologous to S. c. MATa1. Subsequently,
Tsong et al. (2003) reported the presence of an
MTLa2 gene on the second DNA fragment that
was not homologous to S.c. MATa2, but was
homologous to a gene in a number of other fungi,
including Neurospora crassa (Coppin et al. 1997;
Astrom et al. 2000; Debuchy et al. 1993). As shown
later in this chapter, this gene plays a fundamental
role in the regulation of mating and does not have
an ortholog in the mating process of S. cerevisiae.
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When the MTL locus of C. albicans was initially
compared with that of S. cerevisiae, three major
differences were immediately apparent that could
impact function. First and foremost, C. albicans
had only one mating-type locus, whereas S. cere-
visiae had three, one expression locus (MAT) that
was either MATa or MATα and that defined mat-
ing type in haploids, and two silent loci, HMR and

Fig. 8.1. The mating-type loci of Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(A, B), Candida glabrata (C, D) and C. albicans (E).
For S. cerevisiae and C. glabrata, the cassette systems
and mating-type switching through gene conversion are
described in panels A and C, respectively. The diploid
a/α genotype of C. glabrata is inferred since only haploid
strains have been isolated from nature and no mating
(i.e., fusion resulting in the genesis of a diploid) has been

identified. The mating-type loci are hatched and direction
of transcription noted by arrows in panels B, D and E. In
C. albicans, three genes other than mating-type-like genes
reside in the MTL locus, a phosphotidylinositol kinase
(PIK), an oxysterol-binding protein-like protein (OBP) and
a poly(A) polymerase (PAP). See Hull and Johnson (1999)
for the C. albicans locus; and see Wong et al. (2003) and
Srikantha et al. (2003) for the C. glabrata loci

HML, which contained silent copies of the MATa
and MATα genes, respectively (Fig. 8.1A; Thorner
2006). All three S. cerevisiae loci were located on
chromosome 3. In a diploid S. cerevisiae a/α cell,
the a1-α2 repressor complex suppressed mating.
An a/α S. cerevisiae cell possessed one MATa and
one MATα copy at the mating-type locus on the two
homologous copies of chromosome 3 (Fig. 8.1B).
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To express a mating type and become mating-
competent, a diploid a/α strain underwent meiosis.
In the haploid a or α cell, the three mating-type loci
represented a cassette system in which the expres-
sion locus MAT could switch from a to α or α to a
by a gene conversion event in which site specific re-
combinationoccurredwithaDNAcopyof the silent
locusof oppositemating type (Fig. 8.1A). Switching
was mediated by the HO gene, which encoded an
endonuclease. Thus, a haploid cell of a homothallic
strain of S. cerevisiae retained opposite mating-
type information when expressing a single mating
type. The initial discovery that C. albicans con-
tained a single mating-type locus (Hull and John-
son 1999) indicated that things would be different
from that of S. cerevisiae. C. albicans would have
to undergo homozygosis to a/a or α/α, or lose one
copy of the mating-type locus to become a/– or α/–,
to mate. Either way, C. albicans MTL-homozygous
strains would lose either a or α mating-type infor-
mation when they became mating-competent.

The second major difference between S. cere-
visiaeandC.albicanswas thecontentof themating-
type loci. In the S. cerevisiae MATa copy of the
mating-type locus, MATa1 and MATa2 were ad-
jacent to each other, separated only by a short
intergenic regulatory region harboring no other
open reading frames (ORFs; Fig. 8.1B). The same
was true for MTLα1 and MTLα2. The length of
the MATa copy of the locus, defined by the dis-
tance between the opposite ends of the two MAT
genes, was shorter than that of the MATα copy
of the locus (Fig. 8.1B). The MATa genes MATa1
and MATa2, as well as the MATα genes MATα1
and MATα2, were transcribed in opposite direc-
tions from the Crick–Watson strands of the DNA
(Fig. 8.1B). The MTLa genes MTLa1 and MTLa2 of
C. albicans were also adjacent to each other (i.e.,
separated only by a non-coding region), but un-
like S. cerevisiae (Fig. 8.1B), they were transcribed
in the same direction (i.e., from the same Crick–
Watson strand of DNA; Fig. 8.1E). The MTLα genes
MTLα1 and MTLα2 of C. albicans, however, were
transcribed in opposite directions, like the MATα
genes of S. cerevisiae, but MTLα1 and MTLα2 were
not adjacent to each other. They were separated
by two non-mating-type genes: OBPα, which en-
coded an oxysterol-binding protein-like protein,
and PIKα, which encoded a phosphtidylinositol ki-
nase (Fig. 8.1E). In addition, a third non-mating-
type gene, PAPα, which encoded a poly(A) poly-
merase, resided to the right of MTLα1 (Fig. 8.1E).
In the MTLa copy of the locus, the three genes

PAPa,OBPaandPIKa,were to the left ofMTLa2and
MTLa1 (Fig. 8.1E). There may be a reason why both
thepairof genesMATa1andMATa2, and thepairof
genes MATα1 and MATα2, each shared a common
upstream regulatory region in S. cerevisiae but not
in C. albicans. There is an additional characteristic
of the alleles of the non-mating-type genes in the
MTL locus of C. albicans that is of interest. They are
far more divergent than the alleles of the average
gene in the C. albicans genome (C. Pujol and D.R.
Soll, unpublished data). Furthermore, the diver-
gent alleles exhibit a- and α-locus specificity, i.e.,
an α-allele is usually associated with MTLα and an
a-allele with MTLa, even across clade lines (C. Pujol
and D.R. Soll, unpublished data). It is not imme-
diately obvious why the C. albicans MTL locus has
non-mating-type genes interspersed with mating-
type genes, why these particular genes reside in the
MTL locus, or why the alleles of these three non-
mating-type genes are MTLa- and MTLα-specific.

The third major difference between S. cere-
visiae and C. albicans was the ploidy of the fu-
sion product. Because C. albicans appeared to be
an obligate diploid or near diploid, it seemed rea-
sonable to conclude at the time of the discovery of
the mating-type locus that it would have to convert
to a/a or α/α to mate and that the fusion product
would, therefore, have to be tetraploid. A meiotic
reduction division from a tetraploid to a diploid
could be complicated, or as we shall see, replaced
possibly by an alternative mechanism.

B. C. glabrata

C. glabratahas evolvedas the secondmost common
Candida species isolated fromman. It is remarkable
in that it colonizes the same human anatomical
niches as C. albicans and, like C. albicans, it lives as
a commensal, opportunistically causing infection
in response to compromising host conditions. Yet
C. glabrata is farmore closely related toS. cerevisiae
than it is to C. albicans ( Barns et al. 1991; Santos
et al. 1997; Wong et al. 2002, 2003; Dujon et al. 2004;
Kaur et al. 2005). In addition, C. glabrata exhibits
two high-frequency phenotypic switching systems
that are distinct from those of C. albicans (Lachke
et al. 2000, 2002). And finally, while C. glabrata
forms pseudohyphae like C. albicans, it does not
form true hyphae (Lachke et al. 2002). It forms
long non-compartmentalized tubes that revert at
their apices to the budding growth form. These
latter extensions and the process of apical reversion
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are surprisingly similar to the conjugation tubes
formed by MTL-homozygous cells of C. albicans
responding to pheromone released by cells of the
opposite mating type, and the apical reversion of
these tubes, respectively.

In 2003, two reports appeared in which the
first mating-type genes of C. glabrata were de-
scribed.Wonget al. (2003) constructedaplasmid li-
brary with random genomic inserts and sequenced
approximately 3000 plasmids representing more
than three megabases, roughly 0.2× genome cov-
erage. They used FASTY reciprocal best fits soft-
ware to identify orthlogs of S. cerevisiae genes.
They found orthologs of S. cerevisiae genes in-
volved in mating, including the mating factor α2
gene, MFα2, STE13 and STE6. More importantly,
they found orthologs of S. cerevisiae MATα1 and
MATα2 that were oriented divergently, as in S. cere-
visiae. Srikantha et al. (2003) undertook a differ-
ent approach that resulted in the identification of
three loci representing the C. glabrata cassette sys-
tem for mating-type switching (Fig. 8.1C) and the
mating-typegenes theyharbored (Fig. 8.1D).Based
on a comparison of two highly conserved regions
in Mata2p and Matα2p of S. cerevisiae and or-
thologs in C. albicans and K. lactis, Srikantha et al.
(2003) synthesizeddegenerateprimers that encom-
passed 125 bp of the MATα2 ORF of S. cerevisiae
and used them to amplify C. glabrata DNA. They
cloned three distinct PCR products, one of which
contained a sequence spanning the conserved re-
gion of S. c. MATα2. The 125-bp DNA fragment was
then used to probe a C. glabrata genomic library.
One clone identified in the screen proved to contain
homologs of S.c. MATa1 and MATa2. The deduced
C. glabrata MTLa1 protein had 28% overall simi-
larity to S. c.MATa1p. The deduced MTLa2 protein
had 26% overall identity with both S. c. MATa2p
and S. c. MATα2p. To identify a second MTLa locus
with different flanking sequences, a negative PCR
selection strategy was applied. Using a different
strain and the same flanking sequences for the first
MTLa locus identified, an MTLα locus was iden-
tified that contained homologs of S.c. MATα1 and
S.c. MATα2. The configuration of the MTL genes
in the a and α loci, including the directions of
transcription and even the gene bordering one end
of the C. glabrata MTL locus, BUD5 (Fig. 8.1D),
were highly similar to that of the MAT locus of
S. cerevisiae (Fig. 8.1B). By analyzing the expres-
sion of MTL genes in a number of strains that had
been separated into three major classes based on
the banding patterns in Southern blots of MTLa1,

MTLa2 (or MTLα2) and MTLα1, Srikantha et al.
(2003) obtained data suggesting a configuration
that included three loci, one of which, MTL1, func-
tioned as an expression locus (Fig. 8.1C). In this
study, they also found that 40 natural strains of
C. glabrata were a/α/α or a/a/α, and were either
mating-type a or mating-type α, respectively, as
was the case in S. cerevisiae. The configuration on
the loci (Fig. 8.1C) was highly similar to that of
S. cerevisiae (Fig. 8.1A), although all three of the
loci comprising the cassette system in S. cerevisiae
were on chromosome 3, whereas two of the loci of
C. glabrata were on one chromosome and one on
another.

Butler et al. (2004) subsequently demonstrated
that MTL1a and MTL1α contained HO endonucle-
ase cleavage sites. Butler et al. (2004) found a ho-
molog in C. glabrata to the S. cerevisiae HO en-
donuclease gene, with 57% sequence identity to
the S. cerevisiae HO gene. Using a PCR amplifi-
cation strategy, Butler et al. (2004) then demon-
strated switching in vitro at the MTL1 locus in
an originally MTL1a strain, RND13, and an origi-
nally MTL1α strain, CBS138. Brockert et al. (2003)
demonstrated mating-type switching in vivo. They
analyzed the MTL1 genotype of primary isolates
from three patients with vaginal candidiasis caused
by single C. glabrata strains; and they found in
one patient (P1) that, although all isolates exhib-
ited similar DNA fingerprints (i.e., represented the
same strain), they consisted of a mixture of aaα and
aαα genotypes. C. glabrata therefore has a mating-
type cassette system that is functional and active in
vitro and vivo.

IV. The MTL Genotype in Nature

Hull and Johnson (1999) described the MTL lo-
cus of C. albicans in the laboratory strain SC5314,
which served as the major strain for gene deletion
studies as a result of the pioneering work of Fonzi
and co-workers (Fonzi and Irwin 1993). SC5314
was the first C. albicans strain sequenced and aux-
otrophic derivatives of SC5314 were used to gener-
ate null mutants of the MTL genes and locus (Hull
and Johnson 1999). To assess the proportions of
MTL genotypes in nature, Lockhart et al. (2002)
analyzed 220 independent clinical isolates of C. al-
bicans. The majority of these strains had been col-
lected in the late 1990s. Their collection included
members of the five major clades of C. albicans that,
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at the time, had been identified by Southern blot
hybridization with the complex DNA fingerprint-
ing probe Ca3 (Pujol et al. 1997, 2002; Blignaut et al.
2002; Soll and Pujol 2003). They found that 96.8%
were MTL-heterozygous (a/α) and only 3.2% MTL-
homozygous (a/a or α/α). Furthermore, they found
that approximately 4% of a/α strains underwent
MTL-homozygosis to a/a or α/α at high frequen-
cies. Hence, they found that 7% of natural strains
were either MTL-homozygous or contained signifi-
cant proportions of MTL-homozygous offspring in
growing populations. Legrand et al. (2004) subse-
quently analyzed 120 clinical isolates collected in
the 1980s and early 1990s for MTL genotype. They
found that 90% were MTL-heterozygous and 10%
either a/a or α/α, results similar to those of Lock-
hart et al. (2002). Finally, Tavanti et al. (2005) ana-
lyzed 416 isolates of C. albicans for MTL-zygosity
and found that 89.4% were heterozygous (a/α) and
10.6% homozygous (a/a or α/α), again results sim-
ilar to those of Lockhart et al. (2002). It therefore
seems reasonable to conclude that in nature ap-
proximately 90% of C. albicans strains are a/α and
approximately 10% a/a or α/α.

Tavanti et al. (2005) analyzed the frequency of
MTL-homozygosity in genetically related groups
of C. albicans identified by multi-locus sequence
typing. They found that 14.9% of isolates (N =
155) in clade 1, 5.5% (N = 55) in clade 2, 16.7% in
clade 3 and 4.4% in clade 4 were MTL-homozygous.
Some minor clades exhibited much higher or lower
frequencies, but no conclusions could be drawn
from these numbers given the low sample sizes.

Lockhart et al. (2005) noted a possible paradox
in the maintenance of predominantly a/α strains of
C. albicans in nature and conservation of the sexual
cycle. In S. cerevisiae, haploid a and α cells retain
opposite mating-type genes in one of the silent cas-
settes. Therefore, whether a cell is diploid or hap-
loid, the entire mating system is conserved at a cel-
lular level. This is not the case in C. albicans. When
a/α cells become MTL-homozygous, they lose the
mating-type genes of the opposite mating type.
Since many strains generated a/a and α/α cells at
relatively high frequency (Lockhart et al. 2002; Pu-
jol et al. 2003, Wu et al. 2005) and mating in nature
appeared to be a rare event, as suggested by popula-
tion structure studies, Lockhart et al. (2005) argued
that there appeared to be a robust route to MTL-
homozygosity, but no similar robust route in the
reverse direction to MTL-heterozygosity. Lockhart
et al. (2005) therefore asked why MTL-homozygous
strains did not accumulate or predominate in na-

ture. Indeed, if one MTL-homozygous genotype
acquired a competitive advantage over heterozy-
gous strains and the other MTL-homozygous
genotype, one could imagine the possible loss
of the mating system. Lockhart et al. (2005) hy-
pothesized that a/α strains may remain dominant
because they may be more competitive than their
a/a or α/α offspring for host niches. Wu et al. (2005)
demonstrated that the majority of spontaneous a/a
and α/α offspring arose in vitro by the loss of one
homolog of chromosome 5 followed by duplication
of the retained homolog, leading to homozygosity
along the entire length of chromosome 5. Lockhart
et al. (2005) isolated spontaneous a/a and α/α
offspring form several natural a/α parent strains
that underwent high frequency MTL-homozygosis
in vitro and found that in every case the a/α
parent strain was more virulent than the MTL-
homozygous offspring in a mouse model for sys-
temic infection. Analyses by Ibrahim et al. (2005),
however, found only a slight difference in the
virulence of MTL-heterozygous parent strains and
MTL-homozygous offspring induced by growth
or sorbose medium. The difference between the
results of the two studies could be due to differ-
ences in the manner in which MTL-homozygous
offspring were obtained, differences in the origin
of the a/α strains or differences in the resolution of
virulence (i.e., the stringency of the model), since
Lockhart et al. (2005) used outbred mice, whereas
Ibrahim et al. (2005) used inbred mice.

Lockhart et al. (2005) further found that
when a/α parent cells and a/a or α/α offspring
were mixed and injected into the same mouse,
the parent strain always predominated over the
MTL-homozygous offspring in infected organs.
There were two possible explanations for the
observations of Lockhart et al. (2005): first that the
heterozygosity of MTL genes themselves provided
a competitive edge, or, second that heterozygosity
of genes other than the MTL genes along chro-
mosome 5 provided a competitive edge. Work
by Wu et al. (2007) indicated both were correct.
Deletion of MTLa1 or MTLα2 in natural a/α strains
had a small but significant effect on virulence.
Therefore, it seems likely that the competitive
edge of parental a/α strains over spontaneous
MTL-homozygous offspring is due primarily to
the heterozygosity of genes other than the MTL
genes along chromosome 5 (Wu et al., 2007). These
results do not, however, detract from the argument
by Lockhart et al. (2005) that a/α strains predom-
inate because they have a competitive edge over
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their spontaneous MTL-homozygous offspring
(Lockhart et al. 2005; Wu et al., in preparation).

In the case of C. glabrata, extensive analyses of
theMTL-genotypesofnatural strainshavenotbeen
performed as in C. albicans. Srikantha et al. (2003)
did analyze 40 clinical strains and found that each
was haploid, 56% a and 44% α. This differed from
the diploid nature of natural strains of C. albicans
and S. cerevisiae.

V. Demonstration of Mating
in C. albicans, but not C. glabrata

Once the mating-type locus of C. albicans was
identified, two groups immediately proceeded
with similar strategies to test for mating. Both
groups generated a and α strains with different
auxotrophic markers, then selected for fusants by
complementation. Hull et al. (2000) created func-
tional α and a strains by deleting the MTLa1 gene
or the MTLα2 gene, respectively, in a laboratory
strain. The MTLa1 deletion strain carried an ade2−

marker and the MTLα2 deletion strain a ura3−

marker. Hull et al. (2000) also generated auxotropic
strains in which the entire MTLa or MTLα locus
was deleted. The a and α strains were mixed
and co-injected into the tail veins of mice. After
24 h, animals were sacrificed, kidneys removed
and macerated, and macerates plated on agar
lacking adenine and uridine. On such agar, only
fusants grew as a result of complementation. Hull
et al. (2000) found complemented strains in the
kidney macerates. Cells of these strains contained
single nuclei, increased DNA content indicative of
tetraploids, and a/α genotypes. Magee and Magee
(2000) generated a and α strains by growing an a/α
strain on sorbose agar, which had been demon-
strated to cause the loss of chromosome homologs,
most notably one of the two chromosome 5 ho-
mologs which harbors the MTL locus (Janbon et al.
1999). Magee and Magee cross-streaked auxotropic
a and α strains on selection agar and analyzed
isolates that grew in the absence of uridine and
adenine. Magee and Magee (2000) identified a/α
isolates with increased DNA content. Hence, one
year after identification of the MTL locus, cell
type-dependent mating (i.e., requiring mating-
type a and α) was demonstrated both in vivo (Hull
et al. 2000) and in vitro (Magee and Magee 2000).
In early 2003, Lockhart et al. (2003a) described
for the first time the in vitro fusion process at the

cellular level, and by vitally labeling natural a/a and
α/α strains with different dyes, demonstrated that
fusion only occurred between a/a and α/α cells.

While mating was immediately demonstrated
in C. albicans after identification of the mating-
type locus, it was not immediately demonstrated in
C. glabrata. When a ura3− derivative of the natural
C. glabrata a strain 35B11 was cross-streaked with
his3− derivatives of natural C. glabrata α strains
PB921 or 1480.47, incubated overnight, and then
replicate-plated on selection plates of nutrient agar
lacking uracil or histidine, no diploid fusants were
recovered (T. Srikantha and D.R. Soll, unpublished
data). This first attempt to identify C. glabrata mat-
ing cannot be considered in any way conclusive
since it was of limited scope and provided negative
results. A far more extensive, full-scale approach
is warranted in which a greater variety of isolates
covering the major genetic groups (Dodgson et al.
2005) are tested because of possible incompatibil-
ities that may have arisen between clades. In ad-
dition, a more intense search for a natural diploid
strain is warranted, and on the same note, the pos-
sibility must be explored that diploids generated
by mating are very short-lived and hence might go
undetected by the standard complementation test
used in the initial studies reported here (T. Srikan-
tha and D.R. Soll, unpublished data). Given that
C. glabrata strains undergo mating-type switch-
ing (Brockert et al. 2003; Butler et al. 2004) and
given the observation by Dodgson et al. (2005)
that C. glabrata populations exhibit phylogenetic
incompatibilities and thus most likely undergo re-
combination, there is a possibility that C. glabrata
may undergo mating.

VI. Mating of C. albicans
Requires White–Opaque Switching

The results of Hull et al. (2000) and Magee and
Magee (2000) suggested that mating of C. albicans
was a rare event. However, two extraordinary
discoveries by Miller and Johnson (2002) changed
that impression and revealed a unique relationship
between high-frequency phenotypic switching and
the mating process. This part of the story began
in 1987 with the discovery of the white–opaque
transition. Slutsky et al. (1987) discovered a high-
frequency reversible transition between two colony
phenotypes which they named the “white–opaque
transition” (Fig. 8.2) in a strain (WO-1) isolated
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from the blood of a patient with a systemic yeast
infection. Cells from a streak of strain WO-1, when
clonally plated, formed majority “white” colonies
and minority “opaque” colonies (Fig. 8.2A), and
white colonies with opaque sectors (Fig. 8.2B). The
former were near hemispherical and white, and
the latter larger, flat and grey. Opaque colonies
differentially stained red when phloxine B was
introduced into the supporting agar. Cells from the
original streak, when clonally plated on nutrient
agar, produced 96.6% white colonies, 0.6% opaque
colonies and 2.8% sectored colonies (Slutsky et al.
1987). In an analysis of switching performed
on over 100 independent C. albicans isolates in
1987, it was observed that approximately 8% of
strains underwent the white–opaque transition.
Cells from a white colony were round with uni-
form surfaces (Fig. 8.2C, E), while cells from an
opaque colony were twice as large as white cells,
possessed unique cell wall pimples (Fig. 8.2D, F)
and a large vacuole (Fig. 8.2F). In the late 1980s,
it was demonstrated that opaque cells expressed
opaque-specific antigens, most notably a protein
of 14.5 kDa on the cell surface in association
with the unique opaque cell pimple (Anderson
et al. 1990). In 1992, Morrow et al. identified the
first phase-specific gene, PEP1, later renamed
SAP1, for secreted aspartyl proteinase 1, which
was expressed only in the opaque phase. In 1993,
another opaque-specific gene, OP4 (Morrow et al.
1993), and a white-specific gene, WH11 (Srikantha
et al. 1993), were identified. From that time, the
list of phase-specific genes has grown (Soll 2002,
2003), culminating in a microarray analysis by
Lan et al. (2002), which revealed that the white–
opaque transition regulated over 300 genes in the
C. albicans genome, roughly 6% of the genome. In
addition, a variety of studies revealed physiological
differences between the two phenotypes (Soll 1992,
2002, 2003; Lan et al. 2002) as well as differences
in virulence traits, including: (1) environmental
constrains on the bud-hypha transition (Anderson
et al. 1989), (2) susceptibility to antifungal agents
(Soll et al. 1991; Vargas et al. 2000), (3) proteinase
secretion (Morrow et al. 1992; White et al. 1993;
Hube et al. 1994), and (4) sensitivity to white
blood cells and oxidants (Kolitila and Diamond
1990). Finally, Kvaal et al. demonstrated, in 1997,
that white cells were far more virulent than
opaque cells in the mouse model for systemic
infection, and in 1999, that opaque cells were more
virulent than white cells in the colonization of
skin. But there remained two major paradoxes

related to the opaque phenotype. First, why was
it originally observed that only ∼8% of natural
strains underwent the white–opaque transition,
when all strains possessed opaque-specific genes?
And second, why were opaque cells sensitive to
physiological temperature (i.e., 37 ◦C)? Opaque
cells underwent mass conversion from opaque to
white when the temperature was raised from 25 ◦C
to >37 ◦C (Slutsky et al. 1985, 1987; Rikkerink et al.
1988; Srikantha and Soll 1993; Soll 2003).

A. The a1-α2 Complex Represses Switching

In 2002, Miller and Johnson reported that while
the parent a/α strain CAI4, which is a ura3−

derivative of laboratory strain SC5314, did not

Fig. 8.2. The white–opaque transition in C. albicans strain
WO-1 (Slutsky et al. 1987). A Clonally plated cells from
a white colony form majority white (Wh) and minority
opaque (Op) colonies. B When a white colony is aged on
agar in a plate wrapped with Parafilm to block gas ex-
change, opaque sectors format the periphery. C, D Scanning
electron micrographs of a representative white and opaque
cell, respectively. E, F Transmission electron micrographs
of a representative white and opaque cell, respectively. p
Pimple. See Anderson and Soll (1987) for ultrastructure of
opaque cell
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exhibit white–opaque switching, a and α strains
constructed from CAI4 underwent switching.
Srikantha et al. (1998) had previously character-
ized CAI8, a ura3−ade2− derivative of SC5314,
and showed that, while it underwent 3153A-like
switching, it did not undergo white–opaque
switching. Miller and Johnson (2002) found that,
by removing the a1-α2 repressor complex through
the deletion of either MTLa1 or MTLα2, they had
de-repressed switching. They demonstrated that
the a and α derivatives of CAI4, but not a/α CAI4,
formed opaque sectors and that these sectors
contained bona fide opaque cells that did not
express the white phase-specific gene WH11 but
did express the opaque phase-specific gene OP4
(Miller and Johnson 2002). The opaque-specific
gene SAP1 was expressed in the α but not the
a derivative. To universalize this observation,
Lockhart et al. (2002) examined the relationship
between the MTL genotype and switching in
natural strains. First, they found that seven
genetically unrelated natural strains of C. albicans
selected for their capacity to undergo the white–
opaque transition were all MTL-homozygous,
either a/a or α/α. They then found that, of the
seven MTL-homozygous strains they identified
in 220 analyzed natural strains, five underwent
white–opaque switching and the remaining two
underwent an aberrant phenotypic transition. In
contrast they found that, of 20 randomly selected
MTL-heterozygous strains, 18 did not undergo
switching. The two that did were found to have
undergone MTL-homozygosis at high frequency
before switching. Of the 96.8% of the strains
that were MTL-heterozygous, approximately 4%
were found to undergo MTL-homozygosis at high
frequency, sometimes as high as one in every ten
cell divisions (Lockhart et al. 2003a; Pujol et al.
2003; Wu et al. 2005). The results of Lockhart
et al. (2002) therefore generalized the results of
Miller and Johnson (2002). These results indicated
that the great majority of natural C. albicans
strains, which are a/α, are capable of undergoing
white–opaque switching if they first undergo
MTL-homozygosis.

Pendrak et al. (2004) demonstrated that,
when one of the two alleles of HRB1 was deleted
(hemoglobin response gene 1), a/α cells underwent
switching and produced mating-competent cells,
presumably through up-regulation of MTLα genes.
Their results suggest that, in C. albicans, a1-α2 re-
pression can be alleviated through host–pathogen
interactions.

B. The Opaque Phenotype
is Exclusively Mating-Competent

While the first observation by Miller and John-
son (2002) that MTL zygosity regulated switching
was exciting, their second observation was amaz-
ing. Again using complementation as an assay, they
found that the efficiency of mating between opaque
a and opaque α cells was several orders of mag-
nitude greater than between white a and white
α cells, between white a and opaque α cells or
between opaque a and white α cells. These re-
sults indicated that opaque represented the mating-
competent phenotype for a/a and α/α cells and that
white was a mating-incompetent phenotype. Lock-
hart et al. (2003a), using microscopically identified
fusions as an assay for mating, tested the gener-
ality of this observation in natural strains. They
performed 30 independent crosses in which the
MTL genotype and switch phenotype were varied.
These crosses included seven independent natural
strains. They found that only crosses between a/a
and α/α cells both expressing the opaque pheno-
type resulted in fusion. Crosses that included one
or both mating types expressing the white pheno-
type, or crosseswitha/α cells, generatedno fusants.
These results generalized the observation by Miller
and Johnson (2002) that opaque was the mating-
competent phenotype. While Hull et al. (2000) and
Magee and Magee (2000) originally used white cells
in their demonstration of mating, the frequencies
appeared to be very low, suggesting the observed
fusions may have been between rare opaque cells
that were generated spontaneously in the white
populations.

VII. Summary of the Fundamental
Differences between
the Mating Systems of C. albicans
and S. cerevisiae

The initial characterization of the basic mating
process thus revealed fundamental differences be-
tween C. albicans and S. cerevisiae (Fig. 8.3). S. cere-
visiae diploid a/α cells underwent meiosis to gen-
erate a and α haploid cells that were immediately
mating-competent. In contrast, C. albicans diploid
a/α cells underwent MTL-homozygosis to produce
a/a or α/α diploid cells, which were not immedi-
ately mating-competent. These MTL-homozygous
cells had to then undergo a phenotypic switch
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Fig. 8.3. Differences in the mating scenarios of S. cerevisiae (A) and C. albicans (B)

fromwhite toopaque toobtainmatingcompetence.
When S. cerevisiae a and α cells mated, they gener-
ated a diploid zygote, which could then repeat the
mating cycle. When C. albicans a/a and α/α cells
mated, they generated a tetraploid zygote which
could then return to the diploid state (see Sect. IX.).
These differences are diagrammed in Fig. 8.3.

VIII. The Cell Biology of Mating
in C. albicans

Miller and Johnson (2002) provided the first images
of conjugation tubes in mating mixtures of a and α
derivatives of the ura3− strain CAI4. Lockhart et al.
(2003a) then took advantage of the radical increase
in mating frequency obtained when opaque a and
α cultures were mixed, and when the opaque cells
were derived from saturation phase cultures, to an-
alyze the cell biology of mating, including for the
first time the process of fusion, between natural a/a
and α/α strains. By continuously video-recording
mixed cultures of a/a (P37005) and α/α (WO-1)
cells, they documented the dynamics of the fusion
event (Fig. 8.4A). They also reconstructed in 3D
the fusion event between vitally stained a/a and
α/α cells within large clumps obtained from sus-
pension cultures using 3D-DIAS software (Wessels
et al. 1998; Soll et al. 2000; Fig. 8.4B). This study
revealed that the sequence of events during C. al-
bicans mating were surprisingly similar to those of
S. cerevisiae, although they failed to observe nu-
clear fusion. However, subsequent studies by Ben-
nett et al. (2005) revealed that this failure was due

to both the medium employed and the strains an-
alyzed. Bennett et al. (2005) deduced the sequence
of nuclear events associated with fusion and devel-
opment of the first bud from the conjugation tube.
In Fig. 8.5, a sequence is presented of the steps in
the mating process deduced from several studies
(Daniels et al. 2003; Lockhart et al. 2003a; Bennett
et al. 2005; Zhao et al. 2005; K. Daniels and D.R.
Soll, in preparation). To initiate mating, an opaque
a/a and an opaque α/α cell release a-pheromone
and α-pheromone, respectively. As is the case in
S. cerevisiae, pheromone of one mating type in-
duces polarization and shmooing in cells of the op-
posite mating type (Fig. 8.5A). The α-pheromone
released by an α/α cell forms a gradient decreas-
ing in the direction of an a/a cell and vice versa.
Through a process referred to as chemotropism
(Arkowitz 1999), the evagination on each mother
cell (shmoo) elongates in the direction of increas-
ing pheromone concentration, until there is apical
contact between the ends of the opposing tubes
(Fig. 8.5B). The tubes fuse to form the conjuga-
tion bridge (Fig. 8.5C) and the nuclei of the mother
cells migrate into the bridge and fuse. At the site
of fusion, a daughter cell forms (Fig. 8.5D). As the
daughter cell grows, the tetraploid nucleus under-
goes mitosis and one daughter nucleus locates in
the daughter cell (Fig. 8.5E). When the daughter
cell has matured, it in turn buds (Fig. 8.5F). The
nucleus left in the bridge divides and the daugh-
ter nuclei relocate to the mother cells. Miller and
Johnson (2002) found that the colonies formed by
tetraploids were white, suggesting, as one might
expect, that fusion of the a/a and α/α nuclei re-
sults in the re-establishment of a1-α2 repression
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Fig. 8.4. The fusion event during mating of an opaque a/a
cell (strain P37005) and opaque α/α cell (strain WO-1) of
C. albicans. A Video images of a fusion event on a glass
surface viewed through differential interference contrast
microscopy. B 3D-DIAS reconstruction of fusion of a/a and
α/α cells in a clump of cells, viewed at 35 ◦C. Only the fusing
cells are reconstructed. SeeLockhart et al. (2003a) fordetails

of switching and re-establishment of the a/α white
phenotype.

Daniels et al. (2003) stained mixtures of a/a
and α/α cells with antibody against the hypha-
expressed adhesin HWP1 because the unusual
lengths that conjugation tubes attained (Lockhart
et al. 2003a, b; Bennett et al. 2005; Zhao et al. 2005)
suggested that filamentation-associated genes may
be involved. This suggestion was subsequently
supported by results obtained in microarray and
Northern analyses of gene expression associated
with conjugation tube formation (Bennett et al.
2003; Zhao et al. 2005), reviewed in Sect. XV..

Daniels et al. (2003) found that conjugation tubes
formed by opaque a/a cells, but not opaque α/α
cells, expressed HWP1 on their surface. This
in turn provided a means for assessing which
parent cell contribution (i.e., a/a or α/α) to the
conjugation tube gave rise to the first daughter cell
(i.e., which parent cell was “female”), a distinction
that has not been made between the a and α
mating partners of S. cerevisiae. Daniels et al.
(2003) found that the first daughter cell emerged
from the a/a-contributed portion of the bridge,
suggesting that the a/a partner is female. Daniels
et al. (2003) also demonstrated that the HWP1 gene
is selectively activated by α-pheromone in opaque
a/a cells. They showed that HWP1 was expressed
in the tubes of three unrelated a/a strains (P37005,
L26, 12C) undergoing mating with an α/α strain
and showed that HWP1 was not expressed in the
conjugation tubes of three unrelated α/α strains
(WO-1, 19F, P37037) undergoing mating with an
a/a strain.

IX. Returning to a Diploid State
after C. albicans Mating

The original studies by Hull et al. (2000) and Magee
and Magee (2000) which demonstrated mating in
vivo and in vitro, respectively, included observa-
tions indicating that nuclear fusion had occurred,
leading to the genesis of a tetraploid nucleus. Ben-
nett et al. (2005), using cytological techniques, then
demonstrated that diploid nuclei fused in the con-
jugation bridge. But how, then, did the tetraploid
return to a diploid state? In S. cerevisiae, the fusion
product of mating was diploid. Diploids returned
to the haploid state by meiosis in the process of
sporulation (Esperito 2006). The diploid a/α cell
gave rise to four spores, two a and two α. In C. albi-
cans, the fusion product was tetraploid (a/a/α/α).
The outcome of a reduction division would be a/a,
a/α or α/α. This reduction could be accomplished
by meiosis or a parasexual process that involved
chromosome loss accompanying mitoses. Bennett
and Johnson (2003) constructed a tetraploid strain
with the following markers on three chromosomes:

Chromosome 1: ∆gal/∆gal1/GAL1/GAL1

Chromosome 3: ∆ade2/∆ade2/ADE2/ADE2

Chromosome 5: MTLa, MTLα, ∆mtla, ∆mtlα1,
∆mtlα2
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Fig. 8.5. The cell biology of mating in C. albicans. A An
a/a cell releases a-pheromone, which forms a gradient in
the direction of an α/α cell, and an α/α cell releases α-
pheromone, which forms a gradient in the direction of the
a/a cell. Cells respond to the opposite pheromone by arrest-
ing in G1, polarizing and shmooing. Evagination is in the
direction of the opposite mating type. B Conjugation tubes
grow up the concentration gradient of the pheromone re-
leased by the opposite mating type. Nuclei position at the
mother cell-tube junctions. C The conjugation tubes fuse

end to end, forming the conjugation bridge. Nuclei mi-
grate into the bridge. D A bud evaginates from the a/a con-
tribution to the conjugation bridge. Nuclei then migrate
through the bridge and fuse, probably before nuclear fu-
sion. E The bud grows and the nucleus divides. One daugh-
ter nucleus enters the bud. F A septum forms separating
daughter cell from conjugation tube. The nucleus in the
tube divides and the daughter nuclei return to the orig-
inal mother cell. A secondary bud forms on the original
daughter cell

The tetraploid strain contained one copy of URA3
and two copies of GAL1 and therefore could not
grow on medium containing 5-FOA or 2-DOG, but
derivatives could if they had lost the one URA3
allele or the two GAL1 alleles, respectively. They
tested a number of media and found that the
pre-sporulation medium used for S. cerevisiae
resulted in the highest frequency of allelic loss.
They found that induced chromosome loss was
concerted, i.e., when cells lost two copies of one
chromosome, they were more apt to lose copies of

other chromosomes. In contrast, diploids grown
on pre-sporulation medium did not similarly
lose chromosomes. Bennett et al. (2003) further
demonstrated that, when tetraploids were grown
on sorbose medium (Janbon et al. 1999), chro-
mosome loss was concerted. Growth of tetraploid
strains in both pre-sporulation and sorbose
medium resulting in diploid or near-diploid
offspring. In sporulation medium, some of these
offspring became mating-competent (Bennett
et al. 2003). While this parasexual reduction from
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tetraploidy to diploidy, or near diploid, could be
induced on the noted media, one cannot exclude
the possibility that meiosis can occur. Tzung et al.
(2001) identified in C. albicans many homologs
of genes involved in meiosis, recombination and
the formation of synaptic complexes. There is,
therefore, a good chance that meiosis exists, but
that the conditions that support meiosis just have
not yet been identified.

X. The Role of Mating Type Genes

In diploid a/α cells of S. cerevisiae, the a1-α2 com-
plex represses both a- and α-mating competence
and α2 represses a-specific genes and a mating
competence. Repression by both the a1-α2 com-
plex and α2 occur in conjunction with other factors
in the formation of repressor complexes (Sprague
2006). Inhaploida cells, the expressionof a-specific
genes and the acquisition of a-mating competence
occur by default. a cells are released from a1-α2
and α2 repression. In α cells, MATα1 activates α-
specific genes and mating competence. Tsong et al.
(2003) identified both similarities and differences
between S. cerevisiae and C. albicans with regard
to the role of mating-type genes. While the a1-α2
complex repressed a- and α-mating competence in
diploid a/α cells of C. albicans, MTLα2 did not di-
rectly repressa-specificgenesanda-matingcompe-
tence, as thehomologMATα2did inS. cerevisiae. In
a/a cells, a-specific genes and a-mating competence
were positively regulated (activated) by MTLa2, in
contrast to a default mechanism in S. cerevisiae a
cells. In α/α cells of C. albicans, MTLα1 activated
α-specific genes and α-mating competence, as in
S. cerevisiae. These conclusions were based upon
the capacity of deletion mutants to mate and upon
transcription profiles developed form microarray
data. Based on these observations, Tsong et al.
(2003) developed a regulatory circuit for transcrip-
tion of mating-associated genes for the C. albicans
mating process that incorporated the transition
from white to opaque, which is repressed by the
a1-α2 complex. The circuit included both similari-
ties and major differences to that of the S. cerevisiae
mating process. Tsong et al. (2003) also generated
aphylogenetic treebaseduponmating-type loci for
the fungi and a model for the evolution of the loss
of a-specific gene activation in S. cerevisiae from
an ancestral strain with a general regulatory circuit
similar to that of C. albicans (Fig. 8.6). The argu-

ments for this elegant model can be found in Tsong
etal. (2003).Butler et al. (2004)alsoderivedaphylo-
genetic tree of the hemiascomycetes that included
first the acquisition of the HO gene in the devel-
opment of a cassette system and then the loss of
MATa2 (MTLa2 in C. albicans) and genomic dupli-
cation(Fig. 8.6). In this tree,Yarrowia liployticaand
C. albicans branched off early and did not undergo
the three landmark events. Thus it seemed to be
the general consensus that the regulatory circuits
of C. albicans may more closely resemble that of the
commonancestor than S. cerevisiae, or by inference
C. glabrata. Again, the arguments for this tree can
be found in Butler et al. (2004). Interestingly, nei-
ther of the models proposed by Tsong et al. (2003)
and Butler et al. (2004) included the acquisition
and/or loss of white–opaque switching. Either the
ancestral strain underwent white–opaque switch-
ing and loss of this characteristic occurred soon af-
ter C. albicans emerged from the phylogenetic tree,
or C. albicans developed white–opaque switching
after it branched from the lineage (Fig. 8.6). In

Fig. 8.6. Landmark events in the evolution of C. albicans, C.
glabrataandS. cerevisiae. Adapted fromFig. 4ofButler et al.
(2004) and Fig. 6 of Tsong et al. (2003), with the addition of
the acquisition or loss of white–opaque switching
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this context, it would be interesting to find out if
Yarrowia lipolytica,whichemergedearlier fromthe
lineage than C. albicans, undergoes white–opaque
switching or possesses orthologs of the C. albicans
opaque-specificgeneOP4or thewhite-specificgene
WH11.

Because neither mating nor a diploid
C. glabrata strain has been identified, it is more
difficult to assess the functions of the mating-
type genes. Srikantha et al. (2003) performed
a Northern analysis of MTLα1 and MTLa1 and
demonstrated that the former was expressed only
in cells that were α at the MTL1 locus and that the
latter was expressed only in cells that were a at the
MTL1 locus. Given the similarities between the
mating loci and the observations that C. glabrata
like S. cerevisiae undergoes mating-type switch-
ing, it seems likely that the functional roles of
the mating-type genes in the regulation of cell
type-specific gene expression and mating will also
be similar.

XI. The Mating System
of Candida dubliniensis

Candida dubliniensis is a close relative of C. albi-
cans that was considered in the 1990s a group of
atypical strains of the latter species (Odds et al.
1990; Pujol et al. 1997). However, in the mid- to
late-1990s, Coleman, Sullivan and co-workers col-
lected a variety of evidence that indicated these
strains were in fact members of an independent
species closely related to C. albicans (Sullivan et al.
1995, 1997; Sullivan and Coleman 1998; Coleman
et al. 1997). The genetic data included hybridiza-
tion with complex DNA fingerprinting probes (Sul-
livan et al. 1995, 1997; Joly et al. 1999; Odds et al.
1990), hybridization with microsatellite DNA se-
quences (Sullivan et al. 1993, 1995) and ribosomal
DNA sequencing (Sullivan et al. 1995). Perhaps the
strongest indication that C. dubliniensis evolved as
an independent species is the presence of a dis-
persed mid-repeat sequence that is not present in
C. albicans, which was utilized as a fingerprinting
tool for C. dubliniensis (Joly et al. 1999). The close-
ness of C. dubliniensis and C. albicans, however,
was revealed by the presence of the complex mid-
repeat sequence RPS in both species (Joly et al.
2002). Pujol et al. (2004) demonstrated a high level
of similarity in the organization of the MTLα locus
of C. dubliniensis and C. albicans. A comparison

of the MTLa locus from the nucleotide sequences
and deduced amino acid sequences provided by
the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute revealed a high
level of similarity between the two species (Pujol
et al. 2004). Pujol et al. (2004) also demonstrated
that, in nature, there are a/α, a/a and α/α strains of
C. dubliniensis. Of 82 natural strains analyzed, 67%
were a/α, 21% a/a and 12% α/α. By DNA finger-
printing with the complex probe Cd25 (Joly et al.
1999), the 82 natural strains separated into two
groups, Group I and Group II. Interestingly, while
43% of Group I isolates (N = 61) were a/a or α/α,
only 5% of Group II isolates (N = 21) were a/a
or α/α. The Group II isolates represented a far
less inter-related group. Therefore, in nature, the
proportion of MTL-homozygous isolates was 33%,
more than three-foldhigher than thatofC.albicans.
The difference probably was due to the increase in
genomic instability that was observed in C. dublin-
iensis.C.dubliniensiswasdemonstrated toundergo
genomic reorganization which could result in fre-
quent changes in karyotype (Joly et al. 2002), fre-
quent recombinational events at the RPS locus (Joly
et al. 2002) and, presumably, high frequency MTL-
homozygosis (Pujol et al. 2004). Pujol et al. (2004),
using microscopically identified fusions as an as-
say, demonstrated that natural C. dubliniensis a/a
and α/α strains readily underwent mating in a cell
type-dependent fashion. They demonstrated that
C. dubliniensis mating included a sequence of cyto-
logical events, including nuclear dynamics similar
to those of C. albicans.

Because the mating system of C. dubliniensis
was so similar to that of C. albicans, Pujol et al.
(2004) tested whether the two closely related
species could mate. They found that they did, and
in a cell type-dependent fashion, at high frequency.
One must therefore wonder how these two species
have not mixed genetically, given that they colonize
and co-colonize the same repertoire of individuals,
in particular HIV-positive individuals (Sullivan
et al. 1993, 1995, 1997; Coleman et al. 1997;
Sullivan and Coleman 1998). DNA fingerprinting
studies of isolates from HIV-positive individuals,
however, did not indicate the existence of such
hybrid species (Odds et al. 1990; Joly et al. 1999),
although one could argue that such hybrids were
not directly tested for. Mating was also observed
between the Saccharomyces species S. cerevisiae
and S. paradoxus (Greig et al. 2002). Greig et al.
(2002) showed that hybrids are self-fertile, but
exhibit lower fertility when back-crossed to either
parent. They argued that such hybrids could lead
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to new species and that such homoploid hybrid
speciation was relatively unique to Saccharomyces.
Maybe an analogous phenomenon occurs among
closely related Candida species.

XII. Pheromone and the Cytological
Pheromone Response

In 2003, several laboratories simultaneously iden-
tified an ortholog of the S. cerevisiae mating factor
gene, MFα1, in the emerging C. albicans genome
sequence data base (Bennett et al. 2003; Lockhart
et al. 2003b; Panwar et al. 2003). No ortholog of
the mating factor gene MFa was identified. Both
Bennett et al. (2003) and Panwar et al. (2003) con-
structed mfα1 mutants and found that null mu-
tants that were MTLα were incapable of mating. In
contrast, null mutants that were MTLa were ca-
pable of mating. All three studies revealed that
the chemically synthesized 13-mer or 14-mer α-

Fig. 8.7. The induction of shmooing by α-pheromone in a/a
cells derived from saturation phase cultures (A); and high-
frequency mating between a/a and α/α cells on baby mouse
skin (B). See Zhao et al. (2005) for panel A and Lachke et al.
(2003) for panel B

pheromone peptide induced shmooing in a cells
(Fig. 8.7A). Addition of the 13-mer peptide elicited
a stronger response than the 14-mer and is the
synthetic pheromone of choice for in vitro studies.
Although the a-pheromone gene has not yet been
identified, Lockhart et al. (2003a) observed that vi-
tally stained α/α cells shmooed when mixed with
a/a cells, indicating that a potent a-pheromone was
released by a/a cells.

Pheromone caused opaque cells to polarize,
shmoo and extend a conjugation tube, as it does in
S. cerevisiae. However, the unique shape of opaque
cells (Anderson and Soll 1987; Slutsky et al. 1987)
appeared to put some restrains on shmooing. Gen-
eral pheromone induction caused conjugation tube
evagination at one end of an opaque cell at an an-
gle to the long cell axis, similar to the angle of
opaque cell bud formation (Slutsky et al. 1987).
In a significant minority of cases the evagination
formed along the flank of the elongate cell, which
is a rare position for a bud, suggesting dissimilar-
ity. If opaque a/a or a/– cells were treated with α-
pheromone for extended periods of time, in some
cases by the re-addition of fresh pheromone at time
intervals, the conjugation tubes grew to lengths
equivalent to many cell diameters (Bennett et al.
2003; Daniels et al. 2003; Lockhart et al. 2003a;
Zhao et al. 2005). Although these tubes were some-
times shaped roughly like true hyphae, they did not
compartmentalize through the formation of inter-
mittent septae and the mother cell nucleus did not
migrate into the tube and divide. Such conjuga-
tion tubes eventually reverted apically to the bud-
ding growth form (i.e., a bud formed at the tip of
the tube). In these cases, the apical bud received
a daughter nucleus and separated from the tube by
septation. When reversion occurred at the apex of
a long tube, the nucleus migrated into the tube to
divide.

C. glabrata also contains an ortholog of the
S. cerevisiae MFα2 gene, but no recognizable or-
tholog of the S. cerevisiae MFa gene (Wong et al.
2003; T. Srikantha and D.R. Soll, unpublished data).
Since C. glabrata contains an ortholog of S. cere-
visiae STE6, which functions as an exporter of a-
pheromone, Wu et al. (2005) argued that an MFa
gene most probably exists. However, because a-
pheromone is encoded by an ORF significantly
smaller than the α-pheromone ORF in S. cerevisiae,
it is more difficult to identify the coding region in
the genome data base. Rudimentary attempts to
stimulate shmoo formation in C. glabrata a cells by
the addition of synthetic α-factor or by mixing a
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and α cells, have failed (T. Srikantha and D.R. Soll,
unpublished data). More work is obviously needed
to search for conditions that permit a pheromone
response.

XIII. The Pheromone Response Pathway
in C. albicans Opaque Cells

Given the homologies between C. albicans and
S. cerevisiae for three of the MTL genes (Hull and
Johnson 1999), it seemed reasonable to expect
the signal transduction pathway involved in the
pheromone response in C. albicans would be
similar to that of S. cerevisiae. In S. cerevisiae,
the a-or α-pheromone receptor interacts with
a trimeric G protein complex (Thorner 2006).
Receptor occupancy leads to dissociation of the β
from the δ subunit and activation of STE20, leading
to the activation of a MAP kinase cascade that ac-
tivates STE12, which mediates mating-associated
gene transcription, and FAR1, which mediates
G1 arrest, polarization and shmooing (i.e., con-
jugation tube evagination). To test whether the
pheromone response in C. albicans was regulated
similarly, Magee et al. (2002) and Chen et al.
(2002) analyzed the mating capabilities of null
mutants of the C. albicans homologs to select
genes in the S. cerevisiae pathway. As a mating
assay, both groups used complementation of
auxotrophic markers carried by the a and α strains
used in the mating mixtures. After generating
auxotrophic mutants in a/α cells, Magee et al.
(2002) generated MTL-homozygous derivatives by
growth on minimal medium containing sorbose.
They found that deletion of CST20, the homolog
of S. cerevisiae STE20, did not affect mating. In
S. cerevisiae, deletion of STE20 caused a decrease,
but not a block, in mating (Leberer et al. 1996).
Deletion of HST7, the homolog of S. cerevisiae
STE7, a MAP kinase, resulted in the loss of mating
in both MTLa and MTLα cells. And deletion of
CPH1, the homolog of S. cerevisiae STE12, resulted
in the loss of mating in both MTLa and MTLα
cells. Chen et al. (2002) also found that deletion
of CPH1 and HST7 resulted in a loss of mating
and that deletion of CST20 resulted in a reduction
in the frequency of mating. They also found that
a double deletion mutant of CEK1, the homolog
of S. cerevisiae KSS1, a MAP kinase, and CEK2,
a homolog of S. cerevisiae FUS3, a MAP kinase that
is apparently redundant to CEK1 in C. albicans,

resulted in a loss of mating. Chen et al. (2002)
further demonstrated that overexpression of CPH1
in an MTLa background induced expression of
genes up-regulated by pheromone in S. cerevisiae.
Together, these results demonstrated that the
pheromone signal in C. albicans is transduced
through a protein kinase pathway similar to that
in S. cerevisiae. However, it was not demonstrated
that the downstream activation of the FAR1
homolog regulates the G1 block and polarization
in the shmooing process, as it does in S. cerevisiae,
although it seems likely that it does.

XIV. Pheromone and G1
in C. albicans Mating

In S. cerevisiae, pheromone blocks cells of the op-
posite mating type in G1 through the action of
FAR1, a cyclin-dependent inhibitor of protein ki-
nase (Roberts et al. 2000). While it was initially
reported that α-factor did not inhibit cell prolif-
eration by the halo assay (Bennett et al. 2003),
Zhao et al. (2005) subsequently performed a ki-
netic analysis of budding and shmoo formation
in mating mixtures of a/a and α/α cells derived
from either exponential or saturation phase cul-
tures. They also quantitated the DNA content of
individual nuclei in shmooing and budding cells.
Their results indicated that cells, whether in expo-
nential or saturation phase, had simply to be in G1
to respond to pheromone by forming a shmoo and
that the response included G1 arrest. Their results
also explained why saturation phase cells, which
accumulate in G1, are more responsive than expo-
nential phase cells. While roughly 20–40% of cells
from exponential phase growth cultures shmoo
when treated with pheromone, well over 90% of
cells from saturation phase cultures shmoo when
treated (Fig. 8.7A; Zhao et al. 2005). Presumably,
nuclear fusion after mating fusion occurs between
nuclei in G1, and division of the tetraploid nucleus
must occur after DNA replication. Either fusion of
opposing conjugation tubes releases cells from G1
arrest, or the pheromone block is alleviated by hy-
drolysis of extracellular pheromone.

In the case of C. glabrata, initial attempts to
obtain a pheromone response (i.e., shmooing) in
mixtures of natural a and α strains and in cell cul-
tures treated with two versions of synthetic pep-
tides were unsuccessful (T. Srikantha, K. Daniels,
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S.LachkeandD.R.Soll, unpublisheddata), butwere
too limited in scope to make firm conclusions.

XV. Pheromone-Dependent
Gene Expression
in C. albicans Opaque Cells

Bennett et al. (2003) analyzed the transcriptional
response of opaque a cells using a microarray
that contained ∼11 000 ORFs generated by PCR
amplification of sequences based on the Stan-
ford C. albicans genome sequence project. They
tentatively identified 62 genes up-regulated and
four down-regulated by α-pheromone. Fifteen of
the up-regulated genes were also up-regulated in
S. cerevisiae, including the α-receptor gene STE2,
and genes involved in the MAP kinase pathway,
karyogamy, pheromone adaptation, pheromone
processing and pheromone export. Bennett et al.
(2003) also identified several genes involved in
mating that were up-regulated in C. albicans, but
not in S. cerevisiae, including RAM1, RAM2 and
KAR9. They identified a number of up-regulated
genes that were not up-regulated by pheromone
in S. cerevisiae. Most of these latter genes have
not been implicated in mating. Most noteworthy
in this category were select filamentation-related
genes. Lockhart et al. (2003b) also analyzed gene
expression in opaque a/a cells in response to
α-pheromone by Northern blot hybridization.
They also found that the mating-related genes
CAG1, STE2, STE4, FIG1 and KAR4, and the
filamentation-related gene HWP1, were up-
regulated by α-pheromone. In addition, they
found that three of four opaque-specific genes,
OP4, SAP1 and SAP3, were down-regulated by
α-pheromone. The opaque-specific gene CDR3
was not similarly down-regulated.

Zhao et al. (2005) subsequently used an
oligonucleotide-based microarray to analyze gene
expression during mating between natural a/a
and α/α cells. They identified 56 genes that were
up-regulated and 30 that were down-regulated in
mating mixtures. They also verified gene expres-
sion in mating mixtures by Northern analysis. In
addition to many of the mating-associated genes
identified as up-regulated by α-pheromone, Zhao
et al. (2005) identified MFα1, which encodes the
α-pheromone, RCE1, an ortholog of an S. cerevisiae
CaaX prenyl proteinase involved in α-pheromone
maturation, and MPT5, an ortholog of an S. cere-

visiae gene involved in re-entry into the mitotic
cycle. By Northern analysis they found that neither
CST20 nor FAR1 were constitutively expressed.
In addition to the filamentation-associated genes
identified by Bennett et al. (2003) as up-regulated,
Zhao et al. (2005) identified a number of addi-
tional filamentation-associated genes that were
up-regulated. Zhao et al. (2005) also identified
a gene that was down-regulated during filamen-
tation, YWP1, which was also down-regulated in
mating mixtures. Furthermore, they found that
the white-specific or enriched genes WH11, EFG1
and TEC1, were not up-regulated by pheromone
when opaque-specific genes were down-regulated,
indicating that the down-regulation of opaque-
specific genes by α-pheromone was not a result
of α-pheromone-induced phenotypic switching.
Finally, Zhao et al. (2005) identified a new class of
genes that were expressed in the exponential phase
of growth, down-regulated when cells entered
saturation phase, and up-regulated in response
to α-pheromone. The reason for this peculiar
regulation pattern is not obvious.

In S. cerevisiae, Roberts et al. (2000) demon-
strated by microarray analysis that 200 genes were
repressed in a cells in response to α-pheromone, in
most cases as a result of the G1 block. Bennett et al.
(2003) did not identify similar down-regulation of
a large number of genes in α-pheromone-treated
C. albicans a/a cells, but pointed out that they did
not obtain a G1 arrest upon pheromone treatment.
This could be due to low levels of shmooing re-
sulting from the use of exponential phase cells,
as expected in light of the results of Zhao et al.
(2005).Employing saturation phase cells that had
accumulated in G1, Zhao et al. (2005) observed
down-regulation of 30 genes in mating mixtures,
which was more in line with the S. cerevisiae re-
sults of Roberts et al. (2000).

XVI. The Temperature Sensitivity
of C. albicans Opaque Cells
and Mating on Skin

The discovery that the opaque phenotype was
exclusively mating-competent created a paradox.
Since C. albicans is an opportunistic pathogen that
is carried as a commensal in healthy hosts, one
might expect mating to occur in the host under
the constraints of host–pathogen interactions. But
Slutsky et al. (1987), in their initial paper on the
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discovery of the white–opaque transition, reported
that the opaque phenotype converted to the white
phenotype at 37 ◦C; and a number of subsequent
studies verified this observation (Rikkerink et al.
1988; Srikantha and Soll 1993; Soll 2003). Srikantha
et al. (1998) further demonstrated that, when the
temperature of an opaque culture was raised from
25 ◦C to greater than 37 ◦C, cells committed to the
white phase after two cell divisions, suggesting an
imprinting event (Soll 2003). So how could mating
be limited to the opaque phenotype and occur
in the host when that phenotype is unstable at
physiological temperature? Observations by Kvaal
et al. (1999) provided a plausible explanation.
They found that opaque cells readily colonized
the skin of newborn mice, but white cells did
not. The skin temperature of a newborn mouse is
32 ◦C, a temperature which supports the opaque
phenotype. Based on this observation, Lachke et al.
(2003) tested whether skin facilitated mating. They
found that mixtures of opaque a/a and α/α cells
underwent shmooing and fusion at high frequency
on skin (Fig. 8.7B). In some microscopic fields,
over 50% of cells fused. This discovery seemed to
provide an explanation for the opaque phenotype,
namely that it represented a specialized phenotype
for colonizing skin and that skin was, therefore,
the mating niche. But this explanation was not
completely satisfying. Why would mating be re-
stricted to a very minor site of colonization of the
host (Odds 1988)? Moreover, Lachke et al. (2003)
observed that, while fusion occurred frequently
on skin (i.e., a/a and α/α cells readily fused), it
rarely culminated in the formation of the first
daughter bud. Could it be that a/a and α/α cells
fused on skin and then had to move to a second
body location to complete the mating process?
Although plausible, the story was just not that
convincing. As we see below, recent observations
provide an alternative scenario for the role of the
white–opaque transition in mating.

XVII. Pheromone-Regulated
Gene Expression
in C. albicans White Cells

Miller and Johnson (2002) demonstrated that the
mating process depended on a switch of both mat-
ing types from white to opaque, and Lockhart et al.
(2003a) generalized this observation to natural
strains. In both studies, it was demonstrated that

opaque cells, not white cells, released pheromone
and that opaque cells, not white cells, responded
to pheromone. It was therefore concluded that
opaque cells were exclusively mating-competent
and that the MTL-homozygous white phenotype
was only a transient phenotype spanning the a/α
“white” to MTL-homozygous opaque phenotype.
For this reason, when Bennett et al. (2003),
Lockhart et al. (2003b) and Zhao et al. (2005)
developed transcription profiles of cells treated
with pheromone, they employed only opaque
cells. Why? Their obvious rationale was based
on the fact that only opaque cells responded to
pheromone. However, Lockhart et al. (2003b) used
α-pheromone-treated white cells as a presumed
negative control in their northern analysis of
pheromone-induced changes in gene expression.
Quite surprisingly, they found that pheromone
selectively up-regulated three mating-associated
genes in white cells, CAG1, STE4 and STE2, just as
it did in opaque cells. They found, however, that
pheromone-induced up-regulation was selective
when compared with the response of opaque cells.
α-Pheromone did not similarly up-regulate FIG1,
KAR4 or HWP1 in white cells. In verifying these
enigmatic results, Daniels et al. (2006) expanded
the list of mating-associated genes that were
up-regulated by α-pheromone in white a/a cells
to include the mating-associated genes, CEK2
and SST2, and added the filamentation-associated
genes RBT1, RBT4, FGR23 and CEK1. They further
demonstrated that white a/a cells, like opaque
a/a cells, expressed α-pheromone receptors on
their surface (Fig. 8.8A, B, respectively; Daniels
et al. 2006). However, the receptors were evenly
distributed across the white cell surface (Fig. 8.8A),
but clustered at focal points on the opaque cell
surface, suggesting localization at opaque cell pim-
ples (Fig. 8.8B). When treated with pheromone,
the receptors on both white cells and opaque cells
were down-regulated (Fig. 8.8C, D, respectively)
but redistribution differed. After down-regulation
in white cells, the receptors did not reappear
(Fig. 8.8C), whereas in opaque cells, receptors
relocalized to the point of conjugation tube evagi-
nation in the process of polarization (Fig. 8.8D),
as they did in S. cerevisiae (Schandel and Jenness
1994; Stefan and Blumer 1999). These results
were truly enigmatic. If white cells were mating-
incompetent, why did they possess receptors, why
did pheromone treatment down-regulated these
receptors, and why did pheromone selectively
up-regulate mating-associated genes?
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XVIII. Pheromone Induces C. albicans
MTL-Homozygous White Cells
to Become Highly Cohesive
and Form Biofilms

Daniels et al. (2006) speculated on the possible rea-
son why opaque cells might signal white cells. They
took into account the observations that: (1) switch-
ing to opaque occurred at low frequency at the
site of colonization in natural strains that under-
went switching (Soll et al. 1987) and were, there-
fore, presumably MTL-homozygous and (2) C. al-
bicans has incorporated into its mating program
at least a portion of the filamentation program
so that conjugation tubes could grow to unusu-
ally long lengths (Bennett et al. 2003; Daniels et al.
2003; Zhao et al. 2005). They speculated that in
overlapping white a/a and α/α populations colo-
nizing the same host niche, a switch to opaque in
each overlapping population would be a rare event.
For conjugation tubes formed by a rare opaque a/a
cell and opaque α/α cell to find each other in or-
der to fuse apically, they would have to migrate
over long distances. To find each other, the dif-
ferent conjugation tubes would have to assess the
gradient of chemoattractant emanating from the
opaque cell of opposite mating type. Daniels et al.
(2006) reasoned that if the gradients of attractant
were soluble, they would dissipate by diffusion and
be prone to mechanical destabilization and dis-
ruption, given the distances and extended times
that would be necessary for chemotropism. Hence,
they hypothesized that opaque cells might signal
white cells through the release of chemoattractant
to form a biofilm that would suppress diffusion and
mechanical disruption. They tested several aspects
of this hypothesis. First, they demonstrated that
α-pheromone induced white a/a but not opaque
a/a cells to become highly cohesive and to form
tightly packed monolayers on a substratum. α-
Pheromone did not induce a similar response in
opaque a/a cells (Fig. 8.8E–G). They demonstrated
this to be the case for a-pheromone induction of
white α/α cells as well. Daniels et al. (2006) further
demonstrated that as little as 1% opaque cells in
a white cell population forming a biofilm stimu-
lated a doubling of biofilm thickness. Finally, they
demonstrated that the3Dmaturebiofilmfacilitated
chemotropism. The results of Daniels et al. (2006)
suggested that the C. albicans switching-mating
system impacted pathogenesis. The signaling of
mating-incompetent white cells by mating compe-

Fig. 8.8. White a/a cells possess α-pheromone receptors
and respond to α-pheromone by becoming cohesive and
forming a biofilm. A Staining of α-pheromone receptors on
a/a white cells. B Staining of α-pheromone receptors on a/a
cells. C When white a/a cells are treated with α-pheromone,
α-pheromone receptors are down-regulated and not re-
localized. D When opaque a/a cells are treated with α-
pheromone, α-pheromone receptors are down-regulated
and then relocalized to shmoo evagination. E Untreated a/a
white cells are not cohesive. F a/a white cells treated with α-
pheromone become cohesive. G Untreated a/a opaque cells
are not cohesive. H α-Pheromone-treated a/a opaque cells
are not cohesive. See Daniels et al. (2006)

tent opaque cells through the release of pheromone
was unique among the pathogenic yeast and remi-
niscentof the inductiveeventsbetweensexcells and
somatic cells in higher eukaryotes. Daniels et al.
(2006) suggested that this newly discovered inter-
action between a mating-competent and mating-
incompetent cell that results in the induction of
a tissue (biofilm) may represent the ancestral pro-
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cess in the evolution of higher eukaryotic multicel-
lularity.

XIX. Conclusion:
Why Should We Concern Ourselves
with Candida Mating?

This is not a trivial question. C. albicans and
C. glabrata were considered asexual until quite
recently, the former until 1999 and the latter
until 2003. In the case of C. albicans, the dis-
covery of the mating locus was followed by
a number of additional discoveries, most notably
a number of characteristics of the C. albicans
mating system that were unique. These included
the discoveries that the Mtla2p was a positive
regulator of a-specific genes, that the a1-α2
complex suppressed switching as well as mating,
and that a MTL-homozygous cell had to switch
from white to opaque to mate. However, studies
of the population structure of both C. albicans
and C. glabrata suggested that reproduction was
primarily clonal, relegating mating to a rare event
for long-term maintenance of the species. Since
the primary concern we now have with C. albicans
is its pathogenesis, why concern ourselves with
a rare event that may save the species every million
years, but does not play an immediate role in
pathogenesis? It may be because of that perception
that the number of papers related to C. albicans
mating has begun to flatten out. The discovery,
however, that opaque cells signal white cells and
that the outcome of that signaling may be the
formation or enhancement of biofilm formation,
which is a fundamental virulence factor, may
push C. albicans mating on stage once again.
If mating proves to play a role in pathogenesis,
then selective forces – that are related not only
to the mating process per se, but to its role in
pathogenesis as well – may function to maintain
and modify the mating process. This could explain
the large proportion of genes that are regulated by
the switching-mating process. Although far less
attention has been paid to the mating process of
C. glabrata, it would not be surprising to find that
it may also be intimately involved in virulence.
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I. Introduction

Fungal cells respond to a multitude of environmen-
tal conditions for reproduction, dispersal, attach-
ment to a substratum, growth, and in the case of
pathogenic species penetration into host tissues.
For phytopathogenic fungi, a set of prerequisite
conditions must be met before a successful par-
asitic relationship can be established. The fungal
propagule, usually a spore, is dispersed to the host
surface and is secured to that surface in a way that
optimizes the likelihood of remaining there until
germination and growth occur. Optimally, growth
is toward themostappropriate site for entry into the
host. The environmental conditions that surround
the fungal cell and promote these cell responses
vary, but include minimally the availability of mois-
ture, light, nutrients, and physical characteristics of
the substratum such as wettability and topography.
Salts, and more specifically ions, are also important
to attachment, germination, growth, and morpho-

1 Department of Plant Pathology and Microbiology, Program for
the Biology of Filamentous Fungi, 2132 TAMU, Texas A&M Univer-
sity, College Station, TX 77843, USA
2 Department of Plant Pathology, Cornell University, New York
State Agricultural Experiment Station, Geneva, NY 14456, USA

logical development of the fungal cell. While many
studies have addressed, in part, the influence and
importance of ions on fungal cell function, rela-
tively few studies have been directed with these
effects as the primary focus. Here, we discuss the
importance and role of ions in fungal cell biology.
Emphasis, although not exclusively so, is placed on
fungal cells derived from spores.

Within this chapter, ions are discussed from
the standpoint of their influence on:

1. Spore attachment to the substratum,
2. Initiation of spore germination and subsequent

growth,
3. Development of specialized structures such as

appressoria and fruit body formation.

A summation of these effects on a number of fun-
gal species is presented in Table 9.1. Most investi-
gations have emphasized cations with the anionic
component receiving little attention as an influenc-
ing factor.

II. Attachment

A. Spore Attachment

Adhesion of fungal spores is a result of an inter-
action between both the physiochemical nature of
the cell surface and that of the substratum. Pro-
cesses involved in the adhesion of spores serve as
a basis for understanding how ions might be influ-
ential in spore attachment to surfaces, and many
excellent reviews have been written on the topic
of spore and germling adhesion (Nicholson and
Epstein 1991; Hardham 1992; Braun and Howard
1994a, b; Jones 1994; Epstein and Nicholson 1997;
Tucker and Talbot 2001) and thus the subject is dis-
cussed briefly only to serve as a background for the
processes involved.

Adhesion of microbial propagules to various
substrata involves either specific or non-specific
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© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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Table. 9.1. Cellular influence of exogenous ions on attachment, growth, and development of fungi and related organisms

Organism Developmental process Reference(s)

Alternaria solani Sporulation Moretto and Barreto (1995)
Aspergillus sp. Sporulation Pitt and Ugalde (1984)
Blastocladiella emersonii Zoospore encystment and attachment Soll and Sonneborn (1972)

Cyst germination Soll and Sonneborn (1972),
Van Brunt and Harold (1980)

Candida albicans Attachment O’Shea (1991),
Jones and O’Shea (1994)

Colletotrichum gloeosporioides Spore germination Kim et al. (1998)
Appressorium formation Kim et al. (1998)

Colletotrichum lindemuthianum Spore attachment Young and Kauss (1984)
Colletotrichum trifollii Appressorium formation Dickman et al. (1995),

Warwar and Dickman (1996)
Fusarium graminearum Hyphal extension and branching,

and morphology
Robson et al. (1991a, b)

Metarhizium anisopliae Spore germination St. Leger et al. (1989),
(1990)

Appressorium formation St. Leger et al. (1990), (1991)
Neurospora crassa Hyphal extension and branching,

and morphology
Schmid and Harold (1988),
Dicker and Turian (1990),
Silverman-Gavrila and Lew (2003)

Penicillium sp. Sporulation Pitt and Poole (1981),
Pitt and Ugalde (1984),
Pitt and Barnes (1993),
Roncal et al. (1993),
Pascual et al. (1997)

Phyllosticta ampelicida Spore attachment Kuo and Hoch (1996),
Shaw et al. (1998)

Germination Shaw et al. (1998),
Shaw and Hoch (2000)

Appressorium formation Shaw and Hoch (2000)
Phytophthora cinnamomi Zoospore encystment and attachment Gubler et al. (1989),

Irving and Grant (1984)
Cyst germination Byrt et al. (1982),

Irving and Grant (1984)
Phytophthora infestans Germination and zoosporulation Hill et al. (1998)
Phytophthora palmivora Zoospore encystment and attachment Irving et al. (1984)

Cyst germination Grant et al. (1986)
Appressorium formation Bircher and Hohl (1999)

Phytophthora parasitica Zoospore encystment and attachment Warburton and Deacon (1998)
Cyst germination von Broembsen and Deacon (1996),

Warburton and Deacon (1998)
Phytophthora sojae Cyst germination and sporulation Xu and Morris (1998)
Pythium aphanidermatum Zoospore encystment and attachment Donaldson and Deacon (1992)

Cyst germination Donaldson and Deacon (1992)
Saccharomyces cerevisiae Sporulation Suizu et al. (1994, 1995)
Saprolegnia ferax Hyphal extension and branching,

and morphology
Jackson and Heath (1989)

Sporothrix schenckii Spore germination Rivera and Rodriguez (1992)
Trichoderma viride Sporulation Krystofova et al. (1995, 1996)
Uromyces appendiculatus Spore germination Baker et al. (1987)

Appressorium formation Staples et al. (1983),
Kaminskyj and Day (1984),
Hoch et al. (1987a),
Stumpf et al. (1991)

Zoophthora radicans Appressorium formation Magalhaes et al. (1991)

mechanisms. Specific attachment occurs when
the interaction involves molecular ‘lock and key’
recognitions, e.g. between a ligand and its receptor
molecule. Typically, most fungal spores attach

to host and artificial substrata non-specifically.
Spores of Cochliobolus heterostrophus (Braun
and Howard 1994a, b), Nectria haematococca
(Kwon and Epstein 1993), and Magnaporthe grisea
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(Hamer et al. 1988), for example, exhibit little pref-
erence for the surface on which they attach – host,
non-host, hydrophobic, hydrophilic, etc. Spores of
some fungi, however, do attach preferentially to
surfaces with specific degrees of wettability, e.g.
urediospores of rust fungi (Terhune and Hoch
1993), or with specific surface charge potentials
as discussed below. Furthermore, attachment may
be either active or passive (Jones 1994). Active
mechanisms for attachment occur when the cell
is stimulated to produce adhesive polymers such
as when zoospores sense and respond to a host
surface by encysting (Hardham et al. 1991) or as
in spores of N. haematococca (Kwon and Epstein
1993) where adhesive material is produced in
zucchini fruit extract but not in water. For the
latter case, the adhesive material is produced
within 20 min of exposure to the extract, well
before germ tube emergence (3–7 h). Active pro-
duction of such adhesives is inhibited by various
metabolic factors from living or killed spores.
Also, active adhesion occurs as the cell becomes
more active metabolically and develops a pro-
nounced extracellular matrix (ECM) as it initiates
development of a germ tube and begins growth
on a substratum. Passive attachment occurs when
preformed molecules on the spore surface affix
the cell to a substratum. Packaging of such ‘glues’
may be in specially positioned compartments as
in the ‘spore tip mucilage’ of M. grisea (Hamer
et al. 1988), in ‘sheaths’ that surround the spore as
on pycnidiospores of Phyllosticta ampelicida (Kuo
and Hoch 1995; Shaw et al. 1998) or on specialized
appendages (Jones 1994). Passive attachment is
often rapid and is not metabolically dependent.
As noted below, cations have in some instances
pronounced temporal effects on spore attachment.

Hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity, viz. wet-
tability, of the spore surface and the substratum
frequently dictate whether or not spores adhere
(passively), much less whether attachment is weak
or firm. Wettability of spore surfaces is influenced,
in part, by the chemical nature of the spore surface,
typically including a complex of proteins, e.g. the
cysteine-rich hydrophobin polypeptides (Wessels
1996), and carbohydrates, usually as glycoproteins.
Ions influence the hydrophobic domain surround-
ing these molecules. Addition of ions (increase
in ionic strength of the surrounding solution)
increases hydrophobic adhesion not only because
electrostatic interactions are suppressed (Ochoa
1978), but also because the surfaces become less
polar as the ordered layer of water molecules is

released into the ‘bulk’ aqueous phase (Rutter and
Vincent 1984; Rosenberg and Kjelleberg 1986),
leading to an increase in entropy. It is not surprising
then that the addition of cations (e.g. Ca2+, H+) to
spore suspensions of P. ampelicida enhances both
the rate and tenacity of attachment to hydrophobic
substrata (Kuo and Hoch 1996; Shaw and Hoch
1999), as discussed later. Assessment of fungal
spore attachment to substrata of varying wettabil-
ities has been reported for numerous species. In
contrast, where a colloid, bacterium, spore, etc.,
and the substratum are hydrophilic, short-range
repulsive forces prevent attachment even with the
addition of electrolytes (Harding 1971; Rutter and
Vincent 1984). Many fungal and oomycete spores
attach well to both hydrophobic and hydrophilic
surfaces, e.g. M. grisea (Hamer et al. 1988) and
Phytophthora cinnamoni (Gubler et al. 1989), and
some only or preferably to hydrophobic surfaces,
e.g. Uromyces appendiculatus (Terhune and
Hoch 1993), Botrytis cinerea (Doss et al. 1993),
Colletotrichum graminicola (Mercure et al. 1994;
Chaky et al. 2001), Phyllosticta species (Kuo and
Hoch 1996; Shaw et al. 2006) and Colletotrichum
musae (Sela Burrlage et al. 1991). Where the role
of ionic influence on wettability was investigated,
attachment of spores was greatly enhanced.
However, a simple concept dictating an increase in
entropy upon ionic elevation was more often not
the case as other factors must also be taken into
account, e.g. how ions affect surface potential and
counter repulsive effects of like-charged bodies.

B. Surface Potential and Attachment

Most fungal propagules possess net negative
charges (Kennedy 1991; O’Shea 1991; Pendland
and Boucias 1991; Jones and O’Shea 1994; Kuo
and Hoch 1995) due to the ionization of surface
groups, e.g. carboxyls, glycolipids, acidic amino
acids. Attachment of such propagules likely
involves, in part, the physiochemical forces of
repulsion/attraction derived from electrostatic and
van der Waals forces between the surface charges
of the two bodies (spores and the substratum).
Together, the attraction–repulsion forces follow the
lyophobic colloid theory referred to as the DLVO
theory (Dejaguin and Landau 1941; Verwey and
Overbeek 1948). It is, in part, the additive effects of
the electrostatic repulsive forces and the attraction
of the van der Waals forces that determine adhe-
sion of colloids (or spores). Such forces operate
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at distances of 1–10 nm, while the hydrophobic
forces discussed above influence adhesion at
greater distances (Gristina 1987; Israelachvili and
McGuiggan 1988). According to DLVO theory
initial ‘attachment’ of a colloid, or in this case
a spore, is weak, tenuous, and time-dependent
(Rutter and Vincent 1984). The interaction be-
tween a charged spore and the substratum is such
that, at low electrolyte concentration, a significant
free energy barrier needs to be overcome before
the spore is able to contact the surface. However, if
the electrolyte level is increased, the energy barrier
is effectively depleted and a strong net attraction
occurs between the spore and the substratum.
Such enhanced contact and adhesion of fungal
propagules with various charged substrata has
been noted in a number of studies (Young and
Kauss 1984; Jones and O’Shea 1994; Kuo and
Hoch 1996; Shaw and Hoch 1999, 2000). Once
the proximity of the spore to the substratum is
determined by the physiochemical nature of the
two interacting surfaces, biological glues of the
propagule assure attachment to the substratum.

Clearly, many factors mediate attachment of
spores to substrata: wettability and surface poten-
tials of both the substratum and the spore, elec-
trolyte species and concentration, adhesive nature
of the spore ‘glue’, as well as possibly spore size. All
are important in determining proximity when the
spore reaches the substratum.

C. Ions as Regulators of Spore Attachment

Ionic mediation of fungal spore attachment to sub-
strata has been reported for a number of genera.
Acidification or elevation of the ionic concentra-
tion of media enhanced the rate at which conidia
of Phyllosticta ampelicida attached to hydrophobic
substrata (Kuo and Hoch 1996; Fig. 9.1), as well
as the number of conidia that attached (Shaw and
Hoch1999). In the latter study, itwasalsonoted that
the addition of cations to a suspension of conidia
induced attachment, albeit weakly, to hydrophilic
surfaces. Normally, spores of P. ampelicida do not
adhere to hydrophilic surfaces when in ddH2O or
solutions of low ionic strength. This effect was
valence-dependent, with La3+ inducing higher lev-
els of attachment than Ca2+ or Mg2+, which in turn
mediated higher levels of attachment than K+ or
Na+ (Fig. 9.2). In that study Cl− was the anion com-
mon to all cations tested, with the conclusion that it
was not directly effecting attachment. Similarly, at-

tachment of Colletotrichum lindemuthianum coni-
dia is also enhanced in solutions with elevated lev-
els of various cations including Na+, K+, Mg2+,
and Ca2+, although no difference was noted be-
tween monovalent and divalent cations (Young and
Kauss 1984). Discula umbrinella conidium attach-
ment is pH-dependent. A low pH (4–5), viz. high
H+ concentrations, promoted maximum attach-
ment while an increase in pH disrupted attach-
ment (Toti et al. 1992). Similarly, adhesion of Can-
dida albicans yeast cells is also mediated by the
addition of cations to the solution. In these stud-
ies divalent cations were 10–100 times more effec-
tive than monovalent cations in inducing attach-
ment (O’Shea 1991). This effect was due to a re-
duction in the electrostatic potential of the C. al-
bicans cell (Jones and O’Shea 1994). Acidification
of the media also efficiently increased cell attach-
ment. Although anions are frequently overlooked,
it is significant that varying the anion valency using
Cl− and SO2−

4 , gave no apparent difference (Jones
and O’Shea 1994). This is not necessarily surprising
since most spores have a net anionic charge.

Cationic enhancement of attachment as
described above is likely due, in part, to the
attenuation of negatively charged groups on the
surface of both spore and substratum. Together,
these systems exhibit attachment properties that
are influenced as much by the physiochemical
nature of the spore and its substratum than by
a more specific receptor ligand binding. An addi-
tional mechanism of cation-enhanced attachment
is suggested by the adhesion of Arthrobotrys
oligospora to its nematode host (Tunlid et al. 1992),
and by zoospore cyst attachment in Phytophthora
cinnamomi (Gubler et al. 1989). Attachment in
each of these cases may involve a Ca2+-mediated
reorganization of carbohydrate-containing poly-
mers on the spore surface. A discussion of this and
other possible mechanisms for cation mediated
attachment is detailed below.

In the Oomycota adhesion of encysted
zoospores is clearly enhanced by cationic
amendment, particularly Ca2+. In Blastocladiella
emersonii K+, Na+, Rb+, Mg2+, and Ca2+ stimulate
encystment of zoospores (Soll and Sonneborn
1972). Encystment of B. emersonii zoospores is
preceded by a K+-mediated depolarization of the
plasma membrane (Jen and Haug 1981). The effect
of many cation species on encystment of Phytoph-
thora cinnamomi zoospores has been tested (Byrt
et al. 1982; Irving and Grant 1984), with Ca2+ being
most effective in inducing encystment at mil-
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Fig. 9.1. Behavior of Phyllosticta ampelicida conidia settling
onto hydrophobic (A–F) and hydrophilic (G–L) substrata
as observed using an inverted light microscope. Spores in
acidified (pH 4) water attach immediately (<0.03 s) upon
contact with a hydrophobic surface. A Four spores are al-
ready attached and immobile with one ‘out-of-focus’ spore
(arrowhead) about to make contact. In B and C, it made
contact and attached immediately. A second spore (arrow-
head) is about to contact the surface in frame C. Contact
and attachment of the spore is noted in D–E. F A composite
overlay of frames A–E illustrates the non-motile character-
istic of attached conidia. Times for frames A–E are 3.23 s,
3.23 s, 4.08 s, 4.13 s, 4.15 s, respectively. Conidia in frames
G–K on highly hydrophilic heat-treated glass do not attach
(asterisk denotes the same spore). L A composite overlay
of frames G–K illustrates that the conidia did not attach.
Frames G–K taken at 10-min intervals. Adapted from Kuo
and Hoch (1996)

limolar levels. Sr2+ could also induce encystment.
Among monovalent cations Na+ and Cs+ had neg-
ligible effects on encystment; while K+ did induce
encystment, it became increasingly inhibitory to
germination as its concentration increased (Byrt
et al. 1982). In the latter case, it was noted that
Ca2+ could override this ‘germination’ toxicity of

Fig. 9.2. Attachment and germination of pycnidiospores of
Phyllosticta ampelicida as influenced by various cations of
chloride salts. In distilled H2O neither attachment nor ger-
mination occurred on hydrophilic glass substrata, but both
occurred at high levels on hydrophobic polystyrene. Effi-
ciency of attachment to hydrophilic substrata was a direct
function of cation concentration and valence. All tested
cations were inhibitory to germination, however, except
Ca2+. Adapted from Shaw and Hoch (1999)

K+ (Irving and Grant 1984). The K+ ionophore,
valincomycin, and the Ca2+ ionophore, A23187,
both induced encystment, indicating that one or
both cations are likely involved in the encystment
process in P. cinnamomi. In one of the few studies
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that also analyzed anioinic effects, ions Cl−, NO3−,
SO2−

4 , and PO3−
4 were all tested as Na+ salts and no

difference in encystment induction was found in
P. cinnamomi (Byrt et al. 1982). In another study,
increasing the concentration of Ca2+from 2 mM
to 20 mM enhanced attachment of P. cinnamomi
cysts, while chelation of Ca2+ with EGTA com-
pletely inhibited cyst adhesion (Gubler et al. 1989).
Similarly, adhesion of Pythium aphanidermatum
cysts was found to be dependent on Ca2+ avail-
ability, although Mg2+ and Sr2+ were also able to
induce encystment. All other tested cations were
either ineffective or toxic (Donaldson and Deacon
1992). This observation is most interesting, con-
sidering that Phytophthora palmivora zoospores
were found to release Ca2+ just prior to encystment
(Irving et al. 1984). Gubler and colleagues also
noted that Mg2+ was capable of inducing an 8-fold
increase in cyst adhesion and they supported the
earlier assertion of Irving and Grant (1984) that
the monovalent cation Na+ had negligible effects
on cyst attachment. Additionally, transmembrane
Ca2+ fluxes were associated with zoospore encyst-
ment of P. parasitica. From both internal stores
and the external environment, Ca2+ was essential
for zoospore encystment, as determined by the use
of channel blockers lanthanum, verapamil, and
TMB-8, the fluorescence indicator Fura-2, and by
assessing the influx and efflux of 45Ca2+ (Warbur-
tonandDeacon1998).RecentlyGowandcolleagues
sought to resolve the role of K+ ions in zoospore
biology and found that modulation of cytoplasmic
levels of this ion play an important role in zoospore
swimming behavior and encystment (Appiah et al.
2005). Furthermore, there were genus-specific ef-
fects of K+ when comparing Pythium sp. zoospores
with those of Phytophthora. High levels of external
K+ reduced swimming speeds, altered swimming
patterns, and induced encystment in Phytophthora
palmivora but had comparatively little effect in
Pythium aphanidermatum. Additionally, increas-
ing the cytoplasmic K+ concentration through
treatment with ionophores reduced swimming
speeds and often led to increased encystment.
Taken together, these data all point to the im-
portance of dynamic regulation of K+ ion to the
behavior of oomycete zoopspores.

D. Induction of Ionic Attachment

The mechanism by which cations in the extracellu-
lar environment influence spore attachment is not

well understood, in part because there are a mul-
titude of interactions possible (viz. electrostatic,
van der Waals forces, etc.) in addition to com-
pounding associations of surface wettability and
ligands. It is much more difficult to separate these
effects in biological systems where surfaces are
complex, compared with simplified inert colloidal
systems, and arrive at simplified explanations.
It is clear, however, that the presence of cations
can induce attachment of many microorganisms
to the substratum. Possibilities for the role of
ions in attachment include: (1) attenuation of the
electronegative surface groups on the propagules
and substratum (Fletcher 1980; Jones and O’Shea
1994), (2) divalent or trivalent ions bridging two
negatively charged groups on the spore and the
substratum in the case of pH dependent effects,
attenuation of the inherent electronegativity of
surface components by protonation of negatively
charged groups, thus reducing electrostatic re-
pulsive forces and enhancing attachment (O’Shea
1991; Jones and O’Shea 1994), (3) attenuation of the
adhesive material by ions, as suggested in the ne-
matode trapping fungus A. oligospora (Tunlid et al.
1991) or in marine algae where cations have been
shown to increase the adhesiveness of the spore
glue (Cooksey 1981), (4) effects on the thickness
of the electrical double layer between adhering
surfaces by free ions (Young and Kauss 1984;
Jones 1994), and finally, (5) attenuation of surface
hydrophobicity by free ions in media (Jones 1994).

III. Germination and Apical Growth

Once the fungal spore has been deposited in a new
locale – apart from ‘sister spores’, sori, and conid-
iogenous hyphae that may harbor self-germination
inhibiting substances – it has the opportunity to
initiate restoration of metabolic and physiological
activity, a process normally considered a prelude
to germination. In the strictest sense, germination
begins when the resting stage (dormancy) ends
and not when a germ tube is first visible. After
all, at what level of resolution or detection should
we consider a germ tube visible? Certainly other
prerequisite conditions (or lack of) such as light,
water, nutrients, aeration, etc. need to be satisfied
as well. As will become evident, exogenous ions are
frequently equally important in the germination
process and in continued extension of the cell.
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A. Influence of Ions on Germination

Unlike the studies of ionic influence on adhesion,
much of the evidence concerning ions and germi-
nation focuses on Ca2+. This is due primarily to the
ubiquitous role that Ca2+ plays in signaling path-
ways in eukaryotes (Pitt and Ugalde 1984; Clapham
1995; Rudd and Franklin-Tong 1999; Sanders et al.
1999, 2002; Berridge et al. 2003). Despite the ubiq-
uity of the role of Ca2+ in a number of develop-
mental processes, some fungal systems tested thus
far require Ca2+ availability for germination, while
others seem to germinate in its absence, at least to
the extent of not added experimentally. Where it is
found to be necessary Ca2+ likely has two mech-
anisms in stimulating germination: (1) enhancing
attachment or contact of the propagules to its sub-
stratum (as discussed above), and/or (2) setting up
the tip high gradient of Ca2+ ion found at the apex
of hyphae (as described below).

Many cations enhanced the attachment of P.
ampelicida conidia to a substratum, however all
except Ca2+ were inhibitory of germination (Shaw
and Hoch 1999; Fig. 9.2). Availability of external
Ca2+ was essential fornormal germinationofP. am-
pelicida conidia. Using a Ca2+-EGTA buffering sys-
tem (Wayne 1985) to control the amount of free
Ca2+ (0.1 nM to 1 mM) in the external medium, at
10 µM orhigher the cationwas found tobeessential
for normal germination to ensue (Shaw and Hoch
2000; Fig. 9.3). The presence of Ca2+ was required
for the first 25–60 min following spore attachment
to hydrophobic substrata. Conidia of P. ampelicida
germinate only after they become attached to a hy-
drophobic surface. Attachment was a prerequisite
for initiation of germination while availability of
nutrients,normally consideredadequate forgermi-
nation of most fungal spores, had no influence on
this fungus (Kuo and Hoch 1995). Some pharmaco-
logical agents known to block membrane resident
ion channels, e.g. nicardipine and Gd3+, effectively
abolished germination of conidia. Additionally, the
calmodulinantagonists, compound48/80andcom-
pound R-24571, completely inhibited germination.
Taken together, these data suggest that Ca2+ and
Ca2+-signaling pathways are essential for P. am-
pelicida pycnidiospore germination and lead us to
propose that mechanosensitive Ca2+channels resi-
dent in the membrane of the P. ampelicida conid-
ium open upon attachment of the spore to a surface.
Once open, Ca2+ ion enters the cell and sets in mo-
tion Ca2+-mediated signaling that leads to spore
germination (Fig. 9.4).

Fig. 9.3. Comparison of germination (filled circles) and ap-
pressorium formation (open circles) in Phyllosticta ampeli-
cida, adapted from Shaw and Hoch (2000). This study used
the Ca2+ buffering systems developed by Wayne (1985). P.
ampelicida germination and appressorium formation re-
quired external free Ca2+

Fig. 9.4. Model for Ca2+ induction of spore germination in
Phyllosticta ampelicida. a Unattached conidium does not
germinate. Mechanosensitive channel closed. b, c Spore
attachment leads to mechanical stress on the spore wall
and membrane; mechanosensitive channel open leading to
Ca2+ influx. d, e Elevated internal Ca2+leads to germination
within 40–60 minutes of attachment. f Mature appresso-
rium, 4–6 h. G Germ tube, A appressorium and ‘collapsed’
cytoplasmically emptied spore, arrow apical appendage

Ca2+-calmodulin signaling pathways have
been implicated in germination of Metarhizium
anisopliae (St. Leger et al. 1990). Germination
occurred in media containing 2 mM EGTA, viz. low
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levels of Ca2+, but when the ionophore A23187 was
added germination did not occur. This suggests
that internal stores of Ca2+ are sufficient to allow
for germination. Unfortunately, St. Leger and
colleagues did not test internal Ca2+ channel
blockers such as TMB-8 to ascertain this hypoth-
esis. The plasma membrane Ca2+ channel blocker
La3+, as well as calmodulin antagonists, disrupted
germination by interrupting normal protein phos-
phorylation (St. Leger et al. 1989). Similarly, in
Colletotrichum gloeosporioides conidia inhibition
of calmodulin- and calmodulin kinase-associated
processes with compound 48/80 or KN93, respec-
tively, reduced germination (Kim et al. 1998). In
the same study chelation of Ca2+ with EGTA also
reduced germination, as did U73122 inhibition
of phopholipase C. Germination of Sporothrix
schenckii conidia was also dependent on exter-
nal Ca2+ availability, though pharmacological
stimulation of protein kinase C could override
the requirement for Ca2+ (Rivera and Rodriguez
1992). Additionally, germination of Uromyces ure-
diospores was enhanced with either Ca2+ or Mg2+,
but neither K+ or Na+ was effective in stimulating
germination in water purified with an ion exchange
resin (Baker et al. 1987). It seems likely that, at
least for some fungal systems, Ca2+ dynamics are
important regulators of spore germination.

In contrast to the previous discussion, external
Ca2+ appears to have little or no role in germi-
nation in Colletotrichum trifolli (Dickman et al.
1995; Warwar and Dickman 1996). Neither Ca2+

chelation with EGTA, nor the use of the ionophore
A23187 affected germination, which is surprising
since both compounds are effectively toxic at high
concentrations in many cell systems. It is possible
that a more carefully constructed Ca2+ buffering
system may effectively influence germination,
possibly even at low Ca2+ concentrations. Addi-
tionally, various channel blockers had little effect
on the germination of C. trifollii conidia (Warwar
and Dickman 1996) or the rate of germination in
Zoophthora radicans (Magalhaes et al. 1991). In
Z. radicans an EGTA buffering system was used
to reduce Ca2+ to nanomolar levels. Neither this
treatment nor the use of channel blockers reduced
germination levels appreciably, although multipo-
lar germination was reported when Nd3+ was used
to inhibit Ca2+ entry into the spores. Appressorium
formation, however, was greatly effected in both
of these systems (see below). It should be noted
that calmodulin inhibitors disrupted germina-

tion in both systems. Thus, Ca2+ regulation of
germination in these systems remains unclear.

In the Oomycota, direct and indirect germina-
tion were noted to be influenced by ions, particu-
larly Ca2+. Germination of Phytophthora infestans
sporangia is associated with Ca2+ availability (Hill
et al. 1998). Chelation of divalent ions with either
BAPTA or EGTA suppressed germination of P. in-
festans sporangia, as did treatment with the Ca2+

channel blockers lanthanum and gadolinium. Ca2+

was generally more effective than Mg2+ in over-
coming these treatments, but concentrations of ei-
ther cation above 1 mM inhibited germination. The
developmental fate of germinating Phytophthora
sojae cysts was dependent on Ca2+ availability (Xu
and Morris 1998). If >10 mM Ca2+ was supplied
to cysts, direct germination (emergence of a germ
tube) proceeded. If, however, <10 mM Ca2+ was
provided to cysts, indirect germination (zoospore
release) occurred. No other tested ion, including
Mg2+, Mn2+, K+, and Na+, had this effect on the
cysts. Application of the Ca2+ channel blocker, ver-
apamil, toP. sojaecysts alsodecreaseddirectgermi-
nation and increased secondary zoospore release
(Xu and Morris 1998). Encysted zoospores of Phy-
tophthora parasitica lost their ability to germinate
if they are diluted in H2O. However, if 50 mM CaCl2
was added to the cysts, germination returns to nor-
mal levels (von Broembsen and Deacon 1996). Ad-
ditionally, transmembrane Ca2+ fluxes were asso-
ciated with cyst germination of P. parasitica (War-
burton and Deacon 1998). The cations Na+, Ca2+,
and Sr2+ induced both encystment and germina-
tion of Phytophthora palmivora (Grant et al. 1986).
However, in a subsequent report, Grant and col-
leagues confirmed a requirement for Ca2+ in ger-
mination but could not confirm the requirement
for Na+ (Iser et al. 1989). Ca2+ from both internal
stores and the external environment was essential
for germination, as determined by the use of chan-
nel blockers (lanthanum, verapamil, TMB-8), by
the fluorescence indicator Fura-2, as well as by in-
flux and efflux dynamics using 45Ca2+. Warburton
and Deacon (1998) demonstrated a net Ca2+ in-
flux during zoospore encystment followed by a net
efflux, from internal stores, during germination.
While any tested cation was effective in inducing
encystment of P. cinnamomi zoospores, only Ca2+

induced germination (Byrt et al. 1982). None of the
anions Cl−, NO3−, SO2−

4 , and PO3−
4 tested as Na+

salts showed a detectable difference in induction of
germination. In a later study, Ca2+ was shown to
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be essential for germination of P. cinnamomi cysts
(Irving and Grant 1984).

InPythiumaphanidermatum, germinationwas
enhanced by Ca2+, as well as by Mg2+ and Sr2+,
while all other tested ions, including K+, Li+, Na+,
Ba2+, Mn2+, Fe3+, and Cu3+, either had no effect on
germination or were toxic (Donaldson and Deacon
1992). Ca2+ flux is essential for both encystment
and germination in this system, as Ca2+ is released
upon encystment and taken up during germina-
tion. The results of these studies led Donaldson
and Deacon (1992) to propose an ‘auto-signaling’
hypothesis for a role of Ca2+ in encystment and
germination of zoospores, and to explain why cysts
that maintain contact with a substratum germinate
atmuchhigher levels than thosekept in suspension.
Ca2+ secreted by encysting zoospores (Irving et al.
1984; Iser et al. 1989) enhance attachment, possibly
through ionic bridging or polymerization of a sur-
face molecule. More recent data suggest that Ca2+

is not secreted until the early stages of signaling
for germination (Warburton and Deacon 1998). At
that time, Ca2+ accumulates between the cyst and
the substratum and is available for re-absorption
by the cyst, possibly enhancing germination. It is
clear that a flux of Ca2+ is essential for both en-
cystment and germination of zoospores in many of
the Oomycota. Knowledge of the role of calcium in
encystment and germination in the Oomycota has
lead to at least one disease control recommenda-
tion (von Broembsen and Deacon 1997). Addition
of 10 mM Ca2+ to an irrigation system interfered
with the normal development of Phytophthora par-
asitica by inducing encystment and germination,
without a corresponding shift to indirect germina-
tion and zoospore production.

Exogenously supplied K+, Na+, Rb+, Mg2+, and
Ca2+ were demonstrated to stimulate germination
of encysted Blastocladiella emersonii zoospores
(Soll and Sonneborn 1972; Van Brunt and Harold
1980). The germination stimulus by K+ may be
the result of the depolarization of the membrane
by its rapid uptake as determined by reversal of
quenching of the fluorophore DiO-C6 as well as
the accumulation of 42K+ (Van Brunt and Harold
1980). Using 45Ca2+ it was shown that Ca2+ is
not taken up by the spores, but likely binds to
external sites. In the same study it was shown that
B. emersonii zoospores required Ca2+ and K+ to
germinate, but were inhibited from germinating
(10% germination) if Na+ was present. Germina-
tion of both Aphanomyces astaci and A. eutiches
cysts also was induced by the addition of various

cations, including K+ and Ca2+ (Svensson and
Unestam 1975; Deacon and Saxena 1998).

B. Ion Regulation of Morphogenesis

Like studies of germination, work on the role of ex-
ogenously applied cations in growth and branch-
ing of hyphae focused primarily on Ca2+, and in-
cluded studies with Fusarium graminearum (Rob-
son et al. 1991a, b), Neurospora crassa (Schmid and
Harold 1988), and Saprolegnia ferax (Jackson and
Heath 1989). In F. graminearum the rate of hyphal
extension and the extent of branching were both
affected directly by the external Ca2+ concentra-
tion (Robson et al. 1991a, b). Hyphal growth rate
increased as Ca2+ concentration increased from
48 nM to 10 µM, but concentrations >10 µM had
no further effect. In addition, those mycelia that
grew in <10 µM Ca2+ media had an altered growth
habit, with increased branching and bulbous hy-
phae. Growth rate decreased and branching in-
creased by application of various Ca2+ channel
blockers (Robson et al. 1991a, b). In addition, api-
cal extension in Neurospora crassa (Schmid and
Harold 1988) and Saprolegnia ferax (Jackson and
Heath 1989) was impaired by a decrease in external
Ca2+ concentration. In both cases growth was ac-
companied by abnormal bulbous growth. Branch-
ing was also enhanced in N. crassa when grown in
Ca2+-depleted media or exposed to Ca2+ channel
blockers (Dicker and Turian 1990). In N. crassa the
rate of apical extension was affected more strongly
by a reduction in external, wall-bound 45Ca2+ than
by cytoplasmic 45Ca2+ (Schmid and Harold 1988).

Like most other tip-growing eukaryotic cell
types, filamentous fungi exhibit an internal tip high
Ca2+ gradient (Robson et al. 1991a, b; Heath 1995).
Significant advances by Lew and colleagues have
revealed much about the influence of this gradient
in N. crassa. Depletion of the gradient by injection
of the Ca2+ chelator BAPTA dissipated the gradi-
ent and caused growth to cease (Silverman-Gavrila
and Lew 2000). One question raised by this obser-
vation is ‘How is the Ca2+ gradient established?’
Though stretch-activated Ca2+ channels have been
found inN.crassabothphysiologically (Levinaetal.
1995) and through computational approaches (Zel-
ter et al. 2004), there remains no evidence that in-
flux of the ion at the growing tip results in the ob-
served gradient (Lew 1999; Silverman-Gavrila and
Lew 2000). Indeed hyphal growth in N. crassa can
proceed in the presence of Ca2+ channel blockers
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(Levina et al. 1995), indicating that internal stores
may be the most important component for setting
up the tip-high Ca2+ gradient. Experimental evi-
dence suggests that the gradient may be established
by 1,4,5-trisphosphate (IP3)-activated release of in-
ternal Ca2+ stores in vesicles found at the hyphal
apex (Torralba et al. 2001; Silverman-Gavrila and
Lew 2002, 2003). Newer evidence points to a pop-
ulation of tip-concentrated mitochondria (that are
not participating in ATP synthesis) in Ca2+ seques-
tration (Levina and Lew 2006). One possible role for
this gradient theorized by Silverman-Gavrila and
Lew (2002) is that Ca2+ enhances vesicle docking.
Therefore the tip-high Ca2+ results in an increase
in fusion of secretory vesicles at the hyphal apex
where growth occurs. This is consistent with the
presence of the Spitzenkörper, a cloud of secretory
vesicles that participates in tip growth (Harris et al.
2005; Virag and Harris 2006) at hyphal apices (see
also Chaps. 5 and 6 in this volume).

IV. Morphological Specialization

As in cell germination and growth, exogenous
ions affect fungal cell differentiation. A variety of
specialized structures including, but not limited
to, production of asexual and sexual reproductive
structures and their associated propagules (coni-
dia, zoospores, etc.), morphologically distinct
structures aiding ingress of the fungus (pathogen)
into its host, or in the adsorption of nutrients
(appressoria, hyphopodia, haustoria, etc.), are
triggered by the presence of certain ions. In
some situations the absence of ions are similarly
stimulatory. Again, there appears to be in the
literature an emphasis on calcium as the dominant
ion affecting these events, perhaps because more
methods have been developed for its detection and
monitoring or, more likely, because calcium is one
of the most important molecules in ionic signaling
pathways.

A. Sporulation

The molecular genetics of conidiation induction
in filamentous fungi have been reviewed recently
(Adams et al. 1998; Fischer 2002; Roncal and Ugalde
2003). Additionally, a number of filamentous fungi
reportedly initiate sporulation upon exposure to
elevated levels of ions, notably calcium. Often,
conidiogenous fungi sporulate under conditions of

duress such as nutrient depletion and mechanical
perturbation, osmotic shock or under certain
light regimes. Osmotic stimulation of conidiation
has been reported to occur in A. nidulans when
exposed to 0.8 M NaCl (Lee and Adams 1996)
and in A. oryzae when exposed to 0.1 M KCl
(Song et al. 2001) though the mechanisms of
conidiation induction in both cases remain to
be elucidated. Conidiation in submerged culture
is rare among fungi, however many species of
Penicillium and a few Aspergillus species sporulate
in submerged culture when nutrients are depleted
(Pitt and Ugalde 1984). When nutrients are
plentiful conidiation does not occur. Penicillium
species including P. notatum, P. griseofulvum,
P. urticae, P. oxalicum, and P. cyclopium have been
observed to sporulate when supplied with elevated
levels of calcium (1–10 mM), even in nutritionally
adequate media (Foster et al. 1945; Hadley and
Harrold 1958a, b; Pitt and Poole 1981; Ugalde and
Pitt 1983; Roncal et al. 1993; Pascual et al. 1997).
The signaling process is not clearly understood,
although it was demonstrated that under these
conditions relatively short exposures to calcium
(0.5–2.0 min) were all that were required for the
process to be initiated, that very little calcium was
taken up into the cytosol, and that considerable
binding of calcium to the plasma membrane
occurred (Ugalde and Pitt 1986; Ugalde et al.
1990). In addition, calcium-induced conidiation
can be reversed by exposing cells to the chelating
agent BAPTA within 2 h (Ugalde et al. 1990).
Furthermore, calcium channel blockers appeared
to have no effect on the conidiation response to
external ion (Roncal et al. 1993). This suggests that
calcium is bound primarily to the extracellular
domains of the cell, where it possibly signals the
conidiation process. Roncal and co-workers (1993)
provide compelling evidence that calcium induced
alkalinization of cell apices triggers conidiation
in P. cyclopium. More recent work has indicated
that in P. cyclopium a conidiation autoinducer,
conidiogenol, may be involved. The mechanism
of Ca2+ induction may be through reducing the
concentration of conidiogenol required for induc-
tion (Roncal et al. 2002), though the mechanism
of this induction remains to be elucidated. Pitt
and Barnes (1993) associated calcium-induced
conidiation with signaling via calmodulin and
protein phosphorylation pathways. The topic of
signal transduction pathways and conidiation has
been reviewed (Pitt and Kaile 1990; Adams et al.
1998; Fischer 2002; Roncal and Ugalde 2003).
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Calcium-induced sporulation also has been re-
ported in other fungi. In Trichoderma viride cal-
cium supplied in millimolar quantities promoted
conidiation as well as growth (Krystofova et al.
1995, 1996). When calcium was sequestered with
EGTA the rate of conidiation was reduced signifi-
cantly,but sowas therateofgrowthwhichmay indi-
cate that cell health may have been compromised by
the chelation treatment. Enhanced sporulation of
Alternaria solani has been reported in culture me-
dia supplemented with calcium carbonate (Moretto
and Barreto 1995); however, since several other
variables were introduced into the experimental
design of this study, it is difficult to assign a di-
rect effect of calcium on sporulation. In Fusarium
graminearum formation of conidia was reduced by
98% in 14 nM Ca2+, compared with their formation
in 50 µM Ca2+ (Robson et al. 1991a, b). In a diploid
strain of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, meiotic sporu-
lation (ascospore production) was induced when
free external Ca2+ was reduced and internal cell
levels were increased to a 3000 times differential
.(Suizu et al. 1995). It was further determined that
an influx of external Ca2+, rather than a release
of Ca2+ from internal stores, initiated meiosis and
sporulation in this yeast. In contrast, no marked
changes were found in the external or internal lev-
els for other ions, including Mg2+, Na+, or K+.
Additionally, sporulation was completely repressed
when using media containing no detectable Ca2+

or Mg2+ (determined by HPLC; .Suizu et al. 1994).
Sodium has been implicated in promoting

conidiation in strains of Aspergillus nidulans
bearing abnormal distributions of nuclei in most
cells, including hyphae, phialides, conidia, etc.
(Queiroz and Azevedo 1998). When high levels
of NaCl (0.5 M) are incorporated into the growth
medium, conidiation is significantly increased,
although no effect has been noted on nuclear
distribution.

B. Zoosporulation and Oosporulation

Sporulation, both asexual and sexual, in the Oomy-
cota is also enhanced, and in somecasesdependent,
on available Ca2+. In Saprolegnia (Fletcher 1979),
Achlya (Griffith et al. 1988), Pythium (Lenny and
Klemmer 1966), and Phytophthora (Elliot 1972),
Ca2+ has been implicated in the formation of repro-
ductive structures. Saprolegnia terrestris oogonial
initials have an increased rate of abortive oogo-
nia under Ca2+-deficient conditions. Ultrastruc-

tural analysis showed a decreased density of lipid
bodies and an increased density of mitochondria
under these conditions (Fletcher 1983). In Phytoph-
thora palmivora (Elliott 1986) and P. cactorum (El-
liott 1988) trifluoperazine, an inhibitor of calmod-
ulin, inhibited oosporogenesis and zoosporogen-
esis. Aphanomyces eutiches oospore formation is
also thought to be dependent on Ca2+ availabil-
ity .(Yokosawa et al. 1995). In contrast to these
examples, oogonium development in S. diclina is
reportedly reduced by increasing Ca2+ availability
(Fletcher 1988).

Micromolar levels of Ca2+ are required for
sporangium development in Achlya sp. (Griffin
1966). Chelation of external Ca2+ with EGTA to
levels below 0.1 µM blocked sporulation of Achlya
bisexualis (Thiel et al. 1988). Additionally, the
Ca2+ channel blockers lanthanum (at 20 µM)
and gadolinium (at 50 µM) blocked sporangium
development or sporulation in A. bisexualis,
depending on the developmental maturity at the
time of application. Sporulation in sporangia of
Phytophthora infestans is associated with Ca2+

availability (Hill et al. 1998). Either BAPTA or
EGTA chelation suppressed zoospore development
in P. infestans sporangia. Lanthanum and gadolin-
ium also suppressed zoospore formation, which
could be overcome by the addition of Ca2+, and in
some cases Mg2+; but levels of either cation above
1 mM inhibited development. In another report,
zoospore release from P. infestans cysts was stimu-
lated by 0.3 mM Ca2+ whereas Mg2+, K+, and Na+

were each less effective at stimulating zoospore
release .(Sato 1994). Recently zoosporogenesis
and expression of pic genes involved in zoospore
cleavage were found to be blocked by inhibitors
of phopholipase C and inositol triphosphate
receptor-gated calcium channels (Tani et al. 2004).

The release of secondary zoospores from
an encysted zoospore, i.e. indirect germination,
also may be influenced by Ca2+ dynamics. In
at least six species of Aphanomyces, secondary
zoospore emergence was monitored in relation
to Ca2+ dynamics (Cerenius and Soderhall 1985).
If zoospores were exposed to 50 mM Ca2+ during
the first 15 min of encystment, the cysts developed
a germ-tube and differentiated by direct germi-
nation. If, however, the zoospores were induced to
encyst by physical agitation and were denied Ca2+,
they subsequently germinated indirectly. It seems
that, at least in Aphanomyces, indirect germination
is a default pathway that can be disrupted by Ca2+.
Similarly, in Phytophthora sojae <10 mM free
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Ca2+ stimulated secondary zoospore release, while
>10 mM Ca2+ stimulated direct germination (Xu
and Morris 1998).

C. Infection-Related Structures

Phytopathogenic fungi often gain access to their
plant host through appressoria formed at germ
tube or hyphal apices (Emmett and Parbey 1975;
Hoch and Staples 1987; Dean 1997; Tucker and Tal-
bot 2001; see also Chaps. 10, 11 in this volume).
For most of these fungi, it is not clear what on the
host surface serves to signal appressorium devel-
opment; however, there are many ‘all encompass-
ing’ vague features that have been identified, in-
cluding contact with a ‘hard surface’, a hydropho-
bic surface, and in some instances a hydrophilic
surface, etc. (Lee and Dean 1994; Xiao et al. 1994;
Nicholson and Kunoh 1995; Beckerman and Ebbole
1996; Gilbert et al. 1996; Perfect et al. 1999). In rust
fungi, urediospore germlings sense sub-micron to-
pographical features that trigger appressorium de-
velopment (Hoch et al. 1987a, b; Allen et al. 1991).
Even so, the next level of signal perception beyond
these surface features remains elusive, although
there is some evidence for specific signaling path-
way involvement, e.g. cAMP (Lee and Dean 1993;
Yang and Dickman 1997; Choi et al. 1998). Simi-
larly, ionic signaling mechanisms may be operative
in appressorium induction of some fungal systems.
Againasalreadydiscussed, the ion thathas received
the most attention is Ca2+.

Concentrations of Ca2+ >1 µM, but not K+ or
Cl−, were required for appressorium formation
in Zoophthora radicans (Magalhaes et al. 1991).
Similarly, appressoria did not form on germlings
of Phyllosticta ampelicida in a buffer containing
<1 µM Ca2+ (Fig. 9.3). Appressorium formation
approached 100% when 1 mM Ca2+ was available
(Shaw and Hoch 2000). In both fungal systems,
Ca2+ channel blockers indicated that both external
and internal sources of Ca2+ were required for
normal appressorium development. Additionally,
calmodulin antagonists completely abolished
appressorium formation, suggesting that Ca2+

signaling pathways may be involved in initiating
differentiation in each system. More recently,
calmodulin was shown to be upregulated in
M. grisea just prior to appressorium induction
(Liu and Kolattukudy 1999). Similarly, La3+

and Gd3+ disrupted appressorium formation in
Metarhizium anisopliae (St. Leger et al. 1991),

although earlier work by the same group showed
that external Ca2+ was not required for normal
appressorium formation (St. Leger et al. 1990). St.
Leger and colleagues believe that it is the tip-high
Ca2+ gradient that maintains polarity, and that
disruption of this gradient is intimately involved
in initiation of appressorium formation (St. Leger
et al. 1991).

TheadditionofEGTAto themediumsurround-
ing Colletotrichum trifollii reduced appressorium
formation in a concentration-dependent manner
(Dickman et al. 1995; Warwar and Dickman
1996). Additionally, the ionophore A23187 reduced
appressorium formation. These data indicate
that Ca2+ is likely involved in appressorium
initiation in C. trifollii. Furthermore, the Ca2+

channel blockers nifedipine, neodymium, and
TMB-8 had pronounced effects on appressorium
formation, suggesting that more than one type
of Ca2+ channel may be involved in regulation of
appressorium development. Interestingly, when
the flux of internal stores of Ca2+ was inhibited
by TMB-8, normal melanization of appressoria
was disrupted. In C. gloeosporioides inhibition
of calmodulin or calmodulin kinase-associated
processes with compound 48/80 or KN93, re-
spectively, reduced appressorium formation (Kim
et al. 1998); and those appressoria that did form
in the presence of KN93 were greatly reduced in
melanin content. Chelation of Ca2+ with EGTA
also reduced germination and appressorium
formation in C. gloeosporioides, as did inhibition
of phopholipase C with U73122.

In urediospore germlings of the rust fungi,
appressorium formation is generally stimulated
by surface topographical features (Hoch et al.
1987a, b). Mechosensitive Ca2+ channels have
been implicated in this response (Zhou et al. 1991).
The presence of Ca2+, Mg2+, or K+ can, however,
stimulate appressorium formation on Uromyces
appendiculatus urediospores germinating on agar
or liquid media (Staples et al. 1983; Kaminskyj
and Day 1984), however, these appressoria form
aerially apart from the surface, a condition
much different from in vivo growth on its host
(Hoch et al. 1987a, b). On normally inductive
topographies, however, the presence of millimolar
levels of Ca2+, K+, or Na+ inhibited appressorium
formation (Stumpf et al. 1991). Sodium, as previ-
ously reported (Staples et al. 1983), was especially
inhibitory toward appressorium development.

Appressorium formation by germlings in the
Oomycota may also be influenced by Ca2+. Reduc-
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tion of external free Ca2+ with EGTA inhibited ap-
pressorium formation in Phytophthora palmivora
(Bircher and Hohl 1999). Antagonism of calmod-
ulin, in this case with TFP, also inhibited appres-
sorium formation. These data suggest that, as with
the many examples above, Ca2+ is an integral com-
ponent of initiating appressorium formation.

V. Conclusions and Future Directions

It becomes clear that a dichotomy exists between
studies concerned with the effect of exogenously
supplied ions on attachment and the effects on
other developmental processes in fungi. In the case
of attachment, a varietyof ionshavebeen testedand
various theories have been developed to describe
their role in that process. In studies of germina-
tion, growth, and differentiation emphasis usually
has been on physiological events in the cytosol and
their relationship to signaling cascades. In partic-
ular, Ca2+ has been the ion most implicated for
cellular function(s) and thus has received most at-
tention. Conclusions regarding a specific role for
Ca2+ indevelopmentalprocessesperhaps shouldbe
made with a degree of caution. For example, Youatt
(1994) pointed out, and rightly so, that EGTA is ca-
pable of chelating other divalent ions in addition to
Ca2+. Thus, one can not be certain which ion effects
are responsible for experimental observations. In
studies by Youatt, Zn2+, Fe2+, and Mn2+ could serve
as Ca2+ substitutes for the growth of several fungi
(Youatt and McKinnon 1993; Youatt 1994).

Assessment of ionic effects on fungal cell func-
tion can be advanced significantly using newer
technological approaches as well as reconsidering
how older methods might be better applied. For
the latter, one must use more precise methods for
ascertaining whether or not the concentration of
the ion in question is well established. This means
using appropriate buffering systems, such as Ca2+-
EGTA or BAPTA, where the free calcium ion is pre-
cisely controlled (Magalhaes et al. 1991; Bers et al.
1994; Shaw and Hoch 2000), rather than simply
adding Ca2+ as a salt. Studying effects of ions on
cells might be accomplished if their delivery could
be more precisely targeted rather than bathing the
entire cell or thallus in a solution of the ions of
interest. Such approaches might include the local-
ized release of ions at selected extracellular regions
on a cell using a micropipette delivery system or
through caged-ions and their photoactivation and
release. More technologically advanced approaches

might take advantage of micro- and nanofabrica-
tionmethods (Hochetal. 1996).Therearemanyop-
portunities forapplying ‘nanobiotechnology’ to the
studyof fungal cell biology inwhich the substratum
can be modified in numerous ways to accommo-
date nano-size analytical sampling devices, molec-
ular delivery devices, fluidics (pumps, valves, etc.),
topographical features, patterning of specific do-
mains (hydrophobic, ligands, caged-ions, etc.), and
micro-electronics. Currently there are excellent op-
portunities toassess ionconcentrationsandspecies
temporally and spatially, usingavarietyofmethods
such as the vibrating ion-specific electrode (Smith
et al. 1994; Smith 1995), ion microscopy which
detects ion species using a mass spectrometry-
based imaging technique (Chandra et al. 1999),
and fluorescent probes with affinities for specific
ions, e.g. aequorin which emits light upon bind-
ing with calcium (Shimomura et al. 1989; Read
et al. 1993; Kendall and Badminton 1998; Shaw
et al. 2001; Nelson et al. 2004). Other methods
will surely become available. Each of these ap-
proaches lends tremendous opportunities for gain-
ing a better understanding of fungal cell biology
and how it is influenced by the surrounding ionic
environment.
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I. Introduction

Fungi meet their energetic needs by absorbing
nutrients from diverse materials of biological and
synthetic origin. Filamentous species elaborate
colonies of branched hyphae that penetrate solid
substances by a process called invasive growth.
This mechanism is one of the defining charac-
teristics of the fungi. As far as we know, the cell
biological processes that operate during invasive
growth are the same as those that function when
fungi colonize surfaces. Polarized synthesis of
plasma membrane and cell wall advances the
position of the hyphal tips, and new axes of growth
emerge in the form of lateral branches to generate
networks of interconnected cylinders. During
growth, hyphae secrete enzymes that dissolve
polymers to release sugars and other small
molecules that can be transported through the

1 Department of Botany, Miami University, Oxford, OH 45056, USA

plasma membrane. Besides liberating nutrients,
secreted enzymes are also effective at reducing the
physical resistance of the material surrounding
the hyphae. Experimental evidence suggests,
however, that hyphae do not wholly liquify their
food sources. Instead their tips push continuously,
overcoming residual barriers to penetration and
determining the direction taken by the colonies
as they mine their food sources. This chapter is
concerned with the role of mechanical factors in
the process of invasive hyphal growth.

II. A Physical View of the Hypha

Hyphal growth has been described as a slow form
of cellular motility with similarities to amoeboid
locomotion (Pickett-Heaps and Klein 1998; Heath
andSteinberg1999). It is valuable to thinkabouthy-
phae in this way, because many of the cytoskeletal
structures used by amoebae to crawl over surfaces
are also implemented in hyphal elongation (Geit-
mann and Emons 2000; Xiang and Plamann 2003).
But the analogy is flawed, in the sense that the fun-
gus moves only by growing: pre-existing material
cannot move without creating new plasma mem-
brane and cell wall. Only when the tube is extended
cancytoplasmflowfromelsewhere in themycelium
toward the tip. Thisprocess is particularly apparent
when older portions of septate hyphae are evacu-
ated as the tip extends and new hyphal compart-
ments are created (Ingold 1986).

In common with all free-living cells, those of
fungi are usually saltier and more sugary than their
surroundings.Thisdifference in chemical potential
across theplasmamembranedrivesanetfluxofwa-
ter into the cell. If the homeostatic mechanisms that
control the osmolality of the cytoplasm minimize
the difference in osmotic pressure between the cell
and its surroundings, then the influx of water is
modest and requires little effort on the part of the
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cell to manage its hydrostatic pressure or export
water. As this slightly hypertonic cell grows, it sim-
ply remains hydrated by the slow trickle of water
through its plasma membrane. If, however, the cell
is much more hypertonic than its surroundings it
becomes inflated by the sustained water influx and,
eventually, it will burst its plasma membrane. But
bursting is usually avoided because cells limit wa-
ter influx in one of two ways. First, many protists
export water using contractile vacuoles. Other pro-
tists, and many bacteria, plants, and fungi, protect
their plasma membranes with an enveloping cell
wall. As the walled cell inflates, it pushes its plasma
membrane against the inner surface of the wall, and
when the wall ceases to yield, the pressure in the cy-
toplasm rises. A difference in osmolality between
the cell and its surroundings of 100 mmol kg−1 gen-
erates a turgor pressure of 0.25 MPa, or 2.5 atmo-
spheres (atm.), which is comparable to the pres-
sure in a bicycle tire. Fungal hyphae are highly
pressurized cells, pumped to a few atmospheres of
pressure by osmosis, and the cytoplasm is expelled
explosively if the cell wall ruptures. This turgid
quality of hyphae has always impressed investiga-
tors, but its importance in growth has been an is-
sue of longstanding debate (Reinhardt 1892; see
Sect. VI.B.1.).

Turgor exerts an equal force over every por-
tion of the plasma membrane and inner surface
of the cell wall. None of this pressure is exerted
against the material surrounding the cell – the
substrate though which the fungus is growing –
unless the wall relaxes and has some freedom to
expand. Because cell wall expansion is greatest at
the hyphal apex, this is the region where the hy-
pha exerts the highest proportion of its turgor
against the substrate. This makes a great deal of
mechanical sense, of course, for a cell that acts as
an elongated mining device. But it is important
to avoid inappropriate metaphors when describ-
ing hyphae: they do not operate like needles or
drill bits. When a needle is pushed, the force acting
along the shaft is concentrated at the tip. In other
words, the force per unit area, or pressure, at the tip
is far greater than thepressure actingover thewider
cross-section of the needle shaft. The sharper the
tip, the greater the amplification of pressure. For
a hypha, there is no such increase in pressure at
the cell apex. If the turgor in the hypha is 0.25 MPa,
then the same force per unit area is exerted over
every square micron of the cell wall’s inner surface.
By controlling the plasticity of its wall, this cell has
the capacity to exert pressures between zero and

0.25 MPa against the substrate, but never anything
greater.

The final consideration in relation to physical
principles is the importance of adhesion. Unless
the fungal hypha is secured to something behind
its apex as it pushes against its food source, ex-
tension pushes the filamentous cell away from its
growth substrate rather than into it (Money 2004).
The adhesion of fungal pathogens to plant cuti-
cle has been studied in some detail (Braun and
Howard 1994; Tucker and Talbot 2001), and the
strength with which spores and yeast cells bond
to mica and glass surfaces has been measured us-
ing atomic force microscopy (Bowen et al. 2000a,
b; Pouliot et al. 2005). In the AFM experiments by
Bowen and colleagues, conidia of Aspergillus niger
were immobilized on the instrument’s cantilever,
using glue. The spores were then maneuvered to
touch a test surface and were held in contact with
this for a few seconds. Finally, the cantilever was
retracted and the force required to separate the cell
from the surface was measured. This experiment
was performed in air and in salt solutions. The
adhesive force was substantially greater in air, in
which conidia resisted detachment from surfaces
until they were disturbed by a force of approxi-
mately 45 nanonewtons (nN). Pouliot et al. (2005)
made comparable measurements in Aureobasid-
ium pullulans, but they determined the force neces-
sary tobreakcontactbetween the cantilever and the
cell surface. Again, the adhesive forces were in the
nanonewton range. These experiments quantified
the adhesiveness of the spore, and yeast cell surface,
in these fungi, but probably underestimated the
strength with which spores and germlings of some
fungi bond to surfaces prior to invasive growth.
For example, in the case of the rice blast fungus,
Magnaporthe grisea, there are at least three sepa-
rate steps in the adhesion of the pathogen to the
leaf surface prior to invasive growth: (1) mucilage
exuded from one end of the conidium sticks the
spore to the leaf surface at the moment of con-
tact (Hamer et al. 1998), (2) following germina-
tion, secreted adhesive glues the germling to the
cuticle, and (3) the appressorium – the organis-
m’s infection platform – becomes tightly bonded to
the leaf through the formation of a discrete ring
of powerful adhesive (Howard and Valent 1996;
Ebata et al. 1998). Although M. grisea is particu-
larly adept at physical penetration of its host (see
Sect. VII.), other fungi execute comparable pro-
grams of gluing events as they colonize their food
sources.
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III. Experimental Subjects

Since the publication of the first edition of this
volume of The Mycota in 2001, significant progress
in understanding the mechanics of invasive growth
has come from the extension of experiments on
oomycete water molds (Kingdom Straminipila) to
species in Kingdom Fungi. The range of hyphal
sizes among these microorganisms is illustrated in
Fig. 10.1. The first measurements of hyphal turgor
pressure using a device called the pressure probe
were made from the large hyphae of water molds
(Money 1990). The smaller hyphae of ascomycete
and basidiomycete fungi represent a significantly
greater challenge for investigations with the pres-
sure probe, but Lew and colleagues had success in
working with Neurospora crassa (Lew et al. 2004).
Measurements of the forces exerted by hyphae of
water molds and fungi have also been made us-
ing strain gauges, and additional inferences about
turgor have come from experiments using other
techniques. These experiments are detailed in the
following section. The available evidence shows
that the hyphae of the oomycete water molds and
fungi have remarkably similar mechanical prop-
erties. This resemblance reflects the deep conver-
gence that occurred during the evolution of hyphal
microorganisms (Money et al. 2004).

IV. Invasive Force

A. Force Measurements
from Vegetative Hyphae

It is important to underscore the difference be-
tween measurements of turgor pressure and mea-
surements of the pressure exerted by hyphal apices.
If hyphae of a particular fungus are pressurized
to 0.3 MPa (3 atm), then the plasma membrane
pushes against every 1 µm2 patch of the inner sur-
face of the cell wall with a force of 0.3 µN (because
0.3 MPa = 0.3 µN µm−2). If the wall is rigid, this
internal pressure is not “felt” by the material in
contact with the outer surface of the wall. But once
the wall yields, some proportion of the turgor is ex-
erted against the substrate. Turgor represents the
maximum pressure that a hypha can exert. The
hypha can only exert all of its internal pressure
during invasive growth if it renders its wall so fluid
that it no longer offers any opposition to turgor.
In principle, this may happen when the hyphal tip

is protected from rupture by the hardness of its
surroundings. Wall yielding must be subjected to
exquisite control during growth. For the hypha to
extend, its wall must yield enough to permit turgor
to overcome the resistance of the substrate; but if
the wall is loosened beyond the point needed to
penetrate the substrate, the hyphal wall may frac-
ture. Errors in this control mechanism can often
be seen by looking at agar cultures of fungi that
are shocked by transfer from a warm or cool incu-
bator to room temperature: tips burst and hyphae
bleed cytoplasm into the medium. The available ex-
periments with strain gauges suggest that modest
yielding of the hyphal wall usually occurs at the tip,
enabling the fungus to wield up to 50% of its turgor
for invasive purposes without bursting. The issue
of wall yielding is discussed further in Sect. VI.

Experiments with miniature strain gauges are
difficult and the results require careful interpre-
tation. The trickiness comes from the sensitivity
of the instruments needed to measure the tiny
forces exerted by single microscopic hyphae. The
devices used in fungal experiments have a flat sil-
icon beam with a thickness of 0.1 mm and width
of 10 mm. The strain gauge is clamped in a verti-
cal orientation and the hypha is allowed to push
against the beam (Fig. 10.2A,C). The fact that a hy-
phal tip with a 10 µm diameter pushes against just
1/1000th of the beam’s width with a force of only
a few millionths of 1 N illustrates the complexity
of the experiments. Nevertheless, using a carefully
calibrated strain gauge and a remote-controlled
micromanipulator, reproducible measurements of
the forces exerted by hyphae have been obtained.
For understanding the invasive process, estimates
of applied pressure are far more meaningful than
those of force, because applied pressures can be
compared with turgor measurements and with data
on substrate strength. The pressures are estimated
from the measured forces by dividing the force
(µN) by the contact area (µm2) between the hy-
pha and the strain gauge. The reliance upon the
estimated contact area is a potential source of er-
ror, because the region of the cell wall touching
the silicon beam is usually obscured by the “vast-
ness” of the beam in comparison with the hy-
pha. For a comparable challenge, consider the diffi-
culty in photographing a finger tip pushing a door
bell when you’re peering down from the roof of
a house.

Table 10.1 provides biomechanical data from
the fungus Mucor hiemalis (Zygomycota) and the
water mold Thraustotheca clavata (Oomycota). In
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Fig. 10.1. Range of hyphal size among fungi and oomycete
water molds. a The saprobe Achlya bisexualis (Saprolegni-
aceae, Oomycota) produces non-septate hyphae with acute
apices (maximum diameter of the pair of largest hyphae is
23 µm). b Hyphae of Magnaporthe grisea (Ascomycota), the
rice blast fungus, are less than 5 µm in diameter, typical of

ascomycete and basidiomycete species. Image kindly sup-
plied by Timothy M. Bourett and Richard J. Howard, DuPont
Co. c Basidiobolus microsporus is a member of the family
Entomophthoraceae (Zygomycota) that includes many im-
portant insect pathogens. Hyphal diameter in this image is
18 µm. Bar 50 µm

Fig. 10.2. aDiagramofminiature strain gaugeused tomeas-
ure the force exerted by individual hyphae (adapted from
technical literature from Sensor One Technologies Corp.,
Sausalito, Calif.). b Calibration curve showing relationship
between applied force and strain gauge output voltage. Dur-
ing calibration, force is controlled by placing µg and mg
masses on the end of the silicon beam of a strain gauge that
is clamped in a horizontal orientation. c Hypha of Allomyces
macrogynus (Chytridiomycota) pushing against the silicon
beam of the strain gauge. A single tip of a hypha that is
growing within agar has extended from the edge of the solid
medium into a well filled with nutrient broth. For scale, note

that the width of the silicon beam is 0.1 mm. d Example of
a force recording from single Allomyces macrogynus hypha;
on marks the time (t = 0) when the hyphal apex contacted
the silicon beam; off marks the time (t = +3 min) when the
straingaugewasmovedaway fromthehypha, resulting inan
immediate drop in instrument output to the baseline volt-
age. In this case, the peak strain gauge output was 0.6 mV,
which corresponded to an applied force of 2.4 µN (refer to
b). Since the area of the hyphal tip in contact with the silicon
beam was 80 µm2, the estimate of applied pressure for this
cell was 0.03 N µm−2 (= 0.03 MPa = 0.3 atm)

a published survey of 13 species of basidiomycetes,
ascomycetes, zygomycetes, chytridiomycetes, and
oomycete water molds, hyphal turgor ranged over
0.21–0.85 µN µm−2 (or MPa) and mean applied

pressures ranged over 0.04–0.09 µN µm−2 (Money
et al. 2004). These applied pressures represented
a maximum of 54% of the available turgor pressure.
Smaller hyphae exerted less force than larger cells,
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Table. 10.1. Comparison between the biomechanical
characteristics of hyphae of a zygomycete fungus and
an oomycete water mold. Turgor measurements were
made with a pressure probe and by vapor pressure
deficit osmometry, and force measurements were made
with a miniature strain gauge. Data are shown as

means ± standard error, with number of replicates in
parentheses. ANOVA showed a significant difference
(*) in turgor (P < 0.005), but no significant difference
(NS) between the pressures applied by the two species
(P = 0.37). From Money (2004), with permission from
Elsevier

Organism Turgor pressure
(MPa)

Applied force
(µN)

Contact area
(µm2)

Applied pressure
(µN µm−2 or MPa)c

Ratio of
applied
pressure
to turgor

Mucor hiemalisa

Kingdom Fungi,
Phylum Zygomycota

0.58 ± 0.01 (12) 2.1 ± 0.4 (24) 52 ± 13 (24) 0.05 ± 0.01 (24) 0.09

Thraustotheca clavatab

Kingdom Straminipila,
Phylum Oomycota

0.69 ± 0.02 (9)* 9.8 ± 3.5 (21) 166 ± 42 (21) 0.06 ± 0.01 (21)NS 0.09

a Cells cultured in potato dextrose agar and broth.
b Cells cultured in peptone/yeast extract/glucose agar and broth.
c Individual measurements of force were paired with individual measurements of contact area, providing an estimate of
applied force for each hypha. Mean values for applied pressure were obtained from these data, not by division of mean
force (column 3) by mean contact area (column 4).

but in terms of pressure (force per unit area),
differences between species were trivial.

Experiments with strain gauges may underes-
timate the maximum pressures exerted by hyphae.
This possibility is underscored by the observation
that hyphal tips change shape when they make
contact with the silicon beam of the instrument.
Clearly, the mechanical properties of the hyphae
are altered by the experiment. If the hyphae of some
species are left in contact with the beam for many
minutes, they reorient their growth axis, or form
branches, and grow around the obstruction. But
what is encouraging, given the limitations of the
method, is the fact that the estimates of the applied
pressure never exceed the levels of turgor pressure.
Applied pressures are always some fraction of tur-
gor. If theappliedpressureswerehigher than turgor
pressures, we would need to revisit our hypothesis
about the origin and control of invasive force.

Besides the strain gauge experiments, other
techniques have been used to measure the forces
exerted by hyphae. Wright et al. (2005) used
optical tweezers to measure the forces applied by
hyphal tips of N. crassa. In these experiments,
polystyrene beads with diameters of 1 µm and
4 µm were positioned in the paths of extending
hyphae and trapped using a laser (Fig. 10.3). The
force required to push a bead from its trapped
location was proportional to its size: a higher
force (in the piconewton range) was necessary to
disturb a larger bead. Even at full laser power,

producing the strongest trap, the hyphae displaced
the beads. Because the strength of the optical trap
was limited to the piconewton range, the observed
displacement of the beads was predictable from
the measurement of forces of 0.4–3.2 µN from
N. crassa hyphae (Money et al. 2004). The optical
trapping experiments are significant, however,
because they confirmed the exertion of force by
single hyphae using an independent method.

Other important experiments that provided
new information on hyphal mechanics employed
atomic force microscopy. Ma et al. (2005) probed
the surface of Aspergillus nidulans hyphae and
detected differences in structure and viscoelas-
ticity between the growing apex and the distal,
mature regions of hyphae. Apical walls were more

Fig. 10.3. Time course of a growing hypha of Neurospora
crassa pushing a 4 µm polystyrene bead from a 70 mW laser
trap. The black circle indicates the position of the trap. Bar
5 µm. From Wright et al. (2005)
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compliant than sub-apical regions of the cell.
These data are consistent with patterns of wall
failure observed when hyphae are subjected to
osmotic shock or microinjected with silicone oil to
measure the tensile strength of their walls (Money
and Hill 1997; Walker et al. 2006).

B. Fluctuations in Hyphal Force

Fluctuations in the forces exerted by hyphae have
been detected using the strain gauge method de-
scribed in the previous section (Johns et al. 1999).
These changes are most evident in recordings from
the largehyphaeofoomycetewatermolds thatpush
against the silicon beam with a maximum force of
100 µN, but they have also been observed in species
from Kingdom Fungi. Any pulses in force produced
by smaller hyphae are invisible against the back-
ground of the recordings because the total force
exerted by these cells is so close to the limits of
resolution of the instrument. For some time, vig-
orous debate has surrounded the phenomenon of
pulsatile growth in fungi.

There is consensus among plant scientists that
pollen tubes grow in a pulsatile fashion, cycling
through periods of relatively fast extension inter-
spersed by periods of slower growth (Hepler et al.
2001). Correlations have been observed between
these growth pulses and changes in intracellular
pH and calcium concentration, though causality in
these links is unproven. Pulses in the rate of hy-
phal extension have also been reported, but some
authors suggest that these are artifacts of optical
technique rather than evidence of erratic growth
(López-Franco et al. 1994; Jackson 2001; Sampson
et al. 2003). The force measurements are consistent
with the presence of growth pulses among fungi.
But, because the hyphal tip is pushing against the
strain gauge in these experiments, it is also pos-
sible that the fluctuations in force are an abnor-
mal response by cells that are compelled to push
against a fixed silicon beam. The demonstration
of oscillations in force during basidiome extension
is consistent with the proposed growth pulses in
hyphal growth, because fruiting bodies are con-
structed from hyphae, but the possibility of exper-
imental artifact cannot be ruled out in this case
either (Money and Ravishankar 2005). Geitmann
(2006) has suggested that pulses in force may assist
tip-growing cells of plants and fungi in their inva-
sive activities in some fashion comparable to the
action of a jackhammer.

V. Substrate Resistance
and Tissue-Degrading Enzymes

The synergistic roles of enzyme action and physi-
cal penetration in the invasive growth process has
been assumed for decades. Long before the twen-
tieth century discovery that enzymes are proteins,
Anton de Bary discussed the “secretion of solvents”
that would assist parasitic fungi during the pene-
tration of plant cell walls and insect cuticles (de
Bary 1866). Reflecting the intense interest in the
chemistry of alcoholic fermentation at this time, he
likened these solvents to the “ferments” involved in
respiration. Manabu Miyoshi (1895) conducted the
first experiments to test the importance of mechan-
ical force during the penetration of plant tissues. He
showed that Botrytis cinerea could penetrate col-
lodion gel (cellulose nitrate), gold leaf, slivers of
mica, and other materials (Fig. 10.4). By compar-
ing the strength of these substances with the me-
chanical properties of onion epidermis and Trades-
cantia leaves, Miyoshi suggested that fungi were ca-
pable of direct physical penetration of plant tissues.
His 1895 paper provided measurements of sub-
strate strength made by piercing various materials
with glass needles: he estimated that a pressure of
0.35 MPa wasneeded topenetrateonionepidermis;
Tradescantia leaves were tougher, requiring a pres-
sure of 0.49 MPa; and 0.18-mm-thick collodion gel
resisted penetration until the pressure increased to
0.74 MPa. Miyoshi had no idea how hyphae could
exert force, only that they must do so to grow inva-
sively. Modern studies support and extend his con-
clusions. Miyoshi’s pressure estimates are some-
what higher than the applied pressures reported
by the strain gauge, but they do fit nicely within
the range of turgor pressures measured from the
hyphae of other fungi (Money et al. 2004). As men-
tioned earlier (Sect. IV.A.), growth against a fixed
silicon beam is an artificial challenge, and hyphae
probably apply more of their turgor when they are
buried in their natural substrates. The importance
of mechanical penetration in B. cinerea is further
supported by recent experiments showing that mu-
tant strains of the fungus lacking cutinase and cuti-
nolytic lipase activity penetrate intact leaves and
flowers of various species and show no reduction
in pathogenicity (Reis et al. 2005). Miyoshi’s work
ranks among the landmarks in the history of plant
pathology, both for its technical brilliance and for
insightfulness.
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Fig. 10.4. Classic illustration from Miyoshi (1895) showing
hyphae of Botrytis cinerea (c) penetrating a thin film of
collodion gel (b) sandwiched between layers of gelatin (a, d).
Note that thehyphae showswellings at the interfacebetween
the upper layer of gelatin and the collodion. These swellings
may be indicative of wall loosening that occurred when the
hyphae encountered the collodion barrier. Loosening of the
hyphal wall increases the force exerted by the cell

Twenty-first century measurements of sub-
strate resistance have been made by attaching
glass probes and steel needles to strain gauges and
monitoring the forces required to pierce a variety
of tissues (Fig. 10.5). This higher-tech version
of Miyoshi’s experimental method was used to
measure the mechanical resistance of grass roots
and mammalian skin tissue to invasion by Pythium
species. Root epidermal cells of wheat seedlings re-
sisted penetration until pressures of 2.3–11.8 MPa
were applied at the tips of glass microprobes; the
strength of root epidermis of creeping bentgrass
varied from 1.1 MPa to 9.6 MPa (MacDonald et al.
2002). Hyphae of the pathogen Pythium gramini-
cola exertedameanpressureof 0.2 MPa, suggesting
that secreted enzymes must effect at least a 10-fold
reduction in cell wall resistance to allow invasion.

Fig. 10.5. Microprobe system for estimating substrate re-
sistance to hyphal penetration. A Microprobe attached to
miniature strain gauge system shown in Fig. 10.2A. The sil-
icon beam is shown in profile. A cylindrical peg is glued
to the flat surface of the beam and glass microprobes of
various sizes are slipped onto its free end as shown. B

Penetration of a root epidermal cell of a creeping bent-
grass seedling with a glass microprobe with tip diame-
ter of 5 µm. The short black lines highlight the position
of the plant cell wall surrounding the point where it is
pierced by the pipet tip. Adapted from MacDonald et al.
(2002)

A similar conclusion was reached in the analysis of
the mechanical barrier presented by intact human
and equine skin to invasion by Pythium insid-
iosum (Ravishankar et al. 2001). While it seems
certain that these oomycetes rely upon enzymes
to reduce tissue resistance, these experiments
also highlighted the significance of wounding
of host tissues, and the attendant softening of
infection barriers, as a stimulus for colonization.
Interestingly, a comparative study of Pythium
species showed no relationship between their se-
creted protease activity, preferred carbon sources
in culture, and natural growth substrates (Davis
et al. 2006). Solomon et al. (2003) pointed out that
our understanding of pathogenesis would benefit
greatly from studies that identify specific nutrients
that sustain the growth of fungi on their hosts.

In summary, the available data suggest that the
relative importance of enzymes versus mechanical
force varies according to the mechanical obstacles
encountered by the growing fungus. This means
that hyphae must display considerable mechanical
flexibility in response to physical changes in the
microenvironment in which they insinuate them-
selves. This takes us to the following simple model
of invasive hyphal growth.

VI. A Simple Model
of Invasive Hyphal Growth

A. Outline of Model

The biomechanics of invasive growth can be con-
sidered on a number of different levels. If we re-
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strict our purview to a straightforward rendering
of the primary variables that control how much
force, or pressure, a hypha exerts at its tip, the pro-
cess is easily grasped. The osmotically generated
turgor pressure within the hypha (Ψp) is the max-
imum pressure that the cell can exert against its
surroundings. The maximum force is determined
by the area over which this pressure acts. If a hypha
with a turgor pressure of 0.5 MPa, and diameter of
5 µm, pushes against the epidermal cells of a plant
over a tip area (A) of 20 µm2, the total force avail-
able to this cell is 10 µN. Because the force that
the cell actually exerts (Finv) must be governed by
the degree to which the wall at its apex relaxes, it
can only employ the full 10 µN if the wall offers
zero resistance to expansion. In this hypothetical
case, the resistance of the wall, or its yield threshold
(Y) is zero. If the wall is less plastic, and does not
yield until the pressure exceeds 0.25 MPa (i.e., Y
= 0.25 MPa), and then yields completely, then the
actual force with which this hypha presses against
the substrate is reduced to 5 µN. If we assume that
the force exerted by the cytoskeleton is dwarfed by
turgor pressure (see Sect. VI.B.2.), then we can rea-
sonably model the invasive pressure (force per unit
area) with the following simple equation:

Pinv = Ψp − Y (10.1)

In reality, the behavior of the wall is probably more
subtle and it continues to dampen the force exerted
by the tip, to a greater or lesser degree, after the
internal pressure exceeds its yield threshold. For
this reason, the model is better expressed with the
following equation:

Pinv = Ψp · y (10.2)

where y = wall compliance, reflecting the damping
of invasive pressure due to the degree of wall yield-
ing (expressed as a fraction). If, for example, the
cell wall always absorbs 30% of the turgor before
yielding, y = 0.7. Figure 10.6 illustrates this theo-
retical relationship between turgor and wall com-
pliance. The mechanism is likely complicated fur-
ther by non-linearity of the relationship between
y and turgor (i.e., if Ψp and y are dependent vari-
ables). Nevertheless, this simple rendering of the
model is useful because it focuses attention upon
the mechanical variables – namely turgor and wall
strength – that are of most practical significance
to investigators of invasive growth. A decade af-
ter the first exposition of this basic idea (Money
1995), the experimental evidence in its favor has
strengthened.

Fig. 10.6. Plot illustrating theoretical relationship between
turgor pressure, wall compliance (y), and the pressure ex-
ertedby thehyphal apex. Looseningof connectionsbetween
stress-bearing polymers within the cell wall increases y and
boosts the pressure exerted by the hyphal tip, even if turgor
remains constant

B. Evidence Supporting the Model

1. Turgor Pressure Powers Invasive Growth

Evidence showing that turgor powers invasive
growth comes from a variety of observations. First,
osmotic stress experiments, performed on hyphae
of the oomycete water mold Achlya bisexualis,
demonstrated that the force exerted by the hyphal
apex is derived from turgor (Money et al. 2004). As
a testimonial to the role of turgor this is indirect,
because we must infer that the turgor-derived
force is utilized during invasive growth. But the
case is clinched by the observation that osmotic
stress, and the accompanying reduction in hyphal
turgor pressure, has an inhibitory effect upon
invasive growth. The strongest experiments of this
kind also involve water molds, whose sluggish
response to dehydration allows the investigator to
control their turgor by altering the osmolality of
their growth medium (Money 1997a; Lew et al.
2004). Hyphae with their usual 0.4–0.7 MPa of
turgor seem to push through a solid medium
like knives through warm butter. But bereft of
pressure, the cells loosen their walls, abandon
their usual streamlined form, and squirm, obesely,
over the agar surface. Related experiments have
quantified the effects of turgor reduction upon
the penetration of materials of defined hardness
including agar medium of varying gel strength and
synthetic materials, including thin Mylar films.
These investigations extend the conclusions drawn
from the water molds to ascomycetes, including the
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rice blast fungus, M. grisea (Howard et al. 1991),
and the human pathogen Wangiella dermatitidis
(Brush and Money 1999). Together, these observa-
tions serve as critical indicators of the function of
hyphal turgor pressure. They establish the fact that
only modest pressure (on the order of a few tenths
of 1 atm) is necessary to distend the cell surface
(once it is loosened) and that the high levels of
turgor characteristic of most growing hyphae are
needed only for invasive purposes. This argument
is detailed by Money (2001). The oft-repeated
statement that “turgor drives growth” scratches the
surface of an important concept and is responsible
for a great deal of misinformation about fungal
development. Recent analysis of the importance of
turgor in shaping plant and fungal cells is given by
Bartnicki-Garcia et al. (2000), Harold (2005) and
Mathur (2006). In addition, Charras et al. (2005)
present evidence for the generation of cytoplasmic
pressure gradients in animal cells, which raises the
possibility that turgor may vary along the length
of a hypha in response to fluctuations in extension
rate and the formation of branches.

2. The Cytoskeleton Plays Little, if Any,
Mechanical Role in the Exertion
of Force by Hyphal Tips

The polarized extension of actin microfilaments
accompanies the growth of hyphae (Heath 2000;
Walker and Garrill 2006). It has been suggested that
this process may play some role in distending the
plasma membrane and cell wall, particularly under
conditions of low turgor pressure (Money 1997a;
Heath and Steinberg 1999). This is supported by
altered patterns of actin distribution in the hyphae
of water molds subjected to osmotic stress (Harold
et al. 1996). But recent work argues for a differ-
ent conclusion. Walker et al. (2006) compared the
actin distribution in fully pressurized hyphae of
the oomycetes Achlya bisexualis and Phytophthora
cinnamomi growing invasively, through agar, and
non-invasively on the agar surface. They reported
that cells growing invasively, and therefore “need-
ing” to exert higher pressures to sustain growth,
were more likely to exhibit an actin-free zone at
their apices (Fig. 10.7). The authors suggested that
this may reflect the cytoskeleton’s role in control-
ling the expansion of the apical cell wall. In other
words, the depletion of actin within the tips of in-
vasive cells would result in greater yielding of the
wall and the exertion of a higher proportion of the
turgor pressure against the material in advance of

Fig. 10.7. Confocal images of F-actin distribution in hyphae
of theoomyceteAchlyabisexualisgrowing:anon-invasively,
b invasively. Cells stained with Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated
to phalloidin. Most non-invasive cells have a prominent cap
of actin at their tips and more diffuse fibrils and plaques
in their sub-apical regions (a). The apices of most invasive
cells lack an actin cap (b). Bar 10 µm. From Walker et al.
(2006), with permission from Elsevier

the hyphal tips. According to these elegant exper-
iments, protrusive force and pressure (Finv, Pinv)
would increase in proportion to actin depletion
rather than enrichment. The role of actin as a re-
straint for tip expansion is further indicated by the
hyphal swelling that followscytoskeletal disruption
in the zygomycete Gilbertella persicaria (Grove and
Sweigard 1980) and the ascomycete Geotrichum
candidum (Heath et al. 2003), and by observations
on dis mutants of Arabidopsis that show distorted
trichomes (Mathur 2006).

3. Significance of Wall Compliance

The compliance of the cell wall governs the
amount of the internal turgor that acts upon the
material surrounding the cell apex. Theoretically,
this exerted pressure can range between zero
and 100%. In experiments, variations in wall
compliance between different species apply 9–54%
of the available turgor against the flat silicon beam
of a strain gauge but, as argued earlier, it seems
likely that this percentage can rise further under
more natural conditions. The control of hyphal
wall compliance is best understood in oomycete
water molds (Money and Hill 1997). Yielding of
their cellulosic walls is controlled, at least in part,
by secreted 1,4-β-d-glucan glucan hydrolases.
These enzymes are thought to cleave cross links
between the cellulose microfibrils in the wall.
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VII. Appressorial Mechanics

The tips of the hyphae of many pathogenic fungi
are transformed into specialized invasive struc-
tures called appressoria on the surfaces of plant
and invertebrate hosts. Appressoria often form at
the tips of germ tubes shortly after spore germi-
nation, but similar structures also develop from
branches within a vegetative mycelium. Accord-
ing to some researchers, the latter cells should be
called hyphopodia, but this distinction is not ac-
cepted by everyone. In most respects, the invasive
mechanismemployedbyappressoriaduplicates the
penetration of mechanical obstacles by vegetative
hyphae: the pathogen pierces the host surface by
exerting force at the tip of a filamentous hypha (see
Fig. 11.8 in this volume, Chap. 11). But there are
some important differences. The formation of an
appressorium allows the fungus to: (1) adhere very
tightly to the host surface, (2) re-orient its direction
of growth through an angle of 90 ◦, and (3) exert
much larger forces than those wielded by vegetative
cells. Appressoria seem to have evolved as a cellu-
lar strategy for overcoming particularly resistant
barriers to invasion. The melanized appressoria of
the rice blast pathogen, Magnaporthe grisea, and
species of Colletotrichum, have been the subject of
the majority of studies, but appressoria of other
phytopathogens (Pryce-Jones et al. 1999) and in-
vertebrate pathogens (Holland et al. 1999) have also
been examined from a biomechanical perspective.

Appressorial development and function has
been addressed in a number of excellent reviews
(Howard and Valent 1996; Howard 1997; Deising
et al. 2000; Talbot 2003; Wang et al. 2005; Hardham,
Chap. 11 in this volume). Briefly, the tip of the
germ hypha stops extending in response to cues
on the host surface, swells, and affixes itself to the
host through the secretion of an adhesive. These
processes are accompanied by the conversion of in-
soluble storage carbohydrates and lipids into lower
molecular weight compounds, including glycerol,
that boost the osmotic pressure of the appressorial
cytoplasm (Thines et al. 2000; Weber et al. 2001).
In melanized appressoria, pigment is deposited in
a discrete layer under the microfibrillar cell wall,
greatly reducing the permeability of the cell surface
(Howard and Ferrari 1989). The mode of action
of the appressorial melanin remains uncertain,
but it seems that the presence of the pigment
reduces osmolyte leakage from the cytoplasm
during a period of increasing hydrostatic pressure
(Money 1997b). Finally, a slender hypha – termed

the “penetration hypha” or “penetration peg” –
elongates from the base of the appressorium and
pushes through the underlying host structure.
The infection process is referred to as “direct
penetration”, to distinguish the mechanism from
the (presumably) less strenuous “indirect” entry of
fungi through stomata or other natural apertures.
For the melanized appressoria of M. grisea and
Colletotrichum species there is no clear evidence
that host penetration is aided through the secre-
tion of enzymes (Wirsel et al. 2004). The faster
penetration of rice leaves in comparison with
synthetic materials hints at the significance of
enzymes for M. grisea (Howard et al. 1991), but it
is possible that penetration is a purely mechanical
process. Cell wall-degrading enzymes may prove
more important for fungi that form non-melanized
appressoria. The localized secretion of cellulase by
the tips of the penetration hyphae of the powdery
mildew Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei supports
this conclusion (Pryce-Jones et al. 1999).

The enormous pressures generated by appres-
sorial osmosis have been estimated by deflating
the cells in polyethylene glycols and other com-
pounds (Howard and Ferrari 1989; Howard et al.
1991) and by determining the melting point of ice
crystals within the appressorial cytoplasm (Money
and Howard 1996). These experiments suggest that
turgor may rise to as much as 8.0 MPa, or 80 atm, in
M. grisea. This record turgor estimate is consistent
with force data derived from laser-based measure-
ments of the depth of impressions made by ap-
pressoria in a metal film supported by silicone gel
(Bechinger et al. 1999). These experiments show
that the penetration hyphae of C. gramincola exert
an average force of 17 µN, which corresponds to an
applied pressure of 5.4 MPa for a flattened tip with
a 2 µm diameter (or 8.0 MPa for a 1.6 µm tip). The
ability of the fungus to pierce synthetic surfaces
of varying composition and hardness provides an
independent measure of appressorial strength. Ex-
periments with thin sheets of Mylar showed that
M. grisea was capable of penetrating substrates
with hardnesses ranging from 140 MPa to 250 MPa
(Howard et al. 1991). The obvious mismatch be-
tween the measurements of Mylar hardness and
appressorial turgor presents a conundrum, but it
is not clear how the hardness data obtained by
macroscopic indentation correspond to the obsta-
cles encountered by fungi on the microscopic scale
(Goriely and Tabor 2006).

The unusual mechanical prowess exhibited by
foliar pathogens of grasses may reflect the hardness
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of the silicified leaves of these plants coupled with
their innate resistance to enzymatic digestion. In
other words, the durability of cereal leaves may
have driven the evolution of high turgor among
their pathogens.

VIII. Conclusions and Future Research

From a biomechanical viewpoint, the hyphae
of oomycete water molds, basidiomycetes, and
other fungal taxa behave in a very similar fashion.
Osmosis pressurizes them to the same levels of
turgor, and by loosening their cell walls they exert
some proportion of their internal pressure against
the material in contact with their growing tips.
The operation of a common invasive mechanism
among water molds and fungi (and, probably,
pollen tubes) offers a beautiful example of con-
vergent evolution. The importance of enzymes
in reducing the mechanical resistance of the
solid materials penetrated by fungi has been
quantified in a few instances. This work has
provided a reasonably satisfactory picture of the
mutual mechanical roles of turgor and enzymes
in the fungal colonization of solid substrates.
Genomic investigations have greatly accelerated
the task of identifying the secreted enzymes that
enable fungi to degrade plant polysaccharides
and other polymers, but it is unclear which of
these proteins has the greatest effect upon the
mechanical obstacles to colonization. Many of the
secreted enzymes are likely to perform dual roles
of barrier-weakening and nutrient solubilization
as hyphae permeate their solid food sources.

There are a number of unanswered questions
about invasive growth whose inherent interest
and practical significance demands study along
the lines discussed in this chapter. Further
experimentation with instruments such as the
atomic force microscope are likely to yield a more
detailed picture of the way in which hyphae exert
pressure, and mathematical modeling will help
clarify how the hyphal wall is modified to govern
the exertion of hydrostatic force. The insights
about fungal development that have come from
investigations on the melanized appressoria of
M. grisea and Colletotrichum species encourage
research on the appressoria of other fungi. The
process of strand and rhizomorph extension in
basidiomycetes is another subject that deserves
intensive biomechanical study (Fig. 10.8). The

Fig. 10.8. Tip of a 1-mm diameter rhizomorph of Armillaria
mellea growing though agar medium

remarkable invasive ability of these multi-hyphal
organs is a subject for future experimentation
that seems likely to produce data of practical sig-
nificance. By understanding how hyphae bundle
during the formation of these structures, and how
they extend in a cooperative fashion, it will be
possible to elaborate upon a decade of research on
tip growth at the single cell level to understand the
spread of wood-decay fungi and phytopathogens
through forest soils.
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I. Introduction

Plants are, in general, resistant to the attempts
of potential pathogens to infect them. Pathogens
that do succeed, however, cause widespread envi-
ronmental damage and economic losses. In order
to establish infection, pathogens must overcome
highly effective, constitutive physical and chemical
barriers to pathogen ingress. They must avoid in-
ducing additional host defences, and they must de-
ploy mechanisms for obtaining from the plant the
nutrients they need for growth and reproduction.
In order to meet all these requirements, success-
ful pathogens employ a range of different infection
strategies.The strategiesmaybe specific toapartic-
ular pathogen species or they may differ according

1 Plant Cell Biology Group, Research School of Biological Sciences,
The Australian National University, Canberra, ACT 2601, Australia

to the nature of the plant surface or the prevalent
environmental conditions. Despite the differences,
there are a number of key steps common to most
infection strategies, including adhesion to the plant
surface, penetration into the plant and acquisition
of nutrients from the plant cells.

Basic aspects of the development of plant dis-
eases have been known for a long time but recent
studieshavegreatly increasedourunderstandingof
the cellular and molecular mechanisms that under-
lie the infection process. We now have more infor-
mation on the nature of pathogen adhesives, on the
role of the cytoskeleton in hyphal growth and dif-
ferentiation and on signalling molecules that reg-
ulate the development and function of a variety of
specialised infection structures. The new informa-
tion not only contributes to our understanding of
the biology of eukaryotic cells but also provides
a framework for the future development of im-
proved control methods for use in the manage-
ment of plant disease in agriculture and natural
ecosystems. Advances in technologies that allow
broad-scale gene discovery and determination of
gene function are bringing with them an explosion
in our knowledge of genes and proteins involved
in plant infection. In this chapter, these new data
are reviewed in the context of our understanding
of the cell biology of the infection process, from
the arrival of a pathogen spore at the plant sur-
face, through to the establishment of feeding struc-
tures within the plant tissues. The pathogens on
which the article is focused include both fungi and
oomycetes. Organisms in the class Oomycetes form
hyphae and other infection structures that are mor-
phologically and functionally similar to those of
true fungi. The Oomycetes are, however, phyloge-
netically quite distinct from the fungi. Analysis of
structural, biochemical and molecular character-
istics have led to the Oomycetes being grouped
with the chromophyte algae, and other taxa that
possess tubular flagellar hairs, in an assemblage
called the Stramenopiles (Gunderson et al. 1987;
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Barr 1992; Patterson and Sogin 1992; Van de Peer
and De Wachter 1997).

Fungal and oomycete pathogens of plants can
be divided into two main categories: the biotrophs
which obtain the nutrients they need from living
plant cells and the necrotrophs which acquire their
nutrients from killed plant cells (Oliver and Ipcho
2004). Some pathogens are hemibiotrophs which
initially establish a biotrophic interaction with liv-
ing host cells before killing the plant cells and turn-
ing to a necrotrophic life style (Perfect et al. 2001).
These different life-styles have considerable bear-
ing on the infection strategies employed by the fun-
gal species involved. In any plant–pathogen inter-
action, the extent of progress of infection is deter-
mined by genetic and epigenetic factors which in-
fluence thedegreeof resistanceof thehostplantand
the degree of virulence of the invading pathogen.

II. Reaching the Plant Surface

Most fungal spores are non-motile (Fig. 11.1A) and
reach potential host plants by passive means, in-
cluding being blown in the wind or transported by
insects and animals (Brown and Hovmøller 2002;
Aylor 2003). Some fungi and many oomycetes pro-
duce motile zoospores that move actively through
the action of one or two flagella which project from
the spore surface (Fig. 11.1B). The flagella have an
internal structure that is typical of eukaryotic flag-
ella, beingbasedon the9+2microtubularaxoneme,
and contain a range of protein components com-
monly involved in flagellar structure and function
(Hardham 1987; Gubler et al. 1990; Harper et al.
1995). Because the oomycetes are a major group of
plant pathogens, there has been an effort to under-
stand the mechanisms underlying their directed
movement towards potential hosts.

Oomycete zoospores are chemotactically and
electrotactically attracted to the surface of poten-
tial host plants (Tyler 2002; Gow 2004). In general,
these tactic responses are non-specific in that they
guide the zoospores to both hosts and non-hosts;
however, specific recognition of a chemoattractant
produced by a host plant is known to occur. For
example, genistein and diadzein, two isoflavones
secretedby soybeanroots, serveaspotent chemoat-
tractants for zoospores of the soybean pathogen,
Phytophthora sojae, but not for zoospores of
several other species of Phytophthora and Pythium
that are not soybean pathogens (Morris and Ward

Fig. 11.1. Fungal and oomycete spores. A Cryoscanning
electron micrograph (cryoSEM) of a developing conidium
of Magnaporthe grisea (Howard 1994). Bar 2.5 µm. B SEM
of a zoospore and cysts of Phytophthora cinnamomi on the
surface of an onion root. Two flagella (arrows) emerge from
thecentreof agrooveon theventral surfaceof thezoospores.
During encystment, the cells round up and secrete extracel-
lular matrix and adhesive material (arrowheads; Hardham
et al. 1994). Bar 10 µm. C SEM of P. cinnamomi zoospores
after preferential chemotactic attraction and adhesion to
the elongation zone but not the root tip of an onion root.
Bar 100 µm. D CryoSEM of P. nicotianae cysts on the surface
of a tobacco root. Bar 50 µm
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1992). Specific attraction mechanisms are also
capable of directing zoospore movement to partic-
ular regions of the plant. Zoospores of a number of
soil-borne Phytophthora species swim to the root
elongation zone and avoid root cap and root hair
regions (Fig. 11.1C). Targetting can also be specific
for a particular pathogen species. Thus, zoospores
of Pythium aphanidermatum are attracted to the
root hair zone of rye grass roots while zoospores
of Phytophthora palmivora are attracted to the
elongation zone of the same roots (Van West et al.
2002). Zoospores swim towards wounds and also
show auto-aggregation phenomena (Fig. 11.1D).
There is evidence that targeting of zoospores to
these different locations involves electrotaxis to
anodic or cathodic regions of the roots (Van West
et al. 2002). At an even finer spatial scale, oomycete
zoospores may be preferentially attracted to
the grooves between adjacent epidermal cells
(Fig. 11.1D) or to stomata (Hardham 2001, 2005;
Kiefer et al. 2002; Soylu et al. 2003).

While the flagella of oomycete zoospores have
an internal structure typical of eukaryotic flagella,
their surface structure is quite distinct. The
shorter, anterior flagellum possesses two rows of
tubular mastigonemes whose motion during wave
propagation along the flagellum reverses the thrust
of flagellar beat and pulls the zoospore forward
(Cahill et al. 1996). The longer, posterior flagellum
trails behind the zoospore and appears to act
like a rudder, occasionally flicking and changing
swimming direction. In Phytophthora nicotianae,
immunocytochemical studies have revealed that
the shaft of the mastigonemes is composed of
a 40-kDa glycoprotein (Robold and Hardham
1998) but little other molecular information is
known of the composition of mastigonemes or the
identity of chemotaxis or electrotaxis receptors
on the zoospore surface in this or any other
Stramenopile organism. Integrated cellular and
molecular approaches have, however, begun to
provide some new information on the signalling
pathways involved in zoospore motility and taxis.
In two recent studies, silencing of genes encoding
the α-subunit of a trimeric G protein (Latijnhouw-
ers et al. 2004) and a bZIP transcription factor
(Blanco and Judelson 2005) led to the inhibition of
Phytophthora infestans zoospore motility. In both
categories of mutants, the zoospores turned more
frequently and spun on the spot. Studies aimed
to determine downstream targets of the G protein
may reveal further details of the signal transduc-
tion pathway involved in zoospore motility (Dong

et al. 2004). Because silencing of these two genes
also produced aberrations in infection structure
development, it was not possible to use these
mutants to assess the contribution of zoospore
motility and taxis to pathogen virulence.

Oomycete zoospores are able to swim in wa-
ter for hours or even days, using endogenous en-
ergy supplies thought to be predominantly carbo-
hydrates and lipids. While inhibitor experiments
suggested that mRNA and protein synthesis are
not required (Penington et al. 1989), it is now clear
that gene expression and protein production does
occur in zoospores. Zoospores inherit many, per-
haps the majority, of their proteins from the spo-
rangium but in vivo labelling studies have shown
that new proteins are synthesised in Phytophthora
infestans zoospores (Krämer et al. 1997) and pro-
teomic analyses have revealed polypeptides that
are more abundant in zoospores than in any other
stage of the lifecycle of Phytophthora palmivora
(Shepherd et al. 2003). In addition, genes that are
preferentially expressed in Phytophthora zoospores
have also been identified (Ambikapathy et al. 2002;
Škalamera et al. 2004; Connolly et al. 2005; Judelson
and Blanco 2005). Exactly when these newly syn-
thesised molecules are active remains to be deter-
mined. Some, such as P5CR, an enzyme involved in
proline biosynthesis, or Pdr1, an ABC transporter,
could function in the motile zoospores while oth-
ers, such as cell wall-degrading enzymes, may be
synthesised in readiness for secretion from germi-
nated cysts during infection.

III. Adhesion

In the majority of cases, infection is initiated
by pathogen spores that become attached to the
plant surface. Adhesion of pathogen cells to the
surface of potential hosts plays an important role
in a number of aspects of pathogenesis (Kunoh
et al. 1991; Nicholson and Epstein 1991; Braun
and Howard 1994b; Nicholson 1996; Epstein and
Nicholson 1997; Tucker and Talbot 2001). Adhesion
prevents spores from being dislodged by wind or
rain before they have a chance to penetrate the
plant. Adhesion and close contact of spores and
germ tubes with the underlying plant facilitates the
reception of signals that guide pathogen growth on
the plant surface and that initiate differentiation of
infection structures during pathogenesis. Strong
adhesion of appressoria enables penetration of
plant cell walls by specialised penetration pegs.
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A. Spore Adhesion to the Plant Surface

Spore adhesives are generally non-specific and
will attach spores to substrata with a range of prop-
erties, although preferential binding to hydropho-
bic surfaces may occur as shown by conidia of the
leaf pathogens Magnaporthe grisea, Colletotrichum
graminicola, Uromyces appendiculatus and Phyl-
losticta ampelicida (Hamer et al. 1988; Terhune
and Hoch 1993; Mercure et al. 1994b; Shaw and
Hoch 1999). The timing of the onset of adhesive-
ness of fungal or oomycete spores varies widely. In
some cases, the spore is already adhesive when it
reaches the plant. Uredospores of Uromyces fabae,
for example, adhere immediately to hydrophobic
surfaces, probably through hydrophobic interac-
tions (Clement et al. 1994). In other cases, adhesive
material is rapidly released after the spore reaches
the plant surface. Contact of conidia of Blumeria
graminis with a hydrophobic surface stimulates re-
lease of extracellular matrix material within sec-
onds (Carver et al. 1999). Conidia of Magnaporthe
grisea release adhesive from the periplasmic space
between the plasma membrane and cell wall at the
tip of the conidium 15–20 min after inoculation on
the leaf surface (Fig. 11.2A, B; Hamer et al. 1988).
Adhesion of Magnaporthe grisea conidia is not in-
hibited by treatment with azide or cycloheximide,
indicating that neither respiration nor protein syn-
thesis is required; adhesive release is a result of
the rupture of the conidial cell wall on spore hy-
dration. Motile oomycete zoospores secrete adhe-
sive material from cortical vesicles and become at-
tached within 2 min of docking at the plant sur-

Fig. 11.2. Spore adhesion. A CryoSEM of a conidium of
Magnaporthe grisea after release of adhesive mucilage ma-
terial from the apex of the spore (Braun and Howard 1994b).
Bar 2.5 µm. B Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) of
a conidium of M. grisea after release of adhesive material
from the periplasmic space between the spore wall and the
plasma membrane. The section has been labelled with Con-
canavalin A-gold that reacts with the spore tip mucilage
(Howard et al. 1991a). Bar 1 µm. C Immunofluorescence
micrograph of Phytophthora cinnamomi zoospore labelled
with Vsv-1, a monoclonal antibody that reacts with the con-
tents of ventral vesicles in the zoospore cortex. Bar 10 µm.
D Cryosection of P. cinnamomi cysts 5 min after settling
onto a root of Eucalyptus seiberi. The section is labelled
with Vsv-1 antibody which reacts with the PcVsv1 adhesin
secreted from the zoospore ventral vesicles and forms a pad
between the spores and the root surface (Hardham et al.
1991). Bar 10 µm. E Mucilage material released from the tips
of a macroconidium of Nectria haematococca labelled with
Concanavalin A-FITC (Kwon and Epstein 1993). Bar 20 µm

face (Fig. 11.2C, D; Bartnicki-Garcia and Sing 1987;
Gubler et al. 1989; Hardham and Gubler 1990; Cope
et al. 1996).

The strength and nature of pathogen adhe-
sion to the host surface often changes as infection
proceeds. Adhesion of the spores themselves may
progress from an initial weak attachment to a more
tenacious adhesion (Deising et al. 1992; Tucker and
Talbot 2001). Often an increase in the strength of
adhesion coincides with spore germination and re-
sults from changes in the quantity and/or compo-
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sition of material being secreted (Doss et al. 1995;
Watanabe et al. 2000; Apoga et al. 2001; Carzaniga
et al. 2001; Wright et al. 2002). In the downy mildew
pathogen, Hyaloperonospora parasitica, there is no
extracellular matrix material associated with the
conidia but germ tubes and appressoria of this
Oomycete release a fibrillar matrix containing β-
1,3-glucans confined to the cell–substratum inter-
face and a proteinaceous matrix which spreads be-
yond the contact zone (Carzaniga et al. 2001).

The timing of production of adhesive
molecules and the speed with which adhesive ma-
terial is released is likely to reflect the requirements
of the pathogen involved. In the case of pathogens
in aquatic environments, the release of adhesive
may need to be rapid to prevent the spore from
being swept away from the plant surface. In this
case, the adhesive would need to be pre-formed
and stored in the spores. For leaf pathogens, initial
weak adhesion may successfully retain the spore
in place until it has time to synthesise adhesive
molecules which are then secreted to achieve
a stronger attachment prior to and during germ
tube growth and plant penetration.

B. Molecular Characterisation
of Adhesive Molecules

Despite recognition of the importance of adhesion
in pathogenesis, molecules responsible for the ad-
hesion of fungal plant pathogens have yet to be
fully identified and characterised. Analysis of ex-
tracellular matrix material secreted by fungal cells
has documented the presence of a range of com-
ponents, including proteins, glycoproteins, carbo-
hydrates and lipids (Doss 1999; Hutchinson et al.
1996, 2002; Sugui et al. 1998; Apoga et al. 2001)
and shown differences in the composition of mate-

Fig. 11.3. Spore extracellular matrix material. A CryoSEM
of uredospore of Uromyces viciae-fabae (right) and glass
bead (left) on leaf of Vicia faba. The pattern of spines of the
uredospore has been left in the adhesive pad of mucilage
material secreted by the spore (Clement et al. 1997). Bar
20 µm. B, C Germinating conidia of Colletotrichum linde-
muthianum viewed using bright field (B) and fluorescence
(C) microscopy UB26 monoclonal antibody labels the sur-
face of germ tubes (G) and appressoria (A) but not conidia
(C; Hutchinson et al. 2002). Bar 10 µm. D CryoSEM of ure-
dospores of Puccinia hordei on the surface of a barley leaf.
Wax on the leaf surface surrounding the spores appears
eroded, possibly through the action of enzymes secreted by
the ungerminated spores (Read 1991). Bar 20 µm

rial secreted by spores, germ tubes and appressoria
(Fig. 11.3A–C; O’Connell et al. 1996a, b; Pain et al.
1996; Zelinger et al. 2004). In addition to adhesion,
extracellular matrices are thought to serve a vari-
ety of functions, including roles in cell protection
againstdesiccationor toxinsand incommunication
and signalling (Nicholson and Epstein 1991; Deis-
ing et al. 1992;Moloshoket al. 1993;Viret et al. 1994;
Görnhardt et al. 2000). The presence of enzymes in
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the extracellularmatrix secretedby fungal cells also
suggests that they may alter the properties of the
leaf surface (Fig. 11.3D; Read 1991; Mercure et al.
1994a; Nicholson 1996). The extracellular matrix
secreted by uredospores of Uromyces fabae and by
conidia of Blumeria graminis, Pestalotia malicola
and Uncinula necator contains cutinase and other
esterases, the activity of which could change sur-
face hydrophobicity and enhance spore adhesion
(Deising et al. 1992; Pascholati et al. 1992; Nichol-
son et al. 1993; Suzuki et al. 1998; Gevens et al. 2001;
Rumbolz et al. 2002). Indeed, chemical inhibition
of esterase activity results in reduced adhesion of
Uromyces fabae spores (Deising et al. 1992).

Although the adhesive molecules within the
extracellular matrix material secreted by fungal
cells are yet to be identified, in a number of in-
stances, incubation with the lectin Concanavalin
A was shown to inhibit spore adhesion, indicating
that the adhesive molecules contain mannosyl or
glucosyl residues (Fig. 11.2B,E; Hamer et al. 1988;
Viret et al. 1994; Kwon and Epstein 1997; Shaw and
Hoch 1999). In Nectria haematococca, the adhesive
material is released from the tips of the macro-
conidia and the active component has been shown
to be a 90-kDa glycoprotein (Fig. 11.2E; Kwon and
Epstein 1993, 1997). A monoclonal antibody which
reacts with a number of polypeptides on the sur-
face of conidia of Colletotrichum lindemuthianum,
including a predominant 110-kDa glycoprotein, is
also capable of inhibiting spore adhesion (Hughes
et al. 1999). Despite the fact that these observa-
tions were made some time ago, no gene encoding
an adhesive protein from a fungal plant pathogen
has yet been cloned and we have little understand-
ing of the nature of any phytopathogenic fungal
adhesive.

In contrast to the lack of characterisation
of adhesive molecules produced by fungal plant
pathogens, a number of genes encoding putative
adhesives of oomycete plant pathogens were re-
cently cloned and characterised. The first encodes
a 34-kDa glycoprotein that is synthesised and
secreted by hyphae and cysts of Phytophthora nico-
tianae (Séjalon-Delmas et al. 1997; Villalba Mateos
et al. 1997). The 34-kDa glycoprotein contains two
cellulose-binding domains and is an elicitor of the
defence response in tobacco plants. Silencing of
the expression of this gene results in a decrease in
hyphal adhesion to cellulose, although the trans-
formants do not show reduced pathogenicity when
host tobacco plants are inoculated with mycelia
(Gaulin et al. 2002). A second group of genes en-

coding cyst-germination-specific acid repeat (Car)
proteins was cloned from Phytophthora infestans
(Görnhardt et al. 2000). The Car genes contain
multiple copies of an octapeptide repeat, a motif
found in mucin proteins in mammals. Members
of the Car gene family are expressed during cyst
germination and appressorium development;
and the Car proteins occur on the surface of the
germlings. It is suggested that the Car mucins may
protect the germlings from desiccation and other
forms of physical or chemical damage as well
as contributing to germling adhesion to the leaf
surface (Görnhardt et al. 2000).

The third class of adhesive gene was cloned
from Phytophthora cinnamomi and encodes an ap-
proximately 220-kDa protein, designated PcVsv1,
that resides in cortical vesicles underlying the ven-
tral surface of the zoospores (Fig. 11.2C; Robold
and Hardham 2005). Immunocytochemical stud-
ies of the Vsv1 protein have documented its rapid
secretion during zoospore encystment and its pres-
ence in the adhesive pad that is deposited between
the cyst and the adjacent surface (Fig. 11.2D; Hard-
ham and Gubler 1990). The Vsv1 proteins are syn-
thesised during asexual sporulation and packaged
into small vesicles which are randomly distributed
in the cytoplasm of the multinucleate sporangia
but which are transported to the ventral surface
as of zoospores form during sporangial cytoki-
nesis (Hyde and Hardham 1993; Dearnaley et al.
1996). A cDNA-encoding PcVsv1 was isolated by
screening an expression library constructed from
mRNA from sporulating hyphae with antibodies
directed towards the PcVsv1 protein (Robold and
Hardham 2004, 2005). PcVsv1 is 7.4 kb in length
and contains no introns. Apart from short N- and
C-terminal sequences, the bulk of the PcVsv1 pro-
tein is composed of 47 copies of a domain approx-
imately 50 amino acids in length that shows ho-
mology to thrombospondin type 1 repeats (TSR1s)
found in a number of adhesive extracellular matrix
proteins in animals (Adams and Tucker 2000) and
secreted adhesins in apicomplexan malarial par-
asites (Tomley and Soldati 2001). PcVsv1 expres-
sion is up-regulated after the induction of sporu-
lation, consistent with the appearance of ventral
vesicles at this time. Homologues of PcVsv1 occur
in Phytophthora sojae, P. ramorum, P. infestans and
P. nicotianae (Robold and Hardham 2005) and im-
munolabelling with Vsv1 antibodies shows that the
Vsv1 adhesin also occurs in Pythium, Albugo and
Plasmopara, suggesting that it is widespread across
the Oomycetes.
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IV. Growth on the Plant Surface

A. Spore Germination

Spores are designed for dispersal and survival un-
der potentially adverse conditions. In many cases,
spores undergo a period of dormancy, during
which time their metabolic activity is low, allowing
them to survive until conditions suitable for
germination are encountered. Dormancy may be
maintained by compounds secreted by the spores
themselves or by other microbes (Hegde and
Kolattukudy 1997; Staples and Hoch 1997; Thines
2004; Wang and Higgins 2005) or by the absence of
specific cues for germination. Most fungal spores
need water to hydrate before germination can take
place, but oomycete spores such as sporangia,
cysts or chlamydospores are not desiccated and
do not undergo rehydration before germination.
Commonly spores of saprophytic fungi require an
external nutrient source before they germinate,
however, spores of many plant pathogenic fungi
will germinate in the absence of exogenous
nutrients, relying on endogenous resources within
the spore. This nutritional independence during
germination and early germling growth is advanta-
geous for phytopathogens because external energy
resources may be limited until the pathogen has
penetrated the plant surface, especially in the
case of foliar pathogens. Spore germination is
induced by both physical and chemical properties
of the plant surface (Shaw and Hoch 1999; Staples
and Hoch 1997; Chaky et al. 2001; Osherov and
May 2001; Barhoom and Sharon 2004). Important
factors often include contact with a hydrophobic
and solid surface, cuticular waxes and adhesion to
the underlying substratum (Shaw and Hoch 2000;
Shaw et al. 2006; see also Chap. 9 in this volume).

There is evidence for the participation of three
different signal transduction pathways in the ger-
mination of fungal conidia, namely pathways in-
volving G proteins, MAP kinase and cAMP (Ki-
nane et al. 2000; Osherov and May 2001; Doehle-
mann et al. 2006). In Colletotrichum lagenarium,
both the cAMP and MAP kinase pathways are re-
quired for germination on host leaves (Yamauchi
et al. 2004) and disruption of the MAP kinase gene,
CMK1, inhibits conidial germination (Takano et al.
2000). In Colletotrichum trifolii, Ctg-1 transcripts
encoding the α-subunit of heterotrimeric G pro-
teins increase in abundance during conidial germi-
nation and gene knockout experiments show that
the Gα protein is required for germination to occur

(Truesdell et al. 2000). Small GTP-binding proteins,
such as Cdc42, may also be required for spore ger-
mination (Chen et al. 2006). Current data suggest
that the pathway activated during spore germina-
tion may depend on the nature of the inductive
signals. In Colletotrichum gloeosporioides, for ex-
ample, plant surface signals induce conidial germi-
nation in a cAMP-independent manner but cAMP
is required for germination under saprophytic con-
ditions (Barhoom and Sharon 2004).

Many spores are able to germinate from mul-
tiple sites on the spore surface (Fig. 11.4A, B). In
these cases, the site at which germination actually
occursmaybe influencedbyenvironmental factors,
such as light, oxygen, nutrients or adhesion to the
underlying substratum (Gold and Mendgen 1991;
Lee and Dean 1994; Kuo and Hoch 1996; Staples
and Hoch 1997; Shaw et al. 1998). Contact with an-
other sporeorproximity to aplant cell canalsohave
a marked effect on the sites of germination. Conidia
of Geotrichum candida, for example, form a germ
tube at a site remote from the site of contact with
another spore (Robinson 1973). Spores of Idriella
bolleyi germinate on the side of the spore facing
away from living root hairs of cereals, but towards
dead root hairs (Allan et al. 1992). The signals that
stimulate germination, and the type of germina-
tion that ensues, influence the subsequent develop-
ment of the pathogen and its pathogenicity. In both
Blumeria graminis and Colletotrichum gloeospori-
oides, for example, conidial germination results in
subsequent appressorium formation when contact
is made with the plant surface (Wright et al. 2000;
Barhoom and Sharon 2004). Germination can oc-
cur under other circumstances but does not lead to
appressorium formation.

For some spores, the site of germination
occurs at a predictable location. In Cochliobolus
heterostrophus, germination occurs at the ends of
the crescent-shaped conidia (Braun and Howard
1994a) and in Magnaporthe grisea it occurs at the
apical and/or basal cells of the pear-shaped conidia
(Fig. 11.4A; Hamer et al. 1988). Uredospores, but
not basidiospores (Gold and Mendgen 1991), of
rusts germinate from a germination pore, a spe-
cialised area in which the spore wall is thinner than
in other regions (Deacon 1997). In the oomycetes,
while no structural organisation indicative of
the site of germination in the cyst has been
recognised, there is evidence that this location is
pre-determined because cysts of Phytophthora and
Pythium germinate from a region in the centre
of what was the ventral groove of the zoospores
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(Mitchell and Deacon 1986; Paktitis et al. 1986;
Hardham and Gubler 1990). In this case, the region
of germ tube emergence is pre-aligned towards the
plant as a result of the orientation of the motile
zoospores before they encyst and adhere to the
plant surface (Fig. 11.2D; Mitchell and Deacon
1986; Hardham and Gubler 1990).

The first morphological sign of germina-
tion is the accumulation of apical vesicles with
a range of sizes (typically 40–400 nm diam.) and
morphologies, beneath the site of germ tube
emergence (Fig. 11.4C–E). The apical vesicles fuse
with the overlying plasma membrane in the apical
dome, thus generating localised surface growth.
As well as contributing to the expanding plasma
membrane, the vesicles contain substrates and
enzymes required for cell wall formation and
molecules that protect the germ tube and attach
it to the underlying surface. Exocytosis of these
materials is accompanied by endocytic retrieval of
excess plasma membrane and membrane receptors
(Atkinson et al. 2002; Fuchs et al. 2006).

Localised outgrowth of the spore surface
establishes the polarity of growth of the germling.
There is some evidence that microtubules may be
involved, perhaps through their role in organelle
distribution (Riemann et al. 2002; Mourino-Perez
et al. 2006). There is, however, more evidence
demonstrating the role of actin microfilaments in
development of the polar outgrowth. Filamentous
actin typically forms longitudinal bundles in the
hyphal cytoplasm and extends into the apical
dome at the tip of the germ tubes and hyphae
(Gow 1995). Radial arrays of actin microfilaments
form in germinating cysts and hyphal branches

Fig. 11.4. Spore germination. A CryoSEM of a germinated
conidium of Magnaporthe grisea. Arrows indicate cross-
walls between the three cells of the conidium (Money and
Howard 1996). Bar 5 µm. B CryoSEM of a uredospore of
poplar rust pathogen (Melampsora larici-populina) that has
germinated from four locations (micrograph by courtesy
of Roger Heady, Australian National University, Canberra,
Australia). Bar 10 µm. C TEM of a Phytophthora cinnamomi
cyst in which a cluster of apical vesicles has formed in the
cell cortex at a location presumed to be the future site of
germination. Bar 1 µm. D TEM of a P. cinnamomi cyst with
a cluster of apical vesicles at the site of spore germination.
Bar 1 µm. E Germinated cyst of P. cinnamomi, 60 min after
encystment. Bar 10 µm. F Hypha of Saprolegnia ferax la-
belled with rhodamine-phalloidin, showing a radial array of
actin microfilaments at a point of branch formation in a cell
recovering from treatment with latrunculin B (Bachewich
and Heath 1998). Bar 5 µm

before germ tube or branch formation (Fig. 11.4F;
Bachewich and Heath 1998). Experimental removal
of actin microfilaments through treatment with
cytochalasins or latrunculin B, inhibits germ tube
formation in germinating spores (Bachewich and
Heath 1998; Riemann et al. 2002). Consistent with
the involvement of actin in this process is the obser-
vation that myosin is required for the establishment
of polarised growth and secretion in Aspergillus
germlings (McGoldrick et al. 1995). Actin could di-
rect establishment of polar outgrowth during spore
germination and hyphal branching by facilitating
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the transport of apical vesicles to the germination
or branch site or by targeting vesicle fusion at
that site through regulation of the distribution
or activity of ion channels or docking receptors
in the plasma membrane (Levina et al. 1994;
Ayscough et al. 1997). The facts that interference
with Ca2+ homeostasis inhibits spore germination
(Shaw and Hoch 2000; Warwar and Dickman 1996)
and variations in Ca2+ concentration precede
and influence the site of spore germination and
branch formation (Hyde and Heath 1995) support
this hypothesis (Grinberg and Heath 1997). It is
suggested that Ca2+ ion fluxes could be responsible
for organising filamentous actin into the radial
arrays (Bachewich and Heath 1998).

The germination of fungal and oomycete
spores is accompanied by extensive changes
in gene expression and the production of new
proteins. Over the past few years, several studies
identified cohorts of genes whose expression is
upregulated during spore germination (Thomas
et al. 2002; Avrova et al. 2003; Dilger et al. 2003;
Sacadura and Saville 2003; Takano et al. 2003, Shan
et al. 2004; Both et al. 2005; Grenville-Briggs et al.
2005; Posada-Buitrago and Frederick 2005; Zahiri
et al. 2005). Proteomic studies also showed that
many proteins are present at higher concentrations
in germinating spores than at other stages in the
pathogen’s lifecycle (Krämer et al. 1997; Shepherd
et al. 2003; Ebstrup et al. 2005; Cooper et al. 2006).
The proteins that increase in abundance perform
a wide spectrum of cellular functions and include
proteins involved in basic metabolism: DNA, RNA
and protein synthesis, signalling, cell structure and
growth. In general, these broad-ranging gene and
protein discovery projects do not provide infor-
mation that identifies proteins that play key spore
germination-specific roles, although a number of
studies highlight the abundance of heat-shock and
other proteins that may contribute to protection
against oxidative and other stresses encountered as
part of the plant’s defensive response (Görnhardt
et al. 2000; Avrova et al. 2003). It is, however, an ex-
citing time as these gene discovery projects serve as
a springboard for more in-depth characterisation
of selected genes and their encoded proteins.

Many spores can germinate and sustain growth
of the germ tube for at least a short time in the
absence of exogenous nutrients (Lucas and Knights
1987; Barbosa et al. 2006), indicating that they use
endogenous supplies of carbon and nitrogen to
support this early growth and development. Lipids
and carbohydrates are thought to be the most im-

portant sources of energy in fungal and oomycete
spores (Fig. 11.5A–F). Lipid is found in the form of
lipid globules surrounded by a single membrane.
Lipid droplets are abundant in fungal conidia

Fig. 11.5. Spore nutrient reserves. A, B Staining of lipid with
Nile Red (A) and vacuoles with Neutral Red (B) in conidial
germling of Magnaporthe grisea 2 h post-germination. C, D
Staining of lipid with Nile Red (C) and vacuoles with Neu-
tral Red (D) in conidium and appressorium of M. grisea 36 h
post-germination. E, F Staining of glycogen in conidia and
appressorium of M. grisea. Dense deposits of glycogen are
present in ungerminated conidia (E) but are reduced during
appressorium formation (F). Unpublished micrographs in
A–F are by courtesy of Dr. R.W.S. Weber. Bars 10 µm. G Im-
munogold labelling of Phytophthora cinnamomi zoospore
with monoclonal antibody Lpv-1-Au18 that reacts with high
molecular weight glycoproteins in large peripheral vesicles
in the zoospore cortex (Hardham 1995). Bar 0.25 µm. H,
I Immunogold-silver enhanced light microscope labelling
with Lpv-1 of large peripheral vesicles in cysts of P. cin-
namomi fixed 1 h (H) and 4 h (I) after infection of a root of
Eucalyptus seiberi (Gubler and Hardham 1991). Bar 20 µm
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and are mobilised during conidial germination
(Fig. 11.5A–D; Thines et al. 2000; Weber et al. 2001;
Both et al. 2005; Barbosa et al. 2006). Enzymes
involved in lipid breakdown via the glyoxylate
cycle have been shown to be up-regulated in
germinating conidia and disruption of the genes
encoding glyoxylate cycle enzymes delay or inhibit
conidial germination (Wang et al. 2003; Solomon
et al. 2004; Both et al. 2005). In fungal conidia,
storage carbohydrates are often in the form of
glycogen aggregates (Thines et al. 2000; Weber
and Davoli 2002; Tsuji et al. 2003). Cytochemical
staining revealed the breakdown of glycogen
deposits during conidial germination and genetic
studies confirmed that this process is required
for normal conidial germination (Fig. 11.5E) Both
et al. 2005). In oomycete cysts, such as those
of Phytophthora, storage β-1,3-glucans called
mycolaminarins occur in abundant vesicles with
characteristic lamellations (Powell and Bracker
1977; Wang and Bartnicki-Garcia 1980).

Fungal and oomycete spores also contain pro-
tein stores (Van Etten et al. 1979; Bullock et al.
1980; Russo et al. 1982; Gubler and Hardham 1990).
In Botryodiplodia theobromae pycnidia (Van Etten
et al. 1979) and Sclerotinia sclerotiorum sclerotia
(Russo et al. 1982), 20-kDa and 36-kDa polypep-
tides, respectively, form the major storage proteins.
In Phytophthora cinnamomi, the storage proteins
are large glycoproteins over 500 kDa relative molec-
ular mass (Fig. 11.5G, H; Gubler and Hardham
1988;Marshall et al. 2001). Ineachcase, theproteins
are deposited in cytoplasmic vesicles (Fig. 11.5G).
During germination and germling development,
these protein-containing vesicles become dilated
and their contents become increasingly electron-
lucent as they are degraded (Bullock et al. 1983;
Gubler and Hardham 1990). In Phytophthora cin-
namomi germlings, the storage protein is no longer
detectable immunocytochemically by 3–4 h after
cyst germination (Fig. 11.5H, I).

B. Hyphal Growth on the Plant Surface

The mode of growth established by germinating
spores continues as hyphae grow across the plant
surface. Hyphae extend by tip growth, a process in
which surface expansion is restricted to the apical
dome of the hypha. This is achieved by localised fu-
sion of cytoplasmic vesicles with the plasma mem-
brane in the dome. Surface expansion is highest at
the very apex of the dome and decreases rapidly

subapically. The cylindrical walls of the hypha sub-
tending the apex are rigid and do not expand.

The exact shape of the hyphal apex and the or-
ganisation of organelles within the apical regions
of the hypha vary in different species of fungus or
oomycete; however, it seems likely that the basic
mechanism responsible for tip growth is similar
in all cases. Details of the interplay between wall
extensibility, the cytoskeleton and cell turgor pres-
sure which achieve this precisely regulated apical
expansion have given rise to a number of models
of hyphal tip growth (Bartnicki-Garcia 1996; Heath
and Steinberg 1999; see also Chap. 10 in this vol-
ume). Some envisage that the newly formed wall at
the hyphal apex is easily expandable and, in a con-
trolled fashion, yields to the forces of turgor pres-
sure (Sietsma and Wessels 1994). The absence of
cellulose from the wall of the hyphal apex of Achlya
ambisexualis would be consistent with this model
(Shapiro and Mullins 2002). Others suggest that
turgor pressure may not participate in the exten-
sion of narrow tubes such as hyphae (Pickett-Heaps
and Klein 1998; Heath and Steinberg 1999). Some
view the newly formed wall to be so pliable that
actin microfilaments are invoked to form a stabilis-
ing and regulatory network on the cytoplasmic face
of the plasma membrane in the apex (Heath 1994;
Money 1994; Kaminskyj and Heath 1996). Others
see the need for degradative enzymes to loosen the
structure of the newly formed wall at the apex to
allow expansion to occur (Bartnicki-Garcia 1973;
Bartnicki-Garcia et al. 1989; Loprete and Hill 2002).
In all these models, the numerous small vesicles in
the apical cytoplasm play a central and indispens-
able role in the delivery of wall components and
membrane to the expanding apical surface.

In many cases, apical vesicles are aggre-
gated into a cluster known as the Spitzenkörper,
a structure which is visible in the light microscope
(Fig. 11.6A–C; Girbardt 1969; Grove and Bracker
1970; Grove et al. 1970). The important role of the
Spitzenkörper in tip growth was recognised soon
after its discovery; and studies using confocal and
video-enhanced microscopy techniques support
this contention (López-Franco and Bracker 1996;
Riquelme et al. 1998; Dijksterhuis 2003). The
Spitzenkörper acts as a vesicle supply centre from
which vesicles move out and fuse with the plasma
membrane within the apical dome. Bartnicki-
Garcia and co-workers developed a mathematical
model that accurately describes hyphal growth and
that highlights two important parameters, namely
the rate of movement of the vesicle supply centre
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and the rate of vesicle release from the centre
(Bartnicki-Garcia et al. 1989, 1990; Bartnicki-
Garcia 2002; Diéguez-Uribeondo et al. 2004). The
values of these two parameters determine hyphal
extension rate and hyphal diameter. Cessation of
movement of the vesicle supply centre results in
spherical tip expansion, such as occurs during
appressorium formation; asymmetric positioning
or duplication of the Spitzenkörper gives rise to
bending or branching of the hypha (Dijksterhuis
2003; Riquelme and Bartnicki-Garcia 2004).

The size and morphology of the vesicles in the
hyphal apex vary widely, a feature considered likely
to reflect differences in vesicle contents and func-
tion. To date, we have little understanding of the
basis for these differences, the range of constituents
in any one vesicle type, or the distinct functions dif-
ferent vesicle types might serve (Harris et al. 2005).
Some vesicles contain wall precursors and enzymes
involved in wall construction and modification
(Hill and Mullins 1980; Ayscough et al. 1997). Some
enzymes are secreted into the wall where they gen-
erate or cleave glycosidic bonds within or between
wall components (Loprete and Hill 2002). Others,
such as chitin and cellulose synthetases, are incor-
porated into the membrane of the vesicles so that,
on fusion at the cell surface, the enzymes are incor-
porated into the plasma membrane (Bracker et al.
1976). Other vesicles contain proteases and other
degradative enzymes whose function is to digest
the plant cell wall, to allow invasion and nutrient
acquisition. Continued growth of the hypha means
that proteins incorporated into plasma membrane

Fig. 11.6. Hyphal tip growth. A Hyphal apex of Sclerotium
rolfsii, showing zonation of organelles along the hypha. The
extreme apex contains a Spitzenkörper and is free of large
organelles; mitochondria and ER occur in the subapical cy-
toplasm; vacuoles and nuclei are positioned further back
from the apex (Roberson and Fuller 1988). Bar 4 µm. B
Spitzenkörper in the apex of a hypha of S. rolfsii. A clus-
ter of apical vesicles surrounds a vesicle-free core. Fila-
somes (f ) occur near the plasma membrane (Roberson and
Fuller 1988). Bar 0.25 µm. C Hyphae of Botrytis cinerea la-
belled with Concanavalin A. The plasma membrane and
components of the endomembrane system, including api-
cal vesicles, are labelled. The core of the Spitzenkörper is
unlabelled (Bourett et al. 1998). Bar 5 µm. D Longitudi-
nally oriented actin microfilaments and peripheral plaques
of filamentous actin stained with rhodamine-phalloidin in
a hypha of Saprolegnia ferax (Jackson and Heath 1990). Bar
10 µm. E Labelling of hyphae of Rhizoctonia oryzae with
anti-tubulin antibodies to reveal the distribution of micro-
tubules (Bourett et al. 1998). Bar 5 µm

at the apexare sweptbackwards andsoon located in
the cylindrical, non-expanding part of the hypha.
These proteins may be retrieved by endocytosis
and recycled via an endosome-based membrane
system (Hoffmann and Mendgen 1998; Read and
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Hickey 2001; Read and Kalkman 2003; Fuchs and
Steinberg 2005; see also Chap. 1 in this volume).

The continuous supply of vesicles to the apical
cluster is critical for tip growth and is dependent
upon the efficient transport of vesicles from their
site of production in the Golgi apparatus (or
Golgi equivalent in fungi lacking recognisable
Golgi stacks; Welter et al. 1988; Mendgen et al.
1995; Satiat-Jeunemaitre et al. 1996; see Chap. 1 in
this volume) in the subapical cytoplasm. Vesicle
transport is dependent upon cytoskeletal elements,
actin microfilaments and microtubules. Actin mi-
crofilaments form longitudinally oriented cables
and fine filaments in the cytoplasm extending, in
some cases, into the apical dome (Fig. 11.6D). They
also form peripheral plaques (filasomes) and are
part of the core of the Spitzenkörper (Fig. 11.6B;
Jackson and Heath 1990; Kwon et al. 1991b; Heath
1994, 1995b; Czymmek et al. 1996; Srinivasan
et al. 1996 Heath and Steinberg 1999; Harris et al.
2005). Microtubules are longitudinally oriented
and usually do not extend into the apical dome
(Fig. 11.6E; Bourett and Howard 1991; Heath 1994,
1995b; Roberson and Vargas 1994; Czymmek et al.
1996, 2005; Bourett et al. 1998). Disruption of the
function of either actin microfilaments or micro-
tubules, through drug treatments or disruption of
genes encoding cytoskeleton-associated proteins,
causes variable effects on vesicle transport and
tip growth (Heath 1995a; Langford 1995; Lehmler
et al. 1997; Inoue et al. 1998; Riquelme et al. 1998;
Yamashita and May 1998; Czymmek et al. 2005).
These studies suggest that microtubule arrays are
mainly concerned with long-distance transport
of cell components, including vesicles, early
endosomes and nuclei (Wedlich-Söldner et al.
2002b; Steinberg and Fuchs 2004; Fuchs et al. 2005;
Lenz et al. 2006). As part of this role, microtubules
direct the transport of apical vesicles to the Spit-
zenkörper, thus ensuring a ready supply of vesicles
for redistribution (Schuchardt et al. 2005). Actin
microfilaments are involved in movement of the
apical vesicles from the Spitzenkörper or vesicle
supply centre and their fusion with the plasma
membrane in the expanding hyphal apex. The role
of cytoskeletal elements in polarised growth is
further considered in Chaps. 5 and 6 in this volume.

Another aspect of hyphal structure with which
the cytoskeleton is involved is the stratification
of organelles along the hypha (Fig. 11.6A). Apart
from the small vesicles and cytoskeletal elements,
the apical dome is largely free of other organelles
(Fig. 11.6A, C). Beneath the dome are zones rich

in mitochondria or nuclei and thereafter the hy-
pha becomes increasingly vacuolate. Golgi bodies
and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) occur through-
out the cytoplasm, with the ER network in some
cases showing a gradient of distribution with more
dense arrays near the hyphal apex (Maruyama et al.
2006). Hyphae also contain a system of tubular and
spherical vacuoles that function in the transport of
material (e.g. phosphate) from the apex to more
distal regions of the mycelium (Shepherd et al.
1993; Allaway et al. 1998; Cole et al. 1998; Hyde
et al. 2002; see also Chap. 2 in this volume). Micro-
tubules are responsible for the movement of nuclei,
ER and tubular vacuoles, for the reorganisation of
the ER network and for the trafficking of vesicles
between the ER and Golgi apparatus (Hyde et al.
1999; Wedlich-Söldner et al. 2002a).

C. The Influence of the Plant Surface
on Hyphal Growth

Many fungi grow across the surface of the plant in
an apparently unguided fashion. However, others
are capable of detecting and reacting to chemical
and/or topographical signals from the plant (Wynn
1981; Hoch and Staples 1991). Hyphae of Rhizoc-
tonia and other fungal species grow towards and
along the grooves overlying the anticlinal walls of
epidermal cells (Fig. 11.7A;Armentrout et al. 1987).
It is thought that this polarity is due to the leaki-
ness of the area to exudates from within the leaf
(Hoch and Staples 1991). Many pathogens that in-
vade the leaf surface through stomatal pores show
preferential growth towards stomata. This guid-
ance may be derived from chemical signals but is
also achieved by the recognition of and response
to the surface topography of the leaf. The growing
hypha is able to detect the ridges and grooves on
the substratum and orients its growth accordingly,
a process called thigmotropism. This phenomenon
has been studied in detail in species of rusts. Many
Puccinia species, for example, grow perpendicu-
larly to the rows of epidermal cells (Fig. 11.7B, C).
It was demonstrated that hyphae respond to a phys-
ical signal and not a chemical one – inert replicas of
the leaf surface or even artificial gratings induce the
same thigmotropic response (Wynn 1976; Dickin-
son 1979; Hoch et al. 1987a). This growth pattern
is thought to enhance the chances of hyphae en-
countering stomata which, in graminaceous plants,
occur in longitudinal rows (Fig. 11.7C). The dimen-
sions of the topographical features to which hyphae
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Fig. 11.7. Thigmotropic growth of fungal germlings. A
CryoSEM of hyphae of Blumeria graminis f.sp. avenae grow
along the grooves formed by the anticlinal walls of the epi-
dermal cells on an oat leaf (Carver et al. 1995). Bar 10 µm. B
CryoSEM of hyphae produced by germinated uredospores
of Puccinia graminis f.sp. tritici grow perpendicular to the
ridges and grooves on the leaf surface (Staples and Hoch
1997). Bar 50 µm. C Uredospores of P. hordei on the surface
of a barley leaf. Primary germ tubes grow at right angles to
the grooves formed by the anticlinal walls of the epidermal
cells. On encountering a stoma, the hyphal apex differen-
tiates into an appressorium over the stomatal pore (Read
et al. 1992). Bar 100 µm

respond were determined with great precision for
germlings of Uromyces appendiculatus. Maximum
response was shown to ridges or grooves spaced
0.5–15.0 µm apart (Hoch et al. 1987a).

The mechanisms by which hyphae achieve di-
rected growth are still not fully understood. The
position of the Spitzenkörper or vesicle supply cen-
tre in the hyphal apex is clearly involved in bringing
about directed growth, but how are the topograph-
ical signals perceived and the signals transduced
to bring about appropriate changes in the position
of the Spitzenkörper? We do know that firm adhe-
sion of the hypha to the substratum is mandatory
(Epstein et al. 1985). However, it was established
that the topographical signals are perceived in an
area of the hypha in contact with the substratum,
0–10 µm from the hyphal apex (Corrêa and Hoch
1995). Studies of Uromyces appendiculatus led to
the suggestions that the cytoskeleton (Hoch et al.
1986, 1987b; Bourett et al. 1987; Hoch and Staples
1991) and/or the operation of an integrin-like pro-
tein might be involved in either signal reception or
transmission (Corrêa et al. 1996). These chemical
and physical signals not only influence the polarity
of hyphal growth, but they may also induce the hy-
phal apex to differentiate into specialised infection
structures which penetrate the host surface.

V. Penetration of the Plant

A. The induction
of Appressorium Differentiation

Signals from the plant surface not only guide the
growing germ tube or hypha but also trigger the
development of infection structures capable of
penetrating the host surface (Fig. 11.8A–C). In
some pathogens, the infection structures are highly

specialised appressoria that invade the underlying
plant epidermis through the production of a fine
penetration peg. Both physical and chemical sig-
nals play a role in the induction of appressorium
differentiation (Emmett and Parbery 1975; Deising
et al. 2000; Kamakura et al. 2002). Factors shown
to trigger appressorium differentiation include
the topography, hardness and hydrophobicity of
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the substratum and the chemical composition of
the surface. In some cases, a single factor may
apparently be sufficient to trigger differentiation
(Mendgen et al. 1996; Dean 1997); in other cases,
multiple signals are required (Collins and Read
1997; Collins et al. 2001).

Hydrophobicity of the substratum influences
appressorium induction but its exact role is still
unclear. Some studies of Magnaporthe grisea,
for example, found a correlation between surface
hydrophobicity and appressorial differentiation
(Jelitto et al. 1994; Lee and Dean 1994) and
found that a hydrophobic surface is sufficient for
appressorial induction in the absence of other cues
(Gilbert et al. 1996). Other studies of M. grisea,
however, found that the requirement is for a hard
surface, whether hydrophilic or hydrophobic (Xiao
et al. 1994) and that the response is modulated by
conidial density (Hegde and Kolattukudy 1997).
These observations suggest that other factors,
including some that are as yet not documented,
may be involved. Surface hardness, topography
and degree of hydrophobicity do, for example,
influence the ability of hyphae to adhere to the
substratum; and attachment or close association
of the germling to the underlying surface is consis-
tently an important requirement for appressorial
differentiation (Emmett and Parbery 1975; Read
et al. 1992; Liu and Kolattukudy 1999; Yamaoka
and Takeuchi 1999). Studies of the development
of Colletotrichum graminicola growing on micro-
fabricated silicon substrata showed that at least
4 µm of continuous contact of the germ tube with
the hydrophobic substratum is required for the
induction of appressoria in this species (Apoga
et al. 2004). The ability of the pathogen to adhere to
the plant surface is affected by the properties of the
hyphal surface and there is evidence that surface
characteristics of germ tubes and appressoria may

Fig. 11.8. Thigmotropism and appressorium formation. A
Germinated cysts of Phytophthora cinnamomi penetrating
along anticlinal wall junctions of the epidermis of an al-
falfa root. The hyphae form appressorium-like swellings at
the point of invasion. Bar 10 µm. B CryoSEM of hypha of
Melampsora lini (flax rust pathogen) growing on the sur-
face of a flax leaf. The hypha has differentiated into an ap-
pressorium over a stoma. The hypha has collapsed behind
the septum (arrow) delineating the appressorium (micro-
graph courtesy of CSIRO Plant Industry, Australia). Bar
10 µm. C Uredospores of Uromyces appendiculatus growing
on a polystyrene replica containing ridges 0.5 µm in height.
Appressoria differentiated when the hyphal apex encoun-
tered a ridge (Hoch and Staples 1991). Bar 10 µm

be different from those of the conidium (Fig. 11.3B,
C; Hutchison et al. 2002).

One class of hyphal surface molecules that
have been extensively studied and have the capac-
ity to influence attachment is the hydrophobins.
Hydrophobins are small cysteine-rich proteins that
self-assemble on the cell surface and modify sur-
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face hydrophobicity (Wessels 1996, 1999; Kershaw
and Talbot 1998). They are likely to have a marked
influence on recognition (Beckerman and Ebbole
1996) andadhesionphenomena (Talbot et al. 1996).
MPG1andMHP1genes that encode class I andclass
II hydrophobins, respectively, in M. grisea are both
highly expressed during early infection structure
differentiation (Soanes et al. 2002; Kim et al. 2005).
MHP1 null mutants undergo the initial step in
appressorium induction, swelling and hook forma-
tion, but do not form appressoria on surfaces that
are normally inductive (Talbot et al. 1993). MHP1
null mutants have a greatly reduced ability to form
appressoria (Kim et al. 2005). Another M. grisea
gene that encodes a small extracellular matrix pro-
tein and whose expression is upregulated during
appressorium development is EMP1 (Ahn et al.
2004). Appressorium formation and pathogenic-
ity are greatly reduced in EMP1 null mutants.
Sclerotinia sclerotiorum hyphae also secrete a low
molecular weight protein that functions like a hy-
drophobin and promotes the formation of aerial
hyphae (Lugones et al. 2004).Together, these results
point to the importance of pathogen surface char-
acteristics in growth and the induction and devel-
opment of infection structures on the plant surface.

Various chemicals, including cutin monomers,
surface waxes and leaf alcohols, can induce ap-
pressorial differentiation (Read et al. 1992; Gilbert
et al. 1996; Collins et al. 2001) and there is evidence
of species-specificity in these interactions. Waxes
from barley leaves are more effective inducers of
appressorium formation by Blumeria graminis f.
sp. hordei than are waxes from non-host plants
(Tsuba et al. 2002). Plant surface waxes are also
able to overcome the suppression of appressorial
development by self-inhibitors which diffuse from
the conidia when at high densities (Hegde and Ko-
lattukudy 1997; Liu and Kolattukudy 1999).

Some pathogens, such as rust fungi in the gen-
era Puccinia, Uromyces and Melampsora, invade
leaves by forming an appressorium over a stom-
atal pore (Fig. 11.8B). Germlings of these species
can distinguish the ridges associated with the lip of
the guard cells. They also respond to stomatal im-
pressions on plastic replicas of leaf surfaces and to
ridges and grooves of similar dimensions on inert
surfaces, indicating once again that surface topog-
raphy can induce the response (Fig. 11.8; Hoch et al.
1987a; Collins and Read 1997; Read et al. 1997). The
dimensions of the topographical features that in-
duce appressorium development have been defined
precisely for the bean rust fungus, Uromyces appen-

diculatus. A change in elevation on the substratum
of 0.5 µm is optimal to trigger appressorium devel-
opment, a height similar to that of ridges associated
with the stomal lip (Hoch et al. 1987a; Kwon and
Hoch 1991). The site of signal reception lies on
the surface of the hyphae in contact with the sub-
stratum, <20 µm from the hyphal apex (Kwon and
Hoch 1991; Corrêa and Hoch 1995).

B. Appressorium Development and Function

In Magnaporthe grisea, the first morphological
sign of the initiation of appressorium develop-
ment is the swelling and bending of the conidial
germ tube into a hook-like structure which pro-
ceeds to enlarge to form a domed appressorium
(Fig. 11.9A). Ultrastructural studies show that the
onset of appressorium formation is associated with
the dispersal of the apical cluster of vesicles (Hoch
and Staples 1987; Dijksterhuis 2003) or with the
displacement of the cluster to a position close to the
substratum (Mims and Richardson 1989; Bourett
and Howard 1990; Howard et al. 1991a; Kwon et al.
1991a). The linear arrays of microtubules in the
hyphae become reorganised in the germ tube tip as
it begins to differentiate (Kwon et al. 1991a; Takano
et al. 2001). Some appressoria appear to be simple
swellings of the hyphae as they attempt to penetrate
the plant surface (Fig. 11.8A). Others, for example
those formed by Puccinia graminis f. sp. tritici over
a stoma, may be bi- or multi-lobed (Collins et al.
2001). Appressoria that have received the greatest
attention are highly specialised dome-shaped cells
such as those produced by M. grisea and species
of Colletotrichum and Uromyces (Figs. 11.9, 11.10).
Biomechanical modelling recently showed that this
basic design is robustly consistent with a bioelastic
shell that maintains its shape under very high
turgor pressures (Tongen et al. 2006).

The properties of the appressorium surface are
critical to appressorium function. In M. grisea,
a wall approximately 150–200 nm in thickness is
presentover thedomedportionof the cell, but is ab-
sent from the base of the appressorium (Fig. 11.9C,
D; Howard and Ferrari 1989; Bourett and Howard
1990; Howard et al. 1991a). Part of the M. grisea ap-
pressorium wall is a layer of melanin that reduces
the porosity of the wall to less than 1 nm and ren-
ders the wall impermeable to most compounds ex-
cept water (Howard et al. 1991a; Howard 1997). The
appressorial pore at the base of the appressorium
lacks both chitin and melanin and is surrounded by
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a ring of wall material that adheres tightly to the un-
derlying substratum and is presumed to function
asa seal between the twosurfaces (Figs. 11.9, 11.10).
Differentiation of the appressorial wall relative to
this pore has also been demonstrated immuno-
cytochemically in Colletotrichum lindemuthianum
(Pain et al. 1995) and can be recognised as a light
spot in light microscopy (Diéguez-Uribeondo et al.
2003). The melanised wall is impermeable to glyc-
erol, an osmoticum that builds up to high con-
centrations within the appressorium. A concentra-
tion of 3.2 M has been measured in appressoria
of M. grisea (deJong et al. 1997). The high glyc-
erol concentration generates turgor pressures as
high as 8 MPa in M. grisea (Howard et al. 1991b;
deJong et al. 1997), 2.6 MPa in C. kahawae (Chen
et al. 2004) and 0.35 MPa in Uromyces appendicula-
tus (Terhune et al. 1993). This latter pressure is still
sufficient todeformthe lipsof theunderlyingguard
cells. The importance of melanin in host penetra-
tion was demonstrated in studies of the effects of
inhibitors of melanin biosynthesis and of mutants
deficient in melanin biosynthetic enzymes (Chum-
ley and Valent 1990; Perpetua et al. 1996; Kawa-
mura et al. 1997). Such mutants of M. grisea build
up much lower concentrations of glycerol (deJong
et al. 1997), develop a lower turgor pressure (Money
and Howard 1996) and, in both M. grisea and C. la-
genarium, exhibit markedly reduced pathogenicity
(Chumley and Valent 1990; Perpetua et al. 1996).

Appressorium development and maturation is
supported by nutrients stored within the conid-
ium and transported from the conidium along the
germ tube. In M. grisea, the main storage reserves
in the conidium are glycogen, trehalose and lipids.
At the end of appressorium development, a septum
separates the appressorium from the germ tube
and conidium; the conidium and germ tube are
depleted of reserves and cytoplasm, and collapse
(Fig. 11.9A, B). A number of recent studies inves-
tigated the process of nutrient transport from the
conidium and its degradation in the developing ap-
pressorium and its importance for the generation
of turgor pressure and effective function of the ap-
pressorium.

The role of trehalose metabolism has been
shown through targeted gene replacement of treha-
lose synthetic or degradative enzymes in M. grisea
(Foster et al. 2003). Null mutants lacking the
trehalose-6-phosphate synthase gene, TPS1, can-
not synthesise trehalose and do not develop full
turgor pressure within the appressorium. Enzymes
involved in trehalose breakdown, in contrast, are

not required for appressorium development and
maturation but are needed for later stages of colo-
nisation. Glycogen is another storage product that
is accumulated in fungal conidia and mobilised
during conidial germination and appressorium
development (Fig. 11.5E, F; Thines et al. 2000;
Weber et al. 2001; Weber and Davoli 2002; Tsuji
et al. 2003). Analysis of patterns of gene expression
showed that transcript ion of genes encoding

Fig. 11.9. (left column on page 267) Appressorium differen-
tiation. A CryoSEM of germinated conidia of Magnaporthe
grisea. The germ tube of each conidium has differentiated
into an appressorium (A). The cytoplasm in the basal and
middle cells of the three-celled conidia has been degraded
to support growth of the appressorium; these two cells of
each conidium have subsequently collapsed (arrows; s sep-
tum; Money and Howard 1996). Bar 5 µm. B CryoSEM of
mature appressorium of M. grisea which has been sealed off
from the subtending conidium and germ tube by a septum.
The contents of the conidium and germ tube have been de-
graded and these cells have collapsed (Braun and Howard
1994b). Bar 2 µm. C TEM of a mature M. grisea appresso-
rium (freeze-substituted cell). The electron dense layer of
melanin (M) covers most of the appressorial surface but not
the surface in contact with the substratum. The latter area
is the appressorium pore (between arrowheads) and, at this
stage of development, consists of a plasma membrane and
appears to lack any cell wall (Howard et al. 1991a). Bar 1 µm.
D High magnification TEM image of the appressorium pore
of M. grisea (freeze-substituted cell). The section has been
labelled with wheat germ agglutinin-gold to localise chitin
in the fungal cell wall. No labelling is evident across the
pore, reflecting the lack of cell wall material in this region
(Howard et al. 1991a). Bar 1 µm

Fig. 11.10. (right column on page 267) Penetration peg
production by the appressorium. A Young penetration peg
formed at the appressorium pore in an appressorium of
Magnaporthe grisea (TEM of freeze-substituted cell). The
pore region is defined by the perimeter of the appresso-
rium wall (arrowheads) and is covered by an overlay of wall
material (o; Bourett and Howard 1992). Bar 0.5 µm. B Ap-
pressorium of M. grisea that has produced a penetration peg
that has grown over 6 µm into the underlying substratum
(TEM of a freeze-substituted cell; Howard et al. 1991a). Bar
1 µm. C CryoSEM of lower surface of an appressorium of M.
grisea that has been detached from the substratum. The ap-
pressorium pore is shown in the centre of the appressorium
base; the hole that was torn during detachment marks the
site of the penetration peg. A ring (between arrowheads)
encircles the appressorium pore (between arrows; Howard
et al. 1991b). Bar 1 µm. D The base of an appressorium of M.
grisea adhering to a substratum as viewed from the inside
of the appressorium after rupture of the appressorium by
sonication. The hole (arrowhead) is an impression left in
the Mylar substratum at the site of the penetration peg. Ap-
pressorium pore is between arrows; m extracellular matrix
material (Howard et al. 1991b). Bar 1 µm
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enzymes involved in glycogen breakdown is high
during in germinating conidia (Thomas et al. 2002;
Both et al. 2005). Accompanying histochemical
labelling also showed breakdown of glycogen
stores in the conidia after germination (Thines
et al. 2000; Both et al. 2005).

During conidial germination, lipid bodies are
quickly mobilised and accumulate in the germ tube
apex and developing appressorium (Fig. 11.5A–D;
Thines et al. 2000). During appressorium matura-
tion and turgor pressure generation, the lipid is
converted to glycerol. The lipid bodies disappear,
apparently coalescing and being taken up by vac-
uoles and triacylglycerol lipase enzyme activity in-

Fig. 11.11. Fig. 11.12.
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creases (Thines et al. 2000). Conversion of lipid to
glycerol leads to fatty acid synthesis and a require-
ment for fatty acid β-oxidation, operation of the
glyoxylate cycle and gluconeogenesis (Wang et al.
2005). In fungi, β-oxidation is carried out in the
peroxisomes and recent studies produced evidence
for an important role of these organelles in appres-
sorium maturation and turgor generation (Kimura
et al. 2001; Lu et al. 2005; Bhambra et al. 2006;
Ramos-Pamplona and Naqvi 2006).

It is likely that stores of protein in the coni-
dium are also remobilised during appressorium
development, although as yet little is known of the
operation of this process. In M. grisea, targetted
deletion of a vacuolar serine protease gene, SPM1,
reduces appressorium development (Donofrio
et al. 2006) and proteasome homologues, Mgp1
and Mgp5, have been identified in proteomic
studies of developing appressoria (Kim et al. 2003).

In M. grisea, after melanisation of the appres-
sorial wall, an overlay of wall material is deposited
over the appressorial pore (Fig. 11.10A; Bourett
and Howard 1990). A fine penetration peg, about
0.7 µm in diameter, forms on the pore surface and
grows through the epidermal cell wall of the host
(Fig. 11.10; Howard and Valent 1996). The cyto-
plasm of the penetration peg is generally devoid
of organelles but contains a bundle of actin mi-
crofilaments (Bourett and Howard 1991). Visuali-
sation of microtubule arrays in appressoria is facil-
itated by GFP-tagging of tubulin. Both linear and
randomly organised microtubule arrays have been
observed in developing appressoria (Takano et al.
2000; Czymmek et al. 2005) but in mature appres-
soria a novel population of microtubules oriented
vertically, i.e. perpendicular to the leaf surface, has
been imaged in addition to the cortical array (Park
et al. 2004). Targetted deletion of a transcription
factor (MST12) in M. grisea results in failure of
penetration peg formation and penetration (Park
et al. 2002); and in this mutant both the vertical
actin and microtubule arrays are disrupted (Park
et al. 2004). Further analysis of the genes regulated
by MST12 promises to help characterise the roles
of these cytoskeletal elements in penetration peg
formation and function.

With a turgor pressure of 8 MPa, it was calcu-
lated that the penetration peg of M. grisea appres-
soria could generate a force of 8–17 µN (Money and
Howard 1996), a value in good agreement with that
measured using elastic optical waveguides for the
force produced by appressorial penetration pegs
of C. graminicola (Bechinger et al. 1999). The fact

that these pressures are sufficient for the pene-
tration peg to force its way through a surface as
hard as a plant epidermal cell wall was elegantly
demonstrated in M. grisea through the use of my-
lar sheets which are impervious to degradation by
fungal enzymes (Howard and Ferrari 1989; Bourett
and Howard 1990; Howard et al. 1991a, b). These
studies indicated that the fungus is capable of pene-
trating mylar sheets as hard as or harder than a rice
leaf surface by using force alone. However, it was
also found that the fungus penetrates the rice leaf
more quickly than it does mylar sheets of hard-
ness similar to that of the rice leaf, suggesting that,
on the plant surface, the fungus uses both physical
force and enzymatic digestion to penetrate the leaf
surface (Bastmeyer et al. 2002).

The critical role played by turgor pressure
and the development of a structurally sound
penetration peg was highlighted by molecular
studies of selected genes identified from transcript
profiling studies that focused on genes that are
expressed during appressorium formation. One
such group of proteins is the tetraspanins, small
membrane proteins that occur in a variety of plant
pathogenic fungi (Veneault-Fourrey et al. 2006).
In M. grisea, C. lindemuthianum and Botrytis
cinerea, targeted deletion of tetraspanin-encoding
genes (Pls1, ClPLS1 and Bcpls1, respectively)
leads to failure of the pathogen to penetrate the
host surface (Clergeot et al. 2001; Gourgues et al.
2004; Veneault-Fourrey et al. 2005). It is believed
that disruption of tetraspanin synthesis causes
abnormalities in the structure or location of the
penetration peg. Targeted deletion of the PDE1
gene encoding a P-type ATPase resident in the
plasma membrane of germinating conidia and de-
veloping appressoria also inhibits the development
ofpenetrationhyphae (Balhadere andTalbot 2001).

Two other proteins shown to be required
for normal penetration peg development are
cyclophilin and metallothionein. Cyclophilin,
a peptidyl prolyl isomerase that aids protein
folding, is conserved throughout the eukaryotes.
In M. grisea, a single cyclophilin gene, Cyp1,
encodes two mRNA transcripts that give rise to
cytosolic and mitochondrial proteins (Viaud et al.
2002). Cyp1 is highly expressed during infection.
Targetted deletion or disruption of the cyclophilin
genes in M. grisea and B. cinerea impairs penetra-
tion peg formation and turgor pressure generation
and reduces pathogen virulence (Viaud et al. 2002,
2003). Metallothionins are small antioxidant pro-
teins found in all eukaryotes. In M. grisea, studies
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Fig. 11.13. Enzyme secretion at the point of plant cell wall
penetration. A Cavity in an epidermal cell wall produced
by the penetration peg of an appressorium of Cochliobo-
lus sativus on a leaf of barley. The section was immunogold
labelled with JIM5, a monoclonal antibody specific for poly-
galacturonic acid. The erosion of the wall suggests that wall-
degrading enzymes were secreted by the penetration peg.
The plant cell wall contains less polygalacturonic acid near
the edges of the cavity than in regions further away (Clay
et al. 1997). Bar 1 µm. B Outer epidermal wall of Vicia faba
breached by a penetration peg formed by an appressorium
of Uromyces vignae. The section was labelled with JIM 7,
a monoclonal antibody specific for methylesterified pectin.
The wall close to the penetration site has lower pectin
content than in other regions. Material prepared by high
pressure freezing and freeze-substitution (Xu and Mendgen
1997). Bar 0.2 µm. C, D Germinated conidium of Blumeria
graminis f.sp. hordei on the surface of a barley leaf labelled
with a monoclonal antibody specific for cellobiohydrolase
shown in bright field (C) and fluorescence illumination (D).
A highly localised area at the tip of the appressorial germ
tube was labelled by the antibody (arrowhead). C Conid-
ium, PGT primary germ tube, AGT apppressorial germ tube
(Jones et al. 1998). Bar 10 µm

of appressorial gene expression showed that tran-
scripts encoding metallothioneins are abundant
in appressoria (Ebbole et al. 2004). The metalloth-
ionein proteins becomes localised on the inner
side of the cell wall of the appressorium (Tucker
et al. 2004). Targetted disruption of the MMT1
gene leads to failure of the pathogen to penetrate
the plant cuticle, perhaps because of abnormalities
in the appressorial or penetration peg cell wall.

After breaching the cuticle, the penetration peg
grows through the wall of the infected plant cell.
The lack of compression, indicative of mechanical
force, and the localised degradation of wall struc-
ture surrounding the penetration peg produced
by appressoria and haustorial mother cells are
taken as evidence of the action of fungal enzymes
(Fig. 11.13). Molecular cytochemical studies give
evidence of both localised reduction in individual
components in the plant cell wall at the penetration
site, and of temporally and spatially restricted pro-
duction and secretion of wall degrading enzymes.
Reductions in pectin, cellulose and xyloglucan
were reported adjacent to appressorial penetra-
tion pegs produced by Cochliobolus sativus and
Uromyces vignae (Fig. 11.13A, B; Clay et al. 1997; Xu
and Mendgen 1997). Extensive studies of the activ-
ity of cell wall-degrading enzymes during infection
structure formation in U. fabae revealed a cascade
of enzyme activities, with pectin methylesterase
and cellulase activities coinciding with the dif-
ferentiation of infection hyphae and haustorial
mother cells (Deising and Mendgen 1992; Frittrang
et al. 1992; Heiler et al. 1993; Deising et al. 1995a, b;
Mendgen et al. 1996). Localisation studies showed
polygalacturonase in germ tubes and appressoria
penetration pegs of Colletotrichum lindemuthi-
anum (Dumas et al. 1999) and cellobiohydrolase
at the appressorial penetration peg of Blumeria
graminis (Fig. 11.13C, D; Pryce-Jones et al. 1999).
Antibodies directed towards subtilisin-like pro-
teases and pectate lyase were also shown to reduce
pathogenicity of M. poae and C. gloeosporioides, re-
spectively (Wattad et al. 1997; Sreedhar et al. 1999).

VI. Acquisition of Nutrients
from the Plant

A. Haustoria and Intracellular Hyphae
of Biotrophic Pathogens

Phytopathogenic fungi andoomycetes employava-
riety of infection strategies in order to gain ac-
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cess to the nutrients they need for growth, devel-
opment and reproduction. The strategy used by
necrotrophic fungi is to obtain nutrients by killing
the host cells, forming expanding necrotic lesions.
The strategy used by biotrophic pathogens is to
establish a close and stable relationship with liv-
ing host cells and to redirect the flow of nutri-
ents from the plant cell into the pathogen. To do
this, biotrophic pathogens form specialised feed-
ing structures that take the form of haustoria or
differentiated intracellular hyphae.

In some biotrophic pathogens, such as the
powdery mildews, the appressorial penetration
pegs grow directly through the outer epidermal
cell wall and form haustoria within the epidermal
cells. In other biotrophic pathogens, such as the
rusts, the appressorial penetration peg grows
through a stomatal aperture into the substomatal
cavity (Fig. 11.14). In this case, the pathogen
then develops a substomatal vesicle and infection
hyphae which traverse the intercellular spaces in
the leaf until contact is made with a parenchyma
cell. The apex of the infection hypha then differ-
entiates to form a haustorial mother cell which
produces a penetration peg which grows through
the wall of the plant cell and develops a haustorium
(Fig. 11.15A, C; Mendgen and Deising 1993;
Mendgen et al. 1996). The haustorial mother cell
on the surface of the leaf parenchyma cell thus
plays a similar role to that of the appressorium on
the plant surface; however, little is known of the
factors that induce haustorial mother cell differ-
entiation or that regulate its function (Mendgen
and Hahn 2002). This is due in large part to the
difficulties in studying the development of a cell
that cannot be observed without sectioning the
leaf in order to observe the structures within it. It
is generally believed that haustorial mother cells
rely on the action of secreted cell wall-degrading
enzymes in order to penetrate the mesophyll
plant cell wall (Chong et al. 1981; Taylor and
Mims 1991). Nevertheless, regardless of the exact
mode of invasion, it is important to note that
penetration pegs produced by appressoria and
haustoria mother cells puncture the plant cell
wall but they do not breach the underlying plant
cell plasma membrane. In both cases, the plant
plasma membrane is invaginated but remains
intact and surrounds the expanding haustorium
or intracellular hypha (Fig. 11.15C).

The degree of structural and functional
specialisation of the nutrient-absorbing haustoria
and intracellular hyphae is variable (Manners and

Gay 1983). The body of the haustorium, often
subtended from a narrow neck region (Fig. 13A,
C), is approximately spherical or lobed in the
oomycete downy mildews and dikaryotic rust
spore infections (Fig. 11.15C) but is filamentous
and unbranched in the monokaryotic rust spore
infections. Haustoria of the powdery mildews
have a high surface to volume ratio as a result
of multiple projections from the haustorial body
(Fig. 11.15B; Manners and Gay 1983). The ex-
tensions may project outwards (as in Blumeria
graminis) or they may wrap around the haustorial
body. Hemibiotrophic fungi, such as species of
Colletotrichum which grow biotrophically for
a period of time before becoming necrotrophic,
produce an infection vesicle and primary hyphae
that together constitute the intracellular hyphae
(Fig. 11.16C). The wall and plasma membrane
of the haustorium or intracellular hyphae are
continuous with the wall and plasma membrane
of the hyphal cell on the outside of the invaded
plant cell. In the powdery mildews, the haustorium
becomes delineated from the appressorium by
a septum in the neck, but in the downy mildews and
rust fungi a septum is not formed (Manners and
Gay 1983).

Fig. 11.14. Leaf penetration through a stomatal aperture.
CryoSEM image of uredospores of Melampsora lini that
germinated on the surface of a flax leaf and penetrated the
leaf throughastoma.An infectionhyphaewithin the leafhas
made contact with a mesophyll cell (Hardham and Mitchell
1998). Bar 1 µm
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Fig. 11.15. Formation of haustoria and intracellular hyphae.
A CryoSEM of dikaryotic haustorium of Puccinia arachidis
in a mesophyll cell of peanut. Arrow Haustorial neck, HB
haustorial body, HMC haustorial mother cell (Mims et al.
2003).Bar 3 µm.BBilateral haustoria (h) ofBlumeriagrami-
nis f.sp. hordei in barley leaf cell (Takemoto et al. 2006). Bar
10 µm C TEM image of a haustorial mother cell (HMC) and
haustorium (H) of Melampsora lini in a flax leaf mesophyll
cell. The haustorium is surrounded by the invaginated host
cell plasma membrane (ehm). The extrahaustorial matrix
(arrowheads) lies between the haustorium wall and the host
plasmamembrane (micrographbycourtesyofL.Murdoch).
Bar 0.5 µm

The invaginated host plasma membrane sur-
rounding the haustorium is termed the extrahaus-
torial membrane (Fig. 11.15C). Over most of the
haustorium surface, the wall of the haustorium (or
intracellular hypha) is separated from the plant
plasma membrane by an extrahaustorial or inter-

facial matrix layer (Fig. 11.15C). In the powdery
mildews and dikaryotic rust infections, both the
fungal and plant plasma membranes are tightly
pressed against the haustorial wall in the neck
of the haustorium, an arrangement that results
in sealing of the extrahaustorial matrix compart-
ment (Fig. 11.15C; Heath 1976). Structures in the
neck region of the downy mildews are not of sim-
ilar morphology to the neckbands in the powdery
mildews and rusts, but are thought to be func-
tionally equivalent (Woods and Gay 1983). With
a view to understanding the structure and func-
tion of haustoria and intracellular hyphae of the
biotrophic phytopathogens, much effort has been
directed towards identifying the molecular compo-
sition of the plant–pathogen interface. Evidence of
molecular specialisations in this interface has accu-
mulated and is believed to be indicative of the role
of these infection structures in nutrient uptake.

Ultrastructural studies show that the extra-
haustorial membrane formed in rust, powdery
mildew and downy mildew infections is morpho-
logically distinct from the plasma membrane in
other parts of the cell (Littlefield and Bracker 1972;
Aist and Bushnell 1991; Callow and Green 1996;
Mims et al. 2003; Celio et al. 2004). The extrahaus-
torial membrane is thicker than the plant plasma
membrane and is heavily glycosylated. This differ-
entiation was exemplified in immunocytochemical
studies of pea powdery mildew which showed
the segregation of two high molecular weight
glycoproteins within the plasma membrane of the
infected pea epidermal cells (Roberts et al. 1993).
One glycoprotein is excluded from the extrahaus-
torial membrane as the haustorium develops; the
other glycoprotein occurs in the extrahaustorial
membrane but not elsewhere in the plant plasma
membrane. Cytochemical studies also revealed
that the extrahaustorial membrane surrounding
powdery mildew and dikaryotic rust haustoria
lacks the ATPase activity which is generally seen
in the plant plasma membrane and which is still
present in the plasma membrane in other parts of
the infected cell (Spencer-Phillips and Gay 1981;
see also Gay and Woods 1987). In contrast, the ex-
trahaustorial membrane surrounding filamentous
haustoria of monokaryotic rust infections contains
ATPase activity, although in some cases there is
a gradient of reduced ATPase activity towardst the
tip of the haustorium, i.e. the end opposite the
point of entry into the cell (Woods and Gay 1987;
Baka et al. 1995). The plant membrane surrounding
intracellular hyphae of Colletotrichum lindemuthi-
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Fig. 11.16. Surface properties of haustoria and intracellular
hyphae. A, B Bright field (A) and immunofluorescence (B)
light micrographs of infection hypha and haustorium (H)
of Melampsora lini in a flax leaf. The wall of the hausto-
rium, but not that of the hypha or plant cell, is labelled with
monoclonal antibody, ML-1 (micrographs by courtesy of L.
Murdoch). Bar 10 µm. C Immunofluorescence labelling of
primary hypha (PH) and infection vesicle (IV) produced by
Colletotrichum lindemuthianum within an epidermal cell
of Phaseolus vulgaris labelled with monoclonal antibody
UB25 that reacts with a 40.5-kDa glycoprotein in the intra-
cellular hyphal walls and interfacial matrix layer (Perfect
et al. 1998). Bar 10 µm. D Immunolabelling of a putative
amino acid transporter on the surface of the haustorium of
Uromyces fabae in a mesophyll cell of a bean leaf (Hahn et al.
1997). Bar 3 µm. E Immunolabelling of the HXT1p hexose
transporter on the surface of a dikaryotic haustorium of U.
fabae in a mesophyll cell of a bean leaf (Voegele and Mend-
gen 2003). Bar 5 µm. F Immunogold labelling of the HXT1p
hexose transporter on the plasma membrane (arrowheads)
of a haustorium of U. fabae in a mesophyll cell of a bean
leaf. Arrow Extrahaustorial membrane (Voegele et al. 2001).
Bar 0.1 µm. G Immunolabelling of the Uf-INV1p invertase
around the periphery of a haustorium (ha) of U. fabae in
a bean mesophyll cell. hy Intercellular hypha (Voegele et al.
2001). Bar 10 µm. H, I Immunolabelling of the RTP1p pro-
tein secreted by a haustorium (H) of U. fabae and trans-
ferred into the cytoplasm and nucleus (N) of the infected
plant mesophyll cell. Nucleus stained blue with bisbenz-
imide (H) and RTP1p fluorescence shown in red (I; Kemen
et al. 2005). Bar 10 µm

anum also contains ATPase activity and thus lacks
this form of specialisation shown by the powdery
mildew and dikaryotic rust infections (O’Connell
1987). These results were interpreted as indicating
that the haustoria of monokaryotic rusts and the
hemibiotroph are less specialised than the dikary-
otic haustoria (O’Connell 1987; Baka et al. 1995).

There is still littleunderstandingof themolecu-
lar composition of the extrahaustorial or interfacial
matrix between the wall of the haustorium or intra-
cellular hypha and the plant plasma membrane. It
is clear that the material within the matrix is of both
plant and pathogen origin and that it contains car-
bohydrates (Chard and Gay 1984; O’Connell 1987).
Immunolabelling showed the presence of proline-
and hydroxyproline-rich glycoproteins similar to
those found in plant cell walls (Hippe-Sanwald et al.
1994; Stark-Urnau and Mendgen 1995). A number
of N-linked glycoproteins were also demonstrated
in the interfacial matrix around Colletotrichum in-
fection hyphae in bean (Pain et al. 1994; O’Connell
et al. 1996a). One of these, a proline-rich glyco-
protein, is specific for the surface of intracellular
hyphae growing inside living plant cells during the
biotrophic phase of growth, and is absent from the
surface of primary hyphae growing intercellularly
and fromhyphaegrowingontheplant surface (Pain
et al. 1994; O’Connell et al. 1996b; Perfect et al. 1998,
2000).

Immunocytochemical investigations showed
that the walls of fungal haustoria contain molecules
also found in the walls of mycelia and other cells of
the same species (Mackie et al. 1991; Callow et al.
1992; Scott et al. 1997; Murdoch et al. 1998; Perfect
et al. 2001), as well as molecules that are specific
to the haustorial walls (Fig. 11.16A, B; Murdoch
and Hardham 1998; Murdoch et al. 1998). They
also produced the first evidence of differences
in protein composition between haustorial and
mycelial plasma membranes (Callow et al. 1992;
Mackie et al. 1993). Further details of the molecular
differentiation of the haustorial plasma membrane
came from the characterisation of genes that are
preferentially expressed in the haustoria of the
bean rust fungus, Uromyces fabae, and these land-
mark studies provided the first direct evidence of
the central role haustoria play in nutrient uptake.

Molecular characterisation of Uromyces haus-
toria began with the demonstration that the level
of ATPase activity in plasma membranes from
haustoria is significantly higher than in plasma
membranes from ungerminated or germinated
uredospores (Struck et al. 1996; Wirsel et al. 2001).
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The gene encoding the H+-ATPase was cloned and
analysis of its expression showed that transcript
levels do not mirror those of enzyme activity
(Struck et al. 1998; Wirsel et al. 2001), indicating
that regulation of the Uromyces fabae haustorial
plasma membrane H+-ATPase is likely to be under
post-translational control. It was envisaged that the
Uf-PMA1 ATPase pumps protons out of the haus-
torium into the extrahaustorial matrix, thereby
establishing a proton gradient that could drive
uptake of nutrients across the haustorial plasma
membrane. Generation of such a gradient would
be possible because the extrahaustorial matrix is
a sealed compartment (Szabo and Bushnell 2001).

The next advance was the identification of
three in planta-induced genes that encode putative
amino acid transporters (Hahn et al. 1997). One
of these proteins was immunolocalised to the
haustorial plasma membrane but no transport
activity could be demonstrated (Fig. 11.16D;
Mendgen et al. 2000). The other two genes, whose
amino permease activity has been confirmed, have
not yet been localised; however, transcript levels
for both are highest in haustoria (Struck et al.
2002, 2004). The latter two proteins, UfAAT1p and
UfAAT3p, are similar to symport amino acid per-
meases which use the transmembrane pH gradient
generated by a plasma membrane ATPase to power
amino acid uptake. Heterologous expression in
Xenopus oocytes revealed that they preferentially
transport amino acids that are present in low
concentrations in infected leaves, with Uf-AAT1p
exhibiting a preference for lysine and histidine,
and Uf-AAT3p a preference for leucine, methionine
and cysteine (Struck et al. 2002, 2004).

The next breakthrough came with the cloning
of a gene encoding a hexose sugar transporter with
specificity for glucose and fructose (Voegele et al.
2001). The hexose transporter, Uf-HXT1p, was lo-
calised to the plasma membrane in the distal tip of
monokaryotic haustoria and throughout the body
of dikaryotic haustoria (Fig. 11.16E, F; Voegele and
Mendgen 2003). It is also a proton symporter.

Sugars are transported around the plant
mainly in the form of the disaccharide, sucrose.
Thus, in order for Uf-HXT1p to import sugars
into the haustorium, sucrose must be broken
down into its constituent glucose and fructose
units and these monosaccharides made available
to the transporter. Potentially, this conversion
of sucrose to glucose and fructose could occur
in the plant cytoplasm or in the extrahaustorial
matrix, and could be achieved through the action

of either fungal or plant enzymes. Evidence that
a fungal invertase is likely to play an active role
in generation of the monosaccharides comes from
the cloning and characterisation of an invertase
gene, Uf-INV1, from Uromyces fabae (Voegele
et al. 2006). Uf-INV1 transcript levels are high in
haustoria and the Uf-INV1p protein is localised to
the extrahaustorial matrix (Fig. 11.16G). Analysis
of the expression of three bean invertases showed
that one of these is also up-regulated in infected
leaves. Current data thus suggest that, as the
pathogen reprograms the infected leaf to act as
a sink instead of a source of sugars, plant invertase
may cleave sucrose in the plant cytosol and fungal
invertase may act on sucrose that has moved into
the extrahaustorial matrix.

To maintain the flow of sugar from the infected
leaf through the extrahaustorial matrix and into
the pathogen, it is important for the glucose and
fructose taken up by the HXT1p transporter to be
removed from the haustorial cytoplasm. Two en-
zymes that are abundant in haustoria and could
be involved in this process are MAD1p, a mannitol
dehydrogenase, and ARD1p, a NADP+-dependent
D-arabitol dehydrogenase (Link et al. 2005; Voegele
et al. 2005). These enzymes may contribute to the
conversion of the imported sugars into mannitol
and arabitol, both of which accumulate in infected
leaves. It is suggested that mannitol and arabitol
could serve a number of functions, including roles
in carbohydrate storage and translocation, and in
the suppression of host defences (Link et al. 2005;
Voegele et al. 2005).There is also evidence that glyc-
erol may be an important transferred metabolite in
the hemibiotroph, Colletotrichum gloeosporioides
(Wei et al. 2004).

This evidence of active carbohydrate metab-
olism is augmented by evidence of other forms
of biosynthetic activity in the haustoria. Two
highly abundant transcripts in the Uromyces fabae
haustoria encode enzymes involved in thiamine
biosynthesis; others participate in the synthesis of
metallothioneins (Hahn and Mendgen 1997; Sohn
et al. 2000). Taken together, these exciting new data
paint a picture of haustoria as centres of intense
metabolic activity that play a pivotal role in the
orchestration of nutrient acquisition, biosynthesis
and suppression of host defences (Voegele and
Mendgen 2003; Jakupovic et al. 2006).

It has been generally accepted for some time
that, in order to establish their close and successful
interaction with living host cells, biotrophic fungi
must induce major changes in host cell metabolism
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and organisation. But how this might be achieved
remains an enigma. Could pathogen proteins or
other complex molecules be secreted into the extra-
haustorial matrix and then translocated across the
extrahaustorial membrane into the plant cell? The
first indications that this might be possible came
with the demonstration that avirulence proteins
produced by the rice blast and flax rust fungi inter-
act directly with disease resistance proteins located
in the plant cell cytoplasm (Jia et al. 2000; Dodds
et al. 2004). Now it has been shown that proteins
produced by the haustoria of biotrophic pathogens
can indeed move into the host cell (Fig. 11.16H, I;
Kemen et al. 2005; Catanzariti et al. 2006). While as
yet there is no information on the molecular mech-
anisms responsible for this translocation event in
fungal diseases, sequence analysis of avirulence
and other secreted proteins in the oomycetes has
revealed the presence of an RxLR motif near the N-
terminus that potentially could target proteins into
the host cytoplasm (Rehmany et al. 2005). A similar
motif is used by malarial parasites to target viru-
lence proteins into the cytoplasm of infected mam-
malian cells (Hiller et al. 2004; Marti et al. 2005) and
thePhytophthoraRxLR-containing leader sequence
is capable of effecting protein transfer in transgenic
malarial cells (Bhattacharjee et al. 2006). There
seems little doubt that more details of this target-
ing and translocation system in the oomycetes will
be elucidated in the near future, while the first in-
formation on the equivalent fungal mechanisms
remains to be discovered.

B. Colonisation of Plant Tissues:
the Role of Cell Wall-Degrading Enzymes

The development of haustoria by biotrophic
pathogens requires highly localised wall degra-
dation to allow ingress of the penetration peg
through the plant cell wall without causing further
disruption which might trigger the plant defence
response and death of the infected cell. Details
of exactly how wall degradation is restricted to
the small area required for penetration are still
not known, although it has been suggested that
the use of enzymes that have a high molecular
weight and that become bound to the cell wall
may limit their diffusion away from the site of
secretion (Akimitsu et al. 2004). It is also possible
that only selected wall components are degraded.
Removal of the pectin component of the cell wall
but not cellulose or hemicelluloses, for example,

occurs during formation of the unusual interaction
apparatus produced by Cymadothea trifolii during
penetration of clover leaf cells (Simon et al. 2005).
In this system, instead of the development of
a haustorium inside the infected plant cell, the
plant plasma membrane is induced to invaginate
in the absence of any apparent fungus-derived
structures. During establishment of the biotrophic
interaction, a linking tube that connects the invagi-
nated plasma membrane bubble in the plant cell
with the infection apparatus in the adjacent fungal
hyphae forms through the plant cell wall. Poly-
galacturonases are secreted by the fungus at the site
of contact and pectin components are selectively
removed from within the linking tube. This partial
wall degradation may preserve overall structural
integrity while allowing enhanced flow of nutrients
from the plant cell or of regulatory molecules from
the fungus (Simon et al. 2005). More widespread
degradation of pectin and other wall components
can occur during a biotrophic interaction, such
as exemplified during the infection of grass ovary
tissues by Claviceps purpurea (Tenberge et al. 1996;
Tudzynski and Scheffer 2004).

In contrast to the biotrophs, necrotrophic
pathogens do not need to restrict host cell wall
degradation to avoid triggering plant cell death
(ten Have et al. 2002). Wall digestion during
necrotrophic infections was studied by labelling
wall components and by localising secreted
wall-digesting enzymes. Secretion of pectolytic
enzymes and extensive loss of pectin were ob-
served in a range of infections (Centis et al. 1997;
Rha et al. 2001; Boudjeko et al. 2006). Reduction
in cellulose, hemicellulose and pectin components
close to the site of contact with the fungus was
observed during infection of wheat spikes with
Fusarium graminearum (Wanjiru et al. 2002).

Characterisation of pathogen genes encoding
cell wall-degrading enzymes revealed that in many
cases they constitute large gene families. There are,
for example, respectively 12 and over 20 endopoly-
galacturonase genes in Sclerotinia (Li et al. 2004)
and Phytophthora (Götesson et al. 2002); F. gramin-
earum has 32 xyloglucanase genes (Hatsch et al.
2006). In addition, post-translational modifica-
tions may give rise to even more isozymes than
there are genes (D’Ovidio et al. 2004; Xie et al. 2005;
Beliën et al. 2006; Wu et al. 2006). There is a sugges-
tion that gene family size might correlate with host
range but this is clearly not always the case (ten
Have et al. 2001; Götesson et al. 2002). Given the
great molecular complexity of the plant cell wall,
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the multiplicity of cell wall-degrading enzymes is
likely a reflection of specialisations for the cleavage
of particular molecular linkages and for optimal
performance under a range of environmental con-
ditions (ten Have et al. 2002; D’Ovidio et al. 2004).

Early studies showed secretion of a cascade
of cell wall-degrading enzymes during infection,
commonly reporting the early production of pecti-
nases followed by hemicellulases and then cellu-
lases (Jones et al. 1972). Over recent years, much ef-
fort focused on elucidating factors that regulate the
expression of genes encoding cell wall-degrading
enzymes. These studies showed differences not
only in the timing of production of different cate-
gories of enzymes but also differential expression
of individual members within a single gene family.
Differential expression of polygalacturonase genes,
for example, occurs in a range of pathogens, includ-
ing Botrytis cinerea (Wubben et al. 1999,2000; ten
Have et al. 2001), Colletotrichum lindemuthianum
(Centis et al. 1997) and Sclerotinia sclerotiorum
(Martel et al. 1996,1998, Li et al. 2004). Transcript
analysis highlighted the differential expression
of 30 xylanase genes in Fusarium graminearum
(Hatsch et al. 2006). Glucanase genes in Phytoph-
thora infestans are also differentially expressed at
different stages of the pathogen’s asexual lifecycle
(McLeod et al. 2003).

Some genes encoding cell wall-degrading en-
zymes are constitutively expressed but the majority
are induced by the presence of the enzyme’s sub-
strate or products of its catalytic activity. Thus, ex-
pression of endo- and exo-polygalacturonase genes
may be induced by pectin (Centis et al. 1997; Isshiki
et al. 2003; Herbert et al. 2004; Li et al. 2004; Yan and
Liou 2005), polygalacturonic acid (Wubben et al.
1999; Rha et al. 2001; Ohtani et al. 2003) or galac-
turonic acid (Rha et al. 2001; ten Have et al. 2001; Li
et al. 2004). Expressionof genes encodingxylanases
are inducedbyxylanorxylose (Gómez-Gómezet al.
2002; Degefu et al. 2004; Brito et al. 2006). The regu-
lation of gene expression is not always as simple as
these data suggest. In Aspergillus niger, for exam-
ple, xylose, a subunit of xyloglucan hemicelluloses,
induces expression of the transcriptional regula-
tor, XlnR which in turn induces both xylanase and
cellulolytic genes (van Peij et al. 1998).

Many genes encoding cell wall-degrading
enzymes are also subject to carbon catabolic re-
pression. In this mode of regulation, the presence
of readily utilisable sugars such as glucose or
sucrose represses gene expression (de Vries et al.
2002; Akimitsu et al. 2004; D’Ovidio et al. 2004). At

least in some systems, this response is mediated
by the catabolite repressive element A (CreA),
a cis-acting zinc finger repressor that binds to
specific sequences in the gene’s promoter (Isshiki
et al. 2003; Ohtani et al. 2003; Brito et al. 2006).
Enzymes produced by gene family members that
are not under catabolic repression may act as “ex-
tracellular guards” that monitor the environment
for the presence of potential substrates (Wubben
et al. 2000; Hatsch et al. 2006). Just as the activity of
cell wall-degrading enzymes is influenced by the
pH of the solution in which it is functioning, the
expression of genes encoding these enzymes may
also be affected by ambient pH (Shih et al. 2000;
ten Have et al. 2001; Gómez-Gómez et al. 2002;
Rollins 2003; Akimitsu et al. 2004). Pathogens
have the ability to change the ambient pH, either
acidifying or alkalinising the environment, to
better suit their degradative requirements (Prusky
and Yakoby 2003).

In early studies of the role of cell wall-
degrading enzymes in pathogenicity, targeted
inactivation or gene knockout experiments failed
to demonstrate a requirement for one or more
enzymes in the infection process (Walton 1994;
Annis and Goodwin 1997). Pathogen virulence
was not measurably affected when one or even up
to four genes (Kim et al. 2001) were inactivated.
Failure of these gene inactivation experiments
to decrease pathogen virulence was attributed to
residual enzyme activity due to other members of
the gene family or to presence of a closely related
gene family. However, over the past few years,
a growing number of studies demonstrated signif-
icant reduction of pathogenicity when one or two
genes encoding cell wall-degrading enzymes were
inactivated. The majority of these studies focused
on polygalacturonases (Tenberge et al. 1996; Shieh
et al. 1997; Isshiki et al. 2001) but pectin lyase
(Rogers et al. 2000; Yakoby et al. 2001; Oeser et al.
2002; Tudzynski and Scheffer 2004) and xyloglu-
canase (Brito et al. 2006) are also required for full
virulence. In Cochliobolus carbonum, the species
in which extensive gene knockout experiments
had consistently failed to produce any effect on
pathogenicity, targeted gene replacement of a regu-
latory gene, ccSNF1, successfully demonstrated the
essential role of cell wall degrading enzymes in the
infection of plants by this fungus (Tonukari et al.
2000). ccSNF1 is an orthologue of the yeast protein
kinase SNF1 gene which is required for the expres-
sion of catabolite-repressed genes (Celenza and
Carlson 1984). In the C. carbonum study, deletion
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of ccSNF1 led to down-regulation of the expression
of a number of xylanase, pectinase and glucanase
genes, and subsequent inhibition in penetration
and reduction in lesion development on the maize
host (Tonukari et al. 2000). An SNF1 orthologue
in Fusarium oxysporum was also shown to control
expression of cell wall-degrading enzymes and
virulence (Ospina-Giraldo et al. 2003).

VII. Conclusions

This chapter reviews our current understanding
of the cell biology of the infection of plants by
pathogenic fungi and oomycetes. In the six years
since the first edition of this volume was prepared,
a great deal of exciting new data has emerged
from cellular and molecular studies of a range
of biotrophic and necrotrophic pathogens. Gene
discovery and proteomic studies helped identify
cohorts of genes/proteins that are preferentially ex-
pressed in hyphae, spores, germlings, appressoria
or haustoria; targeted gene disruption, structural
and cytochemical studies helped characterise
many of these genes/proteins, providing clues to
their role in specific stages of the infection process.
We now have a much improved understanding of
the role of the cytoskeleton in hyphal growth and
morphogenesis, including its role in endocytosis
and exocytosis. We now have full sequence data
on oomycete hyphal and spore adhesive proteins,
opening the way for a thorough analysis of the role
of adhesion in the infection process. We now have
a greatly expanded understanding of the molecular
controls of spore germination and appressorium
differentiation, including details of nutrient
mobilisation and signal transduction pathways
that support appressorial development. Amino
acid and sugar transporters have been identified
in haustorial membranes which, together with
the identification of other proteins involved in
biosynthesis and sugar metabolism, provide the
long-sought after definitive evidence of the central
role played by haustoria in nutrient uptake during
biotrophic infections. Equally exciting is the
unambiguous demonstration of the transfer of
haustorial proteins into the cytoplasm and nucleus
of the infected plant cell, giving substance to the
long-held belief that biotrophic pathogens ma-
nipulate the organisation and metabolism of the
infected host cell. Extensive evidence for the crucial
function of cell wall-degrading enzymes in host

penetration has also been gathered from studies
of a number of different host–pathogen systems.

Many of the most exciting aspects of the
information on plant–pathogen interactions that
emerged over the past six years arose from studies
that combined modern techniques in molec-
ular genetics and microscopy. Such integrated
approaches promise to provide the avenue for
a continued explosion in our understanding of the
cellular basis of the infection of plants by fungal
and oomycete pathogens.
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I. Introduction

Biological diversity is often exclusively considered
at the level of plants and animals, whereas the bulk
of global biodiversity is in fact at themicrobial level.
Although it is clear that the ecology of our planet
is driven by microbial ecosystems, we are severely
hampered by our limited understanding of the di-
versity and function of such microbial ecosystems.
Living in the vicinity of weathered rock and grow-
ing on mineral particles and decaying organic mat-
ter are a cast of hundreds of fungal species. Within
the rhizosphere which hosts large and diverse com-

1 UMR INRA/UHP 1136 ‘Interactions Arbres/Micro-Organismes’,
IFR 110, Centre INRA de Nancy, 54280 Champenoux, France

munities of prokaryotic and eukaryotic microor-
ganisms that compete and interact with each other
and with plant roots, mycorrhizal fungi are almost
ubiquitous. These species are no marginal oddity,
having been shown to account for half of the fun-
gal species in most temperate, montane and boreal
forests (Fierer et al. 2005). The symbiotic relation-
ship between roots and these fungi is one of the
mostprevalent associations inall terrestrial ecosys-
tems. Knowing which processes these soil fungi are
responsible for, and how, is thus increasingly im-
portant for understanding the inputs and outputs
in forest ecosystems.

The hyphae of mycorrhizal fungi and plant
short roots form a novel composite organ, the
so-called mycorrhiza, which is the site of nutrient
and carbon transfer between the two symbiotic
partners. This interaction allows terrestrial plants
to grow efficiently in suboptimal environments
(Brundrett 2002; Read and Perez-Moreno 2003).
The first mycorrhizal associations must have
been derived from earlier types of plant–fungus
interaction, such as endophytic fungi in the
bryophyte-like precursors of vascular plants (Re-
decker et al. 2000). Structures similar to arbuscular
mycorrhiza have been observed in plant fossils
from the Early Devonian (Selosse and Le Tacon
1998), whereas fossil ectomycorrhiza have been
found in the middle Eocene (Le Page et al. 1997).
Mycorrhizal associations are found on most an-
nual and perennial plants (probably >90%). About
two-thirds of these plants, mostly herbaceous
species, are symbiotic with arbuscular mycor-
rhizal (AM) glomalean fungi (Glomeromycota).
Ericoid mycorrhizas are ecologically important
as efficient organic matter (OM) degraders, but
are mainly restricted to heathlands (Read and
Perez-Moreno 2003). While a relatively small
number of plants, ca. 8000, form ectomycorrhizas
(ECM), their ecological importance is amplified
by their wide occupancy of biomes. Trees of Be-
tulaceae, Cistaceae, Dipterocarpaceae, Fagaceae,
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Pinaceae, Myrtaceae, Salicaceae and several
tribes in Fabaceae are ectomycorrhizal plants,
dominating boreal, temperate, mediterranean
and some subtropical forest ecosystems (Read
and Perez-Moreno 2003). Through mutualistic
symbioses with ECM fungi, these tree species have
been able to acquire metabolic capabilities that in
turn have allowed the utilization of otherwise un-
available ecological niches. Despite their obvious
importance, still little is known about the biology
and ecology of most ECM species. For example,
we still do not understand the importance of
key ecological processes, such as the spatial and
temporal scales at which root colonization occurs,
the role of sexual versus vegetative reproduction
in the spread of ECM fungi or how the mycobionts
participate to the fitness of their host trees.
An understanding of these ecological processes
requires a better knowledge of the underlying
molecular mechanisms (Martin 2001).

After a brief description of the biology of ec-
tomycorrhizal fungi, the present review focuses on
the molecular processes involved in the develop-
ment of this ectomycorrhizal symbiosis. Recent
reviews (Harrison 2005; Hause and Fester 2005;
Paszkowski 2006) summarize the progress made in
understanding arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis.

II. Biology
of the Ectomycorrhizal Symbiosis

Within days after their emergence in the upper
soil profiles (e.g. organic humus and mor layer),
up to 95% of the short roots of most conifers
and deciduous trees are colonized by ectomy-
corrhizal mycobionts (Taylor et al. 2000). The
ectomycorrhizal basidiomycetes (e.g. agarics,
boletes) and ascomycetes (e.g. truffles) are not
a phylogenetically distinct group, but an assem-
blage of very different fungal species that have
independently developed a symbiotic lifestyle over
the past 130–180 million years (Hibbett et al. 2000;
Brundrett 2002). The switch between saprobic
and mycorrhizal lifestyles probably happened
convergently, and perhaps many times, during
evolution of these fungal lineages (Hibbett et al.
2000). This may have facilitated the evolution of
ectomycorrhizal lineages with a broad range of
physiological and ecological functions, reflecting
partly the activities of their disparate saprotrophic
ancestors. Whereas a few Basidiomycota clades

are exclusively ectomycorrhizal (e.g. bolets), most
clades comprise both ectomycorrhizal and sapro-
bic species (e.g. Tricholomataceae), suggesting that
the symbiotic ability involved a limited number of
(master) genes or key enzyme activities.

Although it was thought that ectomycorrhizal
fungi present a low specificity, the use of DNA-
based genotyping methods recently modified our
understanding of the specificity of mycorrhizal
fungi towards their host plants. For example,
observations indicated that the host range of
ericoid mycorrhizal fungi may be extended also
to ectomycorrhizal plants in nature (Bergero et al.
2000; Vrålstad et al. 2000; Tedersoo et al. 2006).
In contrast, Rhizoctonia spp were reported until
recently as the dominant mycorrhizal symbionts
of orchids, but direct amplification of fungal DNA
from mycorrhizal roots of achlorophyllous and
green forest orchids demonstrated that the main
symbionts are unculturable fungi that belong to
known ectomycorrhizal taxa (Selosse et al. 2002).
Therefore, the current anatomical classification
of mycorrhizal associations does not take into
account the plasticity of the different fungal groups
in forming ectomycorrhizal interactions.

A. Trading in the Underground

Pivotal to the success of these ectomycorrhizal in-
teractions is the fair trade of nutrients between the
symbionts and their host trees. The prospecting
and absorbing extraradical hyphal web captures
soil minerals (P, N, water, micronutrients; Smith
and Read 1997) and organic nitrogen (Chalot and
Brun 1998), assimilating and translocating a large
proportion of them to the growing plant (Simard
et al. 1997a, b; Chalot et al. 2006). Ectomycorrhizal
fungi affect not only mineral and water uptake,
but also adaptation to adverse soil chemical condi-
tions (Meharg and Cairney 2000) and susceptibility
to diseases (Smith and Read 1997), and substan-
tially contribute to plant growth and productivity
(Grove and Le Tacon 1993). Further, the fungus
within the root is insulated from competition with
other soil microorganisms and, therefore, is a pref-
erential user of the plant carbon (ca. 10–20% of
the host photoassimilates; Rygiewicz and Ander-
sen 1994; Högberg et al. 2001). As a result, mycor-
rhizas that represent a large carbon drain for their
host (i.e. ectomycorrhizal tips with a thick man-
tle and/or species producing large and abundant
fruiting bodies) may represent less than optimal
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mutualistic associations and the cost and bene-
fits may fluctuate according to environmental and
biotic factors. Natural populations of mycorrhizal
plants show large differences in growth responses
(including depression) and no simple relationship
is considered likely as nutritional benefits in the
field are difficult to demonstrate.

Mycorrhizal fungi constitute links in the
chain of transfers by which carbon and nitrogen
may move between plant and soil compartments
(Simard et al. 1997a, b) and can thus influence car-
bon and nitrogen cycling rates in host plants and
forest ecosystems (Read and Perez-Moreno 2003).
A major contributing factor in nutrient acquisition
by ectomycorrhizal trees is the existence and
continued growth of the extramatrical mycelium
into soil horizons. It provides the contact between
the root system and soil resources which may be
discontinuously distributed over large distances
from the root. This extramatrical mycelium thus
fulfills the essential role of foraging for and ex-
ploiting the nutrient resources of the soil and then
translocating them to the ectomycorrhizal mantle
where storage takes place. Extramatrical hyphæ
extend far beyond the depletion zone surrounding
the root and thus improve root exploitation of
a given soil volume (up to 1000 m of hyphae per
1 m of root; Rousseau et al. 1994). This hyphal
network extends through humified forest soils
as a prospecting fan which provides optimal
efficiency in foraging the patchily distributed re-
sources. Intensive development of mycelial mats is
induced by the occurrence of litter organic residues
(Bending 2003). The occurrence of this series of
interconnected fungal compartments (Hartig net,
mantle, rhizomorphs, fungal mats), with different
physiological activities, suggests the functional
specialization of the different hyphal webs (Cair-
ney and Burke 1996) and a tight coordination
of the gene expression and metabolic activities
between these compartments. It should be realized
that the mycelial mats colonizing OM-rich soil
patches with their saprotrophic activities and
the hyphae of the Hartig net proliferating in the
plant apoplast are highly contrasting, Janus-faced
entities with opposite physiological activities. How
the different fungal compartments (i.e. fan-like
mycelium degrading OM, rhizomorphs transport-
ing nutrients, symbiotic tissues) coordinate their
activities and synchronize them with the host
plant metabolism and development is one of the
challenging questions for future research. While
analysis of metabolic activities in ECM systems

has been a mainstay of mycorrhizal research,
investigation of dynamic changes in the symbiosis
metabolic networks in situ (Martin 2001) has
become the new focus of the postgenomic effort
(Morel et al. 2005; Wright et al. 2005). The major
challenges now are to understand how changes in
nutrient availability and environment are sensed
and signalled and to understand the nature of the
subsequent metabolic reconfiguration.

III. Symbiosis Development

A. Building the Symbiosis

Development of a mature ectomycorrhiza proceeds
through a programmed series of events. Mor-
phological, anatomical and cytological changes
that accompany symbiosis development have
been described in great detail in several ectomy-
corrhizal associations [e.g. Picea abies/Amanita
muscaria (Köttke and Oberwinkler 1986, 1987);
P. abies/Hebeloma crustuliniforme (Brunner and
Scheidegger 1995); Eucalyptus/Pisolithus (Chilvers
1968; Massicotte et al. 1987; Horan et al. 1988;
Dexheimer et al. 1994); Alnus rubra/Alpova
diplophloeus (Massicotte et al. 1986, 1989a, b);
Dryas integrifolia/Hebeloma cylindrosporum
(Melville et al. 1988); and Betula pendula/Paxillus
involutus (Brun et al. 1995)]. The mature organi-
zation of ectomycorrhiza varies with the host and
fungal species, generating hundreds of different
morphotypes (Agerer 1993). In addition, a survey
of almost any natural fungal progeny (Wong
et al. 1989, 1990) and population (Gay et al. 1993)
will reveal a considerable range of symbiotic
phenotypes. However, although some of the details
vary, early stages of ectomycorrhiza development
have well characterized similar morphological
developmental transitions.

Fungal hyphae emerging from a soil propag-
ule (spores, sclerotia) or an older mycorrhiza tip
growth in the rhizosphere make contact with the
root surface, penetrate the root cap cells and grow
through them. Backwards from the tip, the in-
vasion of root cap cells proceeds inwards until
the hyphae reach the epidermal cells (Horan et al.
1988). After contact, hyphal growth on the root
surface initiates swelling of the hyphal tips, lead-
ing to pad-like structures and the formation of
dense finger-like structures. The development of
the mantle and the Hartig net (Fig. 12.1), charac-
terized by labyrinthine branching of hyphae grow-
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ing in the root apoplast (Massicotte et al. 1989c), is
linked to pivotal events at the hyphal tip. Progres-
sion from the strongly rhizomorphic outgrowth
of the free-living mycelium to the plectenchyma-
tous structure of the ectomycorrhizal sheath and
the coenocytic Hartig net hyphæ is associated with
a lack of septation, a loss of apical coherence and
intimate juxtaposition of hyphæ (Köttke and Ober-
winkler 1987; Massicotte et al. 1987). Interestingly,
several mycorrhiza-defective mutants of the ecto-
mycorrhizal basidiomycete Hebeloma cylindrospo-
rum seem to be affected at these earliest stages
of symbiosis development (Combier et al. 2004).
Mutants 2A9 and 10F11 burst and released their
cellular content when in contact with the host root,
suggesting that they are altered in the plant signal
sensing and/or transduction pathways required for
a proper interaction. After attachment onto epi-
dermal cells, hyphae multiply to form a series of
layers several hundred microns thick which differ-
entiate to form the mature mantle (Horan et al.
1988). An outward network of hyphae prospecting
the soil and gathering nutrients irradiate from the
outer layers of the mantle (Fig. 12.1). These mor-
phological studies of the processes leading to the
mature ectomycorrhiza have shown a fairly com-
plex influence of the root on the fungus, including
a general growth stimulus, a trophic response di-
recting hyphal growth inwards towards the plant
tissues and a morphogenetic effect leading to com-
pact hyphal mantle development. In addition to yet
unidentified morphogenetic molecules, the supply
of carbon-rich nutrients and vitamins and the pres-
ence of a physical support likely play a role in the

Fig. 12.1. The ectomycorrhizal symbio-
sis. A Seedlings of Douglas fir (Pseudot-
suga menziesii) colonized by the ecto-
mycorrhizal basidiomycete Laccaria bi-
color. The fungal mycelium has devel-
oped ectomycorrhizas on the root sys-
tem and has produced a fruiting body
above ground. Photograph courtesy of D.
Vairelles. B Short roots of beech (Fagus
sylvatica) ensheathed by the mycelium of
Laccaria amethystina. Photograph cour-
tesy of M. Buée. C Transverse section of
a Eucalyptus/Pisolithus ectomycorrhiza
showing the external (EM) and internal
(IM) mantles: the fungal hyphae have be-
gun to penetrate between the epidermal
cells of the root cortex (RC) to form the
Hartig net (HN). Epidermal cells are ra-
dially enlarged

mantle differentiation (Martin and Tagu 1999). In
return, fungal hyphae stimulate lateral root forma-
tion, dichotomy of the apical meristem in conifer
species and cytodifferentiation of root cells (radial
elongation, root hair decay; Fig. 12.1; Massicotte
et al. 1987, 1989b; Horan et al. 1988; Dexheimer
and Pargney 1991; Ditengou et al. 2000).

B. Cross-Talk in the Ectomycorhizosphere

For optimal development of the symbiosis, part-
ners evolve complex coordinated developmental
processes and, at the same time, sense and re-
spond to physiological factors and environmental
cues (Martin et al. 2001). To understand molecular
communication between host plants and soil fungi,
one of the most pressing questions is the chemi-
cal structure of the signals that induce symbiosis-
related gene expression and subsequent morpho-
genetic processes in plant roots and fungal hyphae.

Both ectomycorrhizal partners probably pos-
sess one to many types of signal receptors/sensors
that may bind with several (or a number of) rhizo-
spheric excreted signals (Horan and Chilvers 1990;
Martin et al. 2001; Jambois et al. 2005). In turn,
signals/sensors complexes are thought to trigger
expression of downstream genes including compo-
nents of the signalling and hormonal pathways.
Molecules that control the interactions between
ECM partners are likely involved in:

1. Tropism of hyphae for host tissues (e.g. rhizo-
spheric signals),
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2. Attachment and invasion of host tissues by hy-
phae, such as adhesins and carbohydrate active
hydrolytic enzymes,

3. Induction of organogenetic programmes in
both fungal and root cells (hormones and
secondary signals, such as calcium or nitric
oxide),

4. Facilitation of in planta mycobiont survival
faced to the plant defense responses,

5. Coordinating the metabolic trafficking for
exchanging carbon, nitrogen, phosphate and
other metabolites.

For both symbionts, the period prior to physical
contact involves the recognition and attraction of
appropriate partners and other events promoting
the interaction. The multiplicity of identified
signals (auxins, ethylene, alkaloids, cytokinins,
flavonols) can act in a synergistic (rutine/zeatine)
or antagonistic (indole-3-acetic acid/hypaphorine)
manner (Ditengou and Lapeyrie 2000; Jambois
et al. 2005). In the vicinity of a host root, fungal
morphology shifts towards enhanced hyphal
growth and extensive hyphal branching. Such
a response can be triggered by host root exudates,
such as rutin and zeatin (Lagrange et al. 2001),
suggesting that the fungus perceives positional
information through sensing host-derived signals
(e.g. ‘branching factor’) leading to intensified
hyphal ramification that is likely to increase the
probability of contact with a host root. In eucalypt
ectmycorrhizas, host-released metabolites such
as the flavonol, rutin, and the cytokinin, zeatin,
strikingly modified the hyphal morphology of
the ECM Pisolithus microcarpus (Lagrange et al.
2001). Rutin stimulated hyphal growth when
present in the growth medium at a very low
level, whereas the cytokinin, zeatin, modified
the hyphal branch angle. These rhizospheric
molecules are therefore able to induce morpho-
logical changes similar to those observed during
actual ectomycorrhizal development (Köttke and
Oberwinkler 1987; Horan et al. 1988). In AM
symbiosis, a recent breakthrough was the iden-
tification of a branching factor, 5-deoxy-strigol,
released by Lotus japonicus and able to stimulate
pre-symbiotic hyphal growth and branching
(Akiyama et al. 2005). Strigolactones strongly and
rapidly stimulated cell proliferation of the AM
fungi Gigaspora rosea, Glomus intraradices and Gl.
claroideum at concentrations as low as 10−13 M.
This was also associated with a rapid increase in
mitochondrial density and respiration, as shown
with Gl. intraradices (Besserer et al. 2006). Strigo-

lactones have been isolated from a wide range
of mono- and dicotyledonous plants and were
found previously to stimulate seed germination of
parasitic weeds such as Striga and Orobanche. The
concentration of strigolactones in root exudates
coincides with the host specificity of AM fungi
(Akiyama et al. 2005). This widespread strigolac-
tone perception system suggests that the earliest
land plants already used this class of molecules
to communicate with their symbiotic partners
(Brachman and Parniske 2006). It remains to be
determined whether the evolutionary younger
ectomycorrhizal basidiomycetes and ascomycetes
are responsive to these rhizospheric strigolac-
tones. The current body of data also points toward
a central symbiosis signalling pathway in plants
which has been recruited repeatedly by symbionts
of different evolutionary age (Brachman and
Parniske 2006).

Root exudates and zeatin also trigger an en-
hanced accumulation of fungal molecules, such as
the betaine of tryptophan, hypaphorine (Béguiris-
tain and Lapeyrie 1997). This fungal alkaloid is the
major indolic compound isolated from the ectomy-
corrhizal fungus P. microcarpus (Béguiristain et al.
1995) and is produced in larger amounts by this
fungus during mycorrhiza development (Béguiris-
tain and Lapeyrie 1997). Competitive antagonism
between host endogenous indole-3-acetic acid
(IAA) and the secreted fungal indole alkaloid hy-
paphorine must contribute to regulate symbiosis
ontogenesis (Ditengou and Lapeyrie 2000; Jambois
et al. 2005). Special interest has been paid for many
years to the role of IAA in the formation of ecto-
mycorrhizal tissues. Pine inoculated with a mutant
of Hebeloma cylindrosporum strain overproducing
IAA produced an increased number of ectomyc-
orrhizal roots (Gay et al. 1994) which presented
a strikingly altered morphology (i.e. multiseriate
Hartig net; Gea et al. 1994; Tranvan et al. 2000)
confirming that some morphogenetic steps con-
trolling the mycorrhiza development are regulated
by secreted fungal IAA. In contrast, inhibitors of
polar auxin transport, such as 2,3,5-triiodobenzoic
acid (TIBA), restrict the stimulation of lateral root
formation and the colonization of the tap-root
cortex of conifer seedlings by ectomycorrhizal
fungi (Karabaghli-Degron et al. 1998). Exogenous
IAA secreted by most ectomycorrhizal fungi likely
alters the root IAA homeostasis by unknown
mechanisms. The impact of fungal invasion on
auxin transporters and transport facilitators
remains to be investigated.
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Although the above summarizes the scarce cur-
rent knowledge on signalling processes in plant–
ectomycorrhizal fungi associations, it does not ex-
plain why a particular tree establishes a symbiosis
with a certain type of mycobiont, or why most host
plants can interact with dozen of fungal species.
Most probably the solutions to these puzzles lie
in the nature of signals and receptors themselves.
Once the fungal hyphae are within the root, other
trophic and developmental inputs, from both sym-
bionts, are likely necessary for successful symbio-
sis. In entering its novel niche, the colonizing hy-
phae need to adjust to their new environment, i.e.
the root apoplast. One essential modification is
the alteration of the cell surface, leading to the
insulation of the mycobiont facing plant defense
molecules and/or leading to changes in the perme-
ability of the cell surface allowing the symbiotic
traffic.

IV. Genomics
of Ectomycorrhizal Symbioses

Mycobionts, belonging to a wide range of as-
comycetous and basidiomycetous species, induce
similar symbiotic structures (i.e. mantle and
Hartig net) in widely diverse conifer and hard-
wood species, suggesting that ectomycorrhizal
symbioses have likely evolved by recruiting some
common core genetic programs in their partners.
The latter hypothesis is supported by various
genetic and molecular studies (Martin et al. 2001;
Wiemken and Boller 2002).

Major alterations in patterns of gene expres-
sion occur during, and are likely required for, ecto-
mycorrhiza development (Martin et al. 2001). As I
postulated 15 years ago, the basic regulatory mech-
anism likely involves hierarchies of nuclear gene
expression (Martin and Hilbert 1991). At the top
level would be a set of master genes whose activ-
ity mediates the developmental switch from the
indeterminate, apical growth pattern of vegetative
mycelium to the highly organized pattern of the
ectomycorrhiza. The activity of these genes would
be necessary and sufficient to induce a regulatory
cascade that is partially responsible for ectomyc-
orrhiza ontogeny. These genes would respond to
rhizospheric and apoplastic signals released by the
host plant (Jambois et al. 2005), positional infor-
mation mediated by sensory molecules and nutri-
tional cues (e.g. concentration of N and C metabo-

lites). These genes would then activate the myc-
orrhiza development program and reinforce deci-
sions during most phases of the ectomycorrhiza
ontogeny. At lower levels in the regulatory hierar-
chy would be genes (e.g. hydrophobins, enzymes)
that regulate the details of symbiosis development
(e.g. aggregation of hyphae), which are likely to
differ among mycorrhizal fungal species and host
trees. To date, hundreds of genes preferentially ex-
pressed in symbiotic tissues have been identified
by transcript profiling (Voiblet et al. 2001; Podila
et al. 2002; Polidori et al. 2002; Peter et al. 2003; Jo-
hansson et al. 2004; Menotta et al. 2004; Duplessis
et al. 2005, Le Quéré et al. 2005), but the master
genes mediating the symbiosis development have
not yet been identified.

Whereas master regulatory genes controlling
the ectomycorrhiza development await identi-
fication, legume mutants have been key tools
for the genetic dissection of AM development
(Parniske 2004). In Medicago, Lotus and Pisum, the
impaired genes are collectively referred to as the
‘common’ SYM genes. These genes define a partial
overlap between the genetic programs for the
AM endosymbiosis and the nitrogen-fixing root
nodule symbiosis. The evolutionary implication is
that the younger bacterial symbiosis has recruited
functions from the ancient AM symbiosis. It is
tempting to speculate that the recent ectomy-
corrhizal symbioses (∼180 million years) have
also recruited the AM symbiosis SYM genes, i.e.
SYMRK/NORK/DMI2 receptor kinase, DMI1 ion
channel and DMI3 calcium- and calmodulin-
dependent kinase. The quest for these and
additional symbiosis factors is currently carried
out using a series of complementary approaches,
including comparative genomics, transcriptomics,
metabolomics, proteomics and reverse genetics.

A. Genome Sequence of the Ectomycorrhizal
Basidiomycete Laccaria bicolor

Molecular phylogeny has shown that saprotrophic,
parasitic and symbiotic fungi are found in many
taxonomic groups, which suggests that these life
histories have evolved repeatedly within the My-
cota kingdom (Hibbett et al. 2000). On the genomic
level, there are basically three compatible mecha-
nisms that can account for the multiple emergence
and adaptations to parasitic and symbiotic growth
in fungi (Tunlid and Talbot 2002). They are as fol-
lows:
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1. Parasitism and symbiosis are associated with
the presence of novel genes. Such genes may
have a specific role during host infection and
could be acquired by gene duplication or hori-
zontal gene transfer.

2. Adaptations to theparasiticor symbiotichabits
may result from differences in the regulation of
gene expression through the activity of a core
set of transcription factors.

3. Parasitism and symbiosis are associated with
gene loss and deletions.

It can be expected that the mechanism(s) involved
will be identified in the coming years, because
a large amount of information from the genome
sequences of fungal saprotrophs, pathogens and
symbionts will shortly become available through
the Fungal Genome Initiative at the Broad Institute
(http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/fungi/fgi/)
and the Community Sequencing Program of the
United States Department of Energy Joint Genome
Institute (http://www.jgi.doe.gov/CSP/index.html);
in total, there are currently 115 completed or on-
going fungal genome projects (Genomes Online
Database, http://www.genomesonline.org/; Gala-
gan et al. 2005; Xu et al. 2006).

If there is a basic repertoire of fungal
symbiotic genes, it can likely be identified by
comparing whole genomes of saprobic species
(e.g. Coprinopsis cinerea, Pleurotus ostreatus)
and pathogenic species (e.g. Ustilago maydis,
Melampsora larici-populina, Heterobasidion anno-
sum) with mycorrhizal genomes. The availability
of genome sequences from ecologically and
taxonomically diverse fungi will not only allow
ongoing genome-scale research on those species,
but will also enhance the value of other sequences
through comparative studies of gene evolution,
genome structure, metabolic and regulatory path-
ways, and symbiosis/pathogenesis/saprotrophism.
Within the framework of the Populus genome
sequencing project, we proposed the draft se-
quencing of several known fungal associates of
this perennial tree species (Martin et al. 2004):
the ectomycorrhizal fungus Laccaria bicolor, the
endomycorrhizal fungus Glomus intraradices and
the rust fungus Melampsora larici-populina, to
decifer the complex biological interactions that
evolve from these plant–microbial associations.
The sequencing of the genome of the symbiotic
basidiomycete Laccaria bicolor was accomplished
using the whole-genome shotgun (WGS) ap-
proach by the United States Department of
Energy Joint Genome Institute (http://genome.jgi-

psf.org/Lacbi1/Lacbi1.home.html) and the Lac-
caria Genome Consortium (http://mycor.nancy.
inra.fr/IMGC/LaccariaGenome/) and publicly
released in July 2006.

The Laccaria genome is much larger (ca.
65 Mb) than that of the other basidiomycetes
whose genomic sequences have been published
(Martinez et al. 2004; Loftus et al. 2005; Kämper
et al. 2006). The v1.0 assembly was based on
a 9.9-fold redundant WGS dataset in paired-end
reads from plasmid and fosmid genomic DNA
libraries. The L. bicolor genome shows no evidence
for a recent whole-genome duplication, but is rich
in repeated sequences, multigene families and
transposable elements (J. Labbé, H. Quesneville
and J. Wuyts, unpublished data). Only a very lim-
ited degree of gene synteny was observed between
L. bicolor and the other sequenced basidiomycetes
(B Cänbäck, unpublished data). A substantial mo-
tivation for sequencing the Laccaria genome was to
study protein-coding genes. Besides being the first
step in accurately defining the L. bicolor proteome,
this fundamental data set yielded insights into
differences between this symbiotic basidiomycete
and other basidiomycete species with a complete
genome sequence. A total of ∼20,000 genes
encoding proteins (i.e. 37% of the whole genome
sequence) was identified using an annotation
pipeline mainly based on the EUGENE and FGE-
NESH/FGENESH+ programs, which combined
both intrinsic (ab initio prediction) and extrinsic
data [cDNA/expressed sequence tag (EST), protein
matches]. Predicted genes, supporting evidence,
structural and functional annotations are available
through interactive visualization and analysis tools
from the JGI Genome Portal (http://genome.jgi-
psf.org/Lacbi1/Lacbi1.home.html). Up to 44,000
ESTs were also sequenced from cDNA libraries
of free-living mycelia, ectomycorrhizas and
fruiting bodies to train the gene predictors,
confirm the gene models and investigate Laccaria
transcriptome. Annotation of these assembled
ESTs is available from the INRA Laccaria EST
database (http://mycor.nancy.inra.fr/IMGC/Lac
cariaGenome/LaccariaDB/index.php?table=search
&start=0&search=&order=Contig_Name).

A striking result of preliminary analysis of
the Laccaria gene space is the finding that 30% of
the gene models in the Laccaria genome are of
unknown function. Laccaria open reading frames
showed a complex gene structure with many short
introns and alternative splicing of these introns.
The gene organization in L. bicolor is thus con-
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siderably more complex than that of ascomycetes
for which genome sequence is available and is
comparable with that observed in Cryptococcus
neoformans (Loftus et al. 2005), Phanerochaete
chrysosporium (Martinez et al. 2004) and C. cinerea
(http://www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/genome/
coprinus_cinereus/Home.html).

Most of the gene family expansion in the Lac-
caria genome as compared with the saprotrophic
C. cinerea and P. chrysosporium was found to have
occurred in those predicted to have roles in signal
transduction mechanisms (e.g. 10-fold higher
number of alpha GTPases), heterokaryon incom-
patibility (HI) and autophagic- or apoptotic-type
programmed cell death. In addition to their role
in HI, several of the latter proteins appear to be
involved in the regulation of cell cycle, develop-
ment and sexual differentiation and are likely
expressed on exposure to developmental signals,
stress factors and antifungal agents (Federova
et al. 2005). Several secreted small cysteine-rich
proteins showed a significant similarity to effector
proteins and haustoria expressed secreted proteins
(HESP) of Magnaporthe oryzea, Melampsora lini
and Uromyces fabae involved in pathogenesis
(Kulkarni et al. 2003; Kemen et al. 2005; Catanzariti
et al. 2005). It is tempting to speculate that this
rich assortment of effector small proteins may
interact with or manipulate host plants during
infection and subsequent symbiosis, as suggested
for Phytophthora species (Kamoun 2006) and
Toxoplasma gondii (Zhou et al. 2005).

L. bicolor is diverse in its catabolic capa-
bilities. Present in its genome are proteases,
lipases, phytases and ∼315 carbohydrate-active
enzymes (Coutinho and Henrissiat 1999), includ-
ing glucanases, cellulases, polygalacturonases and
chitinases, which are involved in the degradation
and modification of polymers commonly found
in organic horizons of the soil. In comparison
with other soil basidiomycete and ascomycete
saprotrophs, Laccaria has a very low repertoire of
cellulolytic and hemicellulolytic genes, suggesting
a reduced ability to modify cellulose. The set of
encoded enzymes might however be sufficient
for a limited saprophyte lifestyle, but with a lim-
ited ability to alter the plant cell wall structure
(Coutinho, Danchin and Henrissiat, unpublished
data). However, their expression might have
advantages in the extraradical mycelial mats
colonizing litter substrates rich in organic matter.
The L. bicolor genome also contains catabolic
ability for more complex compounds, including

aromatic derivatives and long-chain hydrocarbons
(nitroalkanes, fatty acids), commonly found in
plant tissues and soil organic matter.

This genome sequence from a major my-
corrhizal clade reveals an organism equipped
to take advantage of transient occurrences of
high-nutrient niches within a bulk low-nutrient
environment. The roots of the host plant, but also
dead organic matter and microscale ‘hot spots’ of
the rhizospheric soil might provide such niches.
The JGI has released the genome sequence of
the lignocellulose-degrading P. chrysosporium
(Martinez et al. 2004). Together with ectomycor-
rhizal fungi, the latter basidiomycetous white-rot
is a key member of the suite of microorganisms
that exist around trees. With the genomes of
the saprotrophic P. chrysosporium, symbiotic
L. bicolor and pathogenic M. larici-populina
(pending; http://www.jgi.doe.gov/sequencing/
why/CSP2006/poplarrust.html) in hand, we would
be poised to achieve a deeper understanding of
the processes by which basidiomycetous fungi
colonize wood, interact with the host trees in
their ecosystem and perform vital functions in the
carbon and nitrogen cycles.

B. The Transcriptome of Ectomycorrhizal Fungi

1. Transcripts Expressed in Free-Living Mycelium

In the free-living mycelia of L. bicolor, P. mi-
crocarpus, Paxillus involutus, H. cylindrosporum
and Tuber borchii grown on agar medium, the
majority of the most abundant transcripts were
novel genes for which no function could be
assigned (Peter et al. 2003; Johansson et al. 2004;
Lambillotte et al. 2004; Gabella et al. 2005).
This suggests that they code for functions not
expressed in model systems and/or laboratory
growth conditions. The majority of the 15 most
expressed genes of L. bicolor, P. microcarpus and
P. involutus, for example, have only been found
in the respective species so far. Among the 15
highly expressed transcripts of L. bicolor, only one
transcript (CipC-related protein) was also detected
in P. microcarpus, P. involutus (Johansson et al.
2004) and Hebeloma cylindrosporum (Lambilliotte
et al. 2004) ESTs. Among the prominent tran-
scripts with known function, two were involved
in carbon metabolism (cytochrome C oxidase,
1,4-benzoquinone reductase) and one coded for
a ribosomal protein. In P. microcarpus mycelium,
several of the most abundant transcripts coded for
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structural proteins such as the hydrophobins and
the secreted SnodProt1 protein. The latter displays
a strong similarity to the hydrophobin-related
cerato-platanin, a phytotoxin from the ascomycete
Ceratocystis fimbriata (Pazzagli et al. 1999). Other
abundant transcripts showed strong similarity
to metallothionein-related cysteine-rich proteins,
which are likely involved in metal transport,
cellular detoxication and stress response.

2. Transcripts Expressed in Symbiotic Tissues

Ectomycorrhiza development influences gene
expression in the host plant and the colonizing
fungus in a pleiotropic manner. The global gene
expression analyses of several ectomycorrhizal
associations (e.g. Betula/Paxillus, Eucalyp-
tus/Pisolithus, Pinus/Laccaria, Tilia/Tuber; Voiblet
et al. 2001; Podila et al. 2002; Polidori et al. 2002;
Peter et al. 2003; Johansson et al. 2004; Menotta
et al. 2004; Duplessis et al. 2005; Le Quéré et al.
2005) provided new insights to existing models
of ectomycorrhiza development and identified
hundreds of ECM-regulated genes. As expected
from previous studies (Hilbert et al. 1991; Tagu
et al. 1996; Nehls et al. 1998a, b, 2001a, b; Niini et al.
1996; Kim et al. 1998; Tarkka et al. 1998; Wright
et al. 2000; Sundaram et al. 2001; Charvet-Candela
et al. 2002), many cellular functions were found to
be involved in symbiosis development, including
genes involved in cell growth, differentiation and
signaling, synthesis of cell wall and extracellular
matrices, and primary metabolism (Fig. 12.2).
Gene profiling based on cDNA arrays showed
that developmental reprogramming takes place
in roots and hyphae, although the magnitude of
transcriptome alteration appears to be much larger
in the mycelium than in the root cells (Voiblet et al.
2001; Johansson et al. 2004; Duplessis et al. 2005; Le
Quéré et al. 2005). Marked changes in the gene ex-
pression in ectomycorrhizal roots are observed at
multiple levels: (1) a general activation of the fun-
gal protein synthesis machinery and respiration,
probably supporting an intense cell proliferation,
(2) an increased accumulation of transcripts
coding for cell-surface proteins in fungal hyphae
(hydrophobins, mannoproteins, chitin synthase),
probably involved in the mantle and symbiotic
interface formation, and (3) the upregulation of
defense reactions and hormone metabolism in
colonized roots. The induction of common gene
networks takes place in various ectomycorrhizal
systems, as several of these cellular functions are

similarly regulated in the various investigated
symbiotic models. At the different developmental
stages studied, the development of the symbiosis
between Pisolithus/Eucalyptus, Paxillus/Betula,
Pisolithus/Populus, Laccaria/Populus and Lac-
caria/Pseudotsuga does not induce the expression
of ectomycorrhiza-specific genes (Voiblet et al.
2001; Johansson et al. 2004; Le Quéré et al. 2005; A.
Kohler, V. Pereda and M. Peter, unpublished data).
A survey of up to 9500 unique transcripts (i.e. 20%
of the total gene set) of Populus confirmed the lack
of host ectomycorrhiza-specific genes (A. Kohler,
V. Pereda and F. Martin, unpublished data). The
apparent lack of ectomycorrhiza-specific gene is
striking and suggests that ontogenic and metabolic
programs leading to symbiosis development are
mostly driven by differential expression of pre-
existing transcription factors and/or transduction
pathways, rather than the specific expression of
symbiosis-specific gene arrays. A more complete
analysis of this crucial question will await the com-
pletion of larger sets of ectomycorrhiza expression
profiles on a wider range of associations, using
whole-genome microarrays and high-throughput
quantitative PCR of transcription factors.

3. Early-Transcriptionally Responsive Genes
to Symbiosis Formation

Prior contact between partners, the upregulation
of genes coding for the glyoxylate pathway enzyme,
malate synthase (Balasubramanian et al. 2002) and
the autophagy-involved LB-AUT7 (Kim et al. 1999)
suggest that there is a rapid catabolism and recy-
cling of existing fungal material, such as lipids, and
channeling toward biosynthesis of new cell com-
ponents during the early phase of the interaction.
This metabolic shift may reflect the transition from
a saprobic mode to the symbiotic mode of growth.
During the following phase, among the most abun-
dantly expressed transcripts in developing ectomy-
corrhiza are many genes expected to be involved
in synthesis of the fungal cell wall and symbiosis
interfacial matrix (Martin et al. 1999). Proteins ac-
cumulating in Pisolithus cell walls, including differ-
ent hydrophobins and mannoproteins (Tagu et al.
1996; Laurent et al. 1999; Voiblet et al. 2001; Pe-
ter et al. 2003), are found in increased amounts in
symbiotic tissues. The corresponding transcripts
are strongly activated in the early stages of devel-
opment of Pisolithus and Paxillus mycorrhiza when
the root tips are colonized and mantle formation is
taking place. They then return to their constitutive
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Fig. 12.2. Schematic drawing describing the five major gene
expressionpatternsofplant and fungal symbiosis-regulated
genes during the development of the Eucalyptus–Pisolithus
mycorrhiza (after Duplessis et al. 2005)

level in the maturing mycorrhiza (Fig. 12.2; Dup-
lessis et al. 2005; Le Quéré et al. 2005). Increased ex-
pression of hydrophobin and mannoprotein tran-
scripts during the early stages of ectomycorrhizal
development is suggestive of direct participation
of the corresponding proteins in morphogenetic
events related to the fungus adhesion to root sur-
faces. The SRAP32 polypeptides of P. microcarpus
first appeared at contact and their synthesis in-
creased during mycorrhizal formation, suggesting
a role in mycorrhizal development most likely as
structural proteins (Burgess et al. 1995). Upregu-
lation of the synthesis of these fungal symbiosis-
related polypeptides was tightly correlated to the
infectivity of the fungal strain (Burgess et al. 1995).
In addition to mannoproteins, adhesins and hy-
drophobins, which show preferential expression
during symbiosis development (Laurent et al. 1999;

Martin et al. 1999), enzymatic proteins may also be
located at the novel fungus–plant symbiotic inter-
face. TbSP1 is a secreted and surface-associated
phospholipase A2 showing an upregulated expres-
sion in C- or N-deprived free-living mycelia from
the ectomycorrhizal ascomycete Tuber borchii. This
enzyme, likely involved in nutrient sensing, also
showed an upregulated expression in Cistus in-
canus/Tuber borchii ectomycorrhiza (Soragni et al.
2001). TbSP1 was located on the fungal wall, mostly
on the branched Hartig net hyphae (Miozzi et al.
2005). Alteration of the concentration of secreted
proteins may be a way to regulate the symbiosis
morphogenesis by changing the chemical struc-
ture of cell wall polymers. As a consequence, the
mechanical properties of the cell walls and extra-
cellular matrix involved in the symbiotic interface
may be strongly modified. A prerequisite for the
ectomycorrhizal sheath development around the
host root is the tight contact between neighboring
cells. Hence, structural cysteine-rich proteins, such
as hydrophobins, and enzymes that can covalently
cross-link polysaccharides are likely candidates for
extracellular proteins with a promotive role in mor-
phogenesis.

4. Middle- and Late-Transcriptionally
Responsive Genes to Symbiosis Formation

As expected from an alliance aimed to better ex-
ploit the scarce nutrients of soil horizons, symbio-
sis induces dramatic changes in nutrient content
and metabolic fluxes in root and fungal tissues
(Blaudez et al. 1998; Martin et al. 1998; Laczko
et al. 2003). To survive in planta, the developing
mycobiont must express the channels, pumps and
transporters at the appropriate time, the correct lo-
cation and at the right levels. It must also activate
and regulate the anabolic and catabolic enzymes
needed todealwithnutritional andgrowth require-
ments over a sustained period in order to complete
its life cycle. It is a general observation that these
metabolic alterations are accompanied by mineral-
and nutrient-related changes in gene expression,
i.e. regulation of genes coding for transporters and
assimilative enzymes. When the symbiotic inter-
face is differentiated, it has been observed that
transporters of monosaccharides, nitrate, ammo-
nium, peptides and water from symbionts are dif-
ferentially expressed (Nehls et al. 1998a, 1999b,
2000, 2001b; Wright et al. 2000; Jargeat et al. 2003;
Javelle et al. 2003a, b; Grunze et al. 2004; Marjanovic
et al. 2005; Selle et al. 2005; Chalot et al. 2006). This
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likely reflects the intense metabolite fluxes taking
place between the partners.

Isotopic labelling showed that mycelium me-
tabolism is dramatically influenced by mycorrhizal
colonization, with a greater allocation of carbon
to short-chain polyols and trehalose (Martin et al.
1998) used for translocating carbon through the
hyphal webs (Söderström et al. 1988). Expression
of several fungal genes controlling assimilation of
carbon compounds is upregulated in ectomycor-
rhiza (Nehls et al. 1999a, 2001a, b). For example,
several fungal transcripts coding for enzymes in
the glycolysis, tricarboxylic acid cycle and the mi-
tochondrial electron transport chain are upregu-
lated in developing symbiotic tissues (Patterns II
and III in Fig. 12.2), confirming a general stim-
ulation of the glucose respiration pathways. Both
transcriptomics (Wright et al. 2005) and metabo-
lite profiling (Martin et al. 1998) suggest the activity
of anaplerotic pathways, via the concerted action of
fatty acidβ-oxidationand theglyoxylate cycle in ec-
tomycorrhiza. Growth in the host apoplastic space,
together with the proliferation of hyphae forming
the coenocytic Hartig net, may explain the highest
demand in carbon metabolites and the accompany-
ing upregulation of transcripts encoding enzymes
of the glucose respiration pathways.

Whereas an intense flux of carbon metabo-
lites moves from the root tissues to the fungal
hyphae, an opposite flux of nitrogen and phos-
phate compounds takes place from the soil to the
plant through the mycelial web. This leads to the
regulation of several N-metabolism genes (Botton
and Dell 1994; Javelle et al. 2003b). The regula-
tion observed is in agreement with an efflux of
amino acids, mainly glutamine, from fungal cells
and a subsequent uptake by root cells, although re-
cent data suggest a significant role for NH+

4 efflux,
through ammonia diffusion and/or Ato-like fun-
gal efflux systems (Selle et al. 2005; Chalot et al.
2006), and NO−

3 (Kohler, Pereda and Martin, un-
published data) in the N-transfer between part-
ners. Transcripts coding for the nitrate reductase,
NADP-glutamate dehydrogenase, aspartate amino-
transferase and other N-metabolism enzymes are
upregulated in symbiotic tissues (Duplessis et al.
2005; Le Quéré et al. 2005; Morel et al. 2005; Wright
et al. 2005) in agreement with the increased amino
acid synthesis observed using 13C NMR (Martin
et al. 1998).

In mycorrhizal associations, the host plant
mainly derives its inorganic phosphate (Pi) from
the fungus (Smith and Read 1997). Pi in soil

solutions is easily taken up by ECM hyphae and
then translocated to the host roots. Its absorption
and efflux are probably regulated by intracellular
Pi and inorganic polyphosphate (PolyP) pools. Ex-
cess intracellular Pi is stored as PolyP by most ECM
fungi. These PolyP are mainly oligophosphates
with an average chain length of ten phosphate
residues (Martin et al. 1994). NMR comparisons of
PolyP in vivo with those in model solutions suggest
that they are low-soluble aggregates in ECM fungi
(Martin et al. 1985). PolyP are the only macro-
molecular anions in the fungal vacuole (Martin
et al. 1985; 1994); and their roles in basic amino
acid and cation retention and osmoregulation have
been demonstrated both in vivo and in vitro in
yeasts and postulated in ECM fungi (Martin 1985).
Several low- and high-affinity Pi transporters have
been identified in the genomes of L. bicolor (F.
Martin, unpublished data) and H. cylindrosporum
(C. Plassard, personal communication), but the
molecular processes controlling Pi uptake in ECM
fungi are so far unknown. It is assumed that
a plant Pi transporter is expressed specifically
on the peri-arbuscular membrane in endomyc-
orrhizal symbioses (Harrison 2005) and on the
plasmamembrane of host cortical cells in contact
with the fungal Hartig net in ectomycorrhiza.
Amongst its 13 low- and high-affinity Pi trans-
porters, a transporter of Populus trichocarpa is
expressed specifically in endomycorrhiza, whether
another transporter is preferentially expressed in
ectomycorrhizal root tips (V. Pereda, unpublished
data). A question that has been repeatedly asked
in the literature is what the plant does to make
a mycorrhizal associate lose its P into the cortical
apoplast. Fitter (2006) postulated that, when an AM
fungus develops an arbuscule inside a root cell and
begins to move Pi ions across the peri-arbuscular
membrane, the plant detects this increased Pi flux
which then stimulates increased carbon allocation
and subsequent hexose transfer to the mycobiont.
The phosphate/carbohydrates exchange in ecto-
mycorrhizal symbioses is also tightly regulated. In
a Populus tremula × Populus alba/Laccaria ecto-
mycorrhiza, shading of the plant, which reduced
the carbohydrate supply to the mycobiont, resulted
in a decrease in phosphate absorption by the
ectomycorrhizal roots (Bücking and Heyser 2001).
Microautoradiography after pulse-labelling with
33Pi and 14CO2 suggested a correlation between
the Pi amount translocated from the mycelium
to the host plant and the amount of carbohydrate
transferred from the plant to the fungus.
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5. Functional Specialization
of the Hyphal Web Compartments

In microcosms mimicking the forest soil
conditions, Wright et al. (2005) identified striking
differential expression in the various fungal
compartments (mycelial patches, rhizomorphs,
ectomycorrhizal tips) of the Betula/Paxillus asso-
ciation. The pattern of differential expression of
genes encoding key N-assimilating enzymes may
be influenced by multiple factors, such as the level
of NH+

4 within the nutrient patch, the extent of NH+
4

translocation versus assimilation within the ex-
tramatrical mycelium and the microenvironment
in which the rhizomorph and mycorrhizal root
tips are situated. Interestingly, Morel et al. (2005)
detected no significant differential expression
for genes encoding components involved in the
glutamine synthetase/glutamate synthase cycle,
urea or arginine biosynthetic pathways in a com-
parison between the extramatrical mycelium and
mycorrhizal root tips of the B. pendula/P. involutus
association grown under N-limited conditions.
However, these authors showed that urea was the
principal N compound in hyphae, and suggested
that urea-producing pathways may be activated
in extramatrical mycelium of P. involutus under
N-limited conditions. This clearly confirmed the
physiological heterogeneity and functional special-
ization among the different compartments of the
fungal webs (Cairney and Burke 1996). Whether
gene expression of metabolic genes is controlled by
sugar- and amino acid-dependent regulation, as re-
ported for free-livingmycelium(Nehls et al. 2001a),
by symbiosis-related developmental signals (Mar-
tin et al. 2001) or by the external microenvironment
(Morel et al. 2005; Wright et al. 2005) is not known.

6. Plant Responses upon Symbiosis Development

The ability of poplar trees to form ectomyc-
orrhizas is under genetic control (Tagu et al.
2001). Heritability of the ectomycorrhizal trait
was investigated in Pinus elliottii (Rosado et al.
1994) and a strong narrow-sense heritability was
found (0.81) for the percentage of ectomycorrhizas
formed. A similar experiment was performed on
poplar (Tagu et al. 2005) and a heritability value of
0.49 was found. This indicates that genetic traits
are involved in the ectomycorrhizal phenotype in
tightly controlled growth conditions and genetic
variability exists between half-sib progenies.
One putative quantitative trait locus (QTL) was

positioned on the genetic map of each parental
genotype, P. trichocarpa and P. deltoides. The
QTL on the male P. trichocarpa genetic map was
localized close to a locus previously shown to be
involved in the interaction between Populus and
the foliar rust fungus Melampsora larici-populina
(Dowkiw and Bastien 2004), providing a genetic
indication that the ectomycorrhizal trait could
be associated with loci and genes that might be
common to the interaction with mutualistic root
and pathogenic leaf fungi. As emphasized by
Mendgen and Hahn (2002), host cellular responses
upon contact with plant-invading biotrophic
microorganisms are very similar whatever the
outcome of the association.

As shown by whole-genome oligoarray analy-
sis, changes in transcript concentration in host root
tissues are limited (<2% of the total transcripts in
Populus trichocarpa; A. Kohler, V. Pereda and F.
Martin, unpublished data). Most ectomycorrhiza-
regulated host genes are involved in auxin me-
tabolism, calcium signalling pathways and tran-
scriptional regulation. Some non-specific, broad-
spectrum defenses (e.g. chitinases, peroxidases)
are clearly mounted in plant hosts when ectomyc-
orrhizal fungi penetrate directly into the root and
digests a way through the apoplastic space (Pattern
I in Fig. 12.2; Duplessis et al. 2005; Le Quéré et al.
2005). These induced defense responses may limit
the fungal invasion of root tissues. Future research
should explore the molecular mechanisms that or-
chestrate the escape of the symbionts from the host
defense system. Modulation of host vesicle traffick-
ing by secreted effector proteins, as recently shown
for bacterial pathogens (Nomura et al. 2006), may
create a host environment favorable for hyphal sur-
vival and proliferation.

C. Ectomycorrhizal Mutants

Variation in mycorrhizal structures appears to be
genetically determined in the mycobiont (Wong
et al. 1989, 1990), which should make it possible to
identify the loci that contribute to this variation.
It is therefore crucial to identify plant and fungal
phenotypic mutants altered in the development of
the ectomycorrhiza structure. This would allow
one to follow the specification events that take
place during the different stages of symbiosis
development. Primary targets for gene inacti-
vation are the ectomycorrhiza-regulated genes
identified by transcriptomics (see Sect. IV.B.).
Unfortunately, procedures for knocking-out genes
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by homologous recombination are not yet feasible
in ECM fungi. Hence, polyethylene glycol- and
Agrobacterium-mediated transformations were
used for random insertional mutagenesis to gener-
ate mutants of the ectomycorrhizal basidiomycete
H. cylindrosporum impaired in their symbiotic
capability (Combier et al. 2004). Following re-
striction enzyme-mediated integration or plasmid
insertion, a total of 29 non-mycorrhizal (myc−)
agrotransformants were identified. Light and
scanning electron microscopy observations of pine
roots inoculated with myc− mutants suggested
that these mutants were blocked at early stages of
interaction, confirming that key genes are essential
for symbiosis development. Sequencing of the
tagged loci is on-going and preliminary results
have identified genes coding for hypothetical pro-
teins, tubulin and aspartic protease (R. Marmeisse,
personal communication).

V. Future Research

Advances of recent years have provided insights on
themolecularbasis of ectomycorrhizamorphogen-
esis and functioning. Several studies using large-
scale EST sequencing (Voiblet et al. 2001; Podila
et al. 2002; Peter et al. 2003), mRNA displays (Kim
et al. 1998; Polidori et al. 2002; Menotta et al. 2004)
and cDNA arrays (Voiblet et al. 2001; Johansson
et al. 2004; Duplessis et al. 2005; Le Quéré et al. 2005;
Morel et al. 2005) have characterized the expres-
sion of hundreds of genes in a few ectomycorrhizal
model systems. It is apparent from these expres-
sion profiling studies that there is a vast complexity
of genetic programs with overlapping and coordi-
nated expression of gene networks. The products
encoded by these regulated genes are involved in
the attachment of hyphae to host surfaces and pen-
etration into root tissues, plant defense reactions,
hormonal metabolism, morphogenetic switches of
the fungal hyphae and novel metabolic patterns in
both partners. The sequence information gener-
ated from gene-profiling studies provide the start-
ing point for understanding how transcript/protein
networks are altered during mycorrhizal develop-
ment via the high-throughput functional analysis
of the plant and fungal sensors, signalling pathways
and transcription factors.

Considering the tissue and cellular complexity
of the symbiosis, onehas to conclude that the analy-
sis of whole mycorrhizas done so far is an approach
with low resolution for the analysis of cellular func-

tionduringdevelopmentand functioning.Geneex-
pression profiles should now be performed on pu-
rified or at least enriched samples from specific cell
populations and tissues (e.g. Hartig net or mantle
cells). The analysis of the differential expression of
hexose-regulated fungal genes within the different
symbiotic tissues of the Amanita/Populus ectomy-
corrhiza (Nehls et al. 2001b) have shown that this
innovative approach is within reach and will be
facilated by the use of laser microdissection sys-
tems, together with gene profiling of extraradical
regions of the soil mycelial networks.

The genomes of the host tree, P. trichocarpa,
and the ectomycorrhizal Laccaria bicolor have
now been deciphered, which has opened avenues
for comparative genomics and genome-wide gene
transcript profilings in perennial trees and basid-
iomycetes. A wealth of data is now available to re-
searchersbywayofanumberofdedicatedwebsites.
These new tools will have an important impact
on the mycorrhiza research confirming the com-
plexity of the interaction between trees and their
soil partners. Our understanding is still limited as
to how parasitic and symbiotic fungi infect their
hosts, including the mechanisms of host recogni-
tion, development of infection structures, control
of host defense reactions and penetration and colo-
nization of the host tissues. Analysis of the genome
sequences of symbiotic and pathogenic fungi will
provide new insights into these processes and fur-
ther clarify the molecular and physiological bases
of plant–microbe interactions. There is much room
for exciting discoveries, especially when it is con-
sidered that approximately 50% of the gene models
in the Laccaria genome are of unknown function.
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I. Introduction

Filamentous fungi grow out from a spore or an in-
oculum, by apical extension of slender hyphae that
then branch sub-apically to form a fractal, tree-like
mycelium. Inascomycetes andbasidiomycetes, tan-
gential hyphal fusions or anastomoses occur as the
colony develops to form an interconnected mycelial
network (Rayner et al. 1994, 1999; Glass et al.
2000, 2004). The basic sequence of morphological
events leading to fusion has been well described,
most notably by Buller (1931, 1933; summarised
by Gregory 1984), and details of the underlying
cellular and molecular events are beginning to be
elucidated in model systems such as Neurospora
and Colletotrichum (Glass et al. 2000, 2004; Hickey
et al. 2002; Roca et al. 2003, 2004, 2005a, b;
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Road, Oxford, OX1 3RB, UK
2 Cardiff School of Biosciences, Cardiff University, Cardiff, CF10
3US, UK

Fleissner et al. 2005). In the larger, more persistant
saprotrophic and ectomycorrhizal basidiomycetes,
the network architecture develops further as the
colony grows with the formation of specialised
high-conductivity channels, termed cords, through
aggregation and limited differentiation of hyphae
(Cairney 2005). Cords tend to be well insulated
from the environment and are able to translocate
nutrients between separate food resources or to
and from the foraging margin (Boddy 1999; Leake
et al. 2004). At the same time as cords form, the
intervening regions of the mycelium regress and
are presumably recycled to support new growth.
The resulting structure and scale of the corded
networks vary between species, and give rise to
qualitatively different, recognisable network archi-
tecture (Fig. 13.1). These networks are not static,
but are continuously reconfigured in response to
local nutritional or environmental cues, damage or
predation, through a combination of new growth,
branching, fusion or regression (Boddy 1999; Leake
et al. 2004). Furthermore, a single genetically iden-
tical individual network (genetic mycelial unit, or
GMU sensu Olsson 2001) can undergo quantum
shifts in size through fragmentation, leading to
several separate functional mycelial units (FMU;
Olsson 1999, 2001). Conversely, fusion of separate
FMUs in the following growth season can rapidly
(re-)generate a more expansive network (Rayner
et al. 1994; Boddy 1999; Leake et al. 2004).

Whilst the largest mycelial networks that are
typically grown in laboratory microcosms range
over 0.1–1.0 m2, in an undisturbed forest ecosys-
tem almost all trees and fallen plant parts are in-
terconnected by a diverse population of mycelial
systems forming an extensive network over a much
larger physical scale termed the ‘wood wide web’
(WWW; Read 1997; Simard et al. 1997; Simard and
Durall 2004). There is considerable evidence for ex-
tensive nutrient uptake and exchange through the
WWW (Simard et al. 1997; Read and Perez-Moreno
2003; Leake et al. 2004; Simard and Durall 2004).

Biology of the Fungal Cell, 2nd Edition
The Mycota VIII
R.J. Howard and N.A.R. Gow (Eds.)
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2007
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Fig. 13.1. Colony morphology and network architecture
for different species of saprotrophic basidiomycetes. A–F
Mycelial systems of Resinicium bicolor (A), Phanerochaete
velutina (B), Hypholoma fasciculare (C), Coprinus picaceous

(D) and Phallus impudicus (E, F) growing from wood blocks
of 2 cm side in 24×24 cm trays of compressed non-sterile
soil to illustrate the range of network architecture shown by
different species. Photos courtesy of G. Tordoff

Fungi, like any other organisms, must partition
limited resources among competing requirements.
For example, a very dense, highly connected net-
work might have high transport capacity and re-
silience to damage or attack because of multiple
transport pathways. However, it would incur a large
material cost of construction per unit area of ex-
plored space and would cover new ground slowly.
Conversely, a sparse system could extend further
for the same material cost, but would risk miss-
ing resources and have fewer alternate routes to
survive damage and disconnection (Boddy 1993,
1999; Rayner et al. 1994, 1999). We do not know
what factors have been most significant in shaping
each strategy in evolutionary terms (Pringle and
Taylor 2002) or how organisation and integration of
such networks can emerge without centralised con-
trol (Rayner 1991; Rayner et al. 1994, 1999). How-
ever, as a starting point we might envisage that the
resulting networks represent an effective balance
between cost, exploration, exploitation, transport

efficiency and resilience to damage. Subtle shifts in
thedevelopmental process fordifferent speciesmay
have effectively weighted the relative importance of
each these aspects to adapt to different spatial and
temporal patterns of resource availability and envi-
ronmental conditions, giving rise to a set of forag-
ing strategies for each species (Boddy 1999). How-
ever, there has been relatively little explicit analysis
of the structure of the networks formed, their dy-
namic behaviour and how both impact on these
proposed functions.

In this chapter we explore this relatively un-
charted middle ground between the microscopic
cellular level dominated by discrete tubular hy-
phae (reviewed in this series by Trinci et al. 1994)
and the macroscopic level of intact colonies (re-
viewed in this series by Olsson 2001), to see the
extent that it is possible to characterise the net-
work aspect of mycelial growth. A few years ago this
would have been a daunting task as there was no
coherent conceptual framework to describe, meas-
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ure, summarise and compare such complex net-
works. In the 1990s, fractal measures were intro-
duced as useful tools to capture aspects of the
network structure as a metric (Ritz and Crawford
1990; Crawford et al. 1993; Donnelly et al. 1995; Mi-
hail et al. 1995; Boddy et al. 1999; Crawford et al.
1999; Boddy and Donnelly 2006). However, a single
summary value can only express a small fraction
of the complexity in the system, even with sub-
sampling of different regions. Recently, consider-
able advances have been made in network analysis,
using concepts and tools emerging from graph the-
ory and statisticalmechanics (Strogatz 2001;Albert
and Barabasi 2002; Dorogovtsev and Mendes 2002;
Newman 2003; Amaral and Ottino 2004). These
techniques have been applied to a swathe of com-
plex systems, including biological networks such
as protein–protein interactions or food webs, and
may provide a useful conceptual framework for
quantitative analysis of fungal mycelia. We there-
fore provide an introduction to some of the the-
ory and terminology used to analyse networks,
translated as far as we are able into mycological
language. We then evaluate its application to ana-
lyse the dynamics, efficiency, resilience and adap-
tationof self-organised fungalnetworks atdifferent
spatial scales. We also try to set network analysis
in context with other approaches to measure and
model fungal behaviour, with the expectation that
a combinationof approacheswill be required toun-
derstand fungal growth over the enormous range
of length scales needed.

II. Conceptual Frameworks
for Network Analysis

To use network analysis tools to analyse fungal
mycelia, it is necessary to translate the morpho-
logical structuresobserved into anappropriatenet-
work representation (Bebber et al., submitted). Our
startingassumption is that the fungalmyceliumcan
be represented as a graph by classifying junctions
(branch-points and anastomoses) as nodes and the
hyphae or cords between nodes as links. It is possi-
ble to (manually) extract the network from images
of mycelial systems taken at appropriate resolu-
tion. We illustrate the process and results using the
classic microscopic image of Coprinus sterquilinus
from Buller (1931; Fig. 13.2A) and images of Phane-
rochaete velutina from our own work (Fig. 13.2C).
We have developed a simple software interface to

simplify extraction of the network that is available
on request.

At the moment nodes have to be manually cho-
sen as automated segmentation algorithms are not
yet sufficiently robust to extract the network un-
supervised. Each node is given a unique identifier
and stored as a list together with its Cartesian (x, y)
co-ordinates. Links are stored interchangeably ei-
ther as an adjacency matrix or in a list format
that can be imported into a wide range of freely
available software packages, such as Pajek (http://
vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/). As links
vary in length (l) and cross-sectional area (a), the
links are weighted, i.e. they differ in their connec-
tion strength. The diameter and hence area of each
cord can be determined using image analysis tools.
The material construction cost of each link can
be estimated from the volume (l × a), i.e. longer,
thicker hyphae or cords are more costly to pro-
duce in terms of the mass of material required
to build them. Similarly, the predicted transport
flux through the network is expected to increase
with increasing cross-sectional area, but decrease
with link length. The precise relationship between
flow and area is less clear. For the extreme case of
laminar flow through individual hyphal tubes, flow
can scale with r4 in accordance with the Hagen–
Poiseuille equation:

Volume flow rate per hub = −
πr4

8η
∂P

∂x
(13.1)

where r is the radius of the tube, η is the viscosity
of the fluid, and −δP/δx is the negative gradient
of the hydrostatic pressure. In multi-hyphal aggre-
gates such as cords, the structure is more akin to
a cylinder packed with individual hyphae in paral-
lel. In this case, flow can scale with the area, i.e. r2,
although it is recognised that the internal structure
of cords can be more complex, with both larger
vessel hyphae increasing potential flow and fibre
hyphae that do not contribute to transport.

A. Experimental Analysis
of Mycelia as Networks

The C. sterquilinus colony (Fig. 13.2A) captures the
essence of fungal network formation on a micro-
scopic scale. A sparse branching tree-like struc-
ture forms in the peripheral growth zone from
tip growth and sub-apical branching, whilst sec-
ondarygrowthand fusionofhyphae in the centreof
the colony forms an interconnected network with
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Fig. 13.2. Analysis of mycelial network structures over dif-
ferent length scales. A Drawing of a young colony of Co-
prinus sterquilinus showing the development of an anasto-
mosing network in the colony interior. The colony is around
380 µm in diameter (modified from Buller 1931). B Network
representation of the same colony in which the link weight
is colour coded on a rainbow scale, with red representing
the thickest hyphae. C Mycelial system of P. velutina grown
from 4 cm3 beech wood inocula on a 24×24 cm tray of non-

sterile soil with an inert bait (grey circle) after 39 days.
Digital images were obtained from photographs taken by
R. Bolton. D Network representation of the same colony in
which the link weight is colour coded on a rainbow scale
with red representing the thickest cord. E A 75×75 cm por-
tion of an extensive network of the saprotrophic fungus
Megacollybia platyphylla growing from a log in Wytham
Wood, Oxfordshire, UK. F A schematic representation of
the M. platyphylla network

Fig. 13.3. Establishment of oscillatory phase domains in
colonies of P. velutina. Pseudo-colour-coded images show-
ing the relative phase of the oscillatory component of la-
belled aminoisobutyrate (14C-AIB) transport determined
pixel-by-pixel using Fourier analysis. The colour represents
the phase difference in hours (hrs) according to the adja-
cent scale for each image from the oscillation recorded at
the loading site. Only regions with the same frequency are
colour-coded. Regions with a different frequency or where
the Fourier analysis was not possible, such as the growing

colonymargin, are coded ingrey-scale. Theperiodof theos-
cillation ranged from 18.3 h (A, B) to 14.2 h (C), depending
on thegrowth temperaturewith a Q10 of around2.AControl
colony grown for 240 h, showing distinct phase domains in
the inoculum and foraging mycelium with ∼7 h phase dif-
ference. B Development of an additional phase domain in
the bait of a juvenile colony. The bait lags the inoculum by
∼3.5 h. C Phase map of a 35-day-old colony following load-
ing at the bait, showing distinct phase domains in the bait,
inoculum, connecting cords and foraging mycelium

many cycles (Fig. 13.2A). The extracted network
representation contains 579 nodes and 656 links
(Table 13.1), each with an associated measure of its
length and diameter that can be combined to give
an estimate of the volume (cost) or predicted resis-
tance toflow(Fig. 13.2B). In theory, largernetworks
than this can be captured using large-scale mycelial
mapping (LSMM; Crawford et al. 1993; Ritz et al.

1996) and analysed at the level of an individual hy-
pha. However, it becomes increasingly difficult to
distinguish fusions from overlapping hyphae as the
colonies become denser; and the sheer number of

Table. 13.1. A summary of common network measures and
their application to fungal mycelia
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Topology Symbol Description Example networks
Measure Coprinus

sterquilinus
Phanerochaete
velutina

Nodes (vertices) N The total number of connected entities. In the mycelium, these are the branch points,
fusions, or tips.

579 986

Links (edges) M The total number of connections. In the mycelium, the number of cords or hyphae that
connect the vertices. Links can be directed, i.e. flow occurs only in one direction.

656 1351

Node degree k The number of links attached to a node. Often used as a measure of the connectedness
of networks, especially the frequency distribution of k. This measure is less useful for
mycelia as k is usually either 3 (for junctions) or 1 (for tips). Mean k (excluding the
highly-connected wood block) is given on the right. Node strength (see below) is more
appropriate for weighted networks.

2.26 2.71

Subgraphs g If the network is broken up, the number of disconnected parts. Of interest when consid-
ering resilience of the mycelium to attack.

1 1

Cyclomatic number
(Haggett and
Chorley 1969)

M– N + g The number of closed loops or cycles in the network. This gives an indication of the
number of redundant pathways in the mycelium.

78 366

α−index
(Haggett and
Chorley 1969)

α = M−N+g
2N−5 The number of cycles normalised by the possible maximum (assuming no overlapping

links), taking values from 0 to 1 to allow comparison of networks of different sizes. This
measure has been described as ‘meshedness’ (Buhl et al. 2004).

0.07 0.19

Clustering coefficient
(Watts and
Strogatz 1998)

C A measure of the number of cycles, or loops, of length 3 (i.e. triangles) in the network.
Takes values from 0 to 1. Useful for describing the connectedness of some types of
network, but less so for fungal networks and many other spatial networks, as their
construction often precludes the formation of triads.

0.01 0.11

Spatial structure
Spatial extent A The area covered by the mycelium. Calculated as the area of the convex hull of the node

positions in space or by segmentation of the colony outline.
0.11 mm2 51,050 mm2

Node density NA−1 The number of junctions per unit area of space covered by the mycelium. This is
a measure of the branching/fusing density. It is likely that this varies through space
and time, indicating the responses of mycelial branching to local conditions. Data may
be aggregated using spatial interpolation techniques such as Kriging (Isaaks and Srivas-
tava 1989).

5185 mm−2 0.019 mm−2

Link weight w A measure relating to the properties of a link, for example its physical length l or cross-
sectional area a. Measures can be combined to predict other properties, such as resistance
to transport or volume of cords (see below). Estimating link weight is fundamental to
other, more complex, calculations of network properties. Mean a is given on the right.

0.000033 mm2 0.03 mm2

Node strength
(Barthelemy
et al. 2005)

s =
∑k

i=1 wi A measure of the importance of a node, calculated by summing the link weights w of
all the k links connected to a node. For example, the (trimmed) mean value of the node
strengths (ignoring the central wood block), calculated as the sum of link cross-sectional
areas, is given on the right. This measure is regarded as more informative than node
degree for weighted networks.

0.000075 mm2 0.09 mm2

Total length L =
∑L

i=1 li The total length of links in the network, calculated by summing the lengths of all links
in the network.

12.2 mm 12,600 mm
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Topology Symbol Description Example networks
Measure Coprinus

sterquilinus
Phanerochaete
velutina

Total volume (cost) V =
∑L

i=1 liai An estimate of the material construction cost of the network, calculated summing the
estimated volumes (la) of each link. Actual mass can be estimated if the density of cords
is known. This could be extended to the mass of carbon, nitrogen, or other components
making up the mycelium.

0.00038 mm3 391 mm3

Volume density VA−1 The amount of mycelium per unit area. Gives an estimate of the efficiency of the mycelium
in covering space.

0.017
mm3

mm2 0.008
mm3

mm2

K-function
(Ripley 2004)

K(t) = nAN−1 The K-function provides an estimate of the spatial clustering of points, in this case nodes.
K for a particular radius t around a node is the average number of nodes within t of
that node, divided by the total node density. K(t) can be compared with expected values
for a completely random (Poisson) distribution to detect clustering of nodes at different
spatial scales.

– –

Mass fractal
dimension

n(s) ≈ cs−d Mycelia can be described as fractals over certain length scales, as they fill space more than
a line but less than a continuous plane (Boddy and Donnelly 2006). The box counting
method overlays a series of grids of square boxes with side length s onto an image of the
network. The number of boxes that intersect the image n(s) is related to s via the fractal
dimension d.

– –

Transport
Resistance r ∝ la−1 Resistance is a measure of the difficulty transporting material through a link, propor-

tional to length divided by cross-sectional area, so that long, thin links have greater
resistance. Resistance can be thought of as analogous to expected travel time in road
networks, or electrical resistance in electrical networks of resistors. The inverse of resis-
tance is conductance (al−1).Resistance is a fundamentalmeasure inestimating transport
through the network. Resistance can be used in electrical resistance network models to
provide estimates of flux through the mycelium. Mean resistance for the fungal network
is given on the right.

690
mm

mm2 585
mm

mm2

Shortest path
(see Dorogovtsev
and Mendes 2002)

dij =
∑g

h=1 rh The shortest path, or geodesic path, between nodes i and j is the path of least resistance.
There are g links in the shortest path. There may be more than one path with the smallest
sum of resistances, and several paths with sums of resistances very close to the smallest
sum. We expect the maximum rate of transport of material along the shortest path. The
shortest path is a fundamental measure of network transport. However, it fails to take
into account parallel pathways in predicting flux which may be captured better using
electrical circuit analogues (see above).

– –

Diameter
(see Dorogovtsev
and Mendes 2002)

D = max(dij) The diameter of the network is the longest shortest path. Although widely used in graph
theoretic approaches for unweighted networks, in fungal networks this measure is highly
sensitive to the presence of a very long, thin connection, usually a peripheral cord in
the case of a mycelial network.

14,818
mm

mm2 18,980
mm

mm2

Average shortest path � = 1
N(N−1)

∑
i�=J dij The average shortest path provides a measure of the overall transport efficiency of the

network. Networks of similar physical extent which have smaller average shortest paths
have a more efficient transport system.

5061
mm

mm2 5474
mm

mm2
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Topology Symbol Description Example networks
Measure Coprinus

sterquilinus
Phanerochaete
velutina

Global efficiency
(Latora and
Marchiori
2001, 2003)

Eglob = 1
N(N−1)

∑
i�=J

1
dij

The efficiency measure was introduced (Latora and Marchiori 2001) to overcome
a difficulty with the average shortest path, namely that for disconnected networks the
shortestpathcouldbe infinite (i.e. for twonodes in separated subgraphs). In theefficiency
calculation, the mean reciprocal of the shortest path is calculated; and the reciprocal for
disconnected nodes is defined as zero.

0.00028
mm2

mm
0.00032

mm2

mm

Betweenness
centrality
(Freeman 1977)

Bu =
∑

ij
σiuj
σij

Betweenness centrality is a measure of the importance of a node or link to transport.
The betweenness centrality of a node or link u is the proportion of all shortest paths
between pairs of nodes i and j, σij, that pass through u, σiuj. Loss of the node or link with
the highest betweenness centrality leads to the most increases in shortest path lengths.

– –

Central point
dominance
(Freeman 1977)

CPD = 1
N−1

∑
i(Bmax − Bi) Central point dominance (CPD) measures the relative importance of the node with the

largest betweenness centrality (Bmax), compared with all other nodes. For a star-like
network CPD = 1, because all shortest paths pass through the central node and only one
shortest path through all other nodes.

0.50 0.62

Resilience
Relative diameter Drel = D∗|D Removal of nodes or links should increase the shortest paths in the network, thereby

increasing the diameter (and mean shortest path). Relative diameter is the diameter of
a disturbed network D∗ scaled by the original diameter D. However, fragmentation of
the network into subgraphs leads to infinite shortest paths, making this measure difficult
to apply in many circumstances.

– –

Vulnerability
(Gol’dshtein
et al. 2004)

V =
Eglob−E∗

glob
Eglob

When nodes or links are removed from a network, the length of shortest paths and
number of disconnected nodes is expected to increase, and therefore the global efficiency
decreases. Scaling the efficiency of a disturbed network () by the original efficiency gives
a measure of the disturbance. Calculating V for removal of a single node or link gives
the vulnerability for that node or link.

– –

Reachability
(availability;
Ball and Provan
1983)

R = 2P
N(N−1) Reachability is the number of paths between nodes that exist in the network P, divided

by the possible number of paths (i.e. N(N–1)/2). Fragmentation of the network into
subgraphs decreases P. Unlike relative efficiency, the measure is independent of the
length of shortest paths.

– –
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nodes and links makes manual extraction of the
network prohibitively time-consuming. In the fu-
ture it may be possible to sub-sample segments of
the entire colony if suitable methods are developed
to deal with the connectedness of nodes and links
at the artificial boundaries that this introduces.

Thenext appropriate level of resolution inprac-
tical terms are microcosms in the centimetre to me-
tre range where the dominant structure is a corded
mycelium (Figs. 13.1, 13.2C,D). In the case of the
P. velutina grown in a 24-cm square microcosm, the
size of the corded experimental networks reaches
around 500–1500 nodes (Fig. 13.2C; Bebber et al.,
submitted). It might be appropriate to consider the
links to be directed on the basis of their initial
growth direction. However, in practice, the physi-
ological direction of nutrient fluxes is more impor-
tant and does not have to follow the developmen-
tal connection sequence. Unfortunately, we cannot
predict a priori which direction the flux may move
in and, indeed, we expect it to vary depending
on the source–sink relationships within the net-
work. In the future, the techniques to map fluxes
described below (Sect. IV.) may provide this infor-
mation, but at this stage it is simpler to assume
that links are undirected and capable of moving
nutrients in either direction. The reader is referred
to the chapter by Ashford and Allaway (Chap. 2 in
this volume) for a discussion of the possible role of
vacuolar transport mechanisms for trans-cellular
movement of materials over long distances.

In theory, the same approaches can be used
for networks in the field. However, the structure is
more difficult to capture from simple photographs
(Fig. 13.2E) as the network requires careful excava-
tion and additional on-site notes to define contigu-
ous cords. Thus, at this stage it is relatively easy to
extract a schematic representation of the network
(Fig. 13.2F), but rather more difficult to perform
a robust quantitative analysis.

B. Common Network Measures

Once the weighted network has been digitised,
a wide range of network parameters can be calcu-
lated. Some of the most common ones are given in
Table 13.1. These values either have a straightfor-
ward biological meaning in their own right or they
provide a comparison with network structures
in other domains. As the data are embedded in
Euclidean space, a number of basic morphological
measures can be readily derived. An insight into

the behaviour of the mycelial network can then
be gleaned by following the trajectory for each
parameter over time (Bebber et al., submitted). For
example, the area covered by the colony can be esti-
mated from the convex hull (effectively the polygon
formed by stretching an elastic band around the
outermost points), provided the network is not
too sparse (Fig. 13.4A). The sum of the link
lengths gives the total length of mycelium present
(Fig. 13.4B), whilst including the cross-sectional
area of the links gives an estimate of the volume of
the fungus that, with appropriate calibration, can
be related to the wet or dry weight. Early develop-
ment in P. velutina is characterised by initial diffuse
growth and branching of individual hyphae, which
then resolve into cords as the growing front moves
outward (Fig. 13.2C). Thus global network size
measures, such as area, number of nodes and
number of links, increase through time (Fig. 13.4A,
B). However, the local scale network evolution
is characterised by selective loss of connections
and thinning out of the fine mycelium and weaker
cords that gives rise to a decrease in the network
density (cost per unit area) with increasing colony
area (Fig. 13.4C). Although these measures provide
a compact summary of the whole colony, they
disguise any local variations in structure. There are
a number of spatial averaging techniques, such as
Kriging (Isaaks and Srivastava 1989), to interpolate
between the very fine information at the level of
each node and the overall colony metrics; and this
approach may also facilitate comparison between
different replicates and treatments.

A number of different quantities are typically
measured for a network to understand its proper-
ties better. The degree (k) of each node is given by
the number of links associated with that node. Thus
tips have a degree of 1 as they are only connected
to the previous node and branch points typically
have a degree of 3, because the growth processes
forming the network tend to give a single branch or
a single fusion at each point. Initially overlapping
cords often subsequently fuse, which generates k =
4 nodes. It is unlikely that there will be any loops
where a link curls back around on itself to re-join
the same node, although multiple parallel links be-
tween two nodes are possible. As the fine structure
of the mycelium within a food resource, such as an
agar inoculum or wood block, cannot be resolved,
each of these is represented as a node with many
links, resembling a hub in other network systems.

Considerable emphasis has been placed
on the frequency distribution of node degree
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Fig. 13.4. Network measures for colonies of P. velutina.
Mycelial systems of P. velutina were grown from4 cm3 beech
wood blocks in 24×24 cm trays of non-sterile soil and pho-
tographed at intervals up to 39 days. The weighted network
was manually extracted from digitised images and a range
of network parameters calculated for three independent
time-series. A The change in area, measured as the convex
hull, with growth of the colonies. B The change in mycelium
total length as the area increases. C The mass density taking
into account the varying diameter of the cords. D The prob-
ability distribution of log10 node strength. E The change in
the proportion of fundamental cycles (α) with increasing
area. F Comparison of the shortest path (in 1000s) from
the inoculum to every node for the weighted network plot-
ted against the same network with the weights distributed
evenly across the links. Points below the diagonal indicate

that the fungus is performing better than expected for this
null model. G Average shortest path distances (in 1000s)
plotted against the Euclidean distance from the inoculum
for all nodes at the time points indicated. Only means fitted
by Friedman’s smoother are shown for clarity. Mean val-
ues for later stages are smaller than those for earlier stages
at a given Euclidean distance, showing that the network
increases transport capacity as it develops. H The central
point dominance (CPD) gives a measure of the decrease in
the importance of the inoculum as the network becomes
better connected. I Change in the reachability of all nodes
in the network with progressive removal of links to sim-
ulate the effect of grazing. The resilience of the weighted
network (open circles) is greater than the same network
with the weights distributed evenly as a null model (open
squares)

in other networks, following the discovery of
scale-free distributions in networks from many
different domains (Barabasi and Albert 1999).
However, the degree distributions for fungal
networks are not very informative because of the
constraints imposed by the developmental process
and crowding effects restricting the maximum
number of possible connections, as with other
spatial networks (Barrat et al. 2005). In weighted

networks, the weighted degree distribution of
node strength, measured as the sum of link
cross-sectional areas per node, is regarded as
a more informative measure to take into account
the varying importance of the connections to
each node (Barrat et al. 2004). For the P. velutina
networks, the frequency distribution of node
strength follows an approximately log-normal
distribution (Fig. 13.4D).
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The next level of organisation up, from a con-
sideration of individual nodes and their summary
statistics, is a consideration of the properties
of their local neighbourhood. There are several
measures that describe how well each node and
its neighbours are interconnected. One of the
most common is the mean clustering coefficient,
C (Watts and Strogatz 1998), defined as the
proportion of links connecting a node’s immediate
neighbours out of the maximum possible number
of links. However, C is restricted to the case of
cycles with three links forming triads, which is
not appropriate to all classes of network, including
fungal mycelia, as their construction effectively
precludes formation of triads. In practice, the
network forms an interconnected reticulate system
with many 4-, 5- or 6-node rings spreading away
from the central inoculum. Thus more general
measures have been proposed to capture the
structure of larger cycles (Alon et al. 1997; Cal-
darelli et al. 2004). The meshedness coefficient was
recently introduced to address this point for planar
graphs of ant galleries (Buhl et al. 2004; Cardillo
et al. 2006). However, the meshedness coefficient
is actually a re-discovery of the alpha coefficient
originally proposed by the geography community
in the 1960s (Haggett and Chorley 1969). Thus we
prefer this latter original terminology and measure
of closed loops as it has a historical precedent over
meshedness (Fig. 13.4E). The shift from essentially
a radial tree during early growth to a more
reticulate network with increased cross-linking is
reflected in an increasing value of the alpha index
(Fig. 13.4E). Thus these fungal networks progress
fromabranching tree toaweakly connected lattice-
like network behind the growing margin through
a process of fusion and reinforcement to form
loops and selective removal and recycling of excess
redundant material (Bebber et al., submitted).

C. Predicted Transport Characteristics

To determine the efficiency of nutrient transloca-
tion in the mycelial network, the predicted trans-
port performance was assessed. The typical metric
used in network analysis is based on the shortest
distance between any two nodes and is summarised
either as the average, to give the average shortest
path through the network, or as the longest shortest
path which is termed the diameter of the network.
A small average shortest path or a low diameter im-
plies that it is easy to transport material anywhere

in the network. However, in weighted mycelial net-
works, the network diameter is a highly unstable
measure of network size as it is extremely sensi-
tive to thin links with very high resistance at the
mycelial margin. Thus we have not yet found this
ausefulnetworkstatistic, even for comparisonwith
networks from other domains.

In a spatial graph, the average shortest path
and the network diameter are expected to increase
as the colony gets bigger, simply because they
are defined by the physical distances between
the nodes. However, including the predicted
consequences of the varying cross-sectional area
can significantly alter this view. Thus, thickening of
some routes, effectively increasing their transport
capacity, reduces the apparent shortest transport
path (Bebber et al., submitted). In isolation, it is
difficult to attribute meaning directly to this meas-
ure. However, one way to assess the significance of
the organisation of the weighted links is to compare
the actual network with one in which the weights
have been either randomised between the links or
distributed evenly across all links. Although results
from such an analysis can be summarised as the
mean shortest path or the diameter, it has proved
more informative to consider how the performance
changes with radius, not least because this maps
onto the developmental sequence of network
formation. Thus, over most of the physical radius
of the colony, the structure built by the fungus has
a lower shortest path than the equivalent structure
with the same total material spread evenly across
the network (Fig. 13.4F). Near the boundary the
two systems become equivalent and right at the
margin, where the very fine hyphae are located,
the real colony performs much worse than the
homogeneous network. As the network grows,
previously peripheral nodes, which originally had
a long shortest path, become better connected
to the inoculum by the development of stronger
links (Fig. 13.4G). Thus the branching margin
resolves down to a more efficient transport system
through thinning out of some links, coupled with
reinforcement of retained routes and an increase in
their transport capacity (Bebber et al., submitted).

The importanceof anynode, as a transporthub,
can be estimated from the proportion of shortest
paths that pass through it, in a measure termed the
betweenness centrality that was originally used in
the social sciences (Freeman 1977). A more specific
measure derived from the betweenness centrality is
the central point dependence (CPD), which focuses
solely on the relative importance of the node with
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the greatest betweenness centrality. In fungal net-
works this corresponds typically to the inoculum.
Thus the CPD declines from ∼90% to∼70% in con-
trolnetworks (Fig. 13.4H)and to∼55%innetworks
with an additional added wood resource (Bebber
et al., submitted). This suggests that the network
becomes more decentralised as it grows, forming
cross-links that bypass the original inoculum.

Although these network measures provide
some indication of the predicted transport effi-
ciency of the mycelial systems, network analysis
based on graph theory does not readily capture the
importance of many potential parallel pathways for
flux through the network, as they are dominated
by measures that highlight single (shortest) paths.
We have also examined alternative approaches
using well developed tools for solving current flow
through complex resistor networks (e.g. Hankin
2006). The weighted adjacency matrix from the
mycelial network is already in an appropriate
form to be recast as an electrical circuit analogue,
with the additional constraint that flux (current)
through the network can only be calculated if
a driving force (voltage) is applied to certain
points in the network. This allows what-if type
examinations of the expected flux as source–sink
patterns change. For example, a map of the
predicted current flow from the inoculum to the
hyphal tips can be calculated if a voltage is applied
at the inoculum and all the tips are grounded.

D. Predicted Network Resilience

Whilst the architecture of the weighted network
clearly improved transport efficiency, in nature the
same system also has to resist accidental damage
or targeted attack by grazers.

In many networks, the probability of node or
link removal is unlikely to be random, and may also
show a high degree of correlation between adjacent
nodes. For example, in the case of fungi, grazing by
soil invertebrates may occur at specific locations in
the network (Harold et al. 2005). This is because
some regions are more palatable or accessible than
others. One measure to characterise the vulnera-
bility of the network is to examine the effect of link
breakage on global efficiency (E), where E is mea-
sured as the sum of the inverse of all shortest paths
(Latora and Marchiori 2001). This measure is more
appropriate than just changes in the mean short-
est path as it can handle disconnection of parts of
the network. In other network analyses it is often

the nodes that are attacked. However, for fungal
mycelia we believe that discussion of link breakage
has more biological relevance. Thus, in a targeted
attack, we assume that the probability of link break-
age is proportional to length and inversely propor-
tional to area [P(b) ∼ l/a], i.e. longer, thinner cords
are more likely to break. To highlight the impor-
tance of the organisation of the weighted links in
the network, this can be compared with a model in
which the breakage probability is proportional to
length alone. The relative global efficiency, E/Emax,
where Emax is the efficiency of the unbroken net-
work, is consistently greater for a given proportion
of links broken, when link weighting is taken into
account. Thus the distribution of link diameters
in the fungal networks significantly increases their
resilience to attack. One disadvantage of the vul-
nerability measure for a weighted network is that
consistent removal of the weakest links naturally
biases the measure of efficiency, so the decrease in
network performance is perhaps not as marked as
expected. An alternative measure, termed reacha-
bility (Ball and Provan 1983), provides an unbiased
measureas it only considers theproportionofpaths
remaining, without reference to their transport ca-
pacity (Fig. 13.4H).

Whilst a single metric, such as 50% of the
maximum efficiency or number of paths, provides
a succinct summary of the resilience of the
network, it disguises much of the subtlety in the
full response of the fungal systems to attack. Thus
the reachability of the weighted network does
not decay with a simple function, but is eroded
down to a core that is very much harder to destroy
than equivalent networks with evenly distributed
weights or randomised weights. This suggests
that the same core architecture that gives the
network good predicted transport properties (see
Sect. II.C.) also gives it good resilience. Interest-
ingly, the predicted pattern following this type
of simulated attack closely matches the observed
pattern for real mycelial systems of P. velutina
under attack by particular species of Collembola
(Fig. 13.5A, B). It is also worth noting that part
of the resilience of such a biological network may
not be just the architecture of the network prior
to damage, but the ease and efficiency with which
the network can reconnect itself following attack.
In this respect, a self-organising spatial network
may have considerable advantages over a random
network in the cost, consistency and efficacy
of the rewiring process needed to re-establish
a functioning system.
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Fig. 13.5. The effect of Collembola grazing on networks of P.
velutina. Mycelial systems of P. velutina grown from 4 cm3

beech wood inocula on 24×24 cm trays of non-sterile soil
after 21 days in the absence (A) and presence (B) of Collem-
bola. In the presence of grazing, the network is trimmed

down to a central core and the frequency of circumferential
links increases. In addition there is a profusion of new
fine mycelia from the damaged tips. Digital images were
obtained from photographs taken by G. Tordoff

III. Comparison
with Other Representations
of Mycelial Structure and Growth

Network analysis provides a compact description
of the fungal mycelium drawn from experimental
systems and may provide insights into the under-
lying developmental processes. However, it is not
a mathematical model of the fungal growth process
per se. In an ideal world it might be possible to infer
network construction algorithms from the network
structure which would be of use to biologists and
may also inform the design and construction of an-
thropogenic infrastructure networks. Whilst this is
still an aspiration, it is instructive to compare the
results and expectations of the experimentally de-
rived network representation with other models of
colony growth.

A. Continuous Models

There is an extensive literature describing both the
cell biology of hyphal tip growth (see the chapters
by Bourett et al., Fischer, and Sudbery and Court;
respectively Chaps. 1, 5 and 6 in this volume) cou-
pled with increasingly sophisticated mathemati-

cal models based around the vesicle supply cen-
tre (VSC) model (Bartnicki-Garcia et al. 1989; re-
viewed by Prosser 1995a, b; Geitmann 2006; see
also Sudbery and Court, Chap. 6 in this volume),
including extension to three-dimensional models
(Gierz and Bartnicki-Garcia 2001; Tindemans et al.
2006). These models provide the raw material for
developing models of colony branching patterns,
but do not yet include anastomoses. Furthermore,
they are probably pitched at too fine a resolution to
consider scaling-up to a working model of network
formation.

At the level of the colony, a range of differ-
ent modelling approaches have been applied (Bezzi
and Ciliberto 2004). There are several ‘continuous
models’ that seek to model the collective attributes
of the mycelium, rather than the growth of indi-
vidual hyphae, but include morphological features
such as tip growth, branching, anastomosis and cell
death within the equations (Edelstein 1982; Edel-
steinandSegel 1983;Edelsteinet al. 1983;Edelstein-
Keshet and Ermentrout 1989; Davidson et al. 1996,
1997; Davidson and Park 1998; Davidson and Ols-
son 2000; Boswell et al. 2002, 2003a; Jacobs et al.
2004). In such models growth is driven by nutri-
ent concentration derived from uptake and inter-
nal passive or active transport. The most advanced
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partial differential equation (PDE) model has been
developed for Rhizoctonia solani and has been cal-
ibrated against experimental measurements of key
parameters (Davidson et al. 1997; Davidson 1998;
Davidson and Olsson 2000; Boswell et al. 2002,
2003a). Predictions from the model match experi-
mental observations for systems growing on tessel-
lated heterogeneous resources (Jacobs et al. 2004),
but the equations are difficult to solve mathemat-
ically (Boswell et al. 2003b) and effectively limit
computation to a simulation of growth over a few
centimetres and a few hours. Nevertheless, these
models provide good descriptions of mass and
substrate distributions for growth in both homo-
geneous and heterogeneous environments. One of
the disadvantages of this basic PDE approach is
that it can only describe the architecture of the
mycelium through its average properties, such as
branches and fusions per unit area, since it does
not have an explicit morphological representation
of the colony structure. This makes it more difficult
to understand the impact that the network struc-
ture might have on transport properties and colony
growth.

B. Cellular Automata Models

The first attempts to capture a direct representa-
tion of the morphology of the colony were based
on cellular automata (CA) operating in discrete
time, space and state. Although CA models
are discretised, ‘growth’ is typically controlled
through interaction with continuous fields of

Fig. 13.6. Morphological models of colony growth. A The
typical output from a cellular automaton model running on
a hexagonal grid in which the growth direction and branch-
ing probability have a limited degree of stochasticity (M.D.
Fricker, unpublished data). B Visualizations produced by
the neighbour-sensing model of hyphal growth, assum-
ing a negative autotropic reaction and density-dependent
branching (branching probability 40% per iteration), with
the density field being generated by all of the mycelium.

An additional horizontal plane tropism restricts growth to
a thin horizontal zone analogous to a circular colony grown
onagar (viewed fromabove,uppervisualization)withanar-
row profile (side view, lower visualization; Meškauskas et al.
2004a). C An analytically solvable model showing radial
connections from peripheral nodes to an effective hub. The
average shortest path can be calculated with varying cost-
functions for systemswithmultiple concentric rings (Jarrett
et al. 2006)

nutrients or signalling molecules (Ermentrout and
Edelstein-Keshet 1993; Liddell and Hansen 1993;
Regalado et al. 1996; Lopez and Jensen 2002). CA
models can generate crude spatial representations
of mycelial structure (Fig. 13.6A), but are heavily
constrained by the regular, often two-dimensional
lattice used in the simulation. One more recent
approach to unite the aspirations of the different
types of modelling is to make a hybrid model that
captures the most pertinent biological behaviourr
in a PDE model, but allows the PDE model to
run on a discrete framework that simulates the
discrete behavior of individual hyphae and the
network structure of the mycelium. This approach
has been pioneered by Davidson and colleagues
with impressive results (Boswell et al. 2006).

C. Vector Models

An alternative approach to achieve greater mor-
phological realism is to develop models based upon
(empirical) rules that govern the growth rate and
branching characteristics of vectors representing
the hyphae. The rules may include stochastic sam-
pling of experimentally determined parameter dis-
tributions of, for example, tip and branch angles,
branching frequencyor internode length (Hutchin-
son et al. 1980; Yang et al. 1992a, b; Lejeune and
Baron 1995, 1997, 1998; Lejeune et al. 1995). Rather
than prescribe these growth and branching param-
eters, Meškauskas and colleagues (2004a, b) devel-
oped a Neighbour Sensing (NS) model in which
the growth vector of each virtual hyphal tip is cal-
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culated taking into account the potential influence
of the surrounding virtual mycelium (Fig. 13.6B).
Thus in this model branching probability, posi-
tion and orientation are determined directly by
evaluation of local density-dependent fields, rather
than through random stochastic processes. The
model outputs various colony statistics, such as
total mycelial length and internode length, that
assist in comparison with real experimental data
(Meškauskas et al. 2004a, b).

Other visually realistic simulations have been
produced using ‘Lindenmayer’ (or L) systems.
L-Systems are string rewriting rules (productions)
operating on a component (predecessor) and con-
verting it to a successor according to the rule(s),
so that a complex object can be developed by
successive replacement of parts of a simpler object.
They were formulated by Lindenmayer (1968) as
an axiomatic theory of biological development.
L-Systems operate with a string notation which
has been given increasing levels of complexity and
simulation power over the years (Prusinkiewicz
and Lindenmayer 1990; Prusinkiewicz 2004;
Prusinkiewicz and Rolland-Lagan 2006; see also
the ‘visual models of morphogenesis’ website at
http://www.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/Research/bmv/vmm-
deluxe/index.html).

Although branching fungal mycelia fit well
with the L-system framework, there has been
little application of L-systems to modelling fungi
(Liddell and Hansen 1993; Soddell et al. 1995;
Tunbridge and Jones 1995). The most sophisticated
stochastic context-sensitive parametric L-system
so far developed (Tunbridge and Jones 1995) imple-
ments the underlying cellular processes originally
put forward by Prosser and Trinci (1979). Thus
tip growth is dependent on vesicle supply from
sub-apical compartments. Once sufficient growth
occurs, nuclear division and septum formation
take place. If sufficient vesicles subsequently accu-
mulate in subapical segments, branch formation is
initiated. Iteration of these rules generates a string
describing the branching structure, but with no
explicit two- or three-dimensional representation.
To produce realistic two-dimensional images,
additional stochastic operations are included
during visualisation of the structure, such as
random selection of branching direction, variation
in branching angle, curved hyphal shape and
preferential radial growth. The authors note that
more realistic graphical depiction would require
the introduction of geometrical information into
the simulation so that the stochastic elements

form part of the developmental rules rather than
just affecting visualisation of the structure.

These models all produce branching trees,
where the emphasis is to achieve a representative
simulation of the structure formed or to investigate
plausible mechanisms based on the underlying
physiological processes that may control growth.
However, none of the vector models include
anastomoses, not least because hyphal contact
is difficult to calculate in three-dimensional
space and cycles are difficult to capture within
the hierarchical data structure of either the
NS-model or L-model. Thus, none of the current
morphological models help to provide any insight
into the importance of the network structure.
Furthermore, it is not possible to perform much
quantitative comparison between the extracted
network representations described here and the
model simulations in the absence of anastomoses.

D. Abstracted Networks –
Hub and Spoke Models

An alternative approach to understand the be-
haviour of fungal networks is to abstract the
essence of a mycelial network and re-cast it in
a form that permits more rigorous mathematical
analysis. Thus the interplay between radial expan-
sion and lateral connections can be captured in
a ‘hub and spoke’ model of the developing fungal
mycelium (Ashton et al. 2005; Jarrett et al. 2006; see
Fig. 13.6C). This is a generalised topology applica-
ble to several different (non-biological) transport
systems and allows exactly solvable solutions to
questions of nutrient flows under different cost
scenarios (Ashton et al. 2005; Jarrett et al. 2006).
The formula for the average shortest path length
across the network comprising a central hub with
varying connections (spokes) to a ring of nodes can
be calculated and exhibits non-trivial behaviour
when different cost functions are imposed on
transport through the hub, for example. It is possi-
ble to extend this model further to consider a more
complicated model of a biological system which
contain a ring and hub embedded within another
ring, with the original ring–hub motif functioning
now as a hub. This process may then be repeated
to whatever extent is required by ‘re-normalising’
each ring–hub combination as a hub for the next
outer ring, with a cost for using this hub equivalent
to the average shortest path of the original ring–
hub motif (Jarrett et al. 2006). This enables analysis
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of increasingly complex networks by collapsing
multiple rings around a very central hub into one
structure albeit with a complicated cost function.

IV. Nutrient Transport
Through the Network

Although the network architecture is of consider-
able interest, it only defines which connections are
possible at any given time, but not the strength or
direction of nutrient transport or signalling fluxes
flowing on the network. The precise mechanisms
underlying nutrient translocation in fungi are not
yet characterised in detail, but are thought to in-
clude mass flow, diffusion, generalised cytoplasmic
streaming and specific vesicular transport (Jen-
nings 1987; Olsson and Jennings 1991; Olsson and
Gray 1998; Cairney 2005; Darrah et al. 2006; see also
the chapter by Ashford and Allaway, Chap. 2 in this
volume).

A. Transport at the Micron to Millimetre Scale

At the cellular level, many organelles are known
to move by motor-driven transport predominantly
along the microtubule cytoskeleton, primarily to
keep pace with the extending hyphal tip in the api-
cal septal compartment (Fischer 1999; Steinberg
2000; Suelmann and Fischer 2000; Westermann and
Prokisch 2002; Hickey et al. 2005; see also the chap-
ters by Fischer and by Sudbery and Court, respec-
tively Chaps. 5 and 6 in this volume). Occasionally
much more rapid movements can be observed and
may be driven by association with different classes
of motor protein (Suelmann and Fischer 2000).
For example, during normal growth, migration of
the most apical nuclei follows tip elongation, at
speeds of 0.1–1.2 µm min−1, with progressive slow-
ing and eventually arrest sub-apically (Suelmann
et al. 1997; Fischer 1999). However, during forma-
tion of a dikaryon, nuclear migration can be or-
ders of magnitude higher (Suelmann and Fischer
2000) and nuclei can spread over long distances
throughout the whole mycelium of the compatible
partner. Whilst the nucleus is not normally con-
sidered in discussion of nutrient movement, it has
been suggested that mobilisation of N and P from
DNA can act as a valuable source of nutrients from
an osmotically inactive precursor that can be ex-
ploited under resource limitation or during sec-

ondary branch formation in more mature hyphae
(Maheshwari 2005).

Movement of material in vesicles along a cy-
toskeletal system is perhaps a more traditional
mechanism to translocate nutrients over long
distances. However, at this stage there is little
quantitative information documenting the role of
vesicle movement in sub-apical compartments, as
most research has focussed on vesicle trafficking
events at the tip, particularly the evidence for
(or against) endocytosis (e.g. Cole et al. 1997;
Hoffmann and Mendgen 1998; Fischer-Parton
et al. 2000; Atkinson et al. 2002; Torralba and Heath
2002; Read and Kalkman 2003; Steinberg and Fuchs
2004; Harris and Kwang 2006; see also the chapter
by Bourett et al., Chap. 1 in this volume). Motor-
driven transport along microtubules can operate at
speeds of 1–3 µm s−1 (Steinberg 1998, 2000), which
is more than sufficient velocity to bring material
to an elongating tip, although the flux depends on
the volume of the vesicles and the concentration of
the nutrients. To be an effective transport system
over several septal compartments or even over
a whole colony, a microtubule-based system would
require persistent polarised arrays extending over
a considerable physical distance. Although there
is increasing evidence of a role for microtubules in
organelle movement (Xiang and Plamann 2003),
only a few studies have documented microtubule
arrays over the physical scales needed to explain
nutrient transport throughout a colony (see, for
example Timonen et al. 2001). Likewise, actin mi-
crofilaments are essential for polarised growth and
septation, and are involved in organelle movement
inapical cells (Steinberg1998, 2000;Czymmeket al.
2005; Harris and Kwang 2006; see also the chapter
by Sudbery and Court, Chap. 6 in this volume), but
their role has not been studied in the long-distance
transport of vesicles on a millimetre scale or higher.

In addition to small vesicle transport, it
has been proposed that the highly dynamic
pleiomorphic vacuolar system might have a role
in long-distance nutrient translocation (Ashford
1998; Ashford and Allaway 2002; Chap. 2 in this vol-
ume). This extensive organelle system is present in
filamentous fungi of all the major fungal taxonomic
groups so far examined (Ashford 1998; Ashford
and Allaway 2002). Several mechanisms have been
suggested, including diffusion through connected
vacuole compartments, directed transport of small
vesicles, ‘crawling’ of large vacuoles and even
peristaltic-like contractions (Ashford 1998; Cole
et al. 1998; Bago et al. 2001; Ashford and Allaway
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2002; Cairney 2005; see the chapter by Ashford and
Allaway, Chap. 2 in this volume). We recently used
confocal fluorescence recovery after photobleach-
ing (FRAP) of an internalised fluorescent marker
to quantify diffusive transport for different levels
of vacuolar organisation moving away from the
tip, in combination with a predictive simulation
model from these data to determine the transport
characteristics of the system over an extended
length scale (Darrah et al. 2006). This combined
imaging and modelling approach reveals that
the vacuole system can have a major impact on
solute transport on a millimetre-to-centimetre
scale. There is also a strong predicted interaction
between vacuolar organisation, available nutrient
levels, the predicted diffusion transport distances
and the architecture of the branching colony
margin. For example, an unbranched hypha
possessing a continuous tubular vacuole system
can sustain growth over a transport distance ∼12–
24 mm solely by diffusion through the vacuole
system. Conversely, diffusion alone in a maximally
branched system would only be sufficient to supply
enough resources to the tip over a few millimetres
(Darrah et al. 2006).

This poise between translocation being suffi-
cientor insufficientdependingontheamountofhy-
phal branching and status of the vacuolar network
suggests that nutrient supply through the vacuolar
system could be an important route to co-ordinate
tip growth and branching. It is possible that reg-
ulation of the connectivity of the vacuolar system

Fig. 13.7. Schematic diagram of possible transport
pathways operating in corded mycelial systems. (i) Water
(open arrows) and nutrients (dashed line) are initially
taken up at the inoculum. (ii) An osmotically active solute
(solid arrows) is loaded into a vessel hypha within a cord to
generate an acropetal pressure-driven mass flow that also
carries other solutes towards the tips. (iii) The osmotic
gradient is maintained by solute unloading at the base
of the peripheral growth zone. (iv) Nutrients needed for
growth move towards the tip through a combination of

cytoplasmic diffusion, mass flow, vesicle transport and/or
diffusion through the vacuole system. Nutrients taken up
at the tip have to move backwards against the prevailing
direction of mass flow, possibly through the vacuole
system (v). (vi) The majority of the osmotically active
solute is loaded into a second vessel hypha to generate
a mass flow in the opposite direction to facilitate basipetal
transport. (vii) Unloading of the solute at the inoculum
completes the cycle needed for rapid bi-directional solute
movement

could change its translocation capacity according
to the localnutrientdemand.The systemcould thus
shift between increasing transport to tips, to pre-
venting unnecessary nutrient mobility by isolating
tips. Alternatively, and equally likely, is that the vac-
uolar system translocates material acquired by the
tips back into the main colony, against the mass
flow component in the cytoplasm needed for tip
extension, particularly when growing over an inert
substrate (Fig. 13.7). This problem becomes pro-
gressively more acute moving basipetally from the
tip, as the acropetal flow through the parent hypha
has to increase with the number of tips supported.
Some reduction in the flow velocity can be achieved
by increasing the diameter of the hypha, particu-
larly as volume flow scales with r4 (see Eq. 13.1).
However, fluorescence labelling of the vacuoles and
mitochondria in these regions shows that they are
anchored in place and buffeted by a cytoplasmic
flow (Ashford 1998; Darrah et al. 2006).

It should be noted that the vacuole model does
not preclude additional solute translocation path-
ways that may operate in parallel in the cytoplasm.
We are currently working on the measurement and
modelling of cytoplasmic and apoplastic diffusion
and mass flow pathways, with a view to building
an extended model with all compartments rep-
resented. It is expected that this will yield useful
predictive results for relatively simple branched
mycelial systems in the peripheral growth zone.
However, there is still remarkably littleunderstand-
ing on how these might interface with the develop-
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ing sub-marginal anastomosis network and cord
formation behind the growth front. Clearly an area
for future research is to provide detailed anatomi-
cal descriptions of the hyphal organisation in these
key areas of the colony, to link cell biological inves-
tigations at the hyphal level to flux-based measure-
ments at the colony level.

B. Transport at the Millimetre
to Centimetre Scale

Detailed temporal and spatial analysis of nutrient
fluxes in individualmyceliausesnon-invasivemap-
ping of radioisotopes, mainly 14C and 32P. Typically,
the final radiolabel distribution is visualised using
autoradiography techniques, phosphor-imaging or
analysis by destructive harvesting of the tissues
followed by scintillation counting. The emerging
picture for C and P dynamics is complex, with
evidence from studies in microcosms for highly
responsive shifts in nutrient allocation depend-
ing upon the size and quality of resource units,
the sequence of their encounter and the presence
of other competing organisms (Boddy 1999). In
general, substantial levels of isotope are taken up,
but with varying amounts retained at the loading
site (Clipson et al. 1987; Olsson and Gray 1998).
Net allocation of the remainder through the net-
work is a complex function of multiple competing
source–sink relationships (Wells et al. 1995, 1998,
1999). Movement can be bi-directional (Granlund
et al. 1985; Olsson and Gray 1998; Lindahl et al.
2001; Nielsen et al. 2002), with features similar
to the operation of a circulatory system (Wells
et al. 1998).

Absolute ratesof translocationvaryoverat least
two orders of magnitude, from 1.8 mm h−1 (Ols-
son and Gray 1998) to 200 mm h−1 (Brownlee and
Jennings 1982), depending upon the degree that
specific transport pathways, such as cords and rhi-
zomorphs, have developed. The most likely system
driving transport over these length scales is mass
flow, although how the driving force is established
and the precise anatomy, connectivity and control
of flux through the conduits are not clear. Unlike
a cytoskeletal/motor-driven system, the velocity of
movement in a mass flow system is relatively un-
informative per se, as it is a function of the relative
cross-sectional area of the different pipes at each
level in the branching hierarchy. For example, the
water flow rate through a single cord growing out
across an inert surface has to scale linearly with the

number of growing tips supported and inversely
with the cross-sectional area of conducting tissue
in the cord in relation to the cross-sectional area of
the individual hyphae. In other branching systems
there is typically conservation of cross-sectional
area at all levels of the branching hierarchy, giving
a constant flow rate (West et al. 1997, 2001). We
infer that this is not the case in fungal networks, as
the diameter of the cords increases at a lower rate
than predicted by an area-preserving relationship
and conversely the measured (nutrient) velocities
are all significantly greater than the tip extension
rate. There is also a major conceptual difficulty in
setting up a plausible mass flow model that can ac-
commodate bi-directional movement without ex-
tremely tight coupling between inflow and outflow
at each end of the system. One solution might be
to have specialised cells cycling an osmotically ac-
tive molecule, such as trehalose, at both ends of
two adjacent but insulated conduits to generate
anti-parallel mass flow (Fig. 13.7). Other nutri-
ents could be loaded and unloaded at any point of
the circulating stream as local source–sink patterns
change. Interestingly, the rate of solute movement
in the cords in such a circulatory mass flow model
could be completely uncoupled from the rate of tip
growth.

In comparison toCandP, even less information
is available for N dynamics, as there is no suitable
radioisotope tracer. However, some progress has
been made using 14C-aminoisobutyrate (14C-AIB)
as a non-metabolised marker for soluble amino
acids (Kim and Roon 1982; Watkinson 1984; Lilly
et al. 1990; Olsson and Gray 1998; Tlalka et al. 2002,
2003). 14C-AIB shows rapid uptake, bi-directional
transport and movement through specific trans-
port pathways in undifferentiated mycelia on
agar (Olsson and Gray 1998). Recently, using
photon-counting scintillation imaging (PCSI), we
showed that N allocation is extremely dynamic,
with rapid, preferential N-resource allocation to
C-rich sinks, induction of bi-directional transport
on cord formation and abrupt switching between
different pre-existing transport routes (Tlalka et al.
2002, 2003). These results suggested that our pre-
dictions of transport based solely on the network
architecture (see Sect. II.C.) are too simplistic.
However, we believe that the mismatch between
predictions from the simple network model and
the experimental data will be a productive area
for future research and may give much greater
insights into the strategy used by the fungus to
control fluxes.
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Whilst indeterminate growth and flexible re-
source allocation are of great benefit in exploiting
a patchy resource environment (Boddy 1999; Et-
tema and Wardle 2002; Watkinson et al. 2006), co-
ordination of these activities poses a considerable
challenge within an interconnected, but locally re-
sponsive, network (Rayner et al. 1994). In this con-
text, it is interesting tonote that there is a significant
pulsatile component to N-transport, with evidence
for differential behaviour between the assimilatory
and foraging mycelia. The pulsatile component can
be analysed using Fourier techniques to show that
signals from the assimilatory hyphae in the inocu-
lum, new resources and the foraging hyphae all
oscillate as distinct domains that are locally syn-
chronised, but are out of phase with each other
(Fig. 13.3, see page 312; Tlalka et al., submitted).
At this stage we do not know what significance to
attribute to the emergence of oscillatory phase do-
mains in terms of global co-ordination within the
colony. However, there is an extensive literature
on the emergent properties of coupled oscillatory
systems (see, for example Strogatz 2001) and it is
tempting to speculate that coupled oscillatory be-
haviour may reflect underlying pattern formation
in basidiomycete fungi, as with other simple micro-
bial systems (Gerisch 1987; Dormann et al. 2002;
Ueda 2005). This may represent a general princi-
ple used by self-organising biological systems to
achieve global co-ordination and solve complex
routing problems (Nakagaki et al. 2000, 2004; Tero
et al. 2006).

V. Conclusion: Future Prospects

The past few years have seen massive advances
in the technology available to address fundamen-
tal questions in fungal biology. Live cell imaging,
molecular techniques and green fluorescent pro-
tein fusionsare set to revolutioniseourunderstand-
ing of sub-cellular dynamics in a similar manner
to results in the plant field (Brandizzi et al. 2002;
Fricker et al. 2006; see also the chapters by Ash-
ford and Allaway, and Bourett et al., respectively
Chaps. 1 and 2 in this volume). New radioisotope
imaging techniques are adding dynamics to our
understanding of nutrient fluxes at the colony level
(Gray et al. 1995; Timonen et al. 1996; Olsson and
Gray 1998; Lindahl et al. 2001; Tlalka et al. 2002,
2003), whilst tools from graph theory may start to
provide insights into the crucial network organi-

sation and behaviour within the colony. Indeed, it
is not impossible that detailed characterisation of
such self-organised, adaptive networks and their
dynamical behaviour may inform strategies to im-
prove the design of anthropogenic infrastructure
networks. Finally, a range of mathematical models
is being developed that have the potential to draw
together results from all these disparate strands
and synthesise a coherent picture of colony growth
and function for the first time.
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